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THERE'S GOLD The "Lost 
IN THEM THERE Dutchman", 
ARIZONY HILLS that fabul

ous bonanza 
of gold in the hills of Ar
izona which has been the 
object of much controversy 
and search—especially on 
the part of those posing as 
"theta clears"—has been 
found. And it wasn't in an 
out-of-the-way dry arroyo, 
or hidden under a landslide 
in the Superstition Range, 
or squatting innocently un
der the decaying hump of 
Mount Camelback. It was, 
instead, in Phoenix— on 
Hubbard Street—or, as some 
of the Phoenix city direct
ories still insist, North 
Third Street.

While the income from 
this mine will nowhere near 
approach the demands of the 
Federal budget makers, it 
still places the finders, 
the Hubbard Association of 
Scientologists, Internat
ional, in the respectable 
position of never again 
having to beg for donations, 
gifts of bedding for a Uto
pian "Lemon Grove Colony", 
or grapefruit juice squeez
ers to provide the Utopian 
breakfast for the army of 
volunteers.

Get off that adding ma
chine, Lucipuss, while we 
shake the dust off some as
tronomical figures.)

It is common knowledge, 
to all readers of the Hub

bard publications, that 
more than 100 persons, dur
ing the past year, have 
graduated from the Advanced 
Clinical Course. Each of 
these students paid $300 
for this special training, 
turning into the coffers of 
the non-profit organization 
a total of more than $80,
000. In addition, there 
were numerous $250- and 
$500-students in some of 
the lesser and refresher 
courses, but these were 
small pickings; we're only 
interested, right now, in 
the astronomical figures. 
Even a few thousand sub
scribers to the magazine 
ABILITY, at $8.50 a year, 
to say nothing of the huge 
membership list they must 
have at $25.00 p^r year, 
are "chicken feed". Nor will 
we bother with the two con
ferences a year, each of 
whi ch brought in a mere 
$4^000 or so for the four 
days. Or the paper-backed 
pamphlets they sell as 
books at $5 per copy. Or 
the tapes they ship for $20 
per 7-inch spool, or $10 an 
hour. Of course, it may be 
that they don't have thous
ands of subscribers to 
ABILITY, nor thousands of 
members, but a compilation 
of this data isn't import
ant. These "tailings" have 
little to do with the oper
ation of the re-found "Lost 
Dutchman" proper.

What spins us is the new 
contract system for all au

ditors who expect to oper
ate with the blessings of 
the HAST. After paying $500 
for a basic course and 
$800 for the Advanced Clin
ical course, the graduate 
student—if he can pass a 
stiff memory-test and as
sure his guardian angels 
that he will not read The 
ABERREE or any other enthe- 
ta-like publication—agrees 
to pay into his alma mater 
38 percent of all monies he 
collects from pre-clears 
sent him by the HASI, or 23 
percent of any monies from 
pre-clears he finds on his 
own initiative and respon
sibility.

Since the last ABILITY 
MINOR (notice the "o", which 
differentiates between the 
"miners" who work the "Lost 
EUtchman") claims there are 
2,300 auditors in practice 
in the U.S. and 450 in Great 
Britain— all subject, ap
parently, to the same con
tractual conditions, this 
could amount to quite a to
tal, especially if all are 
assiduously engaged in mak
ing the world free of con
trol and safe from war.

Assuming that a few of 
these auditors may, at one 
time or another, be ex-com
municated, or not-ISed, this 
should leave a total of 
2,500 still loyal to the 
tenets of Hubology. And any 
auditor worth his certifi
cate should be able to give 
one 20-hour intensive a 
week—at $500 per intens
ive. One needs the other 20 
hours in a work-week to 
keep informed on the latest 
directives and massage his 
own specially-designated 
spots. But $500 a week, for 
2,500 auditors, would mean 
an auditorial income of at 
least $1,250,000. Turning 
over from 23 to 38 percent 
of this to the HASI would 
give the Phony-x operation 
more than $300,000 a week, 
or upwards of $15,000,000 a 
year. In time, those eight 
or more buildings the HASI 
now operates in Phoenix may 
out-Phoenix Phoenix, and 
Arizona will find it neces- 

(PLE-E-ASE Turn to Pg. 9)
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Cowhands, Child Games, and Openinq Procedure
Sy Sob 

HEREVER you look in the world 
around you, you find evi
dence validating Hubbard's 
standard »basic" SOP 8-C, 
Opening Procedure a, b, and 
c. Probably no "discovery" 
of importance has had. so 
much evidence in existence 

ity, and been so completely 
missed by the massed myopia of mankind,

• W have a traditional longing for the 
freedoms of the "open range". We have an 
innate recognition of the generally desi
rable features of the life of the working 
cowhand, yet how many doctors who pre
scribe that "change of scenery—the dude 
ranch vacation"—have calculated the ex
act elements that produce the tone rise?

Looking back on a childhood and early 
manhood as a "cowboy" and alL-around 
ranch hand, what do I find, personally? 
SOP 8-C a, b, and c, exactly’. It's touch 
and go from beginning to end, all three 
phases. In a, the boss says, "Saddle up 
than roan horse—take the Hamley saddle— 
and ride down to the north pasture. Cut 
those cows with calves out of the herd 
and move them over to the island through 
that lower gate. Ride out all that brush 
in the area and the swamps to see if any
thing’s down or hurt...

"Take some wire and a set of blocks 
and the fencing pliers and check that 
north fence along the hill. If any wire’s 
down or broken, patch it.up. On your way 
back ride up to the Miller place in Gar
den Creek and bring those saddle horses 
out with you and put them in the high 
corral. Leave the mares and colts up 
there."

Well, there’s five hours of SOP S-C 
Opening Procedure on the a and b phases. 
The c comes in because it is expected 
that all incidentals will be looked at, 
decided upon, and taken care of along the 
way.

And »dien that cowboy comes in at noon 
for lunch after his six a.m. breakfast, 
he is not "pooped out", "headachy", fa
tigued, despondent, or worried about 
death, taxes, and damnation. His eyes are 
bright, his appetite is ravenous, and his 
general disposition is gay, and pixila
ted. He feels dam' good.

There is no end to the variety and 
scope of a large and diversified ranch.

Prentz
operation. Winter and summer the making 
and breaking of contact with WESTgoes on 
under conditions that encourage "looking»' 
and acting, and; not thinking or stewing.

Contrariwise, on drudge farms where a 
routine becomes a deadly daily grind, and 
looking becomes "against the law", you 
find the antithesis of the above situa
tion.

Dude ranch vacationers get lots of the 
same "therapy": "Get up, how"; "Come eat 
breakfast, now"; "Go put your saddle on 
that sorrel horse now"; "Now let go and 
take the reins"; "Now get aboard"; "Now 
go here"; "Now get off"; etc.

People skiing and in similar sports 
are mostly working with the c phase, but 
the essense of looking and making and 
breaking contact is there.

In children’s games you find lots of 
this stuff; Run-sheep-run is a go-and- 
come-at-my-direction technique. Hide and 
Seek is a c phase. "Mother, may I?" is 
an almost perfect duplication of the a 
and b phases of 8-C Opening Procedure. 
So is "Follow the Leader", for the fol
lowers, while leading in turn is a c ele
ment.

A friend relates to me that an early- 
day psychoanalyst in France experimented 
with having some of his patients simply 
spend half a day under his personal dir
ection .(with detailed instructions) dig
ging a hole in the ground, and then, af
ter lunch and a rest, filling it up in 

• the afternoon. He followed this routine 
of duplication for as many days as needed 
to effect the "cure". This-produced what 
the doctor called "very interesting re
sults".

In his excellent and rollicking story 
of the building of Jackson Dam at Moran, 
Wyoming, "Desperate Scenery", Elliott 
Paul relates the experiences of a young 
friend who was a philosopher and creative 
thinker. This lad was in charge of a way 
station on the freight haul over the 
Teton mountain range, and had as a helper 
a fellow with Saint Vitus dance-- consid
ered "incurable". When snowed in for the 
winter, the philosopher offered to con
tinue paying the wages of the "flunky" if 
he would do exactly as told. Thus, as an 
"auditor", he had to pay the "pre-clear" 
to get enough co-operation to cure the 
Saint Vitus dance, but thishe did by 
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having him move every stick of furniture 
in the Inn to a different roan each day, 
and rearrange it in a different manner. 
Every roan was changed daily—in every 
detail—for two months, in what amounts 
to exact SOP 8-0 Opening Procedure: "See 
that chair?...Go pick it up and put it in 
the other room by the south wall...Now, 
see that table?. ..Move it to where we had 
thè kitchen stove yesterday and put it 
down”.

At the end of the winter, the "incura
ble " victim of Saint Vitus dance was 
pronounced cured after a final test at a 
sporting house in Ashton, which is played 
up by Writer Paul quite a bit more than 
the elements which really got the job 
done . . , " 
, THIS ALL TOOK PLACE IN 1910—the first 
documented "cure" of a chronic psychoso
matic illness by SOP 8-C, Opening Pro
cedure . ...

Olden,' sailing ship sailors were leg- 
endarily high toned and rugged individu
als, where present time contact with the 
MEST Universe was not only an absolute 
necessity, but was maintained by a type 
of SOP 8-C Opening Procedure, '

Who hasn’t thrilled to the adventure 
novel of the sea where the First Mate 
roars orders , to the crew—orders which 

amount to "See that?...Touch itI...Now, 
let go . and keelhaul the bilges !...Now 
this...Now that (¿fay be in saltier lan
guage, however)”—but it all added up to 
a crew in present time or in serious 
trouble.

: Contrariwise, again, these occupations 
that most stifle this1type of workmanship 
are notable for the chronic psychosomatic 
illnesses characteristic of the profess
ions.. Take, for instance, the harried, 
ulcerous looks of’ people in advertising 
and T-V— and what passes for modern day 
news reporting.

The frontiersman was a notable early 
day user of SOP 8-C at the unconscious 
level. His whole day was lived by the c 
phase and always when meeting others at 
the trading posts and fur rendezvous of 
the west, the other phases were empha
sized heavily—both giving directions and 
following them to the letter—for sur
vival in the open country.

Yes, we’ve got lots of precedent, but 
this in no way mitigates the credit Ron 
Hubbard can claim with pride and satis
faction for having collated, organized, 
tested, evaluated, and produced the sim
plest and best form yet for universal use 
of this basic technique for the betterment of men and women who are willing and able to use it.

BQR.Cites iTIojor 
Scientology Threat
A promise of continued 

support for Scientology, 
but a warning to L.Ron Hub
bard 'that "it is his own 
organization which reprè- 
sents a fai* greater menace 7
to the development of Dian
etics and Scientology", was 
the theme of the February 
issue of the Bristol Dian- 
etic Review, which, its ed
itor, A.J.S.McMillan, says, 
was a bit late due to the 
press of his regular dut
ies . ' ■ "

McMillan suggests his 
readers not judge Scientol
ogy by the actions of the 
organization, and urges 
those who have complaints 
to write them direct to Mr. 
Hubbard and not waste time 
grousing among themselves.

Also in this issue was a 
complete review of Mr. Hub-

bard’s new book, ’’Dianetics 
1955”, commending it for 
"its positive approach and 
the air of optimism which 
pervades the whole". How
ever, BDR believes that the 
price of two guineas is a 
bit too steep for a paper
bound book that has only a 
third as much material in_  can be obtained through the 
it as "Dianetics: The Modern ABERREE for $2 a year.

"Wait until I get the cot out of the 
closets I haven’t used it since I heard 
of ’Dirty Thirty* in Phoenix last June."

Science 
of which 
purports 

BDR, 
monthly,

of Mental Health", 
this second book
to be a sequel, 
which is published 
is one of the old

est, most dependable maga
zines in the field. Sub
scription price is 13 shil
lings for 12 issues, or it
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Superego-ls It 1 hetan, Saint, Sinner, and Body Pilot?
(Poulter, X ¿2

ITHOUGH Sigmund Freud is best 
known for his ideas on sex, 
he made many other contri
butions of equal importance. 
One of these was the discov
ery and analysis of the Sup
erego .

On the basis of what he 
psychoanalysis, Freud divided

the human personality into three parts:
1. The Id—unconscious, operating on 

the ’’get pleasure-avoid pain1’ principle, 
identifying contents on an A=A=A-basis, a 
sort of primitive animal mind.

2. The Ego—the "I", mostly conscious, 
the seat of self-determinism. .

3. The Superego—(described below).
A small child—if we observe him as he 

is and not through the rose-colored glas
ses of fond parenthood—is almost all Id 
and Ego. He is completely a-moral. When 
he wants something, he cries until he 
gets it; when he objects he resists with 
all his might and main; when he is 
pleased, he enjoys his pleasure without 
restraint. Morality, inhibitions, cour
tesy to others come later. How do they 
enter into the picture?

Freud's answer is that the Superego 
forms. The Superego begins as a part of 
the Ego—a part which withdraws from the 
Ego and observes its performance*. Prior 
to its development, the child is rewarded 
for co-operation and punished for oppos
ition by the actions of his parents. This 
is how he learns "good" and "bad". "Good" 
is what his parents want him to do; "bad" 
is what they don't want him to do. He 
accepts this—but only partly—because he 
depends on his parents for food and love 
and protection.

As the Superego—the self-observing 
part of his personality—develops, it 
gradually takes over this "good-bad", 
"reward-punishment" function. The parents 
and other valence figures (called "ima
ges " by Freud) continue to influence the 
child, of course, but he learns to regu
late his own actions for greatest reward 
and least punishment by means of the 
Superego.

In addition to this "self-judging"
^Some readers may have experienced 

this “withdrawal to observe" phenomenon 
directly. It is possible that the Super
ego and the Thetan are one and the same.

function, the Superego has another role— 
the ego-ideal.

This is, simply, the idea of the kind 
of person the child would like to be. He 
aspires to this ideal. Usually, on anal
ysis, the egu-ideal is an idealization of 
the parents and other valence figures in 
the child's life. Seldom if ever is it 
the result of rational study; it just 
forms. It is possible that the "desire to 
be clear" may have some relation to the 
ego-ideal.

> Freud was not the first to discover 
the Superego, of coursé; his great con
tribution lay in calling attention to its 
importance, and above all, in insisting 
that it be analyzed objectively and hon
estly without,pretense or avoidance.

An interesting feature of the Superego 
is its rôle in the resolution of the Oe
dipus complex. Freud observed that the 
normal development of a child requires 
that he give up the intense emotional 
(repressed sexual) desires and fears to
ward his parents, and that these emotion
al identifications are then transferred 
to the Superego. I cannot yet report 
whether or not this occurred in ay own 
case, although there are indications that 
it did. But it certainly seems worth in
vestigating. t

Another interesting observation is 
that "parents and similar authorities 
follow the dictates of their own Super
egos in the upbringing of children". If 
this is so, the Superego becomes for thé 
psyche what the genes are for the body—a 
means for transferring the psychological 
traits of the parents directly to the 
child.

Still another interesting application 
is to group psychology. For groups which 
have a "leader", a formula may be derived 
which runs like this: "A psychological 
group is a collection of individuals, who 
have introduced the same person into 
their super-ego, and on the basis of this 
common factor, have identified themselves 
with one another in their ego," It is 
interesting to explore the implications 
of this formula.

Finally, and this is of direct inter
est not only in psychoanalysis but in any 
concerted effort to achieve self-under
standing: the Superego is the agency of 
resistance and of repression. This is of 
considerable practical importance. It
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means that any time one "bogs down" in look at the Superego is worth consider- 
his efforts, the Superego is probably the > ing.
culprit. Of course, this _has to bs< (Reference: "New Introductory Lectures 

’ ' ' ‘ ............... on Psychoanalysis", by Sigmund Freud,
li.D., LLD., The Hogarth Press, London, 1949« First published in 1933»)

* _ . , this has to be.
checked in each individual instance; I 
can report that in three instances thus 
far investigated, this has been so.

It also means that, if progress de
pends on the release to consciousness of 
repressed material, work on the Superego 
is of primary importance. For the Super
ego is the agency of repression. It would 
seem, then, that an objective, unbiased

This is the third of four articles on 
the teachings of Dr. Freud prepared for 
The ABERREE by Dr. Coulter.' The final 
article in this series will cover-Freud’s 
theory on the why of dreams.

^^HERE always have been 
and there, are now many 
competing mindologies. 

Each is apt to have some 
oracle claiming that his 
method presents the only 
way to live a good life. 
Which one is to be accepted 
and "believed in"?

Billions of words have 
been-printed on this sub-
ject, offering so many con
fusing and conflicting ans
wers that one is apt to ov
erlook a simple and obvi
ous solution: One does not 
have to believe in any 
special system. Or one may 
calmly yet alertly LOOK and 
observe the degree of tang
ible j living results ach- 

aids the welfare of some chores. Experiment with im- 
other human being. Then do aging up and then doing ONE 

. 5 , it. Reverse the business of extra thing that nobody ex-leved by the people who always receiving. Give out- ’ “ . . . -
subscribe to the various wardly. 
philosophies or religious - ■
systems. •

Looking carefully in 
this way, I have, for my 
part, become aware of one 
specific brilliant thread 
of action that is apparent 
in the achievements of ev
ery great figure of present 
time and of past history; 
something that . all such 
great figures manifest, ir
respective of their formal 
beliefs. This is the dynam
ic sustaining of positive 
mental images until these 
subnuclear energy forms are 
developed into tangible 
creations in the physical 
universe. 

How does one learn to
create and sustain positive

By VOINEY G. MATHISON 
mental images until they 
are materialized into actu
ality? By actionI Only by 
dynamic action. For exam
ple: let us say you feel 
inadequate, unhappy; you 
are interminably a student, 
a patient, a disciple seek
ing "the way". This is a 
negative action. It in
volves mental images.in the 
back of your mind, or both 
in front and in back, of 
(ourself as an inferior be- 
ng. Reverse this f How? By 
creating a mental image of 
yourself having successful- 
SDONE some one single 

ing, however small, that

Looking around, one will 
observe that happy people 
are busy doing constructive 
things for others. The 
workers who build Electro-/ 
psychometers, or steam 
irons,or the like, are sane 
and wholesome people—hap
py, not just because they 
are well paid but because 
they know they are produc
ing useful products for 
other human beings.

So, if one wishes to aid 
"one’s own case", a good 
way is to create positive 
mental images in one’s mind 
of doing useful things for 
other people. One need not 
begin v/ith great actions. 
Begin with small items, ca
pable of rapid and sure 

achievement. Don’t goto 
seed, sitting around trying 
to digest a messy mass of 
autocratic instruction. Act 
positively, and act NOW. If 
only experimentally, try 
now, from this moment, to 
begin radiating outwardly 
in a positive manner. One 
can never learn this tech
nique by "knowing" or stud
ying j one can learn it only 
by ACTION.

One may begin even on 
one’s daily chores. Con
sciously image them up, not 
as waiting to be done, bit 
DONE. Then do them. But DONE. Then do them.don’t limit yourself to

pects of you. But best of 
all. do it for someone you 
dislike. You can at least 
enjoy surprising people in 
this way, and you may even 
greatly aid your own "case".

(ED. NOTE — This tech
nique is one of several 
discussed more fully in Mr. 
Mathison’s Fourth Edition 
of ELECTROPSYCHOMETRY. now 
being printed at the AEER- 
REE office.) .

IT’S STILL A DARK SECRET
Several readers of The 

ABERREE were promised a 
"surprise" in this issue— 
and will they be surprised ’. 
So were we—but dura it I 
we got so busy printing , 
books, etc., that ti e sur
prise just ted to take a 
back seat for a few,weeks.
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Answer to "Present Time" Is in "the Silence"
By Ph ilip dnedman

RON HUBBARD relates an exper
, iment in which the individ
; ual inmates in psychiatric 
wards were simply commanded 
••Come to present time”. Two 
percent of them recovered 
immediately.

? Dianetics has shown the 
world what degree we are living in the 
pastj that is, re-enacting aberrative 
past events. But the present is made up 
of all that has happened before and is 
that out of which all will come in the 
future. This pin-point present is the 
Zero point in time, which, paradoxically, 
is now here and no where, both written 
with identical letters. If one could live 
10058 in the present, he would be Omni
present, meaning All—Nothing—Present— 
the ever and the never.

A statement to be true must have an 
opposite statement, equally true.

So—life begins at Zero. Where life 
begins there God IS.

Zero defined is zero designed. It can
not be fathomed or conceived—only ex
perienced and lived.

Zero is that which is left when every
thing knowable is taken away. This is the 
Absolute Zero wrought by the repulsion of 
likes, i.e., division and subtraction.

Zero is also that which is formed when 
everything knowable is brought together. 
This is the Infinite Zero, wrought by the 
attraction of opposites, i.e., localiza
tion and addition.

The knowable is anything that is no- 
able, i.e., zero-able. Zero, the Nothing- 
All, the God State, is unknowable because 
it is already no-ed. The knowable is also 
the now-able or that which can be re
solved into the present.

The K in the word "know" shows the 
process. It is composed of I. C. which is 
J. C. which is Jesus the Christed, whose 
mundane body was no-ed and crossed out, 
afterwhich he received his raising into 
Eternity, which is the Entirety of the 
Now. The word ’’Now” means the no-way. 
Now and new are synonymous. .

A magnifying glass, which is also a 
reducing glass, can catch the sun’s rays 
and focus or reduce them to a zero point 
and there generate fire. This is the 
power of the fire which is Nothing and 

yet All. So also all the colors of the 
spectrum when focused to a point will be 
neutralized and become none of the colors 
and all of the colors. Uranium at abso
lute zero, —273° Centigrade, will emit 
such strong radiations that a bar magnet 
will levitate over it. This is the zero 
point of heat.

Knowing Good and Evil is the- no-ing of 
all the positives and the negatives, no
ing of all'the dualities from which phys
ical life is formed, no-ing all the pasts 
and the futures, culminating or summating 
them in the Now. This is the Knowing—the 
no-ing of all things in heaven and earth.

Thus in sleep or death we must lose 
our bodies into the All-Nothingness in 
order to regain pur energy and life. The 
life that displays itself at zero is more 
active in a substance, the .more freed 
that substance is from substance. When 
Zero Mass was achieved, science created 
an energy a thousand times greater than 
atomic fission.

With matter, light the spirit. How? 
Simply by knowing, by no-ing and by now
ing it. Noting is both division and con
gregation. No thyself.

Dianoetics, which means knowing, has 
femulated techniques by which events in 
the past may be erased or ho-ed. Except 
possibly for attention unit running in 
present time, these have all been a.pin
pointing of incidents. Obviously it is 
impossible to run out the infinitude of 
thoughts, emotions, and efforts with all 
their counterparts that have been experi
enced in this, let alone past lives, all 
of which we are a composite.

In an open letter to L. Ron Hubbard, 
Dr. Addison O'Neill clearly analyzes the 
problems involved:

"Dear Mr. Hubbard:
"Would you care to give out a report 

on the progress toward a one-shot clear?
"When we consider that we are the 

product of a million or so years and 
thousands of life-time experiences, the 
progress toward clears en masse seems 
quite remote.

"From birth we have psychosomatic ab
errations from race, color, creed, sex, 
family, environment, lack-plenty, un
health-health, youth-age, life-death, and 
reincarnation. Each of these may have
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Facsimiles #1 peculiar to itself. What a then get into communication with the 
long chase, then, to eliminate aberra-
tions by present-day methods!

"It seems that human thinking runs in 
grooves. We try to eliminate engrams, or 
whatever you wish to call them, in order 
that the mind may function normally. Doc
tors try to eliminate diseases so that 
the body may be healthy again. Mental 
cults try to eliminate sickness so that 
the patient may recover his health. But 
is this the right way, regardless of how 
ancient and honorable the methods may be?

"I do not have the time, nor mechanisms 
available, to dp experimental work along 
this line so am passing an idea on to you 
to work out if you possibly can do so.

"Instead of lifting out the engrams,or 
whatever, from the reactive mind, why not 
lift the reactive mind out of ALL engrams 
at once? No, the idea is hot crazy. It is 
well worth while trying out. If the in
active mind has the power of accepting 
engrams, it also.has the power, assisted 
by the computing and self-determinism 
factors, to eliminate all engrams at once 
by lifting the mind out of the engrams.

"Engrams are simply thought forms en
ergized by continued thought of the indi
vidual plus mass-mind thinking. Lifting 
the mind free of engrams would disinte
grate the latter as all mental support of 
any kind would thus be withdrawn from 
them and they would go back into their 
native nothingness from which they were 
manufactured in the first place.

"Addison O'Neill, D.O., 
"Daytona Beach, Fla." 
THE ANSWER IS IN THE SIIENCE. Going 

into the Silence of Yogi Samadhi seems to 
be the nearest one-shot solution—the 
closest approach to present time living— 
the native nothingness.

Now here's how. Let's try it.
Let's lie down on bur backs, arms at 

the sides. Now we relax by every con
ceivable means we have ever learned. We 
may raise the various members of the body 
slowly and drop them back into place and 
feel the tension in raising and the re
laxation as we slowly give up. We do this 
with the head and the body, then with 
each leg and each arm, and then the mus
cles, tensing them and dropping them 
lifelessly back.

We scan the entire body, exterior and 
interior, and relax every fibre, every 
cell, every nerve, and every organ as we 
pass them by. Then we scan the skin, the 
skeletal structure, the hair, the digest
ive tract, and leave them all relaxed. We 

eyes, ears, nose, throat, teeth, etc. We 
let go of all hold on the shoulders and 
the back of the neck and the body as a 
whole.

It is said that when we give up all, 
we then experience basic or basal metab
olism. We yawn. The stomach may begin 
to growl, but it's only the noise of per
istaltic action.

Notice that we are using the static 
dead, the physical, to create the static 
spirit, which is really X-static—estatic.

Now every emotion is accompanied by a 
tenseness of the jaw. So—we release the 
jaw at its hinges at the side of the 
head, and let it drop and sag like a mor
on, remaining motionless, even to an eye
lash, -

Then we Perish the Thought by closing 
the eyes and LOOKING DOWN. Any thought, 
visio, or dub-in that comes up is an in
dication that we are out of the Silence. 
They are a part of the past. So we again 
drop the jaw, LOOK DOWN, and they are 
gone.

We breathe slowly and gently—infin
itely slowly—inf initely gently, feeling 
the thinness of the. air and its sweet
ness .

The body, brain, and breath has melted 
into a smile—into the nOw. We have es
caped from the past and the future into 
the Zero, the point of beginnings, where 
there is no emotion, no thought, no de
sire, only NOW--out of the Chaos into the 
Cause.

Call this hibernation, transcendental
ism, dissociation, fulfillment, Christian 
Silence, Samadhi, or whatever else—in 
this state we are the NOW, the only Eter
nity, creatively empty, choicelessly 
aware, inaction in action—time Zero.

To be shot into the Silence is to be a 
one-shot clear, in no-time, for the dur
ation thereof.

INSTEAD OF LIFTING THE ENGRAMS OUT OF 
THE MIND, WE HAVE LIFTED THE MIND OUT OF 
THE ENGRAMS. .

The rise in Tone, as indicated on the 
Electropsychometer, while in the Silence is phenomenal. Within a few minutes there 
is a rise of a half to a full point on 
the tone scale. On one pre-clear the in- .dicator could not be adjusted fast enough 
to keep up with the rise.

So, let's "COME TO PRESENT TIME. WE 
CAN'T OVERDO DOING NOTHING.

This article.under the title of "NOV/", 
first was published in Herald of Health 
Magazine in December, 1952.
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Detroit Dill Hold 
Duplicate Congress
A Congress, duplicating 

the one held in New York on 
February 4, will be held in 
Detroit, Mich., Thursday 
through Sunday, March. 31 to 
April 3. This Congress is 
being sponsored by the 
Church of American Science 
of Michigan. '

Registration will start 
at 9 a.m. Thursday at 2557 
Coolidge Highway, Berkeley, 
which is just north of De
troit. Fees are $15 a per
son, or $20 per couple for 
the four days. Those unable 
to attend the full course 
can register for a shorter 
period at $5 per day per 
person, or $7.50 a couple. 
■ Lectures given by L. Ron 
Hubbard at the Phoenix Con
gress in December, recorded 
on high fidelity tape, will 
be played the four days and 
evenings. This will include 
Mr. Hubbard’s group proc
essing on two-way communi
cation. Seminars and group 
processing will intersperse 
the taped lectures.

WAS FAMILY SAVED FROM FIRE BY CHILDREN’S MOCKUPS?
How powerful are mockups? Even during a childish game, what may be the results,of „imagined scenes ana actions? ■

, Chis is a question David Westlake’ of Boston, Mass., has.been asking since his lamiiy was almost trapped and, "saved by a hunch" in wnat could have been a disastrous fire."One cold, rainy day last February.he relates, "three small friends, ages ; to 11, came visiting. Curing the afternoon, one of 
the tasks assigned to them 
In the way of entertainment was that of burning wastepaper in the small pot- 
oellied stove in the stu
dio. This was hilarious 
fun, but, in .accordance 
with small boys' penchant 
for inventing games, was 
not sufficiently exciting.

"Shortly, this game was 
conceived: holes were cut
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Jheres Qold in Jhem Arizony Hills
(Thank you’. Here’s Your 
Continuation Off Pg. 2) 

sary to move its antiquated 
capitol to ifesa, or Globe, 
or Tucson to make way for 
the mushrooming enterprise.

Of course, it may be 
that some of the 2,500 aud
itors may not be willing to 
sign such a contract, since 
there goes with it a prom
issory note, agreeing to 
y "on sight”, the sum of 
,000 for the violation of 

numerous regulations - -in
cluding, probably, the reading of such publica
tions as The ABERREE. But 
they’ve taken care of these 
protestors, and have sent a 
follow-up letter to those 
hesitant to rush their sig
natures to dotted lines, 
granting them permission to 
insert on the face of the 
note the fact the note is 
not collectible EXCEPT af
ter violation of the terms 
of the contract. -

This note, be it under
stood, isn’t something that 
can be collected on arbi
trarily. When a violation 
of the contract—such as 
failure to "forthrightly 

in square milk cartons so that they resembled apartment houses. These were 
placed carefully in the fire along with the concept that my wife, Winnie, and I were inside. Then came the three brave firemen to the rescue with squirt gun and water to douse the fire and save from certain, death a most grateful couple., This game continued for two hours or so until finally the older boys moved ofr to new games, leaving 
the smallest ’Indian’, feeding the fire. At seven that evening they all said their farewells and trooped out. Blissful silence followed 
in their wake.

"All was peaceful until shortly before 10. Looking back I can see that during 
this period, I had become 
more and more restless, as 
though there was something 
I had forgotten to do. Fin

condemn and discourage by 
whatever means all activi
ties in Scientology and Di
anetics not sanctioned by 
the HAST or its affiliates” 
—has been charged, the 
HAST appoints one member of 
a three-man board to look 
into the charges, the accu
sed auditor appoints one 
member, and the two members 
agree on a third. Not un
less these three agree that 
the auditor has helped make 
"it bad over there" can 
they demand payment on the $5,000 note (or 2,000 pound 
sterling in the British Isles). Of course, if the 
auditor doesn’t act within 
60 days to appoint his mem
ber of the board after a 
telegram has been sent him 
telling him what a stinker 
he is, he loses anyway, and 
the note will be deemed im
mediately payable from what 
the auditor has been able 
to save of his share of his 
auditing fees.

And all this is being 
accomplished in a few short 
months without the use of 
"Black Dianetics". Or is 
it?

ally i I wandered into the 
studio—and into a roomful of thick smokeJ

x "Sitting in front of the stove was a paper sack, out 
of which smoke was pouring. 
One side of the sack was 
black and beginning to curl 
up, the way paper does just 
before it ignites. It was 
only a matter of seconds before the whole .mess would have gone up in flames. Howey er, a bucket <jf water quickly had the situation under control. The smallest boy had very carefully emptied all the ashes, including red-hot embers, into the sack, certain that he was doing us a great favor . .¡'Believe me. we were certainly,,grateful. that three Hat tie boys, in their mock-up games, had been careful to see that we were 
rescued—always in the nick of time I"
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. PHOENIX,Ariz., 3 March— 
"Affinity" will be the 
theme of the next Interna
tional Conference of Scien
tologists and Dianeticists, 
according to a usually re
liable source who shall be 
for the moment unnamed. .

The Conference of June, 
1954, was concerned with 
Universes and the Reality 
corner of the ARC Triangle 
("touch that wall, feel 
that object and get its 
color, temperature, tex
ture", etc.); the December 
Conference was devoted to 
Communication (0. K., Ma
ma", etc.), the theory of 
and relevant . processes. 
Consequently, logic as well 
as rumor, suggests that the 
next Conference will re
volve around the Affinity 
corner of the triangle. Af
ter clearing the third cor
ner, will the subsequent 
Conference address itself 
to the resolution of the 
vicious circle? .

We have heard of, but 
not actually seen, the un
processed, extroverted sal
esman hired by HAS! recent
ly to sell Scientology to 
the populace of Phoenix; a 
further report on this 
courageous young man seems 
indicated and we will put 
our private eye on the job.

A fact and not a rumor 
is the recent marriage of 

Barbara Bryan and John Ga- 
lusha, which took place &b- 
ruary 16 in the Phoenix 
City Hall. The best man was 
Bob Churchill and the ma
tron of honor was your re
porter. The Galushas are 
now in Pueblo, Cold.

The flu "virus" evident
ly can’t differentiate be
tween an ordinary homo sap 
and a theta clear; one or 
more of them closed termin
als with the mock-up being 
run by IRH and proceeded to 
duplicate itself or them
selves. AU this duplica
tion, or something, caused 
Ron to call for a medico, 
complete with syringe. We 
are happy to report that 
the body recovered. What 
happened to the medico is 
not known.

The many acquaintances 
of Don Bartholomew scat
tered throughout the United 
States and various parts of 
the galaxy will be interes
ted, and perhaps astounded, 
to hear that Don is curren
tly enrolled in Hubbard 
Professional College in 
Phoenix.

Scientology made the new 
Phoenix Telephone Directory 
under the heading of Dian
etics; leading with a half
column ad in the classified 
section is L. Ron Hubbard, 
Ph.D. The bestower of this 
new degree remains unknown 
to your reporter. Eight 
other auditors are listed 
in the same ad, as well as 
the inimitable James F. 
Pinkham as Secretary of H. 
D.R.F. Freddie D. Sutton of 
Scientology Consultants is 
the only auditor whose name 
appears under the listing 
proper.

Jim and Verda Kile ex
teriorized from New ifecca 
(formerly Phoenix) the oth
er day, destination Santa 
Monica, Calif., where they 
hope to mock up a nursery 
school and offer a new type 

of ’’family package" proces
sing, : A blpom to the Kiles1 
new project.

There is a noticeable 
scarcity, both in; Phoenix 
and elsewhere, of reported 
auditors willing to submit 
to the latest HAST police 
measure—the contract and 
attached $5,000 demand note. 
We admire HASI's persistent 
optimism, although we can11 
flow the same particle at 
the viewpoint responsible 
for this nonsense.

-e0e-
EASTERN ADVISORY BOARD

FORMED AT CONFERENCE
An East Coast Advisory 

Board, which will act as 
liaison between auditors in 
the eastern areas and the 
Phoenix headquarters, has 
been formed as an outgrowth 
of the New York Duplicate 
Congress. An attendance of 
67 from 11 states was re
ported at the Congress.

Members of the Advisory 
Board are: Len Hamilton and 
lyle Sudrow, publicity; Al 
Kozak and Dr. William Young 
in charge of schools; and 
Richard Halpern and Sylvan 
Stein, auditing.

Phoenix, Arizona
Professional Processing 
of Individuals, Groups, 
Business and Industrial

Personnel. ’ , - { I - fi
Freddie D. Sutton 
V. Carroll Crank 
Robert M. Churchill

Information on request, 
j . (Restwood 4-Ö041 i 
lUi . ... -------._J
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PLOWlhG UP the FIELD
Readers may have one 

guess aS to who sent in the 
following: "When the Ghost 
was on the ascending, she 
acted like a Ghost, split
ting the field asunder with 
sound and fury, meaning 
nothing. The Aberree is her 
aberaction, bringing the 
fold quietly back to the 
field—the point of begin
ning—DianOetics and Scien
tology. The fact that The 
Ghost and The Aberree are 
brethren-in-law (oh, yeah?) 
like all accidents, happen
ed by choice—of the cis
tern." Spine of the first to 
guess correctly will be 
sent free an early copy of 
the now defunct Journal of 
Scientology. ..A review of 
Dianetic and Scientological 
development since 1950--and 
that’s quite a field—will 
be covered Wednesday even
ings at the Psychological 
Research library in Boston, 
Alma Hill informs us. "No 
charge, nothing official, 
much work" the announcement 
says...

An undertaker friend of 
ours—an ex-rcommunicated H. 
D.A.—parked his hearse in 
front of our door recently, 
and during the course of an 
hour’s visit, suggested he 
scrape the sign "Scientol
ogy" off our window. Some 
place in this incident—an 
undertaker destroying the 
word "Scientology" and hav
ing a hearse ready to carry 
off the remains—struck us-
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as funny, but we knew that 
if we wrote it up, no one 
would believe it happened. 
So we didn't...Anyone want 
the high-toned low-down on 
Ron Howes. Jjm Welgos. Perry 
Chapdelaine, et al? We hear 
they have a special depart
ment for such theta commun
ication in ABILITY. (Sub
scription price: #8.50 per 
year.)...Which reminds us: 
we hear a rumor that ABILI
TY MINOR Ho . 2 is out—but 
we wouldn't know. We don't 
print the magazine, we only 
subscribed for it. And that 
guarantees nothing, appar
ently, in Phoenix...Anyone 
seen an ABILITY MAJOR?...

This is the type of item 
we don't lite to report
loss of a friend and fellow 
Infinite: Harold Snell, who 
died in Albuquerque, N.M., 
on February 5 of a heart 
attack.. .Also, the death of 
Wade Tozer. treasurer of 
DIANOTES, was revealed in a 
supplement to that maga
zine's February is sue.. Earl 
Cunard, formerly of Detroit 
and now living in Crescent, 
Okla., recently traded all 
his books on Dianetics and 
Scientology—a huge armload 
—to us for an extension of 
his subscription to The AB
ERREE. Earl likes to have 
his bubbles come to him al
ready bursted . . . Engraved 
announcements sent out by 
"Tamara Owen Otteson" and 
"Theodore J". Ottes on" (Ted 
and Tam ib we-all) anent 
the opening of their Scien
tology offices at 14 East 
72nd Street, New York, look 
lite "Fifth Avenoo class"— 
and we hope they drag (we 
mean "entice") in mobs (we 
mean "many clients")... A 
visit with his grandparents 
in nearby Pond Creek gave 
Scientist Harold Rarrjck of 
Albuquerque, N .M., all the 
excuse he needed to drop in 
at The AffiRREE office. He 
assured us there was little 
danger of A-bombs blowing 
up this planet, and we re
ciprocated by telling him

_______________________ 11 
the HASI— despite every
thing he may have heard—is 
almost as safe...

Curtis Janke, whose "One 
and only" WAD was such a 
mouth-twitcher, warns that 
he's going to do it again— 
and his decision is irrevo
cable .. .A tired stork on 
his way east, or wherever 
it is storks go, stopped in 
Enid to tell us he'd left 
another red-headed bundle 
in the Hubbards' Phoenix 
mansion. Mary Suzette Ro
chelle Hubbard, her' name 
is...Someone was trying to 
prove to us that Philip 
Friedman is in error by pointing out similarity of 
meaning in words when dif
ferent vowels are added to 
one set of consonants. They 
cited the letters "m-n-s-t- 
r" as an example, which can 
be made "minister" or "mon
ster". "We thought you were 
trying to disprove Fried
man's theory," we said...And 
speaking of Opening Proce
dure, which everyone in 
Scientology always seems to 
be doing, anyone ever try 
putting together 86,000 
sheets of paper?

"MJRDER GANG" IS BUSY
IN NEVADA CESERT AGAIN 

With scientists predict
ing the fall-out from atem 
bomb clouds will affect and 
maybe completely wipe out 
any prospects of future 
generations, the "murder 
gang" continues to play its 
game of blast-and-be-damned 
out in the Nevada desert. 
Five have been fired so far 
in this year's »mock war".

And around the globe, a 
"canopy of death” circles, 
a radioactive cloud that— 
the head of the Atomic En
ergy Commission insists in 
his effort to lull the pan
ic among his innocent vic
tims—"won't do any more 
harm than a chest x-ray".

Did you have any trouble 
filling out your A- and H- Bomb assoseRRment (income tax) form this year?
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"I took the second clinical 
course> and then stayed' on after 
the Congress to take the present 
one. .

' "A2DCCM 31—Goodness and Badness > 
-Beauty and ^liness, are alike 
considerations and have no other 
basis than opinion.

"So, for whatever they are worth, 
here are ny present opinions, based 
upon ay own Look-see!

«The present day teaching is 
excellent.

"The beys with a bellyfull of 
data, who go around calling mankind 
'Saps1> are being weeded out.

"Anyone unable to support one 
body, or unwilling to. is not of 
much use to the body of Scientol
ogy. .

«Auditors without mutual respect 
for the P.C. (thetan and body) do 
not produce predicted results.

"Those who have agreed to play 
baseball, in the field of Scientol
ogy—though they be the greatest 
football players of all time—do 
not score much by kinking the ball.

"The language is being so sim
plified that soon even a babe will 
understand it. ,
; '.'Scientology's. own duplication 
is being perfected. ' The time lag 
between postulate and performance 
is being shortened. . .

"The simplification of auditor 
cbnmand and questioning is allowing 

.the thetan and G. E. or the P.C. to 
.’perform with balanced certainty.

"The thetan is learning that the 
carbon copy (duplicate) that -ho 
gives his own G-E better be the one 
Ke wants carried out . NOW, and it 
better be clear.

"The auditor who is not subject 
to change himself during an audi
ting session, who doesn't believe 
that he himself can benefit, is 
fiving less that the processing of- 

erg. Iditual respect. Iditual gain.
"Sihce two terminals are needed 

for comunioation, which terminal 
is the most important! P.C. or aud
itor? This is where communication 
of ted broke down. The altitude was 
too high,or the altitude top gross.

"Those who are sincerely communr- 
icating with what -is immediately 
conf ranting them, i. e., going thru 
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the processes, are achieving re
sults.

"Miracles are not apt to occur 
to the high toned. In religion it 
is the desperate individual who 
throws out his preconceptions and 
says 'Lord help me1, who has the 
miracle. In Scientology it is the 
individual Who says 'I've tried ev
erything else, let's duplicate this 
Scientology formula'•

"And the formulas, after the 
five-year plan of research, are nor 
simple enough for even you and me 
to use correctly.

"Because a baby has hadfever, 
mumps, unsightly spots > whooping 
cough > and diarrhea of either mouth 
or rectum is. no sign to ma that he 
won't be quite a person some day.

"Thiszt>abe, Scientology, even 
xtow performs, and holds great prom
ise in the opinion of a RE-TSEAE." 
—Alberta B.Elliott. D.Sci.» Green
ville, S. Car.

"Boes Scientology work? It 
must. J remember , when you were 
editor of. the Journal, hew dis
gruntled I was with the way you 
wrote. Bow? I split ay sides laugh
ing. I realise, of course, that it 
depends on which side of the fence 
one is making snowballs whether 
this is considered a rise or a fall 
in tone. Me? I like it. May your 
funnybone never accumulate calcium 
deposits."—Cavin Atkins. Highland 
Park, Mich.

"Itaclosed is ny check to cover 
cost of 'Notes on the Clinical 
Course' as advertised in your hyd
ra-headed communication clothesline 
—which seems to be strung at the 
crossroads of utter randomity. be
tween Orthodox Haven and Overt Cha
os! Catholicity rampant!

"I've heard it said that if lin
ens are hung in the sun they will 
bleach io a beautiful white."—Earl 
Robinson, South'Pasadena, Calif.

"I see that we have something in 
common...Welcome to the Association 
of Tronped-on Dianeticists!

"A great many people have had an 
interest in the career and activi
ties and writings and teachings of 
one L.R. Hubbard, but most persons 
who have come into direct or indi
rect contact with Mr. Hubbard have 
not had the Opportunity to associ
ate with other persons who have ap
peared from time to time in the 
history of the world of a similar 
caliber; It has been ay good for
tune to spend a good many years

"Wb of the .
Church 

believe: !
"That all men have 

inalienable rights to 
think freely, to talk 
freely, to write freely 
thbir own opinions and 
to counter or utter or 
write upon the opinions 
of others."
--From the Creed of the 
Church of Scientology. 

studying both messiahs and mounte
banks that have appeared in the 
world from very ancient times. In 
fact. I spent seme years trying to 
find out what is the difference be- 
twem the two.... I will not attenpt 
to say which of these Mr. Hubbard 
is... .He is certainly an individual 
who is creating a great deal of 
furore, who is stirring up things 
in she field of mental therapy, and 
through whose efforts a great nary 
people have become interested in 
this subject. Certainly, there axe 
thousands of people at the present 
time who have developed a strong 
interest in achieving some extraor
dinary form of self-control, or 
some ability to control others, ór 
attain some exalted state of being, 
as a result of Mr. Hibbard's teach
ings. Many of these people would 
like to- know just how he does it. 
How does he manage to continue to 
stir up such activity? What is his 
secret"?

"The offer I would like to make 
is that: I am willing in the space 
of about 10 days' time to communi
cate to any. person who wishes it, 
Mr. Hubbard's secret. And out of 
respect to Mr. Hubbard's numerical 
fancy, shall we say. I will do this 
for the sum ofS888.88. I think 
that this is only fitting and is a 
reasonable charge for the intensive 
work that, I have to do , because it 
is not an eaqr thing to learn how 
to manufacture doctrines of self 
control which attract wide-spread 
interest. It is not an easy thing 
to learn how to control others and 
father foil ewers end keep them in
erested in spite of many deflec

tions from the ranks. It is not an 
easy thing to operate in such a way 
as to charge high prices for one's 
services to man and get away with 
it. It involves a certain knowl
edge Of the psychology of man. Mr. 
Hubbard has it... There are quite a 
few who have had it at one time or 
another...

"Now, I haven't been interested 
in using this particular secret, as 
I happen to be excited and enthus
iastic about something called 'in
tegration'. And the use of this 
secret has nothing whatever to do 
with integration. I am making this 
offer only because, during the ac
cident ofay studies , I learned 
what the secret is. I know how to' 
help ary person who wishes to 
gain an understanding of human na
ture that will enable that person 
to put forth successful and popular 
doctrines of therapy and personal 
enchantment indefinitely—doctrines 
that will be quite popular, ' doc
trines that will create something 
of a ftirore, will gather a follow
ing , and will make money,*•

"I want to give this money to 
the Institute of Integration which 
is engaged in the cause of integra
tive activity, and as.I said, has 
nothing whatever to do with the se
cret that is here being offered for 
sale. I might add that given about 
10 days' time by anyone who comes 
here to Reno, where I live, I will 
guarantee to deliver this secret, 
and the individual's satisfaction is 
guaranteed by me...I might add that 
the possessor of this secret, if he 
so wishes, can stir things up in 
almost any field that has to do 
with the mind...Someone might come
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to a» who wants to stir things up 
in the field of semantics and asso
ciated scientific beliefs, or sone- 
one my wish to work entirely in 
the field of religion—whether or
thodox or heterodox—or someone may 
wish to work within the field of 
academic psychology, or popular 
psychology, or para-p^ychology. The 
field, itself, does not matter...It 
also will work in the field of pol
itics and has been used by certain 
extraordinary individuals in that 
field at one time or another. It is 
a valuable secret—one can earn 
millions with it...I frankly be
lieve that the secret is not inte
grative, that it is qpposecTto in
tegrative activity, that it is dis
integrative, end I wouldn't be 
caught dead using it cyself...

"I believe that there are a good 
many people, of good intelligence 
and good character, who have come 
under the influence of those who 
know the secret...and I believe 
that out of every 100 who might 
learn the secret, 95 of them will 
be set free from the power the se
cret has over them and will perhaps 
go on to the work that I consider 
to be of real importance—integra
tive work...

"This is not meant to be in any 
sense an attack on the character or 
motives of L.Ron Hubbard, ify atti
tude is: Uy he live and prosper! 
This is an effort to communicate 
with those people of good character 
and good intelligence who want to 
know what is Hubbard's secret. Mr. 
Gibbard didn't invent this secret.

A weekly series of 
lessons to explain 
all psyohotherap- 
ies and present 
studies of science 
and man. Course 
includes training 
'devices on loan, 
and a free week of 
training and cons
ultation upon pay
ment of only room 
and board.

$50/year of 50 
lessons. Time pay
ments $10 down and 
$8/month for five 
months.
EIDETIC FOUNDATION 

Fairhope 
Ala.

and it's not copyrighted.•<"—A- L. 
Kitselman. Seno. Nev.

"Our first sample copy of The 
Aberree tickled us. (I have reques- 

■ ted that Rhoenix and other literal 
ture mills desist from deluging me 
with further urgent messages.;

"If The Aberree is going to be 
funny some more and isn't going to 
minimize humankind's good sense, it 
may be just what the doctor (not 
HDA) ordered.

"Being, nyself, an old-fogy who 
has. since 1950, learned Tior to 
succeed in hundreds of small ways— 
all in spite of my having fumbled 
along using new-obsolete methods 
for curing my several neuroses—I 
approve the objectives of The Aber- 
ree.

"Back in the dear dead days of 
Recall (I95O-52) we swapped ARC for 
free, and were candidly fescinated 
by ourselves and each other. Ve 
thought that the processes was 
pretty important, then. Dianetics 
hadn't deteriorated to the 'If-you- 
ain't-been-done - by-Hubbard — you- 
ain* t-been-dope. -brother* 1evel.

"Of late months, a^ I gloat over 
ny growing accumulation of small 
triumphs. Life seems entirely de
lightful 'as is' . and I wander what 
Hubbard and all the little Rons are 
so frantic about.

"In By small but widening sphere 
of influence, I find nyself to be 
just about equally hampered ty ^y 
ignorance of current Dianetic pat
ois as by sy lack of working knarl
edge in the field of ictheology— 
whereas ny secret fund of dianet
ics-1950 goes real good with just 
plain living.

"I suppose ny real reason fdr 
writing to you is just that The Ab
erree reads like a good listener, 
(ty processing taught me a healthy 
respect for the listener. Auditors 
(HDA, HDS, Etc.) you can have!)

"I have the feeling that many pf 
your readers are but on a limb— 
that is.in fact, the main stem. Us 
orphans might as well watch the 
storm and draw together to share 
the warmth of mutual humor."—Any 
M. Stasch, Atlanta, Ga.

"Last year > a doctor friend of 
mine who took the Professional 
Course at Scientology Council, in
troduced a group of us to Scient
ology. We became interested and 
wanted further information...

"Since then, a whole group of us 
have been attending lectures and 
group processing at the Council. Ve 
have recommended the Council to 
many of our friends« They are de
lighted with the way Scientology is 
presented there.

/There seems to be some impress
ion, according to people returning 
from Rhoenix, that Dr. Hardin D. 
Malsh and Mrs. Joanna Walsh are 
teaching Metaphysics at Sciantology 
Council! I cannot understand how 
such a rumor got started. Dr.Walsh 
has always taught us straight 8c i- 
entology, So has Mrs. Walsh. I 
asked her to prepare a course for 
Metaphysical practitioners, simpli
fying the material, but retaining 
the principles and essense of Sci- 
ontology. ,

"She did a masterful job of this 
and nor has a group of professional 

students. Her ability to simplify 
this technical science has always 
astonished me...

"Me believe in this science 
whole-heartedly .and feel that man's 
next evolutionary step has been ad
vanced a century by it. We believe 
Ron Rubbard is doing a magnificent 
work and shell always be grateful 
to him. I look forward to meeting 
him. But the Council is here where 
we live: and work. Therefore, we 
would like this misunderstanding 
cleared up .. --Stella &regle. 
Hollywood, Calif.

"You improve. The initial letter 
'blocks' are attractive. How do you 
'cut’ them? The 'letters to the 
editor1 neat and interesting...Mrs. 
Hennick is again the headliner with 
her further 'considerations'. Dr. 
Coulter is concise but clear when 
condensing volumes, and will likely 
betray other 'escape' readers into 
Freud. I warn all such: stick to 
the Sunday supplement; or take your 
psychoromancing from Art' s rehash. 
The lecture on handwriting enter
tained me because the subject mat
ter excites curiosity. It also dis
appointed ne because one likes to 
satisfy curiosity and nothing can 
be shown in.a dozen paragraphs if 
the writer introduces too much and 
«»Iains too little. Ccntrarily: 
Hill ip Friedman entertained me ty 
introducing everything and explain
ing nothing. Because when one is 
thoroughly certain that a group of 
statements is inexplicable, the 
proof of that is not stupidity but 
vindication."—John Carey. Atlantic 
City, N. J.

"I would like to pick up Philip 
Friedman for a veiy teleological 
argument. He selects groups of 
words to show similar consonant 
groupings and similar meanings; it 
is not surprising that he can do 
this with great facility because he 
is. almost exclusively, working 
with a group of languages which 
have common roots, i.e. Aryan-sem- 
itic-hamitic. all of which are con
sidered to have sprung from a hypo
thetical proto-hamitic. If he could 
point out his similarities between 
this group, that is, of the instan
ces he has quoted and sey the Negro 
languages, the Ural -Altaic group, 
etc.. it would ba valuable. Another 
point, he does not mention or ap
parently. allow for changes in con
sonants in accordance or otherwise 
with Grimm's law.

"I was in London the early part 
of this week and the latest thing 
from the HASI is a circular to all 
auditors dated 9th Feb. inviting 
them to participate in a pc scheme. 
The HAST will pass preclears on to 
auditors on a rota basis and for 
each one of these pcs, the auditor 
is to pay the HASI 3“% of the fee. 
If the auditor gets a pc on his own. 
he is to give the HASI 23% of the 
fee. So that there will be no ar
gument about this arrangement. fi
nancial or otherwise, the auditor 
is to sign a bond for 2000 pounds 
which will be forfeit if he is 
showed to have contravened the ar
rangement in any way! He can appeal 
to an arbitration committee of 3 > 
one appointed by himself, one ty 
HASI, • and one agreed by them mu



tually. They are laughing about it 
at the moment, but I dart know if 
the HASI can put pressure on then 
or not* This is rougher than any
thing Phoenix has put cut yet* is» 
n’titt"—A. J. 5. McMillan, Bristol, 
England.

"I read last month's edition and 
thought it was a howl I Seriously, 
though, 1 did like the articles 
too, Articles on subjects mentioned 
by E. J, Vanner of Londe®, England, 
would be. most helpful • Laura W. 
Brownell, Charleston, S.C.

"Just a- short note to ask if the 
Aberree's transition has been inci
dental, accidental, or intentional, 
I hadn't noticed the change slip
ping up onus till the sunr ¿gup 
editorial came along. Then x took 
a look. The 'Non-seriousVc ,ce of 
Scientology' has become th. ' Seri- 
bus Voice of Hon-Scientol gy' in 
ten successive issues. E: t come? 
■This appears to have been a step- 
by-step process from the first 
issue... ;

"Maybe you should...get on the 
horn and cuss hell out of the guy 
when you get niad--really open up, 
blew steam, run the locks, and go 
on then, feeling good about it all 
so his actions donrt mar your eval
uation of a good, useful menial 
therapy and way of life. At least, 
don't let the covert anti-Hubbard 
faction snow you under like the 
Montana cattleman in the winter of 
1884 and leave you with only the 
frozen and bleached bones of your 
original intention when the drifts 
melt in the spring time and they 
have gone with the winds."—Bob Ar
entz, Salt Lake City, Utah.

"Congratulations cn your best 
communication yet! For some time 1 
have been watching the Aberree with 
interest and some.Wonderment as to 
Sour final destination. (Ed.Hote— 

0 destination. That would indi
cate a terminal, or end of lino.) 
The March issue shows more clearly 
where you are headed..,Several let
ters in the letter column have 
called for kore validation of what 
has been done. , .

"Ingenerali reports of validat
ion of Scientology have been ¿ant
ed. Only successes are reported, 
and these in such glowing terms one 
tends to consider them on the level 
of the T-V hucksters—the bottom of 
the ‘trustworthy* scale.. The fail
ures are fully as important for ap
praisal and learning the nor tools. 
I am now in process of getting my 
notes in order for publication. 
These notes cover the period 1950
1955, The problem will be to find 
a paper to handle them as I must 
demand that they not be cut or dis
torted. . • I make this point because 
ay interpretation of Dianetics and 
Sbientology theory will not meet 
with the red. carpet treatment in 
many quarters. I have taken every 
statement with Questioning. For ex
ample, I have *run previous lives 
both on others and on myself^ ify 
conclusions are that previous lives 
contain materiel essential to re
solving a case. I differ with most 
of the 'authorities' as to the re
asons why they are essential, and 
as to the interpretation of the
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event. Reincarnation stands as a 
fact, but it is not what the spir
itualists, Rosicrucians, etc. claim 
it to be—and they won't like to 
consider what it is likely to be! 
So such opposition do I expect to 
these views that Until recently I 
considered leaving a posthumous 
document.. .but indications in the 
Aberree suggest 1 can bring it out 
much sooner. Any help ary reader 
can give in preparing material for 
publication, etc.. will be appreci
ated. Hotei Due to thé labor in
volved, individual requests for 
data cannot be honored unless ac
companied by bona-fide aid in get
ting the material where it will do 
the most good! the mind of the gen
eral public.

"There seem to me to be two maj
or flaws in Hubbard's postulates. 
The ARC theory and the theta-en- 
theta theory appear both false to 
fact. They have a partial validity, 
which makes them even more difficult 
to deal with than outright false
hoods. > .The theta-entheta theory 
was introduced in the book, 'Dian
etics— Science of Survival', as a 
map of a communication scale. In 
semantics we learn that a map is 
not the territory, and believing 
that it is was the original sin of 
Scientology. By some twist. It 
seems to have picked up a connota
tion of 'Aristotilian entelechy'. 
Aristotle thought that 'form' was 
something apart from 'material' and 
an immaterial 'entelechy' organized 
and maintained 'forms'...This idèa 
was more implicit in the idea Of 

' 'theta' and so got out of hand, be
coming the central core of Scien
tology. . ;

"New, add to the little stew one 
more ingredient. Dianetics began as 
a therapy, a poor man's psychiatry. 
It would be not a great task to 
show that Hubbard drew from a num
ber of sources in writing the'first 
book. Neither is it a great task 
to discover what some of these 
sources were. One simply notes par
allel structure of ideas.».

"All this is not to deny Hub
bard'S vast contributions to psy
chotherapy. W point is simply that 
if Hubbard had not fallen into a 
series of vicious logical traps, he 
would have, gained tremendous stat
ure as a therapist and would not 
have produced Scientology...The er
ror was not fatal, and some gain 
actually has been made by the 
course taken..."—Richard W. Lund
berg, San Jose, Calif.

"Hilarious Schizoids:
"I have been too busy pulling 

out one of ny own neuroses to say 
'Hi!' sooner. I do these operations 
without benefit of clergy—in fact, 
a priest, a communicant and a neur
osis can ■ give one a rough ride. 
This one is hilariously funry, With 
nothing of tabu in it...Again, waste 
a stamp on me occasionally. I'm not 
even a pre-clear, just a primordeal 
^e's to good fooling—never 
mind plot."—Grace Coates, Martins
dale, Mont.

"The last Aberree was, as usual, 
excellent. You're a darned , good 
editor, Alphia, and Î particularly 
like the way ÿau have made your

periodical into a 'reader-part ici- 
pating' journal-

"The bock 'Synergetics' is new 
three-fourths through the final 
draft. It still leaves much to be 
desired, I fear. Still too much 
'Synergese'. But I think it's pass
able, and it will serve as a baAis 
for further development.

"As seen as the book is publish
ed. I intend to specifically and 
unmistakably renounce all ¿aims 
to being 'the authority' on Ener
getics, and to turn it over to the 
gynergetia Community for further 
development. I'll continue to con
tribute, of course, but as one qyn- 
geneer among many , • •

"Also, it's up to me tp practice 
what I preach. This means talk less 
and do more. 1 know that every time 
I use the tools of Synergetics, a 
certain amount of synergy is gener
ated and/or a certain amount of dy- 
nergy is eliminated. It's worth It 
to use them all I can. .

"One major advance in Analytical 
Procedure has occurred (actually 
there are several developments not 
previously reported but previously 
used): 'Clearing the Procedure’. It 
consists of stating one's BAM (be
lief-attitude-motive) ■ about the 
procedure, and Tracking on that BAM 
(especially inforsoureing it). In 
ny opinion, this is the most prom
ising development in AnP since the 
information source. I think it may 
be helpful with any procedure, not 
just AnP, incidentally."—Art Coul
ter, Wbrthington. Ohio.

"From the different publications 
I receive, I get the impression 
that there is a general discontent 
in the psychological field. It is 
felt that there is a gap and con
tradiction between the so-high and 
positive ideas given indianetios 
end Scientology in the past and the 
actual dealing in practice. Of 
course, from such a distance, it is 
only uncertain impressions that one 
can get. Let us hope that condi
tions within the organization will 
be improved and cooperation, freely- 
accepted, will be the result.

"Concerning the 'nonsense cen
ters of idiocy' , I knew the work of 
Welgos and wait now his Lessons in 
Living. I have written to CHANGE... 
but I have not received any reply.

this opportunity, I beg kindly 
to inform me if the 'Scientology 
Jeuinal* has stopped to appear, or 
the dispatch to me has stopped. The 
last I received is the No- 34-G*

"I received the Foundation Bull
etins andinthe No.Jthere is an

Mathison
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article by Hubbard: Accent on Abil
ity. I can tell you that this I am 
doing from many years (through ay 
lang studies of Adlerian psrcholo- 
gy, previous to Hubbard)• That is 
wry I have never had difficulties 
or failures , and also I have never 
had miracles. Developing the abil
ities and the positive side brings 
up only the negative material, 
which is a hindrance to the devel
opment, and I discharge and erase 
only this negative material. This 
was ny method of dealing, but I 
have been able to improve ny method 
and nyself through the discovezd.es 
of Hubbard, but without applying 
the different SOFs claimed every 
time of doing the miracle. I can
not evaluate what really happens to 
Hubbard or to his organizations, 
but I am quite sure that I owe him 
a lot...and I wish that his work 
gives the so-hoped benefits to hu
manity. '

"Concerning the seriousness I 
put on the search for knowledge, I 
admit that for awhile I was giving
too much importance and considera
tion to everything Hubbard said and 
claimed-•-Well, I profited from 
this 'serious' endeavour only nega
tively, and...by 'looking* I saw 
the shortcomings and exaggerations 
and many other things, ana as I saw 
in a more clear wsy the whole sit
uation, I became more independent1 

■ end I abandoned the seriousness of 
the whole business of Theta dear
ing. Yet I aim for more progress 
and I find more and more ways to go 
on, but without seriousness. iy 
progress I mean, more beingness, 
more capacity for quicker results, 
more happiness and joy of life."— 
Ath. Athanassculis, Cairo, Egypt.

"For those who like new tech
niques, here is one that costs only 
$3» 50 plus tax. All you do is buy 
a book called 'Across the Unknown' 
by S.E.White and read until you get 
to the neighborhood of Rage 129; 
that is where the technique begins. 
The ones who have library cards may 
be able to save the three-fifty. 
There's no miracle promised but no 

. great expense, either.
"Here* s a quotation; 'The basic 

principle underlying all.. -formul
as«, .begin with the blank sheet, 
the wiping out of scattered im
pressions, such as bodily tensions 
and mind chasings—the creation of 
a little fair open space in which 
to put something better, .what comes 
to occupy the space thus. • .prepared 
is the continued secret wonder of 
each individual life.'

"The author is a man of reputa
tion, listed in Who's Who in Ameri
ca 194b and on back to about I9O3.

"That's all. Keep publishing and 
I'll keep subscribing." - - Robert 
Woodward, New Orleans, La-• .

"Having been a participant and 
an observer in the 'Field? since 
the inception of Dianetics and the 
follow-up of Scientology, I now 
find nyself in the position of 
wishing to make a few observations, 
and to ask a few questions which 
have bothered me.

"Why did some accept Dianetics 
and not Scientology?

"Why did sone accept Scientology 
where they did ziot participate to
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any extent in Dianetics? Bow mazy 
are there who abe still trying to 
balance and to conpare the two com
pletely opposite approaches?

"I sey opposite approaches be- 
cause that
Dianetics required practically all 
listening from an auditor, whereas 
Scientology requires all talking by 
an auditor. This . leads to a very 
pertinent questiozi. Do some people 
need to talk? Do sane need to lis
ten? One is outflow, the other in
flow. Would there be the possibil
ity that after a period ox three or 
more years of listening, there'd be 
a need to balance that off with an '
equal period of talking? What xs 
tnis observable phenomena that some - 
people can keep their radio or T-V 
sets going constantly while others 
rarely turn theirs on? Does this 
imply that scee people need izzflcw 
and that other people need outflow? 
Can this be considered a classifi-
cation of types? .

"In Dianetics, it is observable 
that a capable and competent audi
tor both listened, end was capable 
of talking, of addizzg data, when 
the necessity arose. ;

"Would then a veiy capable audi
tor, or a fairly rational person, 
be one who could balance inflow and 
outflow? I know, personally, that 
as a Dianetic auditor, I was con
fronted with the problem of too 
much inflow for awhile, without 
recognizing the fact that I needed 
some outflow to balance ny ledger. 
This led, in try case, to a minor 
ear infection. This condition I 
consciously concluded came from the 
rest imulat ion of a childhood pat-
tern. But intuitively I solved it 
by a frantic period of writing (a 
release of outflow recognized as 
highly therapeutic by psycholo- may I 
gists, etc.) ' '-W.

"Thus, in regard to the inflow/ "As I see the situation Bon is a
* very tough rough instrument being

used to break the outer skin of the
. in regard to the inflow/ 

outflow patterns, might one say 
that the need for inflow is the 
need for more data, and the need 
for outflow the problem of needing 
to clarify the data one has accept
ed which is in conflict?

"Of course, this has simplified 
into two processes one of the most 
complex subjects of mind as a so
cial phenomena. There could be an 
infinity of discussion on the prob
lem. Actually» there is. in each 
of us» constant "surface' inflow 
and releasing of 'surface* outflow. 
But what 1 am referring to is deep
er and more basic» There is always 
the realization that we are either 
getting something we need from cer
tain inflow > or irritation because 
we accept this inflow and cannot 
use it. and therefore have wasted
precious moments playing the social 
game of illusions for no real pur
pose.

"Now I find nyself wondering if 
this isn't a valid question to ask 
of oneself: Do I neei outflow? And 
is the inflow I am absorbing giving 
me what I am looking for?"—Mari- 
jane Huttali, Lakeside, Calif.

"I am sitting here at ny trusty 
typewriter, sipping a hot cup of 
coffee, dreading the idea that I 
must write to you. You see, Sir. I 
don't have a degree, a title, nor a 
handle in Dianetics or Scientology. 
In addition ny subscription to the

. 15
Scientology Journal has been inval
idated. To climax it all, on Eage 
14 of the March issue of the AHKR- 
BEE you have the letters b.s- in 
quotes and I am siznply beside ny
self wondering just what you meant 
by those letters. Then too, that 
tidbit that Volney wrote entitled 
'Galaxy T-0 Patrol' has started a 
lot of gossip at our butcher shop. 
You never hoard such goings on.

- "I have a feeling that Bon must 
have stepped on one of the elec
trode cords that is attached to the 
E-Meter that Volney manufacture^, 
and dam if the thing didn't short 
out. Do you। Sir. have the same 
feeling? It simply mist have been 

• an electric short, or senething
was short which prompted Volney to 
write that little dilly.

"What happened to the type an 
Pages 14*15« loand 17? Is it pos
sible that you had the type shrunk 
so that the mailman would have an 
eaty time getting the March issue 
through the mail slot?"—Mrs. Mot 
Koorbretse, Los Angeles, Calif.

(Ed.Note—That was "Engram type" 
—and hew do you reduce an engram? 
Tzy it on your own typewriter some 
time.)

"I sympathise deeply with you in 
the...efforts you are making to put 
'the halo back on Scientology'. You 
oust be suffering a feeling of per
sonal loss now that Bon has seen 
fit to turn his back on you as he 
has so many tried arid trusted 
friends.

"The weapon you wield, humour, 
is a very, powerful one in clever 
hands and every petty tyrant has at 
one time or the other felt its
sting and acted accord; 

"If you will permit 
express a view] 

LI be familiar ti

io so» 
Which.

materialistic society in which he 
moves. He has brou^zt in, and made 
many recognise, something beyond 
the material universe. In this 
work he is similar to Mazy Baker 
Eddy with her Christian Science. 
She...in mazy respects acted just 
as Bon is doing. Sue quarreled with 
all her best heads of churches, 
acted in the most authoritarian 
manner and even charged 000 dollars 
for her course.’ But mazy of the 
principles she brought forward (and 
never practised herself) have 
lived. Like the idea of positive 
thinking (never holding or thinking 
hateful hurtful thoughts) has re
sulted in many Christian Science 
folk being people, at least in this 
counter, or fine character and high 
integrity. Indeed, Stefan dreg's 
book 'The Mental Healers' is vmy 
well worth reading.

"Perhaps the real work of you, 
and the grow you represent, is the 
following on after Ban, reaping the 
harvest, testing the processes and 
ruthlessly rejecting where necess
ary. Feeding in the foundation of 
ethics and bringing in the Affinity 
angle without which no movement can 
really amount to much. The ethics 
are derived frem the Affinity ang
le. The movement needs a steady 
base, firm and proved. Is this your 
task Mr. Hart?"—J.H.Bortass H.p.A. 
(ihtil they get me.) Romford, Ihg.
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HISTORY "No, Junior, 
REPEATS the 'Reds' we now 
ITSELF fear aren't the 

same 'Red' Men we 
stole this country from a 
century or so ago."

It hasn't been many 
years since our "brave* an
cestors were engaged in 
driving the red men from 
the forest and plain on 
which they' d hunted and 
roamed for untold centur
ies. But our motives wore 
of the purest, of course. 
It all was done in the in
terest of religious free
dom. These animals that 
looked like men were sava
ges, and those our mission
aries couldn't convert were 
necessarily slaughtered in 
self-defense. Those who 
survived were taught to 
worship our all-knowing God 
and be thankful for the few 
square feet of barren acres 
that—so far as we can dis
cover—have no mineral 
wealth hidden beneath their 
unverdant surface.

But conquering the sava
ges hasn't freed us of the 
"Red menace", apparently. 
It may be a bit ironical 
that the nation which first 
used atomic weapons to win 
a war should be pauperizing 
itself in a desperate ef
fort to prevent destruction 
by a former ally who might 
be so base as to use weap
ons of a similar calibre.

And whether we engage in 
an annihilating war or not, 
atomic scientists, backed 

by a power-hungry gang of 
military cut-tnroats, are 
threatening to end civili
zation once and for all 
with radiation from their 
many A- and H-bomb "tests".

Our inspiring history is 
tottering under an atomic 
cloud rising from the Neva
da desert. If some "fur- 
riners" don't get us by 
blasting us with our own 
invention, our atomic play
boys will do it in "de
fensive" maneuvers.

It took ancient civili
zations many ages to rise 
and fall—but. Americans al
ways were a fast, impatient 
lot—and proud of it.

THERE STILL Those of us 
IS HOPE FOR who have seen 
SCIENTOLOGY the decline of 

Scientology in 
the last few months—have 
seen our ideals wither on 
the vine under the searing 
sun of materiality—may 
take heart.

In her column last month, 
Tido Churchill, who keeps 
The ABERREE readers posted 
on activities of the phony 
Phoenix church (Phony-X), 
said there was a possibil
ity the June Scientology 
Congress would take up the 
long-neglected third point 
of the Affinity-Reality-Co
mmunication triangle. To 
us, even a hint that such a 
step is planned comes as 
food news. Any triangle 
hat tries to exist with 

one of its points missing 
is no longer a triangle.

Probably a better anal

ogy for A-B-CISbMfc^hm tri
angle would SMriiMl«

The KIM of MBOghMl is 
the "Reality" ttat <Kmme in 
contact with all s«r which 
a vehicle must Jbd in 
the last year, had
plenty of emphaslastoxmal- 
ity and contact. W^^y are 
dented and fihgertQ* Wal- 
loused from "dirty 30« ("fwt 
your finger bn the exact 
spot", etc.) in an expan
sion of Step VII of S.O.P.s 
1 to 8, the technique out
lined in early Scientology 
for the processing of psy
chotics. Many have told us 
how much "better they feel" 
after 20 to 100 hours of 
this type of processing, 
but we have searched in 
vain for evidence of a pos
itive tone rise, or so- 
called "miracle".

From the RIM of the 
wheel we go to the SF0US— 
the lines of "Ccmmunica- 
tion". Pre-clears sit for 
hours shouting "O.K., Mam
ma” and "HelibI” to imagin
ary spots about them—with 
the same imaginary spots 
shouting "un»1-"
back to them. Two-way com
munication has been empha
sized—and the auditor is 
told how essential it is to 
get a verbal reply from his 
pre-clear and to acknowl
edge this verbal reply ver
bally. The din of the mar
ket place has invaded the 
group auditing room. And 
we, who speak blandly of 
the telepathic powers and 
"knowingness" of the "thet- 
an", are depending solely 
on the noise-making quali
ties of a MEST body for 
communication. The auditor 
and his pre-clears are put 
on the level of a kinder
garten playground, with 
each child shouting to be 
heard above the din of oth
ers doing likewise.

Maybe, with emphasis 
switching to "Affinity"— 
the HUB of this imaginary 
wheel with which we're trying to compare the A-R-C 

(There's more Hope on 12)
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Rs on WiY, You 'r e o
By ROBY W.

Ye tty Lousy Prapt
LA MARCHE ’

HE MASTER Reference Mock-up, 
or "MRM" as we shall call 
it, is a product of the the- 
tan, and is his solution of 
who, what, and how to BE. 
As someone else has men
tioned, he does, definitely, 
not want to be "nothing" in

this universe as every time he has become 
nothing, he has lost a body, and, so he 
thought, lost recognition as a part of 
the MEST Universe which he had been led 
to believe is all there is.

The MRM is the mock-up of a complete 
lifetime—character, personality, and be
ingness—which the thetan inflicts on a 
body for the lifetime of that body. The 
MRM is constructed very early in the 
lifetime of the body from data gathered 
from the body and the people on whom the 
body depends, or seems to depend, for 
continued life.

Who the body is to be, what it is to 
be, and how it is to be this "Who" and 
"What", seems very vital to the thetan as 
the alternative of having a free choice 
about the matter seems to be...nothing
ness. This is a plain case of over-res
ponsibility on the part of the thetan. He 
built this MRM because he had forgotten 
that his beingness in the MEST Universe 
depends solely on the ability of others 
to mock him up, and what they mock him up 
as bears little relation to the MRM char
acter he thinks he is. In spite of all 
the bodies he has taken over, slowly 
killed off, and left, he persists in for
getting that the body was here before he 
came and here after he left. He thinks 
that the rigid enforcement of the death
dealing MRM is vital to the life of the 
body, forgetting that the goal of the MRM 
is death*

Time is a thetan's plaything. It is 
all available to the thetan but only a 
comparative split-second is available to 
the body. The thetan chooses that quan
tity of MEST time which he wants to des
ignate as his present time. It can be a 
millionth of a second or a million years, 
but is usually the total lifetime of the

organism (body) which he has decided to

The thetan in the body of the baby 
sets up the entire lifetime of the baby, 
including all incidents, every happening, 
and death. He then says HE is the body, 
and thenceforward, doesn't have the 
slightest idea what is going to happen 
next.

Now, this is a hell of a good game and 
has been a lot of fun for a few billion 
years—but maybe it would be more fun to 
change the rules every second. Maybe 
there are better games in other univer
ses. Maybe a better game could be set up 
in this universe. Maybe it would be more 
fun if you didn't slowly kill off the 
body with the accompanying pain as called 
for in your MRM.

How can a Master Reference Mock-up be 
maintained by an organism that can only 
exist in one split second? It can't. Our 
thetan, who claims to be the body, has 
made the lifetime of the body his present 
time. What kind of flowers will you have 
on your casket? How old will you be when 
you fall out of your crib? How old will 
you be when your last tooth falls out? 
Let's face it—present time is not for 
human beings. They can be aware of it 
but they cannot exist in it. Only an op- 
'erating thetan, or higher, can BE in 
present time.

For some reason, not presently avail
able to the writer, therapy does not seem 
to be accounted for in the MRM. Therapy 
modifies and destroys part of the MRM. 
Any destruction of the fixed-beingness of 
the MRM leads to better health for the 
body and a happier outlook and more pro
ficiency in everything for the person. 
Therapy is any process which gives a per
son a greater freedom of choice about 
anything or anyone. Since the thetan, not 
the body, constructed the MRM and is to
tal cause for a human being, it seems ev
ident that exteriorization is not, in 
itself, a therapy.

Total destruction of the Master Ref
erence Mock-up theoretically leads to 
total freedom of beingness, the ability
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to be cause on all.eight dynamics, and 
perfect physical health for the body.

Then why not destroy it? There is one 
little catch about the destruction of the 
MRM that sort of slows things down. It 
just so happens that the MRM is YOU. Not 
the body, not the thetan, but you as a 
human being. When you are ready to give 
up YOU as a lousy project in a boring 
game, you are ready to put the ax to the 
MRM.

Destruction of the Master Reference
Mock-up is accomplished by MRM therapy. 
Many thousands of words could be used to 
evaluate as to why and how this therapy 
works, but since anyone can try it and 
decide for himself if it works, and how 
or why it works, the many thousand words 
can be dispensed with.

The goal of MRM therapy is threefold 
and should be kept in mind while doing 
this therapy. The parts of the goal are: 
(1) Destruction of the Master Reference 
Mock-up; (2) The ability to free the body 
from all controls of the thetan; (3) The 
ability to be cause for everything and 
everyone.

MRM therapy recognizes only one prob
lem. All beings and all things in all 
universes should be regarded as unimport
ant trivia. The one and sole problem of 
importance is YOU IN PRESENT TIME.

MRM therapy is simple to communicate 

»a
but not so easy to do. The therapy is 
NOT THINKING, NOT MOVING, and K
MUSCLES RELAXED. Shortly after doing 
this you will find yourself in "Aberra
tion Alley". This is a tortuous place 
where pieces of incidents are run with 
all somatics. There are itching and burn
ing sensations which shift around to dif
ferent parts of the body and sometimes, 
especially when first starting, the pain 
in certain parts becomes too intense to 
bear. In this latter case, the pain may 
be shut off by moving. The immediate re
gret which follows the act of shutting 
off the pain is silly, as the part of the 
pain you didn't run is still there and 
will show up at some unimportant future 
date.

All phenomena of all therapies is 
present in MRM processing. There is the 
depressing sadness at the loss of allies, 
the feeling that something is terribly 
wrong when a new concept is coming up, 
the strong feeling of fear that you are 
doing something terribly wrong and will 
be inevitably punished for it, the idea 

that death is just around the corner and 
you had better stop now while you are 
still alive, etc. Far overbalancing this, 
there is a steady flow of new concepts, 
increasing knowingness, and increasing 
freedom as the single—beingness of the 
Master Reference Mock-up is destroyed.

Remember, YOU IN PRESENT TDK is the 
only problem allowable in 1KM therapy. 
NEVER, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, go after 
any specific aberration, ailment, or hab
it. If you do you are very liable to find 
yourself "held" in more pain than you ev
er thought existed. The fact that you 
fight with your wife, wear glasses, and 
smoke lots of cigarets, was not, is not, 
and can never be the problem. YOU are 
the problem.

NEVER mix any -other therapies with MRM 
precessing. All other therapies are aimed 
at some specific facet of aberration and 
will shut down MRM precessing.

NEVER, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCE, try to 
complete the running of any aberrative 
incidents. There is no such thing as a 
"free-floating* engram secondary or lock 
which can be run all the way through 
without bringing in others. All aberra
tive incidents are connected with all 
other aberrative incidents through time. 
MRM precessing frees pieces of aberrative 
incidents, runs these freeing more pie
ces , runs these, etc. ;

Do not try to mock-up your own case. 
If you knew what needed to be run, you 
wouldn't need therapy./

All thought is the evasion of the 
prime problem. The prime problem and only 
problem is YOU. The sole reasons for 
creating and maintaining a. MRM lie in the 
fact you made other people, other people's 
ideas, actions, words, thoughts, motiva
tions, etc., of more importance than you. 
It sometimes helps, in shutting off 
thoughts, to reduce the people whom the 
thoughts concern to a level of "no impor
tance". Thus, if you are thinking of 
what Joe Blow said or did, "Nothing Joe 
Blow ever said, wrote, did, or thought is 
of any importance." Yourself; (past): 
"Nothing I ever said, wrote, thought, or 
did is of any importance." Future: "No
thing I ever will say, write, do, or 
think will be of any importance."

And to start you out right in MRM pro
cessing, here is a good sentences "Noth
ing in The ABERREE (including this arti
cle) has been, is, or ever will be of the 
slightest importance whatever."

And good luck.



When o Child Soys You're o Horse, You fire
Ejy BOB ARENTZ

iERE seems to be a big dif
ference between the mock-ups 
children make and those of 
adults. And that difference 
is that children—at least 
at the beginning of their 
mock-up period—don’t pre
tend. With them, it IS!

It took me a long time to discover 
this. David, who was three years old last 
July, is much more creative than his old
er brother and sister. Since his Montana 
ranch sojourn last summer, I am his horse 
most of the time. More rarely, I am his 
father, or brother, or anything else re
quired at the moment.

I already have thrown him a typical 
adult down-curve in trying to play his 
game. I find myself inadvertently—and 
against my real desire—using terms like 
"let’s pretend", or "make believe*. With 
him, the mock-up simply IS.

A revealing example of this has just 
occurred. He and Robert have been play
ing doggie, and came to the room where I 
am. Some other lines of thought opened 
up and were carried along a few moments, 
at the end of which Robert said something 
to him as David. He replied, "I’m still 
a doggie, and so is my horse." Then he 
turned to me, "Aren’t we doggies, Horse?"

The difference in the adult view is 
that it is a mock-up. With David, who 
hasn't yet been saddled with the limita
tions of school and society, there's no 
pretense. He never permits his mock-ups 
to alter his universe, and he never gets 
confused about which is which. There have 
been times when I thought this had hap
pened, but soon he added some bits of 
data which clearly defined the limits be
tween one and the other.

I can be horse all day until an arbi
ter is required for a mixup, and then I 
am instantly daddy until the decision has 
been made,

He doesn't use a viewpoint such as 
"Will you be my horse?" That implies the 
action of pretending—and the other kids 
already are impinging the other view on 
him—as I, inadvertently, did myself. He 
uses, rather, "You're my horse!"—a sim
ple, declarative statement of fact. And 
once he changes mock-ups, the old mock-up 
is dropped automatically.

"We are doggies, aren't we. Horse?" 
Now, there's a nice double-play on mock
ups. For a moment he wants his horse to 
be a doggie—and while he is often a dog
gie with me, he is never a horse. The 
horse is always his property and he is 
master. He brings me hay, water, curries 
me, saddles me up and rides around. But 
let a family conflict come along and he 
never turns to his horse for support. 
Daddy is the arbiter.

A term that he doesn•t use is "play". 
Like "pretend", it's foreign to his way 
of thinking about mock-ups.

One word he does use is "see"—meaning 
both "look" and "comprehend". "See, we 
is climbing the mountain." And lot the 
stairs are the mountain—have, in that 
explicit phrase of "see and look and com
prehend", become the mountain.

"See—this (the bed) is our boat and 
we are fishing." And the first thing you 
know, there's a fish on the line and then 
it's flopping around in the boat and may
be the dog is chasing around after it.

The adult approach would be: "Let’s 
play like the bed is a boat, and we’ll 
pretend that we are fishing", etc.

Play and pretense are poor substitutes 
for the all-pervading "see* of looking, 
conceiving, comprehending, and engaging 
upon the mock-lip without further indoc
trination or delay.

Now he is dead on the floor beside me, 
Climbing the "mountain” below ny type
writer a moment ago, he was calling me 
"Joe". "Hello, Joe, you is ay friend Joe 
and we (he and Robert) are climbing these 
mountains to see you." But now a bear 
has caught him just as he reached the 
top. .

Robert, somewhat adult in his approach 
to the spirit of the game, repeats, over 
and over: "All right, now pretend that 
you're all well again." But David will 
have none of it, and still lies there— 
"conked out". Turning to me for help, 
Robert asks: "What should I say to him?"

I said: "Tell him: 'See, you're well 
now and the bear is gone and you're Rob
ert 's doggie’." „ „

The effect was immediate. "Woof! 
woof! woof!" goes the doggie, springing 
into instant life. ,

In the same manner, the car becomes a
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rocket. "This is our rocket ship, isn't 
it, Horse?" "Bang! See, you is Heart 
now." And, "See, there's the tiger."

All this I've been outlining is not 
the "dream world" of an introspective, 
shy child who has retired from conflict 
with the material universe. It's action 
in a life of action. David is far the 
roughest and rowdiest of the whole rowdy 
herd—bold, brash, daring, overt, and en
ergetic— a bundle of energy that cantake 
a jolt and come in bawling to run the 
"engram* twice and scan it once and go 
back out laughing and raring for more.

You should see him take over in the 
cockpit of a DC-6 airplane. No pretense 
or play there.

He is probably in present time more 
than any member of the family and has a 
couple of traits I've never seen in other 
children—one being a sense of direction 
and the other a sense of location*

Not one out of ten adults flying for 
the first time comprehends the difference 
between flight attitude and direction of 
motion. (This kills a lot of supposedly 
trained pilots.) With David, he always 
clears a good look at where the airplane 
is going to be—not where it happens to 
be pointing at the moment.

After we left Rose Park: and moved to

Centerville, I came through a road he had 
never been on before, through unfamiliar 
terrain and from an opposite direction. 
Most kids would have been completely dis
oriented, but all of a sudden he said» 
"Let's go see my friend, Kenny."

Surprised, I asked him where Kenny 
lived from where we were and he pointed 
right to it. It was several blocks ayay, 
but he was located perfectly.

You should see him run opening J?T9ce~ 
dure, either as "auditor" or as "te
clear ". His process lag is very short, 
of course, and about five minutes ofeach 
is all he wants, before dictating a 
change; but he duplicates exactly*. Par
ticularly noticeably as "auditor*' where 
he never gives a bad direction or an off
beat command. When he asks me to bandit* 
him, I give him a lot of mpti°n—like, 
"See the bed? Run and jump on it and 
turn a somersault and fall off the other 
side and then put both hands on the 
floor." With a wnoop and a holler, he’s 
off on the run, but once the "touch" has 
been made, he holds on until told to let 
go. Conversely, he has enough savvy to 
not give me a comparable order, but just 
straight routine commands.

While not a "dianetic baby" in any 
sense of the word, he is a oaly of our 
dianetic understanding. .

"THIS IS WHERE I CAME

INSAYS THE NEW HCA

STUDENT—EIGHT TIMES 
, f

Auditors of the "old 
school", who received their 
HDA and HCA degrees for six 
to eight weeks of intensive 
study and tape-listening, 
trying to absorb as much as 
possible in the limited 
time at their disposal, may 
be interested to know that 
all has been changed.

According to the latest 
training schedule from the 
HASI in Phoenix, students 
now get the complete course 
in one week. The second 
week, they listen to the 
same tapes again. The third 
week is a repeat of the 
second week, and the fourth 
week is a repeat of the 
third week. This continues 
for the entire eight weeks 

of the course, after which 
the student is ready to 
graduate because he^kriow? 
all that is on the tapes--: 
without the necessity of 
taking notes—or is ready 
to scream "quits* from the 
monotony of it.

"It is far better for a 
graduate to have these 
steps firmly in his grasp 
than to cover a multitude 
of subjects and processes 
on which he has a poor re
ality by the end of the 
course," Dr. Hubbard ex
plains in presenting the 
schedule for the new train
ing courses.

Because each week is ex
actly like the previous 
week, students may enrol in 
this HCA course any Monday.

Graduates of this course 
will be eligible for a new 
five- to ten-week course 
being set up ty the Hubbard 
Professional College, lead-

ing.to the degrees of Bach
elor of Scientology (B.Ston.) 
or Bachelor of Science in 
Dianetics (B.S.Dn.). Thia 
course, the bulletin ex

- plains, is . for "those in
terested in a higher pro
fessional level". than the 
HC^couTse. Cost of each 
'of the courses is $600, but 
for the graduate of the HDA 
or HCA course in Phoenix, a 
special price of $285 is 
allowed. The special $250 
retraining course has been 
discontinued, it was an
nounced.

Several other special 
offers in training and, pro
cessing were included in
the announcement, but we've 
run out of space and dollar 
signs.

-o0o-
The cold, drouth, heat, 

or rain we curse are what 
we pray for when we're hot, 
dry, cold, or all wet.



Toughts UJe iIlake Live On as Guides to (Tian
Ely PEARL HENNICK

three feet

word called "theta", which, 
‘ in Greek, means "thought".

This, in speaking of the 
"person", has been altered 
to "thetan", which, I sup
pose, also means "a thought". 
When they ask a person to be 

back of his head, they're nec
essarily asking him to put a thought 
three feet back head. What
thought? And does it matter? Might not 
one put the thought, ’’The car’s running 
over me", three feet back of his head, 
and he would three feet back of his
head WITH the thought?

We’re not concerned with the thought— 

only real and true static.
Theta is a thought. You might be able 

to call that a static because it will ex
ist through all time and can exist through 
all spaces. Where thought is, I don’t 
yet know. Maybe people pick up thoughts 
out of the atmosphere, dr out of their 
heads—but wherever they may be located 
or not located, people pick up thoughts.

Life source, being something that is 
good, knowing only good, considering only 
good, and thinking only good, started out 
good. His first error was when man deci
ded he was wrong because someone else 
thought differently than he—and that the 
one with the different thought must be

or the thetan, as it has been called, right. That started him on a dwindling
We're concerned with WHAT MAKES THE 
THOUGHT. What created that thought? And 
where did it come from? That—the maker 
of the thought—is you, NOT the thought 
itself.

As it seems to have fallen in place in 
processing, and in looking at the proc
essing as it is done, we find that man 
(we're getting back into some of the old 
writings now) himself, IS a living soul. 
He is not a thetan (a thought), and he is 
not broken off from a theta (thought) 
pool. As long as man is breathing, he 
doesn't HAVE a living soul; he IS one. As 
long as he has a body that's breathing, 
he thinks with that body and uses it. How 
does he use that body? And what is the 
thing in between that makes him use a 
body? Why did he decide to take on a 
body and use it? What is his connection 
with the body? Now, we get down to 
thought.

The only reason he ever would use a 
body would be because he wanted to do 
something in one particular place—and 
the body certainly can be in one partic
ular place at a time. That's about the 
only thing it can be—locatable. Life is 
not impinged on anything because there is 
nothing for life to impinge on. Life does 
not act ON anything; it is all through it, 
around it, EVERYWHERE and NOWHERE, it is 

spiral.
You process a person toward getting 

goals for himself. . He creates the goals 
with thought—but what does he create the 
thought with? He, himself, alone, cre
ates the thought. He can pick them up, 
he can create them, and he can destroy 
them—for himself.

Apparently, every thought that ever 
has been thought in this world or any 
other universe still exists—and what 
little bit of life source that exists in 
this planetary system picks them up and 
doesn't know what to do with them. It's 
like taking the planet Earth, filling its 
surrounding atmosphere with tabs of paper 
with words on them, and sending someone 
scrambling through them. He'd pick one 
up, look at it, pick up another, look at 
it, and so on. And that's about the way 
mankind does. He thinks he wants to sur
vive on this planet, and in making this 
decision, begins to pick up thoughts, 
just about that random. This has been 
proven by the fact that a pre-clear can 
pick up thoughts of another person—eith
er in present time or in past time. For 
example: A person can walk into a room, 
someone looks at him oddly, and he thinks 
little about it. A week later, if some
one asks: "What was So-and-so thinking 
when you walked into the room the other
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day?" their immediate reply might be: "I 
don',t know, I hadn't considered it.* How
ever , they can stop TE ♦ Ü and third« about ' * * •
it—look at it when it happened at THAT 
time and space—and they will discover 
they know exactly what the person WUS 
thinking—can pick up the thoughts bf 4 
week ago in present time.

If thoughts continue to exist aS 
thing that can in the future be pick«! 
up, looked at, examined, and used in ouT 
evaluations, then what happens if we are 
surrounded with harsh, unkind, destruct
ive thoughts? If, using again the previ
ous analogy, those "slips of paper* in 
the Earth's atmosphere contain mostly low 
activity words, what might we expect Man 
to find in his constant search for a way 
of optimum existence?

The only way out of the mess we're in 
is to get our fellow man and society into 
a condition where they will know how to 
enjoy themselves, to love each other, and 
to be kind to their neighbors. Love is 
the only way out of this planet; love is 
the only way to safety and security; and 
love is the only way whereby we will find 
happiness. Love is defined—by me—ae 
"Kindness, consideration, and understand
ing." By those three words, I Usaaai

To be kind—Help a fellow without de^ 
siring anything in return; to appreciate 
the other fellow’s helping you. Sharing 
with your fellow man his good and his bad 
days is kindness.

Consideration is considering the other 
fellow's feelings. Never say or de1 any
thing that you know would hurt the other' 
fellow's feelings unless it gets to b 
point where you HAVE to—and at that 
point, he's not "another fellow" anyway, 
so why worry about him?

Choose your neighbors, of course. 
Choose the people you want to associate 
with—people to whom you can be kind and 
considerate and understanding.

Understanding means to listen to an
other fellow's problems, and "sympathize" 
with him. "Sympathize" may be a wrong 
word, because it has so many different 
meanings to different people. Show him 
you are willing to help him, to listen to 
him.

These three points also can be broken 
down into the three corners of the trian
gle Mr. Hubbard uses—A.R.C. Affinity is 

kindness, Reality is consideration, and 
fioMnunication is understanding.

New that we have love defined. I'd 
like to suggest that each and everyone
Who reads this picks out a 
when they' think they can help. Eton't tee 
discouraged if you pick out ten persona 
ahi only two- bf these ten decide to ntol- 
ly go along and work with you# Pick thews 
people carefully, and don’t try to start 
with a psychotic' because those psychoties 
--most of them—aren't even there. You 
have to find a life source before you can 
do anything with them.

When you get a couple persons—oaek 
one of you—where you can oempletely 
trust your fellow man, have ideals, 
go&ts, and dreams, yon will have found 
those with whom you can communicate free
ly. You will know exactly what X mean 
about life—because life is love, and

That's all there is to it. Life started 
out loving everything and knowing that 
everything was good; then, when something 
or someone disagreed with him (being 
nothing but love and goodness), he made 
the first error by eonsidHring that ho 
himself probably could be wrong boeauso 
his honesty amd trust was stove eomsidor- 
ing the other thing dr pereem could bo 
wrong.

There is one liste 1a my resesrsb juste 
the life source that la still *

and that is MHf««aftor a life sourto 
leaves a body—eanmot he cniMWWlsato bask

1 know this Is Sc be
yond the shadow of a doubt, because once 
when I was dead, 1 found myself uanable to 
eemeeni.cate bask. Also, before »y broth
er was killed, I made a pact with him 
that whichever went first would try and 
communicate with the other still in a 

iy—but apparently, with him, too, it
is impossible.

I can look out and locate any person— 
their life source, or life line, and a 
lot of their thoughts—as long as they 
are in contact with a body on this plan
et. Many others can do the same thing, 
so there's nothing odd, new, strange, or 
fantastic about it. But when there is no 
contact with a body on this planet, ap
parently that life source has lost its 
ability to contact anyone using a body.

There’s only one thing I'd like to add 
L
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to this, but it's only a description of 
what optimum living can be—and that's 
about all you're going to achieve on this 
or any other planet. An individual feels 
as free as he feels safe, and the wider 
the margin of safety around that individ
ual, the wider his margin of sanity. If 
he is safe, then he is not afraid—and 
fear—his consideration of fear—is the 
only thing that is wrong with anyone.

When you can strip man of his fear, 
and widen his margin of safety to engulf 
the entire planet, you will have a very 
sane human being. He's safe, he feels, 
around anything he can own, and mankind 

is not going to own anything lit -doesn't 
like. He is willing to own and take res
ponsibility for the things that he likes 
and loves—for the things he doesn't 
fear. So getting rid of the body because 
it is distasteful isn't the way out—es
pecially if he isn't free with it, does
n't feel safe with it, and doesn't like 
it. Not until he can own it, can take 
responsibility for it, and can use it can 
he feel safe with it.

It'll help a lot if he has less un
kind, hateful messages on the slips of 
paper (thoughts) in the environment sur
rounding him.

AUDITORS REFUSE TO

SIGN LATEST $25,000

NOTE, TRAINING PLAN

Memorandum to Phoenix: 
If you need more of those 
contracts you are asking 
Clinical Course graduates 
to sign, giving them the 
privilege of training in 
the field to the HDA and 
HCA level, we have a large 
supply available at the of
fice of The ABERREE. Since 
they are of no value to us, 
we might consider shipping 
them to you at the cost of 
postage, or in return for 
the books, medallion, etc., 
for which we paid and are 
unable to get delivery.

To the field, which may 
wonder why these contracts 
should be in our hands in
stead of the stuff we paid 
for, we hasten to advise 
that this is not a shipping 
error on the part of some 
HASI employee. Being clear, 
we understand, such errors 
are improbable, even if not 
impossible•

No, these contracts are 
being sent us by graduates 
of the Clinical Course who, 
unwilling to sign a promis
sory note for $25,000 in

82 ATTEND DUPLICATE 
CONGRESS IN DETROIT

A total of 82 persons 
attended the four-day 
Congress held in Detroit 
March 31 to April 3, ac
cording to a report from 
Gerald Slater.

This Congress was a 
duplicate of the New York 
Congress held in early 
February, using the lec
ture and processing tapes 
made by L. Ron Hubbard at 
the Phoenix Congress in 
December. It was spon
sored by the Church of 
American Science of Mich
igan.

order to enjoy this privi
lege, are forwarding the 
bundle of contracts, expla
nations , notes, etc., to us 
for our "amazement and am
usement", as they put it.

Last month, we reported 
how auditors were being 
asked to sign a $6,000 note 
in order to audit under the 
auspices of the HASI; this 
month, it's a $25,000 note 
for Doctors of Scientology 
who wish to teach; we hope 
next month there won’t be a 
contract (with note, of 
course) which pre-clears 
must sign in order to prac
tice any benefits they 
might derive from process
ing.

RISE AND FALL OF MAN IS

' DEPICTED IN HIS SYMBOLS

Symbols—and the part 
they play and have played 
throughout the ages in the 
history of man and the lan
guage he speaks—will be 
provokingly covered in a 
series of articles for The 
ABERREE by Phlp "No Vowel" 
Frdmn, who needs no intro
duction to readers of this 
magazine.

Philip, returning to his 
desk as an architect in 
Pittsburgh, Penn., after 
spending the winter in Flo
rence , Ariz., stopped in 
Enid with his sister, Lena, 
at which time final arrange
ments for the series were 
completed.

Symbols, Philip claims— 
and when he starts talking 
about his favorite subject, 
there isn't much room for 
argument—not only infil
trate every facet of modern 
communication, but can be 
traced back to the weird 
paintings found In ancient 
caves. Even among nations 
that apparently had no ex
change of trade or traffic, 
the oasic symbols are found 
to be significantly similar.

The first article ih the 
series will be printed in 
the June ABERREE.
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THE CREATION OF HUMAN ABIL
ITY, by L. Ron Hubbard— 

This is the British edition 
of a "Handbook for Audit
ors" that was promised to 
U. S. Scientologists immed
iately after the June, 1954, 
Congress Although not 
leather'covered, the book 
is of a size that permits 
of easy use, and the audi
tor will find it ah excel
lent replacement for the 
probable sheaf of notes he 
has gathered on various 
techniques and processes 
over the last two years»

Several of the chapters, 
such as "This Is Scientol
ogy", are lifted from issues 
of the defunct Journal, but 
these are so important that 
they are worthy of frequent 
review—whether for self
help or in the processing 
of others. "The Factors" 
and SOP 8 and SOP 8-C are 
given in detail, together 
with the intervening Appen
dices.

Use of this Handbook, 
together with the Group Au
ditor’s Handbooks, is be
lieved all that is necess
ary for the auditor to use 
in his processing of pre
clears. This makes it one 
of the most valuable books 
yet issued by the H.A.S.I.

SIX POEMS by Edward Fuller, 
Balcombe, Sussex, En

gland. These poems, taking 
up 16 pages, cover in a few 
short lines of blank verse 
almost the complete concept 

of Scientology, lacking on
ly the elaboration and the 
techniques,

But were one to under
stand fully all that is 
contained in these six 
brief poems, he would need 
no elaboration or tech
niques, but could formulate 
his own—if he needed them.

The booklet, nicely 
printed and in limp cover» 
sells for $1.50 when order
ed direct from the author.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF NATURAL 
MEMORY. Published by the 

"Staff" of Human Engineer
ing , Inc., Fairhope, Ala. 
Although the pronoun "I" is 
used quite often, there is 
no single author named.

This 24-page, mimeo- 
raphed booklet tells how 
he "author" began his re

searches into memory—and 
all mental phenomena, for 
that matter—merely because 
he was concerned over for
getting a loaf of bread 
when sent to the store at 
the age of five.

The "author" points out 
that the worst thing you 
can do to develop your mem
ory powers is to be con
cerned over the development 
of your memory powers. He 
then offers several exerci
ses designed to increase 
objectivity—and a better 
tapping of the ability to 
remember should follow nat
urally .

The book is one of sev
eral titles being offered 
at $2 each.

ELECTROPSYCHOMETRY— Fourth
Edition— by Volney G. 

Mathison. This edition, in 
two volumes, reflects the 
growth since 1950 of thera
py with the use of an E
Meter. For the first time, 
Mr. Mathison outlines in 
detail his "Creative Image 
Therapy", and says man not 
only can be helped through 
images he creates, but that 
man himself is the sum and 

total of these images. This 
discovery, he says, is the 
answer to why doctors are 
so baffled by so-called 
faith cures when their own 
learned processes fail in 
spite of everything they 
can do.

How to use the Electro
psychometer is described in 
detail. In addition, there 
are several techniques and 
word lists the therapist can 
use—complete with examples 
of how they were used on 
patients, and with what re
sults.

The book is a bit sexy 
and pornographic in spots, 
and the reader easily gets 
the impression Volney .has 
much more sympathy for the 
poor, deflowered woman "in 
the case" than the often
times "despicable" male. 
The two volumes sell for 
$3.75.
ABILITY MAJOR I—While not 

a "book" in the strict
est sense of the word, this 
first issue of the H.A.S.I. 
publication Sr. is one that 
should be ON the library 
table of every Scientolo
gist. In its 20 printed
pages are outlined the aims 
of the organization and the 
levels of communication be
tween Scientologists, the 
H.A.S.I., and the public. 
Even the C.E.C.S. is des
cribed as having a reason 
for existence.

L.Ron Hubbard, author of 
the article which fills the 
magazine—entitled, "A Man
ual on the Dissemination of 
Material"—points out why 
the 1954 Code of Scientol
ogy was adopted, and why it 
is necessary that all sec
tions of this Code be fol
lowed strictly if we are to 
be saved from ex-criminals, 
the public press, and atom 
bombs.

Primarily, the Scient
ologist learns who to sue, 
when to sue, and how much 
to sue for.
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^y ROBERT WOODWARD

"Abrahhm, , -.tell the' people 
t&t * spread thte news .

That '.spiritual'.forces ..are 
2 still ....... M

(Qr or^t hei?e-, 5 the- direc- 
• tibn ti.s.-not. impostan|), 

Anti* tali' them
We *. are ♦g81ng\ to hurt

them!'’’- i ’-.V

F IT is true ~ 
«.There is such a 

thing as re
s '1-igion, , 
.'And if ..it xs true. that.
-Sbmebpdy'-. lives 

oiVvh^', Other
’•Out of this wbijld.

In ano’ther World.
That we nevel> -see, < 
And if it is tRue i C _ 
That they 101^0^ at-us. 

now and then_i-.r_'x :
To see what we ^Re.doing^. 
You can guess Y - 
They will want \£o let_us 

know .
That they are over thdr§-»---.
So we will not feel^-so 

hopeless *■'-*<1
When we are down and out 
And have nowhere to turn 

for help J , ,, On our own side of the 
world.

the me#

Reassurance ”
Because the human race....... ..

Ha? always /o^en frightened 
. i to cjeath-i' 7-'-,

Of, anything’/that ia strong,.

And the part-that,..3£l’<v.y 
"We ar e. do t• ¿oing ’ t q. hurt 

th^m1'
May .have .bedu • ¿handed to

zone or ’twe’wo'r.ds
Synh as’ g-Cod'^on^kind, 
Ahd th^rt,. W^od 'all this had 
/ re'ached ..the people
And .had'.bee#’ passed around. 
It would have changed still 
• - .mpre^ ,.<7
Uirtll-«-‘th£'\ message would 

Have -Reads
'Tell. 'them to spread the

-•’ ..-/hews around
Th^t’^od is kind and good."

They would let us know, 
For our own benefit. 
That they exist over there; 
And we humans, being the 

way we are,
Would have to be reminded

• tigiis. > » j
For example' » J •- ?
We in the U^S.A. \ »

much more afraid of .'the 
( Chinegfe «now S * V 

Than in the yeazts past >5 
Because» they are, stronger 

< I now.« y \ s }
And we .fear the Russian^ a

-''Now, you can see
When you are asked 
To spread it around 
That anyone is good. 
You are being asked to hon

or and praise him
Because that is what praise 

and honor mean
As

over .
That their Other World is 

still there.
Informing the human race 

once or twice or three 
times

Would not be enough
Nor anywhere near enough
Since we forget
And misunderstand and argue
And decide we don't need to 

know anything
That is not found in the 

world on our side.

» «.are' oaa t. ; ,
But, . because we are qon- 

< yinced \ j ,
They are as strong as

Or

you look for the mean
ings in a dictionary
anywhere else, 

And the message then reads,

If that is the situation 
You can guess
That some time, back in the 

days of Abraham,
They decided to send one of 

these, reminders across the line, 
So to speak, 
To somebody or anybody 
Who was able to receive 

such things;
For example, to Abraham, 
A man who had given a good 

bit of thought ,
To _???h out-of-this-world

XQSLv v6FS o

|Iow, the message was easy 
> and simple enough < i

,‘But jif you think i \
tIt.went through to Abrapam ; 
(Without any changes, ; f 
-Rejna'ining as it was origin! 

"..•ally composed, « ;
You had better guess akaini 
Abraham would have read the 

message ( /
According to his own exped

ience j /
And Understood it accord

ing to his own per^oAal- 
_____ „ _ _ •' A

By the time It has been 
passed down to us

"God commands everybody 
To praise and glorify Him." 
Which is approximately the 

’ direct opposite
Of what it was meant to be 
When it was composed on the 

Other Side
And sent across to Abraham, 
And it gives us, 
The 20th Century brothers 

of Abraham,
A half-comical, half-repul

sive picture
Of a vain,

The message have been 
e this:

ompous God sit- 
above us, 

that we who are
And^were different froh\ theb 

.experiences and person- 
,’alitiqs on the Othqr \ not too sure of our own 

/ Side. ' j position
The idea ; expressed by the Glorify the one who, by now, 
• words,*, •_ Should be far above vanity
"Spiritual 'forbes". \ '»and praise.
Ifey have taken'a ¿iffenentz-But-^thls is the only thing 
_ form ,* \ .»>-•' to expect
In Abraham's mind abd^come From a message which has 

cut: God jor wehovah or been changed around 
Lord, Until it reads backwards.

«nti
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NOW IT CAN HE TOLD—

YOU HOLD SOLUTION TO

SECRET IN YOUR HANDS

Just as the answer to 
the problem is the problem, 
so is the solution to the 
"secret" we mentioned in 
the last ABERREE the secret 
itself.

And in your hands, you 
hold the solution. We hope 
you like it. We won't even 
try to indulge our thirst 
for sympathy ty telling you 
of the trials we went thru 
in making this transition, 
but there were plenty. Ask 
any photo-offset operator 
how he came out with his 
first job — especially if 
he was learning the vagar
ies of printing with ink 
and water—and you'll know 
somewhat of what we mean.

There are several things 
about the qualities of this 
issue we don't like. Such 
as its tardiness. And the 
headings. But looking over 
some of the early issues of 
the mimeographed ABERREE, 
we discovered they weren't 
so perfect either. But we 
hope to improve—especially 
if we can teach Lucipuss, 
the feline nuisance, that 
the fountain of ink isn't 
dust-impregnated milk and 
sharp claws and spinning 
rollers have a distinct 
disaffinity for each other.

-O0Q-
AUDITORIAL—THERE STILL

IS HOPE FOR SCIENTOLOGY

(This rolled off Page 2.) 
triangle—the "thetan" can 
come back into its own. 
Maybe kindness and under
standing—if not "love"— 
will replace ex-communicat
ion and invalidation; may-

31 ON"—FROM AN OLD IDIOM"NOT WORTH THE PAPER IT'S PRINT

This sheet of paper, when it was clean and not 
printed on, retailed for about two cents. After you 
took a preparatory course in Scientology or Dianet
ics (Cost: $500) and an Advanced Clinical Course 
(Cost: $800), this same piece of paper—complete 
with printing, lettering, gold seal, two pieces of 
ribbon, and the signature of L. Ron Hubbard—could 
be bought for an additional $50. With it was sup
posed to go the accoutrements of the "profession" 
breast plate, lapel pin, Scientology "Bible", etc.

This makes the above certificate both a "symbol" 
and a "label" that the possessor thereof is sup
posed to be a Doctor of Divinity. But in his lec
tures, Dr. Hubbard says symbols and labels are no 
good. And, as usual, Dr. Hubbard is always aright. 
Through the dictates of his minions, these certifi
cates can be invalidated and the possessor thereof 
ex-communicated on the slightest whim, making the 
certificates worth less than the paper they're prin
ted on. Glean, it was worth two cents. Now, it may 
have even less value, as scrap, than last week's 
want-ad section in the daily newspaper.

It's tough when you look wide-eyed and expectan
tly at the sunrise, only to discover you've been 
facing the west.

be the ideals again will 
dethrone the promissory 
notes, the controls, and 
the incipient legal actions 
against all who dare stray 
from the straight and nar
row path between two points 
laid down in Phoenix.

Yes, and maybe "Humbly 
tendered as a gift to Man", 
which L. Ron Hubbard signed 
at the bottom of his "Fac

tors of Scientology* in the 
Spring of 1953, will come 
back to replace the pledge 
Scientologists of 1955 must 
sign: "I further understand 
that Scientology is not the 
property of all Men but is 
a Wisdom which I hold as a 
personal charge in common 
with L. Ron Hubbard".

So, there still is hope. 
Scientology hasn't always 
been like this.



Plow UP the HELD
Wedding bells rang for 

Harold Schroeppel and Dr. 
Alla Boschko March 18, in 
Peoria,' Ill. Harold is now 
working as a chemist for 
the Continental Can. Co. in 
Chicago... Haskell Cooke, 
erstwhile flying-auditor, 
writes from Nicaragua that 
he's now quite a plantation 
owner—thanks to a Spanish 
bride, who came completely 
equipped with a coffee 
plantation, several homes, 
part of a utility Company, 
and a public bath. Haskell 
adds that the only thing 
missing is someone with 
whom he can discuss Scien
tology over a stein of that 
mid-riff-bulging beer they 
have down there...Earl Cun
ard has done an about-face. 
No longer is he the gloomy 
undertaker, planting and 
embalming bodies; he's now 
tilling the soil and help
ing to grow watermelons in 
the Crescent, Okla., area.

The new B.Sen.(Baby Sci
entologist ) reached Jane 
and Jerry Knowlton in Chi
cago on March 8 at 10:45 a. 
m. Weight at birth: 5 3/4 
pounds. Name Diane L.—(the 
"L", Jerry says, she can 
elaborate upon when she's 
bigger). All possible Dia-

The ABERREE, May, 1955 
netic precautions taken... 
Believing that those who 
think of themselves as "ne
urotic" have a problem that 
can be solved with the same 
methods employed by Alco
holics Anonymous, David Ra
vin of Los Angeles has sent 
exploratory pamphlets out 
in his area with the idea 
of organizing an explora
tory group— "a place (he 
says) where the storm- 
tossed neurotic can retire 
into a group, rather than 
into himself; a security 
stronghold within which he 
can co-operatively gird his 
loins for his battle with 
normal society". Those who 
want to indulge in this 
"co-operative loin girding" 
may write Box 615, Beverly 
Hills. In California, of 
course... Those who think 
the two AB's—ABerree and 
ABility—don't offer enough 
reading material on Dianet
ics and Scientology, should 
read Ikey Stone * s letter to 
the Editor on the subject 
this month. It's a case of 
put up or shut up...

Art Coulter, when he 
failed to make the deadline 
for this month's ABERREE, 
accused us of being "too 
efficient" when we air
mailed him a postal prod. 
Since the article was to be 
on Freud's dream analysis, 
we thought maybe Art had 
gone to sleep, dreamed he 
sent it, and a rude awaken
ing was due him. But it'll 
be along next month (he 
says) when he gets his book 
finished, which (he says) 
he almost has... Volney 
(Ouijometer) Mathison has a 
new gadget: a crystal ball 
on the end of a string that 
answers all your questions 
by the direction of its 
swing. Since Scientologists
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no longer can buy E-Meters, 
those needing mechanical 
help in their auditing may 
find this an acceptable 
substitute. Less than a 
buck,too... Infinite No. 39, 
Charley Bartleson of San 
Antonio, was among ABERREE 
visitors last month...And 
speaking of visitors, we're 
gilding the gold carpet for 
Pearl and Carroll Hennick 
of Phoenix when they carry 
out their avowed intention 
of spending part of their 
spring vacation in Enid...

Genevieve Crist of Wich
ita, who has spent the win
ter inspecting and approv
ing Scientology practices 
in California, soon will be 
breathing the dirt off the 
Colorado plains (unsmogged 
dust) again...Lee Lockhart 
found much amusement in a 
demonstration of hypnotism 
by Dr. Franz J. Polgar at 
Texas Western College in El 
Paso. Funniest, Lee said, 
was when those on the stage 
were told the glassless 
"specs" they were given 
made the clothing of the 
audience invisible. Some 
even looked twice... We 
thought we had a monopoly 
on sending out Christmas 
cards and Christmas edi
tions in mid-summer, but 
when we unshucked the last 
ELBEETEE, published by our 
friend Charles Merlin- of 
Hudson Heights, N. J., we 
almost yelled "Plagiarism!" 
On close inspection, how
ever, we discovered Charlie 
was just being four months 
late, and not trying to ape 
our unseasonal snarl... And 
that leaves us only room to 
report that Virginia and 
Remy Morosani of LltcKTield, 
Conn., (our classmates back 
in '52) stopped for an all 
too-brief visit on their 
way home after wintering in 
Scientology City, Ariz.
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PHOENIX, Ariz., 8 Apr.— 
A little less than two 
years ago, LRH presented 
the inspired "Factors” to 
the field; it was a "summa
tion of the considerations 
and examinations of the hu
man spirit and the materi
al universe completed be
tween 1923 and 1953 A.D." 
And this admirable work was 
"Humbly tendered as a gift 
to Man by L. Ron Hubbard 
April 23, 1953." It ap
peared on Page 1 of issue 
16-G of the Journal of Sci
entology. On Page 16, the 
last paragraph stated: 
"THIS IS SCIENTOLOGY, SCI
ENCE OF CERTAINTY, was writ
ten especially for The 
Journal of Scientology by 
L, Ron Hubbard and contains 
a summary of his work for 
the use and interest of the 
general public." (Under
lining ours.)

The recent Contract to 
Teach and to Train issued 
by HASI (March, 1955) car
ries with it a $25,COO note, 
payable on demand, and a 
tedious list of pledges to 
be signed individually, one 
of which is the following: 
"I further understand that 
Scientology is not the prop
erty of all Men but is a 
Wisdom which I hold as a 
personal charge in common 
with L. Ron Hubbard." Any 

comment on the above seems 
quite unnecessary, but we 
cannot refrain from wonder
ing how long it would take 
for any suit based on the 
"Contract" to be thrown out 
of court.

Note to Webster: The def
inition of the word "Crim
inal" has been enlarged up
on by that reckless word
maker LRH; in the recent 
ABILITY MAJOR I, a criminal 
is defined as one who has 
been found guilty of attack
ing Scientology and/or LRH. 
Investigation of those in 
the category of "attackers" 
of Scientology and LRH (the 
article explains), will, in 
a majority of cases, dis
close a "criminal record", 
and/or a record of having 
come from a "criminal fami
ly". We just remembered 
that Grandpa----, on our ma
ternal line, once was in
carcerated in a Federal 
penitentiary for practicing 
polygamy in the early days. 
It certainly adds up, all 
right. (Ed. Note—Shades of 
Confuciustology, or Confus- 
ionologyl We thought Sci
entology was concerned only 
with present time, not with 
past records.)

A * A

Perhaps the planets are 
in a favorable conjunction, 
or it may be that the en
trails of a dog have been 
consulted, but whatever the 
sign or portent, you can 
dust off that old E-Meter 
and hope that it doesn't 
need an overhaul. Or, if 
you have been one of those 
who has hastily hidden the 
thing when company comes, 
you neednt ary more. E-Me
ters soon will be respecta
ble again. At any rate, 
this seems a reasonably 
safe forecast to make, since 
LRH is reported to have two 
local electronics men work
ing on a new model. Has it 
been discovered that the 
all-embracing principle of 
the commlag isn't so all
embracing?

Jack Horner, who chal
lenged recently the majesty 
of the British Courts and 
the authority of the Home 
Secretary, is en route to 
Phoenix after having been 
deported in record time ty 
representatives. of Scotland 
Yard. The detectives es
corted Jack to a New-York- 
bound plane, minus his fi
ancee, Pamela Kirk, a ward 
of Chancery and the motiva
tion for this romantic epi
sode. We predict Jack will 
be a considerable number of 
pounds (sterling) lighter 
before this situation is 
settled, since he (according 
to ABILITY) was the FIRST 
to sign a note for $25,000, 
payable on demand and col
lectable whenever any one 
of a number of signed agree
ments is presumed to have 
been violated.

Horner's affair-of-the 
heart made Page 1 of the 
Phoenix REPUBLIC (Ed. Note: 
This is considered by some 
a daily newspaper that nev
er could find space to men
tion Scientology or Dianet-
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lea when 'there were good 
things to report), and got 
him attention from report
ers on his arrival ip New 
York. All of which seems to 
have put HASI in a spin. A 
spokesman for the organiza
tion, quoted in the REPUB
LIC, stated that this must 
be another Horner—they 
never heard of the guy. A 
subsequent article the next 
day on Page 2 (with pic
tures of Horner and Miss 
Kirk) carried a statement 
by LRH that Horner really 
belonged in California (a 
place in the United States 
where LRH locates things he 
doesn't approve of), and 
added that his (Horner's) 
duties in London had been 
terminated two weeks previ
ously. On the third day, 
the receptionist at 616 N. 
Third Street told reporters 
that no one was available 
for further comment.

While your reporter and 
those from the local news
papers are waiting for 
things to become less com
plicated, our usually reli
able sources inform us that 
L. Ron Hubbard Jr. (Nibs) 
will be thrust into the 
breech created by Homer's 
return home.."Nibs" was re
ported to be arranging to 
obtain a visa in Washington 
to speed his departure to 
the scene of the crisis.

The oft-fired mainstay 
of the HASI recording de
partment, James F. Pinkham, 
finally made it the other 
day. He is now working for 
a local radio company. The 
June Conference, set for 
June 3 to 6, won't be the 
same without the versatile 
Pinkham (with or without 
his masks) at the controls 
in the recording alcove. A 
bloom to Jim for services 
above and beyond the call 
of duty. A A A

John and Tucker Farrell, 
in Phoenix again last week, 
are reported en route to

Australia to mock up a con
ference ,

AAA

Two radio-active staff 
members of the NASI recent
ly staked an uranium claim 
on Phoenix's South Moun
tain, one of the 485 claims 
filed in practically miner
al-free Maricopa County in

HASI LAYS ANOTHER DEDEX;

IF ANYONE WANTS TO LOWER

BOOM,. WE'VE GOT ONE, TOO

For the information of 
those who've been branded 
"psychotics* (readers of 
BDR, The ABERREE, DIANOTES, 
and other "wildcat" publi
cations), we wish to refute 
an article on Page 3 of AB
ILITY MINOR HI.

To begin, The ABERREE is 
no more "wildcat" than the 
advertising pamphlet that 
the HASI puts out under a 
variety of changing alias
es. Second, readers who pay 
$2 a year for The ABERREE 
are no more psychotic than 
those who pay $8.50 to $25 
a year for a deifying ama
teur publication.

As for the last para
graph in the item "Aberee 
—You Said It", Alphia Hart 
is NOT a "kicked out" em
ployee of the HASI, nor was 
he in fact ever even an em
ployee of this organization. 
However, he did resign as 
president of the old HAS he 
helped organize in Phoenix 
following an argument over 
whether he would or would 
not print a libelous attack 
on persons branded "squir
rels" in the defunct Jour
nal of SCIENTOLOGY, and the 
only "fleeing" he did was 
to Philadelphia, after the 
Phoenix office was closed, 
for a review of the Doctor
ate Course—and from Phila
delphia, he "fled" back to 
his home in Phoenix. A year 
later, this "fugitive" paid 
$800 to take the so-called 
Clinical Course, using mon
ey obtained from the sale 
of bonds which had been ac-

March—all of them, accord
ing to the A.E.C., probably 
based on high geiger read
ings due to fall-out from 
the continuing Nevada tests.

A- A A

As Jim Struckmeyer was 
heard to comment: "It's go
ing to be a brisk spring in 
Phoenix*• 
cumulated during more than 
nine years with the U.S.Air 
Force.

As for the "incorrect 
accounting” that the CECS 
might discover, in case it 
dares "look", it will be 
found that the HAS was in 
debt to its manager almost 
$2,000 when the Phoenix of
fice closed, and that most 
of this was written off to 
save the HAS from early de
mise and bankruptcy.

Any of these statements 
can be supported by docu
mentary evidence—and will 
be in case there should be 
any "lowering the boom".

Because Mr. Hubbard is, 
apparently, so forgetful, 
we have sent him the fol- 
1owing polite reminder:
Nr. I>. Ban Babbaurd
1017 Borth Third »teert 
Iboanix, Ariacna
Baar »irt

An artldle an Bhae 3 of ABJX1TT 
MOOR III bas tert bean eallod io 
agr rttenticn, and I denand test you 
print a reteartion of all the eher
ne and imuendoa therein in your 
first available isane.

Bo one knora heiter than yo» 
that evexy werd in this stoxy ix 
ccotpleialy falae. And. sinoe I prs- 
aerved reoorda of all financial 
iransacticna darin* ay te» au» 
president of ihs BÄa> the falsity 
of theae atateawnta ean he docuann- 
tarily proven.

IV s pretty low toned when yon 

build up a glorified kingdom for 
yourself> yon still would find ne 
one of your strongest supporters.
Xt isn’t Scientology 
ting about in The A_______ __ _____  
absence of it» as practiced by the 
BASI under your direction.

the consequences.



"A vexy Interesting development 
has taken place in Southern Cali
fornia. ¿<*gn*Jfalsh has talked the 
editor of SPACWAIS into the idea 
of attempting a Dianetlo-Scientolo- 

magazine for the general public. 
Biturally all articles would have 
to be written so that the average 
reader can understand then. The 
language used should be as much En
glish» rather than dianese or sci* 
enese» as possible. To help nuke a 
really good publication of this» 
senething that the general public 
will buy (if after three issues if 
doesn't catch on it will be discon
tinued) I would appreciate it if 
you would publish in The Awaw» an 
appeal to all good practicing Dia- 
net ici st s and Scientologists who 
can write to write us up» and send 
us at once» an article or two. Ma
terial should be factual» as sisply 
explained as possible» as interest
ing as possible. that lives» for 
example, are ve^ good if well 
written and explained in terns of 
what they have done to the pre« 
clear. I would suggest that pros
pective writers take a look at FATE 
and even MTST1C to get an idea of 
the kind of appeal wanted. (The 
style can always be better.) Arti
cles should be sent to me at 2663 
Foothill Blvd. » Pasadena 8f Calif«

^Prospective subscribers may al
so send >3» which will be kept In 
trust until this magazine is or is 
not published» If it should flop» 
all subscriptions will be returned.

"As I understand it, there will 
be no payment for articles for the 
first three issues; after that* pay 
at 'regular rates*» whatever that
meanq*. . -

(10TE--This publication id«a may 
be the BIG opportunity to get Dian
etics and Scientology above, the 
newsletter class. So» yen writers 
who once nav have been Shelley» or 
Poe» or DeMaupaussanti bring your 
talents up to present time.J

"We are getting fine results 
here with pcs. I still use ay E-
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meter. Baying bought a $400 one on 
DBS's recommendation last April » I 
do not see any reason to throw it 
away before T have used it a year 
or even finished paying for it. I 
can process just as well without 
it» but I get a bang out of using 
it (especially enjoy playing with 
the probe needle). Testerday I had 
a pc who pulled in energy at such a 
rate that twice she caused a dis
tinct and prolonged tinkle in the 
neter»-somnwhnt to ny alarma* I 
thought she was fusing it out » per
haps* This has not happened to me 
before. 8he is the second exteri
orized pc who has at ny direction 
swung the needle back and forth 
while the body was tying on the 
couch* eyes dosed."--Ikiey Stone» 
Pasadena » Calif.

"I wish I had tine and space to 
tell you the really fabulous re
sults I’m getting in group process
ing! I'm just finishing the first 
six weeks' program of 1955« Bevs 
four groups (Tuesday and Friday 
nights 713» and Wednesday and Sun
S afternoons at 2 p.m.) Bile 

ps ne and is fast losing inter
est in insurance and investments. * 
—Mary Adams» Sansas City» M>. •

"I'm auditing i$ my ’spare1 time 
and still testing the techniques 
Hubbard continues to publish. Been 
working with some of the members of 
the 'Church of American Science' 
here in Chicago* And I'm still 
getting people who can run fu
tures**«

"Very interesting technique 
which I recently used. Hun out the 
communication lag on ’What will you 
be willing to cause on (scaw date 
in the immediate future)!’

"I'm specifically interested in 
processing people who went to ex
periment with the new techniques* 
who are willing to be cause on the 
group level. end who will work with 
others» or with groups» after they 
have been processed*.•

"I'm quite sure all perception 
is on a cause level. The individ
ual either must cause it» or be 
willing to cause it» before be can 
perceive it...

"Are you familiar with the tech
niques of Toga» and can you run a 
comparison with ’Scientology’ and

gVTE OF the Church 
11JI believe s ’’That 

all men have in
alienable rights to 
think freely, to talk 
freely, to write freely 
their own opinions and 
to counter or utter or 
write upon the opinions 
of others *”
—From the Greed of the 
Church of Scientologyo

Toga? Seems to me that there are 
many similarities» and very few 
differences." — B&rold Schroeppel» 
Chicago.

"I don’t know what the 'signifi- 
canoe behind' the super-ego des- . 
cribed by Coulter. • «but 1 know that * 
I have very definite ideas on the • 
subject«

"The super-ego is not the that- 
an» as suggested in the title; it is 
saint» sinner and boty pilot on an 
'automatic ’ basis. It is not the 
entity which stands off and makes 
decisions» it is the accumulation 4 
of those decisions: of the postu
lates established and turned upon, 
oneself as a pattern for living. .

"It is indeed one's machineiy. 
for control and resistance* Con
trols mostly accepted from parents, 
and other agents of society* Be-1 
sistanoe mostly adopted in revolt i 
against their pressures and mostly , 
patterned on theirs. All of it 
ritualised according to the customs ? 
of aforesaid society. : 

»
the implants restimolated since the » 
beginning of one’s life. I care not* 
whether they were implanted ’this 
life' or *whole track'—that pre
ceding statement still stands.

"The super-ego (a super-imposit
ion upon the self) is what would be 
described in Seientological terms 
as an entity (or group of entities) 
sosd in Dianetics as a group of va-i 
lence dramatisations» but as I un->’ 
derstand it» Dr. Coulter is merely 
summarizing and presenting »end’s 
ideas.. •

"The most i^ortant (signifi
cance) mentioned by Art was that 
these control and resistance mech
anisms be analysed objectively and 
honestly without pretense or avoid
ance. Be underlines that statement 
and I suspect that it is the take
off point and his target In his de
velopment of Analytical Procedure.

"Incidentally» also»he tells mo 
'Analytical Procedure is not a co
dification of straight-wiroT"It has 
nothing to do with straight-wire. It 
is basically a present time ap- 
proo^ch. ’

"It is possible I ‘ve been using 
too inclusive a definition of 
straight-wire.

"... Intensive Procedure has a 
built-in guarantee that any auditor 
who follows it will not use SOP o-C 
UF5 unless He himself is in pretty 
fair communication. Two-wsy com-' 
munication is defined to mean that 
the pre-clear can not only give 
satisfactory answers but can get 
satisfactory responses from the au
ditor.

"1 like ABILITT, so far. There 
are traces of the fine hand that 
put the HURT Bulletin on such a 
high level.

"I haven’t been thoroughly 
through the new axioms» but so far» 
they're a great improvement."—Qif 
Amsbury» Richmond» Calif.

"Is there any truth in the rumor 
that thetans are stuck in the Geo
logical Age of Minerals (gold» all-
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▼er, even copper—to say nothing of 
(latinum, uranium, ana carbons of 

he fencetable kind) and only oc
casionally evolve to the fur-Dear
lag era! Maybe they have hollar 
teeth» poor things*

"And Isn't there a ’control* word 
in the Church Declaration proper!" 
--Marijane Ruttail, lakeside, Calif*

"Hello. Bello' Are you exterror- 
izedt OK. MamaJ... “

"I was sorry you did not get a 
suitable report on the Hew York 
Congress. I did not go to it be
cause I thought the $5$ pretty 
high* Now I know it, with the De
troit Congress charging 115 for it. 
It has succeeded In giving us an 
extra push here, however, as we are 
now getting bu^r again after some 
months of Inactivity* She Otte sons 
are doing good work on training 
group auditors, or leaders, as they 
say now* Lyle Bxdrow is leading a 
group at Steinray Ball on Wednesday 
and Friday evenings. There is some 
interest in reading 'Dianetics 
1955’

"I want to thank you for the 
type of thing you are doing. If 
Scientology cannot stand ailittle 
criticising it had better dose up 
shop. You may be doing good by ad
vertising it as you are*

"A little more news of those in 
the field would be welcome. Tor in
stance, I would like to know how 
our friend Clem Johnson is doing in 
Florida*..You know, I liked Clem 
when he was getting out the Ghost* 
But how does he keen up with the 
fast change of techniques LBH is 
continually getting out!

"What is this stuff about the 
’Inf ini tes'!.. «Do you think I would 
Qualify!"—Fred C* Henderson, Hew 
York, líe Ye

"I am still plugging away at 
trying to find out whether I am ex
teriorized or whether I am using an 
exteriorized point of view. Mock
ups and recalls are improving but 
if there ever was a resisting five, 
I think I qualify for the top place 
in that class. You may think you 
are a hard nut to crack* I am sure 
a good auditor could have turned 
you loose in many, many less hours 
than I have been putting in.*.

"Are you two getting any audit
ing mixed in with your busy hours! 
If not. you ought to* Whether I am 
getting a certainty on exteriori
zation or not I am aware of the 
fact that I have rehabilitated ay 
ability to think fast in the prose
cution of a law suit at least 100%t 
At the age of 29-30 I could add two 
and three columns at a tine* At the 
age of 60 I couldn’t add 2 and 3 
together and get 5* Now the abil
ity to add has returned to a remark
able degree. I find I am both add
ing and multiplying nonvooally 
which I haven’t been able to do for 
perhaps 20 years. Also I have been 
practically completely free of 
headaches during the past year and 
until about the time we were to
gether at Philadelphia I never 
had a day in ay life free of head

aches* So I think that ay mazy 
hours of very questionable auditing 
is paying off."—Judge Irving Smith, 
Sr*, Niagara, Wis*

"...We had a marvelous experi
ence yesterday* Ikui gave a talk 
to the Frederick XI iot Forum in air 
church (First thitarian)* It was 
the most tremendous splash to be 
heard in the Unitarian circle since 
our interest in the church began 
sone 3a months ago* We have not 
missed a Sunday and have heard many 
’pedigreed’ people speak at the 
Jorum, and felt honored for the in
vitation for Ikui to speak on his 
’hobby’ • He has been the only one 
so far where the speaker was inter
rupted for questions* Usually, af
ter the talk is over» there is a 
short question period, but in this 
particular period, the audience 
could not wait for the regular 
question period* * •

"This is a group of intelligent 
people and they are not ready to 
'’buy' anything until they have in
vestigated it* Haul has been in
vited to continue the discussion 
and give a demonstration.. .He told 
the Moderator about you and you 
also have been invited to join us 
and add whatever you like.»*

"We think it only fair that the 
other sciences (if you wish to call 
them that) that have been off
springs of Dianetics also be pre- 
senteds Mr* Kit sei man's ’X’ Thera- 
fy, Mr* Velgos's 'Eidetic Pajrcho- 

ogy< and Dr* Aart Coulter’s 'Syner
getics'* As you knors Unitarians 
feel that they are capable of stud
ying all religions and make their 
am decision on what to incorporate 
in their own philosphy of life* 
Buch being the case, we feel that 
not only does Dianetics have a 
great deal to offer—so do the oth
er studies***

"Since we don’t have all the in
formation on 'X*, etc*, we called 
Bob and Min Gardner in Austin and 
they are shipping us what they have 
along with Dr« Winter’s book on Di
anetics, the old Arc Rights, and 
anything else they have that will 
be helpful in making a complete as 
possible presentation**«

"As I've told you many times» 
Mr* Kit selman's 'S® therapy has 
changed me—or by using it, I have 
seen fit to change myself 100%. Ify 
family and I think the change has 
been in the right direction, and it 
has given me a peace that ’passeth 
all understanding’» It has done for 
we what years and years of church 
going did not do* I would love to 
meet Mr* Kitselman some day and 
thank him personally* Of course, I 
had an excellent auditor, Bob Gard
ner , to whom I should also pay tri
bute, but he already knows of the 
tremendous benefit I have derived 
from ’X’ therapy* A fact not to be 
ignored is that all this did not 
cost us one thin dime***

"Would be nice if Mr* Hubbard 
could forget his bank balance long 
enough to do work gradually with 
seme organizations, and build an 
interest rather than trying to

_______________________________ 17 

stuff Dianetics down threats with 
high pressure salesmanship with ex
orbitant prices and then put the 
stopper on the bottle and sey don’t 
caauonicate* But if that’s the way 
he chooses to operate, so far as 
I'm concerned, that's his business* 
I have found that nothing Is mine 
until I’ve given it away—or have 
the honest desire to give or share 
with others* Berhaps some day he 
will have a similar experience» I 
hope*«• "--Jackie Ishmael» Oklahoma 
City, Oda*

"I see Kitselman wants $888*88 
to disclose Bibbard’s secret* I'll 
disclose it for 190—but the dis
closes must cose here to LA and get 
the disclosure verbally* Also he 
will get thrown in for free an XI- 
ectropaychometric assessment; the 
point oeing I’d have to run the 
assessment in order to be sure of 
the person I was dealing with be
fore making the disclosure«"—Vol
ney G* &thiscn, Los Angeles» Chi*

"I sure am flattered to be 
picked up by a student of languages 
as is jLX8*MtMillan of Bristol, 
England* ’Tis true, I don't know 
languages nor do I pretend to* The 
German I was taught in High School 
I promptly forgot* The French I 
was taught in Collegs I never 
learned and rode through on a pony. 
The little Hebrew I gleaned as a 
child» The rest I get out of the 
unabridged Websters* Certainly 
Chinese is in no wey akin to our 
root language, yet I caught up a 
few Chinese words also—even re
flecting the basic meaning in their 
culture* No, bringing in the other 
languages was incidental» The fact 
that it works even in any one lan
guage is surprising enaigh for me* 
I got my first clue by reading that 
the word ’grace’ in Hebrew worked 
that wey* Then I tried it in 1kg- 
lish and it also worked* And I al
so know that I have applied it to 
languages (l*e*words) such as Hin
du, which is also not our root 
language. The three root languages 
are Chinese, Sanscrit, and Hebrew, 
in the order of their age*

"Now what has been shown can be 
dene Is not only a passing fancy, 
but as you will see, everything can 
be gotten from the word, letter» 
point. etc* I am only a dabbler at 
it. There should be some to whom 
it is a more exacting knowledge.

"I never heard of Grimm’s law. 
But it set me thinking that perhaps 
there is a complete science on the 
subject and it -would behoove me to 
study up* I do use changes in con
sonants also, but that is another 
phase to cover in another article» 
f and s, written identically in old 
Ihglish, are interchangeable as 
well as other consonants. But to 
fathom the reason why they are, and 
wiy one is used rather than anoth
er, and what is the biological, re
ligious or polarity picture , is al
so fraught with interest*

"As to belaboring a word in or
der to get a point across—well» 
don’t all mothers have to belabor
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for the same reason? I’ve had this 
criticism before« In fact, I’ve 
been called a scoundrel, a devil • 
and have also been coshered with 
G*B*8* and have been told to be 50 
years ahead of the times»

*8011, looking back I’m ashamed 
of some of my stuff»

"If 1 didn’t hare something new 
or at least different, I’d quit 
right noir* There are enough writers 
saying the same thing over and over 
in different words*

"But, as you say, if ve can be 
thought provoking and provoke let
ter writing, it should do us all 
seme good... I hope my stuff re
flects the principle I an trying to 
propound. It should be neither po
etry nor prose* Like a mackerel 
sky, expect the weather to be 
neither wet nor dry. I’m not pre
tending to have done anything but 
learn to read—a little*"—Philip 
Friedman, Florence, Ariz*

"Received your reply and the 
books* Haven’t had time to really 
study them* Although both are ex
tremely simple and easy to under
stand । the concepts are very vast 
in scope and sweeping in concept. 
«•«Rotes on the Clinical Course is 
certainly the most valuable Hubbard 
book I nave. 1 value it at loOO, 
the cost of the course.««

"I thought the Hectropsychom- 
eter was obsolete? The HASI says 
so. I bought one before it was cast 
out. A friend of mine suggested 
hooking the probes to an oscillo
scope. Sounds like a wonderful re
search idea.««A scope will give the 
wave form (if any) and not just an 
intensity reading« "—Russell Wor
thy, Milwaukee, Wis.

"The book is done.«.and should 
be available soon.. «This is a pre- 
liminaxy edition« There are a num
ber of minor inconsistencies—such 
as a reference to a glossary which 
isn’t there. I do intend to make 
a glossary in one of the ’Technical 
Reports’ series being put out by 
Don Purcell«

"This has been designed as a 
text for use In Project Nucleus and 
is semi-technical* It is a.basic 
reference to answer the question, 
•What is Synergetics? ’ It will not 
satisfy those who are looking for a 
•popular book’, that will come la
ter«

"Right now, we are interested in 
clear ing al 1 self - inval idat ions 
(Si’s) and protodynes in every mem
ber of Project Nucleus » and in de
veloping synergic terms. What we 
will be like without Si’s and pro
todynes we do not knotty but it is a 
simple, clear-cut objective and I 
think an achievable one«

"Definitions A self-invalidation 
is a turn-off of the creative evol
ution of an individual.

"Definition; A protodyne is a 
sequence of linkages. A linkage is 
an as soc iat loû W iThbut discrimina
tion or awareness. A protodyne is 
not,a,recording. A recording of the 
protodyne is made end can be run 
put, but it doesn’t affect the pre- 
todyne.

"Analytical Procedure Group

Tracking are very much a part of 
Synergetics« A number of improve
ments have been added, reported on 
for the first time in this book* ••

"I’d like to make two points 
clears

"Synergetics belongs to people* 
It is based on faith in the indi
vidual and the power of the idea of 
synergy. I believe that everyone 
can learn to coach, and that it 
should be made as common a skill as 
simple carpentry or cooking or dri
ving a car...I don't think process
ing for a fee is wrong; there al
ways will be people so badly off 
they have to have such help« But 
why pay out the aheckels if you can 
do it yourself, with the help of 
friends?

"I am very much opposed to any 
sort oi ’one-men rule' and am taking 
measures to*««give other mgeneers 
room in the leadership. • «The Coun
cil on Synergetics, consisting of 
Don Purcell, Bill McCUlley, Ernie 
Pope, Wayne Battean, Gene Baren
berg, and my self.. «is an informal 
and unofficial group for ’think
work’ on Synergetics*

"The only claim I make for S|yn- 
ergetics is this: When these tools 
are used with intelligence and pre
cision, synergy is generated and 
dysergy is reduced* I personally 
get a icick cut of using them, and 
as far as I am concerned it would
n’t matter to me if nobody else in 
the world did« It's not ny loss.

"But I also have a concern» as 
the Qiakers say, about the H-bomb, 
et al. It's a simple matter of ar
ithmetic to figure out that if man 
maintains his existing political 
institutions,and habits ox thought, 
sooner or later we'll be in for an 
atomic holocaust*

"The basic problem here is that 
men do not understand themselves 
and one another« A basic problem 
requires a basic solution. There
fore, it was necessaxy to create 
Synergetics*

"We need all the help we can 
get. There are ill ions of things to 
be done, and too few to do them. I 
sincerely hope you will be able to 
join us."—Art Coulter, M.D., I-10» 
Worthington, Ohio«

"I returned from Phoenix in Jan
uary end set up practice here in 
Brooklyn at the above address (Ho
tel Granada). Things are progress
ing to my satisfaction thus far. 
Scientology is producing wonderful 
results and the word is spreading. 
I am pleased to do what I can.

"«••From the 'Letters to the Ed
itor9 column every issue, you must 
have quite a subscription list. 
(Ed. Note—Not yet a million.) I 
particularly like the news items 
and the letters you priot* Keep up 
the good work.Ji...

"If ell is well, I’ll see you in 
Phoenix in June probably. "—Stanley 
Str onfield; Brooklyn, N. Y*

"If the Chaldeans knocked out 
the vowels in their recordings 
(Phil Friedman) so that posterity 
would have to think to recover what 
they had, would you say that the 

between-lives wipe-cut was similar
ly used so that whatever scramble 
could be recovered would be sure to 
make no sense?"—N«C. Hoel lev, New
port 1m, W*

"Hey, yon inconsistent cuss 3 
First you say that you can only 
feel the emotion you put out for

ID* Then you write a diatribe 
about the Atomic Nuergy Commission, 
and the tests in Nevada« Heck, 
ain’t you just putting out those 
blasts to feel then back! Toh, tchl 
Hore you are, still trying to blame 
it on the ARC when by your own pos
tulate, nothing can happen unless 
you put it there to happen. «*

"It has done me quite a bit of 
good to ’challenge’ on the subjects 
under discussion because it has 
clarified Ry thinking and also my 
understanding of yoor viewpoints« 
You see, never getting to sit down 
for a bull session» there is a lim
it to how such extenuating material 
I get by osmosis from both The Ab
erree and your letters* However, by 
pointing up pacific trends that I 
don't fully comprehend, and in a 
way forcing you to 'defend' them 
(although 'defense' is not a true 
category) I get data that I need to 
correlate with« For instance, you 
have mentioned The Infinites often 
enough, sometimes jokingly, and I 
thought of it mostly as a sort of 
spoox on the theta-dear program« 
I'm sure that veqr few of your 
readers, really sabe that infinite 
concept—but now I do; you dari- 
fied it brilliantly in tnis letter 
and though you've said the same 
things before, in other contexts» 
this time I sw it in the right 
juxtaposition with correlative data 
and realize what you have in mind*

"I had previously sensed the 
parallels to be found in finer eon, 
and one of my biggest disappoint
ments in dianetics was failure to 
’sell’ it to an old friend of mine 

who has been an Anerson fan for 
years* He just couldn’t see the 
connection..*

"Now, about Opening Procedure—I 
agree that it’s not an optimum pro
cess. But 1 second Hubbard declar
ations that this is—just that: the 
ideal opening wedge« It has the 
same dead-end that dianetics and 
pills and surgery has— it treats 
symptoms, not causes* Changes sym
pathy exciters rather than elimi
nates the need for sympathy. And 
why— ? Well, I suspect that perhaps 
the reason that some institutional 
psychotherapists are getting such 
wonderful results with their group 
therapy is that when you get ten 
similar men or women in a group, 
and they gain confidence in a dir
ector to a point where they are 
willing to »pill their guts and get 
it cut of their system, the real 
catalyst is the group viewpoint and 
agreement —as each in turn get s 
stirred up by the ’confessions’ of 
the others until he realizes that 
he is not unique and that he can 
find others who will share it wTW 
hinft and actually accept his view-
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point—if not each» at least the 
majority.

"This is lacking in the auditor- 
preclear relationship, and even in 
the patient-psychologist associa
tion» It's the group affinity and 
agreement that helps get it loos
ened up« Sven the huttan punching 
helps under these conditions«

"But again» it's basically tre
ating the symptom, not the 'engram' 
(decision about the engram, I real
ly mean)« One of Ban's least un
derstood dissertations was on the 
Associative Bestlmulator» and its 
relation to the Ally Computation»

"Thus while Opening Procedure 
will indeed bring a person to pres
ent time and key-out somatics» that 
is all it's doing* And here's some
thing that results unexpectedly in 
my lexicon of discovery, something 
I haven't heard mentioned and did
n't mention intentionally in ny ar
ticle—it also keys-in, or rather 
opens up for exploration and evalu
ation, that illusive old will-o'- 
the wisp i basic-basic» And about 
that time* 'tine' runs cut and be
fore additional auditing can be 
had, It (basic-basic) goes into re
cession again and lies there primed 
and cocked, ready to key back as 
the associative restimnlators in 
the emrironmant continue to charge 
it up day by day until it has on-

lessons in Living' 
A weekly series of 
lessons to explain 
all psychotherapies 
and present studies 
of science and man. 
Course includes- 
training devices on 
loan, and a free 
week of training 
and consultation 
upon payment of 
only room and board.

$50/year of 50 
lessons. Time pay
ments $10 down and 
$8/month for five 
months•
EIDETIC FOUNDATION 

Fairhope, Ala.
--------- , \........... 

ough static charge to crack forth 
like lightning and blast the pre
clear again.

"But, at this stage, where most 
evaluation of a technique is thiss 
Does it 'cure* what ails the per
son! , then Opening Procedure does 
do that in a fairly efficient way— 
as a starting technique» Then, if a 
person gets past the 'hump', I 
think he'll really go on the high 
iron with a full head of steam»

”1 suspect that the reason it's 
so hard for people to really feel 
that they are truly infinite--and Í 
do mean 'feel*, not think» or eval
uate, or have faith as religion 
preaches—is because when they get 
close to breaking through to what 
the sages have referred to as 'the 
truth'» they land in the associat
ive restimulator phase of an ally 
computation and balk at the terror 
charge.••

"I am not attacking, or challen
ging your statement correlating 
love to affinity. Perhaps there is 
no real difference. And I agree 
that affinity is possibly the cru
cible in which all our aberrations 
can bo burned.

"Incidentally» that is a very 
beautiful metaphor—and very apt. 
It's borne out by this affinity 
that grows in a group of patients 
under supervision of a psychiatrist 
director which helps each in turn 
burn out the aberrations of hatred 
for people in their backgrounds and 
their lives, and hatred of them
selves for resembling and perpetua
ting these people in their own act
ions, and thus find it possible to 
re-evaluate and to recapitulate and 
to ratiocinate and more sta
ble courses to follow in life» lib
erty» and the pursuit of happiness.

"8o» I am with you—but not be
cause religions emphasise love; 
simply because affinity is very 
rare and often just a little of « 
goes a long way.»."—Bob Arents» 
Centerville, Utah.

"A crazier thing I never see» 
still I have to see one!

So now I MUST have AuKkREE
So I won't go and BB one!

"Any disrespect is intended» So 
make the most of it»"—Dean Call
man, Dallas, Texas*

"Tiewing with ay usual manner 
the publications you edited this 
twelve month past, Ilfdella-sthong 
sense of well being pervading me, 
I cause it so»

"Seldom, in my long and illus
trious career, have I created a ma
chine that has run so well, so 
real-ly, and so tzue-ly. The imper
fections I wired into you at the 
beginning persist* X caused it so« 
The balance of seeming good to off
set the asinine and puerile ill- 
logic persist in your writing as in 
your daily life. The tubes, wires, 
circuits, and nothing banks per
sist» I caused them, too»

lustrious name, that you so mock
ingly use for 'Nick's* name, will 
ring hollowly with nothing daunted 
but religious persons -of extremely 
small worth. They are not respon
sible, you see. I'll tell you a 
secret, since it need go no farther 
—they are my machines, too* Vere 
they to act in azy manner then 
which they do, 'twould cause me 
much trouble to repair them into 
original mock-up fozm.

"Why am I taking time to write 
you of future change! Well, it io 
a conceit of mine, cnite private to 
my machines too, that you under
stand the rude fundamentals of 
change. I caused it so»

"Change, than, I am doing. A 
complete lo0° change from present 
and past to a more constructive fu
ture. In the stead of snapping at 
heel in conazy the host of me and 
mine, I will now lead them into 
creativity* Mjr created host I will 
change to aid me* Tou are one num
eral of the host. Be then advised 
of future change. I will cause it.

"Teel not depressed at this 
prospect, for everything can be 
olamed to me. Do so, I pray. Do 
you then expect me to arrive upon 
you in the next twelve-month and 
repair your primaries* Excellent 
though they are, X will put better 
ones in their place—and they are 
amusing to me» in the same instance 
as a tempest in a demitasse*

"Are you bitter at this discov
ery that you are not yours, butimy 
machine» simply rant and blame me. 
X coaxed it so. There are larger 
scopes than the dregs in a demi- 
tasse, and larger tempests, too»"— 
Andrew J. Bagley» Tacoma, Wash* 

of ®
always be the gripers as well as 
those who praise* It's refreshing 
to look at the dichotomy."—The 
Schaffers, Long Beach, Calif» 

any, about results, testimonials, 
case histories, etc. X'd think 
someone would hit the jackpot—or 
do we just keen patting oar quart
ers inf"—G»O»B., Colorado Springs» 
Colo.

"Bure want to keep the 'Aberree' 
coming my way. I like the fun in 
Tour nag. Che question, tho, what 

s so serious about the H-banb! Ev
en Togi says it can't hurt you un
less you believe in it. ano. aren't 
games for fun!"—J«H. Bets, Bridge
port , Conn.

"Seep up the good news. I enjoy 
evexy word of it."—Laura Hamilton, 
Middletown, Ohio.

"I am enclosing« • .three dollars 
for The Aberree, which is a steal 
considering the quality and quan
tity of Information in it. Also two

"As one of the more unclassified
Gertrude Bums, San Antonio, Texas
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NOTES ON THE CLINICAL COURSEI

The "meat" of the lectures given 
by L.Ron Hubbard to students of the 
Third Clinical Course. These cover 
theory, dozens of new processes not 
available outside the classroom, 
and the patter for several hours of 
group processing. Limp cover; more 
than 200 pages............................$6.00

ELECTROPSYCHOMETRY—4th Edition

Two volumes by Volney Mathison, 
detailing use of the E-Meter—plus 
several techniques that now are be
ing introduced to doctors for use 
in therapy. Most of these 
niques, and Mr. Mathison’s 
on man, have been thoroughly 
on the Electropsychometer 

tech
theory 
tested 
before

being released publicly now for the 
first time. Both volumes. $3.75

ODDS and ENDS—(All orders 
available,

subject
money will be refunded.)

(2)
(1)
(1)

HEAL YOURSELF. ByG.andR. Anthony. Each................................
YOU LIVE AFTER DEATH. By Harold Sherman ...................................  
HOW TO LIVE THOUGH AN EXECUTIVE. (Communications Manual) . , 
SELF-ANALYSIS IN SCIENTOLOGY........................................................... ..

$3.00

Order from The ABERREE

BRISTOL DIANETIC

A 24-page, monthly British pub-
lication devoted to the entire Sci- 
entology-Dianetic field. News, re
views, techniques, letters. Per 
year............................................$2.00

SUPPLEMENTARY DOCTORATE COURSE
NOTES—52 pages of data covering 

18 hours of lectures given by L.Ron
Hubbard before the London School
early in 1953. Per copy $1.00

SCRUB OAKS—A novel of love, hate, 
oil, and greed—and how they em

broil the closely-knit neighbors of 
a small village. Herein is pic
tured a phase of Americana that has 
disappeared in all but a few areas. 
Cloth bound, 332 pages ... $2.50

to previous sale. If books are not

07 North Washington - - - - Enid, Oklahoma
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and followers to limit them
selves to one man's inter
pretation of these works.If 
there is anything in any 
other "ology" that we think 
can benefit readers—and 
even some things of which 
we are skeptical but come 
recommended by others who 
have as much right to be 
right as we—it is welcome 
to space in our columns.

We have found that Dia
netics and Scientology work 
—up to a point. They work 
better on some than on oth
ers, and work better in the

Trying to take 
away a certifi- 

m cate that a 
HAS 7V graduate of any 
ANYONE I ) Dianetic or Sci- 
TRIED ’ / entology class 
\ TO GET / has earned re- 
/ YOUR ./ minds us of a
NOSEy childhood game

/ we once played.
One child puts the first two 
fingers of his hand on each 
side of another child's nose, 
and pinches slightly. As he 
withdraws, he fills up the 
gap formerly taken by the 
nose with the end of his 
thumb. "I've got your 
nose," he says, wiggling 
the "evidence" tauntingly.

Some children took the 
game seriously and occas
ionally fights and argu
ments followed. But adults, 
who could look and see, 
could differentiate between 
the nose (which was still 
there on the face) and the 
thumb being wagged by a 
tormentor.

The same is true of the 
recalled and cancelled cer
tificates. They're still on 
the wall (or should be) and 
represent just as much 
training as they ever did— 
unless the possessor wishes 
to "cut off his own nose to 
spite his face", as the 
saying goes.

WE'LL NOT BE Some of the 
BULLIED INTO recent pu- 
A=A=A=A=A=Ai trescence re- 

_ / fleeted in the 
Major and Minor MIASMAs has 
brought a flood of letters 
into ^he ABERREE office— 
some critical of The ABER
REE, . some concerned over 
the diathetic condition 
which seems to have engulf
ed Scientology, and most of 
them curious about future 
ABERREE policies.

For the information of 
all concerned, there is not 
—at this time—any major 
change planned. We will, as 
in the past, continue to 
support and urge the use of 
all Scientological and Dia
netic theories or tech
niques that will assist any 
unit of mankind to obtain 
his or its goals. Parallel
ing this, we will continue 
to oppose any movement that 
seeks to set up a monopoly 
in the field of therapy or 
religion, or put loyal sup
porters in straight jackets.

For several months, The 
ABERREE has not been limi
ted to Scientology, and Dia
netics. With the formation 
of "The Infinites", we had 
decided that man should not 
be grooved; that Scientol
ogy itself evolved from a 
study of many works, and it 
was unfair to ask students 

hands of some auditors than « 
others—even though both
may have the same training 
and the same certificates. 
We know ex-communicated Sci
entologists who can get re
sults using the techniques 
while there are those who 
still are in the good gra
ces of the Phoenix operation 
who do little or no good 
for anybody.

A.J.S. McMillan, in the 
April issue of BDR. sums up 
our thinking fairly well in 
the following statement:

"However, we are coming 
more and more to realize 
that, aside from the relief 
of somatic ailments, the 
roads to self-knowledge are 
bound up very closely with 
the intentions for which we 
seek that knowledge."

Many of us remember how 
effective old "Postulate 
Processing" was* You asked 
your pre-clear; "What was 
your intention? Compare 
what you did to what you 
intended to do." And the 
startling results achieved 
during a session in which a 
pre-clear would be honest 
with himself, and the audi
tor.

These are some questions 
we—and those in charge of 
the Phony-X operation—might 
well ask ourselves.
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EAR, 0 Israeli The Lord our 
God, the Lord is 1,” announ
ces the Old Testament. The 
New, renouncing the Old,
says "Christ God". And 
the cycle is fulfilled

so,

The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh 
away.

This principle viewed Three Dimension
ally shall be deemed to be a sufficiently 
self-evident universality and an evident
ly universal self-sufficiency: '

That action and reaction are oppos
ites, likes , and . co-eternals.

THE FIRST DIMENSION—The Lord our God 
is the Zero which is formed when every
thing knowable is brought together into 
1. This is the zero focal point—the 1st 
evident action of creation, wrought-from 
the physical fusion of opposites—the in
finite zero. . .

THE SECOND DIMENSION—The Christ God, 
the X, is the zero "which is left when 
everything knowable is taken away; This 
is . the zero vacuum—the last invisible 
reaction of spacation, wrought from the 
non-physical fission of likes—the abso
lute. zero. -

THE THIRD DIMENSION—The UNION of the 
Lord God AND the DIVISION of the Christ
God is the zero mosaic- of the X-ing 1. 
This is the fusionAND the fission, the 
point AND the vacuum, the physical AND 
the non-physical, -the infinite AND the 
absolute, the all. AND the nothing.

Dimensions are God-mansions, are di
chotomies, whose factors are unlikes in 
attraction, -as the Lord God, and likes in 
repulsion, as the Christ God. These fac
tors or sectors appear and reappear, 
concentrate and decentrate, change and 
interchange, act and react, at the same 
time and cyclically, homogenously and 
heterogeneously. The resultant trinity is

the eternity of the entirety. This is 
the burning bush that is perpetually 
burning yet never consumed. Herein is 
inaction in action that is "eternally in
active yet leaves nothing undone".

The First and Second Dimensions are 
but snares and delusions, mock appearan
ces, shams, facsimiles, aberrations, con
ditionings, concepts, and partial points
of view—all bewildering in their com
plexities. These two Dimensions are bit
ter enemies, forever destroying and re

-creating each other, unceasingly in op
position yet incessantly meeting and 
mating.

Only the Third Dimension, the WHOLE,
is the simplicity of Being—the only re
ality. To be AND not to be—that is the 
answer.

The Three Dimensions are 
Plato's three orders of be
ing, namely: "That which is 
moved" is the positive mater
ial arrow, the anode; "That 
which moves unmoved" is the 
negative catalytic unmoved 
but augmenting bow, the cath
ode; and "That which is self-

moved" moves itself by the other two sim
ultaneous and sequential pressures within
itself—its own hands. These are the ev
ident, the universal, and the self-suf
ficient. It is an ode to a cathode with
out beginning and without end.

' The self-sufficient is the Supreme Be
ing j the Supreme Reality, the only Being. 
From the smallest atom to the largest 
atoll, Being is Supreme. The Supreme Be
ing is perpetually in union and division.

. Thus, God whirred the word and whirled
the world. Every single focal point is 
fed and balanced by the university, of 
space, and the university of space is fed 
and balanced at the same time by the same 
focal point in vacuity. The universe con
tinually verses and reverses as the point



continually serves and services--and vice 
versa. The vicious circle.

The foc^l ^dint and the vacuum are en
sealed..and'ensouled in a zero. The point 
of all rpan<^ly exist in the absence of 
all. which fiçanonly exist in the circum- 
fersnce -of nothing—zeros within zeros. 
Every focal point and every vacuity bal
ances the-balance of the universe . Thé 
concentrated infinity of the zero point 
equals and balances the decentrated abso
lute zero of space, like a small mass 
of lead balances a huge mass of feathers. 
Everything means everything else.

_Take away the circumference, 
the knowable, from the circle and 

( jthat which is left is the zero 
k /vacuum, the negative field. Edi

son shook the world when : he
placed a charred broom straw in a vacuum 
and it burst into a glow. Hermetically 
sealed virgin vacuum tubes áre used uni
versally to amplify and accentuate the 
positive. The uncharged vacuum is the 
catalyst. The word "virgin" means "going 
forth pure", the "gin" here being the 
process of distillation by evaporation. 
- Take the circumference, the knowa

ble, and draw it closer in toward the 
center, making it smaller and smaller, 
bringing it to a point. This is the zero 
focal point of all, the physical point of 
emergence, the beginning. This is the 
vice in the dichotomy of vice versa and 
in the ser-vice, the binding back, the 
"religature" of religion. "Begin" means 
"be pure", the "gin" here being the proc
ess of distillation by condensation.

Distill is the di-still, is the God
still, is the dual co-existence of the 
evaporating and condensing still, is the 
purifying still of stillness.

_The point and the circle, 
f which is the material AND the im- 
Í •__ )material, is the Supreme basic
k J dichotomy, centered everywhere 

with circumference nowhere. It is 
no-dimensional and all-dimensional; it is 
object and background, concretion and ab
straction. Viewed together, to unite and 
to untie, are synonymous AND antonymous 
in perpetuity. Viewed separately they 
are worlds in collision—in co-illusion. 
Zeros divided are still zeros. To be in
stalled AND instilled, to be unity AND 
divinity, is to be distilled in the 
stillness. A point without space, or 
space without a point, is unthinkable.

June, i955 
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Whatever attributes or freedom from at
tributes that can be applied to one di
chotomy can be applied to all.

Positive fire and negative water is a 
vice versa. In the presence of fire, 
water explodes. In the presence of water, 
fire implodes. The fire puts out the 
water and the water pats An the fire—now 
here and no where.

Live^Sivil is another vice versa. Live 
is the pointing of the void and evil is 
the voiding of the point.

The point is the FROM form, from which 
everything comes into manifestation and 
from which everything goes out of it, 
concurrently, recorrently, and NOW. The 
point is the door, acting at once as en
try and exit, bringing in and forcing 
out. The point explodes as it implodes. 
It is the action of attraction of unlikes 
in its making, and, at the same time, it 
is the reaction of repulsion of likes in 
its unmaking. The attractive unlikes 
from space become repellent likes in the 
point, which again become unlikes—plus
ing and pulsing ad infinitum. The phases 
of vice versas are mutually consequential.

The frequency with which the void is 
pointed and the point is voided at this 
hypothetical zero point is so great that 
the time lag between cycles is zero. This 
zero optimum is the point of no return— 
no return of the co-illusion of many 
births and as many deaths.

% The dimensionality of the point 
3 displays itself as strands of stray 
| straw ends of fibrous forces which 
A twine themselves into a linear cord.

Like strains of positive and negative 
musical tones and notes, they are knotted 
in marriage—a knotted chord astringing 
and astringent in and out of space, lit
erally burning and borning its way.

I
The vertical 1, a picture of a 
phallus in reverse, pointing up, is 
primarily showing direction—the dire 
action of the male, emerging from be
ing swallowed up by the black widow spi

der of space. The Hebrew word for "1" is 
"echoed"—echoed back from its recording 
in space. The 1 is a gestalt—the crea
ted erected reacted 1—created in the 
point, erected going out, reacted on the 
return—but still the point, whose every 
"action is voided as it is created, re
corded as it is voided, and recreated as 
it is recorded". Thus stated Walter
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Russell of Swannannoa, Va., summing it 
up as "Balanced Rhythmic Interchange".
mmhi The horizontal line is the 

base of the 1 and is a picture of
a prostrate passive feminine form. It is 
a diameter, a dia-meter, a God mater, a ' 
God motor—the ashes- of decentration from 
which the'vertical rises. It is a sign 
of minus—minus her vertical mate, un-

idi

■ The cross-pollinating or plan
ting of male and female lines 
forms ; a plus—an addition. The

■ plus is the cross of matter. The 
lines of a plus have the most opposite 
and separated polarities possible. The 
more opposite, the more attraction and 
the more potent is the physical son birth 
that is cored into space.

In the right angle triangle, 
k the lines and the angle spaces

h >¿5 are related as sines and co- 
£ sines—sons and cousins. In
£ X the right angle triangle, Pyth-

Jfother 4 agorus pictured the vertical
father as a "3", the horizontal mother as 
a ”4", and the diagonal son as a "5". The 
diagonal son is the dia-long side; that 
is, longer than the father or the mother. 
The son is the square root of the sum of 
the squares of the father and the mother. 
The son is the high potency of the hypot
enuse. Boys are acid actions. Girls are 
alkaline reactions.

X-ing

So, reading between the lines 
of the father and the mother, the

is the iHUIaterial immortal
Christ. The cross of Christ is

the dissolution of the male and female
cross of matter. The cross of matter is 
the integration of the cross of Christ. 
The point is assimilated by space, which 
in turn recircumscribes itself cubically, 
gathering up the piece?, reforming them 
into a new point of matter, even as Isis 
did—sans genitalia. Action is coming 
into the point, reaction is going out 
from the point.

It is apparent that, after the first 
flush of youthful perpendicularity, a 
spinning world, whirling like a top, must 
topple, and, following its natural bent, 
the + becomes an X, repulsing.itself back 
into space., only to become a medium for 
another plusing.

The X is the division of the 1 into 
its male and female parts, in which the 
vertical male component has fallen down 

and has become more femininely horizontal 
while the horizontal female component has 
fallen up and has become more masculinely 
vertical, changing extreme opposites to 
exact likes, thereby repelling and X-act- 
ing each other. The X is the space of 
nothingness between the lines of matter 
in which everything has its cording and 
recording. The Christocentric is Xocen- 
tric. Xman is Xmas.

<1 > The picturing of this momen- 
taneous +-ing and X-ing, now here 
and no where, effortless and non- 

lv directive, is the basic symbol of 
the parent Christian church. This is the 
portrayal of Supreme Being and of every 
order of Being, be it astronomical, bio
logical, or psychological, and it is the 
common denominator of them all. The var
ious parts seemingly making up or unmak
ing this whole is Maya. ;

The sages of the ages of all races, 
religions, and orders—civilized and sav
age—knew this principle and have pre
cisely and unmistakably defined and de
signed it. Although the elements in their 
variety of symbolic pictures differ, yet 
the basic meaning remains unchanged.

So, forthcoming articles in this ser
ies—continuing to unfold the symbols— 
will zeroize on religions as skulls and 
cross bones, flags as flagelates, know
ings as no-ings, spires as spirals, cards 
as creeds, numbers as No.-s, sphinxes as 
sphincters, sects as sex, superstitions 
as superstations, Dr. Jekyl as Mr. Hide, 
magic's ilk as witches' milk, the torso 
and more so.

Being begins at zero, ends at zero, 
and is zero, in all eternity—NOW. Being 
in the Silence is being a focal point in 
vacuity. It is being inactively engaged. 
Take nothing with you into the Silence.

So, Low and Bewholed. Relax, drop the 
jaw, close the eyes, look down. To the 
extent that one can attain to zero, to 
that extent the point and the universe 
is his—in one shot.

Ecco homo is Ec-si Homo is Ex I Homo 
is Homo is Behold the Man is wholed.

' (NOTE—In future articles, Mr. Fried
man will point out how both civilization 
and the languages it uses are linked to 
the transition manifest in man's symbol
ogy.)
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Thing Called 'Time'

By- ROBI LaMARCHE
It should be thoroughly- 

understood that no true ex
planation of the "facts of 
life* is possible if the 
explanation is complete. 
The reason for this is that 
the explanation will auto
matically lead the explain
er into contradicting him
self. The more complete the 
explanation the more con
pie te the contradiction. 
However it is possible to 
cover various facets of the 
facts of life as long as a 
complete explanation is 
avoided.

A basic trait of a human 
being is that he has some
thing called TIME. It is 
this thing called TIME that 
allows a game to go on. As 
pointed out previously, a 
body has no past and no fu
ture and only exists in the 
MEST universe in a single 
instant of MEST present 
time. A Thetan also has no 
past and no future but, he 
does have the ability to 
make any amount or any part 
of MEST universe time, his 
present time. Thus the 
present time of the Thetan 
can be a million years, a 
day, or a single instant of 
MEST universe time.

In order to keep this 
short and avoid contradic
tions and confusions, we 
will postulate that a human 
being called Joe has cho
sen, as a Thetan, to have 
the present lifetime of his 
present body 60 years, as. 
his present time. But Joe 
is playing the game and 
claims he is the body. Now 
we begin to see how Joe as 
a composite Thetan-Body

■ " - 1 11 1 ■ - I

IF TIME HEALS ALL, WE 
HOPE THIS’LL HEAL TIMÉ

As we predicted when 
he offered the article 
on the Master Reference 
Mock-up to us, and which 
we used in last month's 
ABERREE, Roby LaMarche 
really set off some 
fireworks. And in an
ticipation of those 
fireworks, Roby sent us 
the accompanying "ex
planation" on "Time".

To clarify or furth
er confuse the issue, 
we offer our own defln
ition of time: "Some
thing we never have en
ough of".

L. Ron Hubbard de
fines "Time" as "Change 
of the position of par- 
tides in space,** and 
"Space" as "A viewpoint 
of dimension". So, there 
you are. We hope his
tory will record that 
we've settled the mat
ter for all t— (We 
started to say "Time") 
for all "change of the 
location of particles 
in a viewpoint of di
mension" . And if we 
didn't, none can accuse 
us of not having tried.

called a human being can 
have a past and a future. 
Joe can get himself a past 
and future, out of two 
present times, by using the 
present time available to 
the body—a split second of 
MEST time—as a point from 
which to view his present 
time as a Thetan—-60 years.

From here on, gentle 
reader of The ABERREE, you 
and you alone will have to 
carry the ball. The endless 
ramifications, speculat
ions, and postulates inher
ent in the above set-up can 
never be evaluated for you 
by anyone.

X DEVIL'S SAGE BOX
Twenty tons of perspira

tion are reported lost an
nually in futile hunts for 
the Lost Dutchman mine in 
Arizona. . . .

Most people are afraid 
of a .38, and most women 
mortally dread 40.

A A A

Half of the things Con
fucius said weren't said by 
Confucius.

A A A

SOME "MOWS" OF TOMORROW
JB^The H.A.S.I. will not 
acquire the *46*000,000.00* 
desert estate, not even if 
the cost is "cut* to l/20th 
of that sum.
^gThere will be new tech
niques offered at the June 
Congress, and ex-communica
tion for those in the fu
ture using techniques now 
"guaranteed" to get results. 
jvUncle Sam' s tax boys 
will be looking over a lot 
of returns ana lack of re
turns in the next few 
months.K/k large western organi
zation will join the grow
ing list of those who use 
Scientology with a less ex
plosive label.
JS^More tests and
more bad weather may be ex
pected»
JVThe GHOST may stir it
self from its long nap (no 
"ier" suffix and no capital 
letters), and if it does!J J
BBSventually, a study of
Scientology and a study of 
Spanish will go hand-in
hand.
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By MARIJANE NUTTALL

N THIS "expanding" universe,. FERENTSTORY!! . 
We’ve had some Directors for theI have been at odds with the 

purpose) Immortal« Immortal,
yes, but •’Know-all’’, not He 
can even be a •’know-plenty", 
but not a ’’know-all’’ in my 

mock-up. For, if the universe itself is 
expanding, why doesn't the Thetan keep in 
step with a-little possibility of expan
sion himself?

What goes on here, among the Thetans? 
Is this merely a play-yard for Thetans, 
who hide knowingness from themselves, be
cause look how boring it would be if they 
sat around in their knowingness? This 
theory pre-supposes a limit and a dead
end of "knowingness".

Putting a cosmic microscope over the 
Thetan's supposed "knowingness", we might 
be led to discover an odd thing. Maybe 
his "knowingness" is just a blueprint, 
and here he has been calling it a full
blown house, grounds, society, and world 
without taking the effort to transform 
the blueprint into reality. An architect 
might "mock-it-up" as being already so, 
but I wouldn't try to live in it and ex
pect hot and cold running water, a roof 
over my head, and all the conveniences of 
home if the blueprint never got off the 
architect's drawing board!

Let's look at the muscle-building ads: 
"I was a skinny weakling until..."

Well, the skinny weakling had all the 
potentials necessary to became a sleek, 
well-muscled specimen. The potentials 
were there, all right, but until he in
dulged in some necessary activity, they 
were only potentials, and an unused blue
print of strength. So, could the weakling 
do the weight-lifting that the muscle-man 
easily did? Not by a long shot, until...

Consider now: Many of us have reached 
the end of OBJECTIVE DEVELOPMENT. We have 
no inclination to be muscle-men, even if 
it does take only 15 minutes a day, for 
this reason: Muscles, themselves, are a 
limited goal! Just seeing that there is 
a "dead-end" to physical development of 
the body makes the goal uninteresting. 
That is not what we want.

But some THETA-MUSCLESI THAT'S A DIF- 

velopment of Theta-muscles around, 
and then, and they have left plenty of 
instruction courses and furnished us with

now

some theta-muscle-building devices, but, 
as always, it's up to the Thetan to de
cide whether he wants to take the direci 
course, or just depend on environment and 
experience to keep his theta-muscles 
toned lip. . .

Back of the Directors is a Creative 
Force (which furnished the blueprint in 
the first place for us all) which wisely 
saw to it that we got some exercise, and 
theta-muscle development sheerly in the 
course of living, whether we realized we 
were being crystallized into reality from 
the blueprints or not.

In this "course of living" the Purpose 
was for well-being and development of po
tentials , so this course required that 
for survival we engage in certain theta
building activities. These activities re
quire ACTION, and somehow, in the pro
cess, the activities got mislabeled by 
us, and we began regarding them as "work, 
pain, and suffering", because we had lost 
sight of the Purpose and the action in 
itself seemed purposeless.

When living seems purposeless, one re
sents, reneges, and loafs along, doing as 
little as possible. On the surface it 
seems so much easier, but in the depths, 
it is much more painful and unsatisfac
tory. Our theta-muscles get weak and lazy 
themselves, it seems that we are in a rut 
(which we are, of our own doing), every
thing seems routine and boring (because 
in doing as little as we can get away 
with, we repeat ourselves), and we agree 
on all sorts of untruths which our blue
print tells us (should we bother to con
sult it) are trivia, and will have to be 
cleared away eventually*

We are in the position now, many of 
us, of the sons in a little fable I have 
cooked ups

There lives a Father, who is a magi
cian. He has two sons, who also wish to 
become magicians. The Father promises 
that the sons may become magicians, and 
sends them out to chop wood, although he 
has a magical wood-pile which is inex
haustible .

He tells them that he has a purpose.in 
doing this, and that the "action in it
self" is the secret of becoming a magi
cian.

One son goes out saying, if that is 
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the Purpose of this wood chopping, I will 
do it! And as he chops wood, he begins 
to realize that the sun is beneficial to 
him, the deep-breathing caused ty the ex
ercise is filling him with energy, and 
the exercise is building his ; body's 
strength. Meditating upon this, he grad
ually gains understanding of the sun1 s ac
tion upon all living things, the secret 
of prana in deep breathing, and the 
rhythm of the chopping puts him in rhythm 
with all life, until his whole body ach
ieves a oneness with nature and life, and 
he becomes a magician.

The other son goes out, and half-hear
tedly starts chopping, but thinks to him
self that this is a miserly way the Fath
er has of disclosing his magical secrets, 
and maybe he isn't so magical after all, 
and that the woodstack isn't inexhausti
ble but depends upon someone having to 
labor to .Restock it once in a while, and 
that he and his brother are being made 
"fall-guys*. Because, after all, logic 
would tell anybody that any truly magical 
woodpile doesn't need adding to, ;and why 
should his Father ask him to do what was 
unnecessary? He decides he'll crawl into 
a shed and snooze awhile and see what 
happens. Father is away and can't see 
what he is doing, so if the woodpile is 
magical, whether he works or not won't 
show, and he can say he worked, add learn 
the magic from his Father anyhow.

Comes a cold night, and snow, and the 
logs from the inexhaustible woodpile are 
thrown upon the fire, and the Father and 
the first son are wann and cozy. But the 
second son huddles close to the fire, and 
complains that he is cold, as he shivers 
and shakes. His lack of sun and the un
derworked lungs and muscles have weakened 
him. He decides he has really been taken 
and that the magical woodpile is an illu
sion and the fire ah illusion—which, if 
this is so, there is really no heat there. 
No wonder he's cold! They're trying to 
freeze him, that's what they're doing. 
Here he is suffering, and no one cares. 
He sneezes and whimpers.

The Father and the other son look at 
him with compassion, and the son who 
worked goes out and brings in the logs 
he'd chopped.and places them on the fire. 
As the real logs began smoking and burn
ing, they put out some real heat for the 
freezing son, and gradually he begins to 
thaw out. And as he thaws, he starts to 
reconsider, and realizes that his brother 
must have been learning some magic, or he 
couldn't have been warm and comfortable 
from the fire of the magical logs. This 
makes him angry, and he accuses the Fath

er of showing favoritism by teaching his 
brother magic while he, himself, had been 
taught nonet

The Father, knowing the second son had 
been disobedient, said nothing, but ges
tured for his first son to explain.

And the first son explains carefully 
to his brother that it wasn't the chop
ping 12g£ Joal loss chopped
that was the Purpose (although in fur
nishing logs that would warm his brother, 
he had done a useful thing), but the sun, 
air, and activity that had gradually led 
him into an awareness of the magical re
ality underlying all the physical world, 
since he had the blueprint of magic in
side.

The second brother is left with a free 
choice. He can begin naw, or at any time 
he chooses to begin, to earn his magical 
insight for himself, or he can cling to 
his old pattern of suspicion and there
after be completely dependent upon the 
physical world for his survival. Because 
of this pattern of doubt and resentment 
already established within himself, this 
untrue notion of his that he could be 
"taught magic* without having to move a 
finger, and his disobedience and slyness, 
these things, too, would have to be over
come in tne act of earning his right to . 
"magic*. ’

It looked like a lot of logs needed 
chopping. And what did he do upon learn
ing all this? Take a good look at the 
world. Being immortal, are we raising 
Cain? Are we still resenting and attempt
ing to destroy our immortal Ables? But, 
being immortal, guess who is suffering?

Now, put this entire mock-up in a lar
ger setting. See the Thetan making the 
rounds, the days (physical existence, 
living here, working) and nights (sleep 
of death, rest, integration of the day's 
labor) and consider his future. For, af
ter he discovers the underlying reality 
hidden behind the physical structure, his 
wood-chopping days are over, and he is in 
a position to start exploring the hidden 
realms, and perhaps, in his magical the
ta-chopping there, to discover hidden in 
that realm an even more intriguing realm 
to grow towards, infinitely more entran
cing!

Let us inquire then« What would be the 
"magical equivalent* of Sun, Fresh Air, 
and Exercise? We've been told so many 
times that the very words have lost their 
ability to interest us. We've stopped 
asking ourselves what LOVE, - ENLARGEMENT 
OF CONSCIOUSNESS, and UNDERSTANDING real
ly mean. We think, because we have labels 
for them tucked away in our neat little 
computers—classified items neatly filed 
as X, Y, and Z—that that's it. Wb never 
ask ourselves what they might encompass?

But—are YOU a skinny, under-developed 
Thetan...?
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Freud SawMeanng in Dream«
5y ART COULTER, M. D.

z^jfc^OST OF US dream, and most of 
ItfiSKlkKKn us are Puzzl®d by the dreams 
MUHRyGKrL we have had. Few of us take 
£&9MErr dreams very seriously nowa

days, although in history 
the idea that dreams are 

Wowens or signs of hidden 
meanings has been seriously 

regarded indeed. Today, there even are 
persons who regard an attempt to under
stand dreams as a "waste of time". Sig
mund Freud was not one of these.

Freud saw, I think correctly, that 
dreams do have a meaning, and that the 
attempt to find out that meaning can be 
very helpful to self-understanding. 
Dreams are an attempt by the unconscious 
to tell us something important about 
deeply repressed material.

The importance of dreams may perhaps 
be made clearer by describing another 
state long known to psychoanalysts, in 
which the individual is fully awake, but 
relaxed and with the eyes closed. This 
state is called by the long name "hypna
gogic reverie", but many people probably 
have experienced it under different 
names. In it, the individual "sees" real 
or imaginary scenes of the past with re
markable vividness, almost as if he were 
there'(but he knows he isn’t), and "hears" 
sounds with striking clarity; there also 
may be rather strong bodily sensations. 
Many readers undoubtedly have recalled 
past incidents In such a reverie, and can 
attest to the value of the experience. 
The chief difference between such experi
ences and dreams is simply that the 
dreamer is asleep.

But he can recal l the dream - especially 
if he writes it down right after waking 
up. And people who may have had diffi
culty recalling in reverie might find the 
dream helpful—not only in itself, but 
also in developing the ability to recall 
in reverie.

"What do you do with a dream after you 
recall it?" the reader may ask, recalling 
many puzzled moments. Freud developed a 
simple and powerful technique which he 
called "dream interpretation", which may 
answer this question.

The first step is to accept as true

what you already have discovered; the 
actual content of the dream means noth
ing. The . real meaning of the dream is 
hidden; it takes a search to find it. 

The search is conducted by the famil
iar tool of free association. The patient 
is asked to focus his attention on each 
part of the dream, and fully report what
ever ideas, feelings, images, etc., that 
occur to him, no matter how trivial or 
unpleasant they may be. It is often help
ful to take into account events of the 
previous day.

This leads to the realm of dream 
thoughts, of which the dream itself is a 
distorted and disguised expression. It 
is here that the study of dreams reveals 
its value, because it not only explains 
the dream, it also brings to light impor
tant data of which the individual was 
previously unaware.

For example: A dreamer was pulling a 
certain lady of his acquaintance out of a 
ditch. On free-association, it meant he 
"picked her out", preferred her.

Another: A man dreamed his brother was 
digging up his garden all over again. I
The first association was to deep-trench
ing for vegetables; the second, the 
brother was retrenching. financially.

details, the reader should consult the 
references given at the end of this arti
cle. An important point to be noted here: 
The dreamer himself gives the meaning of 
the dream. It comes out bn free-associa
tion. The analyst does not "explain" 
the dream to him, as some persons have 
supposed.

Two other points deserve mention. The 
first is that among the actual contents 
of the dream, certain typical ones occur 
again And again, and they always turn 
out to have the same meaning. These are 
called symbols: they are not very numer
ous, and a knowledge of them makes dream 
interpretation a great deal easier.

Seme examples: the human body is us
ually represented in the dream by a 
house; parents are represented by emper
or or empress, king or queen, etc.; chil
dren and brothers and sisters as little 
animals or vermin, and so on*

It should be mentioned that these sym
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bols are not arbitrary associations made 
up by the analysts; they have been noted 
again and again by different analysts un
der a variety of conditions. Not only 
this, they have been proved experimen
tally. One experiment consisted of pla
cing a person in deep hypnosis and order
ing him to dream of sexual activities. 
The subject then reported the dream to a 
psychoanalyst, who observed the very same 
sexual symbols he had repeatedly observed 
in his practise. The existence of these 
symbols may be taken as a scientifically 
proved fact.

The second is that a predominant fea
ture of the dream—one that enables it to 
be understood very simply in obscure 
parts—is that of wish-fulf111ment. The 
contents of the dream time and time again 
are observed to be the disguised fulfill
ment of repressed wishes.

It is impossible to give a really ade
quate account of dream interpretation in 
this short space; for this the reader 
should consult Freud's writings. When he 
does this, I believe he will have a won- Frend—Hogarth Press. Five volumes. A 
derful surprise. For Sigmund Freud is gold mine.

DFFERENCE BETWEEN ABILITY
'MAJOR1 AND MINOR' DISCOVERED

When the H.A.S.I. wants also was charged that the 
to make criminals of one or California organization had 
two persons--such as an ed- been secretly backing leg- 
itor or two—they do it islation in California that
with ABILITYs MINOR. But 
when they launch a.bread- 
side, they use the ABILITYs 
MAJOR. (Anyone else wonder 
what the difference was be
tween the two-—other than 
the price?)

tn ABILITY MAJOR II, it 
was announced that all the 
rights of the CADA (Calif- 
omia Association of Dia- 
netic Auditors) were being 
cancelled by Dianetics' 
sole proprietor.—the HDRF— 
because they were "inten
sely antipathetic to free 
use of Dianetics", and that 
the HDRF would take steps 

would make it illegal for 
auditors to audit.

Especially censured were 
A.E. VanVogt, Wayne Dunbar, 
and Andy Anderson, who have 
been teaching, practicing, 
writing about, and recon
mending the use of Dianet
ics almost since L.Ron Hub
bard first shook the foun
dations of the medical and 
religious world with his 
"discovery" back in 1950.

But it just ain't so, L, 
0. Anderson, editor of the 
CADA BULLETIN and one of 
the organization's direc
tors, says. In a letter to

through the California Sec- The ABERREE, "Andy" made present. “
retary of State to see that 
the CADA did not have the 
"free use of Dianetics". It 

one of the most lucid and easy to under
stand writers of our timei

Moreover, what he has to say makes
sense; just reading him gives one in
sights. One can easily understand how he 
has revolutionized our ideas about human 
nature, created order out of chaos in 
psychiatry, and shaken the intellectual 
world. '

If this series of articles persuades a 
few readers to make their own "disoover- 
ies" of Sigmund Freud, they will have 
achieved their goal. For the readers' 
convenience, these reference works are 
given:

1. A General Introduction to Psycho
analysis—Garden City Publishing Co., 
1920. A good place to start.

2. The Basic Writings of Sigmund Freud 
—Modern Library Giant. Contains some 
excellent selections.

3. New Introductory Lectures on Psy
choanalysis—Hogarth Press, 1933. Extends 
reference 1.

4. The Collected Writings of Sigmund 

that the ABILITY article is 
completely erroneous and 
misleading. We have no in
tention of disbanding. In 
fact, we are stronger than 
we have ever been—and we’ve 
actually gained new members 
as aresult of the ABILITY 
article. Hubbard and the 
HASI or HDRF are obviously 
in no position to dissolve 
the CADA, any more than the 
CADA would be in a position 
to dissolve the HDRF. In 
regard to the legislation, 
the ABILITY article presen
ted, a complete reversal of 
the facts involved. This is

. - A

also—and very obviously— 
true in regard to the state
ment that we are antipa
thetic to the use of free 
dianetics. , .

"In fact, there is too 
much nonsense in the arti
cle for me to be willing to 
waste more time on it at

the following public state- Neither Ton Bisterbrook 
ment: nor Dr. Hubbard were avail-

"It goes without saying able for comment.
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sit the Car, orfcwmtor, Buy?
P* H0FSTADIVITCH was 

disgusted. As he stood look
-filing at the thin cloud of 

smoke rising from under the 
7 Z floorboard of his car, he 

iauVrB wondered how he'd tell Janet 
that there'd be a new drain 

Fy on their savings for repairs
to this'ancestral relic. ,

Seven times in two months he'd winced 
at the garage bill for this chugging mon
strosity. There'd been a new set of rings 
and a valve grinding job; then, bn the 
way home, his best tire had collapsed and 
he'd been talked into a complete new set. 
Almost before the ink was dry on his 
check for the tires, anunaxpeeted<.freeze 
took its toll of the radiator and cooling 
system. A broken crankshaft, new bear
ings, a dead battery—rapidly he enumera
ted the various items until dollar signs 
danced before his eyes. Now, this smoke 
probably meant a burned out clutch.

Removing the ignition key and slamming 
the car door shut, Jeremiah stalked guil
tily into the house.

"More trouble T" Janet met him near the 
door, and he wondered if she'd been spy
ing. He nodded, sullenly.

"I told you," she began. "That old 
car's been a financial drag for years. 
Had you listened to me..."

"I'm listening," he snarled.
"0. K. Why don't you call Bill and 

accept his offer of a trade-in on a new 
Dodge? He said..."

•I don't like Bill," he growled. "He 
goes to the wrong church--and besides, 
he's so damn' smug about that 'hook' ball 
he throws."

"But he gets a better bowling score 
than you do," she reminded him.

"Fool’s luck!" Jeremiah snapped. "If 
you like him so much, why didn't you mar
ry him? I wouldn't have a Dodge on the 
place."

This couldn’t happen to you, or me, of 
course, but you may know someone in your 
neighborhood, or your mother-in-law's 
neighborhood, just that narrow and opin
ionated.

Friendships—and enmities—are formul

ated over small, insignificant agreements 
or disagreements. There might be a thous
and things likable about a neighbor, yet 
because he may like a tall hedge, possi
ble friends never get beyond the nodding 
stage. Two photographers may miss out on 
a profitable exchange of ideas and camar
aderie merely because they have set up 
between them a barrier of disagreement 
over technical procedures. Political op
ponents battle each other mercilessly be
cause they wear different lables, yet 
neither would know, or respect, a plat
form if it bit them. For example, how 
many voters know why they're registered as 
Republican or Democrat? How many presi
dential candidates can credit much of 
their defeat not to their record or abil
ity but to the derby they wore, the beard 
they affected, or the mustache that cano
pied their upper lip?

It is such small differences as these 
—stirred in the caldron of hatred and 
propaganda—that lead nations into war, 
and put millions' of men at each others 
throats—with the safety of an entire 
planet at stake.

Dianeticists and Scientologists, de
spite their studies into the make-up and 
foibles of mankind, are not much better. 
Because of small differences of opinion, 
or a dispute over policy, many have bro
ken away and will refuse even to discuss 
the subject. Former co-workers become en
emies. Dianetics, they say, must be bad 
because— Scientology is no good because 
Dianetics works and Scientology doesn't 
agree with Dianetics. There is no attempt 
to integrate, to analyze, to encompass 
the subject as a whole and use that which 
they find is good, discarding only what 
doesn't work FOR THEM. Instead, because 
one minute phase offends sone emotional 
tidbit in their make-up, the whole must 
be condemned.

But in this, they are following a pat
tern set for them by the founder of Dia
netics and Scientology. In Book One, most 
of us "learned" that what's wrong with us 
were sexual indiscretions by our parents. 
Most women were would-be abortionists, 
and what Papa didn't know would almost 
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char ÿour "File Clerk”, if you searched 
deeply enough into the right engram. Doc
tors and psychiatrists—especially the 
latter—were ignoramuses who ¡had only 
one goal: the collection of a large fee.

As Dianetics "progressed" into Scien
tology, the ministers of .th? various 
creeds and religions have been "proven" 
guilty of teaching error, of Misleading 
their frightened "victims" along the path 
of ignorance and control. Other|"ologies* 
have been painted in the blackest lang
uage, and their followers damnëd as few 
have been damned by one so gifted of 
tongue.

Within the last few months^ we have 
entered the third echelon, when even Dia- 
neticists and Scientologists—¡-for some 
small real or fancied grievance—also can 
be damned, excommunicated, and even la
beled criminals for daring to express 
disagreement with each control policy as 
it emanates from Phoenix. Because some 
object to signing $5,000 and $25,000 pay- 
on-demand notes for the right to practice 
what they’ve already paid $1,300 to $1,800 
for, they are given bushy tails and poin
ted ears, and "loyal" Scientologists are 
threatened with similar ostracism if they 
dare associate with a "squirrel" or read 
a "wildcat" publication. Even the use of 
techniques that six months '■ ago were

SCIENTOLOGY GETS' 
TRIAL IN INDUSTRY

An effort to put Scien
tology to work in industry 
has been launched by the 
Church of Scientology in 
Michigan, according to a 
letter from Ernest Wirick, 
Detroit.

On May 3, Wirick re
ports, the Scientology In
dustrial Communicators As
sociation was formulated. 
Plans are to offer industry 
in the Detroit area a two
month package dèal, uncon
ditionally guaranteeing a 
10 percent or more rise in 
efficiency of their manage
ment personnel who will be 
given group processing. 
This group processing—two

hours a day, five days a 
week--will sell for $2,000 
a month per auditor, Wirick 
sah- -^o- -

DOCTOR HAS A PLACE FOR
; EVERYTHING—IN 1 GRAVE 
A doctor friend of ours 

knew all about Dianetics, 
he;said, but Scientology— 
what was that!

; "Mr. Hubbard calls it the 
'science of knowing how to 
know'," we explained. "It's 
a research into the immor
tality of you. For example, 
when a body dies, what about 
thé ’you’? Where do you 
place it?"

"I put them both in the 
same grave," he said, very 
flatly.

"Tes, but what about the 
ones who don't come to you 
for treatment?" we asked, 
quite innocently.

"guaranteed" to "save the human race" can 
bring shame, ridicule, and public banish
ment under ary one of ten categories.

Just because Jeremiah Hofstadivitch 
and a few others narrow their sphere of 
operations to two dirty spots between two 
walls, and, to them, A=A=A=A,there is no 
need for us to follow in their steps. If 
we like Dianetics, or Scientology, ora 
new car, we need not condemn ; all just 
because there are those behind t the good 
who do not come up to the levels one 
might expect if they followed their own 
teachings. It has been an adage of an
tiquity that the shoemaker goes without 
shoes and the baker goes without bread— 
but this does not mean the populace need 
go barefoot or hungry. i

We can only use what we think is good, 
and study that which we think is bad; 
maybe some day, that which we today think 
good we’ll consider bad and that which we 
now consider bad we’ll be willing to ac
cept as good. But in the meantime, we 
neither should condemn nor permit our
selves to feel condemned, no matter how 
much "altitude* those who condemn us may 
think they're entitled to. ,

Those who choose to follow a narrow 
path—ANT narrow path—are missing much 
beauty in the other 359 degrees of their 
environment.

MIDWEST MEETING 
DATE NOT YET SET
Although no definite lo

cation or date has yet been 
set for the Third Midwest
ern Dianetic-Scientology 
conference, scane week-end 
between mid-July and mid
August is being considered, 
according to Norman Fritz, 
Wichita, chairman. Efforts 
to get reservations at one 
of the Oklahoma vacation 
spots ran into previous

• nl{(itments and plans hadc
to be changed,,Norman said.

Norman is attending the 
June 3-6 Congress in Phoe
nix, and midwest conference 
plans will be taken up 
moire definitely after his
return.
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PHOENIX, 16 May—I just 
can’t seem to get rolling 
on a column this time. We 
seem to get less and less 
communication around here, 
and what little we manage 
to dredge up is so unfavor
able, I dislike writing it 
up. ’

Important, of course, is 
the report that the local 
newspaper has employed a 
reporter to write a series 
of articles "exposing" Sci
entology. He has been check
ing the background of Sci
entology in Los Angeles, 
Wichita, New York, Phila
delphia, and Phoenix. What 
he finds should make inter
esting reading— for some 
persons.

It is reported that Ron 
was met by the Phoenix re
porter when he arrived in 
Washington (See Cols.2 & 3) 
and fisticuffs followed. We 
don't know how BIG the re
porter is, or was.

. A a Ä

A suit for $9,000 damage 
to a house in Paradise Val
ley, Ariz., leased for use 
as a "clinic"— from which 
"windows were broken, en
tire casements torn out, 
electrical fixtures pulled 
loose, holes torn in the 
walls and ceilings", has 
been filed against L. Ron 
Hubbard, the Church of Sci
entology, and others by the 
Texas owner. The suit char-

Âœ t<o> .AJtt&inidl

There'll probably be a 
lot of vacation plans al
tered in a hurry June 3 to 
6—unless those planning to 
attend the Fifth Anniver
sary Congress in Phoenix 
are satisfied with listen
ing to tapes. In a special 
Bulletin from the HASI, it 
was announced May 16, that 
the Congress is being moved 
to Washington, D.C., and 
a "small Congress"--at half 
price and without the pres
ence of L. Ron Hubbard—will 
replace the one scheduled 
for the homeland of the 
HASI.

The switch in location 
for the Congress, according 
to the Bulletin, was made 
because of "popular appeal" 
from an "area in which the 
most Is being accomplished 
outside of Phoenix". The 
same schedule of prices or
iginally set up for the 

ges the damage was done by 
"deranged persons*; and the 
house had been leased by 
"agents* of the Hubbard 
corporations. Hubbard de
nied any official connec
tion with the operation of 
the house. .

The only other tid-bit I 
have that isn't so odorous 
you wouldn't print it is 
that five more persons were 
"released" recently by the 
H.A.S.I. (and Just after a 
staff of 22 had had their 
pictures printed in ABILITY 
MAJOR 2.) These were Ken 
Barrett, Fernando Estrada, 
Maxine Savant, Al Ingraham 
(the man hired to "sell" 
Scientology), and Don Jen
sen. According to ABILITY 
MINOR 4, Barrett, Estrada, 
and Ingraham were granted a 
"leave of absence" and are 
"barnstorming". Maxine quit 
so she could take all the 
courses. I have no further

Phoenix Congress will pre
vail in the Capitol City.

Dr. W.H. Young, 1826 "R" 
St., N.W.,. has charge of 
reservations for the Wash
ington meeting.

It also was announced 
that one Advanced Clinical 
course will be given in 
Washington, after which Ron 
will return to the HASI's 
retentions quarters In 
hoenix.

Scientologists will re
call that it was less than 
18 months ago that Ron went 
to Phoenix from his Camden 
headquarters to give "one* 
Clinical Course.

35 HOTS—Any reference
to the Phoenix Congress on 
other pages of this maga
zine simply illustrates one 
point: You can change your 
mind, but you can't alter 
the printed page.) 

data on Jensen, except he 
wa*:7the uranium prospector 
who found the strike that 
would "amaze even the A.E. 
C.* The last we heard,they 
were assaying the ore he 
found for diamonds.

Don Breeding has come up 
with a simplified version of 
the E-Meter, which is re
ported to have Ron's appro
val. AAA

In ABILITY MINOR 4, the 
G.A.D.A. was declared le
gally non-existent. It is 
reported the members will 
carry on their work in spite 
of being un-mocked.

A A A

After you've left out the 
bad news, what's left is 
hardly worth bothering with 
is it?' Maybe I should take 
a "leave of absence".
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"When you retract the last ten 
or twenty issues of the Aberee 
( sic) , we will read your correspon
dence* •— Millen for LRH, Phoenix.

••This is just a note to let you 
know that 1 am shocked and horri
fied to find out the kind of people 
1 associate with. It seems that 
mankind is basically good...All ex
cept Alphia Hart, that is. I de
duced this from reading a little 
magazine called Ability Minor. You 
must be either the devil you claim 
to be or an operating thetan. It' s 
a cinch you are not a member of 
mankind.

"As one of the paychotics who 
read your magazine I would like to 
register a protest* I should like 
to state that I am 'unbraggingly 
?rocessed’ , having sunk over 11 »000 

nto Scientology within the last 
six months.

MI can find little of importance 
or interest in the mocked-up uni
verse of Scientology so I’ll just 
put it down as a lot of good clean 
fun and consider myself 'kicked 
out’ along with you. If you wind up 
languishing in a prison cell due to 
a nhony trumped-up charge I will 
write you a consoling letter now 
and then. There are a lot of things 
and people of real importance end 
interest in the real universe ar
ound us."—R.L.M.

••Your coverage of the affairs of 
Phoenix, Etc., is excellent. The 
name-calling by certain parties re
ported by you to have been printed 
in the “Ability papers1 serves to 
further enturbulate the new 'scien
ces and therapies’ • Certainly it 
is hard enough for many people to 
get through their daily round with
out being branded ’psychotic* by 
people they have come to consider 
as friends and allies through past 
association, merely because the pa
pers they read have interesting 
though peculiar titles.

"Such name-calling would seem to 
fall under the heading of ’Xysergy’ 
in Coulter’s parlance. 'S^nergy- 

neers’ would seem to have a duty to 
take such measures as would reduce 
the effects of such *low-toned’ be- 
haviour» These internal family 
feuds serve only to distract atten
tion from more important issues as 
the continuing hysteria over ’Com
munism' • racial segregation in the 
Southern schools# civil liberties» 
automation as a threat to labors 
crime, juvenile del inquenqy, the; 
murder on the highways * dope addic
tion on the increase, and many oth
er evils.

"Then more newsletters could 
deal with the new theories on human 
behaviour such as the theory of 
games of strategy. McGraw-Hill has 
brought out several books on the 
subject. Que» ’The Cospleat Strat
egy st* by J. D- Williams, is a pri
mer for beginners. This book ena
bles us to define ’optimum' dearly 
for the first time. Price 14*75» ie 
well worth it. I predict those who 
look into Game Theory will help 
lead the Shnergy field (and others» 
whatever they call themselves) out 
of the morasses into the clear 
knowledge they so earnestly seek.” 
—Richard Lundberg* San Jose, Cal.

"I used to think that patience 
and tderence were the greatest of 
all virtues, but now I think the 
greatest is a ' sense of humor’» 
with which, it seems you have been 
doubly blessed."—Bev. Mary Black
man* Tort Worth. Texas.

"Your interesting and instruc
tive articles in the Aberree * spiced 
with your brilliant wit and humor, 
have been an inspiration and a joy 
and delight to me for many months.

"But, alas, lately the storm 
clouds gathered, and my gay Caval
ier discarded his brocades and la
ces , and became allergic to Mink 
Coats. Old Timers cussed and dis
cussed it, and the newly interested 
turned away, as with each passing 
month the Aberree's thunderous Call 
of Censure increased* and its char
ming whimsy and humor faded away.

"I said to myself? ’Somewhere 
along the Road IN Scientology, Al
phia has been deeply and terribly 
HURT—for him to strike out so sav
agely.’ However, if children can 
play and fight and make up WITROUT 
SMASHING EACH OTHERS’ HAYTHINGS, 
r===::=:=:===========::::=========^==^^.

IC! 11E OF the Church 
\||r ’’That
'yj all men have in

alienable rights to 
think freely, to talk 
freely, to write freely 
their own opinions and 
to counter or utter or 
write upon the opinions 
of others.”
—From the Creed of the 
Church of Scientology#

—why, maybe—maybe—Hease, Alph
ia, let us keep cur Scientology 
Game—we like it very much—and 
we'd like to see your old sunny 
self shine again in the Aberree.

"You’re too nice a guy, Alphia, 
to break coinnunication with, so 
please find enclosed herewith my 
subscription for the Aberree. Ron’s 
a great guy • too—wish you two nice 
guys would get together so we all 
cculd be happy again...

"So , you see Alphia, .itLis vexy 
necessary to revitalize A.R.C. in 
our own awareness of Being...

"And meanwhile, rest assured, MY 
coat isn’t Mink—it’s Squirrel."— 
Mae J. Maquette, New York, N.Y.

"I see by your latest Aberree 
that you have heard of the latest 
$5,000 demand note to be signed by 
auditors, but have you heard of the 
*25.000 one to be signed by train
ing doctors? I got one, in case I 
should ever decide to apply to 
train, and I suppose I shall always 
keep it as a souvenir, since I have 
no intention of signing and return
ing it...Of course, I could be ex
communicated for suggesting that 
anyone at the HAS I could be capable 
of ary action even vaguely ap
proaching irresponsibility, but...

"To me, the above mentioned Ab
ility (Major) is absolutely fantas
tic. Seldom have I seen the ambit
ion to control the populace in 
thought, word* and deed so baldly 
expressed. I don't think that the 
HASI has much chance of success in 
following such a policy , but Ron is 
just shrewd enough in his estima
tion of the way people in general 
operate to have a chance, and I for 
one don't want to see such a policy 
succeed* I still reserve my right 
to be wrong as hell if I so choose.

"I have heard the opinion ex
pressed that the malcontents in 
Scientology might figure out a suc
cessful method of presenting it to 
the public, and feel that there may 
be some merit there. I feel» how
ever, that I can do more to spread 
the ideology of Scientology around 
if I don’t try to do it overtly. To 
be an overt Scientologist seems to 
me to give it too much importance. 
I can accomplish more in a few min
utes of conversation and question
ing than I can in a formal auditing 
session in most instances. I think 
that most auditors are familiar 
with this phenomenon—the ’pre
dear' doesn't heeve his being aud
ited circuit on—he’s not on guard, 
and will look at what you direct 
his attention to instead of watch
ing you and waiting for you to’do’ 
whatever 'doing it* is.

"The last Ability, however, lays 
down the line that Scientologists 
are going to 'do it’ to everybody, 
since they have the information and 
the ability to do it. No more of 
this 'getting them to do it'. Sci
entologists know best, and by God» 
everybody VHL do the way they 
ought to* I resent on general 
principles and in particular on 
Scientology principles being told
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what is best for me because they 
know and I don't»

"Along this line, I think there 
are possibilities in the concept 
that you should not be attempting 
to change anyone by processing 
then» To try to change them im
plies trying to improve them which 
implies a less than optimum condi
tion which among other things kicks 
in all the 'there's nothing the 
matter with me' circuits*

"As I think on it, this theory 
seems to present more possibilit
ies* Ron has always said that the 
way out is through. I believe that 
Scientologists in general, and per
haps the resites in particular, are 
so attention-fixed upon the great 
and glorious 0* T. goal that they 
will not notice this evexydey world 
that they must learn to cope with» 
And let's face it, a good maxy Sci
entologists are such because they 
can't or couldn't cope with the ev
eryday world« I believe that the 
reason they reject society and its 
goals is that for the most part 
they tried for them and failed* 
Maturally they will have this atti
tude* But they will not be able to 
successfully process someone in 
this condition*

"It makes sense that a Communist 
is a frustrated Capitalist* And it 
makes sense that a Scientologist is 
a frustrated everyday Joe* And 
since they new 'know* that the 
goals of society are bad. they are 
going to use their superior knowl
edge to 'lead them in the paths of 
righteousness'*

"So, for the reasons stated a
bove, let's 'figure out* (horrid» 
dreadfully meaningful wor^ some way 
to get successful people interested 
in using Scientology, not for them
selves » but on other people •.. 
Dr* — (feme Withheld.)

"Kindly consider ay subscription 
cancelled as of now* I find your 
'Aberree' more depressing as time 
rolls along* May I suggest a lit
tle processing?"—H*K.Belsen, D.C. » 
Lunenburg, H.8.

"X have been much astonished to 
see published large extracts of one 
of my letters • although as it is 
obvious» this letter.. .being the 
sequence of previous letters and 
the answer of some of your «pest
ions and debate on some points of 
view» it gives a quite wrong im
pression to the reader about ay 
opinions and considerations«**

"When I say that X do net apply 
the different 8GPs, I mean that 1 
do not stick to every detail of the 
SQPs and every technique. But X ap
ply what Hubbard always said» that 
we are interested in results* and 
that any process which gives re
sults is good*

"In the Ability Major X which is 
the Manual of the Sc lent ol ogi st 
1955» he says again most emphati
cally 8 (end of page 7)

"‘...bad group processing and 
bad auditing are worse than bad 
publicity and are the worst things 
that can happen. * * The best thing 
that can happen is good auditing, 

good public présentât ion »and a sin
cere approach on the subject of 
Scientology itself. Rememb 
are interested in .
being beneficial, 
Scientology or not. For bad treat
ment in any line lowers the public 
opinion of all treatment. '

"X consider that this is ny at
titude, to give always results, the 
results I promise to the preclear 
and which the preclear rightly ex
pects from me. So from all SQPs, 

the above principle, given:by Hub
bard* . And I can say I have not 
failures (no one) and that I pro
duce the results, though not the 
miracles X read about, made in some 
hours. :

"About what it is said- in the 
last paragraph of the extracts pub
lished of my letter» it must seem 
quite incomprehensible to the read
er* It is said that I profited only 
negatively, when above in the same 
letter it is said that I have been 
able to improve my method (meaning 
the Processes X apply) and myself, 
through the discoveries of Hubbard 
and that I owe him a lot. j So it 
should be clarified that all this 
obscure paragraph refers to a bad 
experience I had two years ^go with 
an auditor recommended to be a The
ta Clear« He was unable of¿two-way 
communication, holding as X under
stood, that the aim of processing 
was to show-off a display of tech
niques and not improving the being
ness, unable of understanding the 
levels (the tone scale) etc., with 
the result that after 120 hours of

to work six months to rebuild

s, his
errors 

ings, I learned a lot negatively.
"These days X received the Botes 

on Lectures given by Hubbard in 
July 1954 published by the HAS of 
South Africa, and I see and admit 
that there is a tremendous prog
ress , and processes are stable and 
certain, and also the Manual of the 
Scientologist published in Ability 
Major I, clarified a lot to me a* 
bout the considerations of Hubbard 
concerning the organisations and 
his policy*

"Moreover the HAS! accepted to 
forward me the Journals on the 
credit basis and so personally I am 
content and wish that the whole 
scientological field goes on, pro
ducing the expected results of a 
new kind of human being*"--Aih. 
Athanassoulia, Cairo, Egypt.

"Your Clinical Course fetes cer
tainly get there firstest with the 
mostest* It is concise, dear cut 
and the finest collection of data 
on Scientology under one cover ex
tant*

"It is a collector's item and a 
must for any serious student* X am 
sure that much unrest will occur in 
certain corners of various univer
ses when it becomes known that so

we have been disen-Remember, we "Ab YOU ]
ALL treatments dewed vagain) along with several 
whether it is other natives of the CADA and other

inhabitants of the planet* To say 
I am sorry is not exactly correct. 
I am amused and slightly sad to ob
serve such antics condoned by one 
so brilliant in certain channels. 
It merely makes it all too clear 
that certain ones are just channels 
for data to reach a communication 
point, namely earth; and 'clear* is 
still just a word."—Hardin and Jo
anna Wish, Los Angeles, Calif.

"The conference was better at
tended than the W.Y* try. Ve had 81 
registrations cut of which §0. were 
for the full four days* Reaction 
was generally good and the entire 
congress was in high tone at its 
close. Ve haven't been overwhelmed 
with any rush of business but we 
did make good solid gains on the 
people here in Detroit* A lot of 
those who have been interested and 
dropped by the weyside have ex
pressed new interest and have spe
cifically endorsed the congress and 
are willing to endorse it further 
to the extent of written notice of 
ability to triple the number of 

we were a success from the stand
point of this and future congress
es. *..

"X can understand how you feel 
about the deal you have received 
from Ihoenix. However, in axy sit
uation such as this, an observer 
from a remote vantage point can 
evaluate a situation according to 
what is there. Wot being in the there. Wot being in the 

the battle, one is able tothick of

based on all the factors involved 
rather than just those on the side 
he happens to be on* True, you can 
continue to be a thorn in the side 
of the fhoenix operation. X and no 
other fully competent auditor how
ever will continue to support your 
views in the manner in which you 
present them» or through the medium 
which they are presented. As you 
know, I went to the V. Y «conference 
with the intent ion of either get
ting assurances of a concrete pro
gram which supported the auditors 
in the field and coordinated their 
activities or X was about to form 
an organization which would do so.

good one* They have done the ac
tual 'spade-work' themselves and 
what they offer is a workable oper^- 
at ion which can be used by any sci
entologist;; to the benefit of the 
entire organisation. This is as it 
should be. The job is difficult 
enough, the tone of the society be
ing considered, without our own 
people putting up road blocks.

"Wow, if this is a dichotomy of 
my former feelings, then so be it*
I'll admit it is a change and X 
feel one for the better* Ability 
Major X is a statement of policy by 
the central organisation* To a Sci
entologist , it is what he has been
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Valtiag for 'Lo these nany years' • 
It 1s not intended to satisfy ev- 
exyone just as group auditing takes 
in the majority of the group and 
leaves the fringes for future ref
erence so such a policy statement 
is presented to the majority of the 
entire field* This is a step in the 
right direction; in a group, the 
heckler is either audited to a 
point where he can join the group 
or he is ejected from that group by 
the mashers of that group who are 
interested in getting somewhere 
with the materials at hand. There 
isn't any argument that from his 
am standpoint the heckler might be 
right« we would, as you say» de
fend to the death» his right to 
heckle wherever and whatever he 
pleases but we wish to get on with 
our work so we eject or audit him* 
In the beginning of such an opera*- 
tian. we are likely to eject him 
rather than spend tee time neces
sary to audit hie to a point where 
he can join the group because we 
realize that later» when the neces
sary work is done» we can go back 
and pick him up. * ♦

"As for getting angry with you» 
I had hoped you knew better than 
that* There's no anger, only the 
hope that by some means we can-get 
together end really move toward a 
better future for all of Scientol
ogy* Of course, you are going to 
have to do it your own way as I 
will do it in mine. I can see a 
hell of a lot of good in what has 
been presented* There is some there 
that is not so good but none of it 
which is entirely bad and it is all 
going in the direction we wish to 
go* This organization can survive 
and if I have anything to say about 
it, will survive and I expect that 
sometime later» you'll look at it 
and wonder what the hell all the 
fuss was about«11—Ernie Wirick, De
troit» Mich.

"I read the attack on you in the 
recent issue of Ability.

'•Anyone who knows you knows this 
attack was unjustified« In conse
quence, you have my sympathy.

"However» you should remember 
that if you are going to play with 
skunks, you must expect to get a 
little slunk -— on you now and 
then.”—Bob Williams, Cactus» Ariz.

"I was extremely glad to see the 
last Aberree, with its many items 
of usually "unusual interest , espec
tally the bit about the item in 
Ability regarding us psychotics* I 
thought the tone of your rebuttal 
extremely gentle, all things con
sidered... .

"Several here (myself included) 
received a letter of Steves* an
nouncing that he had heard we were 
practicing Scientology to the det
riment (he spelled it detrement) of 
the society , and did we have any 
clarification of this. In answer to 
ny letter, I wrote that I had not 
been using Scientology for about 5 
months, and would he please advise 
me who said this» when »where, etc., 
since 1 felt I should handle furth

er with the individual responsible 
or if necessary with ny attorney to 
disabuse him of the idem that slan
derous statements may be made with
out due regard for consequences* 
Without answering any of quest
ions, Steves replied he was glad to 
hear I was not using Scientology 
(1) but since I referred to mem
bers of the Scientology Group of 
Portland in my reply, and since 
they had no group registered in 
Portland» perhaps I could explain 
this* I hare not * for obvious 
reasons, replied*

"Bar I see that van Vogt, whom 
Bebbard waa so 'tickled pink1 to 
welcome beck into the fold, is 
again out on a limb» together with 
'Indy9 Anderson and Wayne Dunbar. 
Cbm the HAST sink lower! Brobably!

"It really depresses me almost 
to tears to consider how the goals 
and purposes of the earlier Scien
tology appear to be simply being 
thrown down the coal chute...

"A friend remarked he thought 
ALphia wasn't vexy fuw assy more, 
to which I replied that there were, 
in my opinion» some things about 
which it was very difficult if not 
impossible to be funny .•*"—Jon R. 
Skinner, Bortland, Dre*

"Received the Aberree. The new 
format is interesting. There was 
one misprint» which I suspect may 
have bean deliberate, you debil! In 
ny letter, paragraph 3* it should 
have read 'Right new we are inter
ested in.... developing synergic 
teams.9 You had * terns? Art 
Coulter, M*D* • Worthington, Ohio

"I was much pleased to receive 
both the ABERREE and the Clinical 
Course Notes much sooner then your 
letter acknowledging the order led 
me to believe. A monumental piece 
of work, indeed, (^lestion: if you 
and Hubbard are as mad at each oth
er as you both pretend, how come 
you are allowed to publish this 
thing t...

"I have looked and looked, but 
fail to find ary kudos in the let
ter column concerning the justified 
margins in both the Aberree1 s and 
the Course Notes format, as well as 
the generally terrific all-round 
fine job of lay-out. Someone is 
sweating blood over these—I sus
pect the publisher. And it’s about 
time it was mentioned!

"You aren't fooling ME with the 
small type used in the letter col
umns—I know it's nothing as pro
saic as a Vari-Type job, as we are 
supposed to believe. Actually, you 
merely do up the letters on a spec
ial stencil with a wool-fiber beck
ing, then dip it into the bathtub a 
couple of times until it has shrunk 
down to the size to fit the sheet. - 
Very clever, VERY clever.

"I just came back from hearing a 
duper congress—the run-off—which 
you noted—of the last Phoenix lec
tures , in Detroit, by Refa Postel1 s 
gang. This is the first group-proc- 
essing in which I have participated 
that actually worked—apparently

the teo-wey communication formula 
was the hitherto missing factor* IT 
WCREB! I left here with a . rather 
worrisome physical condition, came 
back without it. I suspect the 
processing—I've a rather nasty, 
suspicious tope mind» I'm afraid«41 
—Qirtis D. «Janke, Sheboygan, Vie»

4 >

"First
hi 
k J«.

îÆ

Wb* yoa goingto preach

"B- fc Wk» are you going to 
proechT

"This problem is the heart of 
the bosimeas and the successful 
cult leader will give, it steady at
tention* Mhsn you pick a crowd to 
preach to. you went one that will 

resaahlamae between a crowd of cul
tists and a sole is just apt« Yon 
pick a mole that will pull steadily 
and stand when told, and if he has 
a tendency ta look back with calf • s 
eyes, wto. that is your bw.

"As for picking a subject , se
lect one on which a LOT of work has 
already been done» but where the 
work has not cone to the attention 
of your particular crowd« Almost 
anything you care to deliver from 
such a store will smear new and 
delightful to the uniax oxmed*

"Second» adopt it» Change some
thing. Give it new names* Trot out 
a new vocabulary» for some reason 
or other. floss up your set of 
reasons so that even reasonable 
people are taken in on this one« 
And when you have this part going 
good, start talking.

"Third, make it simple. Get the 
thing down in language that any 
kindergarten will recognize, and 
give it some simple ideas« If your 
crowd listens to these very simple 
items and thinks they understand, 
that is what you want* It does not 
really matter whether it msy be too 
simple to work as described« What 
you want is for them to feel, I TOO 
CAN UNDERSTAND THIS ISN'T IT VON-
D1RIUL* Your typical member isn't 
going to worry about his punctua
tion« (This leaves you free to use 
almost any kind of language YOU 
like.)

"Fourth, organize your presenta
tion so you can keep bringing out 
new stuff over a period of several 
years. This has several obvious 
advantages, . but the main one is 
that ii you pick your crowd care
fully > some bright but unshrewd 
lads are going to up and GIVE you

DIPLOMA AWARD:
. Learn Thysio-therapy, Swedish 
Massage, Hydrotherapy , end mis
cellaneous subjects*

ÏREE LITERATURE
INSTITUTE OF NATURAL THERAFT 

2011-4th St. , So., Nampa, Idaho 
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sone really nor stuff» and a lot of 
others are going to RESFDCTFCEXY 
bring to vow attention some of the 
missing links* So if you have 
planned to space it out» you are on 
the right lane. (Did you sey honor 
the contributors! Why be so silly 11 

"Fifth, be arbitrary as all get 
out* IT IS 80 »you thunder today* 
Next month you can thunder» IT IS 
NEVJR SO > and if you please people 
enough with strung out adventures» 
naughty stories or references» etc-» 
they won’t holler vexy loud» Those 
that holler» you don’t want them 
aD^"§Ixth» talk as though you Aust 

were led around by the nose» by 
SCIENCE. Privately» you take sci
ence out and lead it around by the 
nose»»» Science has suffered this 
way for many centuries and doesn’t 
know one leash from another.

"Seventh, and most important, 
BEG* Get the gifts coming in» If 
enough people feel proud to give to 
YOU, yen are set» (You and I know 

ain’t good» But that is where you 
want them for easy leading, and if 
you’re smart you'll keep 
there. You may be getting oflOO a 
month salary, but talk up that old 
battered typewriter» and so on» 
Never mind the six new electrics

m <»

»ING» If you picked 
‘ight at the start» 
»this»
yen have a difference

BO-GOOD » or

STAL BALL UP TO DATE/
. For the first time in $»000 
years this fascinating device 
of ancient India has been im
? roved» having been tzans* 

oxmed into an inexpensive 
pendulum« YOU GAN LEARN TO 
zz3 it nr on Moron, ih- 
st root ions Included » 11 post
paid, or write for circular» 

"TBS INNER I" 
1214 Vest 30th Street 
Los Angeles 7 » Cblif.

of opinion» S^me leaders pursue a 
policy of switching teams at the 
half mark» others wait until the 
going gets a little slow» and oth
ers just pick a staff that will 
stay hitched and eat old hay.

"Foint Ten is important: You 
check the cult members to see if 
they act like cultists. "—Lee Lock
hart, El Beubo, Texas»

"mclosed is a personal check 
for 82 for one-year subscription to 
the ABKiHEE— or— for as long as 
you are permitted to produce your 
production— see ABILITY MINOR III 
—where CEOS Is 1 lowering the Boom 
on one Alphia Hart— and the ABER-

"I have a brief communication 
from Volney Mathison re: L» Ron and 
the E-meter going out of Scientol
ogy and Dianetics« His explanation 
consisted briefly that we ' cancell - 

lus recommend- 

taining the story ’THERE'S GOD IN 
THEM THAR ARIDOTY HILLS- • So I want 
this particular issue»..

"I now have Mr »Mathison’s Fourth 
Edition of Eleotropsychometry* Just 
received it— lots of reading there 

been curious about the real back
ground of the split between L. Boa

"I am curious about a lot of 
other matters--!

watch to see who hikes out end 
tries to set up his own shop*

T»S.—I can add after 
fallowing letters 

and I am not cast 
a« TOWARD ANYONE 

thru John A Tuck Farrell’s 
re-tread class—in latest Intensive 
procedure—which have become not 
the latest within about two weeks 
after completing the class-*—V-C-

"...You certainly sound sincere 
in this dispute with the HASI and 
CECS. Why not offer to let the 
Fhoenix Setter Business Bureau ar
bitrate! Or some such thing!

"I've thought of compiling a 
list of ’Dlanetic Dichotomies’ »com
paring quotes from dianetic author
itative sources and appropriate op
posite «totes from same at later 
dates men on a reverse tack. Do 
you think this would be construct
ive , or only more enturbulative!"— 
Dick Berlin, University City, Mo.

"Just a few comments on the Ap
ril 'Aherree'...

"I have not so far said how much 
I admire your ability to turn out 
an interesting journal and your ar
tistic talent* It must be also a 
technical triumph to duplicate so 
exactly. Seriously, I think you 
may be Villiam Blake re-incarnated»

"Flease try to persuade Mr. A-L. 
Kitselman to let you publish the 
secret, which he claims to have 
discovered, of the success of Mr.
Hubbard and like characters 
if you have to pay the ! 
yourself in installments.

« *
rhaps

it has not occurred to Mr. Kit sei- 
man that asking money for doing 
what would be so much in the public 
interest does not create a good im
pression; and it would greatly ben
efit E-Therapy directly if he dis
closed the secret free of charge»

“Also, please persuade Mr. Rich*- 
ard V. Lundberg to let you publish 
his interpretation of IL A £ It 
sounds very interesting, particul
arly a new ouVlock.cn the theory of 
reincarnation»

"It is mental cruelty io have 
these hints of interesting new 
ideas dangled before one without 
any detail s and explanations."—1- 
T. Robins» London, England.

"If one bothers to scan the 
fields of human achievement, he 
will find that in the arts, great 
masterpieces have very often been 
produced by people who personally 
were most vmdesirable. In the sci
ences, great discoveries have been 
made by people without the practi
cal sense to keep their shoe-laces 
tied. I do not mean to draw too 
close an analogy; but analytical 
thinking should Keep the man separ
ated from his great work. The work 
is inspired. The man sometimes is 
inspired. Sometimes he is human* 
Sometimes he is devastatingly hu
man.

"It is unfortunate for us all 
that Bon, who is a terrific synthe
sizer, extrapolator, and adventurer 
into new realms of the mind and 
spirit, should think that he is al
so a great business man. But he 
does. His failures as a business 
man and in handling people should 
not make us think that nis discov
eries are invalid» Be understands 
preclears» not people. Aberration 
and its alleviation, net normality 
and its uses. Let’s not throw out 
the baby with ths bath'" — Ikey 
Stone, Fbsadena, Chi if»

"I have been in the dianetiques 
during a vexy long time. Many pre-

-

tque in the bodie and hi the nmm« 
tali tie, but of a lateness I have 
decided ayself to mono to your 
countrie for the purpose to leaxn 
the scientologie.

"Here, I Esveattended much of 
the nestings to knar what ths sci- 
entdogie tells one, end have ap
plied the attention with avidite» 
1have touched, .in chambers, such 
Spots which for re had a verite, 
and held long th* comers* These 
things I did with great frequency» 
And vexy vexy maxy things, they did 
not happen*

"I made also the observance of 
much of our comrades who engage 
themselves in the practice of the 
techniques sclentologionle. Bui
alas, all occupied ths positions 
which are a lowness on the scale of 
the tones. And there is the result 
that I have much sadness in the 
heart and must of a certaintie 
leave your countrie and return to 
my own.

"But no, dear friend, do not 
grieve for me. The sadness shall 
exterminate itself. At home, oy

ouVlock.cn
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Mimi ewaits io resume with me the 
dienetique sessions-aideaux» She 
herself shall run from me the lock 
scientologicale; and I for her, 
those grande engranmes end somat
iques which are prior to the nativ- 
itie—the malaise of maman in the 
morning, the cruel beating of maman 
by pupa, the operation by the den
tiste who has employed the gas that 
makes us to laugh* and which calls 
itself the oxide nitrous«

"Ah, Mimi ’ Together we shell 
arrive at the clarity!Jacques 
Bartelle, Sew York, RT«

"This last ABEKREE touched off a 
fuse» I really got going on some
thing which has been simmering ar
ound in me for some longish time...

"This whole business of having 
^knowingness* and hiding it from 
ourselves strikes the wrong chord 
in my acceptance.. «

"This whole rigmarole of ‘hiding 
knowingness from ourselves to keep 
from being bored with all-knowing, 
and créât hog problems to have some
thing to solve* is a projection of 
sheer futility to living. . .

"The Thetan playing games sounds 
like a kindergarten class where 
kiddies are pleying (while learning 
sociability, work habits, etc«J 
They don’t see the purpose, but 
there is one behind the class» nev
ertheless. Kindergarten is ever * 
far as I’m concerned. I'm out to 
build from my blueprint; to get 
some 'knowingness9 I know enough 
about to use.

"I get irked when I wee such 
things as 'Time is a thetsn’s play
thing! it is all available to the 
Thetan' , as voiced in the article

MIC is doing who any good in the 
here-and-nowT MT Th«ta n would sure

to having such a futile Master Bef- 
erencelfock-up! WHA H«S WHEN 
HE GETS TUES GF GAMES?

"Pearl's (Hennick).article, now, 
had some thought-provoking issues. 
In my studies, I have but one thing 
to adds thoughts which are nothing 
gradually go back to nothingness 
and hare no eternal'status or val
ue, while thoughts that are area- 
tive gradually accttnulate some- 
thingnesses to become nasi. It 
makes a little pleasanter confetti, 
though the nothingnesses fill the 
atmosphere at present. Che can 
learn selectiveness, however. They 
seem to be of dissimilar substances, 
lark and lights."— Marijane Nut
tall, Lekeside, Calif.

"I have one honey of an itakyou 
all have overlooked. For >888.88 
Kitselman will tell me all Hibbard 

. knows. Then when I know all Bibbard 
knows, ! will be able to write an
other (t) 'ii-Qalibur4-- sell for 
|2,500—almost 3 f or 1. Good deal ? 
Tell Kitselman I will. give him ay check for 1888788—or 88? in cash?6 
—F.B.Johnson, Tampa, Ha« \

- "Best wishes for your continued 
persistence!.«.Hope you.. .never run 
out of Aberrees«"—Garnette Shew- 
kins. So* Charleston, W. Va.

When . Carroll and Pearl 
Hennick of Phoenix stopped 
in Enid for a vacation week
end, they brought with them 
the hardest rain—more than 
four inches—we've had in 
a year , with the deluge cen
tered in Enid• The entire 
state Joins us in hoping 
they come back more often • 
The fact the rain was rad
io-active wasn*t our visi
tors' fault, but must be 
placed at the door of the 
Amentiated Earth Contamina- 
tors (A.E.C.), whor after 
blowing up the Mevada coun
tryside, moved out into the 
Pacific,, »Other visitors to 
The AbERREE office in the 
last month include J.F. Lid- 
don of Yazoo £ity, Miss •, 
and his brother, Sill, of

tat
Collins of Wichita, Kas.; 
and three furtive persons 
who wouldn't dare, for; the 
world, to have Phoenix know 
they stopped in Enid... -

Latest entrant into the 
Diantology field of journ
alism is the as-yet-unnamed 
mimeographed "Newsletter * 
put out ty the Scientology 
Group of Portland. Vol.l, 
No.l listed Jon R. Skinner 
as editor, and Wavne Wright. 
William Turner. Henrietta 
Moore, and Genevieve Ahern 
as contributing editors* 
The almis to sell Scientol
ogy,- Jon confesses, but 
other fields - will not be 
overlooked...It's now Don 
G. Purcell, D.G., he con
fesses, and that's not put

ting the same initials on 
both ends of his surname, 
either. It's a new degree 
Don has given himself — 
"Doctor of Games"—which he 
has taken fey "right of us
ury" . His old "HDA" degree, 
he says, has become a bit 
frayed around the edges...

A California correspon
dent was a bit shocked in 
reading the "first C.E.C.S. 
offical copywright publica
tion" to discover at least 
33 errors in spelling in 
the six pages. He lists the 
following as an indication 
someone in the CEOS office 
needs a little more ability, 
either minor or major: "In- 
trest/libleous /genral/sur- 
press/ gage/colemn/disemin- 
ate/ is'nt/ yourte/were'nt/ 
do'nt/scoiety/toegether/un- 
ivereses/ politian/ psychi- 
try." Thank you, R.ÎL, for 
cailing this to our atten
tion, but somehow, we can't 
seem to get excited any more 
about the miracles these Op
erating Thetans perform, and 
since we're no longer on 
their training list, we'll 
have to continue spelling 
things as we were taught be
fore there were Q.T.s to

-,------W W .W

ente, who chases trucks all 
over the west, complains of 
Utah's nasty winter, which 
lingers on and bn. However, 
he hastens to point out that 
the snow and cold came pri
or to the A-bomb tests, one 
of which he saw from a dis
tance, and thought it quite 
a show...The three children 
of Paul and Jackie Ishmael 
of Oklahoma City have been 
launched. They’re now, re
ligiously and officially, 
William Paul. Janet Cather
ine. and Steven. Andrew Ish
mael. following participa
tion in a mass christening 
in the Unitarian Church...

In a "tidal run" of Vol
ney Mathison1s "Ouijabàll", 
even we were amazed at some 
of the answers we got. . For 
example, we learned—but we 
suggest you get one for 
yourself, -and get your own 
answers. It's a sure way of 
proving to yourself that 
you really do KNOW.. .While 
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on th« subject of Ouija
balls , wasn11 that one being 
used in the picture on Page 
10 of ABILITY MINOR 4T...If 
Jia Wlgos' s "Controlling 
Figure Beauty" does to rea
ders what the picture on the 
cover of the book illus
trates, we're going to hog
tie the publisher to it for 
whatever tine Jim thinks 
may be necessary. And the 
"Pub., Sec., Etc." has sim
ilar ideas regarding Ye Ed, 
but even if we had a beau
tiful figure, we couldn’t 
look half as attractive as 
Jim's Cover Ciri with our 
duds off...

The Robinsons—John and 
Haael—are now in the two- 
car class. After picking up 
a "new" used auto, thought 
of losing the old car got 
so unbearable that, almost 
before the ink had dried cm 
the transfer papers, they 
went ‘ to the dealer and 
bought the old one back... 
Incidentally, John’s writing 
a new book, slanted toward 
persons who know little or 
nothing about Dianetics or 
Scientology. Light on the
ory and long on exercises 
to get people into "prac
tice at being well" instead 
of catering to their aches 
and aberrations...Jim Pink
ham. since his divorce from 
the Hasites, has shaved the 
hirsute parenthesis from 
his upper lip. There are 
those who say he looks real 
pert, too... Albert Huff
stickler, once a part of 
the Dianetic scenery in 
Phoenix, is in the Army's 
medical corps, and after a 
training period, expects to 
be sent to Puerto Rico for 
an 18-month assignment. It 
should be interesting to 
learn how someone knowing 
Dianetics can clean out the 
"gold brick" ward of a mil
itary camp...

If Writer C.F.Evans con
tinues giving us jaw-break
ing words each time he 
catches us at our evening 
meal, we're going to recip
rocate with "sucosendeous". 
And we won't even lend him 

the beautiful new unexpur
gated Webster’s we suspect

V

Pittsburgh, Penn*. . Don Bar
tholomew, who thought a week 
or two of the new course in 
Phoenix all he could take, 
was in Enid hunting a pre
clear or two. But since he 
arrived during the Tri-state 
Band Festival, and the air 
was saturated with circus 
music (See Page 119 of the 
Clinical Notes), no one in 
the city could be found at 
the pre-clear level...Helen 
01Brien has sent graduates 
of the Philadelphia Doctor
ate Course a book of notes 
selected from the lectures 
given her former students. 
It's a beautiful job of 
lithography, and, since we 
feel that the Doctorate 
course was Dr. Hubbard's 
greatest contribution to 
Scientology, those who did
n't take the course from 
the Philadelphia Foundation 
may well regret that the 
Notebook is plainly marked: 
"Not for sale".

Edward Fuller, of Sussex, 
England, whose "Six Poems" 
on Scientology was reviewed 

Si 31
least one order for the book 
from this review. However, 
the would-be purchaser for
got to enclose any money... 
If you want to know what Al 
Staith, Albert Einstein, and 
other ex-mortals are doing 
now, you'll have to read 
the fine print section of 
the ABILITY’S. Our staff has 
instructions to report only 
on persons who are doing 
things under the labels they 
"wear" today...Ikev Stone1s 
latest issue of "The FLASH" 
was a bit in the valence of 
The ABERREE: praising the 
most of Scientology yet 
condemning sane of the or
ganizational policies that 
reflect sadly on the abil
ity of the "science" to do 
what we often have seen it 
do*—when used. Ikey, by the 
way, Is seeking a new name 
for her training and proc
essing center in Pasadena.

E-Meters Will Get
Wider Distribution

The E-&ter (Electropsy
chometer), which until a 
few months ago was almost 
the "badge" of the compe
tent auditor, shortly will 
be placed on the market on

Mathison, inventor, of Los 
Angeles, has revealed. The 
73 patent claims, granted 
and pending, he says, and 
covering hundreds of possi
ble models and designs, are 
being placed in a patent 
service pool and the cir
cuitry made available to 
"any competent manufacturer 
on a non-exclusive basis". 
Already, Volney says, one 
license has been issued to 
the International Equipment 
Corp., which is expected to 
manufacture a line of in
struments virtually identi
cal to those produced in 
Volney's own factory.

This placing of E-meters 
on the market on a competi
tive basis may help to cor
rect two situations —the 
fear of "loyal" Hasites to 
use the instrument in their 
auditing because of the ban 
placed on their use by the 
Phoenix organization, and 
the high prices asked by 
the Concept Therapy Insti
tute, which recently took 
over exclusive distribution 
of the instrument.

Mathison, in announcing 
the patent-pool, also dis
closed that he is dissatis
fied with so-called classes 
ir Electropsychometry that 
have been conducted through
out the countiy, and prob
ably will organize classes 
under his own organization. 
These may be conducted by 
Mark L. Gallert, whose work 
with the E-Meter and writ
ings on the subject, are 
widely known among thera
pists o
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OF COURSE, MAN 
MAKES HIS OWN 
"COINCIDENCES"

Last Win
ter, when 
the A.E.C.

. ’ (Amentiated 
Earth Contaminators) were 
blowing up the Nevada des
ert with A-bombs, the midwest suffered one of its 
worst drouths in history. 
Crops wilted for lack of 
moisture. Huge clouds of 
radioactive dust swirled 
and eddied through the coun
tryside, turning days into 
nights, and invading homes, 
offices, and lungs with a 
carpet of silt.

The blower-uppers moved 
to the Pacific for super
secret underwater tests.

During the last month or 
so, the midwest has suffered 
a deluge of heavy rains; 
floods have driven people 
from their homes; rampaging 
rivers have taken their 
toll; what few crops sur
vived the drouth revived 
slightly from the first 
drops of moisture, and then 
drowned, or were beaten to 
the ground by hail. Torna
does leveled large sections 
of cities' and towns, and 
the area was kept on a con
stant tornado alert day af
ter day, night after night.Of course, there is no 
connection between the A- 
bomb tests and the weather; 
the Amentiated Earth Con- 
taminators loudly and ang
rily insist this is so. But 
we write of both incidents 
in one story to save space. And we thought it might be interesting to contemplate, just in case there WAS any 
connection! Which, of 

course, there isn't—as 
we've already said, and say 
again: THERE ISN'T ANY CON
NECTION! In fact, there's 
no more connection between 
the A-bombs and the storms 
than between the dry ice 
dropped from airplanes on 
clouds and the rains that 
may happen to follow.

It's all a matter of 
incidence. Every bit of

co
it.

CRITICISM— There has
DOES IT AID been some crit- OR DESTROY? icism of The 

as be-ing too critical of recent 
HAST policies, based on the 
statement that if wd 
favor Scientology, 

really 
we'll

accept the bad with the 
good—that criticism has 
but one aim: to destroy.

This we deny. There is 
much in Scientology that we 
have adopted as part of our 
way of living. We use it on ourselves and recommend it 
to friends. But, in the 
last year, there have been 
many policies adopted fay 
the parent organization— 
especially since it began 
operating with a club—that _ _ sely, and since many of
we consider not befitting them are subscribers to The
the "ideal" we "bought" more 
than three years ago—and 
in which we have invested 
many dollars and many hours. 
By this investment, Scien
tology has become ours, too. 
It was "sold" to us. And as 
co-owners, we feel it not 
only our right but our duty 
to keep our "ideal" from 
sinking into a degenerate, 
profiteering property that can be "given" to man one 
day, taken back the next,

and then resold only to
1OKK those willing to give up all freedom and initiative.Which is a long way around to say that one of the 

evidencesf«w
that Scientology is still 
an ideal is reflected in 
CSR3MINTT« a small, monthly 
magazine published by the
British office of the BASI. 
This is undoubtedly the 
highest toned printed set
ter now carrying the Hubbard 
banner. CERTAINTY we can 
recommend for Scientolo
gists—at $2.50 a year: as for the ABILITYs, at $8.50 
a year, they seem aimed to 
do for Scientology what the 
Russian newspaper, PRAVDA, 
aims to do for the U. S. Con
stitution—scuttle

Maybe it's just 
British office is 

it.
that 
far

ough away from the CECS 
to be contaminated by 
disease—whatever that 

the 
en- 
not 
its

sease nay be. But the edi
tors of and contributors to 
CERTAINTY are to be con
gratulated for staying on 
solid ground, even though 
their sponsor finds it more 
fun to travel through the 
muck of the swamps.
WHO’S DEAD? While read-
THE "MAJOR- ing ABILITY 
DOESN'T SAY MAJOR III, in which the CECS 
listed the handful of audi
tors acceptable to it, some
one branded it -The Book of 
the Dead”."You mean those on the 
list are dead? or those not 
listed are dead?” we asked.

"You figure it out,” he 
said.

life checked the list clo-

ABERREE, we knew this was 
not a list of the dead. 
And, since many of the best 
auditors in the field—also 
subscribers to The ABERREE 
—were not on the list, the 
formula just didn»t work 
out. Therefore, we conclu
ded it must be the CEOS 
that is dead, which would 
explain that awful smell 
coming out of Phoenix the 
last few months—the smell 
of advancing putrefaction.



0 YOU really like a Holi-day? 
The churches trim their win
dows with gaudy lights, and 
sing about their new-born 
KING, telling the people 
that on this day, December 
25, some 2,000 years ago, 
God gave us a Saviour.

Yet these same ministers
will tell you (IF ASKED) that they know 
Jesus was not born on December 25, and 
farther, that he was not born in the win
ter months at all.

Bow, we know they must have a reason 
for teaching this, or at least they think 
they do» it is tradition—like almost 
everything else they teach. But where did 
they get it in the first place?

If we really look at it, we can be 
sure that Jesus could not have been born 
in December at all. For in St. Luke 2:8, 
we find the shepherds keeping watch over 
their flocks BY NIGHT. Wb also find that 
the ancient custom of the Jews was to 
send their sheep out to pasture about the 
time of the Passover—according to our 
customs, that would be in March—and they 
bring them in at the first rain. The rain 
starts early in the month of Heshvan, 
which answers to about mid-October, as 
our Roman calendar reads. You’ll find 
this in Adam Clark COMMENTARY, Vol. 5, 
Page 592. f

Now, IF the shepherds were watching 
their sheep IN THE FIELDS AT NIGHT, and 
the sheep could not have been out BEFORE 
March or AFTER October, then we know Jes
us was not born in the winter months at 
all, don’t we?

Now, to find out who really was born 
on December 25, we merely start checking 
into the so-called religions. Back down 
the line we go until we get back to the 
days of Noah. Here we find Nimrod, Noah's 
grandson—the founder of the whole Babyl
onish system—who was so wicked, history 
says, he married his own mother. After 

his untimely death, his mother-wife Semi
ramis claimed a fully grown evergreen 
tree sprang up from a dead stump over
night, and on each anniversary, she said, 
he would visit the evergreen tree and 
leave gifts upon it. That was some 1921 
years BEFORE Christ was born.

Through her scheming, Semiramis be
came the Babylonian "Queen of Heaven" and 
Nimrod, under various-names, "The Son of 
Heaven." Through generations in this idol
atrous worship, Nimrod became the False 
Messiah, or Christ—the son of Baal, the 
SUN God. The mother-child (Semiramis and 
Nimrod) became the object of worship, so 
this worship of the mother and child 
spread over the world long before Christ 
was born. In reality, therefore, we are 
worshipping one of the most evil men ever 
to live in celebrating his birthday and 
calling it holy.

In so doing, we make a mockery of 
Christ. There is definitely NO data known 
today that tells exactly when Jesus was 
born, but we do have a record of the 
exact day of his death. That IS THE DAY 
HE TOLD US TO KEEP HOLY, not His birthday.

Having looked at the ancient and ac
cepted writings, and found the date to be 
wrong, let's take the Bible and find out 
what it says about having a beautifully- 
decorated tree. In Jeremiah, 10th verse:

"2. Thus saith the Lord, Learn 
not the way of the heathen, and be 
not dismayed at the signs of heav
en $ for the heathen are dismayed at 
them.

"3. For the customs of the peop
le are vain: for one cutteth a tree 
out of the forest, the work of the 
hands of the workman, with the axe.

*4. They deck it with silver and 
with gold; they fasten it with ham
mere, that it move not."

This warning was written some 600 
iears B.C. You hadn't read that? Well,here’s a lot we haven't read, isn't there? Maybe we should start reading.
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WISDOM OF PAST 
IS CALLED BASIS 
OF SCIENTOLOGY
The Fifth Anniversary

Congress of Dianetics-Sci
entology, originally sched
uled for Phoenix on June 3 
to 6, and suddenly shifted 
to Washington, D.C., was 
held at the Shoreham Hotel 
in a city which has had 
congresses so long it takes 
them in stride, without a 
further change in sites.

It was another "biggest 
yet" conference, with more 
than 250 in attendance— 
present to celebrate the 
moving of this great altru
istic movement to their own 
back yard»

L. Ron Hubbard, self
styled physicist and discov
erer of the thetan, was at 
his usual best, and the 
audience was hypnotized, as 
usual, by his charm and 
promises.

Ron emphasized, in a 
speech that will be diffi
cult for even the CECS to 
cancel out by its diametric 
actions between now and the 
next congress, that Scien
tology is not a psychother
apy, and hasn't been since 
it hurdled the offensive 
stepping stones of Dianet
ics back in 1952. Now, all 
the wisdom of Dharma, Lao 
Tze, Krishna, Buddha, Moses, 
Christ, and Mohammed have 
been reincarnated in a mod
ern, via-less and machine
less blossoming. The en
gineers were wrong—and Ron 
apologized for letting them 
influence him for as long 
as they did.

After tracing the growth 
of Scientology and explain
ing each step in its meta
morphosis, the theme of the 
lectures—emphasis on the 

spiritual Being in man—was 
stressed. It is believed 
that with the new material 
offered to the congress, 
each body can have at least 
two thetans behind every 
head instead of just one.

A new scale—from -8 to 
40-—was“offered and elabor
ated on, showing hoy it dif
fers yet agrees with the 
Tone Scale so familiar to 
all workers in Dianetics 
and/or Scientology.

Because the eastern area 
not only has more followers 
but also offers more facil
ities in the way of publish
ing, this phase of the HAST 
is being moved "permanent
ly'* again to the east coast, 
the delegates learned. To 
assist this great publish
ing center, the HAS! will 
move its own mimeo equip
ment to the new location. 
Training will continue in 
Phoenix in the dry-swimming 
pool-equipped mansion re
cently acquired. This is a 
permanent location—for a 
few weeks, at least.

After the closing party, 
most of the delegates went 
to their rooms or homes, 
confident that Scientology 
had been given back to man 
—but not caring much wheth
er it had been or not. It 
was a great party, to say 
the least. That’s one of 
the things for which Wash
ington is noted—parties. 
First, there is the Repub
lican party, and the Demo
cratic party, and the— but 
greatest of all was the Di
antology party.

Now, let's go out and 
make some more able more 
able.

It is believed the next 
congress will be held at 
the new Maryland site, un
less it's cold, in which 
event it may move to some 
other permanent site— at 
least, temporarily.

The one thing worse than 
an auto horn is the driver 
who uses one.

AAA

It’s Diantology, NOT Dy- 
ingtologyl Or is it?

AAA

In all States, adultery 
is grounds for divorce. In 
some, being murdered by the 
spouse also is acceptable 
legal separation.

A * A A .

Bamboo contains noradi
um, and no one's interested 
in noradium any more.

AAA

Headline hunters often 
seem to be resisting Com
munism with open arms.
SOME TODAYS FOR TOMORROW 
• The publishing centers 
of the East will absorb the
new business without having 
to add extra employes.
* The "heat" in Phoenix 
will see a migration of 
Scientology hangers-on from 
that area. Some may thumb 
their way east, where it is 
said to be slightly cooler. 
• Scientology will be given 
back to man, with the pack
age marked, "Opened hy mis
take ". . 
• Gon Scheaf of Venus will 
seek to move the sun to a 
safer and saner galaxy.
* Frightened politicians 
and militarists will con
tinue to mock up, simulate, 
and invite A-bomb destruc
tion of Washington and other 
vital U. S. cities .
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CREATIVE IMAGE THERAPY

^^MwfREATIVE Image Therapy is a no wave length—no ponderable physical
m practical psychical Method reality» Having no physical featuresfx for the treatment of physi- whatsoever, mental or psychic image pat**

VumR /MF cal diseases, and-for the - terns are the generators of physical
•radication of unhappy men- events of every kind, probably including

\ tai states created by a™ri- everything from the most insignificant to
eties, worries, fears, ner- the most stupendous.
vous tension, and the like. The usual definition of an "event"

Creative Image Therapy is directed , I® along the line of something that takes 
impartially to doctors, therapists, and place, a situation wherein things happen, 
to the public. This therapy offers a con- In the scientific aspect of the word, 
cise and simple mode of procedure that is however , the term "event" covers much 
workable without extensive study of formal more than this. It stands for: 
psychology, though it does presume that 1. An occurrence.
the therapist is familiar with and can 
apply the preliminary procedures of ELec- 
tropsychometry.

Creative Image Therapy is valuable 
in cases of physical illnesses, in that 
it sets up constructive, healing, mental
image patterns of the mind. It is espec
ially useful in the treatment of the so- 
called constitutional diseases, such as 
tuberculosis, heart and circulatory ail
ments, stomach ulcers, or any disease 
that develops gradually over a period of 
time.

The outstanding features of Creative 
Image Therapy are its simplicity and its 
tremendous power. The simplicity is such 
that one can learn in an hour or two all 
that one basically needs to know in order 
to apply it successfully, either in one's 
own case or in the cases of one's pa
tients . This is a? therapy that the reader 
ought to be sure to use on himself, above 
any other person.

Creative Image Therapy is a modern
ized, scientific presentation of only 
three very anciently known principles.

The first and main one of these is:
That before any human being can per

form anv conscious physical act, he must 
first create a non-physical "mentaiimage" 
or a system of mental images depicting 
the execution of the act.

Although the term "image" suggests 
optical-like manifestations, it nonetheless includes and comprises all possible 
communicative perceptions, which are based 
in one way or another on MOTION, such as 
sounds, contacts with materials and surfaces, and so on.

Mental images—memories, fantasies, 
imaginary pictures in the mind, and the like—have always been taken for granted, 
let this power to create mental images is 
one of the supreme manifestations of this universe. They have no weight, no size,

2. ANT physical structure, object, 
person, or thing.
. The second definition is apt to seem 
strange to most readers. When a scientist 
states "A man is an EVENT", one might 
fancy at first that the statement doesn't 
make much sense. Tet it really does make 
sense—for the deeper meaning of the 
statement, "A nan is an event", is that any living person is a bundle of energies 
IN ACTION—he is at once therefore the 
sun total of a vast multitude of prior 
and present events—.and he is an EVENT 
HIMSELF in that he is "something happen
ing, here and now".

Every physical thing CHANGES from 
year to year, from day to day, from sec
ond to second. These changes go on re
lentlessly and inexorably, presumably 
forever, regardless of whether our powers 
of perception are sufficiently sensitive 
to be aware of this continuous change.So, in the scientific sense, almost 
everything in the physical universe is an 
"event"—for energy in action is every
where apparent. A cancerous growth or ANT 
other disease or situation of tension in 
the human body is also an event—it in
volves the manifestation of energies in 
action that are producing deleterious al
terations in tissues.

Every action is preceded by a system 
of images that are precursors of the act.

In short, if you can't "see" it. if 
you can't "vision" it. if you can*t even 
"imagine" it, THEN TOP CERTAINLY CAN'T DO 
HI Under the guidance of this imaging 
force, physical activity goes on at a 
great rate—and in the gradual development 
of what we call "conscious awareness", we 
are actually GIVEN A GLIMPSE OF THE MODE 
OF CREATION OF THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE.

These image patterns on the conscious 
level which we are aware of and which we 
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so thoughtlessly take for granted seem to 
be our nearest possible mode, at this 
time, of contacting the image-energy-power 
of the master intelligence-force of Crea
tion,

This gives us a hint concerning the 
probable eventual power of Creative Image 
Therapy. On this planet, only we human 
beings, apparently, are privileged to ob
serve and to become CONSCIOUSLY AWARE OF 
THE POWER OF IMAGE-ENERGY IN ACTION. Only 
we are fully privileged to use this power 
in the area of conscious awareness. And 
how we do use this power-, consciously, 
SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN LEFT UP TO US!

This brings us to the second major 
principle of Creative Image Therapy—that 
the. power of image systems is in itself 
non-selective—it operates equally well 
and with equal force in ANY direction. It 
can be directed either CONSTRUCTIVELY or 
DESTRUCTIVELY.

When dynamic men create mental image 
systems and direct these toward the ex
ternal environment at cross-purposes, 
savage and terrible wars ensue. And when 
any human being creates negative and des
tructive image patterns embodied in 
"fears“ concerning himself and his sur
vival, ravaging diseases ensue.

We come now to a third term that must 
be dealt with and defined—FEAR.

Examine any possible fear.
Fear of death—The only way one can 

experience a fear of death is by creating 
image systems wherein one sees one's body 
in various stages and forms of lifeless
ness. Creative negative mental images!

Fear of an illness—This involves 
the creating of systems of mental pictures 
wherein one’s body is viewed in various 
phases of disease.

Fear of losing some previous object, 
some beloved person—The only way one ex
periences this type of fear is by creating 
mental images of a scene of action where
in one IS NOW BEING OR HAS ALREADY BEEN 
DEPRIVED OF THE THING ONE TREASURES! 
Without such mental images, there is no 
"emotion", no "energy-motion", no fear. 
If you can’t see it. you can't fear it!

This is the powerfully disintegra
tive factor about negative mental images. 
As created in the mind, the mental pic
tures are not that the feared disaster, 
consequence, or loss may occur at some 
future time. Instead, in one's mental 
images, one sees the event as occurring NOW, or as having ALREADY OCCURRED. Ex
amine any one of your personal fears 
carefully. You will find that you are accomplishing or creating on the psychic image level the very event that you rear!But, fortunately for every one of us, 

such negative mental images—especially 
fleeting or casual ones—are not in and 
by themselves sufficient to complete the 
feared situation. There is one further 
requirement—probably the major top sec
ret of Creative Image Therapy. Repeating, 
that is, DUPLICATING, the image system a 
sufficient number of times—no one knows, 
mathematically, just how many times—and 
the imaged physical event is apt finally 
to occur!

. The above formulation is incomplete 
with reference to the incidence of many 
kinds of human physical disease. Many are 
created through a three-stage system of 
manifestation, wherein the victim does 
not directly create and endlessly dupli
cate mental pictures of the dreaded con
dition itself. Instead, the victim DOES 
endlessly create and duplicate mental 
images of disastrous events: loss of job, 
loss of a patient through some stupid er
ror, loss of a loved one, loss of money, 
loss of home, loss of prestige, loss of 
power, loss of this-or-that. These anxi
ety states, these mentally harassing sys
tems of mental imagery, no more, no less, 
if persistently duplicated, cause the 
subconscious mind to overstimulate the 
nerve-organ-gland-muscle structure of the 
body, as if in everlasting preparation to 
fight the danger or to run from it.

If the subconscious structure is 
kept under continuous tension, on the 
alert for menacing disasters that never 
arrive, then these nerve-organ-gland-mus
cle structures finally reach a state of 
exhaustion. They begin to disintegrate, 
or become degenerated as a consequence of 
the interminably duplicated psychic ten
sions. So, the basic formula—first the 
image, then the event—probably must be 
restated something like this:

First, the anxiety type image; sec
ond, the endlessly repeated preparations 
through the action of the sympathetic 
nervous system, and of the organ-gland- 
muscle structures to cope with the danger 
by attacking it or fleeing from it; and 
third, the disintegration through sheer 
exhaustion of the nerve-organ-gland-nnis- 
cular structure into various conditions 
of disease. "DIS-EASE!"

The power of POSITIVE creative ima
gery is even more fantastic, especially 
when it is consciously and scientifically 
applied.

this is an abridiaMnt of the first chapter of Vol
ney Mathison’s nar book. C8KAHVK DM3 tSDUPT. (Price 
$2. I214 Vast 30th, Los Angeles). Snooeadiac install
ments will take methods of helping those who hare 
permitted their negative iaages to get the upper hand.
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AM THE Alpha AND the Onega, 
the beginning AND the end, 
the first AND the last." In 
this basic dichotomy, the 
beginning is the fusion of 
giving, in marriage, every
thing to the zero focal 
point. The end is the fis

sion of taking, in divorcement, every
thing away from that point.

The beginning is a +-ing. The ending 
is an X-ing.

This picture of giving and 
taking away is the co-eteraal 
concurrence and recurrence of the 
opposition and similitude of ac
tion land reaction. The X, the

Cross of C^ri^t, crisscrossing with the 
cross of th® +. is the b^sic sym*
bol of church of Christianity.
It is the ^i^X-Son. /

By giving,\i^ attraction, all itp pos
itive and hsgatlve opposites, the|space 
becomes the 'j^ni. In the point, ths op
posites become, \Likes, and the expulsion 
of likes isV^e. taking away from1 the 
point, to again eecome space. . |

Thus the point \ and the space create 
and destroy each other, at the same time 
and cyclically, in perpetuity. Each is 
each other's cause and each is each oth
er’s effect and each is each other. This,

to X out the old and X in the new. This 
is the X-ing Father.

The X-ing P or Greek Chi Rho 
is the Pax, the peace that passes 

erstanding. It is the peace 
and placidity of the X-ing of the 
physical Rho-ing—the rowing or 

goingsforth. The causing of the going is 
the X-ing oars, whirling alternately and 
simultaneously as co-factors, pushing the 
water in one direction, to create the void 
in which the boat moves in the other.
R The universal recipe* prescrip

tion, and cure is the Chi Rho, 
the X-ing and the R-ing. It is 

, Rè^, theKing, theK-ing of be
coming, in.which the K is a combined form 
of I. pXkwhiqh is J . Ci, which is -Jesus 
Christ—the X-ing +, the Christoqentric- 
ity of the matqhial Jesus,. V : :

It may be s^p^ising to 
know that the skull$ substi- 

\ tuted for th®zphysiidal 1, and 
crossed by the -knobbed bones, 
is also hasChristian. 
The 1 is the brih^ing of space 

to a head. . Thè skull is ^thai skill with 
Which one can bare thezhea$, . t^t is, to 
take, everything away from thè head in 
brder to allow the: whole world to effort- 
Iqssly.and effectively rush back into it.
to again.be headed,as a composite, is the. only certainty;, ; 

the sole reality. All else are but mack z -appearances. There can be no point ex* ^practical piratical principle of robbing 
cept in space and no space except inz\Peter to p^y Paul. P^te^ is the rock of 
point. Likes repel because unlikes *at/ pverstressed materiality,^ on’ which the X-

f This , symbol ' is _ i showing the

tract. Unlikes attract because likes 
repel• And still belaboring the point: 
The likes are in the point of attraction, 
expellingj and the unlikes ¿re infthe 
space of expulsion, attracting. Birds' of 
a feather scatter to gather and gatherto 
scatter. \ '

' The 1, being the'basic unit of 
matter, is frequently substituted 
)for the plus. Here is the Exal- 
tedOndy the X-alt-ed 1, the Ges- 
talted 1, the ghost-alt-ed 1. 

"Alt* in German means "old". To -exalt is

pverstressed materiality,^ on’ which the X
ian church is based. Peter, the point, 
pe^rs/out/ip castrated Paul, the pail, 
unceasingly. And the catalytic constant
Paul must return the pitch, with inter
est, as it is received. Paul.who beheads 
the point' is himself beheaded« .

What /Paul saw he was—the reflection 
of Christ, who chased (grooved) the money 
(many) changers (positive and negative 
cycles) from the Temple by pointing them. 
The classic dramas, operas, myths, fables, 
and the arts generally depict enactments
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"of the gathered disbursing point and the 
dispersed gathering space.

The X<-ing bones is the Chaos, derived 
from K plus os, the K-ing bones. This is
the Christos, the Christ-bone. The knob
bed bones are like bar magnets with their 
knobbed fields.

Now, how 
could these 
very primitive 
artists, who 
could draw so 
little, know so 
much, using 
such a naive 
childish tech
nique to de
press such a

sophisticated mature concept?
The X-ing hour glass 

is the transparent space 
from which the positive 
and negative horns, full

of plenty are emergents, evaporating back
into space. Time is a point in space. 
Time is an item» is a mite, is an «nit.

The hour glass is an example—an X-arn-
ple, X-ing thé horns of plenty. In lack 

we appreciate the value of 
things. In abundance we re
alise their worthlessness.

The Celtic Cross, very an
cient, is another recognition 
of the co-existence of the 
material plus lines and the 
non-material spaces between 
them. Positive and negative 
twinings of material objects 
are generally depicted on the 
face of the plus, to be X-ed.

A triangle of forces, whirling down to 
the left, broad 
shoulders up, is a 
^picture of the pos
itive male. A broad 
bottom, whirling up 
<to the right, is a 
negative female,
The cross-pollina

ting or interlacing male and female cones 
is another plus, forming the addition of 
the point of matter at their center of 
equilibration.

This is the Seal of Solomon, the SolMoon, the point in the space. The «anna- ting and the cu|^rutting of the point is 

the seal and the soul and the song which 
is Solomon, the master 'builder of the 
perfect Temple. /

The male and female triangles, coming 
to a head in the point, is the causing of 
the X-ing, which becomes clear as lines 
are drawn through the opposite vertical 
and diagonal points.

MU*

The secret of fru
ition in the son lies 
in the perpendicular 
action of the male with 
the mother earth, im
ploding to its center.

The female is the simultaneous reaction 
exploding from it. This is the plus and 
the pulse beat of the universe.

The male with its base horizontal with 
the sky is a repulsion from heaven. The 
female is a repulsion from the earth.

Natural man is a tau cross with the 
mother earth. Natural woman is an equal 
sign, being based parallel and even with 
it. Eve is repelled out of Adam's rib, 
which is his orb, his robe, and his cir
cumference. Eve evens Adam up. Eve 
evolves Adams. A man is an exploding im
plosion. A woman is an imploding explos
ion. A natural man is earthbound—a saint
ain't.

is absent. This
fertility of the 
nus, the X-ing of
The objective sex

Wh e n Christianity 
uses the six sex point
ed star by turning the 
cones horizontally, the 
son, the middle point, 
is the X-ing of the 

female, the X-ing mi- 
the face of the earth, 
of a Nun is none. There 

can be no conception when the sign is 
equal and parallel, even as the earth 
which lies dormant when the sun shines 
most horizontally with it, rather than 
contra to it. Summer is the summer upper. 
The Fall is full. In the Winter we in
ter. In the Spring we spring forth to 
again fulfill.

The early Christians, who were 
the late Hebrews, used the hori
zontal X lines of the negative 

cold blooded fish and they eXpired in 
cold blood. Like fish tales today, they 
were expandable and expendible. We make 
up what we mock-up. What we see we are. 
Those who mock up the X exclusively ex
clude the physical. They contribute no
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thing, only their own demise and the re
sultant space, which in turn gathers up 
the pieces and returns them to their 
place of beginning. The fish is sacri
ficial.

Fenle

The Swastika is 
the oldest plus sym
bol of the oldest 
race alive today—the 
Chinese. Like the

Hebrews, who are He-brews, sons are their 
greatest asset and also liability. To 
them abstraction is obstruction to over
come. But since action and reaction are 
the same and opposite, many births pre
supposes many deaths. Life is held 
cheaply with the plus nations. Analogous 
thereto, the advent of more wars and mor's 
deaths is also the advent of more births .
So we create wars in order to increase
the population, 
male will fall 
fall up.

When the + is full, the 
down and the female will

A new moon in its 
virgin state is a hori
zontal prostrate femi
nine form. A star is a 
piercing form of male

direction. When Mohammed lowered his 
sword and raised his crescent, the idols 
of materiality were slain And X-ed into 
space.

On the island of Ba
li, this is a picture 
of a God. The lowly, 
formless, chaotic mass 
of decentration is the 
recording in space, 
echoing itself into a 
circumference, the vir-

Bali Christian gin moon, which binds 
itself back to the 

point it carries, out of which the flame 
of 1 is corded. The chaos is the soft 
underbelly in which the material record 
is implanted.

In the Christian picture, the chaos 
is the pliable amniotic water. The virgin 
moon is the boat that carries the record, 
the cross of matter.

We now know how Noah gathered all the

limbs motivate

positive and negative rec
ords into the Ark to be 
no-ed into a new order.

If the X-ing oars are 
the arms of the boat, the 
X-ing arms are the oars of 
Buddha. If the X-ing arms 
are circumcising and aug
menting the he-art of the 
heart, the X-ing legs are 
doing likewise for the
phallus. 
vates the

The body moti- 
limbs as the

which automatically

The square and 
the circle is a 
vice versa. Man is 
both on the square 
and in the circle. 
The inexplicable 
problem of the ag
es, how to square 
the circle, is 
readily solved by 
being the circle, 
and effortlessly 

squares itself. Nature avoids a void. 
The square is the eternally expanding 
point of matter in the entirely crystal- 
lizing circle of space Man the square,
is the microcosm, and the compass of 
space is the macrocosm. The co- n 
existence of the square and the V 
compass was known in Masonry.

"Mene, Nene, Tekel Upharsen," inter
preted Daniel, reading the handwriting on 
the wall. "Man, man, torn apart are ye." 
Obviously, man, has arms and legs divi
ded, is more apart than together. As a 
body, he is torn apart. As a spirit, he 
is being brought together. "Let not life 
divide what death can bring together."— 
Shelley.

"Eat the body of God 
and drink of the blood" 
is a Christian admoni
tion depicted by this 
Christian symbol. It is 
just another way of 
saying that the X-ian 
space swallows up the 
material point. With 
the feet going forth, 
the son-God's arms are, 
at the same time, immobilized. 

Clothed like the black widow spider
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who ate her mate, the X-ian minister emu
lates the monster who cures all ill by 
eating it. This creature is the curator, 
is the creator, is the Ghi-Rho-ater.

The minister is the negative moon
star, the minus-star, who acquires its 
light from the sun and so preys on God. 
Like soft munster cheese, he is the min
ister chaos that records the positive 
word, prying it from the God-head and 
praying it back to again interlace the 
populace into a new God-head.

Because Ten is the end of 
1Z“X X7 the cycle, it is the decimal, 

t 1 the deci-male, the circle of 
space swallowing the 1. The 

Roman ten is the X .that marks the spot. 
10 is, at the same time and cyclically, 
voiding the point in 1-0 and pointing the 
void in 0-1.

In the word "Ten”, the letter "N". is a 
picture of a flash of lightning, leaving 
a vacuum in its wake, into which the 
whole world thunders. So "ten" is tenu
ous, a T-N-ing. A wake is the way of K.

0 (0 01 to 5 is building up the
point to be voided. 6 to 10 is 

{ building up the void to be point- 
I Jed. 01 is the birth from the 
\ ^^womb. 10 is the resurrection 

from the tomb.
King Solomon was called King 

Eleven because he was the composite order 
01-10, the 5+6, the solar system. The 
composite order of 10-01 is the Logos, 
the One Limitless One. The composite 5-6 
is the nadir of materiality, the point 
that can materialize or aberrate no far
ther out, but can only act as the bridge 
to be crossed over in order to return to 
the zenith, the Logos. 01-10 is the 
highest we can go, 5-6 an X is.

The chosen or chasten Hebrew, meaning 
the River Grosser, was probably the first 
in his era to reach the extremity of ma
teriality of the "camp farthest out". The 
5-6 is the cubical extreme made up of re
corded surfaces, sir-faces, that are 
"just four square" and ready.

And so back to nursery school with: 
"1-2, buckle my shoe;. 3-4, open the door; 
5-6, pick up sticks; 7-8, lay them 
straight; 9-10, a big fat hen."

It is as impossible to integrate the 
myriads Of colorful conditions, which is 
oneself, by mirroring them, as it is to 
reflect all the colorful rays of the 

spectrum by means of mirrors to a point 
and obtain white light. Yet how simply 
the complexity is resolved by just focus
ing the spectrum to a point.

So also, when the body, brain, and 
breath are effectively stilled, it be
comes a point of vacuity into which the 
all that has been sent out returns dis
tilled back to the point. The return home 
of the prodigal son is in fact a one-shot 
integration, wrought without working it 
or willing it, but just letting it. The 
point is the Home, the HomeO-point, where 
all are created equal, where likes cure 
likes, where the smaller the dose the 
more potent the cure, where no dose is 
the best dose.

The L is *0.’ in script. 
'’^ZT T El is the Hebrew 1 God.

I , | t The life that begins or
* goes forth at forty is XL,
the X-alt-ed, the renascent 1. At sixty, 
IX is the ancient 1, the sexagenarian, 
dissolving into space, the way of all 
flesh. To L first results in an X-ing. 
To X first results in an L-ing. To XL is 
to excell, is to X-cell. Disintegration 
is the way to integration.

So, in order to aspire to the one-shot 
nascent 1 and rebirth, decentrate first— 
i.e., relax, drop the jaw, -close the 
eyes, and look down. v

Expand and crystallize. Divide and 
conquer. Concur and let there be. Don't 
ROCK the boat, but roll the ROCK away, 
and there you are, as are we all, living, 
each in his own empty casket in the 
King's chamber.

Leave no word unturned. Whir every 
sense of the word.

(NOTE—This is the second Jin a series 
of articles by Mr. Friedman, in which he 
points out the symbolistic links between 
the basic, vowelless language and man's 
physical and spiritual beingness.)

___ ”ABERREE CHAHGE8 PCLICT TO PROTECT CCSTRIBOTCBS
In the past, we've insisted on neaes being signed 

to letters and/or articles appearing in The AEEStEE, 
feeling that the writers should take responsibility for 
their cwn expressions. However, since contributors and 
even readers have besn threatened with loss of H.A.S.1. 
membership if discovered, we are revising our policy. If you request—and WI know your idantity--you aqr pick

U or set of numerals you wish as a signa
ture. We feel that many "accepted" Scientologists Eave 
such to contribute to the field at large, and wish to 
do so > but the cost of excommunication is too great. 
However, this does-not give anyone enthority to write, 
and expect us to print. anythin libelous or not in 
keeping with good literary manners.
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THETA KNOWINGNESS, BOREDOM, AND OCCLUSION 
/^^HAT the thetan knows 
"jP® all yet knows nothing 
Ws is a fami liar dichot- 
c^y, perplexing many stu
dents in the field.

The basic point to keep 
in mind in dichotomies is 
that .. the presence of one thing automatically creates 
a possible absence of the 
same. A "nothing" cannot exist, actually—only rela
tively. Therefore, to be
come aware of nothingness, 
you must begin by getting 
rid of somethingness. And 
to become aware of the ab
sence of something, it is 
necessary to at least cre
ate a thought or mock-up of 
the object. Any thought, 
energy, or object automati
cally brings into existence 
an exact opposite condition. 
Hence, dichotomies are bas
ics, designating two points 
with relative shades, de
grees, or levels between the 
designated extremes.

Working from the level 
of occlusion, "Know noth
ing," the thetan works through levels of knowing 
more and more until a point 
is reached where knowing
ness is without time lag. You look, listen, feel, 
smell, taste, and sense as 
fast as you focus upon that 
which you aim. This, how
ever, is not the top. You 
are still being effect in 
that you are receiving from 
what you aim at. This is 
one level of "know all".Above this, you become cause and what you experience is what you nave created and put were. This is the operating thetan level. Below it is the "clear" level.

Going up-scale still fur- 
thur, you create faster and 
faster more and more com
plex creations until you 
could duplicate the world 
or a complete universe in 
moments. It is, or should 
be, obvious that an opera
ting thetan who can only 
conceive, for example, a 
button would be just a view
point in space being aware 
of a button. That a thetan 
with concepts of many things 
could create only that which 
it knows of.

From that point on it is 
only a matter of throwing 
together random conditions 
to Increase awareness and 
create new combinations or 
conditions from what has 
been created in the past. 
There could not be a full
blown awareness of things 
that did not exist. It 
would have to be created, 
modified, expanded — and 
there you have the creation 
of time: one condition fol
lowing another evolving in
to scmetiiing else.

But what happens when 
the thetan stops creating, stops thinking—just exper
iences what is created? The 
process then reverses it
self and destruction occurs. 
In order for a created ob
ject to persist, it must 
continuously be fed beingness.

The thetan gets bored, 
and all disappears. He is 
surrounded by nothingness. 
So, he has semethingness or 
nothingness, and can toler
ate either condition until 
boredom sets in. This is an operating thetan in the 
pristine state... Alone.., 

Bored...Knows all and knows nothing... Must create to 
enjoy an effect...The effect 
disappears with the exper
iencing of it...

Next step—The operating 
thetan creates circuits to 
keep beingness in operation. 
He puts part of himself in
to the created object so 
the object can grant itself 
beingness. He puts up 
shields to confine being
ness to the object so it 
can be the observer. As an 
observer, it enjoys the ef
fects of observing other 
beingnesses in the process 
of creating cycles of bore
dom until it is bored. It 
then takes a nap, and wakes 
up seeing new developments. 
Surprise. What happens? To 
find out, it either per
vades what has been crea
ted or unmocks it—or dupli
cates the known data until the manifestations match. 
Ergo! A game is born: Look, 
don’t look; know, don't 
know. This stuff continues 
until he is bored again, and 
then a new variation is cre
ated. Lots of self is put 
into a shielded area with 
additional shield, plus not 
looking; or sleeping and 
again awakening to try and 
find out what has happened 
outside his personal 
shielded area in the larger 
shielded area. And so is 
born a world, a universe, or 
a galaxy—all depending on 
the time, activity, and 
space involved. When the 
thetan discovers more prog
ress by another part of it
self than it is capable of 
finding out fast enough to 
satisfy Itself, then it sub
divides itself into smaller 
duplicates of form, size, 
and nature so as to learn 
faster and in more details

And so here we are and 
there you are and there is • 
the game—the basic basic , 
game, Including all othet 
games, which are but vari
ations of the original game.

To know al? is boring, 
and to know nothing is bor
ing, and it is by creating complexities and multiplex- 
itles of games that the op-
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erating thetan can find enjoyment and avoid boredom. 
Randomity. One game is solved, another is half 
solved, another is being created, with many degrees of completion and solving going on at all times. Ifo seek all knowledge, find it, and scram back to occlusion so as to get in on the fun of finding out what happened while we were oc
cluded. There is a happy medium—but that is another 
chapter. *
LADY GODIVA-ON-A-BUS HAS
ESTIRE POLICE FORCE UPSET 
When a young woman began stripping on an Oklahoma City bus» the driver stopped in the middle of a crowded downtown street and yelled to a cop for. help j Be got it fast—scout oars, Havy 

shore patrol, detectives, and scores of motorists.
Whichis important to AB-ERREE readers < in an emergency, as aid you’rebeing robbed, and you need a cop real fast,,start taking off your clothes. Police have seen robbers—but naked skin?
The only other known way 

to get rapid police action

«

kLEA

dren's Imagination flames. It is a mistake, however, to set out purposely to relievesemecondition throng.
meter—and forget to feed

'fiere * get »Ueaore oblo?"

ION GIFTSH

Í '

Although "Cbildrati's Im
agination Games" by Richard ddfille was written for thejuvenile, this book could easily be added to ^Self- Analysis11 and the K-Mster as working tools of any au
ditor who has a sincere desire to help his preclaars.

The bock is mimeographed 
on heavy stock, pocket else, and spiral bound for con
venience in carrying and use. The "mock-ups- are di
vided into 25 
with notes and directicns

The bock is not issued 
as a therapeutic agent, Mr. 
deifille says, but adds that it "is not surprising that 
changes in health may ao-

WALE 
moas MLc 

the use of these games. 
They are not specific enough 
for that; nor can any method known to man be guaran
teed to solve an individual case."

Parents, teachers, and 
all play supervisors, even 
if they never heard of Dia
netics o r Scientology, should find a new adventure 
in every chapter of this 
1S< gag* volume. Published at $2.50 by L.O.Anderson, 
301 S. Harvey, Los Angeles.

HBDVIM> EXBQLASSES FER- 
■AVmX, Jim Welgos— 
This is another in the series of self-help booklets 
issued by Haman Bogineering of Fairhope, Ala.

Glasses, the writer says, 
can be removed in seconds— if you ask the right ques
tion. But for those who can't find that elusive in
terrogation, there are sev
eral exercises based on the 
work of Ihrs. Batos, Hom- holt*, et al. Following 
these, you can discover for 
yourself Aat an unnooes- sary crutch glasses really 
are—and from then cm, it's 
iq> to you whether you continue to "need" them or not.

The main reason for the 
"need" of wearing glasses, Valgos points out, is the 
worry about seeing. . And he cites all the f oibles and 
endangering cautions with which most of us are pum- 
meled from infancy: Don't 
read in a dim light; always have the light coming over 
your left shoulder, don't 
look at anything too bright, 
etc., ad infinitum. Edi
torially, we might add that 
health would be improved at 
least 990 if all the "Cal
amity Janes" and "Do-Gooders" were born as vocally dumb as they are mental ly

■BesKwing Eyeglasses Permanently" sells for $2, plus 
a contribution of your old 
"cheaters" when and if you 
take them off.
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"I'd like to compliment you on the 
good job you’re doing (and the rest 
of the field is doing too. for that 
natter) in distinguishing between 
Hibbard the Scientologist and Hubbard 
the politician. If people in general 
were as well able to make differenti
ation of this sort. I think govern
ment polior in this country night be 
a lot different than it is now: and 
perhaps we wouldn't be in such con
tinuous danger from this internation
al game of aussian Boulette.

"Hubbard is certainly not to be 
judged by azy simple standards; he's 
a phenomenon all by himself. There 
is a theoretical type of mind which, 
presented with a new discovery or a 
new idea, is interested in developing 
all the ramifications of it. relating 
it to everything else, drawing infer
ences from it. and constructing new 
theories; and there is a practical 
type of mind which is inclined to 
take an idea and turn it into a proc
ess. to epply it to some specific 
problem, to find the use of it. Us
ually an individual belongs to one or 
another of these groups, but it's 
seldom that you find a person, like 
Hubbard, who operates with equal con
fidence in both realms of theight. I 
think it would be very ungracious of 
us—who are indebted to him for so 
much—to attack him or condemn him 
because he doesn't happen to conform 
to our idea of a 'nice guy* as well.

"If one cotfed to go Into it. there 
is enough ammunition lying around at 
present to start a major war in the 
Scientological field—out what a fu
tile waste of energy that would be. 
Because if anybody thinks Scientology 
can do without the voluntary assist
ance of Hubbard, he’s transparently 
mistaken: and if Hubbard thinks he 
can gat along without the voluntary 
co-operation of others, he's just as 
badly mistaken. Sooner or later Hub
bard and the field will probably re
alise that their need for co-opera
tion is greater than their need to 
control each other.

"With all due respect to Bob Wil
liams. I think his ramark in the

0
Thou noble word-architect of

the infinite-s-imal, thou paragon of 
the nonentity of the non-entity.thou exponent , : 

of the nysteries of the reciprocal of aleph-null. " 
greetings.' These symbolic utterances encased in symbolic 

form, themselves both encircled and engulfed by void, do 
likewise in their turn both encircle and engulf the void.

This void-beriimned rim of 
naught but nought, ou 

eanroid the void, or v 
turns and returns u 

holed, nothing tol 
sad nothing rolled. 
The cipher deciphe 
disclothed. 0 wor 
verbosity bold—th 
beheld and retold! 
wi tless whorl of 
pure nonsense, wan 
says nothing, yet 
be said. A veritable 
baffling in its immen 

the configuration of its
that ends in naught. Aad this is reportedly the end for which 
a 11 effort ia aimed—the cancelling-out, the crossing-out, 
the eventual erasing of every thing. In the gaol of this

goal axe we held, ever writhing, ever striving for 
naught but nought—the inverse infinity of the 

universes To this task we pledge our all, 
which in itself is but the pic

ture here depicted.
niXon

The above is a replica of a "knowledge doughnut" made by L. J. Hixcn, 
a printer of Pittsburgh. Penn. . who passed it on to Philip Triedman. Of 
which Philip writes: "Strange, isn't it. that I should receive this from 
a member ox our group here?...And wiy should he use Beholed sad some of 
my words I am sure hie has not yet read’...He explains things better than 
I do." The original. set in type. is much more symmetrical than this 
copy, made with a typewriter.

"The pyramid on the Mey issue 
shows that you know how everything 
physical, ail the positives and 
negatives, explode cut of the apex 
and fall down or descend into the 
sensed world. A slight iapfovement 
would be to make the pyramid trun
cated, although I think you did 
have a zero there, or the X-ing.

"I like the June issue and... ay 
article is apropos with that of Bo- 
by LaMarche, answering the enigma 
that there axe no contradictions. 
'The more complete the explanation, 
the more complete the contradic
tion. ' Well said, and I would add:

latest" 'Aberree' is the sort of 
'pigs-is-pigs-is-pigs-type' think
ing that- always obstructs under
standing end co-operation.. .Anybody 
who wants to work with Hibbard sim
ply has to be prepared for the day 
when he’ll get turned on and bit
ten: he ought to realise beforehand 
that this will happen, so that he 
won't have to boil over in recrim
inations later. The pattern of 
Hubbard's behavior has bem obvious 
to the field for three or four 
years now. and anybody who's sur
prised by it must still be running 

the void, bespeaking 
ght in all authority 

oid the void, as it 
nto itself« Hotting 

d, nothing turned 
Hbthlng learned!
red. disclosed and 
ds of null-wisdom, 
e story of nothing 
This wondrously 

words — bits of 
ton verbosity that 

leaves nothing to 
mountain of wordage, 

sity, a monument to 
form! Immense effort

The more complete the contradic
tion, the store the same they are. 
The contradictions are all gathered 
into the point of sameness, where 
they again become exploded into 
contradictions. If your exploding 
pyramid had shown all the exploding 
+ and — physical entities being 
gathered up from the base, you 
would have a good picture of it.

"Azyway, you are giving voice 
to thought provoking concepts and 
with a sense of humour, which is 
unavoidable under the circumstan
ces. "—Philip Friedman, Pittsburgh, 
Perm.

on old facsimiles, he just isn't 
locking.

"What relationship Hibbard as a 
thinker might have to Hubbard as a 
social being is a problem of only 
theoretical importance. I find. 
Hietssche no less valuable as a 
source of idea* because he was ut
terly and hopelessly incapable of 
practicing the strong-willed self
determinism he preached.

"There’s always been, and proba
bly always will oe. a lot of Sehav- 
ior in the Scientological field 
that reflects discredit on the name 
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of Scientology. and works «gainst 
the host interest of the subject. 
That's because Scientology has al« 
ways been an open and unlimited 
field, available to anyone who was 
interested. Doubtless Bibbard was 
justified in wanting to correct 
some of this behavior, to improve 
it; and the fact that he undertook 
to correct it by a type of behavior 
twice as ominous (because coning 
from the source of Scientology it
self) apparently illustrates his 
premise that ana does tend to be
come what he resists. It's some
what ironical, of course, that he 
should simultaneously be carrying 
on a campaign against the rigid 
control of the 'doctors' union' > 
and also setting up an A-M-A.-type 
structure in order to police his 
own followers. I think he ought to 
stop this tendency, because it's 
injuring his own reputation, and 
his ABC with the field. But I think 
the rest of us could possibly exam
ine our own consciences to see just 
how well we've bean demonstrating 
these principles and practices that 
supposedly we admire.

"If we keep the gradient scale 
of rightness-wrongness in mind, and 
realize that nooo^y can ever be 
100% absolutely -and-willfully wrong 
any more than he can be entirely 
right > we may be able to direct our 
attention to seeing what can be 
done to improve a particular situa
tion instead of joining in the use
less game of establishing 'who's 
right and who's wrong*. Mobody ever 
is; neither should we expect anyone 
to be...

"The 'Aberree' centimes to be a 
useful line of communication be
cause it's not censored. It's an 
excellent illustration of Hubbard's 
own theories. It's no wonder that 
people like to read it. or that 
they trust it, more than a magasine 
like 'Ability ', which is as tightly 
controlled as 'Bravda*. (I think 
Ability Major-2 was one of the most 
revolting things I've ever read.) 
It may be we don't get more infor
mation from the 'Abetree' than we 
do from 'Ability*, but we prefer to 
read it just because it is. or 
seems to be. a free communication 
channel. (Kxcept that possibly it 
emphasizes discord more than posi
tive progress.)

"I will, for example, defend to 
the death your right to print Phil
ip Friedman's articles, but if you 
cared to stop. I'd be glad to de
fend that, too."—D- C. King. Port 
Jervis, N. Y.

"You know, the first book still 
makes sense when I read it. even if 
the sense has .been oversold. Sci
ence of Survival begins to get a 
bit more complicated; and by the 
time we get to the present systems, 
the reasoning behind them is any
thing but clear. I *m beginning to 
think the whole system is in as 
much of a mess as psychoanalysis.

"I'm a bit tired of hearing, *We 
did so and so and there was a tone 
rise'. Get a person to believe in 
anythin?.no matter how far fetched, 
and I'll bet you can find a tempor

ary 'tone rise*. Beason—most folks 
are bored stiff and any new topic 
of interest which relieves the 
boredom gives a tesporary rise in 
tone.

"Of course boredom is low on the 
tone scale > but when we observe the 
things folks run around in circles 
doing to escape boredom, aeons to 
me it is a chronic position.

"Vow any rystea of therapy which 
destroys a person's sense of the 
importance of the actions that a 
person has chosen to perform, and 
which does not substitute other ac
tions to be performed which that 
person can believe deep down inside 
are now the really Important ac
tions, becomes a destructive thera
py as the individual is disintegra
ted in the long run rather then 
built up.

"To put it another way. unless 
the auditor himself has specific 
goals for himself in which he be
lieves. he will probably do any 
preclear more harm than good. u 
you don't have goals yourself you 
can't give the other person goals 
(except possibly the goal of des
troying you as a threat. recognized 
subconsciously, to that person's 
organized existence.) Besult of no 
|oals or contradictory goals—apa-

"Bo auditor is going to fool a 
preclear for long either because in 
seme manner—telepathy. subliminal 
clues , chance (T) remark—the audi
tor is going to let the preclear 
know' how the auditor really feels 
and whether or not he has aqr nlaoo 
for .the two of them to go. Mind 
leading the Hind isn't going to 
worfc"—Bob Gardner. Austin. Seans.

*91ease...Thank yen." Dr. driven 
H. Stein, Lancaster, Boon.

"You noy send ne the Aberree as 
long as permissible from your point 
of view.

"I hare for a long tine watched 
of any g^mptoae whether there will 
be a central organ for all note« 
®sical seekers some day in theee

ted States of America for har
nessing the spirits emanating from 
the different journals of that or
der, but standing like isolated 
fingers out all mu the country. 
If you have such an ambition, you'd 
better change The Aberree to that 
of The Beergeb.

"You can see from the date of 
the money order issued how long I 
hesitated to make this inquiry of 
you. Whether you are willing and-' 
strong enough to fill a void long 
overdue is however another ques
tion. What do you eayT

"I am just a plain working san 
past three score: and thirteen, re
tired, but not spiritually."—Alo
is Hufhagel, Chicago, UI.

"One point I'd like to make 
clear. I'm not attempting to re
write dianetics and Scientology. 
I'll leave that to those who feel 
that LRH has described the only 
way. If I were to do it, I'd throw 
in tty awn ideas too much of the 
time. Of course, there's a lot of

D. 4 8- in the stuff I'm writing« 
but the nl.iginmont end application 
are for the most part qr own. Mr 
•bock' will be based on the idea 
that all of us need some exercises 
to practice an with mao tiene, ideas, 
efforts, relations with others, etc. 
In other words, I think we need 
come practice in being healtly and 
living...

"What I'm trying to do is to set 
ma a series of exercises using 
these tools to give the individual 
practice in using them, a few proc
esses to take out the kinks, end 
that's about ? all. I don't hare an 
auditor—just a director. There 
aren't aqr preclears—jua* partici
pants. And the participator partic
ipates by uAing the tools, not by 
sitting back; ruaemhirring how be has 
used them et tty imagining how he 
could use them. frastico aoy not 
wake perfect i but it any produce a 
hall of a lob awe results then 
I've seen to date in d. A s."—John 
Bobinson, Bhoenix, Aris. ■

Ke really liked the. ideas stated 
by Dr. 'lame Withheld'. I had used 
the word Society's Misfits for Sci
entologists—not meaning bad or good 
—just not being able to meet Soci
ety even half way. - - We wonder if 
there aren't more people who feel 
the some.

"Also. Lee Lockhart gave a very 
understandaHe description of one I» 
Ben Babbard. and Jane Buttall's let
ter had a lot of understanding in 
it. husband joins me in telling 
yea how much we enjoyed those let
ters. Itablish acre like them." - - 
Boari and Carroll Bmmidk, Ihoenix.

"Besponse to the book is begin
ning to roll in...Apparently ay re
vision to malm it clearer and sim- 
gler» was more sueoessftal than I'd

"(km psurticularly wharding thing 
has been the wonderful way other 
workers of ability are putting their 
creative intelligance to work for 
Synergetics; Florence Worrell. Dick 
Lundberg, Walt Boyd. Don Starceli, 
Marijone Buttali. Sedali WigHee, 
Bill McCulley, Wayne Battana,Anita 
tai th, Mary Cox—to stentino only a 
few—are all participating actively 
in its development.

"I've given a lot of definitions 
of Synergetics, but the «ne I like 
best is> 'Synergetics is people, 
freH^halpixg one another to nelp

"Incidentally, the fact that 9ya- 
ergetics is free (except for nomi
nal costs) doesn't neon we exclude 
peonie who charge a fee for proc
essing. On the contrary, profess
ional workers of all schools are 
welcome—ell we ask is that they 
lease their 'beards' outside the 
door, we're all 'equivalent' in 
Synergetics. Works better that vw.

"I'm now at work on a naw bock, 
a simple manual in plain 
without any gynergese at all, de
signed for the average individual 
to use Synergetics without needing 
to knew the technicalities. This 
will be designed so that it can be 
used by an individual alone , by a 
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rosch nd »object team, or by a Ha
wn Btuty Grcnp. All this talk 
about a hirite beings net tatng able 
to taka care of hi» own case is tank 
in ay opinion. • • • If the tool* are 
mot, and the conditions are right, 
1 heli ere m intelligent taaan 
boi^ can taka charge of his own 
case right fro» ths start.*.

"Sha following data about Proj
ect Huoloua are presented for those 
who night be interested!

What is Project tadeus?
"A. Project Bucleus is an exper

iment in hunan development* It is 
being carried or ty a growing Bun
bar of Bosah Study Groups scattered 
throughout this country end abroad* 
Headquarters are c/o Don Purcell, 
218 Derby Building , Wichita, Bas*

"$> what is this experiment?
"A. Basically, it is an oneri- 

meat to see if the synergic node of 
function can be evoked stably in 
human individuals and greens. We 
hare succeeded In evoking this node 
tsapomrily and studying its prop
erties; end we have developed tools 
which evoke it more and more read
ily. However wo do not kaaf whether 
it can be produced peruansntly or 
whether all human beings can ach
ieve it. Che purpose of this m- 
poriaent is to flu ent.

"Q. What do you nsen by 'syner
gic node of function'?

"A* In this mode, every action 
taken by an individual has the 
property of simultaneously pronot
ing a variety of functions. As a 
result his perceptions becoao keaa- 
art his thinking boooaM nosh acre 
clear and more rapid; his actions 
bacons more adroit and effortloss; 
his control over his internal bod
ily processes is increased. Be has 
a much greater ability to ooassini- 
cate with other human beings and to 
read their hidden motivations. Ba 
has a knack of gxagplng a situation 
at a glance and solving complex 
problems in. an instant* Du addition, a number of new phenomena 00- cur. Ttaae include the development 
of extra eonaoiousness and the dim-
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coveiy of new domains of experience 
—dasains which have always been 
available to human beings tat which 
are seldom, used. The greater power 
available in the synergic mode en
ables the syngeneer to use these 
dimensions.

"(1> How do I know you ar a tell
ing the truth (about this)?

"A* You don't, and documentary 
evidence is thus far admittedly 
meager. A ’Hesearch Comittee' is 
being organized composed of members of the various Hi wan Study Groups, 
one of whose functions will be to 
develop objective measurements of 
the properties of the synergic 
mode. It should be remembered that 
Synergetics is quite new and the 
evocation of the tynergic node is 
not easy* We hseve therefore con
centrated. on developing tools to 
?reduce the Synergic mode, and on 

escribing its properties as we have 
observed them.

"Another difficulty has been the 
problem of stability. Broking the 
synergic mode is becoming easier as 
we learn more about it, tat staying 
up there has been difficult...The 
reason for the 'lack of stability' 
is, we believe, quite simple. Mun 
is in large part a social crea
ture. Bo man can achieve the ^m- 
ergio mode, and stay there, alone— 
if the society in imldh he lives is 
functioning in a lower mode. Sooner 
or later it inevitably drags him 
down.

"However, if we aan create a now 
to wETc£~tS ideas “ST 

tools of Synergetics are used again 
and again over a period of time, 
thia social factor can ba used to 
taty the individual instead of drag, 
ging him down...

"We expect that, as time goes 
on, more and more individuals in 
Project Kidous will 'go synergic' 
more and more often, until the 
whole oomssmity reaches the syner
gic mode and stars there. In other 
words, all ox us will achieve sta
bility at about the sene tian.

What about the tools of eth
er schools—general seaantics, psy
cho-analysis, dianetics, B-tberapy, 
hunsmirs. individual psychology, 
gestalt therapy, etc.?

"A* We believe the tools of oth
er schools all have something to 
offer* Most of us use them, in ad
dition to the tools described in 
the book, 'Synergetics'.

"Q, Are there any courses* de
grees, etc., in Synergetics?

"A* Wo.
"%> What's the gimmick? What's 

in it for you gayol
"A. Synergetics is a ccuse, a 

arusade. A grciqp of us decided to 
do something about the H-bomb. We 
believe that existing political and 
social institutions moke an atomic 
holocaust inevitable in the long run 
unless something is done about it.

"Basically, wo believe the prob
lem is not that some and aoieaobista 
invented the bomb, but that people 
do not understand one another. Tory 
do not understand one another be
cause each of us lives in a defen

sive shell that we put to P10- 
teat ourselves. She reason we put 
up this stall is that we do not 
understand ourselves.

"A basic problem requires a bas
ic solution. The discovery of the 
Synergic mode is the key to that 
solution. She next step is io evoke 
it stably in a group of people. The 
step after that is to grow, and 
also to generate tynargy in the 
general coaaunity. Sooner or later, 
we know that a 1 critical mass' will 
be reached, and a wove of synergy 
will sweep the world. Mar will be
come unthinkable..."—Art Coulter, 
M.D*, Worthington, Ohio.

"In this business of improving 
behavior, I look for short-cuts and 
easy ways. Sometimes I get stung, 
but I also find long, elaborate 
mrstams that are not acre effective 
than short ones.

"Also, I like to find unity, a 
little of it at least, and simplic
ity in these systems. Tor me the 
idea of relaxation is practical and 
simple and it fits in with some of 
ths other ideas that go around. Tor 
example, Mr. lit seisin begins X- 
Therajy by saying, *Balax, dose 
your eyes and see what happens'. 
Bon Hubbard's first thsramy inclu
ded a reverie, a sead-relaxed ooss- 
dition, and the results caused es- 
citeaent across ths country. Stew
art White, in one of his books, 
started his procedure with, *Bdax 
ptysioally andf empty the foreground 
of your adnd'. Itarcises in relax
ation can be used in the first step 
of Mr. Morey’s Mstadhroaic Trocess- 
Ing. These four people were united 
in thought without ¡mowing it. That 
is, they were united on one point, 
the idea of relaxation. This point 
of agreesMnt should be useful to 
those who read this and read that 
and ask themselves, 'Who is right, 
or what is best among all this 
difference of opinion?'

"A booklet on how to relax costs 
18 cents. That's the beauty of sia- 
Tlified things, low cost. You get 
t from Dr. A. B. Wiggan in care of 

ths newspapers that publish his 
odium, 'Let's Kcplore Tour Mind'." 
—Bobert Woodward, Bow Orleans, la.

"Ine Lockhart’s letter in this 
Aberree sure is fitting. Got a real 
good laugh out of it.

"Good paper this one—Aberree, I 
mean Bom gal said something about 
they used to be humorous (funny). Boms to me they're getting mare so 
all the time."--Jackie Ishmael, Ok
lahoma City, Okla*

"At rare intervals a truly dif
ferent and valuable contribution to 
the efforts to understand ourselves 
comes along. Buch a one is 'The 
Boots of Tsyehottarcpy' by Whitaker 
and Ifcdone...

"These two teachers and doctors 
set cut to clarity the concepts of 
psychotherapy so as to sake suc
cessful therapy more teachable, and 
shorten the processes wad thus re
duce the cost of troataent. They 
aimed at an integration of the suo- 
cessful aspects of the various 
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schools of therapy. The book Is 
divided into three parte. The 
first > 'Foundation'. deals with the 
relationship of pqychotharaxy to 
general biology, especially to 
growth sad adaptation, sad with the 
on—cm features as veil as diffosu 
eases in the ■■¿or approaches to 
psychotherapy. 'noceaa' presents 
a foxvulation of the essential pha
ses and the dynamics of any pmrcho- 
therapeutic relationship. 'Tech» 
niques' presents acne of their 
methods. The bock is intended for 
aoycne, no natter what his train
ing* who has the enqperienoa of 
treating patients or id» has boon a 
patient himself. This includes psy
chiatrists, clinical pqydhologMtaf 
social workers, doctors, and nenv 
others with different orientations: 
religious* vocational* industrial, 
educational, recreational, and re
habilitative. Students of inman 
behaviour and society should find 
material here which will help than 
to help others. It lays stress upon 
wellness. It attempts to give acne 
notion of what can be done to in
crease the effeotiveness of thera
py, and to point cut sone of the 
pitfalls that jeopardise that ef
fort.

"One of the main lines of ap
proach is to bring out the uncons
cious attitudes of the therapists. 
There is discussion of why people 
decide to become therapists, and 
how their attitudes affect their 
work. An interesting point is made 
that people should be social thera
pists* i.e.. Dianetioists• scien
tologists , or what have you before 
taking formal training. This exper
ience will weed out the sincere 
fr* the greedy* and help to soften 
the harshness and flatness of the 
professionals* who Jumped into 
'processing* before they knew what 
they were getting into. Bo one can 
be successful as a therapist unless 
he has felt the need to be a pa
tient * and has received sone meas
ure of help. The additional train
ing and experience he gains will 
serve to deepen his understanding 
of himself and his fellows. The 
point is also made that thenqy 
with ary one 'auditor' should be 
fairly short and have an abrupt 
termination, at the choosing of the 
'preclear'. Otoe advantage among 
many is that the departing predear 
can expose his auditor's mistakes, 
and so the auditor has a chance to 
trow also, if he has the maturity 

o profit from his mistakes. If he 
is not mature enough to change his 
methods * he needs more treatment 
himself.

"There is also discussion on the 
fantasy or 'core' stage of process
ing, anxiety, relationships with 
the preclear's family, and trans
ference. Transference seems to be 
an essential peat of the process. 
1 would say definitely that the 
troubles experienced in Phoenix 
were almost entirely due to mis
handled transference, and hence 
were essential for the growth of 
all concerned. Scientologists must 
crawl before they can run: • Scien- 
tologg has been compared to yoga. If 

it is viewed as a Karma Toga rather 
“ ja Toga one can take a more
of it, as

and sympathetic view 
bnsinese of 'cornera

of a roesuthetans, etc.' then Alla 
into perspective M pert of the ten
ta* stone dealt with by Khitekor 
end Malone, rather than «-*- 
the void of unsaniW. .

"Thue the grtas adrep 
five years ago advancee

"Thanks for The...Aberroe—end 
the very refreshing joummlistiB 
style. That alone may help to ante 
your publication a success. Of 
course the contents are Aacinatiag 
to me. Hubbard's work has bean in
teresting from the beginning, in * 
academic way.

"Tour present disilln a i tw—it 
with him reminds me of ny am pain
ful 'graduation' from the I Hi 
Teachings of G* V. Ballard, in 1937« 
Ve find a teacher, confuse the wis
dom with the man, until we heoows 
wise ourselves—not a pleasant ex- 
?erience when the break comes—oa 
t has to Come if we're sincere in 

our search for truth. Ae for Hub
bard, you've revealed enough in
that he han failed to the tart
of humility. I should guess that 
his course can only bo dowramrd ms- 
til this life ends. He'll sort A* 
one defensive position to owth* 
because all who don't agree with 
him are enemies to be destroyed-

"If you understand what rW ear
ing you are in a position to hup 
the many others who hare been burned 
in Hubbard's flame. Vanier whan 
'graduation' is caning far Clan 
Johnson?

"Ify remarks * Dianetics, in ay 
last lecture, ware dream largely 
fr* Dr. Vinter's excellent book. 
Dr. Volte's fine «*an in FAS 
Magazine, and from infonmtion 
gathered through personal contacts 
with several Barters of the origi
nal Dianetics Foundation here in 
1950-1951.

"Keep up your good work and nev
er doubt your ability to handle 
each day's problems as they co* 
along. God knows the world needs 
dedicated teachers and you are one." 
--Riley Crabb, Honolulu, T.H.

"The time has 00* to disclose 
that perhaps the main reason Mr. 
Hubbard ever 'disapproved' of the 
EXectrop^rchometer was that he re
ceived formal notification that his 
franchise to biy and sell Hectro- 
psychometers had be* summarily can
celled.

"Wiy? The cancellation resulted 
from Mr. Hubbard's publication of 
his '30 ' technique and others of 
similar nature thereafter. I re
gard some of these techniques * 

sinister, and their effects des
tructive. „ _.
. -It'. striking .that *- .&b- 

the 'O' mesne pneBiedy that—nero. 
Ths uert instimi *30* wee first weed 
iy eld-time pioneer railroad telo

farewell. 
"Vinoe inirrlTnu Mr. BMud we

singly
iitive 11-

ne to XñKf (Ml—Inrinding even 
Hibbard, and he recently has

fbmar wder the direction of SA 
L. GaUert in all of the major oit- 
i* of the U.S.A."—Volney Mathi- 
KD. Zoe Angelee, Chi if.

"Ae a fellow Infinite, I feel it 
to be oUigad toty to acknowledge

material. To*wit, find enclosed
attention unite for the ' 'GLinloal 
Course Botes'.

"hnw thing. I ** to mt quite 
an auditing eeesion out at reeding 
such materials. Vender if others get 
sane effort. Of oouree ay trick is 
to read al* and make onebn* be
tween words. phrases, or BiBTanceo 
This method cuts my reading q^eed 
down to average John Q. Itaiblic qpeed 
but it is surprising what you c* 
get out of it. I'll bet irtth the 
rigjht materials, I could got up to 
at least Operating That* third 
class well, fourth or fifth dam, 
azywey. Gee whiz. It ought to be a 
theta clear status—all right, dam 
it—* unoperating entheta unclear— 
Want to cone to qy funeral? I just 
hit bottom. Hurry before I atop 
through-"—ex-joe zubris, Darrhrs 
ter, *ss.

"Mey I advise you to avoid theme 
nylon typewriter ribbons. They do 
have a alight advantage in danty. 
but they dry out so tert it's not 
fumy.. .Sature of the fabric appar
ently good for *ny things, not so 
wall suited to typeribbens.

"Besides being a sincere effort 
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to convey information likely to be 
useful to you. please note that al- 
thougb this information is not in 
favor of nylon ribbons, it is not 
low toned unless untrue. And it 
does not heve to be entirely riAt, 
either; you nay have had a better 
experience with some particular 
brand td nylon ribbon which has 
been able to use the fineness and 
firmness of the fabric while doing 
away with the quick-drying feature, 
which is here not any advantage. If 
so, I will be pleased to correct sy 
^^You follow my drift? There is 
nothing lor in tone about data as 
data, whether glad, sad, or mad— it 
is only bad if it is false. Tslse 
cheer is bad, sad, mad data- Dinned 
ideals can be brightened knowledge.

"...I have composed a poem which 
I claim is absolutely toneless, and 
Tt goes like this?

"If they act like that at ®Q, 
What does the process really do? 
"Evexybody hates this pom tt- 

capt me; I like it.
"Veil, about our group news. I 

have quit and after some argument 
the group has fired me. If I sneak 
in I am supposed to be ignored, and 
if anybody not in the know should 
ask who that woman is huddled over 
there in the corner, they should 
say Jane Doe, or some other decent 
concealment. * — Alma Hill, Boston, 
Mass.

"I hare two thoughts on Scientol
ogy'» present condition. First, for 
3» years Hubbard gave his »stem to 
the public. Now he wants to take it 
back, to assume full control. He 
can't have it. He no longer fully 
owns it. Bow frustrating this must 
feel. LHH had a large complex »stem 
to propagate in a short time. He had 
small leisure to learn of other de
velopments paralleling his own. 
Hence his superficial view of Gen
eral Semantics and apparent ignor
ance of the pioneering work in XLec- 
tropsychoa»tzy, especially that of 
Belch and Jacobson. Ve noticed this 
in Houston since the originel Hous
ton Dianetics Society grew directly 
out of the local General Semantics
Society, and so many local Scientol
ogists are electronics engineers.

"On games, there doesn't seem any 
ordered foxsnlaticns applying games 
theory to Scientology, though such 
is possible... The ««is comes up persisisntlyin advanced Route One 
processing, especially in recovering 
Prime Postulates, and how these do
not agree with the §1 Axioms...There 
is much speculation of Hubbard's 
game, its object and strategies, but 
so far the answers are a shade too 
esoteric for me...

"I enjoyed your June cover de
sign. The wildcats and squirrels 
eyeing each other warily from oppos
ing sets of columns. Sharply witful. 
Personally, though I may qualify as 
a criminal under the Phoenix speci
fications, I am distinctly not a 
squirrel. I am a dog. Sir, an impu-

be functioning quite well in the 
outer darkness; bettor often than 
many in the bosom of the fold. I 
don't see Dr. Coulter, V. Mathison, 
1. Pope, etc., coasting to any shud
dering halt, do you? Has anybody but 
me noted the striking similarity be
tween the history of Dn.and Sci. end 
that of Psychoanalysis?...,

"Perhams Hubbard has now commit
ted himself to a strategy whose suc
cess requires a type of personality 
who would never commit himself to 
such a strategy. This predicts ul
timate loss. The situation makes it 
desirable to have independent or 
'wildcat' publications in the field, 
such as Aberxee and BEH, which are 
not censorable by the central organ
isation and are thus able to put ait 
information freely and at low cost 
to people who can use it. Also, the 
American culture is not nearly as 
bankrupt either spiritually or in
tellectually as UE mocks it up to 
be."—Fred Hand, Houston, Texas.

more you know, 
less you know.

the less you 
the more you

"Vfaless, of course.

aunt of knowledge. As he grows al
der, the more he learns, the less ha 
fagati» If man could go backward, and 
unlearn the things he knows, ho 
would know more.

(•o—to knew, meaning to under
stand by learning).

(°—to k™««. meaning to under
stand by communication).

To Bo Bight Bow
"Bach individual is always right 

for himself. --------
l!go one is every wrong.
•Therefore, when one is right for 

himself, he is wrong for everything 
else.

I am right. Swing yours.*—Glenwood Veech, Kay West Til a.
"Trouble with your stories in 

The Aberree is that you assume the 
reader knows almost as much as you 
do. You don't give enough back
ground, so we have to guess at what 
the news is about. Bed as the CP 
and AP, you are. Take a lock at 
Time sometime, not that you should 
copy its phoney human interest, but 
for facto enough to make sense. 
CheersS"—Cecil williams, Hamilton,
Ontario.

"X wish to express ay real ap
preciation for your courtesy in 
sending me the address of botn Art 
Coulter and A. 1. Kitselman...

"You mentioned that you were in
clined to believe that a person 
will get just as much cut or ABY 
'ology' as he is willing to put in
to it and WEPT. I have emphasized 
the word EXHBCT, as that parallels 
Wei go8 in his statement that 'Ve do 
not necessarily get what we WART,

EOT WE INVARIABLY OT EXACTLY WHAT 
WB BAHiur.' In other words, doesn't 
that boll down to the word FAITH 
that was emphasized so such in the 
Bible? & other words if you hare 
sufficient FAITH in any 'ology' and 
EXPECT TO GET HESDLTS then results 
will have a better chance of forth- 
Gd&UuTe

"The balance of your letter and 
especially where you state that you 
wish the entire field would take a 
broader view and make their own 
evaluation from a broadened view
point , is one I heartily endorse. 
It seems that it would be a much 
'healthier' sign of Sanity. Follow
ing 'blindly' any leadership does
n't shor much ' self-determinism', 
on the part of the individual. May
be it takes this 'blind foil wing8 
to buildup the EXFECTATIOH and 
FAITH and obtain miracles. ifeybe 
that is where I stumble.

"I like the ABERREE. Shoved it 
to a friend who has an HCA; they 
frankly stated it contained much 
more than a certain publication 
costing 18.50...

"I am glad that there is an Al- 
phia Hart with enough ’aEU-DETER- 
^I»l' to pat out the ABERHEE with 
the other side of the 'horse' to 
view, as well as OTHERS WITH THEIR 
VIEWPOINTS TO VIEW.*—V. C. Runkel. 
Tucana, Wash.

"Your good cheer is so civilised 
with respect to the unintelligent 
comments about you from Phoenix. 
Having begun by being, unpartisan, I 
needed no critical ability to as
sess, from their temper, tone, and 
content, the worthlessness of those 
comments. And. I am afraid, of much 
else there. One even wonders about 
the photographic evidence, from Ab
ility Major 2. Ve must not be mis
led by superficialities, however.* 
—Sam B. Householder, Birmingham* 
Alabama.

"I am sure that you would not be 
striking out against the present 
faults of IBS and the HASI if they 
did not represent something import
ant to you and which you fear is 
being destroyed by the present ac
tivities.

"I can 'sympathize' with you, 
having gene through the same or 
similar feelings at a time whan you 
were in the heart of things...

"At this time I merely assume 
that Hubbard deliberately does the 
things which others are so bothered 
with. I call your attention to a 
statement of John Chapbell at the 
Rew York Dianetics Group's first 
anniversary dinner In which he in
timated that anyone who identified 
IBH with Dianetics would be in for 
a lot of trouble. Just extend that 
to IBH 4 HASI should not be identi
fied with IBH or D/S.*—B.Ross, New

"Why can't all your subscribers 
be required to wear ’Davy Crockett' 
hats? I think this has possibili- 
t£es."--John R. Richards, Jr., &ap- 
ten, Va. (3d. Bote—Of what mater
ial, John?)
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- (ID. KCX-- After this »oath's 
issue was Mie up and typed, we re
ceived the following report on the 
'big Aar' in Washington, Mehadbo 
"kill'' a page of letters to got it 
in, but we hope the writers won't 
wind the substitution.)

"...Bow. to the theoretical side 
of -the Oongress. Thefe are. appar
ently. no thonderous now develop
ments. h" is still finding out 
'how far south* ha has to go—still 
trying to axeek the rough cases, 
that Is. the sain development is 
the reapplicetiau of the tone scale 
aerobe the know-to-^ystery scale, or 
▼ice ▼eras.

"Before I got .into it. I should 
say that about 1/3 of the people at 
the Congress stood up as haring 
bean thoroughly exteriorised or 
haring had a P.C. exteriorised be
yond doubt. Bon used this to prove 
the existence of exteriorization.

"Bov, the new chart. The six ba
sic processes are still the seme:

1. Two-way cosmunication.
2. Significances.
J. 8RhP. 8-C.
4. .Opening Procedure by Duplica

tion (DirtyjO).
5. Beneby of Baringness.
o. Spotting nets.
"Bon says that lb. o 'almost is 

the same as Boute 1', which is log
ical enough—you don't hare to get 
too such reality on spotting a spot 
before you can be there, and 'being 
there' is the basis of Boute 1.

"So, you try the basic processes 
and if the P-C- doesn't exteriorise, 
you haul cut your chart. I call it 
a handy little guide to extensive 
conversation. A connand. compounded 
froa the directions and the chart, 
could' be 'Think a thought about 
hiding a oystexy'. This is. of 
course, very mechanistic, the way 
Ban's processes usually are. and 
could probably be rendered into 
something more closely approaching 
conversational Biglish. Then you 
can have the P.C. 'gat a problem, 
get a solution, or get some conse
quences'.

"The first step, though, is to 
spot him on the chart. Bon now says 
that he is 'most likely to be below 
0.0'. Start, Change, and Stop cor
respond to 'controlling bodies' on 
the old -0 tone scale. Bespcnsible 
is 'Responsibility as Blamed 'Own' 
is about bodies, also 'Protect', 
and 'Hiding' is still hiding. The 
key to spotting a P-C.here—and it 
maxes sense to me—is to take the 
level below the level that he is 
confused about. Por instance, you 
can ask him to tell you the conse
quences of being apathetic about 
sex and he may not be able to grasp 
what you are talking about. But 
when you get to his level, he'll be 
able to tell you about it.

"O.K., now that you have him 
spotted, you ask him to 'think a 
thought', etc. As he thinks these 
thoughts, or gets the consequences, 
presumably his thinking will stra
ighten cut on each one—he will get 
a 'cognition' as Bon calls it— a 
naw Scientologese word.

"To me, the chart is in essence 
a guide to how to get down to low

Lament of a Condemned Infinite!
"B® three feet baek be

hind your headj
• Twill make you free, • 
the Teacher said.

"Be on the moon; be in 
the sun. 
Be here. Be there. 
Don't we have fun?"

"Put stars in corners— 
right and left.
Mock up a room with 
walls bereft.

Pick up the sound, the feel, the stink.
And while I chatter—DON'T TOD THINK!"

A "Black (that's what they called me) Five"— 
Too devilish to be alive.

And all because I couldn't be 
A mere "spot" in infinity.

reality levels. In other words, 
what do you discuss with neurotics in order to get into communication? 
I think the chart is supposed to 
tall you, and the 'thoughts. prob
lems, and consequences' are to get 
the P.C. to re-examine his postul
ates—those he is able to re-exam
ine, which we have already estab
lished. If the chart Is accurate— 
and -O.0 is far enough south, we 
should go somewhere. Bcm seems to 
think that as soon as the P.C. realizes that he is being a body. he 
will be able to exteriorise. The 
tone level at which this is sm>- 
posed to happen is around 0.0, 
where he realises that the body can 
die, and he can escape, etc. > and 
not hare to be compulsively attached 
to it.

"Now you can go back to the six 
basic processes. The preclear is presumably in a position to run ullttBo

"There was a lecture, or part of 
one, on the 'ownership' deal. Seesis 
that you carry around facsimiles 
and are confused or unknowing about 
who owns them. Getting the r.C. to 
'get the feeling that —- owns it* will blew it as soon as the P-C-re
alises to whom he hab assigned own
ership. Cognition again.

"Another process is 
ness*. Like dollars means grocer
ies in the ice box, get MST ob
E* ' to say to you. 'I mean------ .' 

the mesrnings ridiculous.) 
s significances.

"A benefit of consequences proc
essing is that it is supposed to get the P.C. through the anatty and 
anger barriers—emotions the audi
tor doesn't usually want to face in 
a pre-clear.
.. "A twist on the remedy of hwy- ingness. Have P.C. push^ amuSesTn 
upon himself, not null. Seems that 
fulling gets him involved in energy 

lows somehow. Makes him affect or senething.
"Here is what I consider to be an 

important change in interpretation.

Cb Dirty 30, you now 'tag along* on 
detours % the P.C. > but steer him 
back to the next question, never 
varying the order of commends. Seems 
that too many ccaaunioaticns lines were being sopped.

"The over-all , tendency in proc
esaos seams to be (to me—1 only of
fer this ms a personal opinion) away 
from extrema asehenni sties, and^t?- 
waxd 'talking with* the P.C. Seems that a P.C.too has no reality on the anchenteal techniques only derives 
limited benefit fraa them, as he 
doesn't agree to be processed by 
them. Bon now soys that you should 
establish an agreement that you are 
in a session each time, so as not to waste time processing machines. I 
can see where the techniques will battar down machines (have seen it 
work) but feel that such an agree
ment, if honestly and equally (not overbearingly) reached, will make 
processing more effective.

"This seems to be the era of get
ting the P.C.to cooperate instead of 
bulldosing him. Do you remember the 
injunctions to 'not go into A.B.C. 
with the P.C.; it will only pull you 
down to his level't Ithink teat 
someone has finally realised that A. 
B.C. includes consrmi nation, end 
that a P.C. with whom you are not in 
communication will not get well very

"The last two paragraphs are pure 
unsubstantiated personal opinion, 
backed up only by the facts already 
presented.

"The over-all theoretical situa
tion, then, is: Try the six basic 
processes, end if they don't work, 
go to the chart (sake conversation, 
as it were), and than back to the 
basics.

"Some gossip about people: Among 
the group leaders were: luck and Jan 
Halpern. S. Stain. Lyle Sudrow, L. 
Hamilton. Don Bichols.. .Don Breed
ing. Iferilyn Vail ace, and John Sanborn are HABIstaff in Washington— meybe more.. .Dior Steves was going 
to Australia, but there's some ques- 
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iion abcat ths Ausaies anteiag up 
the fare, sod. the HASI an't aflord 
1M--4&81119.

"Looking at L.H.H.'a 30 factors 
which were 'Humbly tendered as a 
GUT TO MANKIND (my emphasis)' > in 
the light of such selflessness, 
past not present, I am moved to 
write the following letter, copies 
of which shall be sent to State and 
Federal authorities who may be in
terested.

"flease do not misunderstand me. 
I like Dianetics and Scientology, 
but have lost respect for its ad
ministrators. Chow me a man/woman 
with High Class Aberrations and I 
will show you a LRH Scientologist.

"It my be truthfully said I am 
biased because Scientologists un- 
bluahingly stripped me of several 
hundred dollars. ALSO I cannot hon
estly say that I am not smarter—I 
DW I've been ROBBKD!

"But the letteri
"'Dianetics' 1950 now Scientolo- 

gy/Dianetics was written and in
troduced ty its "head* . L. Bon Hub
bard. The subtitle to this book is 
"The Modem Science of Mental 
Health". 1. Bon Hubbard maintained 
that the application of his scien
tific theory would empty all mental 
institutions.

"'Following the introduction of 
Dianetics. Hubbard found that a 
therapy may not be practiced with
out a license. Rather than fight 
for recognition of his Positive 
Science oy repeated perfect demon
strations proving his contentions, 
Mr. Hubbard deployed and emerged 
under the protective mantle of 
Cbnrchlam and Religion. We now 
hare the Church of Scientology 
practicing this therapy as minis
ters in naqy states of our union at 
a minimum fee of <10 per hour, us
ing B.C. (Before Our«) methods.

"'Sciontology/Dianetic therapeu
tics are as devoid of relationship 
to church, religion, or Divine In
tervention as are the therapeutics 
of medical science.'

'May the God of Scientology 
bless you.*--Jacob Ansel, Milwau
kee. Vis.

"Sony, but I do not feel in
clined to renew sub. as ay Interest 
in diaaetics-scientology has waned 
to the vanishing point. It is a 
case of the blind leading the blind 
at 1500 per.

"As I have always said, some day 
the thing will jell and then I may 
see you again. Dianetics was a good 
start. Too bad it was thrown away. 
The recent revival (T) hasn't 
helped much that I aan see...

"Scientology and its 'preachers' 
and 'churches' give me a laugh.

"As long as man tries to pull 
himself up with his own bootstraps 
he will get nowhere, for there Is 
nowhere for nan to go but in a met
aphysical direction, so I am stick
ing to metaphysics, but I am not 
going to put out a sure fire method 
until I have definitely proven my 
concepts." —Dr. Addison O'Neill, 
Daytona Beach, Fla.

Plowing Uq the Field
To discover whether Dia-

netics is building a better 
bridge of solid material or 
mere wind, Don Schuster has 
started a much-needed cam
paign to collect data from 
auditors on the results of 
their processing. This he 
calls his Records Research 
Program, and those willing 
to help are asked to write 
him in care of the C.A.D.A. 
Eventually, maybe we audi
tors will be willing to ac
cept proprietorship for more 
and more of this "humble 
gift to man” and quit wait
ing for everything to be 
done for us—at the expense 
of freedom...The COMMUNICA
TOR—moved to Phoenix from 
Denver less than a year ago 
—has gone about as far as 
it can go (west, that is). 
The current issue was pub
lished in Richmond, Calif., 
where Editor Frances Berg
lund discovers that proc
essing, during her extended 
absence, has brought many 
in the Bay area up tone... 
And speaking of publica
tions , Henrietta Moore, of 
their own editorial board, 
won a year’s subscription 
to her own magazine hy nam
ing the "Newsletter of the 
Scientology Grpup of Port
land" the ARC-AID..,

Pearl and Carroll Hennick 
report that their Siamese 
cat, Sludge, tangled with a 
hit and run driver, recent
ly, and now won’t be pro

viding a companion for the 
Aberree’s office cat, Luci- 
puss, who’s getting a bit 
too cocky having the field 
to herself. Also, from some 
weird source, Lucipuss got 
the idea' she' s a "wildcat"— 
which she wn't. - . Alma Hill 
of Boston thinks Walt Kel
ly's name can be scratched 
off the HASI's "Project Ce
lebrity (a project wherein 
non-famous auditors are 
supposed to contact, audit, 
and generally improve a long 
list of persons who already 
are famous)• Kelly—who 
draws "Pogo"—she says, is 
"already there"...Recently, 
we heard of an "operating 
thetan" who permitted his 
body to lease a building in 
hot Phoenix without checking 
to see if his landlord had 
overlooked a little matter 
of air conditioning...The 
current issue of DIANOTES 
prints a letter from Jim 
Struckmeyer, attorney for 
the HASI, defending the ed
itor of The ABERREE against 
recent irresponsible char
ges in one of the ABILITYs. 
Thank you, Lawyer Jim and 
Editor Bob Collings...

Among visitors to The 
ABERREE office last month 
were Brother Art of Fort 
Worth, who borrowed 14 hours 
of A.L.Kitselman tapes from 
the 120 hours lent us by 
Lee Lockhart, and Mary and 
Harry Crass of Phoenix, who 
stopped on their vacation 
trip to Milwaukee. Harry 
once was a "big man" in Di
anetics circles, and he's 
still a big man, even though 
his interest in Scientology 
has cooled a bit. But he 
wasn’t too big for the al
leged "dark hole in an al
ley" some editor wrote of 
The ABERREE office just be
fore he went into the long, 
long, long silence...Norman 
Fritz, who attended the big 
shindig in Washington, says 
there'll still be a mid
west Dianetics-Scientology 
conference—but we're not 
yelling "wolf" again until 
we get the critter's paw
prints ...
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Ey TIDO CHURCHILL 
PHOENIX, June 

16—There are two 
reports current 
on the taped Con
gross held in 
Phoenix: One, that 
it was a success, 
even without Ron, 

„ ... and the dichotomy 
¿T?// wa®a ^i°p

because of 
absence. 
Churchills

Ron’s 
The 
had

Ji, other, more im
M i ’ portant business.

' «^—5 Head quarters 
for the H.A.S.I. will remain 
at 1017 North Third until 
further notice, with Burke 
Belknap in charge of train-

Freddie and Bob Sutton 
are expecting almost any 
day now, and their new swim
ming pool is being rushed— 
although not exactly in 
preparation for the event.

Jim and Jean Struckmeyer 
plan a trip to Honolulu in 
August. (Ooo-la-la, or is 
it a-lo-ha?)

A. E. VanVogt spoke to 
the Phoenix Dia-Sci. Group 
recently—a validation on 
study he has done on the Six 
Basic Processes. He thinks 
they work uniformly well 
under proper conditions and 
without variations. (How 
about a report on this for 
The. ABERREE, Van?)

The Iron Cap Caper uran
ium exploration and promo
tion business is proving as 
erratic as the soul-saving 
business—even though it is 
being guided by Scientolo
gists .

Jon Kenworthy reports of 
the Washington conference 
that Ron gave his usual 
fine act, ran his usual cir
cuits, and the usual faith
ful gave forth with their 

C0QFTBATIV1 BEALE». by 1. B-
Btaiim—In »inxple language, 

tta author tells now hunan tnd- 
lotions can be used to am di
sease—your awn, or in coopera
tion with others, degnale dan« 
anatrate the use of a few inex
pensive squares of copper end 
lengths of copper wire—end the 
laboratory is couplet«. Son of 
the cure» claimed for this «in
ni; process will «tarile yon.- 
395 pages, fries .... *4.00
sons CH THE CLEnCAL 0O0B8B—

More then 200 pages of notes' 
from lectures given by L. Bn 
Hubbard to students ox his *800 
Clinical Course. Shoes cover 
theory, processeanot smdlshle 
outside the alassroon. end the 
exact patter for several hours 
of group processing. . . eo.OO
SUHUWHEABY BOTES CW THE DOC-

TOBATE COCBSB. 52 pages of 
notes bki'Londxxt lectures.* • *1*

usual enthusiastic reac
tions .

Wish we could share our 
heat with you. It was 112° 
the other day.-s0e-

Dragons fear thunder. 
20 '

»year, 12 issoas . .

Order from The ABERREE
Äiid. Oklahcea207 Sorth tfashingien

acsBom^Aiu^. of 
porlag In a «nail to

2-75 
1-50 
1.«

they «nbroil the closely-tnit 
neighbors of a snail village. 
Herein is pictured a phase of 
Americana that has all but dis
appeared. 3J2 pages . . .*2.50
ESISTO. DIABETIC BBVIBB-an in

dependent, self-dotemined- ■
British monthly , with news and

la too velum«—by Volney

OPERATING CHETANS
WHO WANT TO "OPERATE" BETTER

Unless your eyes are burned out by the deadly 
radiations from your T-V, how about giving your
self a treat with a good bode, as you sit cosily 
before the fire some sumer evening? May we sug
gest any or all of the following:

doctors far van In thaxapy. A 
theory of non apd i^y. ho is Hl — 
no smdont can afford to pass 
19. «tetter he usas on BLactro- 
parnhonetar or not. Bott vol-

HEAL YUaBSELT, G. and H. Anthoy • • • - • 
YOU LIVE AFTE DEATH. fy Harold Shereen . ■ 
CH ADDITE». By Martha Coarti» ....... 
SCIEHTGLOGY 8-8Ó08. (first Mitian=-D»ed) .. .
'TBCENICJIE 88"—15 hours of Hubbard tspos. nado in June, 1952 

These are on plastic, and in notai cans. Bargain at • • ScO.QO
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HOW HIGH IS One of the 
UP? AND HOW things we are 
LOW IS DOWN? prone to look 

askance at in 
the new Tone Scale is the 
placing of man below 0.0, 
We do not think it optimum 
to continue putting such a 
mock-up before auditors with 
which to evaluate those who 
will be coming to them for help.

Man, since he barricaded 
himself from his own know
ingness, has become more 
and more a product of his 
own facsimiles—his this- 
life mock-ups. And from his 
first wailing protest, those 
in his environment seem to 
take vicious delight in 
seeing that he adheres to a 
formula of meekness, apol
ogy, and shame.

Preachers tell us that 
man is born in sin, that he 
cannot redeem himself, and 
can only be "saved” through 
the sacrifices of a man who 
died for our sins more than 
2,000 years ago. Some even 
say that an all-knowing God 
put man in a Garden of Eden 
with a tree of temptation, 
and then damned man because 
he dared give in to tempta
tion, which, if He really 
had been an all-knowing God, 
He would have known when He 
put man in the Garden what 
man would do.

And man, being a crea
ture created by One who, if 
all-knowing, knew in advance 
what would happen—well, it 
is such ridiculous reason
ing as this that has turned 
man away from those who
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claim to be trying to help 
him by telling him how des
picable he has been from 
the beginning, and that he 
stands NO chance of redemp
tion (whatever that means) 
through his own efforts. Is 
it any wonder that children 
cry in terror when told how 
futile it is for them to 
try and be what they can't 
be, yet must be?

Yet this is no more rid
iculous than for an "expert" 
on man’s basic goodness to 
continually point out, via a chart of hypothetical and 
arbitrary numbers, the base
ness of someone who is bas
ically good, and holding up 
as his only hope of salva
tion an expensive course or 
two in an unproven and copy
righted collection of ideas 
and ideologies. This is a 
continuation of the rule by 
fear—the stocks with which 
the churches have for ages 
enslaved the masses and set 
up an unofficial autocracy.

Man, as part of the Great 
Infinite, can be no worse 
nor lower than he considers 
himself, and we think it’s 
about time someone comes up 
with a means of showing man 
how to improve the qualities 
he HAS rather than pointing 
out how unredeemable he is 
or how low he is on a tone scale. A
"PERMANENT " Each day, it 
IS JUST HOW .becomes more 
PERMANENT? and more evi

dent, "perman
ent" to thé HAS! means "subject to whim". And we are 
not feeling sorry, either. 

for the dozen or more Phoe
nix landlords who suddenly 
find themselves, in the 
midst of the dull summer season, tramping the burn
ing sands in search of tenants.

Latest insult to the word 
"permanent" is a paragraph 
in a late AM ¡.ITT, which 
says Founding Beaters, to 
retain their masterships, 
must cast an annual vote 
for the Board of Directors. 
These are the h—terwMpe 
which were awarded in 1963 
on a ’poiaimnt* basis in 
gratitude to those who con
tributed $25 or more to res
cue Dianetics when it found 
itself on the desert, naked 
and hungry, after it had 
been wrested from the shel
ter of its Wichita umbrella.

To make voting easier, 
only one naae is listed for 
each office on the ballot— 
but don't get the idea this 
is a Nazi-type "Ja" ballot, 
either. The article says, 
quite plainly, that you can 
vote for any seven names 
you please. But you'd bet
ter vote, or that "perman
ent" membership, like some 
of the certificates issued 
to graduates of the various 
and sundry schools—will be 
about as permanent as a gyp
sy camp.

Of course this rule, like 
the "permanent“ memberships 
it threatens, also may be 
"permanent" —which means: 
"subject to change, with or 
without notice".

AAA

OLD MODEL "T* Recommen- 
STILL ABLE TO ' ded reading: 
PERAMBULATE Eight arti

cles by L.
Ron Hubbard on "Straight 
Wire" in ABILITY MAJOR 4, 
Those who got good results 
one time and poor results 
another in the use of Dia
netics may find herein the 
reasons why. Also, theymay 
be glad to learn that, with a few minor improvements, the-1950 Model "TV'fT for Time Track Tracing) is still able to perambulate.



If It Works, You Don’t Need Proof
By 18-11-19, DoScne

WRITER who tries to stun up Scien- 
tolegy finds himself offering a 
collection of flat statements with 

very little "proof". This is space-
saving, but the "logical development" of 
a scientific structure—that is, the ar
guments and evidence offered to support 
the thesis—usually take up about 80 per
cent of the length of any work offering a 
now theory or set of theories. But there 
is another, more basic reason for leaving 
them out—there aren't any "acceptable" 
proofs.

Now, just what do we mean by "ac
ceptable"? I am using it in the sense, 
acceptable to the "orthodox sciences". 
What is acceptable to these sciencesT 
Various things in various cases. The 
physical scientists usually want an ex
periment that they can repeat to check the 
outcome. The social sciences used to 
follow the deductive logic type of proof. 
"If you accept my premises, then it logi
cally follows that..." Now, however, it 
is becoming increasingly fashionable to 
use inductive logic and statistical anal
ysis s "In so-and-so many thousand cases, 
x percent feel this way, and y percent 
feel this way. Therefore, the general 
trend seems to be..." This is not as neat 
and concise as the old deductive way, but, 
if properly handled, will probably give a 
more accurate picture of the way things are. However, 
statistics can be badly handled, sad there are many 
things about which we do not have masses of facts. So > 
we then have to rely on deductive logic and what John V. Campbell calls "functional redundancy*. If you 
say. "I'm going down town, down the streets, over the 
curbs, past cars, past buildings, etc.*, you are be
ing redundant: you are saying things that your lis
tener probably already knew before you were much past 
the word "town". If yen say "I'm going down town", 
you are using a redundancy of one; you've said about 
all yen need to s^ to get the idea over, and no 
more. But humans hare a tendency to form conclusions 
on less information; you could probably say "I'm off" 
and not be too badly misunderstood most of the time.

low, if you were „to: see some green leaves on 
branches showing over the top of a building, you'd 
probably say "There's a tree over there*, and you’d 
probably be right. But if you wanted to be sure, 
you'd say, "low, if no one is there just holding those 
branches up. and if. and if. and if. then there prob
ably is a tree over there". And no one could disprove 
that. And so we find out why technical writers are 

long-winded. They must be completely sure that they 
aren't out on one of the afore-mentioned limbs.

So. how do these various forms of proof pertain 
to Scientology? Veil, Bon has always said, "The proof 
of this lies in its workability. Tou do things with 
it and people get better". This is the type of proof, 
actually, that the physical scientists use—the heur
istic approach that Dr. Vinter made so such of in "A 
Doctor's Beport on Dianetics*. For some reason, how
ever, the other experimenters have never quite dupli
cated Rubbard's claims. And he has progressed grad
ually from the "Any intelligent person can do it* of 
the First Book to the current policy of copyrighting 
everything and off with his head if he uses Scientol
ogy and doesn't have a license.

Vow, the deductive approach can be quickly dis
carded for many people since they won't accept the 
premises of the argument. Tou can start to explain 
Scientology and a sharp person will begin to ask ques
tions that will sooner or later lead to an answer to 
which he will s«y flatly, "I don't believe that*— 
such as pre-lives.

At present, Bon is using "the weight of evidence", 
which is more inductive than anything else. The idea 
is. "There are so mazy examples of what we've dome 
that now you'll be forced to accept my premises". The 
only trouble has been that so far, most people haven't 
accepted his examples as valid. _____

Bow, most of you who read The ABERREE have seen, 
or done ■ or in some way experienced something that 
can't be sustained by physical science. Therefore, 
you may tend to agree with these examples. But FATE 
Magazine has been publishing hundreds of examples of 
sneh things for years, without convincing aiycne much 
except those already convinced or half-convinced. 
Sister Eenzy is an example of the overwhelming mass 
of evidence that you must hare to convince someone 
who is convinced the other way.

So, where does that leave us? Veil, it leaves me 
decided to offer no "proof" except where it can be 
shown reasonably well that thinking otherwise can lead 
to an absurdity—the famous "reductio ad absurdem" of 
the logicians and mathematicians. Those of you who 
can at least "provisionally" accept the premises of 
Scientology are invited to follow me through the 
twists and turns of development to the present state 
of the science—or religion, if you prefer. Then, you 
can, if you wish, do as Bon said in the book, Modern 
Science of Mental Health": Tou can find out for your
self. Hubbard has recently declared that no one may 
use or practice Scientology but those sanctioned by 
HASI. If you wish to contravene this edict, it is up 
to you. But the only way to have Scientology proved 
to you is to experience it. Then, after a fair trial, 
you nay drew your own conclusions as to its efficacy. 
Perhaps one or these days, there will be an overwhelm
ing mass of evidence to support it—evidence of a 
quality that you must accept. But I'm afraid that the 
Basic theory—the promises of Scientology—will remain 
unreasonable to the mass of people so long indoctri
nated in other ways of thinking.

(ID. BOTE—We asked one of the top auditors in 
the field for an article on Dianetics-Scientology, and 
he sent us a series. But, before he agreed to write 
for The ABEkkEE, he asked that his name be kept se
cret as he wants to keep his professional rating. So, 
that is Scientology—and this is the first of a series 
on the same subject.)
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"I Am" Is a Self-Imposed Limitation
Ely HARDIN D. WALSH, HDA, B.Scn., HGA, AB, Ph.D.

x^N SCIENTOLOGY we have heard much talk about the 
Thetan. It has been said that the Thetan is 
the Spirit that operates a mind and body. To 
avoid further confusion, let us be aware that 

Thetans, Spirits, Viewpoints* or Points from Which to 
View are the same thing. This is a true definition of 
a Thetan—but let us consider just what is the "Pre
clear" , or the "I Am" that you are processing when you 
approach a case as an auditor.

Those of us who have done much research in the 
field of Scientology and have tackled the problems of 
actually clearing an individual have come up with some 
interesting conclusions. This is by way of a brief 
report of what has been found to be useful knowledge 
in helping pre-clears along the road toward true spir
itual freedom. True spiritual freedom means practical 
evexy-day living with the body under control and able 
to cope with the material universe.

It has been said in the Doctorate courses of Sci
entology that it is necessary to acquaint or educate a 
Being who is on the road to freedom. Such an individ
ual has a tremendous potential for knowing, but this 
does not necessarily mean that he knows all. In fact* 
it is a most cruel trick to process an individual to a 
point where he has vast potentials of acceptability 
and projection without informing him of just what the 
"Game" is. If the correct information is given* much 
time and sat experience of bouncing up and down the 
Tone Scale is eliminated.

Let us consider that there is a state of "Theta" 
or "Total Being" which just "IS”. It can be termed 
God or any one of the many terms which are applied to 
it on this planet. We will refer to it as "IS".

In the "Beginning"—in relation to "Time" as we 
know it—we were IS. We were ALL—TOTAL and UNDDFEH- 
ENTIAiEu BEING. TEere existed total awareness of all 
things, simultaneously and in totality of all imagined 
perceptions. This includes chaos* order, creation* 
and destruction—all inclusive. In this state* which 
to us at this time might be considered incomprehensi
ble, there also existed timelessness, motionlessness* 
and foreverness. There was also the instantaneousness 
of consideration. To be aware meant the instantaneous 
creation and destruction of anything that might be 
considered; no time lag.

For each of us there sens, at the first * a vexy 
similar basic actions the POSSIBILITY 0Í CCHbIDERING 
ASSUMING AN IDENTITY OTHER THAN ALL. In the instant 
of this consideration, it became an instantaneous Cer
tainty of I Amness. The consideration TO BE seems to 
have become impinged upon the motionlessness, time
lessness* and foreverness, and thus came to be consid
ered irrevocable. I AM* the basic postulate of iden
tity, became an altered state of IS. hung up on these 
three facets of IS. However, it is NOT irrevocable as 
implied in the writing called "The Factors" and it can 
be run. But there are other considerations which make 
it a real tough bunch of ridges to knock cut.

The I Am is the basic awareness of the P-C; the 
part of him that sags I Am with certainty. He may have 
no certainty of his location or that he exists, but he 
will be very certain that he IS.

Let us consider the deeply buried reasons why the 
P-C has such difficulty of knowing his true identity. 
At the moment of the decision TO BE an identity or 
perhaps to be other than ALL* or in some P-Cs it is to 
be other than one* there isa tremendous* almost in- 
conceiyable downward shrinkingness from ALL. TEñs 
"space" fs^created. Or, rather, the illusion of space 
is created. The P-C at this moment exists as BEING in 
space. Because of leaving ALL* he is involved in the 
states of aloneness, silence * and vastness. In this 
state, the P-C is a static of almost limitless poten
tial. He IS without motion, without energy, without 
4' The ABERREE, 

time, and is not held in place by an equilibrium of 
forces.

Some P-Cs have enjcyed the total serenity of the 
aloneness, vastness, and the silence. Other P-Cs have 
gone into stark reeving terror at this point. Some have 
felt tremendous guilt for having left AJiness. Each 
P-C has a slightly different experience at this point. 
However, each one we have worked in this area has 
sooner or later felt fear and terror from the silence 
and the vastness. This terror impinges upon the mo
tionlessness, timelessness, and the foreverness of the 
static which is the P-C. tins making it irrevocable 
and unchanging. This is wiy auditors in Scientology 
have been instructed not to run fear as such on a P-C• 
because all fear on the came piles up on the P-C from 
this earliest moment on the "track" and becomes an 
engram chain of such maoiitude that it cannot be 
handled anywhere near a body. To do so might damage 
or destroy the boty if sneh a collection of ridges 
were blown or disrupted carelessly. It can be reached 
on the higher postulate levels am carefully unmade.

In nite of this fear and terror, the P-C has the 
almost unlimited potential of IS- Be finally considers 
doing or Being something other then the fear and puts 
out some Viewpoints experimentally. He begins the 
process of orientating himself in the vastness. He 
puts out Viewpoints, or Thetans. Be IS Theta, from 
whence came Thetans and Spirits. Thrusting out View
points, he gets back various flows of awareness or 
energy from the Viewpoints. These are Counter^efforts, 
created by himself, to hit himself with so he will 
know where he IS. With flows of energy coming be^k 
and hitting him he no longer feels aloneness and he 
feels comfortable. Even today, individuals go around 
being hit by energy from the universe and from others 
so they can DOV where they are and feel comfortable. 
(l.E. ¡aissian women—"If you don’t beat me, you don’t 
love me.") Thus the P-C*s main canter of awareness 
becomes an Orientation Point—a point of awareness 
that just IS. It las never moved, since it IS a 
static. Thus the statement that the pre-clear has 
never moved since the beginning of "time* found in the 
writings of Scientology. The P-C never hw moved; he 
is basically a fixed Orientation Point from which he 
operates.

In the course of experimenting with creating and 
destruction, the P-C Has created many Thetans and 
manipulated them through many experiences of motion 
and emotions. He receives the flows and perceptions 
back from them and thus experiences the activities 
which he has created with postulates in the first 
place.

In order to receive and maintain a so-called mem- 
oiy of these Thetan activities he made facsimiles of 
their actions, etc. Thus, as a result of putting out 
postulates and action at a distance and getting back 
perception, we eventually find the P-C as the Orien
tation Point surrounded by mazy layers of old energy 
pattern facsimiles. In other words, the P-C, in his 
main ewareness of awareness center, is surrounded with 
and hiding in the rubble of millions and trillions of 
years of putting out perception and getting it back as 
counter-efforts. This manifests itself usually as 
layers within layers of blade and white ridges, 
spheres within spheres surrounding the actual basic 
personality of the P-C.

(NOTE—This is the first of several articles for 
The AEERREX written by Hardin Vhldi, dean of Scientol
ogy Council, Los Angeles, covering problems that have 
arisen at the Council in training and processing. Dr. 
Walsh has been studying and practicing Scientology and 
Dianetics, almost from its inception, and is rated one 
of the foremost authorities on the subject. Both the 
advanced and beginning student should find his views 
interesting.)
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An Abridgment from
CREATIVE IMAGE THERAPY By Volney (&> iMMbdson

Four Rules of 'Miracle Healing
THREE basic principles of jaBw HUn creative inage therapy have 

HMmF b**n ®tiated» Firstly, that |WBM JpgMnl the inage precedes the event j 
secondly, that the power of 
erea‘bivw i®c«c patterns nay 
be directed with equal force 

WStamM constructively or destruc
tively j thirdly, that mental or psychic 
images are materialized into physical re
ality by sustained duplication»

Before presenting positive creative 
inage therapy techniques, it is urgently 
necessary to point out a few dangerous 
pitfalls and possible mistakes»

In the first place, there is the 
serious danger of confusing internally- 
imaged illness, or illness generated by 
stress, with externally-sourced infec
tions» It seems unlikely that sudden in
vasions of deadly viruses and bacteria 
from outside the body—such as those of 
cholera, polio, and the like-—are apt to 
be the consequence of negative mental im
age patterns on the part of the victim. 
Of course we do know that even in the 
midst of epidemics, not every one is in
fected, Many walk among the dying, them
selves immune» Why are seme persons im
mune from one type, others immune from 
another, and sone immune, seemingly, from 
all?

. The answer does not always lie in 
the patterns of conscious mental image 
systems—tut sometimes it does through 
the strange and perilous mode of sympa
thetically identifying one's self with 
another ill, beloved person. This devel
opment of a disease or destructive pat
tern through the synipathy-f or-another mode 
of setting up the mental images is ex
pressed in the phrases, "I know just how 
you feel", "I wish I could have had this 
instead of you", etc. And if the ill beloved person-DIES, then there is a highly 
strengthened intensity of the mental im
age patterns created by the sympathizer, 
who endeavors, on the subconscious psychic 
level, to "continue* the life of the lost 
one, ILLNESS AND ALL!

The medical doctor, almost above any other person, of ten personally experiences 

the grim, deadly truth of the above state
ment, Despite the deep hostility of many 
people toward the medical doctor, despite 
the established fact that some medical 
doctors are insane, and that some are 
ruthless money-grabbers, THE BASIC REASON 
for a man becoming a medical doctor is, 
DESIRE TO HEAL!

What happens is that the medical doc
tor often becomes secretly disillusioned 
with certain of his methods, or with the 
methods and attitudes of his colleagues, 
and becomes hard, cynical, or the like» 
Those who do not, tend to IDENTIFI THEM
SELVES with their patients. This is the 
reason why heart specialists-especially 
the kind and good ones, mostly die of 
heart failure!

Sudden invasions of killer bacteria 
are not ordinarily the same thing as the 
slow development of heart disease, arter
iosclerosis, arthritis, tuberculosis, 
stomach ulcers, and all the host of in
ternally generated diseases that may man
ifest themselves in worried, distressed 
individuals.

Diseases are not to be confused, or 
lumped all together. Each and every one 
is a different manifestationprobably of 
some psychic pattern SOMEWHERE, but not 
necessarily of consciously created and 
duplicated mental image patterns. One 
should never be guilty of "misidentifi
cation".

Also, theingestiamefmr^eentoairfc with 
deadly poisons is again another entirely 
di fferent type of negative event. One can 
see no conscious image-pattern system at 
work in this kind of tragedy.

Over-zealous proponents of some re
ligious cults try to gloss over this sort 
of situation by glibly asserting that a 
poison is a poison only because mankind 
has "agreed” that it is a poison. This is 
a piece of jackassery. In reality, a 
poison operates because it physically 
burns, sears, destroys tissue, or because 
it inhibits or blocks actions essential 
to the life of the organism that has come 
into contact with it. A sword cuts and 
rends, not by "agreement", but because the steel blade separates the parts of the
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structure it is driven through. Ifthere 
is any kind of agreement here, it inheres 
in that which I herein term Divine Mind, 
and is expressed in laws, not in a system 
of mental or psychic imagery in human 
conscious awareness.

let even here creative image therapy 
is a potent force in REPAIRING damages 
wrought by poisons, by viruses, and by 
the sword.

There is, if viewed with the above 
clarification, positively NO LIMIT to the 
possibilities deep within mental psychic 
energy image patterns. This power can be 
and is applied in the healing arts, in the 
maintenance of health, in the eradication 
of constitutional disease, including all 
of the "incurable" types, such as cancer, 
arteriosclerosis, and arthritis. It can 
be made to work in the creation of any 
good and desirable thing or project what
soever. There are perhaps only about four 
major secondary rules to be observed in 
the application of positive mental imag
ery techniques:

Firstly, it is absolutely necessary 
first of all to bring up into conscious 
awareness all negative systems of mental 
imagery operating deep within the sub
conscious areas of the personality and to 
discharge the electronuclear potentials 
on such negative image systems by the use 
of Freudian types of therapeutic analysis, 
such as those dealt with in the Manual, 
"Electropsychometry"  *

If this is not done, then the patient 
is thrown into a disastrous psychic con
flict. No matter how grimly^ bow desper
ately he resolves to "think positively", 
to create and duplicate constructive men
tal imagery, he fails because his nega
tive systems of deep undischarged fears, 
anxieties, and the like keep sneaking in.

Secondly , it is necessary consciously 
and purposefully to create SPECIFIC mental 
images of the desired event as now ACTU
ALLY ARRIVING OR AS HAVING ARRIVED. The 
images must be precise, sharply in focus, 
to the point—and not vague wishes.

Thirdly, it is necessary persistent
ly and dynamically to DUPLICATE the 
selected constructed systems of mental 
images. Ely duplicating is meant to re
create them, to repeat them, over and 
over. The act of duplicating constructive 
mental images is carried on at any and 
all idle moments—while riding, waiting 
for a bus, resting before or after meals, 
6

at any time when one probably would be 
indulging in self-pity, worry, or in some 
other negative anxiety-generating type of 
image patterns.

Fourthly, it is necessary to take 
any and all feasible concurrent physical 
action directed toward bringing the body 
and the environment into conformity with 
the relationships set up in the image 
patterns. What this means is, Don't go to 
pot sitting around just lazily creating 
mental image systems—not even positive 
ones. Create the images, duplicate them, 
and DO SOMETHING ABOUT THEMI Use every 
available curative or constructive physi
cal thing or agency that can be turned to 
usej One fact to be emphasized about cre
ative image therapy is that while it cer
tainly has at some times worked rather 
sudden "miracles", this is not commonly 
the way it does work. Instead, it func
tions generally in a manner that might be 
described as a "delayed reaction". That 
is to say, you image up, you duplicate, 
you do physical things, you work and work 
and duplicate and image up again and work 
—and nothing seems to change, the whole 
program seems to be disappointing. You 
keep on doggedly, then gradually you for
get about the great weight of the specific 
problem, and suddenly one day you become 
aware that the event you have worked for 
so hard has* ACTUALLY OCCURRED!

In applying creative mental-imagery, 
an equally potent factor is/the INTENSITY 
of the image. Mental images are not, and 
apparently cannot be sustained in a steady 
continuous picture, such as that presented 
by, let us say, a beer ad on a billboard. 
The mental image is, instead, a rapid 
series of recurrent flickers.

It is urgently necessary that the 
patient, or the general reader, be made 
clearly aware that mental images can be 
created only in this flicker-like mode. 
Otherwise, there is apt to be a lot of 
needless frustration over the notion that 
one can't achieve clear mental images.

Nonetheless, there is a variable 
degree of intensity of created mental im
ages—and this degree of intensity IN
CREASES WITH PERSISTENT, CONSCIOUS PRAC
TICE. There is no mathematically accurate 
way, as yet, to measure the intensity of 
positive mental images, but relatively 
speaking, the more persistently they are 
duplicated the sharper, clearer, and more intense they become.

(B. B0SB-4!hls 1b the aeocnl abridgnont of chapters 
free Mr. tethlscn's ear book, Oreetire laaga Stenpgr, 
obtainable free the author at ts. Other chapters will be 
printed in future locoes of Ite ABBS.)
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MUÙîoK

is Wonderful Magic rooms
HEN Seaman 
got out of 
deck had 
habit. In

P. John Ruffles 
the Navy, a clean 
become almost a 
"boot camp", from 
the gates closedthe minute 

behind him he had been
taught to sweep and swab— 
his barracks, the roan they

called "the head", and even the weedless, 
grassless yard.

So, when Citizen Ruffles looked ar
ound him and saw the filthy litter in the 
streets, the unswept porches and rooms 
with inch-thick rugs covering up another 
half-inch layer of dust, he was sorely 
troubled.

"Something must be done!" he said, 
and since Ruffles had an economic need 
also, he decided to combine the two prob
lems .

But how? "White Wings" had gone out 
of style with the passing of the horse; 
to get a job as janitor, you had to be 
old and crabby. So Ruffles wrote a book. 
It was a good book, telling all about 
dirt, and dust, and filth—and how its 
accumulation on the floor got into the 
lungs and from the lungs into the blood 
and from the blood into the cells them
selves, eventually carrying out the an
cient poetic premise of "Dust to dust".

Thousands bought the book. And with
in weeks, most of these thousands were 
sweeping and swabbing their hearts out. 
Janitors fought the book, fearing this 
drive for cleanliness would make all the 
tenants of the buildings they janited 
volunteers, eventually robbing them of 
their long-enjoyed monopoly on file rif
ling and snooping. The casket makers also 
were up in arms, fearing that so much 
cleanliness might result in cremation or 
something equally sanitary, robbing them 
of a plush-lined livelihood.

Ruffles over night became famous. He 
was called on to speak before groups on 
sweeping and swabbing. He was hailed as 
an expert on the subject of dirt and dust 
and filth. He even was offered money with which to finance a school for teaching 
those who could not understand his book 

how to go out and teach others how to not 
understand all there was to know about 
swabbing and sweeping and dust and dirt 
and filth.

The ex-gob thrived. Hundreds enroled 
in his school; thousands more bought his 
book, and millions who had thought noth
ing of dirt and dust and filth were sud
denly awakened to the urgent need for 
swabbing and sweeping.

But Mr. Ruggles was not satisfied. 
During his research, he discovered that 
if the bristles of the broom were made a 
bit finer, more area could be covered 
with fewer strokes, and over the objec
tions of his financial supporters, he an
nounced his course in the use of the 
super-broom. There was a rift—and Ruf
fles, hurt and indignant at the narrow, 
commercial viewpoints of the money-lend
ers, moved his school to another city.

The super-broom school was a success 
—maybe not the success the plain broom 
school had been, but there were new back
ers, new students, and new research. And 
out of this research came the sqper-duper 
broom. With this broom, all the older 
models were made obsolete. The plain 
broom took an hour to sweep a room; the 
super-broom would do it in half that time 
—but the super-duper-broom— well, the 
floor could be both swabbed and swept in 
fifteen minutes!

The super-duper-bocper-cooper-hocper-poqper-brocni, 
patented, copyrighted, and every strew registered.
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broom, or the plain broom AND the super
broom, were upset. And so were the fi
nancial backers. But there were those who 
would rather study than sweep who hailed 
this new excuse not to sweep and swab the 
dust, dirt, and filth as the milleniumt 
They—together with Ruggles and his su
per-duper-broom—moved to another eity, 
where new thousands were taught, new back
ers found, and some more research done.

In rapid succession came the super- 
duper-booper-broom, the super-duper-boop- 
er-cooper-broom, the super-duper-booper- 
cooper-hooper-broom, and the super-duper- 
booper-cooper-hooper-pooper-broom, and 
with each improvement, the school was 
moved to a new eity, new backers found, 
new students enroled, and new research 
made.

Sometimes the backers became little 
guys with $26 or less, and the students 
could be counted on the fingers of one 
hand—but the research, at least, grew by 
leaps and bounds. In fact, by the time 
the fifth hyphen was added, the broom had 
become so magical it would sweep and swab 
with one miraculous sweep, and dust and 

dirt and filth were almost no more. Well, 
almost almost.

Tears pass. Broom closets are full 
of plain brooms, super-brooms, super-du
per-brooms , super - duper - booper - brooms, 
super-duper-booper-cooper-hooper - brooms, 
and super-duper-booper-cooper-hooper-poo- 
per brooms. The world is full of stu
dents who have learned to use several of 
the various brooms and swabs. But there 
are those who say the strwets arc still 
full of litter, the porches have dirt, and 
dust, and filth on them, and if you lift 
up the corners of the rugs, you'll find 
nests of roaches hiding in the inches of 
dirt, and dust, and filth underneath.

But those who would say-such things 
are cynics—and probably are-criminals, 
if one took the time to cheaiutheir back
grounds. The fact is. Ruffles plans to 
move his school again, and his new broom— 
a super-duper-booper-cooper-hooper-poop- 
er-snooper-brocm—will eradicate the dirt, 
dust, and filth with the repetition of a 
few magic phrases.

There is no more need for dirt and 
dust and filth than there is for using a 
plain broom when you have a super-duper- 
booper-oooper-hooper-pooper-snooper-broom available.:

HIGHER GOAL 
DEFEATED BY

CULT SECRECY
By LEE LOCKHART

We have several persons« 
A, B, C, D. And we have a 
couple ideas which are quite 
similar but have different 
labels: E and F.

A and C are in Cult E, 
and may discuss it. B and 
D are in Cult F and may 
discuss that. All four per
sons may be talking about 
the same thing, but A and C 
will imagine that they are 
discussing something that B 
and D should not hear, and 
vice versa.

Now A wants to talk with 
B about E. But if B is in Cult F, and one of the ten-

with helpfully in B but not 
in F. And other items are 
dealt with helpfully in F 
but not in E. Tet the two 
groups will continue in ig
norance of the whole sub
ject, as rounded out by 
these items, until someone 
slips over and joins the 
other camp.

Another result is that 
the interests of the Leader 
of E and the Leader of F 
work against any sharing of 
ideas. Leader E is content 
to have his group get ALL 
of its information on the 
subject from only him. Lea
der F feels the same way 
about HIS program. However 
much Leader "borrows" from

ets of the cult is to keep 
it secret, then A will not 
discuss E or F with B.

■ One result, observable 
around us, is that there are 
certain angles, of the major subject which are dealt
8

Leader, there must be no 
sharing on the lower levels. And so we find an arti
ficial, selfishly created 
reversal of affinity, real
ity, and communication. In 
an individual, such a rever
sal brings about lowered 
tone, poor internal organic
and systematic relation- If you had to count the 
ships. It seems that much words in the Bible, how the same thing happens many would there ber Too«

within each group, and 
within the larger Group 
which wo all .share.

ED.NOTE—OrX Qf the big 
blocks to affinity between 
groups seems to be the pen
chant of loaders to invent a language all their ownj 
and the stubbornness with 
which followers refuse to 
accept other nomenclature. 
It's a good "crutch"—this 
"semantics difficulties" .

LITTLE BOIS IN BIG PANTS
HAVE MUCH BOTTOM TO FILL
The gangsters who de

nied an honor graduate his 
commission in the Navy be
cause his mother once was 
a communist should learn 
that the communism most of 
us oppose is a "system"— 
and it looks just as dis
gusting over here as it 
does over there.
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HE LETTER "I" is a picture of 
the erect vertical male. The 
letter "S" is a slumped ”1" 
and is the female. So, in 
English, in order to plural
izo a noun, we generally add 
the feminine "S". Female 
"S’es" are recesses and pos

sess e recordings—and therefore we 
also add the "S* to form the possessive. 
"S’es" make a lion a lioness, a mister a 
mistress, and so on.

Together, the male *1" and the fe
male "S", "IS", and means "to be".

"Am" is the sound for mother in all 
tongues. So, therefore, "I am" also means 
"to be".

In Hebrew the letter *B" is pro
nounced "bus" and means house or daugh
ter. Its glyph is a mouth carrying a dot 
in it. In English, the letter "B" is the 
profile of the torso of a pregnant woman. 
The Chinese second glyph has a similar 
meaning. So the words "to be" or "toward 
B" become self-explanatory. The daughter 
is the dotter, is the dough-ter.

Words are symbols, organically grown.
Isis, the two "Is’es", the repellent 

likes, is the causing that is a spacing. 
Isis is the Egyptian Virgin Mother of the 
World, the inexhaustible source, the 
vacuum that gathers together the whole 
whirled of positives and negatives by her 
attraction. ‘ As a wife and a sister (as
sister) she is the catalytic animator, 
who aptly says, "No mortal man hath ever 
me unveiled". Only a void can produce a 
body—by allowing everything to con» to a 
point in it. Nature will ever avoid a 
void and also produce it. "Ex nihilo om- 
nis fit" and also "Ex nihilo nihil fit".
_____ On the island of 

j Malta, the Maltese
Gross was found. It 

- is a stone carving of 
sf ✓ \ four Phalli, pointing
---- - f —, i* toward each other.

Geometrical triangles have since been 

substituted for the phalli, which simply 
indicate, as arrowheads do, the direction 
of the’force and the force of the direc
tion.

The Maltese Cross is showing, in 
plan, a pyramid in the making. The black 
diagonal corners, indicating a square be
low, is the unseen chaos, the mother 
space. It goes out, with the record, as 
far as it can go, cubically, until it has 
met its equal parallel surfaces, from 
which it is repelled and echoed back as 
the cross of matter—the plus.

These cardinal arrows of force, in
rushing and pitted against each other, 
must of necessity raise the central 
square up, dosing the diagonal spaces 
and form a truncated pyramid'—a pyramid 
without a capstone. It is beheaded and 
unpointed, because all in the apex become 
expelling lJs, and it blows its top as it 
is pointed. \

The word "Ap" or "Ab" means father 
or head in all languages. An apex is a 
father-x, is a Pax, is an expiate, is a 
Chi I&o, ,iS3a4K. A pyramid is the explo
ded mother imploding, and also the implo
ded father exploding.

The mother base is acquisitive. The 
father apex is inquisitive. When we 
stress, record, or mock up in the base, 
that which we want when we want it, we 
are suffering from anxiety, which is an- 
nex-iety, which is possessiveness, which 
explodes in our inquisitive faces as it 
is pyramidally pointed and created. A 
Malta-ing is a melting, is a zeroing, is 
a pointing of the male Tau.

For the next symbol, please look on 
the back of a $1 bill. Depicted thereon 
is the Great Seal of the U.S., the great 
vice versa.

Two zeros compose our Seal—one at 
the head and one at the heel.

Starting at the bottom of the unseen 
adverse side, the invisible underbelly of 
chaos and cause is the shore and the sea. 
From the mother earth and the amniotic 
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waters below the pyramid; the formed rib
bon, like the virgin moon, is newly cir 
cumscribing and inscribing, that "Novus 
Ordo Seclorum" (a new worldly order is 
forming).

Like the Cross of Malta, the broad 
bottom of the feminine pyramid gathers up 
the recordings in the lower chaos, and 
builds them up in 13 courses of Masonry 
(Mother-Son-ery), and points (fathers) 
them on the truncated square, in the 
apex. There, on the square, is where hu
man sacrifices were performed in ancient 
ritual—the point where the X-ing of the 
Father takes place. The All-Seeing Eye 
is the All-G-ing-I, is the All-Ghristing 
I, is the X-ing 1.

This All-Seeing-I is the unseen 
point—seeing all because all is in the 
point, in the center of the universe. The 
eye peers out of the dark sky of space 
and is saying, in 13 letters, "Annult 0o- 
eptis", the meaning of which is said to 
be shrouded in mystery. But the word 
"Annuit" is "annuity" and "Coeptis* means 
"caped, coped, cop it, or cap it is". Re
capitulating, it says, "The cyclic or 
seasonal pointing is veiled". All is 
captured and X-ed in the coping, and we 
cannot cope with it.

On the obverse observed side, direc
tly superimposed over the explosion of 
the point on the adverse side, is the 
same explosion, imploding. Coming back 
into manifestation out of space is the 
circle of condensing gathering clouds, 
enclosing the Seal of Solomon, the Sol
Moon, forming the cross of matter, which 
is represented by 13 stars. They compose 
the six-pointed star. The 13th or middle 
star is the unlucky new birth, the physi
cal emergent.

On the adverse side, the point of 
the pyramid was voided as it was created, 
invisibly recorded and inverted in space 
as it was voided, and is being recreated 
on the visible side exactly as recorded. 
The invisible inversion is a mirroring, a 
mock appearance, that is translated from the sealed to the revealed.

v / Thus, the descent,\w/ or fa11\ j </ matter, begins at the
top of the obverse
Seal, as positive and

r* ’’1 negative cloudlets,
—I L__ cross-pollinating and

r-* . interlacing—seed i n g
[______________ J the birth of the new
son. Step by step, the descent of the 
nascent, new sent cross of matter, comes 

to a head, in puberty, in the positive 
right face of the bald head of the eagle.

Then silently, with closed mouth— 
effortlessly, without sound and fury—the 
1 is brought in by the gatherings through 
the antennae, the unfurled streamers, which say, also in 13 letters, "E Pluri
bus Unum (out of many, one). The selec
tion of a bird with turned-down beak 
shows its positive nature of polarizing 
down to the left. The head contains all 
the past and the future, the. posited and 
the sutured records that could be headed.

A neck’s an X, and through this nex
us, the record within the head expands 
into a body, which is evolved in accord
ance with the record involved in the head.

The body is the shield, is the con
ventionalized version of the torso, is 
the shield that shields the spiraling spi
nal pyramid, and is its outer garment. 
The top of the shield, the dark.blue air 
field, the lungs, gathers in oxygen and 
feeds the capillaries that feed the blood 
cells. The 13 stars appearing out of the 
blue are 13 states of being, each a ma
terial colony, on the way toward the 
colon, colonizing down, the masculine 
way, following the 13 vertical stripes.

From the annex of the mouth, to the 
anus of the colon, the digestive tract is 
indeed a bottomless pit. If the convolu
tions of the brain records and stomachs 
the food for the head, the convolutions 
of the stomach is the recording brain 
that feeds the torso.

Possession is the po-session, is the 
passive session. Possession is 9/10ths 
of the law—the law of the cycle shown in 
the 9 tail feathers of thei eagle, fanning 
down and out, leveling horrzdntally with 
the earth and repelled back up. The hori
zontal repellent equality is the end of 
the genetic line. Horizontal planes re
pel—points expell.

Up and in, spineally, on the adverse 
side, is the first melting—down and out, 
digestively, on the obverse side, is the 
second—the two major zeroings. The first 
is the raising and leveling with the 
heaven—the upper chamber. The last is 
the falling and leveling with the earth
gravitation to the grave. The fall and 
rise of man is co-existent. Thus levita
tion and gravitation are mutually conse
quential—a vice versa. The body feeds 
the spine and the,spine feeds the body.

The apex is the father, which ex
plodes and descends into materiality, 
which in turn disintegrates and again 
rises as the Serpent Fire, pyramidally, 
to again became the father. Therefore, 
"The father is in me and I am in the fa
ther", "I goeth unto the father", "The 
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father that sent me",and "I and the 
father are 1".
—Organically, the mater motor base is 

ths bus, the dough-ter, the raising ve
hicle to the father.
& A bell is a belle, Isabelle, 

is a ball, is a belly. Liberty 
Belle, it’s time to ring again, 

f 1 pyramidally.n 1 The Great Seal is the compos- 
^ite order of Union and liberation 
—union in the father, liberation 

from the mother. The final regathering 
of all the positives and negatives is 
displayed by the 13 upturned warlike ac
tive arrows and the peaceful passive olive 
branch, with its 13 leaves and 13 olives. 
The gathering again takes place on the 
corresponding, carried over position, at the bottom of the adverse side, the earth
ly shore swallowed up by the unseen sea, 
the time place of the beginning of our 
raising.. The American lagle, with

X-ing legs and wings, is said 
to the fabulous phoenix 

U "STthology, that periodi
cally sacrifices itself on 
the altar of matter and 
rises out of its own ashes.

QB 1H0BIIX In the words "Hoves Se
el orum, there are also 13 letters« The 
word "Qrdo" is Xcluded because it is the 
zero nexus, the Ordo or Door, between the 
worldly and the spiritual«

On the base of the pyramid, and as
suming the Seal to be based thereon, is 
the date 1776, in Roman numerals. The 7 
plus 6 is another 13. If in Rome, we do 
as the Romans do, and subtract the prefix 
1 from 7 plus 7, we obtain «till another 
13. Various other interesting numerical 
connotations may be observed in the Seal.

The Great Seal is a ccoposite story 
of Father-Mother-Son-ery. From Mother Sea 
to Papal See (papacy) is spiritual. From 
clouds to clods is material.

To get a clearer picture of co-ex
istence, fold the dollar bill so that the 
adverse and obverse sides are exposed and 
superimposed.

At Cairo (Ghi Rho), built on a nat-

ural earth mound, said to be the center 
of the land mass of the world, is the 
Great Pyramid at Gizeh. In its fore- 
groundis the mysterious Sphinx. The ad
verse pyramid and the obverse Sphinx is 
ahalagous to the dichotomy of the Great 
Seal of the U. S. The cross

section of 
this trun
cated pyra
mid reveals 
the cross 
section of 
a woman. 
There with

in her is the entry for the piercing rays 
of the Dragon Star, the passages they 
must travel, the chambers of gestation, 
the bottomless pit, and other elements, 
summating and culminating under the X-ing 
apex in the pointed roofed King's cham
ber, in the center of which is an empty 
casket*

The pyramid is the Isis, the mother 
who gathers from the whole world her hus
band Osiris, after he is torn apart and 
dispersed. Sans genitalia, all is brought 
together in the apex, to again become a 
body. The Sphinx is a crea

tore having the head and 
' * ' breasts of a woman and

the posterior of the mas
culine lion's loins. Since 
the feminine flow of for

ces is upward and the masculine downward, 
a vacuum is created between them and the 
result of the inrushings ftxna a central 
point, a sphincter. As in the division 
of a simple cell, the Sphinx is polarized 
plus at both ends, playing both ends 
against the middle, out of which grow 
wings, the symbol of protection—the X-ing 
body. The Sphinx is a sphincter, is a 
phoenix, is an X-cell. Simultaneously and 
cyclically, the mother pyramid is gather
ing together and pointing the father, as 
the Sphinx is tearing 
the regathering.

The Indian Thun
derbird is a thunder 
birth, a phoenix, or 
a Sphinx, which voids 
itself, colon-izes it
self, preparatory to 
allowing the whole 
universe to thunder 
back into the point 

asunder the son for

for a new raising, an assumption, a going 
up in the rapture, which is the rupture.
Note the primitive conventionalized ele- 
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menta as an. almost exact take-off from
How come that Siam stole 

our thunder? Compare their 
seal with the obverse side of 
ours. To be headed from the 
point of the headdress and the 
cloudlets of curls, to use 
the arms as antennaes, to em

ploy the body, the X-ing wings, the tail
feathers, the digestive tract, the colon, 
the turned-up claws and low and be wholed 
the same Siam consonants as in U. S. Am. 
Sarnes are Siams, are repellent equals,

"Our moral world even
as our physical world is 
a vast but hermetically 
sealed sphere, whence 
naught can issue, whence 
naught can- fall, to be 
dissolved into space."— 
Maeterlinck, And here 
is another diagram of it 
that the Christian

Anchorites use, .
Maeterlinck also said, "To but deem 

oneself in safety suffices to faring down 
the thunderbolt," This is just saying "X 
marks the spot". The very instant the 
spot is marked, it explodes,

A mock-up is a deemed-up point of 
safety. They work only too well. But 

be not fooled. The explosive point can
not be coped with. Something's gotta 
give. Every point of creation is a finish 
of lightning, a void, and a thunderbolt. 
The point is a maelstrom, a male storm, a 
malefactor.

When you think "This is it," don’t 
shout. When you think you are safe, watch 
out. And this writer is fully aware that 
all of his seemingly positive statements 
are but probabilities, i.e., probe-abil
ities, which "ain't necessarily so". Cor
rections are welcome.

Although on the observed side of our 
Seal it seems that Adam, the point, came 
first, and Eve, the space, last, the ad
verse side belies the senses. In Genesis, 
the evening and the morning was a day. 
The evening evens up the day. In therapy, 
evening up first, rebalancing first, is to 
relax, drop the jaw, close the eyes and 
look down. The irresistible yawn, which 
accompanies the Silence, is the period in 
the periodicity, exploding harmlessly, 
the safety valve blowing off steam.

"Seek ye first the Kingdom of Heav
en, and all else, will be added unto thee." 
The K-ing dome is the augmenting vacuum 
of space. Heaven is the He-oven. The 
dome is the dame. So be darned. Orient to 
"B", and

IM GOD WE TRYST.
(This 1* the third, at five articles on the syabol- istic links between language and nan's development.)

COOPERATIVE HEALING, by L.
E. Eeman— Once upon a 

time there was a man who
was in a world war; he was 
injured and the doctors were unable to bring him 
back to full recovery. Con
sequently he started to in
vestigate the facts of ill
ness and health and tried 
to help himself. He succeeded in restoring himself 
and in the process discov
ered techniques that could 
be used with others, and he 
started to publish these techniques and use them on others. The' results were 
food and he acquired someame thereby.

The foregoing paragraph 
may have been thought to be 
written about Hubbard if the 
reader knows the older folk
lore of Dianetics or Scien
tology, but the war men
tioned was World War I, not 
the second, and the hero was an Englishman by the name of 
L. Ec Eeman. Another dif
ference is the fact that 
Eeman has been practicing 
for the last 20 years or so 
at the same address. In 
England his work has been 
accepted by a number of people in the healing profess
ions; and his writings are 
scientific in their presen
tation of the material»

Eeman emphasizes relaxation and has several tech
niques for bringing it. One of these is the physical 
manipulation of areas of body tensions the result be
ing the recall of an inci
dent which is then run forward and backward until it blows and the tension is removed. As none of the 

readers of this review will 
be surprised to learn, many 
very reiiarkable things hap
pen when^^this technique is 
used. Second, Eeman devised 
a circuit, using copper 
screen, wire, and electro
des, to balance the current 
flows within the body. When 
this circuit is used people 
will sometimes break into 
uncontrolled laughter or 
tears and when they stop 
they feel better and are in better shape. In fact, mer
ely lying in this circuit will often bring up incidents . This circuit can 
also be used fay more than 
one personata time, and as 
the number increases so does 
the efficiency. The common
est occurrence when the cir
cuit is used is that the in
dividual goes to sleep for 15 to 20 minutes and wakes 
feeling much refreshed.

The writer has been using the techniques of Eeman for the last six months in conjunction with his regular 
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practice of psychotherapy, and has done considerable 
experiments with them. The circuit has proved to ne the best means of self-process
ing the writer has discov
ered«, A continuous body
scan while in the circuit 
brings up incidents and mins 

: them. Processing seems to go moire rapidly when the client is in the relaxation 
circuit, 'and the best re
sults from group processing seem to come from the use of the circuit, preferably without verbalisation« The writer had a chance to check 
his use of the Eeman techniques and gain more knowledge of the results recently 
when he was able to spend 
sq$s time with an Englishwoman who was a student of 
Eeman's and has used his 
methods . for a number of 
years. Consequently, it is 
now possible to advocate the 
use of these techniques » though there is much root for experimentation as to 
the best way they can be 
combined with the techniques 
you already know. — Ross 
Lamoreaux, Phoenix, Ariz.

DIANETICS PERFECTED—An un
signed publication of 

Human Engineering, Inc., 
Fairhope, Ala.—In this 27- 
page booklet, the author or 
authors have found little to recommend in dianetics— 
with the possible exception of the Tone Scale and some 
of the late group process
ing. And the primary fault with dianetics, the book 
Joints out, is illustrated 
n the five ways Hubbard 

gives of dealing with a 
black panther—attack, flee 
from, avoid, neglect, and succumb. A sixth way—which 
Hubbard ignored, would be to make friends with the 
panther.

Dianetics, after Hubbard 
published his first book on 
the subject, drew crowds to 
his Elizabeth offices, but 
a rapid decline followed. 
This is blamed on the ig
noring of two laws; It is not possible to take on an
other man's beliefs without also taking on the penal
ties of those beliefs; and, 
No man can give to another 

what he has not first gained for himself.
The failure of Hubbard's 

many organizations was only 
evidence that dianetics was a powerful technique for 
creating powerful human be
ings—that worked, only too 
well, the book states. The 
urge for power and rightness was too much in force to 
allow ideas of harmony or self-effacing love for oth
ers to exist, and the or- 
Sanization's staff and stu- 
ents found themselves, like the founder they followed, 

having the same legal ana 
domestic difficulties. As 
for the goal of "clear"— that was set up without the 
author having xirst attained 
that state for himself, or having much of an idea what 
a "dear" actually was.

As for the future of Di
anetics, or whatever branch 
the "science" now may be 
followings this Fairhope writer sees little hope. He sees Hubbard driving for a 
"short cut", by working on the third level, or "consciousness* mind—and as 
long as the other two minds 
are Ignored, no semblance of 
integration is held possi
ble.Seme of the criticism 
may help provide the answer 
as to why a "science" with 
such an auspicious start, has failed to "free the 
world", or produce as many miracles as has been promised.

"Dianetics Perfected", 
which sells for $2, is one of several mimeographed pub
lications issued as part of 
Human Engineering Courses.
JAMES NORRIS/ LEADER

IN SYNERGETICS, DIES 
Synergetics lost one of 

its leaders July 28 in the death of James Norris at his Columbus, Ohio, home 
of a massive cerebral hem
orrhage.

It was in the Norris 
heme that the Columbus Hu
man Study Group met and it 
was from there that the 
Synergetics magazine CHANGE 
was put together. This activity now has been moved 
to Art Coulter's home in Worthington, Ohio. Jim's 
widow, Frances, remains on 
the CHANGE editorial board.

Plowing Up thé Reid
When we reviewed Richard 

deMille*s "Children's Imag
ination Games" last month,

Angeles, instead of 301 S. Harvard Blvd. If those who 
had weir letters returned 
will send us a bill, we'll send them a new uncaneelled 3-cent stamp and our apologies. . .Latest casualty in 
the newsletter field is one of the old stand-bys—The COMMUNICATOR, which Frances 
Berglund has discontinued 
following her move to Richmond, Calif. Others we've seen collapse since starting 
The ABERREB include FLITTER, 
CONCEPTS, the JOURNAL of 
SCIENTOLOGT, and—we started to say The GHOST, but wo finally got another issue, 
after five months without one. Johnson, who made 
The GHOST famous back in the 
days when he could say what 
he thought needed saying, 
says The GHOST in the future will be in the editorial 
hands Of Mrs. Mary Luhec. 
We wish her "Luck"... C.F. 
Evans, who measures words 
by the yard, offered us a 
new one this month, but we can see no reason for adding 
an extra four pages to show we can spell one meaning
less medical term...

When the hotel you're 
paying $l-an-hour for also 
wants $l-an-hour for chair 
space on the beach, Arizona 
looks much better than At
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lantic City, Phil Friedman 
ielps from the Boardwalk»..
hen Pearl and Carroll Hen- 

celebrated their first 
wedding anniversary with a second ceremony in Las Veg
as , Nev., Pearl remade her 
wedding gown. So great was 
the acclaim that this inno
cent event may have involved 
her in the gown-making bus
iness , commercially...It’s back to Brooklyn College for 
Herb Druker as soon as he 
can get a release from the Air Force. He’s working for 
his MA degree—and the "A" in this case has nothing to 
do with the auditing, which 
he does, too...Fred Hand of 
Houston, who has visual impairment that prevents his driving a car, gets around 
a bit easier now on the new 
bicycle given him by some of his friends...

When £L IL Humphrey of Springfield, Mo., wanted to 
subscribe to The ABERREE, he had to get our address 
from A.J.S.McMillan, in England. And we are such close 
neighbors, too... Maybe it was the Washington Congress 
that renewed her enthusiasm, 
but Aid ci a Lorraine reports 
she's returning to auditing 
this Autumn after a brief 
period of inactivity...John Galusha. who takes his hat 
off to no one when it comes 
to auditing, has a new technique for theta clearing
motorcycle racing. When we 
tried that, we still were 
in our FIRST childhood... Dale Malleek, who eats bet
ter as a uranium scout than 
he did when he prexied Hub
bard College in Phoenix (at 
least, he's gained weight), 
stopped in Salt Lake City 
to visit Bob Arentz on his 
way back to Colorado from the Yellowstone area. And 
another visitor at the Ar
entz cottage was Bob Neil
sen, on his way to Globe, 
Ariz., after a surveying 
jaunt into Wyoming...

And speaking of Bob Arentz (as we so often do', because Bob was one of our 
first co-auditors and "has 
the goods'* on a part of our 
deep-hidden past), tells of a gabfest he enjoyed with 
Gene Autry, Dale Evans, and 
Gene' s secretary-pilot, Herb 

Green. Bob. who once pushed a rather wicked "joy-stick'* 
himself before he took up 
Dianetics and later gradua
ted to chasing trucks, found 
balm in some reminiscent 
"hangar flying" with Green, 
but it was Miss Evans, wear
ing her "Annie Oakley" cos
tume", who wowed the Arentz 
e^iidren...An E-meter is a 
"must" in running the new 
techniques, according to 
CERTAINTY, the British publication of the HASI. In 
the U.S., you can lose your certificate for using one. But don't give it any significance...

The featured novelet in the September issue of OTH
ER WORLDS was by Marijane 
wEighth Day" is her first 
fiction sale, so she's to be doubly congratulated.«* Philip Friedman writes that 
he considers his fifth article on symbology—the last 
of the series—"almost too 
dangerous to print"— but we 
like to live dangerously, 
and expect our readers to, too...The magazine CERTAIN
TY says in its current issue that it expects L. Ron Hub
bard in London shortly—but 
that was written apparently 
before he had made part of the journey but was stopped 
IN/by Washington... While 
her father circled the block 
in an unsuccessful hunt for a place to park, Nel da 
Wodring» Wichita, paid a too-brief visit to The ABER
REE office. But she made certain we'll be visiting her for another year...

Curtis Janke says he has 
a new mimeo with which to 
shoot his second WAD— if 
he's still in a funny mood after getting his HDA re
treaded in Washington. If 
all he wants is even margins, we know an expert who 
will teach him for a lot 
less than $500—and give 
a non-caneellable certificate, too... The FIRE-FLY, 
Concept Therapy news sheet, says C-T is returning to an 
original purpose of depending on spirit, not gifts, 
and henceforth will do no 
more begging for money from 
Man. From now on, the move
ment will be financed by 

SPIRIT, only. That's how we started out, too, and now 
look at us...You'd think 13 
advanced students of a con
glomerate of mystic scien
ces, when brought together 
in one social group, would 
at least try and solve the secrets of the universe. It 
was in the home of Paul and 
Jackie Ishmael. Midwest 
City. The distracting in
fluences (kids) had been sent to a movie. Present 
were Mr. and Mrs. Bob Gardner. Austin, Tex..^Charles and Clara Campbell, foa,. 
&SS2 £. and Lorna Curtis. 
Corrinne Breeding, Audley 
Allison, and Paul Mackev. 
all of Okie City, and Ye Ed. 
& Pub. After three hours’ 
talk, it was the group's 
consensus that Taxes, park
ing meters, atom bombs, and 
the military mind were about 
as despicable as material 
influences can get—and Ye 
Ed. came up with a new word 
—Hypnoxication—with which 
to explain what has happened to most devout religious adherents...To see if Charles Merlin 
reads The ABERREE, we offer this as our Round-up answer. You and your Elbeetees have 
fun in Florida, Charley. Sorry we can't be with you.

"Just my luck. This time 
I tried to pick a sylvan 
environment, and what do I 
get? A deaf and dumb para
lytic I"
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"I have been watching the ABERREE 
with the greatest interest and won
dering hew long you could keep it 
going... If prospects look good *for 
continuing the nag, I am all for the 
idea put forth by Mrs. Hart in a 
note to me in last issue that you 
round up and digest and evaluate 
the main ones of the courses, teach
ings, revelations, or outright gyps 
which the self-appointed amongst us. 
nyself included, present hopefully.

"There is one field in this as
sortment of teachings which has not 
yet been exploited, and it should be 
right up your alley, what with the 
horns. You knew how the several 
teachers hare expounded vast noth
ings of late, claiming or even get
ting .through mediums, the Vast Noth
ings right from the horse's mouth, 
whether he be one of the Blavatsky 
'masters' or the gods and demi-gods 
themselves.

"In short, new appears to be the 
rich, ripe time to have the Devil > 
in person, speak through an appro
priate medium of science-fiction 
type of mechanism and give his tea
ching. gather to his representative 
on earth a fine following, and teach 
all the best and most dangerous ways 
of being evil and enjoying it. This 
should have magnificent appeal in 
all walks of lire and the one draw
back of the moment could be removed 
by promising all the life members, 
contributing members. supporting 
members, and so on and on, fire-im
munity after death, and a fine as
bestos handled fork so that they 
could continue to have fun no end in 
hell when their goddy-goody friends 
arrive and can be selected for per
sonal attentions with the fork...

"This promises to be a really hi
larious course and order. It could 
be enjoyed by all and sundry, good 
and bad alike, and only those whp so 
desire need take it seriously and 
shew their membership badge or give 
the grip and the password to explain 
to close friends why they have sto

len the other fellow's wife. life, 
liberty, or happiness. If ABERREE 
readers would only send in suggest
ions on enjoyable devilishness to 
the editor or leader of the order 
and.writer of the course, some cost 
delightful ways of sinning might be 
uncovered and taught—always taught 
with the full warning that if one 
gets into trouble, all the other 
devils of the order will laugh like 
-----  and raise not a finger to help. 
Yes. even kick the book fool when he 
is down and get a gold star for do
ing so.

"On the serious side, a careful 
outline and digest of the several 
teachings new extant would be of 
value to the few who have sufficient 
open minds to know when a 'teacher' 
manufactures his stuff out of whole 
cloth and announces (at a price): 
'This is it because I say so'’, and 
the teacher who really is not trying 
to teach, but who is seme curious 
fellow who has dug up what he con
siders valid materials end who wish
es to share his finds with others— 
but who may have to ask his friends 
to help pay the cost of printing and 
mailing, and so becomes shadowed by 
the suspicion cast by money col
lecting."—i-hx Freedom Long, Vista. 
Calif.

"I intuit from your silence end 
other things that you are not your
self 'enthusiastic'^ shall we say, 
about tynergetics. rutting nyself in 
your shoes. I think I can understand 
this. You have invested a lot of 
time and money in 'diantology' and 
feel there is good in it despite the 
actions of some of its leaders. 
Moreover, you are editing a journal 
which goes to a diantological audi
ence. These are ties which would 
naturally make it difficult for you 
to go ’all-cut' for Synergetics.

1 ./het you think of Synergetics 
itself I do not know; perhaps you 
have not yet formed an opinion.

: "In any event. I do not want to 
be an instrument, of 'depergy' for 
?ou. While I would like very much

o have you and Agnes really on the 
Energetic teem. I will not press 
the matter further. I only went you 
both to knew that if at ary time you 
should want to do so, you will be 
more than welcome.

"Diantology*s gain is Synerget
ics' loss. "—Art Coulter. Worthing
ton, Ohio.

"We're back of ycu ell the way in 
your attempts to get a little even 
lew tone action out of the HASI. 
What they are doing new is scarcely 
even up to a good solid -12 on any
body's tone scale. Keep on after 
them and maybe seme dey they will 
come up to a tone level where they 
can look at themselves. Th^ cer
tainty cannot do that new.

"1 also would like to congratul
ate you on your publication of both 
the Doctorate notes and the Clinical 
notes. Apparently 'illegal and un
authorized' means that the HASI be
lieves that no information should go 
out unless the recipient has paid 
for the'ACC And that no information 
should ever leak out. Ey the way, 
one ABERKEE hasmore data in it than 

a dozen ABILITYs. I don't think sort 
I am exaggerating cither. The 1-ot 
ABILITY had nothing in it except the 
usual course add and a lot of'hula- 
buloo about the wonderful things 
they are doing in Phoenix...

"We would enjoy having you visit 
with us at one of our Squirrel Ses
sions; we even do mockups and still 
use an old fashioned E-meter once in 
a while."—The Laughing Joker. C.V. 
i-L ■ Hampton, Va.

"With what a different feeling 
and spirit from a year ago I now re
new my subscription to 'The Aber
ree' . A year ago I enjoyed entering 
into the spirit of your avowed poli
ty of 'not* taking ourselves so damn' 
seriously'. I enjoyed your fun and 
'subtle' wit; through ycu I could 
leugh good-humoredly at nyself. I 
felt, and still feel, that there is 
a place for such in the field of 
Scientology—or SECUID be! But the 
joke is now on us* We have been com
pelled to take ourselves and 'The 
Jiberree' seriously by the turn 
events have taken-

"How. I wish it to continue as a 
sign that freedom prevails within 
Scientology—the science which was 
launched to make all men free!

"Ycu have ny understanding in 
what has occurred, and ny good wish
es for your wellbeing and the con
tinued publication of 'The Aberree'. 
I well knew hew difficult it will be 
to stick to your above mentioned 
policy under present conditions, but 
don't lose heart; let us enjey the 
continued sanity of your paper with 
as few as possible lowerings of 
tene.

"Hubbard's 1.5 behaviour towards 
ALL the field has filled me with as
tonishment and dismay. I had not 
realized hew much greater a man's 
creation could be than the man him
self. .. Undoubtedly Scientology will 
suffer—in fact, is already suffer
ing—a great setback because of his 
destructive ways,' but it will sur
vive in the end in spite of its cre
ator. :

"Scientology no longer belongs to 
Hibbard. It Delongs to those who 
have accepted it, and particularly 
to those who have been trained in 
it. Hubbard has SCID it in books 
and''in-c6ur ses, but whether sold or 
given freely, its knowledge and uses 
have gone from his complete control •

"Those of us who cannot shout 
'Heil Hubbard’ are going to experi
ence a very trying time, and under 
present HASI policy there will be a 
display in the field of all the Tone 
Scale levels; but some few will be 
high enough up to rescue it in the 
end. bhy you be one of these."—Mrs. 
F. Bee, EPA.

"Scientology in New York City is 
in an active state. There are sev
eral groups that are very active end 
I belong to one of them. Stan Strcm- 
field, B.Scn., has a general Wednes
day evening group that is well at
tended and new people keep coming. 
We have just started a small Friday 
evening group that is working on co
auditing. Each Friday we study Sci
entology, Stan gives us seme intens
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ive group processing> and we discuss 
co-auditmg. The arrangement is 
flexible* depending on the particul
ar evening. Monday nights the vari
ous teems meet and co-audit for ap
proximately 2-3 hours. Dott (Mrs. 
Druker) has become interested again 
and is presently attending the Fri
day evening group. The situation as 
a whole is very pleasing to me from 
ti e standpoint of ny finally getting 
some long-wanted auditing, auditing 
others, and Dott's interest. Stan 
is very conpetent as an auditor and 
as a group leader."—Herb Druker,I - 
12, Brooklyn, N.Y.

"I think the Infinites idea is a 
fine one. Unquestionably it presents 
the biggest bargain in all the his
tory of Dn/Sen...Please enroll and 
enscroll me as a full fledged, card
carrying member of the Infinites. 
For this I enclose the full price of 
nothing which you will find after 
you empty the envelope...

"A few days ago I got your July
August (XaasJ issue which I think is 
a little up on the Juneish... Hen
nick's Christmas article, while in
teresting, rather misses the point. 
It is less important hew Jimas orig
inated than hew it is being used 
since. It has become a festival 
within the Christian domain (and in 
some cases outside of it) whose 
function is to re-establish ARC be
tween people and groups. Even peop
le who are enemies 11? months a year 
often become cordial and relaxed 
during the holiday week. Some Xmas 
behavior is aberrated of course, but 
most is of a higher than normal tone 
value.

"I reserve response on the Wash
ington Congress reorientation of 
Sen. until I learn more details. I 
only point cut one inaccuracy in the 
report. The wisdom of Dharma, Lao 
Tse, Krishna, Buddha,etc., are spec
ified. But Dharma (Sanskrit, Law) 
is not a sage or teacher as are the 
rest of the list but the Dharma Put
ra (Bali, Dhamma Fada) which is the 
Old Testament of Buddhism. The con
fusion could easily be from the 
source of the info. (Ability Minor 
5). Cne subject on which Hubbard is 
well qualified is Buddhism. I've 
checked all his quotations from the 
Dharma-Putra and Sutras (Buddhist 
New Testament) and they are 100% 
correct. Since Hubbard's announced 
program—the application of Euro
pean-American engineering techniques 
to Asian philosophy—is the program 
actually followed I cannot under
stand the abstraction from the en
gineering viewpoint. Such a move 
could totally vitiate Scientology 
and has done so whenever it has been 
tried. Such a change of approach 
will not occur whether attempted or 
not. .

"Mathison is, if ary thing, too 
qualified in some statements. Every
thing which occurs in the physical 
universe, not 'almost everything', 
is an event. Events are of two 
classes. Point events which are what 
occur at one place at one time. 
Process-events which are ordered 
series of point-events occurring in 
a bounded region of space-time. All 

humans, life forms, objects and hap
penings whatsoever are process
events .unless they are point-events. 
Thetans, etc., aren't. I have often 
thought that the whole awkward ex
tensive definitions, theta,etc.—'no 
wave-length, no mass, no location in 
space and time*, etc., could be rig
orously and elegantly expressed as 
'Thetans are not space-time events'. 
That says it all. The intervention 
of thetans into (impingement on) the 
physical universe, whether with Hub
bard' s considerations or Mathison's 
images would be point-events. A 
point being dimensionless but loca
tional would express it well. I 
think Hubbard's 'Consideration' and 
Mathison's 'image* are semantically 
equivalent though Mathison's term is 
perhaps more explicit. Perhaps Math
ison is doing what I have long want
ed to see—a re-expression of Scien
tology in other and less synthetic 
terms. Indeed, one test of the val
idity of a doctrine is semantic in
variance under a change of terminol
ogy. A doctrine passing this test 
is empirical; that is, its signifi
cance is external to itself; it has 
reference. If I did not think that 
Scientology fulfilled this condition 
I would have dropped it three years 
ago.

"I think Philip Friedman will 
continue to be misinterpreted ly 
many readers. I am delighted with 
him. Here is a case of pure, una
bashed, metaphysical enquiry. Nor
mally metaphysicians purport that 
their ^-sterns are descriptions of 
the universe (which they are not) 
rather than metalinguistic research 
(which they are). I class Friedman 
with the highly select class of hon
est metaphysicians who, aside fren 
the mathematical logisticians, in
clude Spinoza, Santayana, and not 
many more. All this is aside from 
the aesthetic of the series. If the 
readers aren't interested in neta- 
linguistics(as I am) th^r can always 
read it as poetry. „„

"Infinite 20's Cloud 88 describes 
a very dull game, aesthetic 
taste, if nothing else, rebels at 
such a stupid structure for the Cos
mic All (as Dr. E. E. Snith would 
say)...

"As for Art Coulter's presenta
tion, I believe Dr. Coulter is de
veloping a parallel qrstem to that 
of Hibbard directed toward exactly 
the same end but, due to different 
backgrounds, tracing a different 
route. If you reconstruct Scientol
ogy without Buddhism you will have 
something much like Synergetics. I 
intend to get Dr. Coulter's text, 
not the non-technical one—I am sick 
and tired of non-technicalities that 
admit of a number of alternative 
meanings equal to one-half the word 
count..."—Fred Hand, Houston, Tex.

"Friedman's articles are simply 
fascinating, easily the best mater
ial coming out in the field. Drop
ping the jew is the way to effect 
the flow, once you've hit on the 
mechanism. Here is a little suggest
ion which may er may not'produce, re
sults for the' experimenter. Say to 
yourself *1 MUST NOT' mentally and 

be aware of which muscles tighten up 
in the neck and jaw. There are other 
words- which may produce better a
wareness of what your muscular con
tractions are, according to child
hood conditioning ly authorities and 
hew you have agreed to repress func
tion. You will have to experiment 
with this in your own frame of ref
erence. Then say 'I WILL LET KTSELF' 
(or similars of allowance) and ob
serve the muscular reverse of cont
raction. &ybe even NO and YES might 
work for some. I will say, at first, 
the 'bubbling' is decidedly uncom
fortable, because it is the sensa
tion range of the unknown-happening. 
But after seme experiencing, one be
comes aware of the total-body-anxi
ety tensions. Incidents may or may 
not acco^aiy this. If the mind is 
relaxed end not thinking, often it 
is just a flow. But I've noticed 
that afterwards one often remembers 
spontaneously things they haven't 
thought of for years, people known, 
incidents, sensations of speeding 
around curves, etc. Amazing stuff, 
all spontaneously recovered."—Mari- 
jane Nuttall, lakeside, Calif.

"The kid on cloud 88 is strictly 
on the ball. In fact,he has inspired 
me to request admittance to the In
finites. by qualification for this 
great honor, if granted, is that I 
laid ay mcn^ on the line, did what 
I was told to do, and ended up with 
the sickening realization that I was 
still ne. It night be that a little 
card stating that I had infinity of 
beingness would be just the thing I 
need to throw out the MEM.

Tlease forward my congratula
tions to the kid on cloud 88 for do
ing the best job I have yet seen in 
his explanation of reality. Maybe 
he could be induced to put out a 
short sketch on the slightly chaotic 
condition which follows when Theta 
gets bored with a universe. Such an 
article might be of great benefit to 
the field in that it could relieve a 
lot of people of responsibility for 
that which is to hempen, pull them 
back out of the future, and allow 
them to get to work on that which 
they can be responsible for."—Bbby 
LaMarche, Wakefield, H.I.

"I hare just been listening to a 
friend tell ne off on vty Scientol
ogy is hot growing—no, not why— 
hcw. And, you knew something? It's 
not growing. I vender what would 
happen if you compared the rate of 
growth of Scientology since its 
founding—ssy 1952—and the growth 
of Christian Science, which can be 
conpared to Scientology in that 
it was a bundle of new ideas. Of 
course, three years is a very short 
time in a thetan's life, lilt any
thing with the totalities that Sei. 
is supposed to have, Aould sell it
self > in a large wsy.

"Look at it this way: What hap
pened to the 100,000-odd readers of 
'Book One'T And how about the 50,000 
unanswered letters in the Elizabeth 
Foundation files?

"Several people have said in The 
Aberree that they would, for varying 
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sums or for free tell Hen’s secret of 
making a killing, etc., etc.

"Personally, I wouldn’t give you 
two cents for Hon's secret. I think 
I could do a better job of selling.

"I am sure, end believe that I am 
in as good a position as anyone to 
have found out, that Ron is sincere
ly interested in making this a bet
ter world. I will not at present 
accept the theory that all the ex
cellent things about Scientology 
were produced by a cynic interested 
only in making money. It's impossi
ble on the face of it. Of course, 
those who believe that Ron is cyni
cal often are dubious about the 
effectiveness of Sci. I*am not.

"But the fact remains that Ron 
cannot, or at least has not, follow
ed up on his traaendous early popul
arity. I think that the early Wich
ita bulletins are still the best 
publications to come from one of 
Ron's organizations. This is not 
knocking the Hart editorial ability, 
but the format was better and the 
content more varied than any since. 
The Journal under Hart depended too 
much on L5H and his aliases for its 
material.

"Whatever Ron's reasons are, he 
tries to make people believe that 
all the shenanigans of the past five 
years have been intentional. I think 
that when someone spends as much 
time patting himself and his organi
zation on the back as Bon does, he'S 
trying to convince himself, too...

"This is no reason to give up 
trying to sell Sci... The thing is 
that the info, is not being dissemi
nated the wey Ron is doing it; and 
he is doing his damndest to see that 
no one can disseminate it. This of 
course is the reason for all the au
thority to yank certificates, the
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$X,COO notes, and so on. Ron is the 
greatest at developing this stuff, 
but why does he have to be 'the only 
one' who puts it out?

"Hew, I feel that I am an ade
quate auditor, and have a reasonable 
understanding of Sci. What I would 
like to do (and this is certainly 
deep dark treason) is find a couple 
others that meet the above specifi
cations, that aren't all mad at Ron 
and Sci., that are willing to form a 
three-way auditing team, and go to 
work on each other with the latest 
in Sci. Research wculd be one by
product; but the main goal would be 
to produce a few really free persons 
who could function as a coherent 
group with realistic, independent 
ideas in the overall promotion of 
Sci. This may mean cooperation with 
Ron. It may mean bucking him right 
down the line—but would not mean 
the creation of little Hubbards, or 
little anybody elses. One of ny main 
objections to the people around Ron 
is that while they may be free in 
many ways, they are not free in Sci. 
—and this is where they should be 
free in order to be effective...

"Of course ary such auditing team 
would probably mean the moving of at 
least two of its members. I don't 
knew of one other Scientologist in 
this city who is a good auditor that 
is not being a 'little Hubbard'. I 
don't care if they have been 'Little 
Hubbards'—I have been nyself— but 
the one thing I would question most 
closely is wether any person that I 
would team up with has true indepen
dence of opinion without being just 
’against’ UH and all his works. I 
have seen more than one staunch in
dependent suddenly flop to the other 
side when granted a little beingness.

"I think auditors auditing audi

tors is a good scheme. That’s what 
will sell Sci., in ny humble opin
ion. Frankly, 'people-type people' 
that I knew are not impressed by the 
Scientologists 'they have met. So I 
guess, unless I just knew the wrong 
kind of 'people-type people' , the 
'hot shots of Scientology', although 
they may be greatly improved over 
their former states, still aren't 
the supermen we hear about. Let's 
just face it, though. If Scientology 
will produce supermen, I want to see 
one."—D.Sen. Blank.

(NOTE—Arycne interested in such 
an auditing team to test and use the 
newest techniques of Scientology may 
write Dr. Blank, in care of The Ab
erree, and their letters will be 
forwarded, laybe a few serious teams 
of this nature would furnish the 
sorely-needed proof of what may be 
expected from Scientology.)

"New that you are pariahs beyond 
the pale of all right thinking Sci
entologists I can only say that it 
must be ny merciful heart was 
touched by your piteous pleading 
and so find herewith two bucks Am
erican to save you the cost of ad
ditional advertising efforts and to 
see to it that I get the ABEWikE-HE
• • •

"If you have saved some of ny 
preceding correspondence as a rare 
and needed model of intelligent 
gentlemanly presentation of right 
ideas on an advanced and superior 
plane you would naturally (if you 
were able to comprehend same) have 
sent me ny INFINITE card.

"Having to seme extent perused 
THE BRUCE by friend Michelvelli, I 
must confess I am soma^hat on a 
maybe as to the present situation.

"Do you represent the 'loyal op
position'? Are you 'honest'?

"Is the disagreement only an ap
parency for the madding crowd?...

"New that we need the 'coopera
tion' of the nreclear in order to 
'clear' him {remember when IRH 
railed at the psychiatrists and 
psychologists for making this ex
cuse?)—now that we apparently are 
to treat said BC like as if he were 
another human and not just a 'case* 
—new that we are actually interes
ted (supposedly) in 'communicating' 
with him—well, now perhaps we can 
actually get somewhere.

"But do need phenomena (a 
fancy word for drama). It’s got to 
be exciting, because we need to 
maintain interest and if we can't 
give 'em pie in the sky in some 
future existence, let's give 'em at 
least a kingship or Virgin l^ry in 
the past. .And let's get the Exeter 
back with its fascinating needle 
movement! We really ought to tie 
in some horns and lights or sirens 
in appropriate circuits, too.

"God knows, in our present atem- 
bomb and polio, cancer and he:.rt 
disease civilization with national 
budgets of inconprehensible figures 
we do appreciate evey little thing 
which allows us some glimmering of 
stature and dignity. We even buy 
Billy Grahams and Father Divines!

"So, we'll buy L. Ron Hubbard, 
Alphia Hart, or Art Coulter— or 
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anyone else that provides us a 
'glorious purpose* for maintaining 
this farce.

"It's possible LRH needs a few 
Arhats.

"Don't get me wrong! I'm for 
Hubbard! If for no other reason 
than that he has irked or inspired 
me to stir ny stumps and 'study' 
any number of books that I was only 
vaguely aware (or not even that) 
were extant. I've come to know 
sump'n of Stuart Chase. Uendell 
Johnsen, H. P. Blavatsly, Thomas 
Paine, Buell, James, Freud, Jung, 
Middleton, Mikesell, and others of 
like disrepute. I've read the Tao 
Te Ching, the Bhagavad Gita, The 
Nature of the Universe (Fred Hoyle) , 
Doctor Einstein and Relativity, You 
and Heredity (Schenfeld), and books 
by Aldous Huxley and Bertrand Bus
sell. Even pawed thru CAESAR AND 
CHRIST! Then I got acquainted with 
THE THINKER'S LIBRARY (an English 
deal) and wallowed in Origin of Se
lig ion, The Holy Heretics, The 
Glands . Within Us, Thought and the 
Body, Fan Thru the Ages, and other 
such delectable tidbits...

"Yea Fan! I've read and read!.' 
And, I've come to the conclusion 
that there's sure a lot of smoke, 
but nobody has tracked down just 
where the fire is or what it con
sists of. Not yet! It's also ny 
conclusion that if all books suppo
sedly containing knowledge were re
written in accordance with the pre
cepts of General Semantics that 
there would be a Hell of a lot less 
books of "knowledge".

"One aspect of all ry 'study' is 
that I don't spell nearly as good 
new and care less. Likarise, I 
find my loquaciousness has tapered 
off end ny memoiy is real pecul
iar...

"Keep the 'fire' going, oh Maes
tro. ..And let's really get going on 
an international (even inter-plan
etary) organization of INFINITES!!!" 
—Will Both, Houston, Tex.

"Shifts from one city to another 
'permanently' by the HASI have long 
since ceased to amaze me; thought I 
see nothing wrong in moving head
quarters from time to time (to main
tain sufficient randomity, perhaps) , 
I do think it rather silly to say 
each time that it's a permanent 
move...

"Speaking of the 'Book of the 
Dead', I wonder if anybody bothered 
to count the groups now listed in 
the United States and compare the 
number with that before the Septem
ber, 1954, policy went into effect. 
At that time there were some 85 
groups in this country, and the num
ber is now down to 32. That goes 
further to point up the fallacy of 
Hubbard's statement that 'only 2 or 
3' groups had objected. FAI'1—Jon 
Skinner, Portland, Ore.

"Latest issue of Aberree, very 
good. Color work, wonderful. Arti
cles gbodi Philip Kfiedmen is get
ting better; this last article meh 
more cxplcxatcry of his concepts, 
which are excellent, Whole issue is 

right up tone again. ..The change of 
policy notation expressed very well. 
See, every knock is a boost. If not 
for the conflict with HASI, Inc. 
such change would not have been as 
easily handled. It is not the mat
ter of responsibility that is in
volved in anorymity but rather the 
disadvantage of personal reaction to 
spilling your guts at the time or 
according to topic. Almost everyone 
at one time or another is riding a 
fence and for the advantageous pos
ition of keeping open communication 
lines. These would be cut off or at 
least hampered by the signing of 
names. It is, in ny opinion, a very- 
wise policy. It has the advantage 
that should you desire to put out 
some views of your cwn.to stimulate, 
elucidate, or present an unusual 
viewpoint on something, it could be 
done without affecting The Aberree 
as a publication. In other words, it 
gives you a chance to play Dr. Jelyl 
and Mr. Hyde, while still maintain
ing your basic editorial policy.

"Acknowledge your goals for Aber
ree, but don't spread out too far; 
keep it close to the field. Scien
tology is good because it is a pres
ent time presentation of data, in 
present time language and in line 
with present time thinking. The 
trouble with some of the other sys
tems is that they use archaic terms 
and phrases to present these con
cepts and get past lives restimula
ted and so get people out of present 
time. There is nothing wrong with 
it as long as people remember to 
come up to present time after re
stimulation. Otherwise they all be
come Napoleons. Ridiculous, isn't 
it. After all I know _I was Napoleon. 
The others are imposters. Blub ■ 
blub, blub. Call me rubber lips."— 
Joe Zubris, Dorchester, Mass.

"After vainly trying to persuade 
Dr. Thurman Fleet of Concept Therapy 
to desist from charging prices for 
Electropsychometers ranging all the 
way up to $745, we have finally ex
ercised a cancellation clause in his 
contract and axe terminating his 
sales rights effective November 15.

"We will not knowingly permit any 
school or agency to employ the pow-
erful functions of this instrument- Hubbard Foundation in
in a manner designed to exploit po
tential custcmersx".—Volney G. Math
ison, Los Angeles, Calif.

"I congratulate you again on your 
artistic triumph on the cover of the 
annual Christmas number. I like the 
Mona Lisa smile on the rabbit.

"I fully agree with Bob Gardner 
about 'tone rise' due to temporary 
faith in anything. I have held this 
opinion for a long time, and it is a 
good reason why I still have a very 
open mind about D. & S. It is the 
one common characteristic of all 
faiths and ologies and other things 
to do with the mind. Even E. S. P. 
experiments - yield this surprising 
effect of an initial success which 
falls off rapidly.

"I have been reading a great deal 
about allied subjects recently in an 
effort to find common characteris

tics. I sent for the Rosicrucian 
booklet but have little intention of 
subscribing—I suspect that there is 
little which cannot be found else
where, but should be very interested 
if you know ary thing about it.

"I wish you would write an arti

has discovered
cle which tells us scientifically of 
things which LRH EZZ _____ 1__ 1
without ary doubt (although it is 
quite excusable to inadvertently in
clude non-original material—nobody 
knows everything which has been 
written. Dr. Winter makes such def
inite statements in his book and 
thqy are of great interest."—E.T. 
Bobins, Landon, England.

"What is* this about your taking 
such a grim attitude toward your 
next Aberree? If it's going to be a 
job and a chore something must be 
wrong. I didn't think you intended 
to publish a humor magazine, so why 
worry about the readers who want 
more jokes? There are plenty of 
comic books out. Bather than have 
the Aberree an open forum for ary- 
body's ideas, why not decide approx
imately what you believe to be right 
and then publish articles that pro
mote those ideas? Your readers will 
have something to follow and your 
work in putting it out should be 
more of a pleasure.

"We don't know of azy remaining 
HASI activity here. Just know what's 
in the Abilities they keep sending 
(and thqr say something different 
each issue)." — Carroll Hennick,
Phoenix, Arizona.

"Just an idea about the Aberree— 
I'd like to see it in search for the 
truth—not just ideas, or people's 
consideraticns, but the plain unvar
nished TROTH. I wander what would 
hempen if you asked each person that 
writes articles for you, to write 
what he-she felt to be the absolute 
truth to them at each time, and af
ter awhile they could see hew they 
changed their minds. Believe it or 
not there is (absolute truth) and 
there is also one truth to eveiy- 
thing; that doesn't mean we knew

CLEARANCE SALE
New Condition

PROFESSIONAL COURSE BOOKLETS 
Lectures delivered by L. Bon 
Hubbard in 1952, Scientology's 
greatest year, written m with 
seminar questions by *D.Folgere' 
(Richard deMille). Valuable,
often exciting material in ran
dom lots. ••
6 Different

28 Different
48 Different

$1.00 
5-C0 

10.00
A KEY TO THE UNCONSCIOUS—Sym- 

bological processing by L.Ron 
Hubbard. A novelty workbook. 50p 
SCIENTCLOGY-DLANETICS Book Mat

ches. The basic lingo nearly 
complete-- in black and white. 
Box of 25................................. $1.00

O'BRIEN
P.O.Box 116, Philadelphia 5» Ba»
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what the truth to a given subject 
is. Example: 'Bon «ays the wall is 
there because I keep putting it 
there'. The truth is the wall is 
there because aoseooe decided on a 
building; then they got carpenters 
to build it. If I insist I'm put
ting it there. I'n refusing to allow 
the contractors the right to have 
built it...As long as I live in this 
world I must be able to allow others 
to live in it also; ' they have as 
■ich rijiit to their ideas as I have 
to nine, but the truth of anything 
should be the sane to all people. 
Azycne can look at the walls at 616

Biird St. and know Bon didn't put 
then there because they were there 
before he cane to Bhoenix and they 
are still there after he's gone. 
That (I put it there) is the biggest 
idea in the act of being "The Only 
Che" I know of.”— Pearl Hennick. 
Phoenix, Ariz.

"Have been reading Welgos' Les
sons in Livingness • . . Very good 
stuff. Wordy as is welgos. out re
flects the man's growth and reeding 
since he started in Elizabeth with 
Hubbard. Makes us realize over again 
dianetics is a LABORATORY, not a 
study, not a pulpit. With the theo
retical data from our various sour
ces . TRIED AND TESTED IN THE PROC
ESSING HOCH, and checked over the 
months afterwards, we grow in under
standing. Welgos has been processing 
himself and others for mazy years 
now. There is evident gxwtn in 
depth, breadth, and height.

"The test of azy pie is. not how 
smoothly ths oven operates, but, is 
it good eating?

"Than again, maybe a re-deploy
ment of A R C—not to the people in 
the craft, but toward the people 
whom the craft seeks to help. I know 
some wonderful people in dianetics 
and counselling von. They seldom 
write letters, and then only short 
ones. But their work with patients 
is wonderful. They have A K C, but 
focus it toward the people who come 
to them for help. Inis does not 
break ABC with others—what little 
may hempen goes a long way—but 
swans that their attention is ap
plied directly to the problem at 
hand and not to an ethereal world.

"When a man fails at a problem, 
there are reasons WlfHIl HI WK J 
which explain that failure, fleet 
has recently failed on his ranch. 
Did you also note that the Sen Anto
nio Bean Club had suspended? Azycne 
going back through years of fleet's 
mimeo'd bulletins could see that the 
man really hated the Bench idea, for 
some reason, and projected his feel
ing in scolding the membership, 
whipping it to contribute or prom
ise, using the Bench as a an sans of 
dividing the membership, instead of 
uniting it. Hubbard has been doing 
the ease thing the last year or so 
regarding group membership, training 
and action. What happens to these 
teachers? Anyway, what they envis
ion develops:, .no more CT Bench, and no more 'dlanetic organization. If ttvey had not wanted these results, 
they, would have different results.*A11 of the reading linveriryig 

ment. Here in Orlando we have a few 
ardent workers in the field, none as 
far as I knov in accord with HAS I. 
But I speak, naturally, only for ny
self. Hubbard's stuff works if used 
correctly. Why doesn't it get used 
correctly in nioenix? When are we, 
as a group, and as top-flight indi
viduals, going to aetiry
the higher dynamics?*—L- B. Miller, 
Orlazido, Fla.

"Your little magazine is vezy 
good and its object is commendable. 
As to just who is ri^xt about what 
—well, that is something which 
will hare to work itself out. The 
only judge concerning disagreement 
is truth. Aad there is a seying 
that the truth always wins in the 
end.

"But here is the important part 
about the whole thing. Begardless 
who is right, one . thing has been 
proven. The original object of Dia
netics has not been reached. The re
sults, after five years, give their 
own answer. Actually the object of 
Dianetics has almost been lost in 
the shuffle.

"If the situation were not so 
tragic, it would be extremely comi
cal... It seems that Dianetics now 
has two parties, both doing ths same 
thing, and opposed to each other. 
Which, in some cases, is a very good 
thing: one party offsetting the 
weaknesses of the other, etc.

"However, in the search for san
ity , I believe it would be better if 
it were possible to work together. 
At least, that will be the sign of 
having reached the state of sanity. 
Sane people are of the same judg
ment. Haturally, whosoever remains 
uzissne will claim to be right eo the 
road is bound to be a rough one...

"Does it ever occur to you that 
this 'scattering' operation nas been 
in effect before? How do you think 
the various church organizations be
came scattered? All different, and 
yet all claiming to be Christians. 
Which happens to be a mathematical 
impossibility.

"Now, if I were an enezy to Dia
netics, I believe I would consider 
such a 'scattering' procedure as 
vezy cute. And if I were an enemy 
of Christ, I would have done the sems 
to the churches.

"Hibbard has doubtless made mazy 
mistakes. Some of them are glaring. 
However, open warfare with Hibbard 
doesn't sound too reasonable, (Ch- 
less it be part of a-plan which will 
assist all in the long run.) For 
this much is true. Hubbard did orig
inate Dianetics. Be did take a lot 
of abuse from mentally deed people 
for doing so. And he did not get 
honest co-operation from those who 
pretended to follow him. The after
math of all this has led to the con
fusion which exists today."—L-G. 
Rosecrans, Mesa, Ariz.

"Dear Ed: Somebody told me that a 
publisher has to pay all bills in connection with publication. So-o-o, 
get out that blue pencil, because 
bills for anything larger then a 12- page magazine are coming out of your cigarei money hereafter."—Publisher* 

> (Size of the next AEERRIX will indi* cate who is boss around here.)

this last eight months has been 
pounding this theme at me: WHAT I 
HAVE OR DO HOT HAVE IS WHAT I OR
DERED. The same applies to other 
people. Therefore, what we do or be 
or have is something that CAB POSI
TIVELY be affected by good process- 
ingi

"a) To leam what we REALLY HAVE 
BEES ASKING FOR, PLANNING FOR, IMAG
ING.

"b) To LEARN TO IDENTIFY THIS AND 
TO TAKE A FRESH LOOK AT IT.

"c) To reject what is obviously 
ncn-qptimum and discontent-cansing, 
and to replace the old idea with 
ideas which will probably, AFTER 
THIS MEPNAL CLEANSING, bring a more 
logical and positive happiness.

"All of this puts the HERMETIC 
HilLOSaPHi in the shade, and reminds 
us that in the (¡BEAT teachings of 
Hermetic Philosophy, we are told 
that one may escape the under side 
of the Wheel. through Wisdom. One 
might construct this as 'climbing 
the descending spoke, to the Hub'. 
And of course it is easier to 'ctlinb' 
before the spoke stands vertical, over us.

"Tills puts the kibosh on a letter 
I wrote some time ago to you, on the 
development of a processing program 
which would fit the laws. The idea 
is not to regard the Lews, but the 
Court and the Accused. The Accused 
sits on his jury, and with a good 
Prosecutor, sets his own Sentence. 
And Court is always in session, for 
every Accused. •

"The next step is to perhaps see 
that Court, Prosecutor, and Defense 
Counsel are within the aura of the 
Accused (using the Bslndel idea of 
beingness, not the fleet 'balloon' 
concept). Whatever we see, touch, 
love, feel, or hate, benefit from or 
accept suffering from, is within cur 
power to change. Thus, no mtter 
what our power say be at the moment, 
SOOTHING can be changed. A nan 
whittling a tizy sliver is the sene 
kind of nan, who, with more power, 
would be welding a ship.

"Wow, this seems helpful to me, 
CHANGE-FUL, and possible for azycne 
to see and accept. Once the idea of 
CHANGE-FULNESS is grasped, then azy 
miracle can occur. .

"Contrast this with Fleet's pre
aching of YOU WILL HAVE DISEASE IF, 
followed by a string of prohibit
ions. Contrast this with Hubbard's 
preaching of anathema to all coanet- 
itors, etc. All these proprietors 
seek to impose limitations, within 
the cultist member as well as around him.

"Thus one might come to this con
clusion: Anyone within a cult, who 
does not freely see beyond that 
cult, is limited and enslaved. We all grow somehow, at some rate. When our rate of growth is hampered by external groupings, then we must 
break those group Bindings, and free 
ourselves for larger programs. Who 
knows, in thus breaking did sets of limits in one direction, we mey grow 
in other directions, break other shackles, and astonish ourselves." —Lee Lockhart, El Kiso, Texas.

"Along with some few others, I join in praisOKfor your publication»' 
I've perused each copy with enjoy
The ABERREE, September, 1955 19



RNIVAL 
ROUSEL

/XPITAI (one name for each vacancy. Mil I AAL__ Russian style, but you can 
write-in) in which Founding 
members only can vote. (In-

WASHINGTON, Aug. — The 
HASI has moved to Washing
ton, lock, stock, and (not 
beer) barrel. Here is the 
gist of the notice posted 
on the Bulletin Board of 
the school:

There are four organiza
tions :

The H.A.S.I.
The Silver Spring Busi

ness Service.
The Academy of Religious 

Arts & Science.
Hubbard Guidance Center.
Whether the changes have 

been made in line with the 
HASI's usual plasticity in 
the face of legal techni
calities or not I'm not 
quite sure (but almost). 
The notice did say that the 
HASI is not allowed by Area 
(D.C., Md., Va.) laws to 
teach and process. There
fore, it has opened an off
ice at 8210 Fenton St., 
Silver Spring, Md., where 
it will do nothing but sell 
memberships. It will be 
controlled by a seven-man 
board of directors. They 
are holding an "election*

"SEVEN STEPS TO BETTER LIVING"
Due to the unusual demand for 
this set of 254 SELF-JHOCESSING 
cards and the instruction book
let , we are now able to reduce 
the price to.........................$2.50
Based on the famous SIX STEPS of 
SCIENTOLOGI, th«y have proven a 
valuable assist to enthusiastic 
users all over the world.
We have a few còpies of the 
NOTES ON 1954 LECTURES By L- RON 
HUHHARD published by the South 
Africa BASI. This information 
is not published elsewhere and 
includes the basic AXIOMS and 
ISNESS theory of SCTENTOLOGT. 
Transcribed from tapes . . $3*50 

Add tax in California.
SdENTOLOGT COUNCIL, INC. 
621 South Oxford Avenue, 

Los Angeles 5, Calif. 

cidentally, if you haven't 
acquired the latest Ability 
do so. In addition to the 
slate, there is an excellent 
discussion of straight wire 
—36~page issue, but 10 of 
'em are ads—paid.)

The Silver Spring Business Ser
vice will rent and sell tapes, sell 
books, publish Ability, etc. In re
turn for servicing the HASI's mail
ing list, the HASI will furnish it 
with ample "stocks" (books, etc. , I 
guess.)

The Academy of Beligious Arts and 
Sciences will be the seminary of the 
HASI and is chartered under the
Church of Scientology. It will teach 
three courses, which will result in 
the rewarding of Certificates (not 
degrees, note) the HCA course, $500> 
the HAA course (advanced, $2o5)> and 
the HGA course, $800. Dave Murray 
(temporarily. Jack Horner) will 
teach the BBC course, and be Direc
tor of training; Dick Steves will 
teach the HAA course, and L.Ron, who 
will be hired by the Acadeny in a 
consulting capacity, will teach the 
HGA course.

The Hubbard Guidance Center will 
operate for the present in the same 
quarters as the Acadeny (1845 B.St., 
N.W., diagonally across the street 
from Bill Toung^s). Julia Lewis will 
run it and it will also hire Ron on 
a consulting basis. It is a process
ing unit, set up, I believe, by the 
church. They are arranging separate 
quarters. Processing is in inten
sives only—$500 per week or $1250 
for three weeks.

When I was in the Acadeny. there 
was a class of 0 or 10 listening to 
someone I didn't know (female).

Ron says it was getting too "hot" 
for him in Phoenix. If he was talk
ing about the weather, it's been a 
bit warmish here, too.

-e^e-
PSYCHIATRY IN FUNNY BOOK 

WITH "SUPERMAN" COSTUMES 
Psychiatry is in the 

"funny books"—right where 
it belongs!

Bernie Ross of New York 
sent us a copy of "Psycho
analysis", which seeks to 
tell in pictures how the 
analyst solves the problems 
of his patients. And the 
Scientologist who finds in 
the "book" a modus operand! 
for his own pre-clears also 
might want to buy some of the medical doo-dads on the 
back page: such as a finger 
chopper, a magic wand, a "whoopee cushion", or even ^he^"Suge^man^»costume for

ANNIVERSARY 
SPECIAL— ?

One year ago, we printed a 
few million (more or less) cop
ies of SCRUB OAKS, a 332-page 
novel of small town nostalgia. 
Ve expected every copy to be 
gone within a few weeks, but a 
year later, we still have a few 
left. Since we need the space, 
we are offering (for a few years 
Sv) a copy of this clothbound 

k and a year's subscription 
to The ABEEBB—both for >3, a 
saving of $2.50. (This offer is 
for new and renewal subscribers 
OttY)/

While not as sensational, 
maybe sobs of these other bock 
bairsains will fascinate you as 
much, or more:
NOTES OB TEE CLINICAL COURSE—No 

wonder these have been de
clared "ille^d. and unauthor
ised". More than 200 pages of 
notes from lectures given by L. 
Ran Hubbard to students of his 
$800 Advanced Clinical Course. 
These cover theory. processes 
not available outside the class
roan, and the exact patter for 
several hours* processing. You 
save $794., Only . . . . $6.00 
ELECTR0PSTC8CMETRT—4th Edition

in two volumes—by Volney 
Mathison. Detailing use of the 
E-Meter—plus several techniques 
now being introduced to doctors 
for use in thereby. A theory of 
men and wly he is ill no #tudeut 
can afford to pass up, whether 
he uses an Electrupsycnoeeter or 
not. Both volumes .... $3’75 
9CMB OAKS—A novel of nevtpa- 

pering in a small town, with 
a heavy sprinkling of love > hate, 
oil > and greed—and how they em
broil the closely-knit neighbors 
of a small village. . . . $2-50
CO-CURATIVE HEALING, by L. E.

Semen—In simple language, 
the author tells how human radi- 
aticna can be used to cure di- 
sease—your awn, or in co-opera
tion with others. 395 pages...*4 
GEDS A SOB: (AH orders sub

ject to previous sale. If 
books are not available, money 
will be refunded.)
HEAL YOURSELF (Anthony). . . <4% 
YOU LIVE AFTER IEATH, A _

By Harold Sherman . . . $2*75 
ON AUDITING,

By MarthaCourtis . . . $1.50

"TECHNiqiE 88" — 15 hours of 
Hubbard tapes, made in June, 

1952. These are on plastic, and 
in natal cans. Bargain...$60.00

Order from
The ABERREE

207 N. Washington, Ehid, Okla.
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EVEN A SABLE Our friend 
COAT SHOULD and fellow 
BE RAINPROOF student, Edd 

Clark, has run 
afoul of sindicated justice out in Phoenix, Ariz. The Sunday, September 4, issue 
of the Phoenix Monopoly re
ports Clark was arrested oh a five-count complaint, accusing him of practising medicine without a license. This charge came shortly after two female phonies 
from the "law" enforcement

SPOT AIMASS More and
ON MOVE ISN’T more, it be- 
EASI TO FIND comes appar-

- ent that Sci
entology itself is no more 
and no less than a game of 
Opening Procedure 8-C.

In Opening Procedure, the 
auditor tells his pro-clear 
to contact various objects, 
or move from one spot. to 
another, and he continues 
this for as long as he and/ _ 
or the pro-clear will stand 
for it.The evolution, or devol
ution, of Scientology has

not classify itself, as a religion as long as a stip
ulated rate of payment was 
demanded for processing. 
For this, both The ABERREE
and 
ter

the writer of the let- 
were attacked in Offic-ial quarters, and the char- ges—$500 for a 25-hour in

tensive and $1,250 for a 75-hour intensive—continued to be advertised and collected.
Now, with two ordained 

"ministers" of the Church

cedure pattern. Hubbard, as the "master auditor", has shifted his mass-preclears (students) from one 
site to another: Elizabeth, 
Chicago, Los Angeles, Wich
ita, Phoenix, Philadelphia, Camden, and now Washington. Successively, they've con
tacted engrams, past lives,

agencies contacted Edd, pre- of American Science (Scien- tending to want alleviationtology) facing prosecution, from some Imaginary ills. - - - - - - -
Clark was one of those whostayed behind after the H.A.S.I. upped anchor and sailed across the country ‘‘ for Washington, D.C.Down in Sydney, Austral
ia, a "news"paper calling itself "Truth", nas launched 
a full scale attack against 
one of Scientology's emissaries, Marcus Tooley, after his opening of a school. 
Ina full page blast that 
pulled no punches, Tooley's school, ana the speed with 
which he obtained his cer
tificates, were branded "an 
expensive sham". The re
Eorter, who did not sign 
is so-called expose, para

ded his self-confessed clev-

and public embarrassment, 
somebody is going to have 
to prove something. Either

per corners of the room endlessly. Ai each point, some—like the pre-clears 
who balk at too mazy hours of "Dirty 30"—have dropped

running engrams; others are

erness by suggesting 
er degree, "D.D.T.-

; anoth-
—Doctor

to the same legal respect accorded the more orthodox "savers of souls"—or the certificates sold to graduates of the more expensive 
course are mere pieces of 
pretty paper, and should be so labeled.It shouldn't be up to the "ministers" to prove— at the risk of imprisonment 
if they don't—that the de- 
froes they bought are all hey're supposed to be.There are those who blame the American Medical Asso
ciation for this fight t° keep their monopoly in the field of so-called healing.

the not-too-andent onesare trying to locate their pre-clears three feet behind their heads. Current auditors, however, are those

their long-sufferii clears march from spot, putting their on this .and that.
to

others blame the Phoenix fijjldicate--morning and eve-of Deceit and Trickery".
This attack on Scientol

ogy from two widely differ
ent quarters—one, the re
cently abandoned "mine" of 
the "chief prospector"—is 
a threat against every aud
itor engaged in Scientology 
for pay. More than a year 
ago, a writer pointed out 
in the columns of The ABER- .drenched each time we have 
REE that Scientology could à shower.

ning—whose community control is the ashes Pnoenix 
might well rise up out of. But until we. as Scientologists—ministers or therapists—can show that the 
raincoat we’re wearing is waterproof, some of us are 
likely to find ourselves

Is it possible the "Master Auditor* cannot himself duplicate? Do these shifts in space and in technique reflect ah inability to return to the same heme and office day after day, month after month, and teach the same thing to class after class?
to know many hours o:

run on others, or had run on him. Also, it might be 
interesting to know how much more Opening Procedure must be used on the Science 
itself before it can be stabilized and settled.
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Who Do You Think YOU Are?
>6u Create Thetans, 

Bodies, Viewpoints 
BUDD WKLSE. HM, B.Scn.. BGA, Jh-D.

THE course of the playing of the 
U games of the physical universe in
™ volving Matter, Energy, Space, and 
Time, the pre-clear has made many agree
ments about the miles of the game. He has 
created many Thetans and through them ex
perienced many spirals of beingness and. 
countless activities. The Thetans have 
many different classifications of magni
tude of operation. They are, however, all 
projections and creations of the pre-clear. 
The Thetan is a unit of IS which is heav
ily endowed by the pre-clear. It can cre
ate and destroy and endow and disendow life force and function with great magni
tude of operation on its own. Thetans are 
further inversions of IS, postulated into 
BEing by the pre-clear proper. They con
tain inherent within them a postulate that 
gives them mobility. They have a further 
downward shrinkingness from IS which gives 
them a further illusion of vastness of Space. Thus the Thetan is a symbol or a 
relatively slight facsimile of the pre
clear who operates from his Orientation 
Point.The pre-clear is not a Thetan, but 
is a BEING of far vaster magnitude of op
erative power. He is a creator of Thetans 
who in turn create and operate Minds and 
Bodies.

There is a lower level of operation 
where the pre-clear got tired of remain
ing fixed in the Orientation Point and by 
his own postulated decision decided to 
move over and become the Thetan in order 
to experience directly the enjoyment of 
motion and speed.' The esthetic beauty of 
speed is still an exciting thing to each 
of us. After many cycles of existence, 
the pre-clear became identified with the Thetan and forgot that he could get back 
to the Orientation Point. Or so he 
thought.

So what condition do we find the 
pre-clear in at the beginning of process
ing? Wb find him operating at a level where he believes he is a body. We find 
him hiding as a Thetan. The Thetan who 
is carrying the identity of the body has 
shut off his awareness of being a Thetan, and we find him completely devoid of any 
awareness that he is an Orientation 
(Want to Look on P. 6 for the Rest of This?)

“Id Know Scientology, 
First Study 'Thetan"

>»• 18-11-19» D-
PERSON who wishes to understand the 
basis of Scientology could do worse 

^WDthan to start with "theta" and ’’the
tans", for it is with theta and thetans 
we are working when we apply Scientology. 
As a carpenter is presumed to have some 
idea of what wood is before he begins to 
learn how to use his tools, we should 
learn the characteristics of thetans and 
theta before we begin to find out what to 
do with them. Also, it is in this basic 
field that we find many of the points of 
difference between Scientology and other 
"isms" and "Logics".

The word itself, of course, is taken 
from the Greek letter 0. The symbol is 
used in mathematics to designate infinity, 
which is how long a line is when it has 
no end, or how big a number gets when it gets bigger without end. It can also mean 
"time without end" or "space without end" 
or a number of other things.Now, this isn't exactly the meaning 
in Scientology, although Ron has some
times talked as though it is. Really, a 
thetan isn't necessarily infinite in any 
respect, although it can be infinite in a 
number of ways. But 0 is a handy symbol, 
and sounds very scientific and precise, 
which is the inmression Ron was trying to 
create at the time the theta concept was 
first brought out.

This first appearance was in "Scien
ce of Survival"—the "second book" of Di
anetics, which Ron seems to have forgotten 
recently. It appeared as a part of the 
theta-JSST theory which, roughly speak
ing, says that theta engages with MEST in 
life-forms as we know them. MEST is, for 
those who don't know, coined from the 
first letters of the words Matter, Ener
gy, Space, Time* Ron lately has come 
around to calling it the physical uni
verse, which means about the same thing.

Theta, in this early theory, learns 
from each contact with MEST, which ac
counted for the "past lives" that have 
bothered auditors since the early days in 
Elizabeth. It seems that one can be in
dustriously running a this-life engram (moment of pain or unconsciousness con
taining a real or fancied threat to sur
vival), and suddenly an earlier incident 
pops into view—much earlier. An auditor



4 The AMtmaat. 
once connected with the Elizabeth Founda
tion told me that he was collared by a 
wild-eyed student auditor while first 
checking in to that establishment; the 
student's pre-clear was facing a sabre
tooth tiger, and what should he (the stu
dent) do about it?

Well, this adequately explained 
things while the genetic line was being 
explored. The genetic line is the series 
of incidents (almost infinite^.in number) 
which indicates that almost everyone has 
a personal history of evolution; he has at 
one time or another spent a "life'* as 
everything from a protozoa in the ocean 
to a clam to the primate to "dawn "-man to 
present-day man. The event3g£ate place 
in chronological order—so it would seem 
that "theta" is learning how* to build 
more complicated and better bodies, and 
has wound up being, or activating, human bodies.

As research moved on, it developed 
that there is more than one "line". There are, it seems, three—the genetic line, 
the theta line, and the protoplasmic line. 
The protoplasmic line is the conventional 
parents-to-children line—generation to 
generation. The theta line is the body- 
to-body movement of theta, or the thetan, 
as he now becomes known. The theta line 
was relegated to the "g.e.", or "genetic 
entity", supposedly a "decayed thetan" 
who runs the autonomic and reflex func
tions of the body. The "g.e." supposedly 
is located in the solar plexus area, 
while the thetan is supposed to reside in 
the neighborhood of the pineal gland, or 
in the center of the head between the 
temples.

We must now digress to a parallel 
development in theory. The dianetic en
gram, which was supposed to be the result 
of an electro-chemical change in one or 
more cells as a result of the aforemen
tioned pain or unconsciousness, now be
comes the facsimile. This does not in
validate the engram-runningmethods of 
dianetics; it just enlarges the theory a 
bit, because so many engrams turned up 
that it was obvious that there were not 
enough cells in the body to store ^all this 
data on a physical level. This means that 
there are simply not enough atoms and sub-atomic particles in the body that can 
be rearranged in enough ways to have a 
record of all the memories we have.

Now, this has long been one of the 
things that has bothered physiologists 
and their modern counterparts, biologists, 
neurologists, and other specialists. It 
has been accepted by them, however, that the 10a neuron endings which are in the 
brain must be enough, since it is. obvious 
that that is the only place for memories 
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to be stored. 10a, which means a number 
10 followed ty 21 zeros, is a big number. 
If memories were to take up 1,000 of them 
per second, we would have enough to last 
around 316,775,000,000 years. The compu
ter portion of the mind, though, must 
take up a good deal of this—and I feel 
that a complete picture of an instant on 
a sunny spring day, with sight, sound, smells, etc., would take up a lot more 
than 1,000 neuron endings, each of which can only say "yes" or "no" ("off" or "on" 
like a light switch.) Of course, no one 
in the orthodox sciences knows just how 
memories are stored; they say, as I have 
mentioned above, that it just "has-to-be" 
in the brain.

Well, Ron has come up with a figure 
of 76,000,000,000,000 years as the length 
of time that thetans have been around. 
That's just about 240 times too long for 
the number of neuron endings. At ary 
rate, the concept of the facsimile was 
born. A facsimile of an incident is ah 
energy picture of it. It is carried ar
ound cy the thetan, and may be anywhere 
in or near the body. However, at the 
time that facsimiles were first discussed, 
the genetic entity was supposed to have 
his collection, too, which he used to run 
the body. There is a trend now, however, 
to consider the g.e. to be nothing more 
nor less than a collection of facsimiles, 
which has reached such a complexity as to have a semblance of intelligence.

This leaves us, then, with the the
tan. And just what is a thetan?

Well, he corresponds somewhat to the 
religious concept of soul, and this is 
the genesis of the churches Ron has or
ganized. A thetan isn't any thing. He 
has no mass (or weight), wave-length, 
motion, energy, etc.—things which would 
make him partake of the NEST Universe. 
Ron's definition is "a viewpoint of di
mension", which means a point which views 
dimension or from which to view dimension 
(see things across a distance). It does
n't have any location in space or time. 
It can be at two, a dozen, or a Billion 
places in space or time at once.

The most important thing about a 
thetan to you, though, is that you are 
one. This is, for some reason, a most 
difficult point to get across.

For the implications of this and 
what Scientology seeks to do about it, 
keep tuned to this station.

(NuTZ—What is Scientology? What is Dianetics? 
A Doctor of Scientology. who asks that his identity 
be guarded, has written a series of articles, giving 
his interpretation of L.Bcn Hubbard's writings and lec
tures. This is the second, and others will follow as 
we hare space. We think ths series important because of the tendency to look only for the "latest", and ig
nore the structure frca which the "latest" evolved.)
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ANCHOR POINTS, SPACE, AND SHIELD
If and when a thetan de

cides to stabilize at a 
particular level of being
ness and knowingness, he 
encounters a real test of 
his ability. Whether he is 
an "operating thetan" or a 
"clear", the problem is the same—only the scope of it varies*

In this world, as of now, we have 
many groups, controls, and social 
contacts to contend with. Sone of 
the groups and/or controls (often 
the sene) will try to prevent a the
tan from stabilizing upon a level 
which will enable him or her to 
function satisfactorily. This is 
attempted and accomplished through 
social contacts.

Che of the most common methods 
involves space. It is the thetan's 
ability to handle space that either 
lets him accomplish the desired re
sults or not.

ty putting oat eight anchor points 
in a room or in the open, you create 
space for yourself. It is also a 
fact that there maty be other anchor 
points in the same space pat there 
previously ty someone else. The re
sult is interference, and the one 
with the most on the ball ends up 
owning that space. When you have 
control groups claiming that area as 
their jurisdiction, the odds pile up 
fast, and even an operating thetan 
can have a hard time of it unless he 
opens 19 in potential, This of 
course is not what is desired at 
this point, so the thetan defeats 
his own purpose—that of stabiliz
ing at a particular level. Ton can 
not stabilize very well if you are 
catching and tossing energies, 
thoughts, or mock-ups on various 
levels for any length of time. It 
is too random.

Also involved in this situation 
is responsibility. It comes with 
taking over the space. If you will 
not assume complete responsibility 
you cannot take over the «pace at 
all. Anyone who thinks otherwise is 
kidding themselves. Taka over a 
space and all those within will 
shower you with all their desires— 
wanted or unwanted ty you. It is 
part of the game. If you are will
ing to accept it, and the entities 
around you are compatible ■ then it 
works out fine. Shift to another 
locality, ear-ring your space with 

you (the area you have marked off 
with anchor points) and you have to 
be prepared to keet entirely differ
ent response.

Teener procedure, however, is to 
use shields—spheres of energy ar
ound you. Spheres are very effec
tive in giving you apace, and are 
not as vulnerable as using anchor 
points with solid walls of energy. 
Beason for this is the shape. To 
collapse a square shield, or to pen
etrate it. just knock off a corner 
and move in. It is a definite 
point. with a definite rigidity to 
it. Shake it and the whole shield 
shakes. Bigidity is such tint if it 
collapses upon yon enough tines, you 
start trying to be a MIST particle, 
¿ike a grain of send. BoteVfor ex
ample, the coaacn MST burial prac
tice: a rectangular box, plush lin
ing and all. It still amounts to 
eight anchor points. Latest lasts 
insist an a ccncrete vault around 
the casket. This is tbs'KST-minded 
society, trying to enforce upon the 
thetan lying there, that it is most 
desirable to be a cube, oblong, or 
ary other shape of a real solid.

If you want to create apace by 
anchor points, and do not want to 
conflict with the controls of other 
entities, always use the space when 
stationary, at a fixed point, in a 
house or building.

Why! Because, when you try mov
ing a square shield or object around 
--should you bump into someone else's 
shield—the points dig in, and are 
quite distuning, as you can imagine.

smash into the opposite wall. Or, 
possibly drive yourself and the 
other guy into cne of the corners. 
Just mock up a box with you in it 
bouncing around and sooner or later 
you will get the inverse side of the

However, a spherical shield has 
bounce: being curved it is seldom 
you'd hit without angular deflection 
of some kind and a sphere, being re
silient. absorbs the bump, it is 
the most acceptable ox shields. 
Heedless to say. shields are not 

thing comes in and only that which 
you desire goes out! or vice, versa. 
Always mirror the versa, or a varia
tion of them. Also, you can mirror 
the inside or the outside, make it 
pink, blue, black, or in layers of 
color and energy combinations—lots 
of fun and interesting results. Set 
it spinning, and anyone trying to 
penetrate goes for a ride and cen- 
triftijpl force tosses them off. The 
only point to remember is not to 
make it too complicated so that you 
can go out if you desire to. It is 
advantageous at times to unnock all 
shields for novelty's sake. Just 
don't tiy all this with a square 
shield; yen'll knock yourself out.

Shield your home,car, loved ones, 
etc. Intruders don't like to steal 
cars with a shield. They can't see 
out because they don't know your 
combination, and In most cases won't 
even get in. Nary of the criminal 
type are wide open and depend upon 
theta awareness for success: ergo, 
they avoid shields unless extremely 
desperate, and they're seldom that 
desperate.

Tor those who may argue against 
shields, let them argue. An operat
ing thetan has to use a shield un
less he wants to be another savior 
and end up being crucified, one way 
or another. If an operating thetan 
did not use a shield, he would be 
pestered all the time by people 
wanting to confess or be cured ty 
his touch. After they are cured, 
then they get cocky and try to run 
him down. It is because of invalida
tion to their ego. When suffering, 
they beg for help. When heal tty and 
heqqy, they resent after awhile that 
you did not cure them sooner. Or, 
someone else you helped got rich 
while I didn't, etc. It's all your 
fault.

Ton can make as much space as you 
wish in the spherical shape. It is 
easy to handle. to expand, and col
lapse. and if at worst it collapses 
too Mty times, you will try to be
come a living aftr object, such as a 
plant or an animal; it is much easi
er to climb back up the ladder in 
this fora than as a stone. The low
est form of cell life is always 
higher then a rock. A rock is fro
zen, immobile, and in order to make 
a change, there must be motion. 
Living cells always have motion and 
are easiest to evolve.

Also, a good feature about shields 
—if the world blew up like a rotten 
apple and you had a good shield up, 
you would probably never know it en
ough to agree to the point that it 
could affect you very much. You 
would probably start mocking up the 
world again simply because you'd 
KBOW it's still there. Time, space, 
and people might seem to act vecul- 
iarly until such time as they were 
mocked up back to the point that is 
acceptable.

All I have to add at this time is 
that I know of about a half dozen 
thetar.s past the age of CD (HESS 
time) who look in better shape than 
those of 50 without shields.

shields purposes---------— -----
limitations which are generally sup
posed to be associated with them. 
You can set them up so that every..
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You Create Thetans, 

Bodies, Viewpoints 
(This Started, an Bag« 3.)

Point. This is due to the impacts, «notional and phys
ical , he has encountered during many cycles of exist
ence both in and out of bodies. These impact« he K- 
SIBED to experience in order, basically, to DKW and 

' to enjoy the entire emotional tone «cale. However, he 
< has had so marylmpectshe ins decided that area after 

area of the universes are unsafe. He has withdrawn his 
Thetans to sudi an extent that most individuals are a 
EEIIG who is operating only one bogy and one Thetan on 
this planet at this tine.

This state can well be considered the fall of nan 
as expressed in the holy books on this planet. A BE
ING who was once capable of creating universes at will 
descends to the level of operating one Beall Thetan 
who operates a Mind and Body. How remote control. or 
how far "south* can you get! Hot much further. This 
has been brilliantly written up, step by step, hr In
yon Barrett of London in the Imjmxine (aMllHH • fc-6, 
in an article, "The Descent of mu".

So, when the pre-dear is first approached W an 
auditor he will be found to hare his Orientation loint 
surrounded by layers and layers of unconsciousness, 
which has been termed in Scientology the ccamcn deucab- 
inator of UBKKWIBGBESS.

The Thetan also will be surrounded with similar 
layers which are corresponding facsimiles of the bar
riera around the Orientation Point. The Body machin
ery will also contain copies of these facsimiles. 
There also exist ridges, as thought-form patterns, 

' connected to all these units as facsimiles, scattered 
around the universes in Space where the impacts actu
ally occurred. These various groups of manifestations 
are all connected by communication lines in various 
stages of aliveness. Most of them are dead and unac
tivated until approached in processing. If approached 
improperly they can all become activated, and fall in 
on the pre-clear's body, to a very disturbing extent.

There will be found to exist communication lines 
from the Thetan-Bocly combination which you are ad
dressing to the Orientation Point. These lines go 
through all the barriers and it will be found that the 
pre-clear hats bean operating from there all the tine 
and pretending he is not. All a part of the game of 

’ . UNKNCKDKSESS.
There also exist around in Space hundreds or ner- 

haps thousands of facsimiles of did Thetans or View
points which hare been abandoned by the P-C. Thus the 
orientation Point and the Thetan and the Body are ful
ly rigged with a staggering number of cossunicatian 
lines. Bow can we hope to free anyone from this in
tricate maze! What is the actual goal of processing! 
In a recent nubi lost ion in Scientology it was restated 
that the BEIHG has two basic rights! The right to his 
own sanity, and the right to withdraw from the gene. 
We would like to add to the latter as the result of 
our experience as follows! The BBIHG shall have the 
right to reach into and withdrew from the game at 
will.At present we find most individuals unable to be
come aware that they can move away from the intricate 
communications network known as Body. With processing, 
one may become aware that this can be done and by so 
doing, learn to control this network at a distance 
much easier than when involved directly inside its 
energy mass.

But this is not enough. We must learn further 
than just being a Thetan. We must learn that a Thetan 
is merely a movable point from which to be aware. Ve 
must uncover our main Orientation Point, our true cen
ter of awareness of awareness. We must remove the 
ridges from around the Orientation Point, the Thetan, 
and the Body. We must learn to operate from the Ori
entation Point level with full conscious awareness.

, When you reach this stage you will suddenly discover 
that you have never done anything but operate from 
that level. It has been carefully hidden for many 

reasons. The reasons are infinite and will eventually 
become not too important. The important thing is to 
be aware of the existence of the structure of the game 
and knew that we now have methods in Scientology for 
approenhing its solving on a gradient scale at each 
P-C's present operational level. After this step of 
dissolving a few of the ridges is achieved, you will 
discover the three basic peculiarities of a BEUS. 
These here bean mentioned in Scientology several 
times: A TOC can B MBBiaE, and BE EVErawHEHE, and 
can ASSUME A TTHFOUT, if he chooses.

The next step is to ran out all the old View- 
Sints (GITA, in anactats). As you do this, you will 

scorer that you can begin to tolerate other Thetans 
or Spirits. Tour riwmimtinn will pick up along 
these levels of ■sarensaa.

The next step is to ran out your main Orientation 
Point. This involves rcmming cut the Motionlessness, 
Tineleswiess. and Tarevaansss, and the Aloneness .Vtast- 
ness, and Silmce. Which aqr P-C will tell you is im
possible. Bat, there are terhniyirv for doing it. And 
as am and item you most be very persistent and thorough 
and not leave year P-C in the middle of it. Therefore, 
it is only for the well-trained auditors and P-Cs who 
have reeded a certain cpe*ticmal level with a sin
cere desire to go further. To sew "naming it out" is 
not entirely correct, "budling" these areas with your 
awareness until you change your comsideratianB about 
them is more exact. After this has been accomplished, 
the P-C can just EE where over he chooses Be will 
eventually reach a point where he will not even need a 
Viewpoint; he will be able to just BE aware and KBOV.

The entire basic problem is expressed in the re
cent writings in Scientology related to Owaerahip, 
Besponsibility, and Control. This must be applied to 
the Body and its mazy circuits end network 01 control 
lines which extend outward from it into many wniver- 
ses. These lines must be severed and the IBQBG must 
be processed to the point where he can control and de
fend. agadnst incoming MEST Universe energies the in
tricate and interesting electronic device known as a 
Body. Defend in terms of "resist" is not correct. The 
BEING must learn to convert all incoming particles of 
energy into usable forms of or nothing. This
is the key to maintaining a stable operating state of 
HEIBGMES8 with a body-

An advanced individual who is interested in 
"clearing" himself and others must be aware of one 
thing. The only thing the BEING has to do is change 
his miM or state of dtIBG. The auditor assists him 
to where he can change his mind by releasing old en
ergy patterns. Then he aaist be assisted to where he 
is willing to be HESKJNSIJU for changing his mind.

Beady, willing, and able to change and control 
the postulate structure which holds our dearly beloved 
engrams tightly in its clutches is the goal of clear
ing. The BEING has many interesting, complicated, and 
vast machines—including a body—with which to enjoy 
the game. His desires and purposes will change as he 
advances with processing. He can learn to change his 
game. But he must be led gently by ths theta-hand 
until he is ready, willing, and able to do so. As an 
infinite and all powerful BEDG, your P-C and yourself 
can create and destroy. Ten as an auditor can get the 
P-C to destroy an engram or a set of postulates very 
easily. But, you must be aware that he also can put 
them back instantly with another postulate. Also be 
ware that he perhaps has automatic "survival" machih 
ery which does that for him. Especially when process
ed with Scientology. Tou will discover that Scientol
ogy is not a new word on the "track"—even though it 
is relatively new on this planet.

Since there is really only BOV and Time is merely 
an agreement, the present time or BOV factor is the 
one which must be stressed at all times in processing. 
There are hundreds of techniques available—all of 
which will work to some degree and produce effects. 
So, study them well in relation to orientating you and 
your P-C to HOM. As you use than, always consider 
than in relation to the over-all problems as outlined 
herein. Ve feel you should know them. KKVTBGKB88 is 
the KIT to true spiritual action, and every little and 
big bit helps.
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An Abridgment frbm
CREATIVE IMAGE THERAPY . ; By Volney G. Mathison

ONE YEARS
_ came to this- oountry ta^wcid- 
ing a simple philosophy that 

i was clearly expressed in the 
single phrase, "Every day in 
everyway I'm getting better 
and better ". Thi^r was to be

I repeated, i««i duplicated, as 
_ ,s possible.

This little system of therapy failed, 
despite sane temporary successes, because 
it leaves out the, so far, absolutely in
dispensable procedures of bringing up into 
conscious awareness all major "automatic" 
negative image patterns in control in the 
subconscious area of the personality«

To say "I'm getting better and bet
ter* is sometimes highly dangerous, for 
the reason that the word "better* is 
vague, "Better" may mean one thing in the 
conscious area of the mind and a totally 
different thing in the subconscious area 
of the mind.

The word "better" is sometimes used— 
and confused—with "bigger". We have the 
phrase "bigger and better". To the sub
conscious areas, this may mean a bigger 
and better enlargement of the heart, big
ger and better development of tubercles,p 
a bigger and better mass of polio virus— 
bigger and better no-telling-what. The 
word better is perfectly right, but not 
if used vaguely. Attach the word "better* 
to some specific noun, or to positive and 
definite image-areating < phrases.

It becomes necessary at this point 
to define the word "specific*. A synony
mous phrase is8 "plain and distinct”. But 
to get to the remarkable significance of 
the word, one must go to its Latin ori
gins, consisting of "faaio", to make, and 
"specie", to behold, to see. Hencespe
cific" in its origins signifies to make 
beholdable—to make SEEABLE!

In the treatment of disease, acute 
or chronic, one cannot create effective, 
detailed images by asserting "I'm getting 
better", or "I'm improving", or the like. 
What is required ¿s to have some conscious 
awareness gained through the inspection 
o£ accurate published descriptions and 
illutetrations of the form and appearance 
of the diseased structure AS IT SHOULD

WxitCure Ills
DESIRABLY APPEAR IN A STATE OF PERFECT 
SS^is is not to say that one need ob
tain charts of the physical structure of 
the entire body, but rather only of the 
areas manifesting disease or symptoms in 
each specific case« It is not necessary 
to buy expensive books on physiology. One 
can consult "Gray's Anatomy" or the like 
at most libraries. __

Above all, before doing 
it is essential to know accurately which 
organ, ’gland, or other structure is af
fected« Some conditions, particularly 
stomach ulcers, are fairly obvious—bat 
the seat of many ailmentsis often obscure.

A caution at this point! There is a 
very commonly held false idea in the minds 
of patients who have read a little about 
Freudian psychoanalysis that there is some ORE single hidden cause of their trouble« 
In fact, persons who have studied psy
chology of almost any school often seize 
upon this notion that their difficulties, 
illness, or state of general unhappiness rests upon some single deeply-buried event 
of childhood or infancy that occurred on some one now-forgotten day—or night«

The most extensive Electropsyahom- 
etric examination of most cases usually 
discloses no such single destructive major 
past event concealed deeply in the sub
conscious. What is disclosed instead is 
the cumulative, additive effect of end
lessly DUPLICATED domiciliary events of a 
specifically negative pattern, covering a 
period of from two to ten years, or more.

Sometimes, of course, there IS a single massive major event at the bottom 
of all the trouble. The more common types 
involve concussive blows, serious physical 
illnesses or injuries, or the like. A 
hazarded guess is that 10$ of the cases 
that arrive in therapy rest upon a single 
deeply-buried massive event, and about 
88$ rest on the cumulative effect of a 
long-duplicated series of events of a 
consistent negative pattern.

And what about the remaining 2$T
These are the cases which under the 

most extensive Electropsychometric assess
ment do not disclose any single major 
injurious past event, or any duplicated 
pattern of minor negative tendencies. 
These are the kind of cases that are 
sometimes used to bolster the mystical 
theories of reincarnation, and of more or
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less conscious awareness of experiences 
of past lives. ’

With reference to the application of 
creative image therapy to physical dis
ease, be sure, firstly, that the condi
tion has been accurately diagnosed, and be 
certain, secondly, that you have as com
plete and "see-able" information as pos
sible as to how the affected- structure 
will appear when you have returned it to 
a state of perfect health. '

When you know accurately ¿¿jat struc
ture is involved, and how it -i>>- has been, 
or may become deteriorated, then issue 
direct mental-verbal commands to your 
subconscious: -

"GO IN THERE AND REPAIR THAT STRUC
TURE! MAKE THAT PLACE PERFECT! HEAL IT! 
REPAIR IT! MAKE IT PERFECT! 1'There is no magic in the .^rds them
selves, but, by mentally saying them to 
one’s self, one creates the_p^jtphic image 
of the healed and perfect SftJMcture, ac
cording to one's physiologicjBr data.

Perform this silent exercise at all 
reasonable available times, whether for a few minutes or for a few seconds at a 
time. Duplicate ih§. commands,!.

Creative image therapy' recommends the use of realistically limited verbal 
statements about one's actual physical 
condition. If, for example, there is a 
condition of arteriosclerosis (hardening of the arteries), one issues the above commands, or something similar, to one's 
subconscious, and one at the same time 
creates mental images of arteries in perfect condition—but one does MOT then go around asserting, "I'm now cured! I'm now perfect!" or the like. This is 4pt to be 
false-to-fact, and the subconscious will only sneer, "The hell you say!" '

On the other hand, don't say, Uy 
arteries are going to be repaired, made 
perfect, etc." This puts the cure or 
healing off into the vague.,, indefinite 
future. -

Say: "My arteries ARE NOW-to a small 
degree more flexible, more elastic. The 
coatings on their inner surfaces ARE NOW 
to a small degree reduced." Concerning 
the word "degree" it is presumed that we 
are in agreement that this means "to a 
certain extent". This results.in a posi
tive statement that the subconscious can 
readily accept, for the word does not 
imply any arbitrary amount of change at 
any given moment. . .

With reference to the actual mental 
imaging exercises that accompany the men
tal wording, the "small degree" concept 
of the preceding paragraph is discarded usually in favor of sharp, duplicated images of the desired perfect physical 
condition. This pictures the desired 
end-result and does not entSit lying to 

one's self. It sets, in each case, u 
positive and definite GOAL for the sub
conscious to work toward. Hence, in 
eradicating pathology in material areas, 
one may fantasy in imagery the desired 
fully perfect condition of these tubular 
structures. Duplicate the images at every 
feasible opportunity.

And, by way of concurrent action on 
the physical level, do whatever can be 
done in the light of the most up-to-date 
findings of diet, physical activity, and 
the nice,If there is a pathological cardiac 
condition—for instance, an enlargement 
of the heart-don't say, "I'm getting 
better". Say: "The enlargement IS NOW to 
a degree reduced". Image up mental pic
tures of a perfect heart, in accordance 
with competent illustrations and verbal 
data. Duplicate the images! And, again, 
issue imperious co—Kinds to your own sub
conscious: "Make that organ perfect! Re
pair it! Make it perfect!"

DUPLICATE!
, If there is a condition of impaired 

hearing, and the causes therefor—which 
are often psychic—have been brought up 
into conscious awareness and reduced, or 
fully reviewed, you may now create image 
patterns of a perfect and sensitive hear
ing structure, in accord with accurate 
illustrated or other data. Command your 
subconscious: "Make this ear perfect! 
Repair it! Make it perfect!" And, also: "This ear is NCW to a small degree more 
sensitive to sound waves, to other people's 
speech and voices, than it was yesterday."

DUPLICATE!
The preceding suggestions presume, of course, that the causes of psychic stress in the case have been brought up to conscious view and dealt with.It is a fascinating fact that the positive technique of the above para

graphs, if duplicated sufficiently, can relieve physical symptoms of disease. But 
if the basic psychic stresses causing the 
ailment are not brought up into conscious
ness and discharged, the subconscious is 
apt to heal the area it is specifically commanded to heal—and then produce AN
OTHER DISEASE in some other area. These are the now recognized "displacement type" of diseases.

A displacement type of disease or symptom may, on the physical level, appear 
to be different from the ailment it dis
places, but the psychic purpose or sub
conscious aim underlying the manifesta
tion of the displacement disease is the same as the one that caused the original 
primary symptoms.

(ID. BODt—This la the third abridgaent of chap
ters from Mr. Mathison’a new book, Creative laage 
Therapy, obtainable fron the author at $2. Other chey- 
tera will be printed in future issues of The ABSRB.)
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Nations Symbolize Their Future
- ' By PHILIP FRIEDMAN

HE FRESH 
black 

To stand
is fitter, 

For every Pax must wield its 
axe

On sweet physique, so soul 
may quit her.

eace, so simple, yet to follow. 
Is a bitter pill to swallow. 

The symbol of the lash is a 
stiff staff, divided against it
self into positive and negative 
streamers. Although the lash is 
phallic, it should not be consid

ered as a lingam per se, but as a symbol 
of all the maledictions the world is heir 
to, and the homeopathic method of killing 
the body to save the soul—that is, action 
against action, brother against brother.

Flags are flagel
lates. To lash is to 
flog, is to flag, is to 
render flaccid. Straps 
are stripes. Our stars 
and stripes are a fall
out, a lash-out from the 

phoenix or the zero ball surmounting the 
staff. At half mast a flag is diagonally 
wilted.

Liberty and Union or Freedom and 
Equality is freedom from the leash (apron 
strings) of the mother, base and in goal
with the lash of the father apex, in 
all are created equal, and all are 
in the likeness of God«

The Jack of cards,

which 
likes

and division.

said

plucked olive, so 
and bitter,
for Peace, no fruit

tese

The fasces symbolizes authority 
and punishment—union and division. 
The common glyph for all Egyptian 
deities is an axe—an X. Division is 
multiplication, is wrought by an axe.

The shamrock, a Mal
cross, shows the sham of

materiality. Adam saw the~<
sham and was ashamed. / g/ \

Canada's maple leaf is an 
X-ing 1-ing formed by its petal 
and venous structure. Fallen 
leaves shrivel up, again to 
fall.

Spain's diagonal spaces, 
set in a plus, are showing the 

physical lions (lines) going 
down to the left as the pyr
amidal towers 
black sky.

The mills 
grind slowly, 

fine, 
zero, 
lashes

tear

of 
but 
That

into the

the gods F 
they grind exceeding 
which exceeds fine is

Lashed by the wind, the 
lashed Don Quixote, who in

turn lashed the lashes. Lash 
against lash is like ki 11 i ng like. 
The story of the Dutch boy who 

could plug the hole in the wall (well) 
that could stop the material waters from
overflowing is significant.

Hitler besmirched the 
Chinese swastika, the plus
cross of matter and of for
tune, by turning it X-wise, 
mocking up his own demise.

The fleur-de-lis is a 
floral phoenix. Heading from 
the point above, it has X-ing 
wings and legs, anchoring up
turned claws, and fanned tail 
feathers, all of which are 
bound by a body.

to symbolize the Christ, is 
the X-ing, is the Knave that 
steals the physical body. 
Thus, the Union Jack is union

Russia's fu
nereal binded zero 
X-ed wreaths are 
the wreathings and 
writhings, the 
witherings and the 
weatherings of ma-

teriality. The fallen masculine hammer
and the risen feminine sickle are akin to 
the lash and the shepherd's crook—simul
taneously building up and cutting down—
molding and shattering—suckling and
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sickling. Russia's pyramidal bear bears 
watching.

In Japan's radiating circle, there
are an infinite number of angles, yet only- 
one angle of 360°, yet it is no angle. 
Angles are angels and an infinite number 
of them can stand on the point of a need
le, concurrently. The angles or angelic 
rays project out from the center until 
they meet their likes, and the archangels 
or arched angles are seen at the circum
ference returning back to the center. An 
outburst is an inburst. Japan's sunburst 
is a daisy. It is our Great Seal in plan 
—the greatest story ever told and the 
only God story that can be told—the self
same story that varies only in the set of 

symbols employed to live it.
South Korea is a Chi-Rho 

of the male and female yang
yin. Tilted against odds it 
is a pawn for the Gods.

Greece was a plus nation 
that accentuated the impor
tance of the perfect body. 
The Greek discus thrower 
shows that each must man ft
his own disc and discipline 
(disc-ipline) or head his 
own zero. The disc-ip-line J&J
is the spiral line the disc 
travels to reach the apex.
The farther out it is thrown, the quicker 
the prodigal disc returns, after hitting 

rock bottom.
The Confederacy and many 

of the Southern states X 
rayed themselves.

The infinitesimal 
drop of secretion that 
the doctor presses out 
from the breasts of a new
born infant is called 
witch's milk. Obviously, 
witch's milk is NO milk, 
because a witch is a wom
an, masculinized. Her 
right face is showing going down to the 
left. Her broom is her new-found groom 

on which she whips herself to the Satan * s 
Sabbath.

In an examen of the court trials of 
witches, we glean the followings

A witch cannot cry. Crying is a 
feminine upflow. Men have few tears to 
shed.

A witch wears red shoes. Red is 
positive and a man's positive pole is at 
his feet. A witch is usually depicted 
with a profuse turned-down nose, chin, 
hairdo, and hat. She is skinny and boney 
—all masculine features.

A witch can change a field from one 
side of the road to the other. This is 
her ability to change her magnetic field 
from negative to positive—feminine to 
masculine.

A witch can change into a wolf. A 
wolf is a dog, is a positive type.

A genuine witch has a point on her. 
At her trial, this mark of Satan is sought 
on her body. In her masculinity she has 
pointed the void.

A woman is a witch if she sinks in 
water. This is quite correct, since she 
has changed from the lightness of femin
ine space to the heaviness of the point 
of masculine matter.

Joan of Arc (John of Arc) was a boy 
of girl witch who refused to shed her 
boy’s attire, even though it cost her her 
life. She rode her horse even as a witch 
rides her groom.

The punishment of a witch fits her 
crime. Like a phoenix, she burns at the 
stake,. She is given the "hot foot" in 
order to repel or redirect her flow back 
up again. Retributions, like diseases, 
are corrective measures.

A witch is a wick, is a wicked woman, 
is a malefactor, is a which. A male witch 
is called a warlock—a man turned woman— 
a Satan.

A witch derives her magic power by 
living backwards, reversing her flow of 
forces, pitting them against themselves. 
Likes cleaving likes form an augment
ing, catalytic zero, an "open sesame" 
(sames) for images which she may mock up 
in it.

Another aid to a witch's power is 
her familiar, which is another similar, 
which is a black cat—a feline (S line) 
species. Wishing witches will their wick
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ed wiles over a cauldron of boiling brew, 
which creates a zero medium by evaporation.

The source is the force of her sor
cery. She is a belle, a book, and a

a convolution of record-candle—a woman 
ings, and a man

In this 
mysterious A b - 
raxas, "Abra“ is 
the "father ray", 
which an X is. 
The wheel of life 
in the center is 
the whirling base 
of the pyramid, 
repelling the 

positive fiery horsepower up—dividing, 
anchoring, and upturning them. The reins 
are in the mouths of the serpents. The 
cock is the phoenix that rules the roost 
of positives and negatives with the X-ing 
lash' and shield. Charity is the chariot 
in which we get our raising. The invert
ed record is the sky. "Hold your horses". 

Freshmen are given the lash and hazed 
(made hazy) in order to make them less 
cocky. In Africa, boys at the age of pu
berty are subjected to the most horrible 
terrors. At this zeroing crossing over 
age, their powers to poltergeist aw too 
intense to be trusted. They are, for this 
good reason, the whipping boys. "It’s 
good for them,"

Abracadabra is abra-k-ed-abra, is 
action-X-ed-action, is the homeopathic 
therapy to the magic "open sesame".

Snowflakes are fallouts 
from heaven. They are all 
the same, all Chi-Rios, all 
six (sex) pointed, and all

On our Greatdifferent
Seal, a snowflake is the im
ploding group of cloudlets 

forming the hexagonal Seal of Solomon, 
sealing in a nucleic particle in its cen
ter. Flowers differing from these, grow
ing up, ar® predominantly 
pentagonal. 

In the spiral nebula, 
the black spaces are in
going forces and the white

simultaneously.rays are 
out-going

Winged insects and 
birds are X-ing and 1-ing. 
like the humming bird, the 
faster the frequency of the 
wings, the more stationary 
the body. When the wings 

slow down, the body shoots out, like an 
arrow, into space. This is how we came 
to fall out from the apex—by falling in 
frequency.

We and our world again are entering 
the ultraviolet, high frequency part of 
our cycle. More has happened in the last 
50 years than in the last 500, and more 
will happen in the next five than in the 
last 50. It is less necessary for a man 
today to live 70 years to achieve his 
life cycle than it was for a low-frequen
cy man of Genesis to live 700.

The bells of the century are fore 
tolled—foretold to be the last under the 
dominion of evil. Now, that it is about 
to be on earth as it is in heaven, we are 
all scared to hell.

High frequency short wave, versus low 
frequency long wave. The ultraviolet 
cycle is so frequent that the lag between 
cycles is almost zero. Therefore, it pro
jects so little into space that it can’t 
even penetrate a silk shirt. But being a 
hole, it is the causing for everything to 
penetrate it and become augmented and 
radiated out again. The infrared is the 
speeding arrow, which as it penetrates 
through space, leaves a hole in its wake, 
into which everything penetrates.

Thus everything in the un
iverse is a chain 
every word in it 
bly interlocked 
that utters it.

of hearts and 
is inextrica- 
with the one

In the race 
between,the hare and 
the turtle, the 
long-wave low fre
quency rabid rabbit, 
speedily whipping 

from side to side, soon whips itself into 
an hypnotic sleep. The short-wave high- 
frequency turtle, whose protective back 
is a zeroing dome of positive and negative 
squares, will get there first, simply be- 
cause it has not strayed fremi its goal 

place".■in the first
The 

"K" in He
brew is a 
"Kov" and 
its glyph 
is a head 

with a tongue hanging out. The Kov is a
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Q, is a coolie's queue, is akin to the 
many primitive masks with hanging down 
tongues. This is the overflowing head of 
point of nausea, the desireless state, 
wherein there is a "surfeit of the husks 
cf the earth". -

A Gymnasium is a place to learn the 
game of nausea, where men are trained to 
reverse their poles, i.e. sublimate and 
regurgitate their downflow. In the game 
of tennis, love is nothing, and the power 
of love is the power of zero. Like hel
ium, when we reach absolute zero, all we 
can do is levitate.

The sum of everything is zero. All 
desires equal no desires. Summation is 
culmination. "Nothing at all" is all at 
nothing.

Dogs, like Gods, with tongues:hang
ing down, eat their own vomit. Mythical 
gods were known to eat their own children. 
Children who stick out their tongues are 
emulating the gods they are so near.

The cross-section 
through the apex is an "M" 
for Man, the fall down. 
Through the base, the 
cross-section is a "W" for 
Woman, the fall up. Sep

arately they are a father and a mother. 
Interlaced they are a Father-Mother-God 
trinity. Birds are M's repelled from 
heaven. Worms are W's repelled from hell, 
A worm is an upside-down bird.

in my name (x" ^)t there am I 
of them."

X-ing 
men or X-ing 
goats are 
X-ing likes. 
"For where 
two (II) or 
three (III) 
are gather
ed together 
in the midst

Pitting an action in present time 
against an action in past time is Mental 
homeopathy. Likes repel and kill each 
other. Narcissus scanned himself to death.

The curse of every course of train
ing is that it is bound to jump its own 
tracts. All teachings, no matter how de
sirable , are implants. The more we are 
taught, the more we are taut. A tot is 
God taught and God taut. The unteaehables 
are the untouchables. You can't teach a 
zero, nor can you touch it. The less 
evolved untouchables are as children in 

the rivers of life. They are closer to 
God and zero. They are untouchable, not 
on account of being of lower caste, but 
of a higher, they have not yet reached 
the nadir of materiality, 5-6. "A man 
cannot look upon the face of God and live."

Immortality is immateriality. Ac
quired immateriality versus natural imma
teriality.

The problem is not how tomoak-up 
things into manifestation. Even the Sor
cerer's Apprentice did that. But it takes 
the master magician himself to stop ma
teriality from overflowing the apex and 
engulfing us.

"Be not deceived, God is not mocked," 
—Paul. We cannot mock up a zero, but we 
can be one. It can be praised, up-raised, 
and appraised.

Francis Bason—"If a man begins with 
certainties, he shall end in doubts, but 
if he be content to begin in doubts, he 
shall end with certainties. The first 
step, then, is the Expurgation of the 
Intellect..

So, expand into the Silence. Drop 
the body to turn off physically. Drop the 
jaw to turn off emotionally. Drop the 
eyes to "Perish the thought". The farther 
down we reach, the farther up we fall. 
Jesus had to go to hell before he could 
go to heaven.

If it is any good, give it away. We 
have only what we give away. Nature is 
prodigal. He who has gilt is guilty. So 
it behooves us to denude ourselves of 
ourselves in order to be self-possessed. 
All we OWN is NOW, which is ALL. Now nev* 
er was and always will be.

"Make NO bones about it," The cross
bones are no bones. The Chi-Rho-bone is 
the Chi-Rho-os, is the cross. And as for 
the lost word, "take my word for it",

"MUM'S THE WORD."
(HP--This is ths fourth of a series at fire ar

ticles in which Mr. Vriodaan points to the symbology 
that gave our language beingness. The casual adoption 
o£ idioms and slang hare ceased many of our wm to 
lose their meanings, and this series seeks to point 
out that the secret of life itself is between eur lips, 
if we'll only listen with understanding to what we are 
trying to say.) ,

SMALL DATA OF DEEP SIGNIFICANCE
Any similarity between views ex

pressed by The ABERREE and views held by 
its readers is purely coincidental.

A parking meter uses your sidewalk 
to charge others for using your part of 
the street.
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Biid has too daily papers, but it 
was in Thursday's editiou—only an 
hour after the September AHHBB had 
been printed—that we learned of 
DickdeMille’s; tarries* on Jhgust 7, 
the previous Sundry, to MrsJamaret 
Belgrano Van Kossen, in Aland ana. As 
this is the October issue, it'll be 
pretty stale news to Dick and Marg
ret , but cur good wishes are fredi, 
azyway... If Jen grimar ever gets to 
Cklahaaa, and the natives learn he 
credited Abe Lincoln with the mote, 
"I never met a man I didn't like11 > 
in his ABC-AID, he'd better hare his 
shootin' Irons oiled* Everyone in 
Oklahoma knows Will Bogers authored 
that statement — not Lincoln, Ben
Franklin or Bill Shearspake.. .More 
than two years ago, Detroit cops 
jugged Befa Postel and Bari Cunard 
for teaching Scientology without the 
license they'd been told, they didn't 
need. They were placed on probation, 
and Bari moved to Oklahoma, where he 
is now employed on a farm near Cres
cent. The other day, Karl, b naming 
all over, was displaying a notice 
from the Detroit Department of Pro
bation, advising him that now he was 
a free man—go and sin no more. And 
the notice itself shows how far out 
of present time is the said Depart
ment of Probation« It was dated Oct. 
15, 1951* but mailed Aug. 11, 1955«

Orlando, Fla., let him down, Clem 
Johnson moans (or whatever it is 
ghosts do) in his latest issue of 
The G^ST—so he, like the HASI be
fore him, is moving. Henceforth, The 
GHOST and Clem's school. Southeast
ern Scientology, will be housed in 
Tampa, Fla., and Orlando will be 
left in the bends of Clea's former 
dasasate, Dr. P. D. MaKer, whom 
Clem recoBgemds very highly."And so, 
once again Opening Procedure (moving 
from one,spot to another) erases an 
engram (such as a 979,000 libel 
suit)-or does it!.. .Monica Macomber. 
who's left her haunts in rhoenix to 
return to San Diego where her father 
is seriously ill, admits she's com
mitted the blasphemy of all time by 
going to work as a nurse in an os
teopathic hospital. Worst of all, 
she's becoming a convert...

"Well, X like Phoenix," writes

Sid Twombly, changing her address 
from Schenectady, B.Y., to the Ari
sona capital. Which defensive re
mark seems to have some sort of sig
nificance, but we don't know what... 
Evans Farber of Los Angeles sent us 
a two—day- group processing program 
of his Forum of Let' s Pretend, and a 
new address. Why not a report on how 
many attended and what results you 
got, Evans?..-The long, long silence 
of A.J.S. McMillan, intrepid British 
publisher, has Been explained- Be 
was at Cornwall, and "the best weath
er in years" voided his resolve to 
answer the flock of letters he took 
along..«And while we're on the sub
ject of England, C1REAIBTT,published 
by the London BASI > has been serial
ising a bit of "Arrival Bows" lately. 
For example: Vol. 2, Bo. b reports 
"Scientology Comes to Stay". So. 7 
says L. Bon Hibbard is expected in 
London "shortly“, and Bo. 8 declares 
if Bon ABD Marv Sue and the children 
are Sie there "shortly". Be can 
hardly wait for Mo.9, due shortly...

Bev. Jim Welgos has a new book on 
"Satisfactory Sex", which discusses 
the subject rather frankly and thor
oughly, and the Beverend Jim hopes 
through sales of the book to intro
duce maw newcomers to what tab's do
ing in Fairhope.. .And we're warning 
the Beverend Jim that he can expect 
to get punped (but not about sex) 
whan he stops in Boid on the start 
of his westward lecture tour. For 
full details, as Dr- 18-11-19 says 
elsewhere, keep tuned to this sta
tion. . .Phil Friedman and his endless 
word game have put us in the ASA^A 
class—but it's the A in Alphia»the 
A in Al ice-the A in Aberree. It's a
throwback to our pig-latin days— 
ouya cwkoa, ilpba—with a 180° vec
tor. . .Jim Pinkham, who once kinged 
it over the put-eveiy-lecture-coi- 
tape-for-posterity section of the 
HASI, has a new love—an electric 
typewriter—-on which soqe of tomor
row's undying fiction mey be incuba
ted. . .When mrcus Tooley opened a 
"Scientology CenEre“ In ^dney, Aus
tralia, one of the local newspapers, 
TRUTH. gave him almost a full page 
of free publicity—complete with his 
picture, quotes from his literature, 
etc. All of which may mean a com
plete new face on the Bcientological 
picture in the "land down under*...

Since we were asked not to tell 
more than 200 of our readers, will 
the other cOO please skip this next 
item? After about September 20, it 
will be Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Pope—and 
not Ernie Pope and Marjorie Sepp, the 
bridgegroom-to-be informs us. For a 
honeymoon, the couple will be house
hunting in Wilmington, Del., where 
Ernie is being transferred iron Boss- 
ville, Ga. These two have been lea
ders in Southeastern Dianetics cir
cles since the first bock.. .Ath Ath- 
anassculis of (Miro is taking a J- 
week vacation at Marsa-Matruh, near 
Libya. Ath writes to tell of a vis
it he had with Charles Wallach, for
merly of Oklahoma City, now with the 
London embassy, and doing quite a 
bit of traveling in the Far East... 
Ve see by ABILlTT MAJOR b that ’ Tom 
Jefferson has joined their staffer 
producing covers. And we thought

Mail Course Will 
Certify Students
Who Want Basics
A correspondence course 

in Scientology, aimed primarily for tnose who do not 
intend to practice as pro
fessional auditors, is being 
inaugurated by the Scientology Guidance Center of North 
Wilbraham, Mass., according 
to Dr. Walter L. Hamilton, 
the director.

The lessons, one of which 
is mailed a month, are pri
marily for processing, and 
the student is supposed to 
spend a minimum of ten hours 
both as pre-clear and auditor before he can receive 
the next month's lesson. A 
charge of $3 per month is 
made for the course, and 
upon graduation, the student 
will be certified as an HBA 
(Hubbard Basic Auditor).

The HBA course replaces, 
but uses the same material, as was contained in the HCA 
correspondence course the 
Center issued prior to Aug. 
31. The change was made. 
Dr. Hamilton said, because of more rigid requirements 
for those who wish to ob
tain HCA (Hubbard Certified Auditor) certificates.

Although the HBA course 
is meant for those not wishing to use Scientology on an action level, Dr. Hamil
ton points out that "after 
a student has the knowledge 
of his extraordinary abilities, they'll just nave to use what they know on oth
ers , or invalidate their 
third dynamic".
the running of past lives was cut of 
date.. .Bat in case it isn't, we want 
to explain that any imperfections in 
the printing of this issue are to be 
blamed on the inability of Bill 
Blake and Ben Franklin to acquaint 
-themselves with our modern printing 
processes. Eext month, we're turn
ing the job over to John Gutenberg.

To the fc-a-year customer who com
plained that there has been no news 
in The ABKSREE lately from Venus, 
Mars, or "Zydo", the three planetary 
correspondents were fired when they 
signet! up for jobs in the new P.John 
Huffles-etc. broom factories, soon 
to be opened, in their respective 
areas.». Melia Stone is trying to 
sell her Ihsadena Center again.. .Dr. 
Ellen M. Carder is moving back to 
Idaho TSalls—this time more or less permanently, she says.
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Society Denies They Exist, 
So Unusual Abilities Survive
Ely JAMES F. PINKHAM loud outcries against such

"invasion of privacy", 
tunately for those who

anThe attitude taken to- +iward abilities varies from Fortunately for tl 
individual to individual. A «0 possess c--  .

SPOTTING A SCIENTOLOGIST
IN SPACE CAN BE "OPENING 
PROCEDURE" THE HARD WAT
The speed arid frequency 

with which Scientologists 
change addresses may sur
prise Fred Hibbard of Dodge City, Kas., who is inaugur
ating a directory service.Hibbard says ne believes

such abilities
as telepathy, precognition, telekinesis,. and the like.positive attitude of certainty marks the person 

whose abilities are in evidence because actions dem
onstrate ' these abilities. 
Great scientists, inventors, captains of industry, ana 
leaders of nations are known 
as people of ability through 
the record of their acts. Only a slight change in attitude to one of uncertain-

most individuals refuse to believe that these activit-
possible; they » peacefully un-les

there are 200.000 or so interested in Dianetics, Sci
entology, Synergetic®, Psy
chology—the whole "k£t and 

ruiuwjmg <ukl luuusim ueu, kaboodle"To get right down to ^f he can corral 2,000 of 
cases, pvanti nal ly no one them long enough to Impress 
Is entirely incapable of "their brands in his c»rd 
soñé minor degree of emotional, or sub-vocal telep- 

--- _ --- — athy, and the man who wad & ^uce tremendously có^letely incapable of any 
the effectiveness of an in- degreeofprecognition, even dividual of canparable do- »Aa slightest, would find 
tential ability. let sone 
abilities will be in evidence despite the barrier 
to action which uncertainty

file, anyone wanting to Ideate others in tiair own 
area with similar interests 
can do so. This could lead 
to an exchange of auditing, or plain "bull sessions"— 
with others who won’t look 
at you with arced eye-bhows.

There is no charge for 
listing. Fred says he at 
least hopes to find six or 

. sb in his own territory with 
Whom he can work occasion-

it surprisingly difficult— 
in fact, almost impossible— to live in the present-day 
worlds with any degree of 
effectiveness and success. 
Other bizarre abilities aré

presents. 
A further change in atti- _  _____  _______  „

tude, to one of certainty; admittedly less frequent, 
itet fine jacks more . _
fakas the individual 's ahi 1 -—-.agaiXt it devolves to a mat— „ • ,_ *taxes xne xnoivxauaj. s attitude toward ab- influences but does not really enforce the child's ities out of the action 
level entirely. i;

Unusual or abnormal ab
ilities present another aspect of the subject: a re
luctance to exhibit these 
abilities because of their unusual nature, and non-

ilities. ■
' A small child may possess far more unusual abil— 
ities of this sort, and fewer "usual" ahUxtie*,' 
than a mature adult. Th« 
attitude of adults toward*

decisions and attitudes with
It is for the child, to decide, and great people of unusual abilities in later life decided to use rather 

conformity to the norm, or average pattern of behavior. 
This aspect of unusual ab
ility may change attitude 
patterns toward uncertainty 
or negative certainty.

Certain of these abilit
ies are seemingly frowned 
upon or actively resisted 
by the Society as a whole, . or groups of individuals 
within the society. Some such abilities are even - 
feared ty the preponderance * 
of normal people of the world. As an example, the telepath is either treated 
as a curiosity by those who 
consider "mind-reading" A 
stage illusion, or feared 
by those who take the matter 
seriously. If telepathy 
were accepted as a real 
phenomenon by most of soci
ety, efforts to control it, or destroy those possessed 
of such an ability, would 
spring up immediately, with

these childhood abilit i« s than abandon them,
SCSUB OAIS—à. non! of newapa

paring in a small torn, with 
Jr * heavy sprinkling of love, hate nr S — — a -- S T- -■ - - —

BOTES CM THE CLINICAL CCXBSE—>o 
wonder these hare been de- : 

dared "illegal and unauthor
ised*. More than 200 pages of 

. niton from lectures given by L.
Hubbard to students of his 

»800 Advanced Clinical Course. 
These cover theory. processes 
not available cutside the class
room, and the exact patter for 
several hours' processing. Ib.OO
EtSCTRaPSTCH£HEIRT--4th Edition 

in two volumes—by Volney
Mathison. Detailing use of the 
Easter—plus several techniques 
new being introduced to doctors 
for use in therapy. A theory of 
man and why he is ill no student 
can afford to pass up. whether

broil the closely-knit neighbors 
- *of a snail village .... $2.50

C04ŒSBATIVE HEALIK, by L. E.
Zeaan—In simple leaguage, 

the author tells how human radi
ations can be used to cure di
sease—your own, or in co-opera
tion with others. 395 pages.. -»4
HEIL TOUBSOJ (Anthay).
TOO LIVE Anta DEATH, 

By Harold Sherman . .
CB ADDITIBG 

Martha Courtis . J

<2-75

: <1.50

he uses an Electropi 
not. Both volumes -
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"Is there ary good reason why I 
--shouldn’t see what all the other 

computers are doing* Please send me 
'The Aberree' for one year, or until 
you are finally unmocked, or un
frocked, whichever is the lesser 
period. The local postoffice assures 
me that you will shortly receive a 
money order for 2 dollars which 
seems a poor exchange for eighteen 
shillings and fourpence, Australian 
currency." (ED. NOTE—We agree, and 
in recompense, we promise not to be 
unmocked or unfrocked until your 
subscription expires.)— John M. Ig
gulden, Victoria, Australia.

"The September Aberree contained 
a letter ty Fred Hand of Houston 
which makes some points well worth 
considering. He says he checked 
Hubbard's quotations from the Dhar
ma-Put ra and Sutras and finds them 
correct. I would like to ask Mr. 
Hand if he would agree that Hub
bard1 s materials are taken exclus
ively from the Meyabana or greater 
vehicle of Buddhism.

"Originally, Buddha had sought 
the answers to the question of why 
suffering and what can be done about 
it. He found one possible answer in 
the famous 'Four Holy Truths' which 
shew how suffering arises from un
satisfied desires, and that suffer
ing can be eliminated by ceasing to 
want things. He found endless dis
putes going on about religion, the 
hereafter, fate, sin, etc. These 
disputes were held in meetings where 
a certain flag was flying. Buddha 
said to take dewn the flag and end 
the discussion, as such debate is 
profitless, as no final answer can 
ever be given. Such questions do not 
lead to enlightenment.

"After several centuries, Bud
dha's truths lose some of their 
power to liberate mankind. The Ar
hats decreased in number, as Buddha 
had predicted, and new teachings 
were put forth. These new teachings

- became the Mayahana and took, I am 
told, 12 orthodox and 12 unorthodox 
forms.

"I submit a hypothesis that Hub
bard chose the Way of Ehakti—the 
way of faith and devotion. For obvi
ous reasons, he chose to reject the 
Way of Wisdom with its austerity and 
concentration upon skill in means, 
if we replace the name 'Buddha' by 
the name 'Hubbard' we can readily 
compare some aspects of Scientology 
with Amidism, the 'pure Land' divis
ion of Buddhism. All one has to do 
to attain wisdom, clarity, peace of 
mind, etc., is to repeat the name of 
a saviour, and presto, his needs are 
answered. (Ref. 'Buddhism' by Edward 
Conze, page 206, could be read in 
this connection.)

"Other aspects of Scientology 
follow the twists of Buddhism into 
Tantric mythology. 'Reality' emerges 
from meditation. Eveiy thing as it 
really is, is really Thought (or 
Theta).

"As for Mr. Hand's statement that 
'Thetens are not space-time events' 
I am in emphatic agreement. A thetan 
can be viewed, however, as what Jung 
termed a 'partial system'—a split- 
off portion of the psyche. Some kind 
of re-integration is needed. As Jung 
adds, the whole weight of western 
tradition is set against any contact 
with the split elements, so one must 
go the whole hog for awhile in ac
cepting them if he is to become 
whole again. Therefore, I admit it 
may be necessary for the Scientol
ogist to keep nis tcy thetan for a 
while, (ty results in this line of 
investigation are pretty much up in 
the air. I need more data. Can your 
readers supply ary case histories 
where thetans were renounced volun
tarily and the results thereof?)

"Mr. Hand's test of the validity 
of a doctrine as semantic invariance 
under a change of terminology seems 
like a sound approach. To me, Fred's 
continued support of Scientology 
carries weight.

"His discussion of Philip Fried
nen is thought provoking. I confess 
I had dismissed Friedman with 'With
in a pointless point, he stands 
where he is not!. I hope Fred will 
be able to elaborate this point in 
greater detail."—Richard W. Lund
berg, 219 Clayton Av. , San Jose,Cal.

"1-y reason for writing is two
fold: To keep ny subscription from 
running out especially at this time 
when the quality of The Aberree is 
at its highest.. .and perhaps you can 
give me Kitselman's address.

"Several times in your Aberree 
you have mentioned James W. Welgos, 
his writings, his teachings. As one 
who has been fleeced by experts in 
the Metaphysical field and also in 
...Dianetics, I wish to loudly state 
that Rev. James W. Welgos is like a 
breath of pure fresh air. Twice in 
two months I spent a week at Fair
hope, Ala., along with others who 
came to study and solve problems in 
living. The phenomenal manner in 
which he dissolves problems is sweet 
to witness. Again and again I have 
seen JWW take the complexities thrown
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at him and with beautiful (beautiful 
because so simple and understanda
ble) reasoning unravel and smooth 
away mountainous discords.

"The PUNCH LINE—alongside Dia
netics it costs buttons. JWW is too 
interested in his work to think of 
money.

"I have no axe to grind, but in 
this day when everyone is out to get 
a lot and give little, I have to 
stop and give due credit to encour
age the good."—Jacob Apsel, Milwau
kee, Wis.

"Here's a vote in favor of making 
your AB all in micro elite. And if 
you must chop pages, why not chop 
off the front page? It does nothing 
except show your skill in art, and 
since that is new proved, let the 
mag return to being a mouthpiece in
stead of a showpiece. Then it would 
be possible to stretch pieces like 
Friedman's into mary hunks instead 
of such a big, hard to digest piece. 
I don’t think he masticated this one 
enough himself. And then maybe '18- 
19-etc-' would get on into semething 
besides blowzy nothings. I would 
like some case items. Who got better 
and how? That was the theme back in 
1950...What does the field think of 
'professionals' who are so AFRAID 
they cannot use their names?"—Lee 
Lockhart, El Faso, Texas.

"When will folks learn that Theta 
is not the spiritual part of man? 
Theta is the physical mind—subcons
cious, conscious and supraconscious, 
but still a human mind all the way. 
That is Theta. This is what the Ka
hunas use, exactly.

"Scientologists and other mixed- 
up people try to control God by con
trolling Theta. Ho one can control 
God. I note that P-C's get fear as 
they get close to their human ori
gin. Sure, that is in Genesis when 
Adam and Eve became fearful for go
ing against God's command and tried 
to hide from God. When processing 
takes people back to that point fear 
again takes possession of them, but 
you can't take a P-C or ary one else 
any further back into their begin
ning because the rest of the way is 
via the spiritual realm and human 
ideas and methods have no influence 
there. The J4ister Jesus taught the 
way back without ary fear arising 
but orthodoxy skips it because they 
do not under qt and it and SO foist 
the phony vicarious atonement upon 
people in lieu of the spiritual ap
proach.

"I note that Bon has gone back 
into Buddhism, etc. Those are all 
human ideas that have been tried 
thousands of years and nothing hap
pens." — Dr. Addison O'Neill, Day
tona Beach, Fla.

"Finally came across another is
sue of the Aberree, Sept., 1955-• 
like this issue very much. Dandy 
cover, good editorial, fine arti
cles. You're doing a fine job. Keep 
it up...

"I don't knew much about the so- 
called fields of dianetics or scien- 
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tology, having always kept nyself 
very much on the fringe of both. 
There seems to be no interest or ac
tivity here in Denver, or none that 
I am aware of...

"I have spent the past 10 months 
testing some of the ideas of Mr. L. _ 
E. Eeman, also exploring -zone thera- ' 
py, which I have found to be a use
ful adjunct, a way to help cases 
move better, or to get them moving 
at all. No engram can long succeed 
in dodging my thumbs though the en- 
gramee often dodges as if the devil 
was after him.

"As a result of work dene, I have 
come up with a system that is a 
blending of the ideas of Eeman and 
Alexander. Among several virtues» 
this one has the beautiful advantage 
that no auditor is required. Ch, 
happy days! Besults have been as
tonishingly good- It's all self
processing and I have been using it 
to turn on the steam—or maybe the 
atom juice."—Bob Williams? Denver. 
(ID- NOTE—Let's hear more of that 
blending processing» Bob. Winter's 
coming > arid we mty want to turn on 
some steam down here, too.)

"The book, 'Synergetics: an Ex
periment in Human Development ', con
tinues to attract interest despite 
the fact that no attempts are being 
made to advertise it. This is not 
because we do not believe in adver
tising but because a rapid expansion 
and development of the ideas and 
tools of Synergetics is occurring 
and we wish to incorporate as mazy 
of these as possible in a definitive 
?resentation to the general public.

am quite pleased to report that a 
growing number of creative workers 
are contributing to this development 
so that the definitive presentation 
will be a joint affair.

"A number of the newcomers to 
Synergetics first learned of it 
through your newsletter, for which 
we thank you. We wish to state, 
however, that a number of comments 
and opinions are being made about 
Synergetics by people who have not 
yet read the book. As a result, a 
surprising number of misconceptions 
have arisen, which have been accep
ted even by people who are friendly 
to our work* It seems to me only 
fair to ask that people read the 
book before forming an opinion about 
Synergetics—either pro or con...

"Project Nucleus continues to 
move steadily onward. We are getting 
more and more Human Study Groups, 
but even more inportant is our draw
ing together as a community. The 
experience of total contact with an
other human being is being felt by 
more and more of us more and more 
often, and it is indescribably de
lightful! For me, it is particularly 
rewarding to receive reports from 
other workers praising these tools 
and expressing their enthusiasm.»•

"Recently, a development of major 
importance has occurred. I refer to 
'Operation Traverse1, new being 
applied in our Haman Study Groups. 
Operation Traverse marks a new de
parture in work methods. A lot of 
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people have expressed the thought, 
"There are a lot of good tools 
around but getting them used is a 
problem'. Operation Traverse is an 
answer to that problem. In itself, 
it produces ao basically new tools; 
its innovation is a Synergetically 
designed program for using the 
tools. My own experience with this 
program—and I have as yet only gone 
one-third of the way through it per
sonally—has been that it has 
brought me more insights in a short
er period of time with more relia
bility than anything 1 have yet 
tried.-.The beauty ox it is that it 
is coupletely without ^ynergese. It 
can be tried by the individual 
alone, in coach-and-subject teams, 
and in group work. For best results» 
all three should be used.

"An added advantage is that it 
can be used by an inexperienced 
coach and will ¿able him to achieve 
results as good as those of ary pro
fessional in the broad field ox in
tegration and psychotherapy...

"SJynergeticsjis still very ycung. 
Our development will not be like 
that of a p^chological atem bomb, 
the effects of which gradually peter 
out. Bather, it will be like that 
of living organism, quietly multi
plying away by cell division, until 
one day we will be maxkind."—Art 
Coulter, Worthington, Ohio

"Why don't you O.D.S. your whole 
set-up? Organize, Deputize, Super
vise Infinites into a National Croup 
and keep the dues down to a minimum 
so a lot of us could afford it."— 
Bey Shook, Akron, Ohio.

(ED. BOTE—The dues are now noth
ing; hew more minimum can you get?)

"In case I haven't mentioned it, 
I'd like to write about ny Weds, 
nite group. I think I told you some
thing about 'em, and their grorth, 
but here's some more- I process aae 
hour of GP. Then one hour of prob
lems, hiding, waiting, and thoughts« 
*..As I said the damndest things are 
happening, and new we're planning a 
test for everyone who has had ten 
sessions, and if thqy can handle 
these considerations to ny satisfac
tion, 'they can go into a Friday nite 
group, where I'll take up four more 
advanced considerations, at a cost 
of $2 per session. And after-10 ses
sions of these considerations, again 
a test, and if passed they can go 
into a Monday nite group at a cost 
of $5 per session and at the end of 
10 sessions, I can guarantee they'll 

TWO DOLLARS gets you the name and address of all 
currently interested DIANETICISTS, SCIENTOLO

GISTS, SYNGENEERS, etc., in your STATE.

NO CHARGE for listing. Send in your name arid.ad
dress. LET'S HAVE THE WORLD'S LARGEST DIRECTORY.

HIBBARD 1407 PARK ST. DODGE CITY, KANS.

either be stable or need an intens- 
iye-.-I'd like to add a remarkable 
'statement here. Not one that has 
come to one of these sessions has 
failed to return, and no one has yet 
said to me or anyone else that they 
thought it was a waste of time. Fer- 
haps some of this will answer the 
question your editorial posed where 
you talked about the sub-zero scale.

"Ibis is ny idea, not yours, or 
Ben's, or as far as I know, anyone 
else's. The thetan that is playing 
at being a body, and that cannot at 
will play with full reality seme 
other viewpoint, is definitely wait
ing for other determinism to make 
him or his machinexy effect. The 
thetan who occludes his own universe 
and his part in creating it (and 
this just about applies to everyone 
whether they are called theta clears, 
operating thetans, or cleared theta 
dears, or just plain ables) is def
initely hiding frem himself that he 
is creating the universe for himsdf. 
And the thetan that lets, his body 
tell him the need for an action, and 
then assumes that the body is capa
ble of making the decision to create 
the energy and guiding power to per
form the act, is definitely one who 
will not take responsibility for his 
thinking. And ox course, it is ob
vious that the thetan that walks ar
ound without a jillion problems to 
beg for his attention is definitely 
one who DOES KOT CONSIDER EE IS A 
THETAN.

"So, whether you call this top or 
bottom of scale doesn't matter as 
long as you run the processes neces
sary for the thetan to stop pleying 
with this kind of foolishness..."— 
Dr. Walter L. Hamilton, North Wil
braham, Mass.

:: :: ::
. "Have been reading a bit in Gen

eral Semantics of late. After five 
years with LEH, I find some pecul
iarly interesting theories in G.S. 
I find squirrels to be peculiarly 
like plogglies, for instance.

("Flogglies" is from "People in 
Qjandaries" by Vendell Johnsen. The 
scientist makes theories of elec
trons which can be used to predict 
the future while pre-scientific peo
ple use plogglies—luck, God, dem
ons, etc.—which have the chief 
characteristic of being unpredicta
ble by definition.)

"It is also interesting what a 
ccnplete lade of scientific spirit 
there is in Dianetics and Scientol
ogy these deys. In the old days, we 
heard the cry of 'If it works, it's 
Dianetics'> and 'Let's build a bet-
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ter bridge1. More and more LRH does 
all the work and independent think
ing is discouraged.

"In a wsy the lack of scientific 
spirit has been the greatest loser 
of converts IHH has had. Had follow
ers been warned that continuous ex
periments would be necessary, the 
chances of p-cs becoming disillus
ioned and sour would have been con
siderably less.

"The search for truth, happiness, 
and self-knowledge goes ever onward. 
I feel that General Semantics as the 
philosophy of science can benefit 
all of us in these days of low-toned 
degeneration among Che ranks of LRH 
both here and abroad.

"We can be happy. At least, we 
hare some idea of «hat doesn't work, 
and this is a positive step for- 
wands^C^cTorrey .Bjoenir, Ariz.

n :: s:
"Glad to hear that you will ac

cept an ad for 'This Was Scientol
ogy’.

"I agree with you that it would 
be an undesirable result of the 
availabil ity of this brief résumé if 
it should- steer anybody in the dir
ection of the enterprises in the 
field.butthe possibility of this 
happening, is balanced by the fact 
that -if enycne wants to learn wore 
about Scientology he can still find 
good data in *B-8QOo' and 'What to 
Audit*. A great maiy copies of each 
were put into circulation long be
fore the haze of therapy-bias ob
scured the factual nature of Scien- 
tolosy.

"Kr aim in publishing the résume 
can be briefly stated* I have an 
idea that it will separate the bqys 
from thé saen—if ary—in Scientol
ogy , and it will clarify a few 
points for the latter.

"'This Was Scientology' is Scien
tology.

"Just as the man—homo-^Hubbard 
said in 1952* everybody who audits a 
lot eventually gets stuck in Fac 1. 
Who's the greatest auditor aroundÎ

"If you ignore IS-ness, AS-IS- 
ness, NDT-lB-ness and, shades of all 
good nasensdators defend us, ALTKU 
IS-ness, the 50 recent Axioms are 
worthwhile, especially numbers 30, 
32, 36, 40, 44* 45* 46. 50* 47* «nd 
49* The factors, though pompous, 
are valuable. Hut what is the Crea
tion of Human Ability! More thorough 
agreement with the M£ST Universe!

"It is now obvious that the de
velopment of Scientology ceased be
fore the year 1953« Harever, it was 
a marvelous structure that began to 
takwJEjim in 1952» and meh orits 
outline was embraced with vigor and 
competence by 1. Bon Hubbard in his 

THIS WAS SCIENTOLOGY £
course given by Noyga and O’Brien at the Hubbard 
Foundation in Philadelphia until October 30, 1953.

Red, Blue, or Green Cover — sent by 1st class mail $1.
Ojj^^en post office box 116 Philadelphia 5 Pa.

lectures during that year. Before 
the mountain of junk which is the 
product of his recent efforts buries 
and adulterates Scientology beyond 
easy recall, salvage operations seem 
indicated.

"All Hubbard therapies and their 
rationale are properly called Dian
etics. Scientology can be described 
as an intention l;o sake available, 
for individuals, a MEST Universe re
lief map, a simple exposition of its 
rules free of jokers whose inclusion 
booby-trapped them whenever this 
kind of thing was put into motion 
earlier."—Helen O'Brien, Ihiladel- 
phia, Benn.

::::::
"Thanks for your Christmas edi

tion which (let us hope) marks the 
return to a higher tone level of 
communication. The last few issues 
have been tough going with you des
cending to the rough stuff put out 
by the H.A.S.I, lately.

"You will damage yourself far 
less by returning to the light sat
ire of your earty issues. They were 
tone lifting, a you Will loot up a 
few and compare, you'll see what I 
mean...

"I'm glad to see so many letters. 
A very valuable feature and the only 
one available to us {ai ary real 
sice) which lets us knew what others 
are thinking. Also, all your news 
items (only don't make the mistake 
of the newspapers of thinking that 
only bad news is news. Bind out 
what's going on. right—and if noth
ing is, MAKE IT.)

"Our group here confines its ac
tivities mainly to studying the 
philosophy of Scientology. We have
n't yet noted any great benefit in 
others from spotting spots, etc.«,but 
we are open to be convinced. We 
have an active group of 14 members 
meeting fortnightly* We were in 
existence before Scientology and al
though we have studied Scientology 
for wo years, we do not commit our
selves to go on doing so forever.

"All good wishes—and in partic
ular here's wishing you plenty of 
fun in life and in iGe Aberree."—A. 
1. Bogers, Whlsall, fcgland.

u t: ::
"Comes now the commentary on Sep

ti sh' Aberree.
"Historical map on cover. My pre

diction: next stop. Northern Calif
ornia. Bey Area.

"Editorials: Sub-zero tone scale 
seems to've been made to explain 
wretched perceptics of exteriors and 
a few other awkward points. Doubt it 
was for invalidation. Preachers ex
plain. all this by saying, 'It is a 
mystery*, which means, 'I know I 

don't.know what I'm talking about, 
but whatever it is, it's true'. A 
mystery usually involves a false-to- 
fact postulate. Actually, I think 
Christianity is validation process
ing. The person is told he is awful 
and cannot do anything by his wn 
efforts to improve. But since he has 
tried to change himself and has 
failed, this is validation. One 
could not be expected to do the im
possible. Then the person is told 
to get Jhith and he will be all 
right...Here it starts to get bad* 
The aberrations are stable and self-
sustaining. The Haith is metastable 
and transient. If a person loses 
faith he gets his aberrations back. 
This is the modern religious control 
mechanism; not the fear of Hellfire 
and Salvation dichotomy as formerly, 
but the fear of losing Beith. I am 
dismayed to see some Scientologists 
getting faith. It is a bad process. 
I avoid Faith as I avoid habit-form
ing narcotics, and for the same re-
asan«*«

"Diantologyi The best approach in 
'proof' seems deductive with weight 
at trtiianx brought in when the res- 
pendent balks, as at 'prelives'. Be- 
auctio ad absurdum is mathematical 
proof worked by assuming the propo
sition to be proved is false. Then 
show that this leads to a contradic
tion, so the proposition must be 
true. There is a shift of emphasis 
which should be noted. The 'truth* 
of a theory is nothing but how well 
does it explain and predict observed 
phtonamana». As the boty of phenomena 
increases, the existing theories be
come inadequate (false-to-fact) and 
must be revised or replaced. This is 
what is meant by 'relativity of 
truth*. A good article.

"Dr.Valsh's very fine article 
has stimulated me to think of a 
ranking of being in several orders 
with the purpose of resolving ambig
uities which I constantly encounter 
in the Axioms and in technical dis
cussions. Like this: The being of 
first order is the Prime Static, or 
All. It has total ARC and is itself 
undifferentiated and is definitely 
differentiable...The beings of sec
ond order are the Orientation Points 
in their ’own’ or 'home* universes. 
These are individuated, and do not 
have total ARC and are otherwise not 
much different from the Prime Stat
ic. (A corpse is dead, but is not 
much different otherwise from a liv
ing person).** These Orientation 
Points are often regarded by nan- 
Scientologists as gods, which they 
are or are not, depending on your 
definitions. The third order of be
ings are viewpoints extruded by the 
Orientation Points- These Viewpoints 
are the The tans, properly so called, 
because it is these third order be
ings which are exteriorized by Sci
entologists, (and occasionally by 
other people). Most of the less ex
alted specifications of thetans, 
those that can be > and are observed 
to exist in real people, apply to 
beings of the third order. Beings of 
fourth order are the beings insepar
able from individual bodies. One 
might say loosely that body-minds, 
or organisms as a whole (organism
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times Genetic Jiitity) axe fourth or
der beings« Such a person can be 
called also a 'person*. The person 
socially known as Frederic H. Hand, 
who I feed« clothe* house* exercise* 
and otherwise tend like the domestic 
animal it apparently is* is a fourth 
order being. I now consider myself 
a being of third order* bucking for 
promotion to second.. .Both you end 
Dr.Walsh can consider this an appre
ciation of the article.

"Hubbard seems concerned only 
with taking preclears to the point 
of stable exterior* which is less 
than half Way through. What happens 
after that he does not say. Are we 
supposed to guess! or stop! I think 
it nay yet prove a disaster for Hub
bard that he pitched his original 
argument to attract research-minded 
people. These are the sort who are 
not looking for semething to believe 
in but for something to solve* to 
find cut. They will not rest at any 
point until the whole discoverable 
field is mapped...

"Mathison* s article has a good 
corrective for the oversweeping gen
erality of "All —• is caused entire
ly by —". His description of theta 
visio should be validating to those 
who feel a little inferior because 
their visio isn't as bright and 
clear as they've been taught to ex
pect it to be. Likewise the point 
about the cumulative effect of du
plication. Much work is being done 
and still needs doing on this sort 
of thing...

"Ruffles! Usually I can't under
stand Dienetic and Scientological 
allegories. I understood this one. 
Cute.

"Higher Coal* Lockhart: A fine 
presentation and elaboration of a 
goint I've also made. It's this that 

eeps people with ideas as similar 
as Hubbard, Coulter* lathiscn bris
tling at each other and splits their 
following* thus weakening the whole 
’pan-Hubbardien' (a term I invented 
just new) movement no end. Of course 
there are incidental considerations 
of personal feuds* economic acrimon
ies* etc. * which nobofy except rhth- 
isen (credit to him) even mentions. 
You* I, and Lee Lockhart have real
ity on this point. How how about 
getting Hubbard* Coulter* and &th- 
isen to agree! Impossible!

"Symbology* Friedman: What's
there to say? I enjoy it. It's con
sistent...One criticism, 'I goeth'.. 
is third person objective* not nomi
native. Should be 'He goeth* I go'.

"Books: Reman sounds good. Welgos 
is often wrong. He never did under
stand Scientology« Kisses all the 
points. •• , ■

"Letters: (ID. HDTE—Each one got 
lauded or panned* but the Publisher 
said only 12 pages, and if we print 
too many LCKGr letters, we won't even 
stay in 20. Sony, Fred, for the 
long deletion.)

"We're still making progress« The 
HCA course of Harold Cohn ends Cct. 
31 to the dismay of the students who 
haven't memorized all the exam ques
tions by a long shot...We've just 
gotten hip to the Brice of the CECS 
examination for EGA. It turns out 
the fee is exactly the same as the 

tuition for a full semester's course 
at the University of Houston, namely 
$55«.«The general tone of the group 
at the announcement was one of 
aghast dismay."—Fred Hand, Houston, 
Texas. ...............

"The vacuum left in Fhoenix by 
the departure of organized Scientol
ogy from the environs has certain 
peculiar characteristics. In and 
around Third and Roosevelt Streets 
there has been a mild business re
cession in the restaurant and lodg
ing lines. The rest of the city 
seems not to have noticed..•

"As for the former and yet re
maining adherents of Dianetics and 
Scientology in the area, activity is 
very significant in its absence. The 
auditing taking place falls exclus
ively (to my knowledge) in the realm 
of co-auditing (like the 1950 vari
ety with more modern methods in some 
cases) between friends. The only 
former auditor still engaged in any 
sort of 'practice' is not practicing 
Dianetics or Scientology as such... 
There is interest amongst the Dia- 
netic 'intelligentsia' in such new 
trends as the work of Dr« Rolf Alex
ander »rd an Bigli shiran named Eeman, 
I think, both of which qrstems Rob
ert Moore Williams has bees playing 
with for some time, and his rejwrts 
from Colorado are also interesting«

"The Robinson centered group, 
which meshes to a certain extent 
with the group in general, adheres 
to interest in the mystic and eso
teric as has been the case in the 
past. The once ’Dhoenix D 4 S Group* 
has become a non-titled organization 
containing many old members which 
meets every two weeks (usually) at 
the Robinsons. •• It is, however, at 
Struckmeyer' s Garagefiork Shop/Bc., 
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that you'll find almost any night in 
the week some member or members of 
the total grouping of interested 
parties in D 4 s' of the past. It is 
a sort of neutral ground vand arena 
for discussion« <

"Most of these people seemed, at 
last meeting with then, to have un
dergone a sha^o change...Those using 
his processes are more concerned ab
out the action of using them than 
talking about them.««

"I do want to say that I feel the 
technical quality of the Aberree, 
appearance, typograply, paper, and 
format excels ; another publication 
available...As one editor to another 
the Aberree is well edited, too, and 
contains material of interest."—Jim 
Pinkham, Phoenix, Ariz.e o ♦ • • •

"How many issues of Aberree do I 
get for one gamine authentic hand
written, autograft, leather bound, 
gilt-stamped copy of Technique 88?" 
H. Ebore, Hew Queens, La.

"I enjoyed the Sept. Aberree, es
pecially *F. John Ruffles and His 
Wcmderful &gic Brooms’ too much not 
to sty so at this opportunity. I 
den’t think anyone will top that for 
spotting holes in spots in space on 
aq^one's time truck. Supcr-docper

"Ikietan is ever the amazer. 
That fifth article of his could do 
without the nr ret »nt as someone is 
bound to take him up on such sugges
tion, like Hubbard's ’dangerous’ 
tectaiqoe. Would they have been so 
dangerous had he not said so (canni
bal, for inst.) makes a good quest
ion, unanswerable, of course. Bit 
leave us live dangerously, by all 
means. ••

"I have a question for Walsh, in 
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light of his article, probably un
answerable theological quibbling— 
but unless one has a purpose in de
parting from All into an identity/ 
partTisn't living futile? If All is 
stasis» questing forth is for what, 
to begin with? Thus, could not All 
be a growth process of adding com
pleted units* This seems a more 
natural viewpoint in relationship 
and the goal of perfecting oneself 
to me, since it adds incentive rath
er than a feeling that one merely 
returns to one's starting point... 
Oh, well«..

"I disagree thoroughly with a 
point in i-âthison' s article. . .Mathi
son mentions »in his article on 'Four 
Bules of Miracle Ecaling', that the 
'kind and good' heart q>ecialists 
mostly die of heart failure, What he 
fails to inrtiire into and to inform 
his readers about is the BACXGECZDID 
WHICH GAUSES SDŒ MB? TO EEDCKE 
HEARD STCIALISTS IB TEE FIRST 
HAGE. Ctae might suspect that such 
a career goes neck into emotional 
causes creating susceptibility to 
begin with. ash BdSESOUSD nay 
ccntain the element of projection. 
In other words, a heart specialist 
may early be concerned about the 
'future' of his heart, and so at
tempt to solve this worry by becom
ing a 'specialist' in this line. 
This would throw a completely dif
ferent light upon the total concept 
of 'identification' end 'sympathy'.

“Thus, very logically, in the 
drive for survival , when one ob
serves that a certain body organ can 
be the 'cause of death' » in order to 
prevent such a thing from happeiing 
to one's self (if one fears that it 
might) this fear causes one to set 
up a ’guard1 over the dangerous or
gan to see that it does not fail! 
But this guard is composed of fear
tensions and must be constantly 
maintained. This takes extra effort, 
the extra effort weakens the area, 
and the weakening causes eventual 
failure!

"This observation of behavior is 
from personal experience in the 
course of my therapy. I had a broth
er who died of peritonitis, follow
ing an appœdix operation. One of 
ay sisters, another brother, and a 
neighbor had to bare appendix opera
tions within the next Tew months. I, 
ay self, had several psychosomatic 
’attacks' ■ each time haring a blood 
count which shewed no infection was 
present. This was back in my teens, 
when I took up Dianetics, I had two 
more very severe 'attacks', until 
some of ny 'past* became available 
for analysis. At this time I then 
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became aware that I was constantly 
maintaining a strong 'tension-area' 
down ny right side end ecross ay ab
domen. This I have relaxed to a 
marked degree since I have quit kid
ding nyself about relationships be- 
tween^grief'» 'sympathy•, and HART

■I think Velgos stated a very ba
sic truth (for me, at least) when he 
said: ACCEPT EVERYTHING, BETICT 
DGTHDJG. For I find that resistance 
is the source of fear-tensions. 
Earijene Euttall, Lakeside, Calif. .. :: :: ::

"You're poking a lot of fun at ny 
old friend L. Bon Hubbard, whom I 
knew for 20 years before Dianetics. 
I was the first man to read his EX
CALIBUR. He says the first half 
dozen went crazy, and he may be 
right. In ary event ny MONITORS (ny 
name for what the Church calls Guar
dian Angels) partially explains LEH, 
though not ty name. It starts ser
ially in October in CBIQ1T liagazine, 
Ural B. riirphy, editor, 521 Central 
Ave., Charlotte, N.C. I want the 
world to knew for several reasons, 
two anyway: MONITORS is reassuring 
and I'm leveling with it, and the 
proceeds go to medically supervised 
research into what lies behind di
sease. "—Arthur J. Burks, ^Paradise,
Penn. :: :: ::

"I really enjoyed the article on 
Super-duper Brooms. That was the 
cleverest little bit of satire that
I have seen since the article enti
tled Tfycholytics' appeared in the 
PHE-CLEAR published by Maxine Snith 
back in about April of '5?, after 
Hubbard had moved to Phoenix for the 
first time. Your article ranks right 
up with that; the only reason I don't 
put it ahead is not because of its 
content or the way it's written, but 
merely because one has to knew a bit 
more about Hubbard to understand it 
than one does the article on 'Psych- 
olytics*...Other than that, the AB- 
jsSusE has lost a little—not much— 
but a little of the keen edge it 
had. laybe you're mellowing in your 
old age. 1-aybe there's just a limit

Ernie Pope, Rossville, Ge.
"I have a confession that grieves 

me. Here I am—a person who has had 
more than 50 hours of auditing and 
according to Bon can't make an er
ror. And yet I told you that 'Annie 
Oakley' was Dale Evans. I knew that 
her name is Gail Davis, and that 
Dale Evans is not Annie Cakley, but 
is Boy Rogers wife—and that Gene's 
wife was with him to chaperone Gail

Davis and Gene and all that, but 
still when I dictated the letter my 
secretary wrote Dale Evens instead 
of Gail Davis. I regret axy embar
rassment this may cause you. (ED. 
NOTE—the 50 or so who haven't yet 
written in to cite this error now 
can save postage. For the tQO or so 
who did write in—satisfied?)

"The new 'irix' has just arrived 
and I like it a lot better than the 
last couple outr I'm glad you have 
decided to go back towards the less 
serious side and welcome the arti
cles by Hardin Walsh and the numbers 
kid, even if they are just dancing 
in the dark eway from the engram 
bank where the demon circuits play." 
—Bob Arentz, Centerville, Utah.:: :: ::"Ve feel that you will find the 
article about 'The Basic Problems of 
Clearing' of interest and value to 
the advanced student of Scientology. 
It offers several important clues 
that must not be overlooked by the 
serious researchers-••

"At the Council as you know, we 
have bed contacting and ccnminica- 
ting with the public for the last 3s 
years end successfully processing 
them. It has been cur problem to 
interpret Scientology to individuals 
who have never heard of it and use 
it in such a way that they continue 
to arrive at a oetter state of being 
and to continue to arrive at cur es- 
tablishment.

"We have discovered that the av
erage preclear is able to afford 10 
hairs of processing. We sell a pack
age of 12 hours for cash in advance. 
Several of these will continue for a 
full 30-hour intensive after they 
have become aware of what can be 
done in 12 hours. Ve take no one for 
less than 12 hours. Ve like to win 
too. And we like cur FCs to win. Ve 
plan a series of articles in which 
we will shew hew we use combinaticns 
of pure Scientological techniques to 
get consistently remarkable results 
in 12 hours.

"Auditors in the field will find 
that the abstract techniques in most 
cases will not produce results fast 
enough for the FC to feel that he is 
solving his problems and keep him 
coming for more. The abstract tech- 
niffies work and are tremendous in
cisive tools for the overall case 
when you have the PC to the point 
where he has had certainty that he 
can, ty just doing certain thought 
processes. help himself. Opening 
procedures are the 'mostest' when 
used properly and at the proper case 
level. But at most levels which you 
encounter with the public, they are 
much too high for the PC to use. If 
the FC happens to be at the proper 
level, touching the wall will turn 
off chronic conditions and produce 
drastic changes...

"For almost a year new we have 
conducted the Chapel of Scientology 
each Sunday morning. Also the Junior 
Chapel. Visiting Scientologists from 
all over the world have visited our 
chapel and enjoyed the way we pre
sent this science as a religion as 
related to the human spirit and the 
different sacred writings on this 
planet...We strive to give a message 
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each Sunday that individuals can go 
out and use in every-day life. It 
keeps us cm our toes each week stud
ying how to sey the same things over 
and over in a different way. It is 
an exciting and interesting game.

"In fact, we find Scientology the 
most exciting game available on this 
or exy other planet. No matter whtt 
the antics of the one who brought it 
to this planet cosy produce by way of 
the creation and destruction of or
ganizations, it will survive and de
velop and change this world and make 
it a better place to live in. There 
are plenty of us who will see to 
that."—Bardin and Joanna Walsh, Los 
Angeles. Calif.

it it it
"I'm keeping quite busy. Doing 

all the auditing I can...Just now we 
are using mostly opening procedure 
oC and the creative Imagination 
techniques. Seem to get results no 
matter what method is applied, but 
I find that 8C works on cases I 
would have passed over in the past.

"Effort processing still works on 
those high enough on the tone scale 
to use it. I know they name it dif
ferently. but it still would work 
under any other name.

"I like your little magazine, and 
I hope that eventually it graduates 
to news of the results of techniques 
as applied in the field and con
densed case histories. as well as 
gossip, news, and opinions. I still 
find that the future, and lifting 
the charge cm it. is one of the best 
things to work on high toned cases. 
Low toned ones, or better, 'scat
tered ones'—get them in the room 
with ' touch the wall1. or such. I 
used to use coffee and such things 
and get similar results.

"And no case will improve unless 
some agreement about goals is reach
ed with the auditor.

"Keep up the good work—throw the 
rest of it out." -Harold Schroeppel, 
Chicago. Ill.

Il II it
"I believe Krishnamurti has posed 

the problem the best in the field. 
But he wants you to scan it and 
knock it out homeopathically. So, 
how many problems can a gay look at 
in a lifetime? No. it's not a one- 
shot. all-inclusive technique. And 
how sure are you that it is erased, 
considering bow easily the same 
problems can be re stimulated. And 
suppose a fringe area of the problem say all is nangh 
remains unerased. Like Alexis Car- Dodge City. ms.... uni:roll1s heart. it grows back from a 
mere speck, and if over-erased it is 
another implant. The more I think of 
axy system the less I think of them.

«Walsh in the final analysis finds 
that the P-C is a point in a self
created universe. Zeros within zer
os. ripples of engrams, etc. Can you 
die to your universe > or must your 
universe die to you! What does it 
feed on! Basically thoughts! If we 
stop feeding it, will it die! Is the 
P-C and his universe axtually conse
quential! How you ask a few.

"I chuckle with glee to feel that 
I don’t have to do anything about 
anything. What a load off ay skinny 
shoulders. But I must not have the 
courage of ay convictions, because I

rousel 
y-chology

WASHINGTON, D.C. (Hot Dianatio for his week's intensive must also 
Center) , Sept. 12.—The nose Tor news pay *21 for a room at the Center, 
is suffering from some obscure mal- out then perhaps that's due io the 
function, so there's little to re- bookkeeping of the many arganiza
port at this time. I have a second tions- At axw rate, it is fairly 
hand report on the new Hxbbard^Guid- nicely if somewhat skimpily fürnish- 
ance Center quarters at 231515th ed, and could be made quite attrac- 
St.. N-W. If you're not a follower tive. However, it is small and five 
of ABILITY (and .there mey be a few (maTisswu auditing rooms won't take 
who aren't, at fö.pO e year), you care of too many intensives. It is

awns
historyof 

The Center is across the street
from Meridian Park--one of Washing
ton's nicer and cleaner parks. It's 
a three-story affair, bride, and 
quite dean—for Washington. The 
first floor has a dark-panelled re
ception room, Julia Lewis's (tempor
ary) quarters with bath, and a large 
room to be used as an auditing room.
if you like the coapaxy of a 
air conditioner.

The second floor has what

large

seans 
roam

arrangement , with a large doorway 
connecting, and a large kitchen, 
with plenty of space to prepare food 
for a dozen people. Don't know how 
much that will be used. The living
dining area is an office and totting 
room.There is also. I think, a bath 
on this floor.

The third floor has three sleep
ing-auditing rooms and a bath« Tt 
seems a shame that a P-C paying *500 

still read books to validate myself 
and write articles for others to 
approve of. Some day, give ne time 
—no, I don't want that, either.

"I don't even want to desire to 
be desireless«..

"Do you think you could sell the 
Silence» eey for a reasoaabla profit!

"If any Hobbardian reads w arti
cles in your journal • I want it def
initely understood that 1 am not a

It tt It
"Phil Friedman is a word twister 

in the manner of 'Pogo' Kelly and 
writes vexy pleasant reading. Bis 

excellent; but as for his connect
ions between language and symbols, I 

all is naught." — Fred Hibbard.

"I came across the April issue of 
Aberree at a session of Scientolo
gists and find it so much to the 
point on Scientology and a realistic 
appraisal of Bon Hubbard that I 
would like to enter ay subscription.

"There is so much advancement to 
be realized via So. that it is good 
to see there are a few about who 
don't hesitate to stand up on their 
hind legs and sound off—out in a 
sensible and intelligent way.

"There is much ahead—shorter, 
more direct. and more effective 
techniques—but the way Hubbard car
ries on—true progress in shorter 
and better techniques is stifled.

"So by independent sources it may 

much more nearly in line with the 
business the HAS! is doing than that 
enormous white elephant in Phoenix» 
but whoever bought it must not have 
a very large mockup of future busi
ness. Perhaps he was merely tired of 
fooling, with leases and landlords 
andgrabbed what came along.

mere is a mild irony in the fact 
(or meybe Hubbard just said it—you 
can't tell one from t'other around 
the HASI) that while the HASI moved 
east where most of the auditing bus
iness was coming from, at least cue 
of the early arrivals in D.C. was 
from Los Angeles.

As to other, doings in Washington, Dr. W.H. (Bill) Toung, D. d” DJSoi.» 
etc., is now recognised by whoever 
does the recognizing in the District 
of Columbia as a 24-cazat minister. 
Seems it was quite a battle, but he 
won. There are now plans afoot to 

take some doing with some ox them. 
But the breach Ins been made.
be possible to stimilate and encour
age the more gifted ones to make 
contributions to further development

assmblad and refined«” — lari X*
:t it ti

"Tried 'Think a thought" am a P-C 
who couldn't (or. didn't) exteriorize 
at first. Ban about an hour of it. 
He showed increasing interest thru- 
out ths session, then I inserted the 
request to be (3') ■ and there he was 
right now—quite surprised.

"It seems to me it would make 
sense for auditors to group in small 
groups and get to work on their in
dividual cases, all over U.S.A. Of 
course it would require the uproot
ing of quite a few, out surely that 
would in itself possibly be a gain 
from what they, are presently doing. 
There is no other way; none whom I 
know can afford endless hours at flO

Lloyd Hageman, Little Bock,

"Dear Publisher I
"I hope the readers of your snide 

letter last month will note that I'M 
STILL THE BOSS—and the Green Dye
Shade still waves supreme from the 
top mast. - ■

"But J!! If I catch you on any 
mock rendezvous with that character 
who can't decide whether he's an Op
erating Thetan or an Infinite, I'll 
strike ny colors and you can run up 
your Blue Pencil in its place. I'll 
try and get a job editing some other 
publication, such as The GHOST or 
ABILITY. They HEALLT need an edi
tor.*—The Green l^reshade.
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SOME PRFFB Beaders of The AB
RIGOR MORTIS ISRIE, who have been 
TO CRITICISM quite generous in both 

praise and criticism, 
are doing much to shape the appear
ance and contents of this magazine» 
For which we are grateful,

Amr publication—or organisation, 
for that matter—which ignores the 
wishes and expressions of its clien
tele is inviting rigor mortis. Scan 
through the "great“ magazines of 
your youth—the ones with static 
policies—and where are they today! 
Of those which survived, it might be 
interesting to check their editorial 
content and make-up against old 
issues. You'll find there bare been 
changes—major ones«

Ho criticism is destructive—un
less we consider it so end resent 
it. Those who cannot take criticism 
are those who think of themselves as 
perfect, who are unwilling to even 
consider change. They would close 
their wee to a wounded foot, or a 
leprous hand, and declare the body 
perfect. It's one thing to parrot, 
"As you think, so are you", and ex
pect perfection, and another to dis
regard or angrily attack those who 
point out faults.

To go back to the analogy of the 
wounded foot and the leprous hand, 
our failure to "look" isn't so much 
a blindness to fault as a desire for 
approval, a gnawing fear that we may 
have failed. Hiding the hand behind 
us, or sitting on the foot, will not 
erase their condition. Bor will 
damning those who point to these de
fects make the defects any less de
fective» In fact, any emotion felt 
toward criticism will intensify and 
multiply the faults—grant them the 
beingness that causes them to per
sist.

The ABBREE does not ask for 
criticism—but when it comes, it is 
not ignored. Itch suggestion is 
weighed against suggestions of other 
readers—and balanced against our 
own motives and ideals. Ix we decide 
a change is merited, we make it—but 
not at the expense of becoming an 
apathetic, mealy-mouthed, pl ease-all 
type of publication.

Some of our articles draw more 
fire than others. People say they 
cannot understand why we even prin
ted them—and this is a good sign. 
Too naw buy books and magazines 
that reflect their own views—or ex
press no views at all» They read 
only for self-validation. They seek 

only that with which they are in 
complete agreement, can nod in self
satisfaction at the writer's or the 
editor’s astuteness. Maybe they 
don't even know what they believe— 
and are lulled into a state of self- 
righteous smugness by rejecting 
any challenge to their unknowing
ness. This type of reader has blind
ed himself not only to change but 
to knowing what he does think. He 
can't change until he knows what he 
has to change from.

And to this type of reader, we 
think a varied content in The ABB 
BB is a good thing. Sven if one 
disagrees, it might be the first 
time in years he stopped and looked 
to see what he thought. It's some
thing like Technique 8~C? "Give me 
some places where you're not." Which 
you repeat until the pre-clear will 
"look" to see where he IS. Give him 
some ideas he DOESN'T bw. and maybe 
he'll find the ones he DOIS.

Tdll OHLY" Vic Torrey, in the 
FPCE HORTS "Letters to the Editor" 
SCIDfflQLOGY section last month, 

finds "after five years 
with ISH" what so many of us finally 
are being forced to accepts Scien
tology cannot grow until it is freed 
from‘the cement coffin of "mine".

Dianetics was "given to ifen" with 
more strings attached than to the 
puppets in a "Punch and Judy" shew. 
Mr Hubbard, after the first few 
flush months, became like a bellig
erent mother hen, hovering over her 
flock of fluffy nestlings, tatside 
research not only was discouraged, 
but those whose interest carried 
them beyond the stage where thqr 
were willing to sit and listen to 
lecture after lecture were damned, 
dimmed, and doomed. Books on the 
subject were frowned an. news-letter 
type magazines were branded "wild
cat", teachers not in the immediate 
Hubbard fold were lashed editorially 
and orally by this Dianetic propri
etor.

Hubbard's own research consisted 
of running one or more test cases, 
and from this evolving a "process" 
that was supposed to perform the 
miracle previous processes had 
failed to perform. This "process", 
in turn, later was replaced by other 
"miracle processes"i and this suc
cession of new techniques continued 
until, if all the techniques were 

laid «nd to end , they would be get
ting only what they deserve.

Anyone who has follored the trail 
of Dianetics from one city to anoth
er knows how ineffective this "mine 
only* .policy has been. Students who 
paid |$00 for earlier Dianetic ccnr- 
ses and were warded "degrees" were 
given to understand they were audi
tors—that they had the data neces
sary to go out and help build a bet
ter bridge. Six months later, their 
data was out-of-date. Today, there 
are memy in the "field" who have bad 
their courses "retreaded" so often 
they hardly hwe time between cour
ses to earn and save «nou^i to per 
for the next "retread" coarse that 
is just around the comer.

If Scientology were perfect, ev
eryone connected with it might rams- 
orebly bs espected to be immrim ■ 
ting its perfection. The fact they 
don't leads to the obvious conclus
ion that a lot sors research is 
necessary. And who is sore capable 
of thia research then those who have 
been trained—if ths tmining for 
which they paid large s«s is eempe- 
tent, usable training!

Ban Franklin discovered electric
ity could be contacted; Michaal Fara 
day's researches made possible to
day's electric power; end Biron in
vented the incandescent laem. Had 
those reeearchsrs sat up autocratic 
proprietary fences around their dis
coveries, what part would «1 ectric
ity be playing today in our electri
fied civil iwtion?

HE HE 4 B's; L- Bm Bibbazd has 
BLAME, BAG. gone back to writing 
H>U8TB, BBr fiction. His latest, 

a series of short 
squirts in a aimeo'd "nwz" -letter 
called ABILITY, is in sn isplied 
first person, and tells of an indi
vidual suffering from demantia per- 
secutrix, or sone such di sesee, who 
was always being wronged.

And hear wrong can yen get! 'L 
^Apparently, the tbwe of the plot 
was that the protagonist (or hero) 
was operating »cese kind of shell 
game, and wm sone of his victims 
escaped without harli^ their 
last dimes, ths hero wss certain he 
had been robbed. That wasn’t ths way 
he'd mocked it up at all. His vic
tims should have been completely 
broke.

Dr. Hubbard used to write what 
some persons called fair science 
fiction, but the above series is not 
recommended reading. During one of 
his lectures at the Doctorate Course 
in Philadelphia, L. Bon stated that 
he was not operating inside his 
body and that the body was being 
kept together only because he did 
such things as ssiike cigarets, etc. 
Because we feel that Scientology has 
too much to offer to be sacrificed 
on the altar of the Four B's—HL ame. 
Brag. Bluster, and Beg- we suggest 
he get back to that body real pron
to, and find out just wtet kind of a 
mess that undirected body is making 
of things. If he doesn't, someone's 
going to miss the spot in "Famed Men 
of History" for which he has been 
striving mightily for lo these many 
years.
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Getting Results Without an Auditor By Robert moore wiluams

Training a Snarling Dog —Self
' AM GOING to describe, very 
briefly, a system of process
ing which has the following 
advantages: (1) No therapist 
is required; (2) It works; 
(3) All responsibility and 
all opportunity is up to the 
individual, who progresses as 

slowly or as rapidly as he wishes. 
This precess is a blend of the ideas 

of Dr, Rolf Alexander, as set forth in 
his book, CREATIVE REALISM, and the tech
niques of L. E. Eeman, as described in 
his book, CO-OPERATIVE HEALING. I have 
worked for about 18 months with the ideas 
of Mr. Eeman and am now beginning to in
tegrate his material with that of Dr. 
Alexander.

Very briefly stated, Dr, Alexander 
aims at the achievement of full objective 
consciousness. His technique includes 
auto-suggestion and auto-hypnosis. The 
goal, as he describes it, is a further and 
finer development of the word clear. So 
far as I am personally concerned, clear 
has had no meaning beyond charlatanism, 
until now. I, however, do not know from 
personal experience that Dr» Alexander’s 
techniques can be used to achieve full 
objective consciousness. I haven’t gone 
that far yet. But that they can be used 
to produce beneficial changes in an indi
vidual I will certify.

However, I must ask you to note the 
word used in the preceding paragraph. 
They must be used! The necessary hours of 
practice must be put in. You would not 
expect to learn to play the piano without 
practice. Compared to this work, learning 
to play the piano is child's play.

The process I am using at present 
goes like this: (1) 25 minutes in front 
of a metronome inducing a mild trance, 
with the command for that particular ses
sion typed on a sheet of paper which is 
attached by a rubber band to the back of 
one hand, the auto-hypnotic instructions 
including the command that you will obey 
the instructions attached to your hand; 
(2) after this period is finished, I im
mediately lie down in one of Mr. Eeman's 
single circuits; (3) I turn on my tape 
recorder, which is set to run for one hour. The tape contains two sounds, (a) 
the sound of the metronome, (b) my own 
voice, repeating the command which I have 

already set in via the metronome, at in
tervals .

This process will achieve three 
things: (1) Obedience to the command, (2) 
Resistance to obedience, (3) Thè resist
ance will be dissolved, via the time-hon
ored methods of insight, catharsis, re
solving conflicting muscle and emotional 
pulls, change in attitudes, etc. This 
change will be brought about.

I want to say a word about hypnosis, 
both hetre and auto. I know that my re
action to the word used to be, "That's 
hypnosisl Don’t touch it. Sigmund Freud 
and Mary Baker Eddy and Ron Hubbard and 
the man who runs the filling station on 
the corner said you shouldn't." I have 
now learned to set these authorities aside 
and am taking an almost opposite view and 
am saying that if change is to be brought 
about, some degree of trance must be used. 
This raises the interesting question of 
what is hypnosis, which I do not intend 
to go into here, beyond stating that it 
is a method of concentrating the cons
ciousness, and to note that I agree com
pletely with Alexander in his insistence 
that auto-hypnosis be learned before ven
turing to hypnotize anybody else. Like 
charity and clears, hypnosis very definitely begins at home.

The process that I have described 
requires the following tools: (1) A mind 
that is at least partly open, (2) A copy 
of CREATIVE REALISM, (3) A metronome (I 
bought mine used for $6.50), (4) A tape 
recorder, (5) A time switch so that the 
recorder can be turned on and off at 15- 
minute intervals and can be used during 
the night to achieve further gains via 
sleep training, (6) Two small copper 
screens about a foot square (Eeman's sin
gle circuit) plus short lengths of copper 
wire to connect the screens with small 
electrodes that are held in the hand. It 
is well to note also that all of these 
tools can be dispensed with except the 
open mind, the book, and the metronome. 
Eventually you don't need either the book or the metronome and you've got the open 
mind.

Eeman attributes great therapeutic 
benefit to his single circuit. Njy exper
ience with it, extending over the last 18 
months, does not indicate that its value 
is as great as he claims, but I think it 
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is useful. (As a method of reaching the 
higher levels of consciousness, after muscular relaxation has been achieved, I 
think it has great value). One copper screen is placed under the back of the 
head, the second under what Eeman, with characteristic British delicacy in the choice of words, calls the "base of spine" but which in some American circles is rudely referred to as the "fanny". In 
case of the right-handed person, the base of spine screen is connected with the 
right hand, the head screen with the left 
hand. This is reversed if the person is 
left-handed. It is good to note how well 
this integrates with Lakhovsky’s ideas.

Now as to results: After using this system for one month (the word "use"means 
at least one session in front of the metronome plus one hour in the circuit daily, 
plus the use of sleep tapes, plus prac-' 
tice at every opportunity of Alexander's 
other ideas on integrating the consciousness) a complete reorganization of my at
titudes is taking place. Now, for the 
first time, I am able to see clearly how 
I have been and am defeating myself. The 
fear-energized negative reaction pattern 
in me is in full view—and in full flight. 
The chronic anxiety, with its somatic ex
pression, has reduced. Many hitherto 
hidden incidents and attitudes have been 
recovered, as a part of the "resistance" 
to obedience to the commands. This I 
think is true, that whatever you have 
done, you have to face and resolve. This 
is the easiest process I have as yet found 
for handling that "face and resolve" ne
cessity, this achieving, in my opinion, the true meaning of the word "repent". 
"Faith" as I use the word means an action taken.

Adjunctive to these ideas are two other processes—zone therapy, work on the reflex points of the feet, which I 
have spent over a year investigating, and 
a kind of physiotherapy which involves a 
vibrating tilt board with a traction de
vice that will gently stretch the neck 
and the entire spinal column. This vibrating tilt board you can make and use 
for yourself. It is well worth the effort.I have not as yet seen another per
son go through this process. However, I have seen enough happen in me to enable me to guess that the final result will be 
good. Since no auditor is required, I am 
completely independent of help. Since I 
have nothing to sell, I do not in the 
least care whether you believe me or not. 
I have no missionary spirit and I am not interested in converting the world or even one single inhabitant of it—except me. Truthfully, I think of this process 
as an exercise in the training of a dog. I am that dog. And a snarling, snapping, 
biting cur I am, too. ■

With me, these are happy days, filled 
with a sense of accomplishment and a feel
ing of gains already present and more to 
come. Each morning I used to step out
side and look at the sky and see evidence 
of great beauty out there, and be cheered 
by it and glad to live in a world as 
beautiful as Colorado. But things have changed. I see it as being an internal 
organization within me. With this change, 
even the dirt and dilapidated buildings 
of the ghost towns, the tourist traps, 
the muck of the mine tailings, which are 
also a part of Colorado, have become 
beautiful, too—each in its own way.

Nothing "out there" has changed. But I have.
DH. JOSEPH VWB, PIOT3R

DIÜBICS LIÄDK?, IS DX*D 
Death of Dr. Joseph A. Vinter in 

an Englewood, I. J., hospital, last 
June 9, has been learned by The AB- 
iS®Ee only recently.

, Dr. Vinter, it will be recalled 
by "old timers" in the field, was 
one of the first of the nodical fra
ternity to recognize possible value 
in Dianetics whenit first was "giv
en the world*beck in ISpO, Ho 
served for a time as nodical direc
tor with the Elizabeth foundation, 
and authored two books, "Are Tour 
Troubles IhychosonaticT" and "A Doc
tor' s Beport on Dianetics" • which 
became important reference works in 
the field of psychosomatic medicine.

Dr. Vinter, who had his office in 
New York, was 44 at time of death. 
He is survived by his widow, Marjor
ie; a son, Joseph, and a daughter, 
Mary.

An arsenal that can "shoot from 
guns” seme people, and make others 
"go boom", must consider itself of 
pretty high calibre. But no matter 
what calibre of cartridge a man may 
consider himself, when he's "shot 
his wad", does that make him an "«c- 
calibre"?
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On the Aims of Scientology By 18-11-19, BScn., H.C. A.

Make 'Bad Things of Life 'Good9
DN THE October issue we left 

off with the idea that you 
are a Thetan. Now, I find 
that the estimable Dr. Walsh 
has said that you are a BE
ing that makes Thetans. I 
don’t want to quarrel with 
Dr. Walsh, but I'd like to 

translate his terminology into mine, af
ter which I feel that any possible misun
derstanding will be resolved.

I said in my last article that the 
Thetan is located somewhere near the cen
ter of the head. This is not strictly 
true ty definition, for Theta (Life) is 
defined as a static which has no mass, 
motion, or wave-length, and no position 
in Space or Time. (Axiom 1, and following 
definition). So, a Thetan can only con
sider that he has any location in the 
physical universe. But, as Dr. Walsh states, he usually considers himself to 
be in a body's head (one only) when he 
comes across ye auditor.

Auditors often run across the phe
nomenon of "remote viewpoint". A pre
clear can say he is exterior, and may 
"think" he is, while he "actually" isn't 
exteriorized. What this usually means is 
that the pre-clear has so often consid
ered himself a body that he will make 
(sometimes subconscious) reservations 
about being exterior. Sometimes a P-G 
will "pop out" and say, "Gee, now I’m 
really out. Before I was just sitting in 
there looking." So, when a P-C attains 
enough freedom to consider that he is 
other than and elsewhere than in a body 
without being tied down by previous con
siderations (postulates), he can be "real
ly" exterior. We see, however, by Axiom 
1 that he can't "really" be anywhere.

I think that we have now sufficient
ly defined the Thetan, and Dr. Walsh's 
and "Infinite 20's" articles have shown 
how he got from his original high state 
to his present low one. It is interesting 
to note as a philosophical sidelight that 
this theory of the decline from what the 
churches call the "state of grace"—not 
exactly a comparable term, but they both 
carry the connotation of a difference be
tween where you have been (and where you 
might get to;, and where you are now— 
needs no Satan, no Sin, and no Evil In
fluences in general to explain it. Here 
indeed is a union of the polar terms 

"heaven" and "hell" into a relativistic 
spectrum. You did it all yourself during 
fits of boredom in order to have some
thing to do. And there is the concept of 
"responsibility" in a nutshell. In the 
religion of Scientology there is no ref
uge in the attitudes "The Devil did it" 
and "only God can undo it". This is not 
to deny the existence of God or the Dev
il; only that they are not needed to ex
plain the present condition of man (or 
Thetan).

So. here we have the Thetan—beat down, caved in, 
snowed under, and all hoist by his own petard. Tai as 
a Thetan probably have no recognition of yourself as 
separate from a body. If you do, you're lucky—or 
maybe, in light of the Scientology aphorism that "one 
way out is through the bottom"^, veiy, very unluclqr. 
At least we can sey with confidence that you're "nor
mal" (usual) if you think you're a body.

Now, the obvious question is, "Wmt to dot" Well, 
to be very detached abort it, Scientology has assumed 
that the condition of being "beaten down, caved in," 
etc., is a condition of not being free, and this is 
"bad". Therefore, anything that will bring greater 
freedom to the individual is "good". (We are here dis
cussing the Hubbardian theory, not the actions of the 
HASI.) To put it in more concrete terms, you can put 
all the insanities, psychosomatics, stupidities, and 
general debilities and inabilities (H).K)TE--What of 
some of the ABILITTst) that man is heir to an one side 
end call than "bad"; and on the "good" side you can 
picture a combination of Superman, Einstein (at least) 
end Christ. This may seem all very simple and obvious 
to one who has been in Scientology for some time, but 
at least it says what is often assumed and left un
said. And there may be some who reed this who are 
"just finding out*.

The next point is that Scientology and Scientolo
gists in general, haring set up a "good" and a "bad", 
assume that they must do something about it. In some 
schools of thought this would be a gross effrontery of 
the "state of things as they are" which no mere man 
should assume that he has the right or the ability to 
change. Scientology theory, on the other hand, can 
readily be used to support the position that you need
n't bother—let than have their game and you can go 
play somewhere else- At any rate. Scientologists have 
at least chosen as their game (though they seem some
times to be a little too serious about it) the chang
ing of people from their "bad" to "good"; or, to put 
it into Hubbardian terminology, they are out to "in
crease the freedom of the individual", and of mankind 
in general. And so we have a picture of Scientology 
and/or Scientologists, with the world on its (their) 
shoulders, moving gallantly and almost effortlessly 
(Scientologist never struggle) tward freedom.

This has had overtones of satire, not in an ef
fort to ridicule or belittle the goals of Scientolo
gy, but to try to "get outside" of the movement—to 
size it down a little for perspective. Perhaps you 
have an abiding faith in the ineffable "rightness" of 
the goals of Scientology—and from a theoretical point 
of view, I think they're fine, too.

So, for the next installment, which you are no 
doubt awaiting with bated breath, I will make a begin
ning of a theoretical survey of how "bad" is trans
formed into "good"—that is, if I don't change my mind 
in the meantime. Stay tuned.
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A Swing Around the Circuit By BERNARD R. ROSS

HIS IS a report on 
impressions various 
persons made on me 
when I visited them 
on a swing around 
the "circuit" dur
ing early Septem
ber. Inasmuch as I 

am not clear myself, I am at
tempting to write only a series 
df fleeting impressions,

Jfy first stop was to see 
Dr. Paul Beaver in Leetonia, 
Ohio. tV main impression is one 
of being ignored in his waiting 
room without even being asked 
what I was there for until I sent 
in my card with a note. I found 
Dr. Beaver still actively using 
Dianetics and Dianetic auditors 
in his practice. However, he 
showed a bit of reluctance to accept the new Scientology techniques.

(JD.BOTD-Vhen 
Bernie Boss of 
New Tork stopped

office an the 
western perimet
er of his swing 
through Dianetic 
and ex-Dianetic 
centers > he of
fered this arti
cle as fleeting 
impressions he’d 
picked up here 
and there» Some 
of the names may 
sound strange to 
the newcomers in 
Sc i ontology—but 
there was a time 
when they were 
almost as well 
known as L» Bon 
Hubbard himself. 
We think some of 
you will be int
erested in know
ing where they 
are — and what 
they now are do-

I saw Ralph C. Hamilton and his wife
Dawn at their new 350 (approximately) acre farm near 
Wooster. Ohio. Both Ralph and Dawn have been proc
essed by Bon Hores for about a year, or a trifle less. 
Ralph had some homework assignments from Howes that he 
hadn't yet completed.

Ify next stop was in Cincinnati to see Bon Howes 
and the group there. I found Bon a little difficult 
to get to see initially, which I felt was part of a 
planned discouragement technique on his part. In ad
dition. one outstanding impression that I carried eway 
with me was that Bon was quite aloof and did not mix 
socially at all with the Dianetic group which has 
gathered around him. He does work withthem when they 
appeal directly for help, but otherwise he sees them 
only at work in the new laboratories which he and they 
have mocked up. There I net the following persons s 
Dwight H.Bulkley, his wife Miriam, and their new baby, 
Brian, about a year old. Of all the people I met out 
there. Miriam Bulldey struck me as being in the best 
shape. She was also one of the few people I have met 
who has made gains continuously from the first days of 
Dianetics to the present time. She was also one of the 
few I met who knew Bon Hubbard and still thinks highly 
of him. This ties in nicely with the fact that for 
her all of it works. Bright I found a pleasant person 
but slightly in a protective shell. I met Mamie Lilly 
who told me that she has been making some progress. 1 
found her very pleasant to both talk to ana listed to. 
She is a registered nurse and has had a great deal of 
success using basic techniques in an unobtrusive fash
ion on her patients. I also met Dick Biow, Jim Xlli- 
ott, Tom Carey, Virginia Allen, and a couple others. 
A high proportion of the Dianeticists at the lab—and 
all of them are, except for a little local labor force 
for carpentry and lab. assistants, etc.—have entered 
the Catholic church. In addition, all of the group at 
the lab, whether Catholic or not. attend church servi
ces at noon every dey at one of the local churches.

Bon Howes gave me some of his time practically 
every evening for a week. This period served to clar

ify several things for me. but 1 prefer 
to wait awhile before making ary ¿farther 
siatment about what did or did not hap
pen at these sessions» Bon has not been 
seeing many people lately, I was told, 
and he mi a watchdog named Dolores who 
works very hard to keqp people from dis-■ 
turbing him. Bon1 s youngest, Delias, came 
down with the wasps while I was there, but 
was up and around three days later.

Tron Cincinnati I went to Chicago 
where I saw Harold Schroeppel, his wife 
Alla, and baby Hmd”, about eight months 
old. Rems' is a veiy happy baby. I saw 
him get a preventive shot at the doctor's. 
Bend squawked for about five minutes af
ter it and then seemed quite happy and 
smiling again. Harold introduced me to 
the group with which he is working and 
gave me the ispreasion that he is trying 
to create a true group there. At the mo
ment this has be* halted because Wing 
Angell has been invited to do the group 
auditing and some individual auditing of 
group members- I felt slightly antipath
etic toward Wing because of some actions 
which gave ne an impression of high pres
sure salesmanship. I met Leo Vest. who 
was characterised to me as an auditor who 
has made a living at auditing from the 
beginning to the present time» I found 
Leo a friendly person to talk to and com
pare notes with. ■

ilcago > I went scutinrest» In Vichita I met
Don Purcell, his wife Margaret, and their kids. Tea 
and Gary. I liked the Pircells very much. Don was 
telling me at some length that William Dudley Bailey 
has been writing about natters similar to Scientology 
for the past 40 years. It seems that according to 
Pelley, among other revelations, he found that the 
black, brown, and yellow races were the result of an 
experiment that didn't quite com off. and that the 
white race is the higher product of a later «peri- 
aent- However, whether you agree or disagree with 
this, there seems to be a lot of data in Polley's 
works.

After leaving the Bixcells, I went on to Slid to 
see Alphia. To me Alphia looks like the old itinerant 
newspaper man of Muk TWain’s era—tall, lanky, and 
wearing a gre* eyeshade. Alphia tells me that in all 
his time in Dianetics he did plenty of auditing but 
practically never got audited, and that the improve
ments he has accomplished he got by main ng a couple of 
non-verbal decisions one day. Alice (Agnes) But says 
that the main thing she got out of Dianetics and the 
Doctorate course in Philadelphia was Alphia.-®po-
ANYONE TOLD THEY CAN BE A PSYCHIATRIST

"At present there are no laws for—or against 
psychiatry. There are no state boards. Anyone can 
hang out a shingle as a psychiatrist. Thousands of lay 
people who were graduated in Dianetics or similar 
courses are actually practicing psychiatry—some of 
them calling themselves counselors, seme mental heal
ers—but regardless of the name they assume-, - they are 
all practicing psychiatry...

"Go ahead and practice p^chiatry, and if anyone 
S resumes to interfere. then ask then m what grounds 

o they interfere. There are no laws for or against > 
and a person would be very presumptuous, indeed, to 
challenge your right to assist the sick by mental 
therapy*—From The JrlHD-JLT. news bulletin of the Con
cept Therapy Institute.
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AN ABRIDGEMENT FROM
'Creative Image Therapy' By VOLNEY G. MATHISON

3 Reactions to Danger—'I Want Mamma' Worst
IR WILLIAM OSLER hats declared: 
"What happens to a patient 
with tuberculosis depends 
more on what he has in his 
head than what he has in his 
chest." While this statement 
was made particularly with 
reference to tuberculosis, 

it equally refers to many other of the 
gradually-developed types of disease» 
Psychoanalysis has gathered a wealth of 
evidence to convince us that the choice 
of an area to be attacked by illness is 
not by chance, but is related to the psy
chic personality.

In the field of psychiatry, doctors, 
too, have come to an insight into the 
fundamental nature of seemingly unrelated 
patterns of illness, and find that these 
fall also into a system of revelatory or
derliness. People, it is now found, react 
to stress—to anxieties and problems of 
life—in either one, two, or all of THREE 
BASIC WAYS.

The first basic way of reacting to 
anxiety and to actual danger is to flee 
from the thing or-situation that poses a 
menace. This is a pretty good technique. 
It has worked for a billion years or so. 
The organisms that flee from danger have 
tended thereby to survive. The subcons
cious is completely convinced that it is 
a good way to deal with serious danger.

The second basic way of reacting to 
danger is to charge in and ATTACK. This 
is, biologically, a far more recent mode 

. of action than fleeing. To flee does not 
require too much intelligence or imaging 
ability. Even a one-celled amoeba will 
scuttle from danger. To attack requires 
much more of subconscious intelligence 
and imaging power in order to deter
mine whether the attack is likely to be 
successful. But it has, by now, become a 
well-established tension-discharging pro
cedure .

"Attack" means, in this text, a dyna
mic action for the purpose of self-defense, self-preservation, survival, or the like. 
Excluded is the activity of the wretched soldier in a savage, aggressive war who is merely the authority-entrapped pawn of seme commander.

The third mode of responding to a menacing situation is neither to flee nor 

to fight—but to cower against and under
neath the body of one’s mother. This 
third mode of reacting to peril is the 
mode of the infant or child. It is a 
rather genuine attempt to return within 
the sheltering physical body of the moth
er. It is the "I-want-my-mamma!" reaction.

If the flight or flee reaction, one 
or the other, could always be freely and 
promptly carried out in every unpleasant 
situation, there would not be so much 
disease-generating psychic tension in our 
lives. But these two basic modes of 
action ty a matured organism often cannot 
be carried out. Not under the terms of 
modern civilization.

In a situation where the ancient 
normal subconscious impulse is to flee, 
the conscious mind may object, for reasons 
of pride, prestige, and profit. To flee 
may cause one to appear to be a coward. 
To flee from a rival may cause one the 
loss,of a desirable sexual mate. To flee 
frem , a rich newly-staked uranium claim 
because one is menaced by a murderously 
inclined claim-jumper is to lose a valua
ble possession—and the loss of too many 
possessions entails images of death by 
way of sheer starvation.
_ The second available course is to 
stand and fight. But the enemy or the 
danger may be of unknown power and dimen
sions* To attack is to risk not only de
feat but possibly the loss of life itself.

Engulfed in a multitude of present
day situations, the modern man is supposed 
to employ his marvelous recently-devel
oped computing conscious brain to come to 
a decision. This is excellent, provided 
he has adequate and accurate data and can 
decide promptly on a course of action. 
But instead, too often, he hesitates and 
mulls endlessly over the problem—to flee 
or not to flee. And all the while his 
subconscious maintains his nerve-organ- 
gland-muscle systems in a tense, never- 
relaxed state of readiness for instant action.

When a course of positive action is, in one way or another, blocked by fear, 
indecision, and uncertainty on the psychic 
level, or by direct or potential force on the physical level, tremendous stresses are generated in the trapped individual. 
He goes into a never-resolved deadly battle with the enemy on the mental image 
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level,, He duplicates the fight, in psych
ic image patterns, over and over and over, 
usually with vivid images of his own de
feat, With each duplication of the battle 
his physical structure becomes further 
drained and exhausted. He thus creates 
the conditions for the very defeat he 
fears! This kind of blocked-action situ
ation has been shown time and time again 
to be the main generator of what are 
termed AGGRESSIVE diseases.

The major "aggressive diseases" that 
appear in the physical body are theses 
deterioration of the heart, high blood 
pressure, arteriosclerosis, headaches 
(especially migraine), arthritis, diseases 
of the over-active thyroid, diabetes, and 
all sorts and descriptions of "nerve-end 
explosions" which appear in the form of 
various skin "eruptions".

This, to the therapist, is very im
portant data. When one or more of the 
above general types of disease are ob
served in a particular case, the thera
pist can be sure at once that he has a 
patient who is manifesting systems that 
have been produced through the psychic 
action of BLOCKED ANGER, RAGE, or FEAR. 
The procedure, then, is to look for the 
source, often hidden, of rage, anger, and 
fear.

The psychic situation of blocked or impossible 
flight from danger produces precisely the same diseas
es and symptoms as does anger , and for the same reas
ons. These reactions involve forced-drought readi- 
ness-for-action arrangements in the nerve-organ-gland- 
muscle structure of the body.

But, a* has been stated, there is also a THIRD 
possible course of action. This is to seek shelter by 
cowering against one's mother. Obviously this is the 
logical, natural courage of the youngling only. The 
adult may not have a mother to cower against, or to 
try to crawl back into. This " I-want-ny-mamma" routine 
cannot ordinarily be put into overt effect in physical 
reality by a grown person. So • our third course of 
action is covertly to act like a baby by exhibiting 
all the digestivesensiTIveness and concerns of the 
Infant. !Ehe regressive Patient ' reacts with eternal 
fatigue states (I'm so weak and tired, please take 
care of me just like mamma used to) and with all 
the diseases and disturbances of the digestive system 
—diarrhoea, constipation, colitis, ItCIRS—and a 
whole mess of other attention-demanding complaints, 
including allergies and asthma. And tuberculosis.

The psychotherapist cannot over-estimate the sig
nificance of the above data. This explains, briefly, 
wly the bossy mergetic Miss-Get-There type of female 
executive, for example, is subject to sharp headaches, 
while the meek and timid little Mister Milquetoast has 
a delicate stomach. .

One of the most important of all the anger di
seases is arthritis, which one medical writer has 
aptly described as "hate frozen into the joints".

What's to be done about all this? Up to new, 
there has been only one workable answer. One must gain 
insight into precisely WHY one acts the w^ one does— 
precisely WEY one has developed the disease or state 
of mental anxiety that one may be afflicting one's 
self with.

An extremely Important question rises here .that 
requires a clear appraisal. This question is: If the 
subconscious has the wondrous skill end. psychic; data 
wherewith physically to create and repair the tumen 

body, then ...how can it be so Stupid as to turn around 
and afflict the body later with diseases!

The explanation, with reference to the shelter
demanding regressive diseases, appears to lie in the 
principle of SURVIVAL BY THE SKJCTIOB OF THE LESSER 
OF TWO EVILS.

The computation hereixk ishhhaibit?!* safer, tends 
toward surer prolongation of existence, to develop 
baby-like illnesses and thereby get care and atten
tion, rather than to go ent and buck the rough, hard 
world. In order to obtain this care and attention, a 
genuine ailment is necessary, so the subconscicns duly 
provides its

Why is one a weakling in the first placet The 
answer to this sometimes must be sought in the area of 
heredity, though, more cosnonly, mother is—quite un
intentionally—at fault. Leek of duplicated demon
strations of genuine love, care, and affection for the 
infant or the child will lead that infant or child in 
the direction of the regressive diseases. This is the 
desperate bid of the infant er the child for mother's 
love, care, and shelter AT A1Y HUCE.

Possibly too much mothering senetimes produces 
the sene effect. This is not always the case, hewers 
er: often the psychiatric patimt who was smother
loved as a child discloses deep resentment and anger 
because he was never allowed to go and do things on 
his own initiative—under his own steam-

The aggressive diseases, on the other hand, cue 
clearly NOT primarily for the purpose of obtaining 
care, love, or sympathy. These the high blood pres
sure type of disease generated ty blocked rage, anger, 
fear appear in the main simply to coaprise actual 
breakdowns and damage to structures as a result of 
prolonged, exhausting tension.

One of the rott«nest, falsest stataments ever 
made is to the effect that the subconscious mind is 
some sort of devil or demon. The conscious mind is 
merely the special, elaborately designed LOCKOUT TOMER 
of the subccnscicns. ,

The subconscious mind is the DTVESTGR, the DE- 
SIGKEB, the CREATOR of the "conscious mind". The 
conscious mind is merely one of its electronic nuclear 
instruments. If the subconscious has made any mistake 
of creation, it j-s in the creating of a conscious mind 
of such complex pattern that it can sometimes run wild 
and take over too much on its own accord.

Our conscious minds have looked into the atom and 
learned to take it apart and put it together again—in 
the form of the uranium and hydrogen bomb.. Bow, the 
bomb in turn threatens to take over and try to be the 
supreme master of the planet. It's as if some insane 
global automatic telephone system were.to be so com
pletely fashioned that it began "thinking" for itself, 
giving orders, yelling "Fire!" wh* there is.no fire, 
yelling "Murder!" whan there is no murder, and keeping 
itself so bumr building electronic fireballs to scare 
itself with that it finally bums mt all its relays 
and batteries!

More complete data discloses that neither the 
subconscious nor the conscious mind is ary sort of 
devil. Both seek the survival and welfare of the or
ganism. The "devil" in the picture is FALSE 1HFUEHA- 
TION—and the dearth of relatively accurate data and 
information—which in turn implies imperfect communi
cation*The patient with the aggressive type of disease 
is far easier to help than Is the patient with the I- 
want-my-mamma ailments. The aggressive-disease type 
really wants to know the source of his troubles. The 
regressive type sometimes ALREADY KKM8 just what he 
or she is doing, and may not wish to have the situa
tion exposed. The regressive type can be aided, but 
treatment is apt to require a lot of skill, patience, 
and time. On the other hand, if this I-want-ny-mamma 
type honestly doos HOT know, is totally unaware on the 
conscious level of what he or die is actually doing, 
than insight can be transmitted quite rapidly and the 
cure nay be spectacular.

' (H). WTE—This is the fourth abrid^unt of chap
ters from Mr. Mathison's new book, Creative Image 
Therapy, obtainable from the author at $2.)
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Eventually, After Man Has Mocked Them 
Up and Ensouled Them with Life, These

Gods Destroy Their Creators
By PH/LF FFFDPMN

the reversed 
the cold black heaven.

FIRST man of the cloth 
wore a loin cloth. The first 
loin cloth was a fig leaf— 
an X-ing 1-ing.

The fig leaf was the 
first apron of the appren
tice . The "ap-rent-ice" is

led chaotic marshes, the Queen finds them 
(ED. NOTE—Not the editor) and carries
them to the father's house.

pyramidal apron slipws the 
lower chaotic ruffled hem, 
anchoring and pointing 
its way up- to the apex, 
saying, in essence, "I 
would rather be a servant 
in my Father’s house 
than a King in Damascus.*

head that rents 
This truncated

Christs, saints 
and magi, pyramid
ally ondained, are 
literally fountain 
heads. : In ancient 
days, as, the Christ
man emerged from the 
pyramid V temple of 
initiation, trans
formed, the populace 
would gather there 
and engage in so- 
called s$x-orgies, in his < 
ence, injuring themselves

catalytic pres
! better and

So, when the masculine 
triangle has reserved and re
versed its polarity, that is, 
repented and repointed its down 
flow, then shall every man sit 
under his own fig tree.

Spires aspire to heaven. 
A buddha sitting on a lotus 
flower exemplifies the pyramid
al side of being. The nystioal 
lotus has 1001 petals, the 1-0 
to the 0-1 period between lives.

The reversed Buddha is a

more prolific progeny.
Mar? descended (not ascended) from

the ape 'tin the sense that the ape is the
ap is the head. The ape that raises its 
ap up is another pyramidal form and is 
deified as such. Men who ape the ape are

feminised man, fat and flabby, with full 
flowing breasts. St. John, in the Apoc
alypse, depicts the Son of Man as having 
the girdled paps of a woman. An Egyptian 
obelisk, called Cleopatra’s needle, 
points up.

also gods. The key to the monk is the 
monkey, p

¡\: Completely X-ed and buried un
det the apex of a pyramid, a dead 
Pharaoh is assured eternal life. 
XhJ a pyramid built to the proper- 
tibns of the Great Pyramid, a piece 
of. meat or a flower becomes mummi- 
fiod, and dull razor blades liter
ally sharpen (repoint) themselves. 
Such a pyramid may be built of any 
material, even paper or string.
Mummies are neither dead nor alive.

Michelangelo’s Moses, this Japanese
■pyramidal man, and our editor are shown 
sprouting "horns of honor". In the ruff-

They are the "Living Dead". A pyramid is 
non-gravitational. Where there is no 
gravity, there is no grave, and, obvious
ly, no gravy.

Dr. H. C. Hollenbeck, archaeologist, 
recounted to the writer how, as he en
tered King Tut’s pyramid, he tripped (ap
parently over nothing) and was immediately 
paralyzed. Also, every member of that 
expedition was similarly afflicted with 
some strarige paralysis.

Over the door to King Tut's tomb is
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an inscription saying, in essence, «Cur
sed is he who enters”. Change “cursed" 
to "coursed" and we can understand how 
the human nervous system, naturally- 
coursing down, is suddenly and strongly 
reversed and coursed up in the anti-grav
itational pyramid.

The effect of pitting likes against 
likes—that is, turning energy back upon 
the nervous system—is deadening. The re
sultant evil of living backwards is a 
mummification process and could have been 
the causing of the paralysis.

While reliving ; past incidents, we 
often fall into a state of anaten and 
feel mildly paralyzed and mummified. The 
face becomes taut. Reliving the incidents 
of the day upon retiring .is soporific.

A rabbit hung head down is soon dead. 
Peter was crucified upside down. A Yogi 
becomes passive standing on his head.

Paralysis is generally caused by a 
pinching or blockage, resulting in a re
versal of flow. The tonsils are safety 
valves. To cut them out creates a dead
ened dead end. The current epidemic of 
paralytic polio and the 80 to 90 percent 
link between the incidence of paralytic 
polio and tonsillectomy, may be explained 
by the spiraling-up effect that the JX^ing 
stage of our tilting expanding planet is 
experiencing in these latter days.

Some of our recent earthquakes have 
been found to be upsurging spirals and 
people in them reported experiencing a 
flash of blue light. -

Those who have lost their two-way 
surge—that is, have dead-end tonsils— 
cannot withstand this terrific ultraviolet 
upflow. They cannot live backwards pyra
midally and survive. Those who cannot 
express themselves up as well as down are 
emotional dead-heads. Many borderline 
psychotic cases have been pushed into 
deeper psychosis by requiring them to 
live backwards, in the face of their 

already overstressed blockage.
This non- and all-direct

ional Indian crow is a Chi Rho. 
Pyramidal wigwam living has 
rendered the Indian phlegmatic 
and partly mummified. They 
discharge, in reverse, through 
the X-ing feathers they wear 
in their hair. Scalping, or 
blocking the upflow, is their 
way of punishing the unworthy.

- Walking under a ladder 
can produce harmful effects. 
Jacob was paralyzed wrestling 
with the forces of the angel 
(angle), the pyramidal spinal 
ladder. Perched on the lad
der is the crown, is the 
crowin’ cock, with overflow
ing mouth and tail feathers.

Superstitions are superstations. 
Stationed in a vacuum, water boils at a
low temperature. At the focal point of 
the sun’s rays, objects ignite. Over 
uranium at absolute zero, a bar magnet 
levitates. In a zero medium, a mockup» 
materializes.

Image + Zero = Event. This is why a 
vow is performed while the right hand is 
raised pyramidally in space—why parties 
in Cornwall bind their contracts with 
hands clasped through this pyramidal hole 
—why a thought of friendship is made to
gether With a handshake, which are two 
positivehands forming a zero by rrepul- 
sion—why Abraham made his covenant with 
his right hand on his loin and why, today, 
the Bible replaces the loin—why wishings 
and blessings and ceremonial magic are 
performed at the zero point of lighting 
and extinguishing candles—why a child 
wets its finger, stamps it on its palm, 
and makes a wish as evaporation takes 
place—why we wish "Gesundheit" at the 
zerp point of a sneeze, when all the pos
itive forces are so violently expelled— 
why, for similar reasons, a blessing at 
the moment of total immersion in cold wa
ter makes baptism work—why telepathic 
communication is so effective at the 
crossing point of death—and why we wish 
upon a star as it twinkles on and off.

George Gamow relates heterodoxic sci
ence with orthodoxic dogmasrby/sayihg^thft 
world was made in the twinkling of an eye *

Charles littlefield, 50 years ago, 
placed a drop of salt water solution under 
his microscope, surrounded it by glasses 
of the same solution, and projected 
thoughts into the drop under the micro
scope at intervals over a period of 28
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days. As the drop of water crystallized, 
it assumed the form of his thoughts—in 
the amazing shapes of letters of the al
phabet, animals, people, and plants» The 
circle of evaporating glasses of the sol
ution provided the zero catalyst»

Miracle magic is a natural process 
speeded up in a zero station. In order to 
create something, one must first create 
nothing. Freedom from superstitions is 
freedom from the superstations. Going 
into the silence, or to be in the NG, 
with a thought is eventful, but of quest
ionable value.

Whirling Dervishes experience a ter
rific psychic jag as they whirl, and they 
seem to live long. Whirling objects be
come magnetic vacuums. A prayer or a 
wish, verbal or written, projected into a 
prayer or gambling wheel, is effective» 
The whirling, disappearing dwarf in the 
fairy tale, whirling dancers, merry-go- 
rounds, May-poles, wishing wells, and 
whirling games are zero forms for wishing.

Wearing a n upsurging 
pyramidal dunce cap in the 
merging corner of a room is 
truly a corrective measure. 
Such a child may become like 
the Oracles of old who, like 
pole sitters, were perched on 
high tripods at the supersta
tion of the all-seeing eye.

Uzziah put out his hand 
to steady the Ark of the Gov- 
enant and died. On this ark,

v Moses communed with God, at the zero 
point, stationed midway between the male 
and the female cherubim» Supercharged 
objects and gods are wrought by the con
tinued mock-ups of many people for many 
generations. Bombarded with attention 
units they are ensouled with life. Soon 
they become overpowering and destroy their 
creators. In the process of devouring 
their creators, the gods spit them forth, 
to be again mocked up by them. Gods and 
men are mutually consequential. A man
made God is involution. A God-made man 
is evolution.

At the 
center of a 
lintel, the 
stresses of

tension, compression, and shear are all zeros. So the Egyptians depicted over
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the doors of their temples, the Draconic 
symbol, a winged zero.

A form that forms a 
zero forms a door. The 
spirit of man is willing to 
pass through but his pos
sessiveness , the stubborn 
camel, is not. He must 
zeroize his load before it 
can pass through the "Need
le's Bye".

A priest sitting under the apex of a 
tower or a spire occupies a catalytic 
station. There he can manifest his posi
tive blessings as the base picks up his 
thought and word forms to religate (reel- 
I-gate) them into the apex. The word "re
ligion" means to bind back—a re-ligature.

Religions vary only in the manner in 
which they create their zeros—their 0 
zones»

From time immemorial man 
has built these zero formers in 
the form of pyramidal church
like edifices, upturned temples, 
obelisks, colossal columns, and. 
anything pointing up—anything 
akin to a reversed phallus.

To contend that these tow
ers and spires represent the worship of 
the phallus per se, and attribute such 
baseness as sex worship to a people who 
have built these magnificent edifices, 
with such art and science of which we, 
ourselves, are incapable, only betrays 
our own naivete.

Some Egyptian 
temples consisted 
of many columns, 
seemingly carrying 
nothing, open t o 
the sky. But into 
the sky, these col
umns conducted the 
earth • s forces, flu
ted like the columns 
that carried them, 
and, following the

shapes of the lotus buds and flowers that 
capped the columns, they showered the 
heavens with Gothic arches.

Perhaps you could not see the inter
secting Gothic traceries, but they were 
there, in force, above and between the 
myriads of columns, amid a riot of* hues 
and a clash of color. In plan, looking 
up, with the mind’s eye, you could see
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rose windows in the sky, and trains of 
peacocks in the heavens. Under this can
opy of living zeros, the Egyptians prac
ticed their magic imagery. ’

Viewing an Egyptian temple on a 
high holiday, we see the praying priestly 
processions, processing through zero. 
Anointed with oils, significantly clad, 
carrying mentally charged holey objects, 
they marched—through mile-long avenues 
of‘ zero-forming sphinxes—through high 
pyloned Uraeonic doors within doors— 
zeros within zeros—between forests of 
columns forming spiritual centers of 
equilibrium, and, amidst undreamed of 
sound and color, they reached the center 
of centers, the holy of holies, the Abso
lute zero.

Here, in the presence of the Holy 
Ghost, they sacrificed, on the altar, 
young masculine animals and humans. When 
"crossing the bar", when passing from 
life into death, at the point of crossing, 
strong zero centers are formed. Many 
people kill for the need of experiencing 
just this catalytic moment of death, 
weasel kills purely for the sake of kill 
ing. A cat toys with its dying mouse.

Then the burning of the bodies and 
the incense, together with the evapora
tion of exotic perfumes, further exalted 
the zero. Sublimation from solid to gas
eous form zero points of parting. Hand 
and finger forms were also employed, form
ing overflowing apexes and Chi Rhos.

All these spiritual forces, they
hammered together, like a goldsmith yodel
ling a medallion—with chanting and pray
ing and blessing projected therein, invo
king and evoking the gods to materialize 
the desired ends.

The greatest name in Egyptology is 
Thoth Hermes Trismagestus. "Thoth" 'is 
"thought", is any positive expression. 
"Hermes" means "with her"—i.e., hermet
ically sealed, a vacuum, 
is the resultant majestic 
is,a positive element in a 
in creation.Names are means, and 
are modes of operation, also written Zeroaster and 

"Tri smage s tus• 
trinity. That 
vacuum results
like symbols, 
Zoroaster was Zarathustra is

the Zero-thrust, is Zero-the-star

In this 
primitive 
pair, the man's 
broad shoul
ders is his 
negative, leafy- 
side. When his 
polarity i s 
reversed, he 
s ta r t s to 
sprout—posi
tive fruit 

over his head. A reversed woman sprouts 
negative leaves in place of her positive 
fruit. To achieve a change in polarity, 
they must practice chastity. She must 
close her door and he must inactivate 
himself—thus, his hands’are tied in back 

are Chiof him 
Rho-ed

Men's and women’s heads 
the same and opposite.

tianrrimitile Assyrian
Kings with wings ty Divine Bight

The one thing that must be known in 
order to know everything is Zero, The 
mass instinct or collective oversoul is 
more trustworthy than individual knowl
edge. In the face of our conditionings, 
the highest we can attain is to know that 
we know not. The unconditioned optimum 
knows not that he knows.

When we mock up protection we get 
it, plus something from which to be pro
tected. To be saved by "the skin of the 
teeth" is to be saved by a zero, because 
the teeth, being composed of skin folli
cles, are al1 skin yet no skin. In Dis
ney's "Vanishing Prairie", a young doe is 
seen protecting itself against a /feroc
ious lion by playing dead. It is in the 
Silence »

So, relax, drop the jaw, close the 
eyes, and look down. Dare to NO and be 
silent. The zero is definitive of how to 
be divinitive. Because a swan, like a swain, is polarized down, it cannot sing. 
Our Swan Song is NO song. >
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Plowing Up the Field
Dermis Smith of Hanley Swan, Eng

land. has just f ini shad a 2500-mile, 
31-day cycling tour of the Contin
ent, and thinks if there's anything 
to this duplication, ha should he 
"dear"—or at least, his legs 
should. He turned the pedals of his 
bicycle 3,000XXII times (he KNOWS, 
because he counted the turns 1,000 
tines) , yet sees no imp rovemeat.... . 
Den G. Purcell is finding a 4-P«ge 
mlmoo'd Lesson helpful in teaching a 
Sunday School class of college stu
dents in Wichita—and ve think he 
should send copies to Art Coulter. 
Don's lesson thane, "Synergetics*, 
really explains the stuff. Wish ve 
were in year class, Don..» Volney 
Ifathison von his initial legal srir^ 
aish with „Dr. Thurman fleet, who 
sued for $38000 alleged lost prof
its because Volney cancelled his 
sales contract.. »Lee Lockhart, vho 
has been in Dianetics almost from 
the first "B" (birth), addressed a 
combined meeting of XI Ikeo and Mon
ahans Concept Therapists, vith visi
tors from Odessa, at Monahans, Tex., 
recently. Bis subject was "Two if- 
roaches to Therapy! "tay Magic vs. 
Hard Slugging"...

After more than 20 years. Bob Ar
ents of Salt Lake vent back'to ETs 
old home town of Birie. Ida.. for a 
mutual surprise visit — the home 
tewners were surprised that the 
"wild and wooly 'teen-ager* had sur
vived, his "seiad years", and he vas 
surprised that some of the cow hands 
he thought "old" vhen he lived at 
Birie weren’t as old as he is now., 
Which reminds us of some of our dis
appointments in trying to match our 
mental pictures with what is or 
vas in once-familiar environment. 
If ve have so much difficulty keep
ing the points of reference of one 
life-time straight, what'd ve do if 
the so-called "whole ■ track" vere 
avail able to ust...

Ernie and Marge Ibpe, moving from 
Georgia to a 3bu-year-dd Colonial 
cottage near Kennett Square, Penn., 
see the need for a social column in 
The AEHSRKE, listing marriages, di
vorces, and changes of like ilk so 
epidemic in Dianetics. And Marge, 

who is aa expert along these lines, 
has promised to direct her mock-ups 
into making The ABKHEI the slick
est, most read magazine in the field. 
Which surprised us—we thought it 
vas that already...The artistic fin
gers of Tide Churchill have turned 
to baroque jewelry lately, while Bob 
scouts the rhoenix desert for copper 
and uranium riches. • - Jon Kenworthy, 
who once vowed he'd "taEe every one 
of Hubbard's courses until he made 
clear", has returned to Hiiladel- 
rta...DIABDT2S, one of the old-timers 
in the "field", has switched it» 
esphasis from Dianetics-Scientology 
to Humanios. The change was made 
necessary, the anruxmeemeni said, by 
a conflict of reality and the powers 
that be. Which is a switch; most of 
those who write us saying they are 
giving up Di-Sci give as their reas
on the "powers that be HOT"...

Arden Bergquist swears he'll be 
"the healthiest schizophrenic" in 
Wichita—if that diet of wheat germ, 
yogurt, brewer's yeast, etc. , Buth 
got out of a book continues. • »Gene
vieve Crist, who has been commuting 
Between California and points in 
Kansas, probably will be attaching 
herself more or lees permanently to 
the smog-coast for ewhile—where she 
has taken employment.. .Beaders who 
may have ordered QBI6N tfagazine to 
read Arthur J. Burks's starting ser
ies on 'Janitors in the Spirit World* 
hare our and Burks's apologies; it 
doesn't start until the sovetaber is
sue«.. The hurricane that swept 
through lorth Wilbraham, Mass. > 
played hob with his restaurant, but 
outside of the labor and cost in
volved, Lem Bail ton can find good 
erm in an ill wind. In this in
stance, he'll come out with a much 
better eatery*.«Group motion is un
derway in Boston again, fallowing 
an open house of the Psychological 
Besearch Library nt their new quar
ters on the fourth floor of 2J0 
Clarendon Street... Mark Gellert of 
Los Angeles is handing eastward, 
conducting classes in Mectrcpw- 
ehometry from California to Florida. 
Okie of his first «tops in Bhoe- 
nix—once the capital of Scientology 
and once again the capital of Ari- 
Ca°£cd’to those Vho want to know 
"What's Hubbard doing newt*, ve must 
confess it's a bit confusing, as us
ual ...On Sept. 5> it vas announced 
that "this man, vho knows more about 
the human mind end soul than any 
other living person", would give a 
series of lectures inlfeshington, at 
I2.5D per head per lecture. On Sept, 
o, a card vas sent out postponing 
the series while Hubbard wrote a new 
book more important than Book Ones 
"The Bediscovexy of the Human Soul". 
And a week or so later, LEH was in 
Ihgland, hoping his family would 
join him shortly.. .To those who do 
not read the official HASI news
letter (and millions don't, at $8.50 
a year), you mey be surprised to 
lean that they are now ADVERTISING 
"People for Sale*. Of course, in 
the last few years, the proprietor 
of this mimeographed sheet has been 
advertising many other things—such

Weigos to Quit 
Teaching-Enjoy
Living, He Says

(In 5 Years)
It's 0. K. to teach peo

ple how to live—if you like 
it—but as far as Human En
gineering is concerned, in 
about five years, if all 
goes well, out goes Weigos.

At least, those are the 
plans "the Reverend Jim"— 
as he affectionately calls 
himself—revealed during a 
brief stop in Enid at the 
start of a six-week lecture 
tour throughout the west 
and northwest.

Weigos said that the Al
abama organization, which 
he heads, is being set up 
so that he himself can be
gin to enjoy the living he 
tries to teach his students 
is the main purpose of 
existence. The details of > 
how he will live he did not 
reveal, although he made it 
clear that it is impossible 
for him or any successor to 
make more than a "decent 
living" from Human Engineer
ing ; that it cannot be made 
the foundation for a big 
dollar sign.

As for therapy, "to the 
extant you think you must 
have it, you must have it," 
Weigos said, and explained 
that his "Lessons in Liv
ing* are designed to remove 
the need for therapy. When 
a therapy—(TORN PAGE) 
as books, certificates, and "theta 
clearing" (whatever that is)—still 
undelivered, so if you send in money 
for this new "commodity", don't be 
surprised if you get nothing back... 
And while on the subject of ABILITY, 
the last issue, shorn of its epaul
ets, "major" or "minor", is also ad
vertising for a "«rail midget in me
dium poor health" to handle a job 
none of the HASI staff is big enough 
or healthy enough to handle...After 
an Australian newspaper published 
that Marcus Tooley had taken in 1440 
pounds during his operation of a 
Sidney Scientology school, the HASI 
suspended him pending retraining. 
Which ought to almost take oare of 
that 1440 pounds.
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works, you no longer need 
it, nor feel a need for it* 
Jim said. If you still 
think you need it, the 
therapy hasn’t worked.

Welgos pointed out that 
man must handle his social, 
family, and other environ
mental problems before he’s 
ready for larger goals—like 
a carrot you hold in front 
of a donkey to draw him on 
to the "little more" that 
is always just ahead.

Welgos said they are ad
ding to their short course 
booklets at the rate of one 
every two weeks or so, and 
intend to revise and re-is
sue some of their earlier 
publications, now out of 
print. Part of this revis
ion calls for the deletion 
and simplification of all 
Dianetic terminology.

As for Scientology, Jim 
thinks it is too far ahead 
of the acceptance level of 
the general public at this 
time. As one who started 
with L. Ron Hubbard back in 
Elizabeth, N.J., he is mak
ing a collection of Hub
bard ’ s works, which h e 
thinks will be valuable re
search material for future 
instructors at Human Engin
eering.

And just to show us what 
a lousy interviewer we were» 
the Rev. Jim had his office 
send us a taped interview 
with Bob Smith, made for 
the Minneapolis Dianetic 
Group. This answered most 
of the questions we hadn’t 
asked. And how it answered 
them!

Accompanying Welgos on 
his lecture tour was Mrs. 
Grace McDade», one of his 
Engineering students.

-©0o-
Some eastern judge urges 

a law to keep manufacturers 
from making cars that go 
more than 70 miles an hour. 
Which is fitting. Laws are 
made to keep things as they 
are—to prevent progress— 
and most judges have dedi
cated themselves to status 
quo hokum infinitum ad nau- 
seum. Which, in plain Eng
lish, means "If grandpa did
n’t, don’t".

WASHINGTON, Oct. 10—The 
big thing in Washington is 
L.R.H.'s recent, departure 
for England, where he will 
teach a unit of the Advanced 
Clinical Course. Presumably 
he can still give D.Scn.*s 
in England. We're glad he 
got things straightened out 
with the Home Ministry (com
pares with our Dept, of In
terior in some ways) which 
at one time frowned upon 
his returning to teach. 
Suzie and family are join
ing him there, and probably 
will arrive before you read 
this.

The activities of the 
many operations herq are 
being left in several hands. 
Drs. Mary Stimpert and Dave 
Murray are in charge of the 
Academy. Dr. Julia Lewis 
is running the Guidance 
Center. Don Breeding is 
handling tapes, John San
bOrnis editing the not-so- 
handsome-any-more . Ability» 
and Dr. Carole Hadley runs 
(orat least is connected 
with) the Silver Spring 
Business Service. A few 
•Drs." and "Revs." may have 
been gained or lost in this 
list; our apologies for any 
mistakes.

The Rev. Dick Steves, D. 
D., D.Scn., has gone to New 
York to run an ad in one of 
their newspapers, which 
will no doubt be delighted 
with the additional revenue. 
The ad goes like this* in 
case you. haven't seen it 
elsewhere in Ability: ",1 
will talk to anyone for you about anything. Call GR-r-r 
5-jBQ@6 between 4 & 6 P.M. 
Rev. John Plotznik, Church

of Scientology» 2345 Low 
Road". Ron and the users 
of this ad (so far, Dr. 
Burke Belknap and Rev. El
aine Taylor; say that it 
works wonders. Steves, in
cidentally, went at Ron’s 
request.

Dr. Carole Yeager, erst
while receptionist for the 
Acadeny, went home feeling 
fine the other night and 
was operated for appendici- 
tfSthe next morning. She
'll probably be back at 
work before you read this. 
Scientologists recover rap
idly, you know.

There’ve been some chan
ges made. John Sanborn is 
about three inches taller 
and many pounds heavier 
than in days of yore. Per
haps this is why Ability is 
getting thinner. ..

We hear that ex-HASIte 
Ralph Swanson was around 
the Acadeny the other day. 
He's been off in a corner 
since his tiff with Bill 
Young, but perhaps he's 
heard /that auditors are 
making money these days.

Absent faces at the old 
corral: In addition to 
Swanson, in case you didn't 
know, the following haven't 
been seen around the HASI 
lately: John Galusha, D.D., 
D.Scn.,« Ken Barrett, D.D., 
D.Scn., Bob Sutton, D.D., 
D.Scn., (and Freddie). What 
with Steves being in New 
York, it Looks like a new 
guard has arisen to replace 
the not-so-old one.-o0o-

THEN AND NOW •
1954— "I promise you: 

anyone taking the Advanced 
Clinical Courses will never 
have to pay for another 
course in Scientology."— 
LRH to the "Get Thee Behind 
Me Thetan" (3rd) Unit.

1955— "To D.Scn's! (ACC 
graduates). Two-week re
fresher and modernizing 
course for $75. Offer good 
for a limited time only."— 
ABILITY 14.-O0O-

Lightening only strikes 
black sheep.
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"You may get these same senti
ments frcm others also:

"If criticism about Subbard is 
without chance to change or affect 
him, save to develop a paranoid re
action to ary environment, then it 
is useless to consider him or any 
organization he appears to head. He 
is a separate quantity of his own, 
beholden to none and regarded only 
by people living in their past. He 
has demonstrated, over and over a— 
gain, that he cares more for his own 
particular case aberrations than the 
good of any associated group. I have 
suggested a 'bill of divorcement'— 
and I think it can be made gocd.

"I reiterate ny gratitude to the 
early teachings of this man. I will 
listen whenever he writes or talks, 
so far as he permits me to afford 
such pleasures. Eut as a person up
on whom the strength ana health of 
an organization rest. no. A thinker, 
a teacher, yes. A leader, no.

"Therefore it becomes possible, 
with that problem shifted to one 
side, to consider the democratic or
ganization of an entity, a group, 
with elected officers and by-lews 
that insure a continued democrati
cally organized operation.

"Certain purposes of such a group 
may be suggested:

"a) To foster beneficial public
ity about psychosomatic ailments and 
treatment thereof ty non-medical 
means or agencies. .

•b) To alert the general public 
to possibilities in non-medically- 
approved treatments of various types 
ana. therety to invite the co-opera
tion, passive and active as offered 
and available, of the mazy non-medi
cal therapy groups which have devel
oped to sufficient strength to main
tain public operations and seme 
legal acceptazices.

"c) To foster the scientific 
testing of proposed techniques and 
procedures of operation, ana to pre

sent the results of such testing, 
without special regard to any names 
involved, to the end that the opera
ting routines of all members may 
therety be strengthened, and the 
public respect of members enhanced.

"d) To foster the development of 
worthy schools and training and ap
prenticeship establishments, again 
without regard to names but with 
prolonged attention upon the needs 
of a strong group of field practit
ioners. '

"a) To foster the alert, complete 
means of communication ty and about 
members, furthering that feeling of 
compatibility and brotherhood which 
was present in the early days and 
which ebbed eway without such means 
of contact and communication. To 
promote, in such communication, as 
high a tone of attitude and plan as 
may be possible. ■

nf) To discourage, ty acceptable 
means, weak or wicked field opera
tion. To have all such cases re
viewed ty a central council of the 
group, empowered to take action rel
ative to the group's interest.

"The organization of such a group 
might be upon these suggested lines:

"a) In general, the organizat
ional plan of the United States—a 
group of states or "regional depart
ments" and an overall group equipped 
with a

"Congress—elected from regions 
according to the number of 
practitioner 'citizens' in 
such regions;

"Esecutive Staff—subject to re
newal of tenure annually, at 
the consideration of the Con
gress;

"Council—acting as Judiciazy, 
organized as proposed ty Con
gressi with leziger tenure, azul 
sòme contiziuity of opérât ion. 
Eut—without executive author
ity.

"b) A program of finance ty mem
bership dues only, without azy as
sessment powers, and thus postulat
ing a budget of accountable monies.

"c) Regional departments to be 
represented ty field assistants, re
porting to a regional Council elec
ted from that region only, and also 
reporting to the Rational Executive 
Staff and Congress. Purpose of these 
persons is to promote the puzposes 
of the Group, in all weys. To this 
end, a portion of the remuneration 
of such persons would be. ty stipend 
furnished from the National Staff, 
and a portion would be voted ty the 
Regional Council, and be related to 
the success of development of bus
iness in the Region.

”d) An annual national meeting of 
the Representatives composing the 
National Congress to consider the 
business reports of the Staff, the 
Field Assistants, and the Council, 
and to sit in panels to develop wor
thy enterprises affecting the pur
poses stated above. Honorary de
grees, titles, and other awards 
would be made in plenary sessions, 
with national publicity...

"It nay take months to get such a 
group operating. It may be necessary 
to organize sub-rosa, and with a

NOW SAY O.K. TO ME, PLEASE 
Alas, alack, I'm up a tree

In this awful state will you fine 
me.

I hardly knew what I'm about — 
Can't be sure whether in or cut 

....of my head.
I process and process for certainty 

Eut alack,and alas,and woe to me.
Jiy body's in shape, my heart is 

stout,
While I wonder and wonder, am 1 

in or out „ , ,
....of my head.

And oddly enough, as folks watch m< 
Process azri process, uncertainly

They grab me and say, "Without t
doubt

Everyone knows you're definitelj
out „ , ,.... of your head.
Th^'ve nothing to prove it 
Yet seem so wise, 
Maybe thqy're seeing 
With exterior qyes.

A. B. Elliott, Greenville, S. Car.

promise of limited dues—say $1—ai 
the start. I suggest these steps:

"1. Organize regional meetings t( 
develop Regional Councils. In som< 
cases such groups are already opera, 
ting. Have such groups correspond 
with azzy other representatives, t< 
spread the regiozial group movement. 
ANY PERSON IN ANY REGION MAY ACT T( 
ORGANIZE THAT REGION.

"2. Select a time and place for t 
national meeting, and appoint a tem
porary organizing committee, of twe 
members from each Regional Council, 
who will publicly invite attendance 
to such a meeting. Thereat, organ
ize the National Staff and Council, 
for a one-year term each, and ir 
that year complete the initial or
ganization. /

"3. Ihch Regional Council to ap
point its first Field Assistant, and 
start local promotion activities.

"4. Bevelop a Constitution, spe
cifically including the principles 
of referendum and recall, propor
tional representation, cumulative 
voting for officials, etc."—Lee 
Lockhart, El Paso, Texas.

"I arrived in Phoenix on Sept. 21 
at about 2 P.M. I hurriedly went 
around to 1017 N. 3rd St. to see if 
any of my old pals from the Eliza
beth Foundation Staff Auditor deys 
were still around. (I'd heard that 
Hubbard was about to make another 
'Permanent' move and I wanted to see 
if I could be in time to say 'Hello- 
Goodtye' to some of my old friends.) 
Put I was robbed!

"All that was on the door was a 
small sign scotch-taped to the in
side of the door-pane, 'Scientology 
moved to 401 -A E. Roosevelt'. The 
note looked like it had been scrawl
S hurriedly ty someone on the lam 

s thqr say in American Comics). 
The place BIB have a deserted look 
about it. A broken Jardiniere near 
the front door seemed to match the 
tone level of the car alongside the 
building with a flat rear tire. The 
bushes had a trampled look as though
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there had been a bunch of very un
neat people around or had been trem- 
pled by a mass exodus.

"Undaunted I went around to 401-A 
E. Roosevelt feeling that I'd be 
able to say hello to ny old pals. 
But a big sign on the store front 
window of 401-A E. Roosevelt pro
claimed in red and yellow 'FOR SALE'. 
There was another white taped sign 
on the door-pene here also. This one 
gave a telephone number to call... 
Cne tiy that I made was unanswered 
as though even this were also a 
dead-end.

"Phoenix is a beautiful town with 
lots of nice people walking around. 
But from ny point of view (so far) 
it is a truly desert(ed) town."—Jim 
Welgos (in Phoenix, on tour.)

:: :: :;
"September 22, Rae and Bill Per

rier of Phoenix were hosts to a 
gathering of Dianeticists and Scien
tologists to hear James Welgos of 
Human Fhgineering, Inc., 'Fairhepe, 
Ala. Many will remember Jim for his 
activities early in Dianetics at the 
Elizabeth Foundation, and bis organ
ization and operation of the Eidetic 
Foundation in Fairhope thereafter. 
His Phoenix visit was cne of the 
stops on an extensive lecture tour 
which he expects will keep him 'in 
the field' until about November 1st.

"His friendly manner of presenta
tion and assurance made intent and 
willing listeners of the most skep
tical in the audience. In his dis
cussion of 'Integration' Jim brought 
home to most that a most important 
factor in individual progress was 
the relationships cne had with oth
ers and. with the society. He stress
ed the value of being acceptable and 
appropriate in one’s conduct, exem
plifying this as he gave his talk. 
Bipbasis was put upon the detrimen
tal nature ox being at-odds-with and 
in dis-agreement with the social or
der on a large or small scale, and 
the benefits to be gained ly acting 
in cne’s relationships to further 
agreement and thereby friendly re
lationships with others around you. 
The group was very active in. dis
cussion enlarging upon Jim's topics 
and drawing upon his seemingly ex
tensive store of data and careful 
observation. He pointed cut relig
ious and philosophical references 
related to his observations and con
clusions drawing liberally from many 
sources with ease. The tone of the 
meeting was one of accord and agree
ment, following in lines of action 
the pattern of the lecture presented.

"Jim went on to enlarge upon the 
opening topics and cover other rela
ted matters which he reported have 
led those he has worked with to a 
state of heightened integration. 
Among the points of interest brought 
cut was the action of the society in 
imposing limitations upon the crea
tivity of the individuals within 
that social order.

"The meeting concluded with a 
question and enswer -period followed 
ty a demonstration 01 a simple tech
nique useful in gaining integration. 
All found the meeting worthwhile, 
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even though some may have been in 
disagreement with the ideas presen
ted."—Jim Pinkham, Phoenix, Ariz.

"Every issue of the AB. gets bet
ter. God knows hew you pack so much 
into 20 pages...

"One thing I'd like to see in The 
Aberree is more information on lat
est techniques. There are those of 
us who, like yourself, have been 
'done' and can’t afford to keep on 
paying expensively for more informa
tion. After all, D. & S. were 'hum
bly tendered as a gift to man'. The 
field relies on magazines like yours 
and EDR: to keep them informed. Come 
on, Alphia, more techniques, etc."— 
Dennis Smith, Hanley Sran, ihglsnd.

"You-dirty crook you. Imagine you 
lying about all that income. I read 
about yju in this here Dis-Ability. 
Don’t let them get eway with it. And 
Helen O'Brien & the $18,000. What 
was shesgoing to live on running the 
Fhila.alasses & what not?..But let's 
hear her side of the story. Tours 
too. ..

'latest Aberree a knockout. Is 
that you riding the Cadillabroom- 
stack? •On the front.

"About the Eeman book, which I’ve 
read thanks to one of your friends, 
what does Mathison think of it? And 
whatever became of ISight BulHqy, 
he of the Mechanisms of Life. Would 
like to know what he thinks of Ee
man. ■

"Why don't you & Ron patch things 
up? I like you both."--Infinite 43» 
New York, N. T..............

"As you probably knew, the man 
is here» arriving last week. I hear 
that thg reception is as hysterical 
as ever»j in certain quarters anyway. 
I have ¿feme rather cryptic consents 
on a statement he issued at the wel
come party, but what th» mean I 
don't knew. I will pass them on as 
soon as 1 get some clarification. A 
message was sort via a third party 
to me, 'Tell Jfac to keep it up. He 
is doing fine work in the U. S.A. ’ 
What do you make of that?

"We must face the fact that he is 
as protean as thqy come, and that 
there is a complete change in the 
HASI line since they left Phoenix. 
You have only to take Ability &jor 
4 and 0 into consideration to see 
this. There is more real gen for 
the field in these two than they 
have ever put out before*«.Sweet 
reason and general hightonery is the 
line at.present...

"My interests are moving eway 
from Sc. though I am still doing 

MATHISON ELECTROPSYCHOMETRIC AUDITING

at 35th Ä 
Telephone

Model B-AR-400 Probe-type Instrument
Conway, S.C.
U. S. Highway 701
I703 Fourth Ave.
Telephone 514

Dr. J. Harold Thibodeau
CHIROPRACTIC CLINICS

Dr. Billie Plowden. Thibodeau

quite a bit of auditing and our 
group continues to be keen. I am 
going to take some evening classes 
in experimental psychology this win
ter and find out a bit of what goes 
on in that field; this is the pure
ly academic side. I also hope to 
become a member of a study group on 
Yoga, probably we shall go through 
the aphorisms of Patanjali. As far 
as I can make out, this bird said 
all that H. has (the essence of it 
axyway) and quite a bit more too, 
and this was several thousand years 
ago. I have been reading William 
James ’The Varieties of Religious 
Experience', a fascinating book 
which throws a good deal of light 
on the antics of near-clears and 
queer-clears. - .It would appear that 
Sc. in trying to give a short cut, 
without the discipline or the in
tention, results only in an ’impure’ 
revelation, without the direction or 
intention necessary to apply it for 
the benefit of the individual. That 
is, the real benefit, of rising on 
the tone scale though there may be 
apparent, short-term benefits-"—A. 
J.S. McMillan, Bristol; Bagland.

:: :: ::
"The new issue looks very pleas

ant with the variable type, artwork, 
etc. The effect is of pleasing in
formality without being the least

FOR SALE— One Model EM-4 Elec— 
trcpsychcmeter in excellent 

condition; both foot and hand 
electrodes; $60.00 (Cost nearly 
$100). BOSS KKffir, 785 N-Cass, 
Milwaukee 2, Vis.

ESCAPING OLD AGE
Wy you get old and how you can 
avoid it. This is the latest of 
our Short Course Series, taken 
from cur "Lessons in Living"..$2

Other titles erzailable:
Mind Over Matter.....................$2

Relieving Glasses Permanently $2 
Development of Natural Memory $2 
^eiyday Future .................... $2 
Controlling Figure Beauty- • $2 
Satisfactory Ser................ $2.25

Write for Complete List

HUMAN ENGINEERING, Inc.
Box 117 Fairhope, Ala.
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Mt sloppy.. .The Cctobereview fol- 
Iwsl

"Auditorials: The attacks were 
expectable. Only the delay is odd» 
I see the validation of Sen. as a 
job for the lawyers and for public 
relations work...I suggest Hibbard 
is following his own theory that 
you've got to alter it to Bake it 
persist. Stability is O.K. for a re
ligion tut is ungood for a technol
ogy...

"Who Do Tea Think Tou Are? I just 
flat don’t knew...I gather Walsh 
specified 'Thetan' as equivalent to 
Hubbard's ’Viewpoint'. So taken, 
parallelism appears in their respec
tive positions. I think Walsh is a 
little more explicit than Hubbard a
bout Thetans. He seems to concern 
himself more with the second half of 
processing, Development, while Hub- 
hard has concentrated on the first 
half, Exteriorization and Stabiliza
tion. I think I'm in agreement with 
Walsh in conceiving the Thetan as a 
sort of general purpose sense-organ 
for the Orientation Point... 18-11-19 
—Is that his birth date? This is 
good background material, well sum
marized. In "Creation of Henan Abil
ity", Theta, etc. ,is treated on what 
looks like at least three different 
levels, not always clearly disting
uished. Begarding memoiy and the 
brain, if the brain structure is me
chanically injured, seme facsimiles 
become unavailable, and if the brain 
is stimulated mechanically or chemi
cally, some facsimiles appear with
out voluntary control. Ibis implies 
seme ftmcticnal relationship between 
brain and manoty.

"Cloud 88—Hot having reached an 
optimum operating level ■ the problem 
ox stabilizing at a given tone had
n't occurred to me, oat I can see 
its importance...I doubt a shielded 
Thetan would not detect the dissolu
tion of the planet. If it continued 
to cperate.as described amid its own 
analogues (in its ora theta uni
verse) would it not be a psychotic 
thetan?

"Mathison—I have the dread sus- 
nician that V. Mathisen is occluded. 
So far as I know most thetan exter
iors (I can) merely 'Look* at their 
own internal parts,and with a choice 
of up to three aspects: anatomical 
dissection, X-rey. or anchor points. 
Some of these 'insights' have been 
verified by later medical examina
tions. Mathison's observations on 
cumulative AS-IS-ing, and pileup of 
aberrative experiences, are valua
ble. ..To me and to most pre-clears 
I've run or seen run on whole-track, 
the 'past life* facsimiles are not 
qualitatively different in any way 
frem present life facsimiles. &cept 
that thqv do have sharper boundar
ies. What,, to Mathisen, is a 'sub- 
ccnscious* sounds like a mocked-up 
entity like a 'File Clerk'. Or is 
the Genetic Jhtity meant? He makes a 
good point that physiological repair 
usually is a process and not an im
mediate act.

"Friedman—I have no quarrel with 
the emblematic qnnbolism of the na
tions, which is after all close to 
heraldry and properly tymbolic in 

intent, but apparently Friedman has 
met an entirely different class of 
witches than I have. While none I've 
met were practicing Satanists to my 
knowledge, they would certainly have 
been arraigned and put to the Ques
tion had they displayed their char
acteristics in the proper times of 
history. The ones I've met were of 
various classes: pyrotics, weather 
changers, charmers of animals, cas
ters of Glamours, speakers with the 
dead. Only the last group (Spirit
ualist mediums) were as Friedman 
describes them...I seem to have a 
lot of natural AEG with such people. 
I fear Friedman has made the gener
alization the Inquisitors made and 
it's as unfair now as it was then. 
Friedman* s work has finally sugges
ted a tie-in with the Eubbardian 
system on at least one point. That 
is the harmonic sequence of the Tone 
Scale, namely: Biage, outflow, dis
persal, inflow, ridge. Also explos
ions and implosions. ••

"Best luck to Hemilton on his 
mail course. So long as students 
realize Scientology is something you 
do and not just something you be
lieve, they'll probably be all right.

"Pinkham— 1 entirdy agree with 
him on this. It is lew-tened people 
who fear non-organic perceptions 
(deMille's terms) not primarily be
cause of something they went to hide 
but because of their internal inse
curity and lack of spiritual integ
rity-integrity here meaning not 
broken up • or scattered, etc.

"Letters—Tour promise to Iggul
den is a consolation to us all...... 
Lundberg: I would agree the quotes 
are from the Ifehayana. I cannot a- 
<ree with the typothesia that Selen

ology can be in any significant way 
correlated with Amidism. I would say 
that Christianity can be so correla
ted, however... O'Neill: The Scien
tologists I knew don't tty to con
trol God in any manner. If no one 
can control Ged, isn't preyer a com
pletely futile activity? If you ask 
a person to do something end th^- do 
it, that's control. If, as a result 
of your acting a certain way, seme
body acts in a certain other way
good, bad, or indifferent for you— 
that's control* Bon has not gone 
back into Buddhism} he has come for
ward cut of it. A provocative let
ter... O'Brien: This book search like 
a good extort presenting good mater
ial from a good, good course. The 
polemic about recent Sen. may have 
some promotional (end cathartic) 
value but probably won't add to the 
information content of the work. L. 
Hon doth not a schism make, nor meny 
locks a case. Don't go away mad, 
Hei at...

"Capital Carnival—At last you 
have a reporter who sees what he/she 
is locking at. Congratulations. Hail 
to the first constructive news of a 
Scientology 'cleric' since the A.P. 
report on Jack Horner's blooper in 
Britain."—Fred Hand, Houston, Tex.

:: :: ::
"Copy of a recent postcard to 

you-knew-whos 'If anything could 
sicken me more than the past Scien- 
tological antics have, your latest 

issue of AEHIH would do it. For 
pete's sake, man! Just hew paranoid 
are you going to get, and just hew 
much mud are you going to drag what 
starbed cut as a very wonderful goal 
of service to mankind through? why 
not get back to bridge-building and 
let those who would attack flap in 
the wind of their own hot air?..Dis
gustedly,'"— Sadah Higgins, Bagle- 
wood, Colo. .

• • • • • 5
"I had a pleasant trip to Louisi

ana. . .Arrived (home) to find the 
Eeinan book and Berni constructed me a 
circuit which I tried cut with re
sults that have made me feel I don't 
wish ever to try it again. I used it 
for three days, each day feeling 
much worse—but with a sort of 'the 
way out is through* computation. The 
last day, howler (or rather the day 
after the last) , when I awoke aching 
in evety muscle, with blurred vis
ion, general dopey feeling, inertia, 
apathy, etc., l decided no more cir
cuit. I have not had any processing 
to 'run it out*. This was nearly a 
week ago and I am almost free of 
those somatics, tut still not alto- 
5ether so. Oh, yes, on the third day 

experimented with reversing the 
hands, thinking perhaps I'm left
handed and didn't know it...

"I have been requested by a local 
scientologist to desist using the 
words dianetics, Scientology» and 
Hubbard...and I am looking for some
thing else to call the Center..... 
Ability Mag keeps losing us people. 
They drop by to tell us why they are 
quitting, too. This nw one is quite 
a humdinger for that...

"I continue to feel that all of 
us Castaways should organize a new 
group with a new name...We can re
search the original sources from 
which much of this stuff was taken, 
invent our own words for it, and 
give it to carselves again.

"The local area plans to start an 
Auditors’ School to be stable and 
highly functional—cne in which an 
auditor can really learn to audit. 
One that doesn't shift location con
stantly, change names, of decertify. 
A real school. I think it's a darn 
good idea. And it is a direct out
growth of Hon's mock-up—this area 
trying to grab control, etc. No one 
had even dreamed of it until he im
planted the idea! Actually, I do not 
think it will be in any way an ef
fort to control, but an effort to 
supply a real need."—Ikey Stone, 
Pasadena, Calif.

:: :: ::
"Tour humor is delightful! Humor 

is a very inportant factor in sani
ty."—Gordon Beckstead,Phoeniz,Ariz.

"As you say (re: Edd Clark) , the 
next few months should be quite in
teresting. If Issue 14 of Ability 
is ary sanple, thqy should not only 
be interesting—thqy should be ap
palling. Honestly, Alphia, if I were 
you (or. Helen O'Brien) (or A.J*S. 
McMillan), I should most certainly 
do what I could to show up the BASI 
for the prevarication it practices ty 
means or an appropriately large clam
age suit. I realize this is really
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rot an ideal solution, tone-wise, 
but it at least would show that some 
of us have seme spunk left; and it 
is becoming more apparent with the 
passage of each month that the HASI 
has plunged to a depth where impact 
is the only understood communica
tion. I hope you won't take this 
latest attack lying down...

"This latest mimeographed Ability 
is the most symptomatic of insanity 
X have seen so far* • .Were I a p^~ 
chiatrist, I couldn't help noticing 
the constant and repeated expression 
of a feeling of persecution) coupled 
with delusions of grandeur*.* You 
take it from there. It's on almost 
every page. Not quite at the top of 
the Responsibility column) is it?

"No > from the looks of it , the 
EASI is slipping fast) end is grab
bing at straws. I'm sorry to see it 
happen) but perhaps in the interest 
oi the good and valuable things in 
Scientology, it's all for the best. 
There are enough of us for a salvage 
operation."—J. B.S. , Fortland, Ore.

"Neither the defunct Scientology 
Journal, Certainty Magazine (may 
they rest in pieces) nor the past 
issues of Ability magazine combined 
contain as much unadulterated nau
seating garbage as found in Issue 
#14 of Ability.

"Pages 5 & o of Issue 14 contain 
invectives calculated by insinuation 
to further widen the breech, by al
legations so constructed that ty its 
very printing (giving it space) > it 
certainly doesn’t do good for either 
HASI or Hubbard.

"The vague reference to a 'person 
or persons unknown' feeding insanity 
producing drugs, especially that 
tidbit of the psychiatrist of.'rus- 
sian origin' is undoubtedly without 
peer of anything written ty EASI or 
Hubbard.

"Careful whom you shake hands 
with men. might not be a' recognized* 
Scientologist. Can THIS be Dianet
ics or Scientology!

"Now to something more cheerful. 
Itaclosed find check for three new 
subscriptions to the Aberree»"--Jas- 
on Sebastian. Los Angeles. Calif.

:: :: ::
"First I read your editorials, 

then I read the letter section, then 
I read as much Friedman as I can 
stand at one sitting, and later I 
may get to your 88* ers. They always 
put in a lot of what we already knew 
and then introduce some variation 
cut of their own personal blindspot, 
carefully phrased to be undetectable 
unless you are raying close atten
tion. KG.. all this about whether 
or not a ’Thetan* is a separate en
tity. Foo. It's not the word that 
counts, it’s what the word means. We 
all knew that one of the things a 
circuit—if you will allow this ar
chaism—anything else you want to 
call it will still apply to the same 
rose & thorns—does masquerade as 
the individual himself. So we have 
8888 techs, to help discriminate; 
and each and every one can get hook
ed into their failure, if they fail 
to discriminate. Then thty get as 
valuable, of course, as they have

become worthless, like rickety an- pensive unless handled wisely?) 
tiques. All I knew is. Hubbard in- "To solve this problem, we need 
troduced the word and has several to get up enough power to duplicate, 
times, very explicitly, said that he so we can begin to make fine dis
means that the "Thetan" is the per- criminations, which are not possible 
son himself, as discriminated from without the power of exact duplica- 
all circuits, ridges, fax, personae, tian. How else can one think in 
and masks. ‘

"So when anyboty says, 'I have a 
little Thetan that goes in and out 
with me,' is he using the concept of 
thetan properly, or is he putting it 
right out there in public what he is 
really doing? And of course no de
cent auditor can argue for a minute, 
because he does have 'me' discrimin
ated cn the concept level, obvious
ly; and if he has to do it backwards 
that way. there must be some pip of 
a reason.

"Thus while I read their arti
cles, I put them last and for when I 
feel strong enough...

"As for the 8888 techs, to dis
criminate—it has not been shown at 
any time that the circuit is not 
useful. It may be something like the 
hub of awheel. Stall and central 
and essential; and a normotion point 
at the very axis. Yet the wheel 
travels on the rim. There may be no 
harm and indeed structural necessi
ty in both features; thus the prob
lem is not to eliminate one at the 
expense of the other; rather it is to 
shew whether all these stresses can 
be handled to better advantage ty, 
say, various minor changes— inn 
tyres, rubber tires, spoke patterns, 
materials, ball bearings. Bit there 
is no sense fighting essential 
structure. (Here I may well be de
fending ny own 'persona'—but wty 
does everybody defend it, and wty do 
we assume that this is essentially 
harmful, rather than just overex-

CREATIVE IMAGE THERAPY
A psychical (mental) aid in the treatment of physical disease and in 

swift relief of nervous tension and anxiety states.

Creative Image Therapy is derived from and is the heart and 
essence of esoteric, fantastically high-priced books and courses of 
instruction expressing powerful principles of visualization. Crea
tive Image Therapy, hewevex, is far more useful than all its sources 
put together, for it presents specific techniques of ACTION.

Five years of el ectrep ^ychometric research in the assessment of 
cases of ill and troubled patients ty the author, the inventor of 
the Hectrqpsychometer, has brought into brilliant conscious aware
ness HCW to direct the suhnuclear mergy of psychical imaging 
action. Here are the actual techniques, never before disclosed on 
this planet, whereby the titanic positive pwer of psychical action 
is applied in the only possible way it can be applied. Here is in
formation on precisely WHAT TO DO AND HOW TO DO IT* And it works— 
at once!

, "A burst of sunshine through the clouds of confusion!"
—Dr. Haul Beaver, Leetonia, Ohio.

: This book is 114 pages, x 11, is available at the net cost
' of puldishing, advertising, and mailing this first edition; $2 per" 
i copy postpaid. Subject to return for refund if you do not find it 

ox immeasurable value to YOU.
: A therapy, not of ^positive thinking", but of DOSITIVE ACTION.

, CREATIVE IMAGE THERAPY
I 1214 West 30th Street Los Angeles 7, Calif.

terms of resemblances—differences
instead of identities? Imperfect 
duplication, no discrimination, poor 
prediction and problem solving. 
Again. People are getting hooked up 
on the duplication itself as if that 
were themselves—very ' important end 
valuable, etc...."—Alma Hill, Bea
ten. Mass-

"First it's Dianetics, then Sci
entology, then Dianetics again—and 
thm, too, they are hardly settled 
in one place until thqy make their 
headqoazters somewhere else. What 
kind of advanced knowledge do thqr 
have? Maybe their Thetans have 'ants 
in their pants'.

"I would, since I must work ty 
aysdf, like to knew if there are 
any good methods or techniqies in 
sdf processing. I have your Jan.- 
Fd>. issue as a sample, arid I note 
references to_'Lessons in Living*. 
One of the first lessons gives the 
information that one gets what he 
expects; I know that—what I want to 
knew are methods to train oneself to 
expect what is good and to clear out



the negations or frustrations or 
'engrams' or what-have-you in the 
’unconscicus(?)'

"I have scads of bocks; every 
time I get interested in something, 
everything, or most everything, it 
seems to me, they desire to change. 
Of course I'm somewhat pessimistic, 
but I want to do something ¿bout it, 
and I don't want to expad what lit
tle time and energy I have by shoot
ing it out of a blunderbuss. I think 
of nyself as that lad who mounted 
his horse and rem off in all direc
tions. Why does Bon H. write books 
an self-processing and tha try to 
invalidate the practice? More manqy 
for auditors?. ••"—Bev. John Harry 
Lehn, Jim Thorpe, Ssm.

• • • • • •
"Your policy of not taking one

self too seriously is borne cut ty 
the observation that fanatics gaer- 
ally have no sase of humor. And, as 
I pointed out in one of ny bullet
ins, *Ycutopia is not necessarily 
tytopia'...

"I am quite favorably impressed 
with the quality of editing in your 
magazine. The 'letters' section 
shows that you practice two-way com
munication as well as preach it."— 
IvorDarreg, Los Angeles, Calif.

"New you're getting into precise
ly ny objections to Scientology, end 
incidentally, also to failures in 
Dianetics. I'VE NEVER HAD AN AUDI
TOR THAT COULD LOOK!... And Sciento
logy offers less a chancecf present
ing what needs looking at then Dian
etics did, doesn't it7

"Locking back, one can ask: What 
type of person fell hardest for Dia
netics? Looking at it in terms of 
'projection', one can determine that 
it appealed only to_ people...who 
were aware they were in poor diepe 
and needed to unload their problems. 
So began the mad search for a good 
auditor. Cne failed to find one, and 
'projection' began. Cne saw others 
in poor shape, and loaded with data 
and faith in iechnicnes, became aud
itors. The worse shape one was in 
the stranger the projection and the 
greater the desire to 'help'. Lo, 
the fcul-up!-. .As socn as a person 
made seme progress on their own case 
they became less interested in being 
an auditor...A few, veny few, quali
fied as Objective Baalists who can 
carry on... .

"Of course one's self _is. one's 
best auditor. Only the individual 
knews what needs to be done, and any 
auditor who has to run other stuff 
is 'projecting' instead of 'mirror
ing'. The gimmick of this is real 
nice, too. As Krishnamurti points 
out. cne chooses one's auditor (gu
ru) out of confusion (lack of self- 
benesty) so naturally one does not 
choose an honest auditor or thqr'd 
hare to be honest and tackle their 
own problems* The bld bey doesn't 
pull eoy punches! • 1 I just hated to 
admit he's so-o-o-o right!...

"I am beginning to realize part 
of the &eat Illusicn is muzzy thin
king. There is either divine law (or 
all is accidental chaos)• Mizzy 
thinking places us half way in be
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tween. > and there IS no half-way! .And 
if there is Divine Isw > karma, dir
ected cause and effect, then every
thing as it is at this moment is 
following tEEs law, and to say that 
life should he different from what 
it is or was is therefore saying, in 
effect, that I know more than Divine 
Law, and that" I should be in con
trol: that Divine Law is therefore 
wrong and I am right •»•■Anyone who 
will say Eaxma is the cause of such 
conditions (cannot change) is look
ing for an excuse for not accepting 
the fuller meaning of Divine Law... 
_ "Welgos has now beer and gone... 
We had a good deal of discussion on 
his principle of ’accept everything, 
reject nothing' and its conplement, 
'reject everything, accept nothing'.
• ••I asked Welgos if one should not 
translate 'Accept' into 'Allow'...He 
deftly pointed out that by 'Allow' , 
I was, in effect, saying: 'You are 
wrong, and I am right» but I will 
allow you the right to be wrong*. •. 
which was quite different from what 
should be meant by 'Accept*. Accept
ance really says, ’You are as abso
lutely right for you as I am absolu
tely right for myself!' Or, as Hub
bard would put it in Considerations, 
allowing others to be just as real 
as one’s self.

"This is a big thing to me, if I 
can put it in use. Wow I begin to 
see the effect I must have on oth
ers, just allowing them to be wrong. 
I don't oven like to look at this 
one, but...?

"Was going to argue with Friedman 
through your letter section, when 
here comes a personal letter from 
him, which will relieve the press
ures between Publisher and the Green 
tyeshade to no little extent. His 
'How mazy problems can a gty look at 
in a lifetime* and 'How sure are you 
that it is erased?' really got me 
going. ty conclusions surprised even 
me, since I discovered there really 
is only One Problem—Now, and its 
relationships—also that nothing is 
'Erased* (A Hubbardian 'we are a 
tape* concept) but that there is only 
Focus and Background." — Mari jane 
Nuttall, Lakeside, Calif.

• • • • • •
"You hit the nail on the head— 

trying (effort) and de-siring will 
gee you no where...

"I guess I failed to put it a
cross, but I have bear endeavoring 
to drew that there is nothing to be 
done, except to 'let there be • The 
only way to let there be effectively 
is to 'turn off* the senses, emo
tions, and thought as much as you 
can, which seen to interfere with 
letting there be*..

"My symbols only are to prove 
logically that everything in exist
ence is a ChiBho, and will never be 
anything else. The fact that we have 
lost the basic meaning of everything 
is the cause of so much confusion.

"In Moksha Gita, even he preaches 
desiredessness, yet he wants you to 
desire to be desireless.

"The beauty of ny ’metalinguist
ics' is that you need not be fooled 
by a word, like desire, inmortality, 
eternity, and all those potent

________________ ____19
words. They all end up equaling 
zero, like Einstein's four equations 
explaining the cosmos.

"Ary one of the symbols would be 
sufficient to prove the point. The 
preponderousness of ny articles is 
only repetition and could go on with
out repeating the seme symbol, for
ever. I tried to debunk all teach
ings. I don't advocate working thru 
zero, but to be zero, ty doing noth
ing. As I said, the desire to real
ize our goal is holding us back from 
knowing we have never left it in the 
first place»

"Zero cannot be divided..."—Phil 
Friedman, Pittsburgh, Penn.:: :: ::

"I had decided to drop the Aber- 
ree—too much randomity, too mazy 
maybes produced and unfair state
ments.

"Then I read a sample October 
ccpy and I do believe there's hope. 
Best issue in months, I think. Mary 
of us read the Aberree because we're 
interested in Scientology. Being 
interested, we'd like to near some
thing good about it when true. Not 
that we exclude a legitimate gripe. 
Here's hoping you continue to im
prove your sheet." — F.E. Walker, 
Norfolk, Va. :: :: ::

"One reason I am subscribing to 
'Aberree' is because it has more 
worthwhile information in it than 
ary of the others in its class that 
I nave seen.

"Another reason is that I am hop
ing it is 'right up your alley' to 
do as Max Long suggests (as put 
forth ty Mrs. Hart)." —Alfred Deen 
Burck, Hollywood, Calif.

• • « • « e
"This seems to be a time in the 

world wha the minds of people are 
becoming 'naked*. Hubbard is a good 
illustration. But perhaps that is a 
message in itself. As lang as Hub
bard is, himself, making mistakes 
(of an obvious nature for all to 

' see) then his therajy, just as obvi- 
cusly, is not conplebe as yet. There 
is a picture here to be seen. The 
therapy does do good. And yet, 
something is definitely missing. 
It's away of telling those who are 
interested in mental therapy that 
there's more to learn. 'Not yet. 
Not yet', so to speak.

"Here is a point which I believe 
you understand but which mazy people 
do not. You say, 'We cannot be de
nied access to these things', which 
is your way of saying it. ty way of 
saying it is different, but the 
same—The truth does not belong tc 
ary person in particular. It is not 
loaned, bought or sold. Anyone find
ing it should feel happy about his 
food fortune and be glad to give it 

o others if they will have it. In 
our world we semetimes have nc 
choice but to accept many even fox 
truth. That is excusable when dire 
necessity is the underlyizig factor.

"Now these things are so simple, 
in reality, that it seems odd to 
even feel the necessity of discuss
ing them. But that also brings out 
the point that man is in some terri
ble degree of mental darkness. No 
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wander he is referred to as 'chil
dren of the Ethi op lens'. Ethiopians 
representing dark people in the 
physical sense*

"In one of your articles you men
tion 'the GLozy of God* as a story 
which mt reversed some way. You 
were not the actual writer, but it 
appeared in the 'Abesree*. I would 
like to comment on that article.

"I have found that nary of man's 
mistakes are caused by the mistaken 
foundation from which these thoughts 
have sprung. The thoughts, them
selves. would be right if the foun
dation had been correct. For in
stance! If you thought a man were a 
thief > you might treat him as one* 
Watch him closely, etc. New, if the 
man were a thief then all your act
ions and thoughts would be correct. 
But. if your original idea about him 
being a thief was wrong, then you 
would be acting very strangely and 
he'd get the idea something was 
wrong with you. And he'd be right 
if he were above reproach and had no 
reason being treated as a thief. But 
from your foundation (the mistaken 
idea he was a thief) you would be 
acting correctly in your wn mind.

"To me. the understanding in re
gard to God is a foundation. If the 
'word' of God is the truth, then God 
Himself is also the Truth. The Liv
ing Truth, as it were. Since there 
is only one truth, one sanity, one 
rightness, one knowingness—there is 
only one God. (And. of course, the 
truth belongs to God so how can any
one claim to be its owner 1) Truth 
can be shared but not owned.

"Unfortunately, there is an oppo
site to God. The opposite imitates 
God, or good. So, for everything 
real we have the same thing but 
which is unreal. There is a glory of 
God, but also a vain-glory from the 
other direction. When God refers to 
Himself > He refers to anything which 
is good. And he wants good to have 
glory, instead of the vain-glory 
constantly given to evil.

"Now, marry people think it is 
wrong to get proper credit for a 
deed well done. Bit that is exactly 
as it should be- If you did a noble 
work and people praised you for it, 
you would be perfectly correct for 
feeling elated in a modest way for 
having earned their praise and for 
receiving a happy reaction that you 
had done this good work. You would 
be receiving glory from them by 
their mental attitude. They would be 
worshipping a good deed well done. 
Not on their knees, but in their 
minds. They would be giving glory 
to God. or good, which had manifes
ted itself through, you, a physical 
person. Unfortunately, this kind of 
thing usually works in reverse and 
that is why God says that He will 
receive the glory and make things as 
they should be.

"Mental thoughts (or ideas) are 
false gods, th^ are 'idols'. When 
they are wrong, or unreel. If a 
person is following a false idea, he 
is then seeking 'nothing*. Unfor
tunately, mankind has been fighting 
and striving constantly to reach a 
goal in his cwn mind without realis

ing it was a false goal in the first 
?lace. He has been 'worshipping an 

dol'.
"If a person could remove himself 

from this daily grind and watch it 
all from a distance without being 
involved, he would see that—medical 
science was more or less a farce; 
that politics, religion, education, 
entertainment, the monetary system, 
the penal system, the social system, 
charities, and so on into the night, 
were all farces, to a very large de
gree. And these farces, ell togeth
er, have been referred to as 'this 
world'. If one fits into this world, 
then he could be thought to have 
'ability*. But. the question is. 
What type of ability?

"I believe there is a way to give 
therapy so as to clear a mind, or 
make that mind possible for clear
ing. But first, one must knar what 
is something and what is nothing. 
One must know the proper foundation 
from which to start.

"Unfortunately man has been in 
the dark for so long a time the 
light hurts his eyes. He puts his 
mental hands up to shield his eyes. 
So. it mast come a little at a time. 
Meat (truth) in due season.

"I hope you can succeed with giv
ing out this 'meat' as you go along 
with your publication. There's so 
much to be known, it's inconceivable. 
But. in the words of Daniel > the 
Prophet! '...knowledge shall be in
creased. ..'. so there should be much 
to write about."—Ludwig G. Bose- 
czans. Mesa. Ariz.

s: :i ::
"I enjoyed the notes on the Clin

ical Course. It appears that you 
have done a good job of reporting." 
—C. E. Humphrey. Springfield, Mo.

:: st ::
"Suggest you tiy to get copies of 

the original writings of Dr. D. D. 
Palmer, discoverer of chiropractic. 
The original philosophy placed life 
on a tone basis...Most cniros are in 
a state of 'unknowingness' concern-

NOTES ON THE CLINICAL COURSE-No 
wonder these have been de

clared "illegal and unauthor
ized". More than 200 pages of 
notes from lectures given by L. 
Ron Hubbard to students of his 
$o00 Advanced Clinical Course. 
These cover theory, processes 
not available outside the class
room, and the exact patter for 
several hours' processing. Io.00
SCRUB OAKS—A novel of newspa

pering in a small tom, with 
a heavy sprinkling of love, hate 
oil. mid greed—and how they em
broil the closely-knit neighbors 
of a small village .... 12.50 
HEIL Y0URS1LF (Anthory) . . . I3 
SUERUMESTARy NOTES ON THE DOC

TORATE COURSE. 52 pages of 
notes on London lectures. . . 11

"Have been following Dianetics & 
Scientology since 1950—practising a 
little, studying a lot. and contin
ually deriving new ideas, progress, 
and better life from it.

"I find your magazine contains a 
lot of infonaation, and most import
ant, ideas from other Scientologists 
whom I know about and whose careers 
I am interested in.

"Your 'Dear Editor' section is 
excellent. Keep it up. For my part > 
if you cut it out of your mag. > you 
can drop my name off your list."— 
J. H. Waite, Sovereign, Sask.

:: t: :t
"Bojcyed Oct. edition of the Ab

erree, especially page 2, last col
umn. Would like to see your 'How
ing Up the Field'(ftge 13) enlarged, 
(fl). NOTE—So would we. Any news of 
anybody is appreciated.) On Sage 15, 
I am surprised that Dr.O'Neill is so 
badly misinformed about Buddhism. 
And how about getting Bob Williams 
to give forth with how we too may 
become free of auditors? Kenan and 
Alezander sound most worthwhile."— 
Vic. Torrey, Rioenix, Ariz.

:: :: ::
"Ify reaction is always one of 

warm smiles and a feeling of 'hcee' 
(ll) when I get your little publica- 
tion."—Nan Jensen. Moorpark, Calif.
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Course. Bargain at eoO, almost the 
cost of the tape alone. The ABffiRB, 
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]UOTBaPSrCH0MEERr—4th Edition 
in two volumes—by Volney 

Mathison. Detailing use of the 
EMeter—plus several techniques 
now being introduced to doctors 
for use in therapy. A theory of 
man and why he is ill no student 
can afford to pass up, whether 
he uses an ELectropsychaBeter or 
not. Both volumes .... 13-75

CO-OPIRATIVI HEALING, by L.E.
Reman—In simple language, 

the author tells bow human radi
ations can be used to cure di
sseise—your own, or in co-opera
tion with others. 395 pages.. *14 
A possible delay here. Two ship
ments of this book were sold out 
but more are on the way.
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BOAD ENDS 0» 
HORIZON FOB 
ARBITRAMES

"If Man is infinite 
and insertai, what's 
he doing in the mater-
ial universe, as you 

call it?" we were asked this week ty 
a student of theology at the local 
sectarian college.

"Because he doesn't think he's 
anywhere else," we answered.

The student, who'll some day oc
cupy a soul-saving pulpit, sneered. 
"That's double talk, ana means ab-

0
solutely nothing," he said. And we 
heard again the entire Biblical 
story of creation and of Eve and 
Adam and sin and the apple-that- 
got-et.

"Did you want 1 '
questioni or an opportunity „ __  
onstrate haw well you bad learned 
the first chapters of Genesis?" we 
asked.

n

"I’ve GOT the answer!" he said. 
"I just wanted to let you show me 
you were wrong. You don't have the 
whole Truth; part of it, maybe, but 
not the whole Truth."

"You do?" we asked.
He was indignant. "Certainly!" 

he said, and vigorously shook the 
leather-bound book he "just happened 
to have" in the side pocket of his 
coat. "The Truth's in here—all of 
it."

"You are right," we admitted. 
"The whole Truth, as you call it, is 
in that book—but only TO that Book. 
Is there any part of that book with 
which you do not agree?"

"Truth," we went on, after he'd 
mulled over that one without reply
ing, "is like God— it's infinite. 
You can not make of Truth an abso
lute and bind it within the covers 
of a book—no matter how big the 
book. I doubt if azyone has the 
answer to Men, and why he's here— 
although mazy claim to have it—and 
you can buy as many books with as 
many different 'answers' as there 
are pages in that Testament you're 
torturing. I don't have the answer, 
you don't have the answer, and your 
teacher doesn't have the answer. And 
even if you had it, what would you 
do with it?"

"Jesus had the answer," he said.
and again shook the book until 
leaves rattled. "With all the 
search that has been done on the 

the 
re- 
Bi-

ble down through the centuries, not 
a word has been proven untrue. or 

uarorthy of our faith. We've got to 
believe—to have faith."

Apart and separate from our dis
cussion with the theology student 
was a fellow Scientologist's effort 
to convince us that life is a game- 
indulged in by the thetan to relieve 
boredom.

"If the thetan's so powerful that 
he can mock up the NEST Universe 
just to make a game to relieve his 
boredom, why did he HAVE TO HE bored 
in the first place? If he could BE 
bored, couldn't he BE un-bored, 
too?" we asked*

"Hubbard has done a lot of re
search, and since he's so right on 

an answer to your alnnrt everything else, we've got to 
»ortunity to dem- believe he's also right about the 

.1 we are going'Games' ," he said. "I:
to be true Scientologists, we had 
better have faith in Hubbard."

As we said. the two conversations 
were "apart and separate", but in 
both cases, the vanishing point on 
the horizon was the end of the road. 
If they are content to stay where 
they are, it will remain the end of 
the road, too—for them.

HERE'S THE HEAL 
STORY OF THOSE 
SHRUNKEN PAGES 

When you reach 
the middle pages of 
this issue or The 
ABERREE, some of

you may think they were printed on 
unsanforized paper, and then dragged 
through a hurricane—but this was 
not the case. This is an experiment 
—an effort to reduce the amount of 
work involved in the production of 
The AHERREE, and at the sans time, 
maintain or improve the present 
quality of printing and contents.

During the almost two years of 
The ABERREE's existence, the maga
zine has grown from a six-page mim
eographed news-letter to the publi
cation you now hold in your hands. 
We are proud of this growth, but we 
realize it would have been impossi
ble were it not for the readers and 
contributors who have found in its 
columns the only true forum in the 
field of Dianetics/Scientology, and 
kindred ologies. Some of the facet
iousness of early issues has gone, 
but we have tried to maintain a bal
ance between seriousness end fun.

However, the work load on the Edi
tor and Publisher has increased from 
month to month until we often find 
ourselves neglecting our regular

business (conducting an advertising 
and letter service) to produce The 
AMKHMi!. This we must avoid, because 
The ArithkriA is not self-supporting, 
and we depend an our business to 
take oars of the shortage.

In addition, the number of pers
onal letters we aist write to main
tain the aentle of "communication 
center* with which the public seems 
to have cloaked ns. is staggering. 
Ue enjoy these letters—just as you 
do the ernes in Tbs AMBEBE—but Time 
seems to be one person stubbornly 
resisting joining our organization, 
The Infinites.

To correct this sitnation, aona

increase the press speed Bore than 

more words to a page. Layout time 
is increased, but this is offset by 
the fact it can be done during busi
ness lulls. And by a process of 
photographic reduction, lb pages of 
the new-sise ABERRS will contain 
1,536 square inchescf original copy, 
compared to 1>330 square inches in 
20 pages of ths present size. That's
"splitting the diff« 
Pub., who laid down ired com-

er would be reduced to 12 pages—or 
else!Bight now. we see only one ob
jection to the naw size: Type will 
be smaller. But there have been so 
few ccsplaints about the even small
er type we've been using for the 
"Dear Editqr* section that meybe this 
isn't objectionable. Most renders of 
The AHERRB probably are so high in 
Tone that W. either do not need 
glasses with which to see , or know 
an auditor or therapist who can "run 
out" aqr visual deficiency in a 10- 
or 15-minute session, if necessary.

But we'll see. Io drastic change 
is contemplated before the April 
issue, when we start our third year ■ 
of publication. In the meantime, 
you veer aspect a lot of experiment
ing. Bear with us, and ir you have 
ary suggestions, they will be wel
come.

HEWS THAT MITES ITS CW AUDITORIAL
The following news item was re

ceived from cur correspondent in 
Phoenixand is printed without audi
torial consent:

"ffiQENU, Aris. — The Bev. Edd 
Clark, Scientologist of this city, 
is reported to have received a let
ter from London withdrawing all sup- 
?ort for Clark's defense in the 

orthcoming trial on several counts 
of medical practice lodged against 
him by the Maricopa Cotuiy Attor
ney's office. Clark stands to go to 
trial in a few weeks faced with hav
ing to appear without counsel. and 
ask the court to appoint an attorney 
to represent him. It is further re
ported that the Landon letter placed 
the major weight rf blame for Clark's 
gredicament upon Clark himself in 
is conduct of personal and pro

fessional affairs here in Phoenix."
0ns. • .two.. .three. •.four... five! 

...Six!! ...seven!!!... eight!!!!... 
nine!!!!!...



"Don't Call Me Quackl" Warns ARTHUR J. BURKS

The Man with Red Hands
METHING was being done to 
me. I didn't know exactly 
what. And after 14 years of 
it I still am not sure. I 
had smoked; cigars and pipe, 
since I was eight. I had 
chewed tobacco equally long. 
I'd gone on binges—some of 

them tall ones. I had been more than av
erage sexy.

One day I realized a most remarkable 
thing: I hadn't smoked all day. I never 
smoked again, nor wished to. Nor chewed. 
Tobacco became distasteful to me from the 
standpoint of what had once been "frag
rance!1.

I turned a glass bottoms up, the 
first time I ever did. I've done no 
drinking since, not even beer.

I decided against being further led 
around by sexual urges. I became celi
bate, and that was the most difficult, 
especially since I didn't know exactly 
why and the urge remained. Later I under
stood; the sex urge gradually manifested 
as something else. Like this:

I was training officer during World 
War II, or much of it, at the Marine Corps 
Base, Naval Operating Base, Parris Island, 
3. Car. Among other grim items I taught 
bayonet, with naked bayonets used in per
sonal combat. Eventually I taught about 
150,000 leathernecks. I'd never had an 
accident. One day one occurred. An erst
while farmer boy took the tip of a bright 
bayonet across his forehead, above his 
left eye. Someone yelled for "the Major", 
me. I got there fast. The boy was bleed
ing a lot. When we went to Sick Bay, many 
questions would be asked by my superiors, 
most of whom felt that bayonet was no 
longer required of fighters; most of whom 
believed, if bayonet was taught at all, 
that scabbards should be kept on.

"Put your hand on the wound!" I did
n't look around to see who said it. With 
the fingertips of my right hand I drew 
the boy's wound together.

Instantly, the bleeding stopped, and 
there was no wound. Startled, I looked at 
ray hand. It was charged with blood, in
side, not outside. It tingled. I loolced 
around at other Marines. The amazing 
thing was that nobody saw anything unus
ual. Marine training officers, apparent-

It Is a strange gift—thaw "red hands" of 
Arthur J. Birks, whose prolific pen has turned out 
several million words of published fiction. In 
this article, he does not try to explain his gift, 
but those interested nay find a clue in a conoan
ion piece, "Monitors", running currently in CRIOB 
Magazine, 521 Central to., Charlotte. B. Oar. In 
it, Mr. Burks, an officer in the Marines during 
World War II, tells of his contact with his "Ouar- 
dian Angels", or "Monitors" , as he prefers to la
bel them. .

Although Mr. Buxks has had some success heal
ing at a distance, and makes no charge because "if 
I did, the ’gift* would be a 'gift' no longer", we 
hope readers of The ASREOS will understand if he 
does not. single handedly, try to put all the aud
itors cut of business. They DO (or some think 
they do) have to charge in order to survive.

ly, cured recruits by the "laying on of 
hands". Nobody around me—officer, non
com, or enlisted—had told me to put my 
hand on the wound. I never learned who 
did, if anybody. I may have imagined it.

A short time later the wife of a brother officer, 
with whom I had discussed the case of the beyonetted 
Marine, bore ny godson by Caesarian section. Ths cap
tain came to me.

"She simply can't sleep," he said. "Come and see 
if you can do something."

My wife and his wife's mother went with us to the 
hospital *

"Wb nurse or doctor is going to make it easy for 
me to nut my hands on your wife ’ s bandage, over her 
wound," I told the captain.

Tisybe we'll get a break," he said.
We did* The nurse tidied the woman's bed and 

left us. Ber mother arranged her nightgown, or bed 
jacket, so I could get ny palms flat over the bandage, 
as near the wound as possible. The woman closed her 
eyes.

I thought: "It would help if her husband put his 
hand on my shoulder."

Before I could sey it, her husband put his hand 
on my shoulder. Both my hands—and wrists, as far as 
I could see—were fiezy red. The woman began snoring. 
She did not remember being awakened at any time during 
the next ten hours.

As we left the sleeping woman, her mother asked: 
"What did you do to her!"

"I don't know," I said. But I was beginning to 
learn. I knew there must be rules, and began to assem
ble them as they came to me- (1) I did not volunteer 
ay "gift"; (2) If I were asked I must give, and only 
if asked; and (3) I seemed to be more effective with 
women, though just at this point I hadn't too much to 
go on.

I put a few babies to sleep on rosiest of par
ents. I "worked on" a houseful of kids at a distance 
of two blocks; they all had colds. Next morning, they 
didn't have colds. I closed my eyes and in imagination 
put my hands on the Moulders of each child. Never 
since, hcwever, have I been able to knock the common 
cold.

In Cuba for 20 months, until after the war's end, 
I was asked but once. I put ay hands on a seven-year- 
old Mongoloid who was as strong as a man. I got no
where with him until later, when he was asleep. Then 
I put my hands on his chest, and told him softly to be
have: not to cling to the hand of his nurse like a 
hulking ape. not to run away, not to leave the bordar 
of his father's yard. Next morning he began obeying 
orders. When I last heard, he,was still .walking,free 
of his zmTMi reasonably ersct» and haltlug» as ix ha 
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remembered। when he was running, and came to the edge 
of their lawn. Previous to that, he often had been 
found miles away, running, naked.

In 1946 almost nobody asked, except a woman who 
had malaria—or at least a high fever—and was out of 
her head. I went over her. Within half an hour she 
was normal, and I was burning up. I realized then and 
there that I must make sure I didn't keep what I thus 
took. Not only ny hands, but all ny visible body was 
red. This was in New York.

I married again, moved to Pennsylvania. Seeing 
no reason not to, I talked about ny mysterious experi
ence with red heads. By this time, when I saw someone 
who was ill, I "knew" whether or not I was to "treat" 
that one. I knew simply because my hands got red, 
sometimes deeply red. A woman asked me to see another 
woman who had been paralyzed for more than 3O; years, 
by polio. I looked at the woman and "knew" I; could 
have her on her feet, without braces or crutches, in 
three years. The women hadn't walked without, these 
aids since she was seven. Doctors and osteopaths had 
said nothing could be done for her. Her legs were 
pipe-stems, skin and bones with no meat or muscles be
tween skin and bones worth mentioning. She ; had no 
kneecaps. You could put a tophat—not that I tried 
it.'—where the lower part of her buttocks should have 
been. Between three and four years later she had knee
caps, meat and muscles between her skin and bones, and 
buttocks that looked about average* And new she can 
stand with her hands on my shoulders. hands ap
peared to have done it. When I visit her weekly, she, 
her mother, and I watch ny hands to see whether the 
"treatment" shall be so-so, general all-over, or very 
concentrated. The shades of red on my hands tell us.

I've never again "heard voices", as such,^though 
I'm somehow "told" where to put ny hands just before I 
put them there. I think the patient's body kne^rs. and 
"tells" the hands. :

A woman had, for 20 years, been unable to answer 
the telephone, sing in church, or talk at length; when 
she tried she went into convulsions of coughing. I 
told her I could fix her up in three weeks. I haven’t 
been good at timing. It took a year. But after the 
first treatment, she went and sang in church, setting 
herself back before she'd even been set forward- She 
dismissed me when she could answer the telephone.

Uy best work has been with women and children, 
though two men have been somehow freed of psoriasis by 
ny red hands. I'm convinced that ay kind of "gift" is 
channeled through the same viaduct as the sex urge. It 
is wholly creative. But this must be made clear before 
anybody dabbles; The healer by hands must be complete
ly impersonal, and it isn't always easy. I never enter 
the home of a patient if there is the slightest con
flict in me. If I do, and touch the patient, the con
flict is transferred to the patient. So is any sex 
drive, however slight. If this happens the healer is. 
most likely, through. His hands stay white, and use
less thereafter.

I never accept any payment. In the first place, 
I can't, legally. In the second place, if I did the 
"gift" would be a "gift" no longer. It would be some
thing else, and the price set upon it would limit its 
value to exactly that. I regard ay red hands as beyond 
price. Nobody even buys my gasoline and I go where- 
ever I am called—and I get a legitimate physician or 
osteopath in on the deal at once, if the patient will.

Coughs are easy- A few "applications", requested 
by the coughers, usually suffice, provided the coughs 
are not due to common colds.

A women held out her hands to me. They were ugly 
with some sort of skin disease. They were cracked and 
bleeding, as if terribly chapped. I suggested, ex
plaining that I could not legally prescribe, that she 
rt some sulphur at the nearest drug store. Next time 

saw her I noticed that her hands were well. I asked 
if the sulphur did it.

"No. By the time I got to the store, my hands 
were O.K. ."she told me. ,

I worked for years with a cerebral palqy victim 
who had never walked, spent her days in a wheelchair, 
she also had arthritis. I could do nothing for her 

twisted body, and told her so. She said she knew I 
couldn't; also, since she was past 50. she didn't want 
to walk—it would create problems she wouldn't be able 
to face that late in life. But her arthritis ceased 
to pain her for a minimum of 72 hours, a maximum of 
five days, if I sew her once a week; 11 days if I sew 
her every two weeks 1 Just palms, no deep massage, 
ever. .

A woman came to me with sciatica. I don't know 
what it is. I don't know anatomy. The woman told me 
where it hurt. I applied the palms, in some places 
with more than usual pressure. She left claiming to 
be without pain. She hadn't slept for three weeks 
prior to that, she told me.

A general practitioner called me in to get ny 
"impressions" of a muscular dystrophy patient. It was 
a women of 34- I had never seen muscular dystrophy, 
but I didn't believe this was it. The doctor—who 
specialized in muscular dystrophy—grinned when I told 
him that it wasn't that. Later, the patient herself 
celled it "Distonia Muscular Defoxmance", told me the 
spelling—which I haven't even looked up, knowing I 
know nothing about it.

But after lb "applications1' of the red hands, my 
patient—pardon me, the doctor's patient!—has walked 
short distances without help "of ary kind, moving be
tween spasms which are increasingly further apart. 
Muscular defonnance is rough. Rhythmically, the spacing 
painfully close together, she gets a complete bodily 
Charley horse which stiffens her like a washboard. My 
hands hold back the spasms somehow for as much as half 
an hour. I'm convinced that if I stayed with her for 
24 hours she would be well, but there are reasons, 
considering that I'm not a doctor, why ny times with 
this patient must be sHort.

A woman had suffered for three years with folia
ted dermatitis. When she reached the place where all 
her body was a deep scaling sunburn, hideously pain
ful , when she coildn't sleep and preyed for death, 
physicians and osteopaths gave her up. She called in 
a hypnotist, who couldn't put her to sleep because she 
couldn't forget her agony long enough. Even so, he 
managed to get her hair growing again, her toenails 
and fingernails, all of which had been missing for 
months. But he could go no further. He called for ny 
hands, and dropped out.

I don't fool around with disease on ay own, for 
all that I have done well with it. I called in the 
doctor who had brought me into his "muscular dystro
phy" case. He believes in looking behind disease. He 
doesn't rule out anything, believing that anthroposo
phy may be a key to cure for mazy ailments on which 
physicians, psychiatrists, osteopaths, chiropractors, 
and others despair. He insisted that I centime using 
ny hands, and for a time, I traveled 20 miles a day to 
go over the middle-aged woman. It's new down to twice 
a week—usually I visit patients once a week—and the 
woman's body breathes and perspires again, she sleeps 
well, and a nice normal white body is pushing its way 
through the dermatitis. There is still work to do on 
her hands and feet and scalp.

I've also taken on a woman weighing 20b pounds. 
Sie lacked the ability to push back from the table« 
most of what I believe to be wrong with fat people. 
She is losing ten pounds a month. She drools over 
fattening foods, but if she goes on an eating rampage. 
I'll take ay hands home and keep them there. Since she 
won't go out because she's ashamed for people to see 
her, she does her best to retain ay hands. She could 
manage as well by staying out of the kitchen and 
spending much less time at the table, but she prefers 
to kid herself that the hands do it—provided she 
plays ball. Since they get as zed for her as azybod^r, 
maybe she's right.

I'm convinced that physicians and osteopaths 
could combine what I do with what they do "scientifi
cally" , and acconplish a lot more than they do. It 
would require drastic and determined emotional changes 
on the part of the practiticners>but the results would 
be worthwhile, I know. THE DOCTOBS WITH kECM I WORK 
ABE XEVELCPING- HANDS" AND DOING EXCELLENT WORK 
WITH THEM.
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Six Ways to "IS" By HARD/N D. WALSH, HGA,RhD

Process Yourself with Safety
CW TO process yourself has 
long been a problem among 
Scientologists and individ
uals who are desirous of 
getting consistently bene
ficial gains in their own 
states of BEINGNESS. This 

: process is one that will 
give good gains and will not get anyone 
into difficulty if done as presented. 
This technique has been thoroughly tested 
and its beneficial action can be observed 
immediately on the Electropsychometer. 
The process can be used both individually 
and on a group under the guidance of a 
group leader.

In Scientology, "Theta” (G) serves as 
a symbol for the human spirit. Theta is 
life force or Total Beingness or that 
which "IS”, and "Thetan" is the spirit 
which operates the mind and body combina
tions known as "homo sapiens”.

Inherent within this technique are 
the basic actions of the thetan: Consid
erations; Reaching and Withdrawing theta
wise; and direct visual contact with the 
present-time environment.

The underlying concept of this meth
od is that we as individuals have had 
many lifetimes as spirits, on many lev
els of existence, perhaps in many univer
ses. It has been found that we have 
thought forms which still connect us and 
our bodies (aka cords) to past locations 
in space where things have happened to 
us. Especially incidents of magnitude of 
emotional and physical shock. This tech
nique knocks apart this network of inter
related energy fields which limit our 
knowingness and awareness. Units of life 
force or theta are tied up in holding 
these many energy fields in place so that 
if we ever return to that location in 
space we will be warned. "It must never 
happen again" is the computation. A spir
it all bogged down in past energy fields 
cannot think or act at anywhere near an 
optimum level. Energy does not think. 
Only the spirit can think and know. Life 
force tied up and concentrated in main
taining a given location cannot think. Running an IQ test on the life force in 
the electrons in a table would illustrate the point. This technique enables us to 
free ourselves from past energy fields without the danger of becoming stuck in 

them. The constant repeated action of 
regaining contact with your immediate en
vironment is the key to the success of 
this method. Do not slight or hurry this 
part of the process because of its seem
ing simplicity. It is the key to pulling 
your awareness out of the past into now.

Place the body in a chair near the 
center of a room—the larger the room, 
the more space, the better. Do not do it 
lying down. The prone position is highly 
restimulative and suggestive of sleep, 
death, or times when the body might have 
been injured. After you have mastered 
the technique in the sitting position it 
will be discovered that there are many 
advantages to the exercise with the body 
standing or in motion.

With your eyes closed, extend your 
awareness (or your imagination) outward 
through the north wall, out through all 
barriers, out past the stars, out through 
all space and all blackness, out to where 
there is just pure BEINGNESS, out to 
where it just "IS".

Now, extend your awareness out to 
the south, repeating the steps as above.

Extend your awareness to the east, 
repeating the above steps.

Extend your awareness to the west, 
repeating as above.

Extend your awareness up — through 
the sky, etc., as above.

Extend your awareness down through 
the earth, again repeating the above steps.

Now, become aware of all six points 
of "IS". Put your attention on them and 
just hold them—hold them until you can 
do so comfortably with no strain. Then, 
gradually expand this awareness until it 
becomes a full share of total BEING. Work 
with this until you can just "BE" this 
sphere comfortably. If you lose it mom
entarily, push out the six points again. 
Keep doing this until you can control the 
sphere easily. Practice reaching out and 
assuming this state of BEING. *

The next step is to hold this state 
of "IS" and think of NOTHING. Brush aside 
any pictures or thoughts that may come 
up. DO NOT THINK. This alone can be 
done profitably as a technique for min
utes at a time. If you have difficulty 
maintaining the sphere as a whole unit, think in terms of two halves, or consider the sphere from two points on opposite 
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sides of the sphere. Use any method you 
can to maintain it.

And now we get to the action part of 
the actual process. With your eyes closed 
extend your awareness outwards six ways 
to "IS". From this position, CONSIDER 
how your total state of beingness is at 
this moment. Consider how the total game 
of life in this universe is for you right 
now. Whatever comes to you, consider it 
briefly and rapidly and then place your 
attention inward onto the universe of 
your body and consider how it seems at 
this moment. Examine your body, aches or 
pains, anything you might wish to change 
about it; scan it fairly rapidly; ten or 
15 seconds. Then reach outward to the 
"IS" level and consider the entire game 
again. How does it seem at this moment? 
Make a decision about how it seems to you 
at this moment.

Now, reach your awareness in and 
consider the body. Make a decision about 
it. Reach out to the "IS" level and con
sider the game. Make a decision. Reach 
in and consider the body; HCW DOES IT 
SEEM AT THIS MOMENT?

Open your eyes and look at the front 
wall very determinedly. Pick out an ex
act spot in front of you and GET CERTAIN
TY THAT IT IS THERE.

Look at the right wall; find an 
exact spot on it; get certainty.

Look at the rear wall; an exact spot. 
Look at the left wall; an exact spot. 
Look at the floor; select an exact 

spot for sure.
Look at the ceiling; an exact spot.
If there is any grogginess or sleepy 

feelings present, continue to look with 
the eyes—around the wall, floor, and 
ceiling—until you are alert and in touch 
with present time (your immediate environ
ment). Pound on the floor or ground with 
your feet, if necessary. x

Close your eyes, and reach out to 
"IS". Reach out in all directions and 
consider how does it seem at this moment. 
Repeat the actions as described earlier.

OUELINt OF TEI IB0OES8
Consider "IS"; with your eyes dosed.
Consider your bochr.
Consider "IS**
Consider your body* 
Consider "IS".
Consider your body*

• Look at the front wall; eyes open; get certainty. 
Look at the right wall; eyes open; get certainty. 
Look at the rear wall; eyes open; get certainty. 
Look at the left wall; eyes open; get certainty. 
Look at the floor; eyes open; get certainty.
Look at the ceiling; eyes open; get certainty.
Repeat this cycle over and over; 10 minutes to an 

hour. Each individual will find the right amount of 
time to suit his needs with this technique.

Beings who live in bodies have a basic computation that the body has to 

have energy. The spirit that is the real 
you or the part of you that says "I am" 
with certainty believes that he is an en
ergy conservation source rather than an 
energy production source. The human spir
it has forgotten that it can produce un
limited amounts of energy. With a little 
practice you can become aware of how to 
replenish the body with energy. Here is 
how you do this; Reach out to the "IS" 
level and assume a viewpoint. From this 
viewpoint create a mental image of a 
shiny golden sun. Push this golden sun 
into the body. Create another sun And 
push that into the body. After you have 
mastered pushing suns into the body eas
ily, create many more of them and flow 
them into the body. Thinking a command at 
the body to accept the suns and use them 
as fresh energy may be an assist.

Most individuals can feel a tingling 
or some other’sensation when their mock
ups reach the body. Some cannot. If you 
KNCW the thought image is entering the 
body it will cause a shift in the minute 
force fields of energy around each cell 
in a given area. This causes the body to 
generate energy.

The "Six Ways to IS" process causes 
most individuals to feel fine. However, 
for some it eliminates so many thought 
barriers so rapidly that the body will 
occasionally feel fatigued. Thus it is a 
good idea to mock up a few suns and push 
them into the body at the end of each 
session. If you feel tired it should be 
done for several minutes.

If you find it difficult to push suns into the body, create them and throw 
them away for a few minutes. Then try to 
push them into the body again. Throwing 
a thought command at the body helps to 
get it to the point of accepting energy 
you have created.

Any object or solid mass which rep
resents energy will do for a creative im
age or mock-up. Lumps of coal will do, 
since black energy is easier to handle at 
first than gold or white. It will do just 
as well since the body does not differen
tiate between kinds of energy. It Just 
needs it. ,

-80®-
NEXT MONTH WILL BE SO CLOUDY, THERE

WILL BE NO DARK OF THE MOON ANYWAY!
Just as a reminder to those who get 

panicky when their ABERREE doesn’t arrive 
on time, the mid-winter number usually is 
a combination of the January and February 
issues—just as the annual Christmas num
ber is a combination of the July-August 
issues. This gives us two months out of 
the year—January and July, when it’s too hot or cold to work—to catch our breaths.
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In His Push-Buttor Future By JAMES H RINKHAM

efits to 
cursive 
tion of 
or later

limits to the ben- 
be gained from in
or inward observa- 
one’s self; sooner
the searching mind

must turn outward toward the 
society and environment in 
which he exists, taking into 

account the outward factors which affect 
him through new viewpoints gained inward
ly within himself.

The development of the "Industrial 
Revolution" within our society is a well 
known subject to most fairly well in
formed persons. That the "Industrial 
Revolution" has been supplanted and re
placed as it were by a new trend and so
cial order is not by any means as well 
known and recognized at this writing. 
This new trend, which has come to be 
known under a recently coined label, 
"Automation", will affect the lives and 
future of all those living today and gen
erations yet to come. The trend is radi
cal and the changes that will occur will 
seem extreme to some observers. Its 
effects will be felt economically, educa
tionally, and, most important to the 
searching mind, socially. The demands of 
employment and subsistence of today soon 
will seem outmoded.

The arrival of the "robot revolu
tion", Automation, has not been sudden, 
and it has been surprisingly predictable 
in the last 50 years. It is a function 
of the evolution of Mankind from a lower 
order of being that Man has developed 
ways in which to cause machines or de
vices to work for him. The animal kingdom 
has at its command the abilities of the 
physical organism with which to control 
its environment. The mechanisms which 
have developed in ever increasing number 
since the "screw" and "wheel", led natur
ally to the modern trend in which mach
ines require less and less human super
vision and direction, and to the ultimate 
of fully automatic "robot" devices which 
determine "their* actions for "themselves".

Devices such as radar, loran (an 
automatic navigational system), and the 
electronics of the last decade, to name 
only a few of the more well known forms 
of automation, and Cybernetics (a science 
used to design electronic computers and 
servomechanisms evolved by Norbert Wein
er) , are real indications of the arrival 

of this "robot revolution". To be sure, 
every advance of this type has its bene
ficial effect upon our economy and soci
ety. It permits greater accuracy in man
ufacture, efficiency of production here
tofore impossible, protective facilities 
for the average man, and promises shorter 
working hours, and less effort expended 
to provide a better economy and standard 
of living.

What of these promises? What are 
the risks and even dangers in this trend, 
if any? Some factions in the society 
maintain unemployment will result from 
increasing replacement of manpower with 
self-supervising machines of production 
and even design. Some feel that only the 
Qybemeticist or design engineer of such 
devices is safe from the inroads of ma
chine-replacing-manpower in our culture. 
From the standpoint of obsolescence, not 
even the engineer is "safe". However, we 
can hardly observe this changing culture 
from an unchanging viewpoint. For each of 
us, our viewpoints through which we ob
serve and evaluate the culture must, per 
force, be as flexible as the culture it
self. The ultimate risk or danger, as it 
were, in the trend toward Automation lies 
in the idea that the machine, developed 
to the extreme, may become the master of 
the destiny of mankind.

Down through the ages of evolution 
man has conceived and built devices to 
serve his needs. Even the house is a 
machine in that it serves man to protect 
him from unpleasant or undesirable con
ditions in the environment. Few of us 
would conceive of our house becoming mas
ter of our destiny—but, what of an auto
matic dwelling which performed countless 
functions for us automatically? Such a 
device could only attain mastery if those 
living within it and using it came to de
pend only upon its program of automatic 
functions and did no thinking or action 
for themselves. This simple analogy ap
plies in general to all facets of the 
"robot revolution".

Much of the fear incident to ma- 
chines-replacing-manpower stems from the 
feelings of people that they cannot adapt 
to a different form of conduct, or a new 
type of occupation. Most of us would 
rather devote some of our time to other 
pursuits than those from which we gain
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employment. The author*, an engineer by 
profession, likes time to devote to philosophical pursuits in other fields than electronics, and time to devote to out
door sports. The future of Automation in our society holds forth shorter working 
hours, and better conditions for the working man. These promises are definite. 
Where present manufacturing inefficiency requires a thousand men in a given plant. Automation is already making possible op
eration with half that number or less, replacing most often difficult and demand
ing tasks rather than those dobs require- 
ing technical skill and intelligence. 
Many of the jobs machines are taking over 
are performed more easily and effectually by the machines than by the brute force of man. Such efficiency will make possible more manufacturing of new products, and in new fields not heretofore possible. These are advantages.

Those who have had time to work only 
with their hands will find time to exercise and develop their creative abilities further. If man remains the total unquestioned master of his use of machines, and becomes a mature and aware individual 
in his own right, making full use of the 
abilities of his mind and body, the robot and its effect upon the culture will be 
the greatest advance so far in man’s history. Most wars have been based upon economic necessity, and a world of plenty 
will eliminate the need for aggression. But man must keep pace—in fact, be a 
step ahead of Automation. The mind which creates the robot, and endows it with 

intelligence and ability, must keep fresh and remain creative for our culture to 
prosper and exist in peace.The "robot revolution", Automation, 
has progressed to a point from which we cannot turn back. It has reached the degree of application to our culture at 
which it could well destroy pur society 
completely, and eventually reduce the 
remnants of mankind to savagery and in
tellectual dark-ages. This destruction could come about through lack of under
standing in the masses, rising up against 
the world-of-the-machine and bringing 
about its destruction. Man can keep step 
with the advances and changes in the cul
ture only through personal progress in the direction of understanding. In short, 
the machine not merely can but will become the master of man's destiny unless man becomes a more integrated being. Consider the possibility of masses rising 
to destroy the world-of-the-machine. The 
resultant destruction would be a victory 
on the part of the machine. The machine has no survival drive or necessity to ?ersist, except insofar as man has built t into the machine.The economic structure we know today differs from that known to our grandparents, and the structure yet to come would 
seem unrecognizable to us if we were to 
view it today." Mankind needs only be ready! adaptable! flexible! and creative! In short, mankind needs be integrated in 
proper relationship with the society and culture as it stands, and ready to both change with it and bring about tne change.

New Appositions' Explain Synergetic Terms
Back in 1952, when Dia

netics was getting bogged 
down under special nomen
clature, one could under
stand what he was reading 
only by consulting a half
dozen glossaries, scattered here and there through the 
various books on the sub
ject, and picking out a 
definition that suited. The 
editor of The ABERREE—at 
that time not the editor of 
The ABERREE because there 
wasn't any ABERREE—decided 
to do something about it, 
and with the full approval 
of the author of Dianetics, 
he prepared an encyclopedia 
of terms which he appended 
to "Scientology: 8-80", at 
that time the "latest on 
the newest". Tongue in 
cheekishly, he titled this 
master glossary "The Appos
itions of Scientology", tak
ing it for granted no one would bother to look up the 
8

definitions of "Apposi
tions". Those "Appositions", 
abbreviated to the point 
where even credit has been 
cut to "A.H.", still are in 
use to this day, the modi
fied form of which may be 
found in "The Creation of 
Human Ability", by L. H.

So much for history.
Now comes Dr. Art Coul

ter, M.D., maestro of Syn
ergetics , who has been 
rankling under the criti
cism that the main object
ion to Synergetics is that 
it is being smogged over by 
too much "synergese", and 
reminds the author of "The 
Appositions" that, since he 
did it for one science, he 
might do as well for anoth
er. We accept the chal
lenge—but we warn you. Art, 
after publication of such a 
glossary, your science, 
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like Dianetics, will never 
be the same again. This 
month, we are a bit busy, however, and we will have 
to limit this new edition 
of "The Appositions" to a 
few terms. Such as:

SYNGENEER—What happens 
when you get a hot tele
phone message.

DYSERGY—Attempt to cam
ouflage, with color, a suit that has seen better days.

TELOPAUSE—Break in a 
conversation where each 
tries to remember what he'd 
rather be doing.

SYNAPSE — A Synergetic 
substitute for H2CO2, pronounced "Schnapps"; mostly 
of German or Dutch origin.

PEE-DEE--Shprt for pro
todyne", which is a diet of 
pills sold you by the glib 
salesman who knows all about 
iroteins~even enough not o take them himself.

(To be continued maybe.)



Ki MKKDGmKNT FROM 
Thrive huge Therapy' By VOLNEY G. MATHISON

HIDDEN DRIVES PICK OUR JOBS AND PROFESSIONS
ANY person to state the reasons 

for or the primary causes of his 
having taken up the profession or 
the wor^ he is in. and he
is apt to give you an answer that 
sounds reasonable, acceptable, 
and not illogical.

Hardly one person in a 
thousand is aware of the fact that 

he has HOT deliberately and intelligently se
lected his profession or activity on a 100$ 
conscious level. Most of us are quite unaware 
that our job, work, or profession is usually 
selected indirectly on the subconscious level. 
Or that thereafter one ingeniously invents, 
elaborates, constructs "reasons" why one has 
elected to be in one’s "chosen” profession or 
type of activity.

This at once raises another major quest
ion. If our supremely wise subconscious has 
more or less directed the selection of our 
job, how does it make the abysmally gruesome 
mistakes constantly observed in the field of 
Inman activities?

It makes the mistakes because it does not 
have transmitted to it correct, accurate, and 
complete data from its lookout station—the 
conscious mind and its associated consciously 
perceptive apparatus. The subconscious makes 
no mistakes within itself--it acts always for 
the survival and the welfare of the organism 
on the basis of all previous and prosent data 
available to it.

This can be more convincingly demonstra
ted through case histories.

The first is that of a man who was born 
on a poverty-stricken cotton ranch in Texas. 
His girl-mother, only 16 when he was born, was 
from a once-wealthy German family that had 
been wiped out in some Prussian war. She had 
married a restless, intellectual, itinerant 
laborer of Norse descent, and together they 
tried to develop a Texas farm. They lived in 
a dugout—a hole in the ground with a sod roof 
over it. The mother, while carrying her baby, 
hoed cotton all day long, barefooted under the 
blazing sun. The total proceeds of this back
breaking labor for a whole year, as she com
puted it in advance, would be only about $65. 
So, as she hoed, she said frantically, savage
ly to herself: "I’ve got to get out of here! 
I’ll DIE if I don't get out of here!"

A secondary prenatal event was her almost 
getting bitten in the field one day by a huge 
rattlesnake. The couple had a few chickens, 
and the husband, on the lookout for hawks, had 
his shotgun handy as he worked in the field 
near her. He snatched up the old gun, blazed 
away at the striking snake, blew its head off. 
The muzzle of the gun,when he fired, was only 
a few inches from his wife's stomach. The 
blast, on the basis of modern findings, was 
fully perceived by the unborn baby, by way of 
a shock and sound-pressure wave passing 
through the womb of the mother.

When the baby was born, the little 96- 
pound mother had but scanty clothing for the 

infant, the sod hut was draughty, and during a 
January "blue norther", the temperature dropped 
so low the baby nearly froze to death.

The evenings in the sod abode were spent 
mostly with the intellectual father reading 
aloud to the mother from the monumental polit
ical work of Henry George—"Progress and Pov
erty". This book undertakes scientifically to 
expose the fallacies of some conventional be
liefs on economics. The father closed each 
evening with the reiterated, i.e., duplicated, 
comment: "You see, you can't believe much of 
what you hear. You must use your own eyes, 
read up-to-date scientific books, and always 
find out what is really going on. One must be 
wary about believing things people declare are 
'eternal truths'. One must always investigate 
and find put the facts."

Briefly, they did finally get out of the 
cotton ranch. Let us take a look at the infant 
grown into a young man.

When he was the same age as that of his 
mother when she was carrying him and saying, 
"I have to get out of here or die," the boy 
had already become a licensed wireless opera
tor. He sailed for years on dozens of ships, 
big and small; the ships on which he sailed— 
he preferred tramp freighters—were, of course, 
always getting out of somewhere. The boy had 
subconsciously selected going to sea for two 
reasons: Mainly, he went to sea because this 
satisfied fully his urge to "get out" of pla
ces. He might have accomplished this by rail
roading instead—and he almost did go rail
roading in his teens—but the chromosomes and 
the genes of his Viking ancestry said: "No, to 
seal That's the way to get out of places!"

He became an adventure fiction writer, 
and wrote steadily on shipboard while the ves
sel was under way, but became idle, moody, and 
restless while in any port—even some of the 
exotic ones, such as Shanghai, Helsinki, and 
the like.

Before becoming a wireless operator, he'd 
worked a little on farms, but found he hated 
the sound of steel against the soil, such as 
the clink of a hoe blade against a stone. He 
had an extreme dislike of any sudden popping 
noises, particularly the report of a gun. He 
even picked a little cotton, but broke out in 
a severe skin rash, felt ill, and earned only 
about 20 cents a day at this work.

In accordance with his father's repeated 
injunctions to beware of false and misleading 
ideas, especially when dished out by glib- 
tongued demagogues and preachers, he became 
well-known as a "fellow you can't tell any
thing to, not even if it's for his own good". 
Yet he could read most any up-to-date scien
tific book and get most of everything in it of 
value in a few hours. "Find out the facts!" 
was the subconscious comnand.

In his earlier years, the psycho-physical 
shock of having been nearly frozen to death as 
an infant in the sod hut remained dormant, but 
later on this, too, became activated. It man
ifested itself—at times of intense activity 
and mental stress—as an extreme sensitivity 
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to cold. He was scientifically tested for al
lergies tut these tests disclosed no allergic 
reaction to flowers or pollens. However, ice 
water and ice crystals produced a violent 
allergic reaction.

No cure could be. prescribed By any of the 
examining specialists, except to avoid cold.

The above case is an example of the ac
tion of several subconscious "automaticities" 
operating simultaneously in a single personal
ity. And whose case history is it? It is your 
present author's.

During all these years, the "patient" did 
not have the slightest inkling of the subcons
cious fear that was sending him all over the 
earth. Old-style psychoanalysis of every type 
failed.

So the "patient", being an electronics 
communications specialist, and having "found 
out the facts" to the extent that the problems 
were actually hidden in his own subconscious, 
proceeded to invent the Electropsychometer and 
put it into the hands, not of specialists, but 
of student psychotherapists, who then, with 
its aid, and by no other means, were able 
gradually to unravel the entire case and bring 
into conscious awareness all the data. The 
symptoms have vanished.

One reason for disclosing this history is 
to emphasize the DANGER of positive-thinking 
without exploratory assessment in a search for 
misdirected subconscious drives. In the above 
case, the "patient" might have used creative 
image therapy, during his years of restless 
travel, to image up on the conscious level 
bigger and better trips to places. The other 
side, the subconscious side of the coin, would 
of course actually be to develop bigger and 
better reasons for getting out of places.

Such blind application of the power of 
creative image therapy will only reinforce, 
strengthen, and make more devastating the 
driving urge of the subconscious factors oper
ating in the personality.

Back in the earlier years of my experi
mental assessment of cases for purposes of 
Electropsychometric research, I had a visitor 
who did not look as if she had anything much 
wrong with her.

Upon being asked one of our standard 
opening questions, "How do you feel about your 
name?" she registered a violent surge on the 
Electropsychometer. A surge on this particular 
question discloses either that the patient for 
some reason greatly dislikes his or her name, 
or that the name presented to the therapist is 
a false one. In this case, the patient did 
not offer any statement indicating she dis
liked her name; on the contrary, she asserted 
that she liked it. So this meter surge indi
cated she had given me a false name.

After a few general remarks, I queried: 
"How do you feel about your occupation?" An
other violent meter surge This surge indica
ted either that she disliked her occupation or 
had registered with me a false occupation. She 
had stated that she was a professional "shop
per" in the clothing trade industry. Since she 
had said she liked her work, the meter surge 
indicated she had also given me a false state
ment concerning her occupation. When I accused 
her of giving me both a false name and occupa
tion, she put on a big show of affront; in 
fact, became almost dramatically hysterical.

"This is all a waste of time," I informed 
her. "Your information is completely false, 
and on such a basis, there is nothing I can 

possibly do for you. There is no charge for 
this visit, and you may leave."

She sat up, laughed, and from her handbag 
pulled out a police badge. Her real occupation 
was that of a female police detective, and she 
had been sent out to investigate because of 
reports that so many women were coming to my 
establishment police had begun to wonder if it 
were a front for an "abortion mill". This was 
when the Electropsychometer and other scien
tific goings-on within these premises were as 
yet unfamiliar to the neighborhood. Nowadays, 
if a flying saucer were to be seen parked on 
the lawn, probably no one would be unduly 
surprised. ,

This policewoman was so intrigued that 
she now insisted on a genuine assessment, and 
she paid for it, and for several subsequent 
consultations—but the important item in this 
case history is disclosure of why she became a 
police detective. In analysis, the data came 
up that she had suffered a brutal sexual at
tack when a child. Here was a single major 
event, completely occluded, that, along with 
some auxiliary factors, caused her to become a 
successful police detective, out for rapists 
and the like.

The application of positive thinking to 
her case, before she had this early data in 
conscious awareness, would perhaps only have 
caused her to image up bigger and fatter 
catches of aberrated male molesters. Upon 
finding out why she was a police detective, 
she rapidly lost interest in that line of 
work, resigned, and did become a bonafide 
clothing-trade shopper, and, soon, a highly 
paid designer.

(ED. NOTE—This is the fifth abridgment 
of chapters fran Mr. Mathison's new book, 
"Creative Image Therapy", obtainable from the 
author at $2.)

Auditing with a Rubber Pillow
HELLA STONE, 1-45, HDA, B.Scn.. B.Scn., ERA.

A variation of the Hubbardian mechanical 
techniques which I have found extremely useful 
is the "pillow technique". This can very well 
be performed with a feather pillow, but I feel 
a good foam rubber pillow is far preferable.

The thetan, according to theory, is al
ways reaching for, hanging on to, and with
drawing from objects, places, persons, etc. 
The most harmful of these motions seems to be 
the no-motion of hanging on, which translated 
into other terms is apathy, trance, boredom, 
unforgiveness. (I do not mean that these all 
are equivalent to each other, but that they 
are gradient scales of, harmonics of, or vari
ations of similarities.)

Looking for a somewhat faster way of run
ning these major motions (or lack of) than 
reaching for a doorknob, or the arm of a chair, 
I asked a pre-clear to pick up a pillow, hang 
on to it, throw it away. The voice of the au
ditor should vary from time to time, but the 
commands do not. After the pre-clear begins 
to get the idea, request him in each and every 
"hanging on” to put all the postulates and 
feeling of foreverness: "I'll never let go", 
etc. Tell him to hang on for dear life- Then: 
"Threw it away". A little later, request him 
to feel the picking up,' hanging on, and throw
ing away with every cell of the body—especial
ly the hanging on. This process I am convinced 
can be run for hours with benefit.
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Of Buddha, "The Man Who Woke Up — By RICHARD LUNDBERG

Humanity Lives in Dream World
IDDHISM is indeed a fascinating 
subject. There is so great a 
depth of understanding to be 
found there, and freedom to 
choose which system one prefers. 
If one is materialistic, there are 
systems such as Zen for eliminat
ing suffering. If one wants help 
by a divinity, there are the 

Ehodisatvas—those who attained a high level 
of serenity and then choose to return to the 
world to help those in need of help. If Zen 
is too difficult there is Amitabha of the Pure 
Land.

And then there are the right and left 
Tantras, which deal with mental phenomena, 
and for those who dislike dealing with such, 
one can dip into the Pali canon. This was the 
original Shakymuni's records. Shakymuni was 
the wise man who became the historic Buddha.

Buddha means "The man who woke up". And 
maqy others become Buddhas as they awaken. 
This is the connection with Scientology. Both 
Scientology and Buddhism teach that humanity 
lives its life in a dream world, and that peo
ple can awaken to a better state in this life. 
The means of awakening are various, as tEe 
types of people are various. But they all fol
low a "Path". The Path begins, or, more prop
erly, one finds the start of the Path when one 
becomes aware that the world has some quality 
of illusion about it. This is not to say that 
it is all illusion, or that everything is men
tal. Rather, there is the doctrine of the five 
heaps. Everything in the universe can be di
vided into five heaps—the skandas. They are 
material (our physical body and possessions), 
a feeling, a perception, an impulse, and last
ly, an act of consciousness. The false belief 
in individuality or personality is said to 
arise from the invention of a "Self" over and 
above the five heaps. Suffering arises because 
things are out of joint, like a sprained wrist. 
The Self would be a manifestation of the 
sprain. It can be recognized wherever one 
assumes anything is "mine", or that "I" am 
anything, or that anything is "myself". For 
example: Normally one says, "I have a tooth
ache". This is a very unscientific way of 
speaking. Neither "I" nor "have" nor "tooth
ache" are among the ultimate facts of exist
ence (the Dharmas). Thus, there is form—the 
tooth as matter. There is a painful feeling. 
There is a sight, touch, pain perception of 
the tooth. There are impulse reaction, re
sentment at pain, fear of consequences, greed 
for physical well-being, etc. And there is 
consciousness, awareness of all this. The "I" 
has disappeared. It is not one of the ulti
mate events. If one says there is an "I", it 
would be booked under consciousness or under 
volitional reactions.

The analysis by itself will not relieve 
the toothache. For that greater knowledge and 
self-discipline would be required. But one 
must not regard the dharma theory as something 
to be argued about. It is a practical method 
of destroying, through meditation, those as
pects of the common sense world that tie down 
our spirit. It is therapy. But it is not a 
cure-all. It is one tool which, used often 
enough, enables one to view circumstances im
personally.

We get a habit of identifying ourselves 

with all sorts of things which we are not. We 
appropriate everything we see. We get into 
wars and feuds over things we call ours but 
which we can never own. I have a piece of pa
per called a deed to a house. But I do not own 
that house. It can be taken away in moments tÿ 
a careless match. Or mv body can be run over 
by an imbecile in a Cadillac. The loss of the 
house would be equally certain. If I cling to 
the belief about the house, I can worry about 
both possibilities and several hundred others 
besides. The hold which belongings have on one 
is weakened by the practice of moral rules, 
such as advice to possess as little as possi
ble, to prefer giving to getting, to cherish 
poverty. Trance is also useful to shake the 
reality of the sensory world.

Here is where I break with Scientology, 
for Scientology works to arouse envy and fears 
of others instead of oneness; and rouses a 
greed for phenomena, such as exteriorization.

An example may be helpful. In "I Say 
Sunrise", Talbot Mundy tells of people who 
turn their backs to the sun, and see only 
■their own shadows. All they have to do is turn 
around and face the other way. The phenomenal 
world appears when we look at our mental shad
ows. The state of seeing the empty clearness 
is called Nirvana and the normal waking state. 
Nirvana is especially difficult for most peo
ple to understand, since Nirvana represents 
Ultimate Truth, while all other truths are 
relative to the observer. But our understand
ing of Nirvana is therefore a relative truth, 
and we can never describe it as it is. The 
mystic can sense it, or have a feeling about 
it, but always the distortion is present. So 
the descriptions of Nirvana vary considerably. 
It is very near, because it is within one's 
own being, but it is far because it is diffi
cult to tell where to look for it. Nirvana is 
empty of phenomena, but it is also fullness, 
for all phenomena springs from it, and is con
tained within it..

The Arhats, the followers of Shakyamuni, 
pursue Nirvana, "lonely as a rhinoceros", and 
those who ride the great raft of the Mahayana 
go to the Samgha (the priesthood of monks) for 
spiritual and even magical aid.

What I have outlined above are a few of 
the central ideas in Buddhism to show both its 
great freedom of thought, and a glimpse of 
this mighty fabric which for 25 centuries has 
captured the imagination of the majority of 
the world's population.

Conze gives the broadest survey, but many 
other writers have important things to say 
about it. Suzuki wrote on Zen Buddhism. I 
have Mentor Pocket Book, entitled, "The Teach
ings of the Compassionate Buddha", by A. A. 
Burtt, and about 20-odd Bhagavad Gitas have 
been written. The Gita came along about the 
time the Mahayana was starting and contains' 
material on the Prajnaparamita which, to me, 
appears as some of the finest writing on the 
subject. The Gita also provides an introduc
tion to Shakti-ism and the Feminine or left
hand Tantra. (At least, some versions do.) 
Madam David-Neel has authored several books on 
Buddhism. Carl Jung, the noted psychologist, 
makes many references to it. Evans-Wentz deals 
with the Tibetan offshoots, and there are Ed
win Arnold, Rhys-David, and a very good one in 
clear, simple language, called thé "Message of 
Asia" by Paul Cohel-Portheim.
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By ^SADAHGetting Kicked Out-and UP

You Don’t Fly in
MDS learn to fly ty a very simple 
method: they learn ty flying. 
Along about the time the fledg
lings begin to sprout their tail 
feathers and are climbing up onto 
the edge of the nest to peer over 
the side, Mamma Bird or Papa Bird 
gives them a gentle nudge. The 
fledglings begin to fall, spread 
their wings—and they are flying.

Of course, sone do go over the side of the 
nest before they've enough feathers to support 
them and die when they hit the ground; but, 
proportionately, their numbers are few.

In the realm of human relationships, the 
process is far less clear-cut and is frequent
ly never quite accomplished. Children are very 
seldom taught the time will come when they 
will go forth in the world to make their own 
way as adult men and women and that they must 
be prepared to break the ties of dependence 
upon the home and family. And so most adults, 
when they begin to feel overwhelmed by the 
pressures of the world, either return in one 
way or another to their families or seek a 
surrogate family relationship in which they 
will feel protected and cared for.

Human parents who say to their children, 
"Henceforth you are on your own", and refuse 
to accept the children back into the nest once 
they have gone into the world, are considered, 
at least in this culture, cruel. The same at
titude is shown toward the teacher who, having 
taught his students and sent them out into the 
world, refuses to teach and protect them fur
ther.

The question then arises: How can one 
best impress upon those for whom we have cared 
or idiom we have trained that they must, hence
forth, stand upon their own feet and use their 
own strength and maturity and learning to make 
their own way? The Zen Masters have a system: 
When their students become completely depend
ent upon them, they reject the students utter
ly. Some of the students do not survive this 
treatment, tut many do and go forth to become 
Masters in their own right.

Observing the events in the field of 
dianetics/scientology during the last few 
years, it would seem that sane such process 
has been in operation. There were Welgos and 
Chapdelaine and Coulter and Howes and Winter 
and Purcell—and numbers of others who learned 
from Hubbard and then began to expand upon 
that learning and to apply it in different 
ways. As soon as it became apparent that these 
persons were bent upon exploring beyond the 
areas Hubbard included in his teaching, they 
were rejected: even more, some of them were 
attacked. Some of these fell by the wayside, 
but those who kept on their chosen course have 
all added something of value to the general 
body of knowledge and techniques about the 
problems of Mankind and their solution. Anyone 
who has ever watched a mother bird driving off 
her offspring when they are able to fend for 
themselves, or who has watched a mother dog 
snap and snarl at her puppies when the time has 
come to wean them, cannot help but be struck 
by the similarity between these actions of Na
ture's creatures and what has happened to stu-

bout 
does

dents of di 
anetics and 
scientolo g y 
who began to 
think for 
themselves.

There have 
been a lot of 
words written and 
a lot of emotion 
thrown around a-

successfulbeen

what Hubbard does or 
not do. And most of

wasted. The fact, is that 
these excommunicated in
dividuals have gone ahead 
and done some very valid 
work on their own. Most have 
one way or another, in helping individuals to
ward the stated goals Hubbard had when he 
brought out Book One. And most of them will 
quite probably admit that Hubbard's actions 
toward them were instrumental in providing 
some of their tjrive to achieve.

A recent issue of ABILITY made a lot of 
people (including myself) angry. It wasn't 
until after I'd blown that anger in a rather 
forcefully-phrased postcard to Hubbard that it 
occurred to me that maybe Hubbard intended to 
make us angry 1 Every good auditor knows that 
there comes a time in processing every case 
when the only appropriate technique is to make 
the pre-clear hopping mad—so mad he'll ex
press that anger regardless of consequences. 
Now, if you're processing a whole lot of peo
ple en masse, there will come a time when the 
optimum technique will be to make as many of 
those people as possible angry. And everyone 
who has ever been a pre-clear knows that a 
really effective auditor is, at times, just 
about the most incomprehensible thing there 
is. It isn't until after the processing has 
taken effect that the auditor's actions become 
comprehensible and, from the more understand
ing viewpoint of looking backward, quite prop
er and inevitable in terms of the situation.

In fact, maybe everything Hubbard has 
done since he trought out the first book has 
been one grand processing session for all of 
us who've ever had anything to do with dia
netics/scientology. It isn't impossible, 
though there are those who will say it's high
ly improbable. The FACT is that a very large 
number, indeed, of those who have participated 
in the field ARE more effective, happier, 
healthier and, yes, saner, than they were be
fore. The number could be much larger, of 
course, but those who have fallen ty the way
side have always been those who have refused 
to make use of opportunities offered them.

So, maybe instead of all the criticism 
and antagonism that so many of us have been 
throwing at Ron in the past—maybe, instead, 
we should say, "Thanks". And maybe some of us 
have even grown big enough to add, "You're do
ing a swell job". -

Ron probably doesn't need it, but I sort 
of think he'd like it, anyhow.

12 December, 1955
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Plowing Up the Field
Philip Friedman and his sister, 

Lena > stopped in ¡Enid on their way
west last month, end spent a few 
hours in a serious discussion of 
nothing. We’ve had many visitors 
who could talk for hours > or even 
weeks > about nothing > but Phil is 
the only one we know who makes a 
hobby of it. The Friedmans, who 
spend their summers in Pittsburgh 
and their winters in Florence» .Ariz., 
were much intrigued by the dear air 
over Enid—probably because it had 
"nothing" in it—neither smog nor 
desert sand. • .H.G.E.Bhodes (and why 
must all "Hhodesw be "Dusty"?) is on 
a construction job for two years in 
the "North Country" for Bell Tele
phone of Cenada» And there» too» 
goes The ABERREE to help him while 
away his long winter nights...The 
magazine CHANGE, published in the 
interests of Energetics» has moved 
next door (Well» almost next door) 
from Art Coulter* s headquarters in 
Columbus, Ohio, io the offices of 
Don Purcell in Wichita, Kas* The 
October issue has a three-color cov
er, and the mimeographed interior 
has taken on a professional lock.. •

14u?k Gellert» on his way to Her
ida ,where he'll hold as many classes 
in Electropqychonietzy as he can find 
students» stopped in Huid en route. 
Although he planned to stay only a 
few hours» he liked Enid so well 
that he extended his visit to three 
days or more« Of course» his stay 
was partly dictated by a curve near 
the thiversity east of Enid, and a 
highway freight that didn't choose 
to follow a predicted course. Since 
Hark was unhurt, cur greatest con
cern is! Did he ever unscramble that 
egg of pot pourri which stuffed, 
from corner to comer, the box 
trailer he was -pulling?.». Bob Wil
liams, after processing himself up 
to the point where he even could ap
preciate Colorado > is wintering in 
Arizona again—writing and getting 
some more processing. Maybe by next 
winter, he'll have audited himself

Up to where he even can like Colo
rado’s snow and cold...And while on
the subject of Colorado» we forgot 
to mention last month that the Hig
ginses—Chuck and Sadah—have bought 
a new home , in Englewood.. »One of the 
first things Bernie Boss did after 
his return to New York from his 
"swing around the circuit" was to 
send us a copy of the magazine MAD— 
with no explanation, or comment. And 
after perusing it, we’re a bit more 
than puzzled. Did he sehd it as a 
suggested pattern for The A^eHRkE, 
or as a warning of what we night be
come if we continue our present 
trend?...It's catching, ahi we no
tice a long string of I California 
Scientology "reverends"-4- Bev. John 
McCormick, Bev. Chester Maydole, 
Bev. H. Charles Berner, Bev. Thomas 
G. Lovejoy, Bev. Alfred W. ¿ozak 
THey! Me thought you were still in 
Camden, N.J.J) , and Bev. J. Burton 
Farber will new "talk to'anyone for 
you about anything". Bashful swains 
who want a proposal "done" , or har- 
rassed sons-in-law who want their 
mothers-in-law "told off" > should 
welcome this religious service...

When the youngest Ishmael child 
took ill, and the doctor suspected 
polio, Mama Jackie and Dapa Paul had 
a few bad moments until the doctor 
pronounced it "only" meningitis. In 
their relief, Daud came down with 
the "flu", Janie developed tonsil
litis, Billy caught a bad cold, and 
Jackie's nerves went phftttt. "Dia
Sci. mey be able to treat such, but 
I never was so glad in ay life to 
see doctors, nurses, and hospitals," 
Jackie declared..»The Bay Scharpens 
have a new address in Albuquerque, 
friends who have visited their man
sion will be sorry to hear.. .The Er
nest Bailiffs of OHahoma City were 
'¡MS?!
tion, and caught YeEd. bn business 
in Oklahoma City. Which gave Ye Pub. 
a chance to prove she isn't always 
the silent member of this publishing 
team.. .Other visitors of the month 
included Sherman Buckner, also of 
Oklahoma City, who stopped only long 
enough to pick up a copy of Krishna
murti's book almost before we'd un
packed the shipment... and Noritnn 
Fritz, Wichita, who'd been to Okla
homa City visiting Orran Evans, with 
whom he' d worked in tEe? early dars 
when Dianetics first held out wel
coming arms to the world. ¡Evans, who 
now works for a computer consulting 
firm» has more than a passing inter
est in Automation, Norman reports... 
It doesn't necessarily mean he has 
moved from Beno to_California, hut 
we suspect he has, inasmuch as he 
new has a Santa Barbara address. We 
mean Alya L. Kitselman, of course.. • 
LeeLockEart says he's beginning to 
audit again—end having fhn at it.. • 
We heard someone condemn Thanksgiv
ing and Christmas feasts as "sins of 
the flesh"—which inspired our cover 
this month, in case anyone wonders 
about the gruesome motif... Despite 
the fact our "Life Certificate" in 
the HAST has been thoroughly invali
dated, we were tenpted tills last 
month to renew cur membership in 
this world-freeing organization un- 

dor that ultra-ultra (similar to su
per-duper) $10 special being adver
tised in ABILITY 15» And then, sud
denly we remembered wo still haven't 
gotten the books and other publica
tions we ordered and paid for more 
than a year ago, so decided to con
tinue sponging off our friends who 
haven't yet been not-ISed to the 
point of non- and excommunication...

Max F. Long, who can mock up as 
many problems as any Scientologist, 
now is having trouble with the road 
that leads up to his home at Vista, 
Calif. Firá, the road washed out 
in the heavy California dew, so Max 
hired two men to help him for three 
days in repairing the road and cov
ering it with a coat of blacktop. 
But the tar wouldn't harden, and it 
clung to tires to be thrown here and 
there in wild abandon each time a 
car passed over it. We think that 
road's "higher self" probably needs 
a darned good talking to.».A deep 
bow to DIANOTES, starting its fifth 
year of publication, and the oldest 
news-letter in the field.. .Len Ham
ilton of North Wilbraham^ Eass., 
tells of a recent morning clinic in 
which his audience, paying $2 an 
hour for the privilege, sat end 
thumbed their noses at him as the 
auditor for much of the 1^-hour ses
sion. Next, day all were back, 
bringing with them six extra noses. 
...Three Phoenix Scientologists will 
swear that this is true, "so help me 
Hubbard J" Cn a recent trip into the 
Superstition Mountains, they found 
themselves fatigued, with only a 
half canteen of water between them. 
After emptying the canteen, they be
gan to "mock up" water to relieve 
their thirsts, and continued to sip 
from the "eepty" canteen. Hours la
ter, when they reached their destin
ation, imagine their surprise to 
find the twice-emptied canteen still 
was a third full of water!...

Jack Horner, the off-again-on-a- 
gain "(Doctor of Scientology", is re
ported in Hamburg, Germany. And we 
might remind the occasionally relia
ble ABILITY that this is NC® a wey
point between the U.S. and South Af
rica. Or maybe we're just fouled up 
on our geography.. .David Oy sew ski 
says he's been moving arouna a Bit, 
but is new anchored on a farm "on 
the wild slopes" of Mt. Adams, in 
Southwest Washington... A birthday 
party, celebrating one year of the 
Junior Chatpel of Scientology, was/ 
will be (depending on when you read 
this) held by Hardin end Joanna 
Walsh at the Council in Los Angeles 
on November 20...With the many-holi- 
dayed year-end coming up—and out of 
love for our postman who is being 
aged prematurely by dragging to our 
door the mazy returned ABERREE s from 
persons who neglect to leave a 
change of address when they move— 
The AJEBBEE's mail address is being 
changed to D. 0. Box 520» Please— 
when you comunícate with The ABER- 
BEE or its editor or publisher—use 
this new address. Write it on the 
back of your left eyeball or seme- 
where so it'll always be before you. 
And maybe we'll eventually get ar
ound to putting it cn our own com
munications.
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Way Suggested to "Run Out" 
Persons You Try to Please

WASHINGTON, Hov. 11 - There is a 
new look in Scientology. 'Most of us 
are familiar with the mazy changes 
of "mockups" that Dianetics and Sci
entology have gone through, and your 
reporter has done his share of 
sneering, but here is a change that 
to me is for the better.

It looks as though the HASI as an 
organization is definitely on the 
wane, and is being replaced by the 
decentralized activities I've men
tioned in previous columns. You get 
processed at the Guidance Center, 
educated at the Academy, and commun
icated at by the Silver Springs Bus
iness Service.

Dr. Julia Lewis holds the whip 
over the Guidance Center, and seems 
to be turning out honestly satisfied 
pre-cl ears. I would especially-rec- 
osmend Fernando Estrada, although 
most of the staff auditors are 
good.

Bob Nichols, D-D. , D.Sen. , is 
once more the communicator, this 
time for the S.S.B.S. Thoroughly 
processed and very recently married, 
he sees the world througn shocking 
pink glasses.

At the Acadeny, as I've already 
said, it's DrS.Dave Murray and Maxy 
Stimpert. Here are people who look 
and act like the type to be running 
a religious academy. They are also 
very thorough, and have a real un
derstanding of Scientology. Dave is 
particularly well liked, although 
I've heard nothing bad about Maxy, 
either.

Dave has almost as much altitude 
around here as Hubbard. The wondrois 
thing is that LHH doesn't seem to 
mind. I'm not entirely clear as to 
all aspects of the situation yet, 
but I'll go on record as saying that 
this to me seems to be the health
iest situation I've seen in the up
per echelons of Scientology.

In view of the recent rumors of a 
change in the policy at Scientology 
headquarters, here is a hazard at a 
guess as to why the old and not- 
quite-dead policy of chopping down 
anyone who stepped out of line was 
followed.

It can be put in a few words.
Anger is the lowest emotion on the 
tone scale that produces a motion 
T4——•— -

By ERNEST POPE
The strongest chains that bind 

humans axe the things we do to 
please someone else without being 
aware of the reason for our action. 
Many techniques .have been .devised to 
uncover these habits and bring them 
into the open for observation. Here 
is one that seems to work in a num
ber of cases.

Select a person who might logic
ally be expected to have had or to 
have some influence on you. Prob
ably better not to select parents to 
start with. Now, mock up (if you 
are a Dieneticist, just imagine) a 
universe (a biosphere will do) where 
that particular individual does not 
exist. If possible, make one where 
he never existed. Now, what changes 
would you make in your way of 1iving 
if you were in this universe! What 
would you do, hew would you behave» 
if you had never heard of the indi
vidual in question! How would your 
future look if he or she did not 
exist! Hew would you plan your fu
ture if he or she were not around!

Do this seriously and at some 
length with the person selected. Ex
plore possibilities and io$ossibili- 
ties, too. Cover all of your reac
tions , if you want free of this per
son. Make a list, mental or written.

toward the environment. If a person 
is apathetic or in fear or is pro
pitiating, it is much easier to 
boost him up to anger than all the 
way to enthusiasm. So, Bon has pro
duced something to be "against", in 
order to get some action. For a long 
time it was the medical profession, 
and then it became the "squirrels" 
(and still is to some extent). The 
official attitude was that the medi
cal profession wasn't worth fighting 
but there is a chance that the truth 
is that the medical profession is 
too big an opponent.

It may seem strange .that I speak 
of the passing of this policy when 
FAB Ho. 63 is still sizzling in some 
of your mail boxes. Actually, it's 
more of a prediction than a descrip
tion of the present state of affairs 
and I won't go into long reasons why 
I think the situation is changing. 
But there is hope for a policy of 
live and let live—even for a situa
tion in which jxiblications such as 
The ABERREE may have approved cor
respondents at headquarters.

Humor has it that the Issue 14 of 
ABILITY is to be the last of the 
"persecution" issues, but because of 
the tone of BAB 63, it may be that 
Bon will put out two lines—one to 
the public through ABILITY and an
other to the "pros" through the 
PABs.There ifeisome 1 indignation "here 
that there j.isua j'lehk'' to The AEERU 
BEET:heamoimoDtCsi Atlbastuone stu
dent si a convinced that the- Cenman^ 
istsere financing cThel Aheihfttil"and 
other : "s^pirrelyScptl.bs.^ i l .-■ t 
’ is What i sane in; Sci'eniabogi sEtsv,- doing 
these-days! i -Starting familiest -Don

Put dcwn arty reaction of yours that 
comes to mind as you think of this 
person and as you build a universe 
without him. How look over the list. 
Examine each item individually. Is 
it a behavior pattern that you want 
to keep for its own intrinsic merit! 
Is it one that has outlived its use
fulness! What would happen if you discarded it! /

After you have temporarily ex
hausted the possibilities, select 
another person and repeat the whole 
sequence. And so on. Go back to

the original person after 
>. Do you still feel you 
■age if he didn't exist!would

Why! Is there anyone so important 
that you cannot imagine a universe 
without hint Why! Try again. In 
this case it is hi^ily important to 
persist until you can mock up your 
cwn universe and leave out ary per
son at will.

When you have covered the things 
to change when the selected person 
is left out of your universe, bring 
him back. Now, what changes in your 
outlook! Do you find other ways 
that you can change your behavior 
because of that person! Why!

Here is a tool that can help you 
uncover wherein you are not com
pletely you. Try it an yourself. 
Try it on your pre-cl ear.

and Judy Breeding have "succeeded" 
in bringing a new Scientologist, 
name of Guy Allen, upon the scene. 
Fernando Xstrada, one of the top 
hands at the Guidance Canter, ana 
wife Marcia axe in waiting; also Ken 

new bride in the former Elaine Jos
lyn, the first wedding to be per
formed in the Church of Scientology 
of Washington, D.C., ty the Bev. Bill 
Young, D.D., D.Scn. very, very aes
thetic.

Burke Belknap is reported "get
ting out of Scientology temporarily" 
while some sort of real estate deal 
calls him back to Phoenix.. .John 
Sanborne has just completed a "Co
auditors' Handbook"...Carole Hadley 
Bryans is being processed by various 
student auditors, but she wants pro
cessing on techniques in use a year 
or so ago instead of current ones... 
"Snoky" Brand has been auditing at 
the Center, but is now back in the 
HAA course. People seem to swap 
around between being students, pre
clears, and auditors with all the 
ease in the world«

-eGe
Death in a chair made especially 

to shock criminals is called elec
trocution. But when these criminals 
don't get caught, and the father of 
two of their victims dies being: giv
en electric shocks to "help aim", 
administering doctors say he "died 
of a broken Heart".

It must be wonderful to be a 
Princess, and have so mazy Bishops 
and sons o' Bishops arranging your 
love life with the same gloved dex
terity that they would give a vase 
of barb-stemmed roses.
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■Scientology does work, some
times* What we want to consider now 
is why it doesn't work when it does
n't work.

"Consider a universe , a mind, a 
'sphere' of consciousness (including 
the dark side of the coin» uncons
ciousness» which is merely a certain 
variety of consciousness) • In this 
universe floats an area labelled 
reality» In essence» it is not dif
ferent from all the other areas in 
this special universe» but it has 
the interesting property of resemb
ling» more or less» certain areas of 
other universes» or minds» which are 
«¿so labelled reality»

"Consider John Doe» a miserable 
normal. In his universe. the area 
of reality is painful. He studies 
Scientology in order to have anoth
er» less painful game. He does many 
mental exercises» which amuse (or 
bore), him, and which sometimes make 
him feel better about reality. Hut 
he tends, also, to rely upon the 
magical paver of these exercises to 
fix 19 his reality-area by remote 
control* He wants the exercises to 
do it for him. This is nothing less 
than a postulation of other-deter
minism and dangerousness about this 
area of reality.

"It is damn' foolishness to dump 
around this bloody planet in a 170- 
pound body, with o-pound dices on 
its feet, to serve, tend, and hold 
dear this body, to treat it as a 
valuable and indispensible object, 
and then ty a few mental exercises 
erpeot to solve all the problems 
connected with this real corporeal 
existence.

•No one in the Scientology move
ment has ever demonstrated the abil
ity to leave his body to any greater 
extent than merely taking his atten
tion off it for a few minutes. Pre
clears, theta clears, MEST clears, 
pest-dears: they all act just like 
necule 99/100 of the time. Put they 

are depending on that to solve 
the other 99^» And it won't.

"I have said this before, and I 
will say it again* If you axe un
consciously and automatically pley
ing the game of reality (and all of 
us are) you will not get out of that 
game until you can play it to win; 
and you will not play it to win ty 
running into a series of automat se
ized exercises performed under some
one dse's determinism* Exercises 
will only help you to win when you, 
yourself, at your own determinisn, 
use them to change some aspect of 
the game of reality which you are 
playing*

"A few Scientology principles em
ptied to daily problems in real lire 
are worth any number of detached 
mental manipulations in an 'audit
ing* room. Even in the 'auditing' 
room, a selective and sensitive ap
plication of such principles to real 
problems under discussion will have 
a definite effect for a short time* 
Very soon, however, all possible 
benefit will have been squeezed out 
of ary particular process in any 
particular application. It is absurd 
to continue these exercises hour af
ter hour, by rote, in the faith that 
they will magically undo evils which 
lurk, mainly undisturbed, in the 
depths of automaticity and uncons
ciousness.

"Sincere students of Scientology 
will be able to find ouch that is 
valuable and workable in 'Scientol
ogy 8-8ÓO8' and 'The Creation of 
Human Abil ity’, but they would do 
well to avoid the assembly line 
methods advocated ty L. Bon Hubbard, 
and in particular to avoid the trap 
of automatic magical processes, such 
as touching the wall over and over 
again.

"Touching the wall a feu times is 
good* It is very good for psychotics 
and it is even good for normals in 
limited amounts. But it is only good 
while the individual feels that he 
is getting something out of it. Be
yond that point, it is like marching 
in one spot and wondering why cm is 
going nowhere.

"L. Bon Hubbard has messed up the 
usefulness of almost every one of 
h£s interesting and premising proce
dures with this insistence upon do
ing it over end over again until he 
thinks up something new* People who 
are getting satisfying results with 
Scientology accept a little more 
rendomity, spontaneity, aliveness, 
and creativeness'in'their mental ad
venturing."—Ir. 3. D. Ekks, Los An
geles, Calif.

"This comes under the heading of 
a criticism, tacitly invited by your 
editorial Nov. issue. It is meant 
in a constructive spirit, and if it 
doesn't apply, 'of course'. O.K.?

"Once upon a time there was a 
little boy. He went out one day for 
a walk and came upon a vacant lot. 
In the lot a bunch of kids were 
gathered around in a corner of the 
lot. Somebody was doing a lot of 
talking.

"The little boy went over to the 
bunch of kids. He found out a big 

kid with green hair was selling mar
bles. They Were just ordinary mar
bles really but he made them extra
ordinary, the way ordinary marbles 
really are.

"So he bought one of the marbles 
with the only dime he had. And he 
pleyed marbles with the other kids 
for ewhile and had a wonderful time.

"Then, while he wasn't looking, 
the big kid with green hair came 
over and tock his marble back. (He 
had to do that ever so often because 
he'd run cut of marbles and had to 
get some back so he could go on 
selling them.)

"It made the little boy furious. 
'You give me back ny marble,'' he 
screamed. *You give it back, do you 
heart It's MINE!' And he got rocks 
and threw them at the boy with the 
green hair. And he vowed he'd go on 
throwing rocks and threwing them un
til the kid with the green hair gave 
it back.

"And he* s still throwing rocks to 
this day."—Art Coulter, Worthing
ton, Ohio*

(ED. NOTE—O.K., Art. Bit that's 
a revoltin' wey to 'lose your mar
bles' , if yen ask us.)

:: :: ::
"Have just scanned The Aberree; 

am saving it for bed-time reading. 
Looks real good* The front cover is 
as usual clever and the material 
good communication* Hooray!

"In answer to Lee Lockhart: From 
our correspondence with him and your 
articles and letters, it appears 
that he is a man of much ingenuity— 
high tone and the time to put it to 
good use* Those scientologists in
terested in such a plan or cue simi
lar, to begin with, we are also in
terested in* So I believe we will 
take Lee and make just such an 
announcement for this area*"--Joanna 
Walsh, Los Angeles, Calif.

:: :: ::
"I'm sorry that your deletions 

made it appear that I am changing 
our name because our local scientol
ogist referred to in ny letter does
n't want to grant me beingness. That 
isn't the reason at all. I feel I 
hare as much right to use the words 
'Dianetics' and 'Scientology' aS 
anyone in the field. ..BUT I am dian- 
ging the nan» because dianetics and 
scientology have little pull-power 
in our present social set-up. I 
think we'll call it the Pasadena 
Counselling Center, and get new peo
ple in ty doing so.

"A report is long past due about 
the dianetics magazine. Apparently 
it has flopped before hornin' • I had 
one good article from the editor of 
Dianotes; but he sent a letter to 
Bon asking Bon to approve the arti
cle , whereupon Bon wrote a letter 
to the editor of Sbacewqrs saying 
that Collings is not authorized nor 
qualified to write about Scientol
ogy, and offering his services. Must 
have been puzzling to the editor who 
had no idea of who Collings is—but 
also was a very badly timed action 
onLEH'spart, it seems to me* Veil, 
two other articles came in, not too 
usable, and that was all. Interest 
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in the field, is evidently not hijh 
enough at this time. I could give up 
all else and devote ntysen to pull
ing articles out of people, hut 
don't feel it is that important to 
me. Also. Spaceways tock a sort of 
pulse count on public reaction by 
publishing Van Vogt's article on Di
anetics (a very excellent article, 
and one that should be in every dia- 
netic library). Local sales went up 
quite markedly for that issue, but 
national sales fell off just as mar
kedly, so he isn't very enthusiastic 
just now. She time mey come for this 
but it isn't now. So, folks, please 
don't send that article to me now 
that you started last May or June." 
Ikey Stone, Pasadena, Calif.

"As a Philadelphian, I find it 
pretty hilarious that in all of Am
erica it is only New Yorkers who are 
idealistically procuring those last 
wide-eyed recruits for Hubbard ex- 
Sloitation, a role which Noyga and I 
ecisively rejected two years ago.

Of course, New York's big hearted 
gullibility has been a ty-word among 
people like Hunyon and MacIntyre who 
loved the slick city best."--Helen 
O'Brien, Philadelphia, Penn.

:: ii ii
"Thanks for making us officially 

a part of infinity. We sure feel a 
lot better about things now. The 
pledge is good. We arrived at a 
somewhat similar point some time ago 
and are learning more and more to 
act as we know, so we can sign that 
pledge with sincerity— if you'll 
permit the mental reservation, 'Just 
as much as I can until I can do 
more.' (HD. NOTE—Sure, if you want 
to be a 'Split Infinity' for awhile, 
that's O.E. by us, too.)...

"I'm not in the least concerned 
about the ultimate of dianetics, 
Scientology, or any other 'ic* ,'ism' 
or 'ology • The important thing is 
that SOMETHING' is happening. And 
whether they use dianetics, Scien
tology, synergetics, humanics, or 
Coueism, people are sitting down 
with other people and saying, in ef
fect, 'Sure, I know you got troub
les. Msybe we can lick them togeth
er. I'll be glad to help'. Just 
that little much is important—peop
le working together to help other 
people...

"There's something else that is 
happening and will continue to hap
pen. ..It's something so big and won
derful I just plumb sort of go shin
nying up the pole every time I think 
about it. It's the ^togetherness* 
that's come out of all of us who've 
been working in dianetics/Scientolo
gy and the various offshoots there
of. As you knew, until the last year 
or so when I withdrew from the field 
I was in communication with and ac
cepted by most of the various 
groups. And there is this: No mat
ter which group or camp, those peop- 

lar number of people who had not 
been processing ever could be...

"So far as I'm concerned, that's 
all that 'clear' or 'optimum* is—a 
recognition of your basic beingness 
as a part of the universe and par
ticipation in terms of that recog- 
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nition. The rest follows after like 
a puppy dog’s tail follows the pup. 
For some this will mean activity on 
the level we call 'miraculous' , for 
others it will mean going quite or
dinary ways and doing quite ordinary 
things, but with a deeper understan
ding and in increased reality.

"And, once an individual recog
nizes what he is and that he is AS 
HE IS a perfectly proper and appro
priate (and properly and appropri
ately functioning) part of all crea
tion—once he recognizes this and 
begins, oh, ever so little, to con
sciously act in terms of it—not all 
the Hubbards in the world can change 
or sway him or undo what has hap
pened. • *"—Sadah Higgins, Englewood, 
*olo‘ :: : i ::

"The straight wire and getting 
the patients to go over and over ac
cidents and losses is more useful to 
me than arything else in the office. 
In fact, it is all I use in the of
fice; otherwise I take the p-c after 
office hours. I have read some of 
Talbot Mundy's stuff. I liked it. 
Truth, like gold, is where you find 
it.

"This immortal stuff is no laugh
ing matter when one really starts 
kicking the idea around. It can look 
pretty horrible—never an end. How 
right you are about most of us con
centrating on the future. I know 
that it has been the worst vice I 
have had. Leave the answers ell for 
tomorrow—tomorrow would take care 
of everything. I would be happy to
morrow, and on and on ad infinitum. 
Believe me, I want to get this pres
ent moment stuff an operating real
ity. ..

"You suggested that I look at my 
lack of goals and ambitions as for 
me or for the body... Until I read 
your letter, I dated ay goals some
where several months at least in the 
future. Goals had to be big things 
to be worked toward. All the things 
of today was just the mechanics of 
living. Not habits that could not 
be changed for I do not have many 
set patterns of living, but I had 
never thought of them in the light of 
goals or ambitions. Thanks for the 
invitation to reassess them; it has 
been most enlightening,! assure you.

”... In any other branch of soci
ety than among scientologists, Hon's 
blast at you would be politely ig
nored by your friends until you saw 
fit to speak of it, at least. I de
plore the situation, for it is not 
good for the organization and it 
tears at our loyalties. I love you 
both and there are probably hundreds 
of others in the same fix and here 
we are unable to be on either side." 
—Gladys Hale, Pierre, S. Dak.

::::::

"Two of the comments in the last 
Aberree, by Ikey Stone and Williams, 
are a good example of the main reas
on why old-fashioned Dianetics did 
not work for some people. There are 
too many people who can not read or 
understand directions. Both Stone 
and Williams believe that the Eeman 
circuit changes when an individual 
is left-handed. For the single cir
cuit it does not change at all. The 

essence of the relaxation circuit is 
the connection of positive to nega
tive. With any individual, regard
less of handedness, the head and 
right hand are of one sign, while 
the left hand and base, of- the spine 
are of the other sign. Consequently, 
regardless of handedness, the ridht 
hand is connected to the base of the 
spine and the left to the head. What 
the signs aré becomes important only 
when connecting two people together.

"When Ikey Stone got the results 
she did with the relaxation circuit, 
and from her report did not try the 
tension circuit, it becomes likely 
that she may have some glandular 
condition interf- this is 
the case, the individual can' relax 
only in the te&STdB'^TCiuit, until 
there has been' enough change in the 
glandular condition, for the individ
ual to respond, in. the, normal fash
ion. It would pay "berto read the 
farts of the book "that .she apparent-
y skipped. ..... ..... ... . . ,

"Bob Williams report's that the 
English use 'basé 'of the' spine" in
stead of the rude Americanism 'fan
ny'. There is a difference. The one 
refers to the spine, which with hum
ans ends with the coccyx. The other 
is what most people?siton. If Wil
liams has had the tratar screen under 
that portion of. hinjself rather than 
the base of his spine / he could not 
expect such in the way’ of results." 
—"Infinite 30" , Ihoenix•, Ariz.

"Enjoy the Aberree as I am aber
rated. Don't suppose ra dear gets 
much out of your paper."—Wes Scott, 
Columbus, Ga. (ED. NOTE--Wei 1, they 
—the "clears"--can ftad out how the 
other 99 99/100% live?)

::::::
"Please accept my assurance that 

I have no interest in your activi
ties or publications. You can save 
time, effort■ postage and copies in 
the future by removing ny name from 
your mail ing 1 ist. "—Warren Amster, 
Sen Diego, Calif. -

"We have an ideally situated lo
cation with two beautiful offices, a 
group room and an ante-room between. 
It covers the entire upper floor of 
a building and we have furnished it 
in the ultra-modern wrought iron 
furnishings. As soon as we can, we
'll have pics made and - send but a 
few sets.

"See you've joined the Welgos 
group. I sure hope yefa. two find 
there what you've been looking for 
there. I've read some of the 'Les
sons’ he puts out and find them in
teresting. In cur own field, we are 
making things happen an a rather 
rapid oasis. We've been running 25- 
hour intensives on a three-day basis 
end I'm finding that method of in
tensive running much more satisfac
tory. We have now excellent case 
history forms with certainty assess
ments which make attitude changes 
really apparent on each case run. A 
collection of these make a mighty 
convincing case for Scientology pro
cessing. ' :

"You’ve probably been getting the 
material from Scientology-Detroit so 
at least you know there's someone 
alive in this area and organizations 
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are beginning to function. Refa now 
has the right to train and we expect 
to be channeling prospective audi
tors through her as soon as possi
ble. Ve here could use another ten 
at this writing to take some of the 
load off...

"We'll see you back in Scientol
ogy soon, the latest ABILITY not
withstanding." — Ernie Wirick, De
troit , Mich.

:t :: ::
"I would consider it a dipa! hon

or to have ny by-line in the Aherree. 
You are doing a good job. Of course. 
I personally don't like sone of the 
things I read therein. Then I remem
ber—1. The gvy who wrote it liked 
it or he wouldn't have written it. 
2. The editor must have liked it or 
he wouldn't print it. 3- Some of 
the readers must like it or they 
would soon begin to object* 4* May
be everybody but me likes it. So I 
wind up by being just two left feet. 
It's a hell of a world, isn't it, 
when everybody is out of step but 
me-"—Dan Purcell, Wichita. las.

11 :: ::
"Yes. the best 'revolt' is to go 

ahead and use what we wish of any 
ideas as strike us as useable. Yes, 
there is no great efficiency in 
joining low tone.

"But that is not all, and you 
knar that also. I am sick and tired 
of hearing bugles blow and captains 
go forth to war...every time there 
is a crop half up. To permit an in
definite amount of that is not sane 
behavior either...

"Of course he can't both copy
right and sell his ideas...but ne 
can destroy their effective use > and 
seme of them have never really been 
his ideas at all— otherwise, he 
would act on them.

"For example > it is well stated 
that the auditor should never dis-
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card the preclear or else he will 
catch all kinds of devious hell from 
said preclear. As an auditor, what 
is Hubbard's actual behavior!.. This, 
of course, is only one instance of 
the many ways in which Hubbard dis
qualifies himself as a proponent or 
practitioner in such work. •.

"There is a tacit boycott going 
on. I believe it should become ex
S licit until he stops renting out 
is name and reputation as if he 

were still entitled to possess them 
after what he has done with them so 
far. Putting the other fellor in 
wrong is a game that more than one 
can play..."-—Alma Hill, Boston, 
Mass. :s : t t:

"Friedman seems to be raving mad 
—in an unaberrated sort of way.

"Would like more info, on tech
niques—and not just those of 'Clas
sical' Scientology. Sone comment by 
you to the items published — or 
'plowed up* out of the field might 
be good."—G.H. Scithers. Albuquer
que, N. Hex.

xs s: si
■Save finished reading the arti

cles by Philip Friedman and enjoyed 
them very much. It is interesting 
to note that real truth has been 
forced to lie hidden in symbols. 
This is also true in the case of 
math—ctice which is, itself, em
bolic truth. If people could trans
pose their problems into math, they 
would have more success with tbs 
answers. ’

"Another form of truth lies in 
slang and even cuss-words. It seems 
that man subconsciously uses the 
truth when he creates off-key ex- 
iressions to get his point across.

suppose slang originates on the 
spur of the moment and thus has no 
chance to 'catch itself telling the 
truth. Some day I expect to gather 
some popular slang aha show how pop
ular it really is.•.

"Since Friedman had the nerve to 
'crack the ice' and mention the lat
ter days, I would like to add a lit
tle to it. This is a delicate sub
ject since the latter days represent 
a paradox. If all could see that 
they were here > then they wouldn't 
be here. For that is the sign—so 
much confusion that no one knows 
they are confused.

"But time goes in cycles, or cir
cles. It doesn't end, it starts ov
er. The end of one circle is. the end 
of that time. The seme as 2t00 o'
clock ends and 3'00 o'clock starts. 
Hcsrever, these changes overlap each 
other. The old hour wants to hang 
on and the new one desires to take 
over. Especially if opposite types 
are in charge of the two cycles. The 
old 'way of things' does not want to 
give in to the new 'way of things'. 
The result is confusion.

"If Hubbard bad come out with his 
work prior to 1950, he would have 
had much less discord. But, at the 
same time > he would have thought he 
had much more completeness to his 
work than he would have actually 
had. Because bad times show up many 
more flaws than do good times. 1 
think, personally, that Hubbard was 
trying to help bring in the new cy

cle. But, being human, he tried to 
hang on to too much of the old and, 
of course, it would naturally be at 
the expense of the new. An impossi
bility since the two cycles are op
posites.

"With two opposite influences at 
work, a person is constantly torn 
between the two (unless he desires 
to remain behind end try to protect 
the old; or, drop the old and woric 
for the new). So, that leaves four 
kinds of people in the world! Those 
who are simply confused and don't 
know what to think; those who want 
the old wiy of things; those desir
ing the new; and, of course, those 
who would like both to remain.

"A period of this sort has its 
own characteristics. One of such is 
the inability to focus attention on 
but one thing. An example would be 
the atomic energy people who can fo
cus their attention on exploding a 
bomb without any regard whatsoever 
to the rest of the things connected 
to the bomb—what it might do, what 
it is doirg, etc. Or it could work 
in mental therapy. A person could 
focus his attention on giving thera
py, and yet see nothing else as to 
what is happening along with the 
mental therapy.

"I mentioned once before a proper 
foundation for correct thinking. 
That, too, goes into symbols. It re
mains that we have a physical earth. 
This earth is composed of 'oppo
sites'. This is true also of the 
non-physical. But all opposites are 
symbolic of the original opposites, 
which happen to be good and evil.

"Most people refuse to accept 
'good and evil' as a foundation, or 
stone, for their doctrine. And 
thereby they are 'ever learning and 
never coming to a knowledge of the 
truth'.

"By accepting the 'good versus 
evil' theory, all problems fall to 
the side with mathematical precis
ian. The answers come into line 
automatically. On the other hand, 
refuse this possibility and one can 
work forever and never come up with 
the correct answers. It would be 
like asking a person to add 6 end b, 
but not allowing him to give 12 as 
ths answer.

"This inability to recognise evil 
is the reason for the countless num
ber of new 'approaches to thought' 
which continue hitting the market. 
It is a desire to be right without 
being right. Like the people who 
wanted to be clear without being 
clear.. •

*3ie have here two worlds, the 
physical world and the thought 
(spiritual) world. Since a human 
being can see only physical things, 
he must transpose as much as possi
ble into the physical. The real 
world is not the physical. The phys
ical is merely an exarole or the 
higher realm. The invisible world, 
which would include thoughts, is al- 
weys first. The act merely follows 
the thought. So good and evil mere
ly manifest themselves through human 
beings-

"Mental therapy has always worked 
on the theory that all thoughts or
iginate within the person. This is
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not true. Most of the daily, unim
portant thought* do. But important 
situations are always influenced one 
w^y or another. The mind is merely 
the tool by which mankind has bean 
puppetized. A dear mind could not 
be influenced by wrong thought*.

"God has been referred to as a 
'living God'. Thus, the opposite is 
also 'living'. Add an 'o' to God and 
get the word 'good'. Add a 'd' to 
evil and get the word 'devil'.

"The secret of waking up is the 
ability to recognise. Evil (or err
or) has a habit of imitating good. 
It jstuann in as Christ and then op
poses everything which Christ, or 
good, stands for. This is anti-good, 
or anti-Christ. This is the meaning 
of the word 'dcplicity'.

"Socrates said, 'I do not know 
all of the truth, but I have discov
ered that which is false'. And this 
which Socrates discovered is a
'must' for anyone desiring to reach 
a state of rightness. Of course, 
they made Socrates take poison. 
Which brings out a point which most 
people miss. To be right is to be 
wrong, according to popular opinion. 
IE sop was thrown from a mountain for 
writing clever fables based upon 
truth. Dante was exiled because he 
knew right from wrong.

"Being wrong is just being right 
in reverse. That's why many people 
cannot discern the difference. That

titled to inprove my part of it. 
Definitely, it does not mean that. 
Nor does it mean I fail to recognise 
ny own deficiencies.

is behind the present-day confusion. "On this last point, I have used 
Almost everyone has driven south, at Alexander s ideas and have made ny- 
one time hr another, and thou At self a post-hypnotic suggestion plus 
they were going north. The two di
rections can sometimes look alike - - -- - . - -
The same is true of thought direc
tion. The human mind is easily de
ceived.

"The road to correct thinking is 
much like a physical road. When one 
gets off, he must go back to his 
mistake and start again from that 
point. Unfortunately, most people 
get off the road and try to get back 
on without retracing their path. 
That leaves an 'occlusion' if they 
do get back. But they usually just 
keep going and never get back. Oth
ers can return to their mistake but 
stay right there and try to prove 
that th^y were right. Their journey 
(mental or physical) is at an end 
when that happens. A major stumbling 
block.

"I always thought that a therapy 
which could trace a person back to 
his mistake, and remedy it, could 
work wonders. "--Ludwig G. Bosecrans, 
Mesa, Aris.

i: :: ::
"More and more 1 am liking the 

processes as outlined in ny article. 
However, it is possible that some 
people will be frightened away by 
the auto-hypnotic aspect. In ny ex
perience , there is no cause for 
alarm here at all. The process is 
very gentle, there is no command or 
compulsion about the post-bypnotic 
suggestions. About all they do is 
to remind me at certain times that 
an action is to be taken, but the 
taking, or the not taking, of that 

. action is strictly determined in ny 
case by the conscious mind on the 
basis of the situation of the mo
ment. (I dislike using the words 
18

■conscious mind' , thus tending to 
make an entity out of what is only a 
function, but they will do for the 
onoient.)

"The changes that have come about 
so far have pleased ms very niuch. 
They, also, are very gentle, and 
consist at the beginning of new 
thoughts or new patterns of think
ing. The movement here is toward 
wholeness > both in me as an individ
ual and in the universe also. Does 
this make sense? It does to me. Of 
course, this has been said in so 
many ways by so many people that an 
attempt to restate it is an utter 
redundancy, but what I am saying is 
that ny thought processes have 
reached the point where I can see 
that everything in the universe is

am not go:
Ly sounds silly and I 
waste time defending

or explaining it, but when I reach 
.s point, I am well content to let this point______ ____

God run His universe- Tor it is His
universe, you knew. The only segment 
of it for which I am responsible at 
ny level of development is that part 
which is inside my cwn hide and I am 
really grateful for the opportunity 
of growing in so wonderful a world.

"This does not mean I am not en-

- - improve ay writing 
ability. Be suits in only three weeks 
are excellent. Of course, with the
hundreds of stories I have sold, as 
evidence, I must already have pat
terns of successful achievement in 
this area. Using these techniques, 
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these patterns have come rapidly to 
the surface and both quality and 
quantity of production have in
creased."—Bob Williams, Denver.

:: tt tt
"Thank you for interpreting dian

etics,. scientology, diantology, syn
ergetics, etc., and pardon me for 
not capitalizing them. I don't know 
any better. After the explanations I 
find myself completely baffled, but 
don't be alarmed. I'm not too prog
ressive , and I am handicapped by the 
fact I do take life seriously at 
times.

"Although I'm not interested in 
B. Hubbard, his book, or his theor
ies, I do want to know if you're one 
of his disciples? I'm not the sheep
variety, and am disinclined to fol
low a master. So he formed a school, 
eh? Step one, he wrote a book that 
swept the country in 1949« Sever 
heard of it and believe it or not, I 
was very much alive. Then he Sold 
his book (good for him!) and made 
enough on It to open a school to 
teach auditors (?) to use his system 
on patients, or 'pre-ciears'.

"What is a pre-clear? Which 
bring* us to scientology.. .which you 
say Is a study of the real TOU that 
operates a body, and that dianetics 
is concerned with the corpus delec- 
ti. I think maybe it ie a good thing 
that Mr. H. patented his discovery 
as you cell it, because that sort of 
holes up the entire horrible idea... 
nard.-.who'd want to study the real 
ME, and certainly not the real ME 
wants to study the real ME!

"Tai knew, Alphia, a really in
spired personality who has made pro
found discoveries to pass along to 
his fellow human beings is generally 
considered a highly evolved person
ality, and to him, money means noth-
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ing.. JKJTHING1 Bi* nagnificant dis
coveries are generallygiven JSS to 
his fellow men... take Christ for ex
ample. . /a aanificept anaxial

"So for my money, Mr.H can go 
peddle his book and■; hit theories 
somewhere else!...
. "Some, brain with whom I'mfamil
iar is studying the occult, and has 
decided that actually I an a very, 
very old soul, tsk! tsk! But she 
said I had a defect (which could be 
an understatement if I ever heard 
one). She tells me not to clutter 
up ny mind with all sorts of stuff-- 
like the Aberree, for example...Any
how, she has forewarned me not to 
get involved with all sorts of olo- 
gies, such as you tell me you wish 
to familiarise ne with through the 
medium of your magazine. But I an a 
bear for wear , and curiosity has not 
killed me yet. So here goes nothing" 
--Mrs.Huth Yexks, Butshack, Germany.

i: t: :i
"Apparently senething is wrong 

(with me); here I an paying you two 
bucks when I've been offered Alphia 
for a trivial two bits!"—Joo Young, 
Phoenix, Aris.

:i :: i:
"Have comments on ny articles and 

so—To Tied Handl First article was 
merely outline of basic game. Not a 
mock-up of a game. Just a skeleton 
on which all games tend to hang; 
Stabilizing on a particular tone 
level at will is the key to suc
cessful gains in auditing. Shields 
are particularly advantageous for 
this purpose...The trick in using 
shield is to avoid thoughts that 
create flows that slap back at you 
'ey bouncing off the inner surface 
and thereby knocking you down tone.

"When shields are strong, and 
data within is co-ordinated with 
MST on the outside, you have very 
little need to opgrate outside of 
shield. Life and MSI are based up
on certain pattens, taeles, etc.' 
Whan known it is easy for the thetan 
within to duplicate what is 
outside dftAield from data trickl
ing through. Hence, world dissolves 
outside but you mode, it up Contino- 
ally within your shield and it is 
unimportant to you that there is 
nothing there, when you want some
thing there you put it there, and go 
on as before. You could detect: die
solution of the planet, but don't 
have to and it makes little differ
ence. You want to play NEST so you 
do...To an illusion an illusion is 
reel. Theta is more real and BEST 
is less real. Recall a vivid dream- 
Beal, wasn't it! Only by shifting 
into MEST reality and noting the 
contrast were you able to dieting-' 
uish one from the other. Likewise > 
when you contact theta prime you 
learn the degree of reality is in 
direct proportion to your body dens
ity. Hence tone levels.

“Boby Latferchet Thanks for your 
kind words. As to responsibility for 
future, it is up to you and everyone 
else, individually and collectively, 
no more, no less, and you will find 
it is fair and just. As you think, 
act, and speak, and accept what is 
thought, done, and spoken, you share 
in responsibility for future e-

vents. Also what you reject . don't 
do and don't say can produce yite 
an effect..-What you ask about theta 
getting bored with BEST is possible 
only on a segmentary basis. Theta 
prime is impersonal. It is the the- 
tan individualized and apart from 
Trine working through a body or bod
es that creates MEST, chaos, and 

turbulence...Assume complete respon
sibility for yourself^ everything 
iou do, say and think, and you will 

earn much. Share this responsibil
ity with others and you go down in 
proportion. Allow others to be res- 
?onsible only through your permiss

on in anything that affects you...
Be very alert to who tries to assume 
responsibility over you for you or 
for your possessions. It is when 
you are not alert or aware that you 
get taken for a ride down scale."— 
Infinite 20.

t: it tt
"The Bev .Mr.Dr. Alphia Onega Hart, 

1-2, D.D. J).Sen., F.Scn.. B.Scn7(2) , 
HCA. , HDA, XXdCECS (puff-puff-gasp)8 
You have certainly gained something 
since the last time I was in the 
office in Phoenix, lo this long time 
since.

"We here in Portland were lately 
the hosts to Jim Wei go s and we en- 
jeyed his visit and classes very 
much. And the furor caused by his 
departure has not as yet wholly sub
sided. We here liked him. If no one 
has mentioned it before, the lady 
with him, Mrs. McDade, is a gardener 
of no mean green thumb.

"Our place here in Portland—we 
call it the 'Council House'—enjoys 
a good deal of normal healthy living 
people. There is a conscious lack of 
professional auditors as such but a 
g<50d deal of honest group discussion 
»bout «ny personal problems that can 
be handled in this manner, and it's 
saxprising how nary can be.

"Mr. and Mrs. David Shreeve bead 
the group, and do -a fine job of 
steyir® cut of peoples' ww unless 
asked." Mr. Styaran is in the proc
ess of writingja book entitled . 'The 
Positive Power of Negative Think
ing'. This should contain seme vey 
deeply felt belly-laughs as well ns 
some valid insists. Watch for it

- "I am starting classes for Mil
dren and hope to learn a good deal 
from them- 1 have never been boxed 
or disappointed in them yet. I used 
to pretend with thee that I knew 
nothing and help them work but their 
problems, and got along fine with 
them > until I actually discover! I 
didn't have to pretend any longer (I 
honestly don't) , so when I quit pre
tending, and they seem to know this, 
they really can teach, I have en- 
jeyed some surprising insights into 
human structures and development. My 

. motto isi To understand a new mind, 
be sharply ewere of it and learn to 
watch it in action."—H.E. Berm, 
Portland, Ore.

:t :: t:
An unusually large number of let

ters were left out of this issue for 
a variety of reasons, none of which, 
probably, would make sense to the 
authors so discriminated against. If 
these letters are still timely, they 
may appear in future issues.

CROWING INTO LIST, latest book 
by Max Freedom Long, com- 

Sletes a Huna trilogy, giving 
istory, theory, and methods of 

using this ancient lore which 
Mr. Long's research has rescued 
from possible oblivion.... >3*00 

_Others in the Seriest
SECHET SCIENCE BEHIND .

MIRACLES............................. $4.00
SECRET SCIENCE AT WORE. • $4-00

NOTES ON THE D0CTORA3S COURSE— 
200 of these were sold at 

$7*5O> but because of demand and 
the importance of the data they 
contain, the stencils are be
ing re-run in a limited edition. 
Four to six weeks' delay in de
livery, but you'd better order 
in advance. Only .... a4«00

NOTES ON THE CLINICAL COURSE—
More than 200 pages.of notes 

from lectures given by L. Ron 
Hubbard to students of his SoDO 
Advanced Clinical Course.••Sb.00

FLECTROFSYCHCMETRY— 4th Edition, 
in two volumes—ty Volney G.

Mathison. Detailing use of the 
- E-Meier—plus several techni^ss 

nor being introduced to doctors 
for use In therapy. A theory of 
man and why he is Hl no student 
can afford to pass up, whether 
he uses an Electropsycnometer or 
not. Both volumes • . . • $3-75

CO-CBRATIVE SEALING, by L. E.
Neman. Orders subject to de

lay, as we can hardly keep this 
book in stock ......................... $4-00

SCRUB OAES, by Alphia Hart. A 
novel of newspapering in a 

smdll town. Clotnbound • -*2.50

THE FIRST AND LAST FREEDOM, to
Krishnamurti. This is almost 

a "must" for students and work
ers in "the Field". Three cosies 
available. Each . . - . • *3«00

SUFTLSMENTIRY NOTES:............... DOC
TORATE. 52 pages.......... el

HEAL YOURSELF (Anthony) . • • $3
PROFESSIONAL COURSE BOOKLETS.

One set, containing all 50 of 
them. Used. We haven't seen 
these books but they are report
ed in "mint" condition. Special 
for the set.............................120.00

FOR SALE—1954 Model E-400 Elec- 
tropsychome ter. Like new.

F.O.B. Enid........................... 1150.

Order from

The ABERRES 
Box 528 Enid, Okla.
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The Hubbard BASIC AUDITOR Course
is offered you in 16 simple lessons, embracing the BEST end the 
LATEST of L. Bon Hubbard's findings and techniques. These les
sons. which require approximately 40° hours of auditing and 
being audited on the student's part , are designed to make you 
feel fine, more important, more able, and let you realize that 
you can make others MORE AELE. too.

Those completing the course will be examined by the CECS, 
the official examining board of the Acadeny of Religious Arts 
end Sciences, and if they are found qualified, will be granted a 
certificate of graduation. A degree as a minister in the Church 
of Scientology. Inc.. Massachusetts branch, also will be issued.

You cannot fail. Those who do not pass the CECS examina
tion will be retrained as long as necessary, at no extra cost, 
until they do pass.

The cost of the complete course is $150.00 per person, end 
because each student must audit as well as be audited, at least 
two students must enrol for the course at one time. Better re
sults are expected if there are more than two, but two is a 
minimum. Your tuition includes the following, per unit:

Professional membership inH.A.S.I. (which brings you both 
ABILITY and CERTAINTY magazines, and the Professional
Auditors' Bulletins (PAB's). One year ................  . $ 25-00

Pull set of Professional Tapes by L. Ron Hubbard. These 
are not available to the public. Per set .... $125*00

Pull set of all necessary books. Per set $ 40*00

Free registration in the Academy of Religious Arts and Sciences* 

5% discount if you pay the $150.00 cash in advance.
Terms: $50.00 with application and $20.00 with each completed 

lesson until the remaining $100.00 is paid.

If you cannot find someone in your area to take this course with 
you, apply individually. We'll see if we cannot find someone*

Scientology Guidance Center
Dr. Walter L. Hamilton, Director 

North Wilbraham, Massachusetts

20 The ABERREE, December, 1955

WHAT SOME OF OUR 
STUDENTS SAY

"Doing three times as 
much work in half the 
time*"—Dayton, Ohio*

"teve accepted really 
big job. Was uncertain 
before.Columbus, Ohio.
"Never realized what a 
weak sister I'd been.'L- 
Topeka, Kas.

"Thank God someone named 
Len decided he could 
teach."—Chicago, Ill.

"Gosh, Len, but you're 
rough. "—Roanoke, Va.

"Heyman, you knew what? 
I can make others bet
ter. "—England.

"Could I have materials 
translated into German, 
and sell course for you 
here?"—Germany.

"Didn't understand what 
you could have meant by 
saying 'above the level 
that we find humanity'. 
It is only too clear 
now. "—New York City.

"Started course by feel
ing I was pretty good, 
and being satisfied. Now 
I know I am good, but 
have found more goals 
than I ever knew existed.
"Pelt Ron should have 
been spelt $on, until I 
worked at course. Now I 
can understand him. And 
bless him."—Dayton,thio.

Ron himself has written 
that the course is EX
CELLENT > end recommends 
it to anyone desiring to 
know the basics of 

Scientology.





BECOME A
PROFESSIONAL
SCIENTOLOGIST
is offered you in 16 simple lessons, embracing the EEST 
and the LATEST of L. Ron Hubbard's findings and tech
niques. These lessons, which require approximately 400 
hours of auditing and being audited on the student's 
part, are designed to make you feel fine, more important, 
more able, and let you realize that you can make others 
MORE ABIE. too.

Those completing the course will be examined ty the 
CEOS, the official examining board of the Acadeny of Re
ligious Arts and Sciences, and if they are found quali
fied, will be granted a certificate of graduation. A 
degree as a minister in the Church of Scientology, Inc., 
Massachuretts branch, also will be issued.

You cannot fail. Those who do not pass the CBCS 
examination will be retrained as long as necessary, at no 
extra cost, until they do pass.

The cost of the complete course is $150.00 per per
son, and because each student must audit as well as be 
audited, at least two students must enrol for the course 
at one time. Better results are expected if there are 
more than two, but two is a minimum. Your tuition in
cludes the following, per unit: 
Professional membership in H.A.S.I. (which brings

you both ABILITY and CERTAINTY magazines and 
the Professional Auditors' Bulletins (PAB's).
One year.................................... $ 25.00

Full set of Professional Tapes by L. Ron Hubbard.
These are not available to the public. Set. . 125.00* 

Full set of all necessary books. Per set .... 40.00 
Free registration in the Academy 'of Religious Arts 

and Sciences.
5J( discount if you pay the $150.00 cash in advance.

Terms: $50.00 with application and $20.00 with each com
pleted lesson until the remaining $100 is paid.

If you cannot find someone in your area to take this 
course with you, apply individually. We'll see if we 

cannot find someone.

Scientology guidance Center
Hortb WIbrabam, fCassacbusetts

__________________ DR. WALTER L. HAMILTON, diuctor

WE ARE A RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATION

What Some of Our 
Students Say

"Didn't understand what 
you could have meant ty 
saying 'above the level 
that we find humanity'. 
It is only too clear 
now."—New York City.
"Started course by feel
ing I was pretty good, 
and being satisfied. Now 
I know I am good, but 
have found more goals 
than I ever knew existed."
"Felt Ron should have 
been spelt $on, until I 
worked at course. Now I 
can understand him. And 
bless him. "—Dayton, Ohio.
"Never believed anyone 
could be so clear and 
concise as to make the 
complicated subject of 
the mind easy to under
stand. My sincerest 
congratulations." — Eng.

"Doing three times as 
much work in half the 
time."—Dayton, Ohio.
"Could I have materials 
translated into German, 
and sell course for you 
here? "—Germany.
"Have accepted really 
big Joo. Vfas uncertain 
before."—Columbus, Ohio.
"What are you trying to 
do, kill us?»--St. Paul, 
Minn.
"Never realized what a 
weak sister I'd been."— 
Topeka, Kas.
"Thank God someone named 
Len decided he could 
teach."—Chicago, Ill.

Ron himself has written 
that the course is EX
CELLENT, and recommends 
it to anyone desiring to 
know the basics o f 

Scientology.
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Recusant Voice of "Hie Infinites" for Saturn, 
Earth, Mars, Pluto, Venus, and tydokumzruskehen

Published Mostly in the Dark of the Moon—10 Moons a Year— 
at 207 N. Washington, Enid, Okla. MAIL ADDRESS: Box 528

Editor: The Rev. Mr. Dr. ALPHIA OMEGA HABT, 1-2, D.D., D.Scn., 
F.Scn., B.Sen.-, HCA, HDA, XXdCECS.

Publisher: AGNES ALICE HART, 1-1, HCA, SEC., WFE., ETC.
POLICY—Don't take it so damn' seriously. The tomorrow 

you're worried about today will be funny yesterday.
SUB-POLICY—We reserve the right to change our minds from 

issue to issue, or even from page topage, if we desire.
Subscription Price: Same as last month—$2 a year—until we 

go up to $2.50, which may be next month. 25^ a copy.
Advertising Rates: $1 a column inch if you get results; 

double if you don't. Payable in advance.
DOES HEFT OF The first in
PURSE DECIDE stallment of "Our 
WHO IS ABLE? Hidden Children" 

by Arthur J. Burks 
starts on Page 3 of this issue 
of The ABERREE. It is a piti
ful, depressing picture of one 
small segment of society too 
many of us like to blind our
selves to.

Anyone who considers them
selves in the field of mental 
healing can hardly ignore this 
challenge. It is one thing to 
"make the able more able" and 
another to make an arbitrary 
decision of who is, or isn't, 
worthy of this help. These 
children, of which there is an 
estimated 4,000,000, undergo 
the same gestation-and-birth 
processes as those who consid
er themselves "able" or "gen
iuses"; their bodies are of 
the same "clay"; they are part 
of the same universe; their 
"life" is part of your "life" 
and ny "life".

We have seen psychotics 
turned away and even insulted 
for daring to ask so-called 
mental therapists for aid. We 
have been given techniques 
supposed to bring these per
sons "up to present time”, and 
told that being out of present 
time is the only thing that 
differentiates the psychotic 
f rom the so-called normal. 
What has been done to and not 
done for some of these "un
able" is one of the scandals 
of Scientology.

It's one thing to rant and 
rave against prefrontal lobot
omies, shock treatments, and 
other torture chamber horrors 
of incompetent psychiatrists, 
and another to do nothing con
structive to show that we have 
built a better bridge.

Here, in "Our Hidden Chil
dren", is a challenge to all 
of us. Are we, actually, in 
the business of trying to im
prove man, or only the segment 
of it that can afford to pay 
for an auditor's attention?

THIS SHOULD The cover this 
END REQUESTS month is not of- 
FOR PICTURES fered as a work 

of art. Nor are 
we being original, since other 
and more expensive publications 
in "the field" did this regul
arly until they moved to the 
"great publishing centers" and 
became mimeographed.

No, in response to many re
quests and inquiries, we're 
merely trying to prove that 
"The Green Eyeshade" DOES have 
horns—most of the time. And 
to show that there are times 
when he doesn't, we've haloed 
the main picture with snaps of 
him when his horns weren't 
showing. We think you'll ad
mit he looks better with the 
horns, and will quit objecting 
to his being so caricatured.

And just for novelty, we've 
managed to slip in one small 
snapshot dominated by "Ye Pub
lisher". The Editor agrees 
there should have been a bal
ancing in Ye Publisher's favor, 
but as we said at the begin
ning, this cover wasn't sup
posed to be a work of art. 
Maybe, eventually, we can hog
tie the said publisher long en
ough to get her in front of 
the camera for a similar ex
pose. We said "maybe", because 
believe it or not, the pub
lisher is even more camera-shy 
than the editor. And that’s 
getting pretty camera-shy.

Anyway, since the custom is 
to depict the old year as a 
doddering old man, and this is 
the last issue of Volume Two 
of The ABERREE, we had to fol
low custom, but in our own in
imitable way.

FORECAST FOR SPRING: More 
bomb tests; record tornadoes, 
record floods; record dust 
storms. Radiation warnings by 
scientists. Stuffy denials by 
the offended AEG (Amentiated 
Earth Contaminators). All paid 
for hy taxes, of course.

CAN THERE BE On Page 6 is 
FREEDOM WITH an article by an 
A LASH IN IT? auditor who has 

been practicing 
Dianetics and Scientology since 
Book One hit the book counters. 
His name is well known to most 
persons in the "field", but the 
article is signed "F. B. A." 
These, definitely, are not his 
initials, but even the criti
cal reader can discover that 
"Mr. F.B.A." speaks as an "au
thority" who knows his subject.

We neither agree nor disa
gree with "Mr. F.B.A." His ar
ticle, he admits in a covering 
letter to The ABERREE, is "an 
invalidation of Scientology", 
and The ABEKHEE has no intent 
to invalidate (or, for that 
matter, validate) either Dia
netics or Scientology. We know from experience that Dianetics 
gets results. Also, we know 
from experience that Scientol
ogy has gotten and is getting 
results—maybe not to the ex
tent that the saccharine bulletins coming out of Washington 
and London say it is, but all 
who have been in Dianetics- 
Scientology any length of time 
know that you can discount 99 
44/100 percent of the claims 
made for either science and 
still come up with something 
worth investigating and using.

So, our quarrel at this 
particular point is not with 
"Mr. F.B.A." and his effort to 
invalidate Scientology in favor 
of Dianetics; nor are we going 
to take up space to point out 
that if a more realistic atti
tude was taken tv the H.A.S.I. 
in its effort to "sell" the 
public on the auditing and 
courses it has to offer, fewer 
persons would be frightened 
away by what looks like, on 
the surface, advertising for 
gold mining and di wildcatting 
stock that will wire you rich 
before the ink dries if you'll 
just sign on the dotted line.

Our objection is aimed, as 
it has been many times before, 
at the curious situation in 
which a professional auditor 
is AFRAID to adult authorship 
to his research, and must hide 
behind such an identifying la
bel as “F.B.A." It seems that 
we read somewhere that Scien
tology was the (MU science 
(or religion) extant today that 
offered full freedom to man, 
yet in “Mr. F.B.A.’s" letter 
was the following phrase:

"I still want the Profess
ional Auditor's Bulletins, 
which have good data on Dia
netics, and signing the arti
cle would cut me off from what 
I consider a good source of 
data, even if most of it is 
garbage."

So, what is this "freedom* 
of which Mr. Hubbard prates? 
Apparently, from past experi
ence, it's freedom to believe 
only what is currently offered 
for sale—and in this you have 
the freedom to believe whole
heartedly, with many salaams 
accompanied by the gentle rus
tle of transferring greenbacks.



House of Genetic Tragedies By ARTHUR J. BURKS

OUR HIDOIH CH!LOREN
1. THE HOUSE ON MARTHA AVENUE
,NLY THE sublimely courageous, the pro- 
I foundly understanding, the infinitely 
' patient, will read this book beyond 
the first chapter. It takes intestinal 
investiture to face facts. The tough
est fact to face is the human self.

Any child mentioned and described herein 
could have been you, me, or your child or my 
child. In truth, each child mentioned is a 
racial responsibility—the responsibility of 
the human race, wherein there is neither color 
nor religion. Not one of these children knows 
anything about any of these things.

The three-story house on Martha Avenue, 
in Lancaster, Penn., is hidden away, like its 
day-time inhabitants, outside tne business 
center of America's oldest inland city. While 
the women charged with the care of this house 
and its people prefer this seclusion, the 
seeming exile of the house is a symbol.

It is a symbol of rejection. It is a sym
bol of profound acceptance of responsibility 
on the part of the dedicated. It is a symbol 
of indifference on the part of the general in
dividual, the general public, which won't face 
facts—or may not have heard of the facts or 
guessed their existence. It is difficult to 
believe that a man or woman lives who hasn't 
heard.

Strange small items hang inside the win
dows, visible from the unpaved walks which 
parallel one side and front of the House on 
Martha Avenue. One item may be a Punch, or pos
sibly Judy, dangling by a string from a half
lowered curtain or Venetian blind. It may be 
a spinning ribbon. It may be a string of wood
en beads. To see the windows on Martha Avenue 
is to wonder who, and what sorts, live there-

Uis is tbs first installment of 
J. Arthur J. Burks's new book, "LET'S FIND 

OUR HIDDEN CHILDREN", written around the 
Qtiid Guidance Center of Lancaster, Penn. 
After the somewhat condensed manuscript 
has been printed serially In The ABERREE. 
the complete text will be published in 
book form, and the profit donated by Mr. 
Burks toward helping these helpless 
children, of which it is estimated there 
are more them 4,000,000. Riat Mr. Birks 
aid his book will do for these "unfin

ished" children is a mere drop in the bucket, but it nay 
awaken sone of the so-called "able" to their responsi
bility to one sequent of their fellow nan.--THE EDITOR.

in. To pause, and stand and watch is, for 
strange reason, to feel uncomfortable, as 
chill wind had touched the back of the 
with invisible fingertips.

There is suddenly a round moon-face 
front window. It is not a child's face,

some
neck
at a 
nor

it is not human speech. One hears the un
trained voice of a parrot, the high eek-eek of 
the startled small monkey, wild laughter which 
would seem insane if it were not so young. 
There is tempo in the laughter. It breaks 
forth at intervals. The intervals are the only 
breaks. One hears the scampering of feet.

There is no receptionist. None is need
ed. Only the knowing, only the dedicated, 
ever come here. The public, knowing or un
knowing, pass this place by.

The visitor opens the door. There are two 
rooms immediately beyond, in one of which a 
woman in a dark rumpled suit kneels among 
children from possibly six years of age to 17 
—boys and girls. The woman looks up. Few if 
any of the children turn. Those who do seem 
scarcely to see.

"May I help you?" the woman asks.
The visitor mumbles. He’d like to visit, 

if he doesn't disturb anyone. He'd like to 
look at, ask about, study the children.

"You are welcome," she says, clearly mean
ing it. "So few people come. How can our 
children learn to live in the world if no world 
appears to live in? When there are visitors, 
the children learn, ever so little, what to do 
about visitors." *

She is the principal, the visitor learns.
yet an adult’s face. It is behind thick-lensed 
spectacles with heavy rims and frames. The hair 
is pale, the eyebrows thin. The eyes look out 
but say nothing.

(he who has never seen such a face has 
escaped one of the world's greatest tragedies.

At another window a hand reaches up, 
grasping at some dangling geegaw. The hand 
misses, tries again. Even though the geegaw 
isn't out of reach, and isn't moving, the small 
fat hand fails repeatedly. The hand vanishes, giving up. Not until one knows, is it clear 
that for the hand to reach more than once is 
for its owner to show incredible concentration.

The house is old, and, from the outside, 
run down. The passerby can easily, and per
haps does, criticize. But those who live tneir 
days inside have no time for outward appearan
ces of items such as an ancient three-story 
house. Only four of them know, actually, that 
a house is a house, which has an inside and an 
outside.

The watcher turns in at the door. The 
face at the window disappears.

Inside the vestibule, which is very small 
because there isn't really room for a vesti
bule, the visitor hears the first sounds which 
haunt the House on Martha Avenue. There is a 
stairway, leading up and around, on the left. 
There is a doorway leading down to a basement. 
There is a coat hanger near the basement door. 
There is a divan big enough for two. There is 
a closed door on which appear the words:

"CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER."A babble of sound comes through the thick 
door. It is a composite of human voices, but

and as she
This

talks, she points at each child.
-----— at first, since evenseems surprising

animals don't like to be pointed at. 
principal must know. ' " ’

But the
The children, with one
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or two exceptions, don't know, or are unaware, 
that they are being singled out.

There is Terry, 10 years old. It is his 
birthday. The visitor has come dust in time 
to help celebrate with Terry. Terry has a 
young-old hatchet face, a shock of black hair, 
and the most painfully twisted spine the visi
tor ever has seen. He's a hunchback, with the 
hump high under his right shoulder. The S-shape 
of the spine is clearly seen through Terry's 
neat garments. Terry can't sit still. He 
laughs too much. Some idea touches him, and 
his body darts, then stops, undecided, because 
no thought maintains itself—though Terry is 
one of the brightest here.

There are 33 boys and girls in attendance 
today. Two new ones are expected any moment.

The principal points out the mongoloids, 
the unfinished children. The visitor, glancing 
from face to face, unable to leave one face for 
another yet unable to look at one very long, 
notes how closely the mongoloids, no wo from 
the same family or related families, resemble 
one another.

Often mongoloids are born of parents nat
urally past the age of parenthood. They can't 
provide enough material for children.

But any man and woman may mate and pro
duce a mongoloid, an unfinished child. For 
some reason, at the exact time of conception, 
or...or...but nobody really knows...the par
ents have failed to "furnish" the child "idea"«
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in the sense that the full oak is contained in 
the acorn, or should be. It can happen to any
one. Families with several normal children 
may, have, do, produce one mongoloid.

Billy, aged 10 or 11, is one of the hand
somest children the visitor has ever seen. He 
has the cleanest, most even teeth, the most ex
quisite smile. He faces you and smiles, and 
iou feel that he must be very superior—if on- 
y his head were not so big! There is such 

understanding in his smile. He says "hello" 
with his lips without making a sound. But he 
is a mongoloid and must be cared for all the 
days of his life.

Over under a second window is Georgie, 
who peers at nothing much through thick lenses 
—again with heavy rims and frames. He has 
never spoken a word, though he is 11. He 
smiles, opens his mouth wide. He always wears 
a bib, not because he drools saliva (which he 
does7 but because something ails his throat 
muscles and he can't eat neatly. He wears, leg 
braces. He has one of the ataxias, and he 
shouldn't be alive at all. There are others 
here who have the same kind, and shouldn't be 
alive, either. But the tragic fact is, they 
are.

One boy has a wizened kind of face, on 
which a set smile is fixed. It is instantly 
clear that he is stubborn. Whatever is to be 
done, he won't do it, or help do it. He smiles, 
shutting his eyes, but you know he is looking 
at you through lowered lids and you feel guil
ty without knowing why.

"He's eight," says the principal," and has 
been with us two years. He came to us creep
ing. Now he walks, but always as if he didn't 
want to."

He doesn't understand argument, doesn't 
understand words, or speak any; he simply re
bels against the push, the pull, the leading 
fay the hand or elbow. But he must be led, or 
pulled, or pushed, or he would never move— 
save when the teacher turns her back, and he 
can strike someone with the back of his hand.

They all sit at desks, when they sit at 
all, except the beautifully formed, almost 
ebon, little negro girl. She sits cross-leg
ged atop her desk. There is no segregation 
here, though Lissa wouldn't know if there 
were. These children don't know, or don't 
care, whether Lissa is black or white.

Lissa slips lithely, Surely, smoothly 
from the desk-top. It's clear she has some
thing most of the others lack: physical coor
dination to an unusual degree. She begins to 
approach the principal and the visitor, sway
ing, spinning on her toes like a dancer—she 
is dancing—moving her arms, dangling her 
hands above her head at arms' length. She is 
surprisingly graceful. She touches her breast 
with her fingertips, bending down from high 
raised elbows, as if she were doing something 
in pantomime.

She comes close. Her face is unreadable. 
She spins like a small dark houri, but without 
coquetry. Her mouth opens. Her upper lip 
skins back from pearly white teeth, and the 
sound heard in the vestibule has now been 
traced to its source as Lissa "speaks":

"Eek-eek! Eek-eeeeeek t"
There is a girl here who seems to be about 

17. She could be one of the teachers. She is 
dressed as a teacher, even. But while she 
seems almost to be supervising, to be assist
ing the teacher, she is seen, actually, to take 
part in nothing. She meets the eyes of the 
visitor with some show of interest, but no coquetry. What can she be doing here?

This question is answered only when a toy 
balloon comes into the room from the vesti
bule , wafted on the breeze of the opening door. 
This girl, Teresa, cries out: '

"Balloon! Balloon!" But you wouldn't 
recognize the word if she were not looking at 
the balloon, and shrieking with laughter.

"She's trainable, but not educable," the 
principal explains. "That's true of all our 

mongoloids, too; of all the children here. 
They can be trained, but not educated. Their 
I. Q.'s..."

But we know about their I.Q.'s. If they 
were 50 or above these children would be in 
public schools.

Beside the girl in dark clothing—who has 
learned all she knows about sitting, standing, 
looking, fay watching others—is an obese girl 
in yellow. She has the eyes and face of the 
mongoloid, which she is. Her neck is straight 
from the shoulders to the crown of her round 
head. Edie has the mongoloid eyes, lips, 
blondness, and secretive expression—if it is 
an expression—which Teresa does not have. The 
two are great friends. They sit together, and 
Edie whispers to Teresa. Teresa listens, her 
eyes darting elsewhere, her lips moving as she 
answers. She nods her head seriously.

But it is all strange pantomime, for Edie 
talks only a few words, and Teresa couldn't 
understand if she enunciated clearly. Nor does 
Teresa really say anything to Edie, because 
she can't. She doesn't know how.

Then comes the Touslehead, blonde Rebecca, 
holding out her arms to embrace or to be em
braced. She's eight, a tiny undergrown minx.

"Her mother sent diapers for her," says 
the principal. "Oh, yes, we have to teach al
most all of them bathroom techniques. Rebecca 
tells us sometimes now, in time, but it's a 
rather hit-or-miss proposition." Just the same, 
we'ire not going to be bothered with diapers 
for any eight-year-old."

Rebecca doesn't talk, either. But she 
doesn't "eek". She screams—which could be a 
kind of laughter.

A huge man, 17 years of age chronologi
cally, two years of age or less mentally, hulks 
behind an undersized desk. He watches every
thing, including the visitor. He's Herman, tne 
epileptic, who must have morphine, shots or 
orally, several times a day or he will have 
seizures. A teacher walks before him, going 
downstairs, her hands grasping his belt, so he 
won't fall. It's a job for a big woman, if 
Herman should fall.

"How do parents feel...?" the visitor be
gins.

"There are extremes, in parents," the 
principal says quickly. "The commonest extreme 
is, I think, refusal of both parents to admit 
their unfinished child is anything but normal."

How many such children, estimated, are in 
the United States? In three categories, which 
include the trainable but uneducable—the mon
goloid and the imbecile—and the slow-learning 
child for whom special classes must be held in 
public schools, or should be, since not all 
schools separate them, there are 4,000,000 sub
normal children of or approaching school age.

Only 35 are being trained, or developed, 
at the House on Martha Avenue. There is a 
waiting list of 40 more. They must wait until 
there is room. The State provides the four 
teachers. Everything else must be provided in 
other ways: donations.

The 4,000,000 can be trained; some can be
Animals can't be taught to read, write, 

and cipher. But they can be trained- Count
less animals are trained, ty devoted owners.

The 4,000,000 are not owned. But they 
have parents.

Anyone capable of parenthood could be the 
father or mother of any of the 4,000,000.

"You'll stay to lunch, and Terry's birth
day party?" the principal asks the visitor.

"Of course," he says hastily, without 
thinking. If he had thought he might have 
fled. If he had really thought, he could not 
have left for any other important thing on the 
face of the earth—until after the party.

2. CLASSES IN EATING
The children live at their homes. They're 
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brought to the House on Martha Avenue every 
school day. Private individuals dedicate them
selves and their cars to getting the children 
to and from school.

The children bring their lunch baskets. 
There's no cafeteria in the Development Center. 
They would find even the simplest one an in
comprehensible maze.

"It is time for lunch, children," says 
the principal. "It is time for lunch." Every 
teacher carefully enunciates every word. There 
is hope that just one word, in any sentence, 
if repeated often enough, may be retained by 
one or two of the children; may even be re
membered.

It is clear that every child has his 
place at a given table. The same tables must 
be moved to the same places for each luncheon. 
There is always the attempt to establish a 
routine, a pattern. The routine trains. This 
place at this table is for this child. If he 
is led there enough times, he may go there 
eventually without being led or drawn or 
thrust.

The children, some of them, find it amus
ing. They laugh, scuffle, push. In some of 
the mongoloids is a seeming desire to help. 
But a mongoloid may be strong of arms. He may 
push too hard. Another mongoloid, pushed, may 
push back—harder. There can be no relaxing of 
vigilance. There may be no mind here, even in 
the aggregate, but there is always emotion. 
The emotion does not lessen with the growing 
of the day; it increases, threatening to ex
plode.

There seem to be classes in eating. Some 
of the smaller boys and girls—boys at their 
tables, girls at their tables—may eat alone. 
They have been here longest. They have mas
tered routine, the pattern. They get their 
lunch boxes from a closet themselves, take them to their tables. They have been taught 
to know their own. ‘

Two teachers supervise the lunch in the 
two main rooms. But now a third room, and a 
fourth, are seen. The third is just beyond 
the second. It's a kitchen, with tables, sink, chairs, cupboards. The fourth room, to the 
left of the second, is closed. It is kept 
closed. Children go in there with a teacher, 
possibly to be taught the techniques of the 
bathroom.

"Our newest ones," says the principal, 
"are learning to eat. If you'd care to observe 
them?"

Georgie of the eternal bib is here. All 
his life he will, most likely, eat under sup
ervision. But he seems contented enough.

George is being trained to know his name, 
to respond to it. He is being trained to know 
that the bottle contains milk.

"Georgie, do you want some milki"
The teacher pours milk into Georgie's 

plastic cup. He will drink it without help, 
save for the bib. There is something unfin
ished in his mouth, in his throat. There was 
something unfinished in his legs so that he 
wears braces on them. But he can't wear braces 
on the inside of his mouth, in his throat.

He bites off much of his sandwich. He 
holds it in his left hand, while he thrusts 
the bite deeper into his mouth. He tilts his 
head back, like a bird. He has trouble chew
ing. He aids his chewing with the fingers of 
his right hand, all of them, thrust deeply in
to his mouth, among the food. He seems to time 
the movements of his fingers to the movements 
of his jaws so he won't bite his fingers. He 
must have learned that himself...

But no, he bites his fingers. The visitor 
sees him do it, but Georgie seems not to know. 
Moistly masticated bread sticks to the roof of 
Georgie's mouth, and to his teeth. He points 
to it, his mouth wide open. It amuses him. 
But none at this table, save the teacher and 
the visitor, pays the slightest attention.

No child at this learning table selects 

his own sandwiches, apples, dessert, drink, 
whatever the parents have sent. The teacher 
uses the lunchbox, the food, bottles, chairs, 
table, everything, as a stepping stone to 
training.

"Everything has to be worked out," she 
says to the visitor, enunciating as if the 
visitor were Georgie, or Teresa, or Lissa. 
"There's no textbook. No syllabus. Every 
night at home we plan the next day. But we 
have to guess what may happen among people who 
are unpredictable within their limits, and 
we're more than likely to guess wrong."

Queer bits of mimicry are noted in the 
two main rooms, after all the training of new
comers has been explained. All are "newcomers" 
who haven't yet responded to training. The 
mongoloid boy, 15 or 16 years of age, sits at 
the window, eating. He chooses his own food. 
But for his face he would seem normal. But the 
eyes...the nose...the small mouth...there are 
signs. His hands are pudgy, but fairly sure. 
He coordinates well, with spoons, ice cream 
cups, paper plates. But he tries to help. He 
pushes others around, mongoloids and cerebral 
palsy victims, and teachers have to restrain 
him.

The visitor can't forget how the lunch 
started, but he almost did. When all the boxes were ready on the table, the principal said:

"Fold your hands 1 Fold your hands I"
Most folded their hands—but not Lissa, 

not Georgie, not the naturally stubborn boy, 
not Teresa.

"God is good!" murmured the principal, 
very clearly, loudly.

"God is good!" repeated the children, the 
voices of those who could not speak words min
gling unintelligibly with those whose words 
sounded like those the principal had spoken.

"And God is true!" said the principal. 
"And God is true! " they parroted fervently. 
"Amen! Amen!" they all said together.
God must indeed be good and true that He 

gave the four dedicated teachers to the small 
ones in the House on Martha Avenue. He was 
good, too, to the parents of these children 
that He gave them these children to learn ty, 
to make spiritual progress ty. He greatly 
trusted those parents, most of whom merited 
the trust. But some did not, do not...for not 
all "parents" are blood relatives. All, all, 
are relatives of these children, for no two 
people alive, who meet, are "worse than 50th 
cousins".

"Now," says the principal, "clean up the 
tables. It's time for Terry's birthday cake." 

They clean up, busily, without actually 
cleaning much. When this is done, and before 
the cake comes out, they sing "Happy Birth
day" . It sounds about as it does when any 
other children sing it, except, possibly, that 
only the teachers enunciate clearly, if they 
don't sing, only the tune is recognizable.

(To be continued in the April issue.) 
-e^e-

ITSY BITS OF TRAGIC ASININITIES
Europe suffers its worst winter storms of 

the 20th Century. And Russian, British, and 
American "Pandoras" continue shooting off their 
big bombs (and their bigger mouths).

If a jet plane, whizzing ty at a speed 
faster than sound, should set up shock waves 
that damage your home, the House Armed Ser
vices Committee has some advice for you to 
follow before you file a complaint: Check the 
amount and type of damage, then run out and 
identify the aircraft so that you can make out 
the proper blanks. The 60 - plus-mile-an-hour 
plane, meanwhile, will stop and wait while you 
follow these instructions, no doubt.

Add "Born 30 Years Too Late" items: An 
Oklahoma City boy. flying his kite, found him
self afoul of a utility firm for tangling with 
their power lines, and an air transport com
plained he was endangering plane traffic.
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“Book 1” Warning and Scientology Bv"F. B. A.”

yW fycuif
NOTHING else demonstrated Hubbard's 

■ genius that part of the "First Book" 
• would, wherein he delineates the factors 
K that made Scientology the inevitable end 

result of Dianetics. This was probably 
the most completely misunderstood ele

ment in the Dianetic theory. Although Hubbard 
repeatedly emphasized the secret ally computa
tion, and the demon circuit that "protected" 
it, and warned that the pre-clear would do 
anything to avoid giving up the clue to the 
ally, i.e.: the "secret phrase", the point was 

: missed.
Also missing it was Ron Hubbard himself, 

. who should have recognized the working of the 
demon that drove him to denounce his own data 
in the First Book and led him from his origi- 

| nal goals into a thousand bypaths.
i Yet he had pointed out repeatedly that a
i pre-clear will "do anything" to avoid running 
i out an ally computation (even to the extent of 
I "inventing" new sciences to keep from destroy
. ing the demons) or, if lacking inventiveness, 
J will join cults of all kinds provided they re! ject the auditing that threatened the demon, 
I or the ally, and also provide some patty-caking 
। technique to rationalize the evasion.
' Thus we have the half dozen or so "cults"
1 that have caught up the once daring explorers 
i of Dianetics.
: Time and time again, in Book One, Hubbard
; warned against being misled into these dead-
i ends; he even warned against the major side
i track of all—his own "Scientology creed"—by
; stating clearly and in detail that one of the
; workings of a demon circuit is the illusion
: that the pre-clear is outside his body looking
, on. (See Pages 256, 276, and 320 in "Dianet-
’ ics: The Modern Science of Mental Health"). At
! this point, Hubbard said, you have to take
' stock of the situation, recognize that a heavy

fear charge is at hand, and realize that be
fore a pre-clear can run this fear, the cir

i cuit protecting the ally must be broken.
' (Author1s NOTE — This is based on Agnes
. Allen's Law, that "Almost anything is easierto get into than to get out of.")
‘ To protect the ally, Hubbard said, a pre

clear will do anything—and one thing readily 
done was to give up the somatic in restimula
tion, thus "pretending" achievement, and six 
months later turning up with a substitute for 
which Dianetics was then blamed as the pre

, clear joined up with whatever cult suited his 
fancy.

Even lifelong migraine headaches will be 
discarded in a minute by a pre-clear brought 
close to the ally computation that caused the 
migraine, and the most bitter denunciations of 
Dianetics and Hubbard have been made by those 
persons who had to give up a pet sympathy ex
citer, like this, rather than run out the ally 
computation upon which it was locked—justify
ing this a few months later by blaming all 
their troubles on you-know-who.

Even Ron Hubbard did this sort of thing— 
though not being prone to self blame, he 
seemed to prefer blaming his Dianetic cohorts.

Today, the auditor who knows his back
ground on allies and demon circuits can take 
modern "Scientology" straight wire and really 
get results cleaning up the messes made by 
childhood allies in everyone's life.

What is known as Waterloo Station has 
been used by some book auditors for years with 

great success and "differentiation" was one of 
the salient points missed, though clearly sta
ted, in ol' Book One.

It's heartening to realize that the gen
ius for discovery overrode the shying wild 
horse in Hubbard's makeup that fled in panic 
from the spooky images of the demon circuit 
and the ally computation, and that after four 
years of sashaying all over creation, we are 
now right back where w e started running 
straight wire and lock scanning techniques of 
exquisite simplicity that are aimed directly 
at breaking up and clearing out the circuitry 
and the allies by which Dianetics became hoist 
on its own petard in the closing days of 1950.

The essence of exteriorization is that 
when a demon is at work there is no responsi
bility for the pre-clear's make-up. Groups 
driven by demons will give themselves over to 
exteriorization and make the auditor fully 
responsible. This is patty-caking in its ul
timate form—giving your control to a figure
head; taking all directions from an elected 
source of wisdom. "Doing as you are told" is 
one of the main demons, whether the director 
is Ron Hubbard, Ron Howes, Jim Welgos, Major 
Fleet, Father Divine, or "Uncle Goston".

Running these "no responsibility" cases 
is a waste of time for all auditors except 
those who (as Jim Schmitz pointed out in GA
LAXY Magazine and for which X wish to thank 
him) take delight and profit from providing 
illusions for people hungry for them.

On the other hand, those rare individuals 
who take responsibility for exteriorization 
can be run profitably by Route One techniques, 
but it's a wild and wooly affair and not one 
person in 500 had guts enough five years ago 
to plow into the demon circuits and chew up 
the ally computations so clearly outlined in 
Book One...Hubbard included.

This lack of courage and determination by 
both auditors and pre-clears produced a spate 
of 25- to 50-hour "miracle" cures that didn't 
last. A migraine case could skirt the terror 
on an ally connected with the syndrome, 
promptly drop the migraine in preference to 
giving up the ally, and come back a few months 
later with the migraine back, or a substitute 
for it well developed in the form of ulcers, 
arthritis, or membership in a screwball cult.

Why? Very simple. Because leaving the 
demon hooked up, and the ally kept secret, the 
emotional need to be sick is still in power, 
and as long as the emotional need is there the 
physical manifestation will follow in one 
guise or another—wherever the pre-clear goes, 
be it in Scientology, Humanics, Human Engin
eering , Lifting - Yourself-ty-Your-own-  B o o t- 
Straps, Flapping your Ears, or Being a Theta 
Clear, and you cannot run a demon or an ally 
out without unloading the emotional charge in 
the first place, thus eliminating that basic 
need to be sick, or crazy.

However, after a four-year side track, we 
are back hammering at the citadel wherein the 
ally hides, and the good old lock scanning, 
straight wire techniques of Dianetics (now 
called Scientology for some strange reason) 
are aimed with telling force at the web of 
circuitry and its mantle of fear and terror, 
that spooked so many off before.

-e{ie-
Apropos of nothing, Texas is one of the 

48 States. But don't tell a Texan that.
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From Stability to Turmoil Again By 18-11-19

Hem Techniques-and the End Is Hot Het
Il /i LAST installment promised to reveal 
/yl how Scientologists go about bettering 
V * v the lot of mankind. There has been a 
silence, since Scientologists have had this 
thoroughly overhauled for them in the last few 
months. Now, your editor and mine has prodded 
me for the rest of the story, and all I've 
been doing is gaping at the flood of new ideas 
and techniques. But I've found a small stabil
izing factor: The Washington Congress, with 
the release of Issue 5 of "S L P", or "Six 
Levels of Processing". (Issues 6 and 7 already 
have been issued, and are slight revisions of 
Steps One and Two, but they are nothing earth
shaking.)

I can't very well instruct in specific 
techniques here —they'd be obsolete by the 
time this sees print, and oddly enough, this 
is an admission by the powers-that-be that 
there must be understanding, in addition to 
the mechanical use of the techniques. 1 can't 
pass on understanding in the scope of any arti
cle or series of articles. They have a hell 
of a time doing that at the Academy and many 
students stay well past their allotted course 
time before being able to pass the test. But 
I can outline the philosophical approach im
plied, but seldom directly stated, in Hubbard's 
new pronouncements.

First, though, a word about Hubbardian 
pronouncements in general. L.R.H. has shouted 
"This is ITI" so often that many of us, sin
cerely interested in the problems of mankind, 
scarcely even look up anymore. We are remind
ed of the small boy who cried "Wolf! Wolf!", 
and let us look into this a bit further. Who
ever owned the sheep must have been ready to 
feed the small boy to the wolf, but perhaps 
they were chagrined just a tiny bit not to 
have answered the call just one more time; 
they'd have saved the sheep.

Hubbard has perhaps made very large noises 
about very small (or perhaps nonexistent) 
wolves, but one must admit that he's still 
looking, and is still sure that he'll come up 
with the granddaddy of them all one of these 
days, if he hasn't already.

The techniques of Scientology, with minor 
changes, were pretty stable for about a year, 
and it was from this comforting stability that 
I started this series. But, since L.R.H. has 
been teaching the London Clinical Units, alast 
all is turmoil again. No one seems to think 
that the present "S L P" is the end, and this 
is in itself unusual. The change from the 
continuous presenting of different Scientolo
gies as finished products to the admission 
that research is continuing is, I think, a 
healthy one.

Let us see if we can ascertain the nature 
of the beast that has caused the latest cry of 
"Wolf!"

In part, it is an extension of a change 
of attitude noted in these pages for some 
issues. We no longer browbeat some poor body 
and thetan through endless hours of wall-fing
ering. Not at first, anyhow.

Instead, one now begins by getting the 
pre-clear to agree that there is a session and 
that you are the auditor, and here is where 
understanding begins, for you must be able to 
tell when the pre-clear has agreed and realizes 

that these conditions exist, and keep the ses
sion that way. It's part of getting into two
way communication with the pre-clear, and it 
should be quite obvious that the better the 
two-way communication is, the better the re
sults. Unfortunately, this requires a fairly 
high auditor case-level, for some things can 
be highly restimulative to a listener who has 
not been straightened out on such things him
self. It seems that Hubbard has at least 
partly given up on mechanical techniques, and 
has realized that the auditor must be to some 
degree aware in order to produce good results.

So, the emphasis now is upon establishing 
and maintaining two-way communication with the 
pre-clear. This includes acknowledging all 
communication originated by the pre-clear 
(even "burps" and sighs) by such remarks as 
"O.K.", "All right", "Fine", etc., sincerely 
expressed. We will have no more auditing ma
chines giving commands!Any somatics and/or dope-off are now re
garded as lapses in two-way communication, and 
the session should be re-established ("Are you 
ready to continue the process?" or "Are you 
ready to have me precess you some more?" and 
so on). Changes in process are now noted and 
talked about. ("I'm now going to give you a 
process in which the comnand will be so-and- 
so. O.K.? All right, so-and-so.")

Present-time problems are discussed and 
handled by a couple of neat little techniques 
that de-emphasize them for at least the length 
of the session. If they do recur, or happen 
to show during the session, they are never ig
nored. Talked over, communicated "through", 
but never ignored. This really should be ob
vious.

Just enough 8-C—moving the body around 
the room—is done to establish that the pre
clear is following commands. If he agrees to 
do it, then does it, chances are that he'll do 
other commands, unless he slips out of commun
ication. Whereupon it's up to the auditor to 
get him back in.

The big theoretical advance is the theory 
of "not know". This runs as follows: Origin
ally the thetan knew, so in order to have a 
game, he had to "not know"—unknow—something, 
then know it again. This has gone down scale 
through many inversions of forgetting and re
membering until getting knowledge has become 
the struggle it is today. ~

The idea in processing these days is to 
get the pre-clear able to "not know" various 
things until he is able to do so with anything. 
A command could be "Give me semething you 
wouldn't mind 'not-knowing' about that car", 
or any other object in sight. Many processes 
are now run out-of-doors, or in bus stations, 
etc. You may have heard of the precess called 
"Union Station", or its more recent counter
parts, "Victoria Station" and "Waterloo Sta
tion". (In case you didn't know, Hubbard is 
now in London.) _

The importance of "universes" in a case 
is receiving continued attention. All of us 
have at one time or another accepted an idea 
or opinion or judgment from another—not made 
a similar one, now, but accepted another's; 
it's still theirs, but you're using it, too. 
The more of these ideas, etc., that you accept 
from a person, the more you become involved in 
his or her universe. A couple of major new 
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processes are aimed at splitting off these 
universes, and "Mama" or ''Papa" may now be 
disposed of in a couple sessions, leaving you 
free to make your own decisions.

Another set of procedures is aimed more 
or less directly at what old-timers in this 
game used to call "getting more attention into 
present time". The actual goal is to create 
more space, in a sort of subjective sense, for 
the person. If he doesn't really feel that he 
belongs in a place, he isn't going to notice 
much except that which he expects to punish 
him for being here.

For those who are familiar with the old 
Affinity, Reality, and Communication triangle, 
the trend of the last couple years to recog
nize the "C" corner as much the most important 
is continuing. Hence the emphasis upon two
way communication all the way through any 
session.

I have refrained from giving processes in 
detail here, as a process used out of context 
isn't nearly as effective as it is when used

Conti trued Change Catt Qet Pretty Poring, Zoe
By PHILIP HIIEBMAN 

flCCOR^)lau to the noted authority, T. Inman, 
the letters "S" and "Z" are interchange
able. So also are all the vowels. In old 
English, the letters "f" and "s" are iden

tically written. So far, introductory rehash.
Now, God the Father is said to be the Di

vine Sire, the All-Seeing-Eye in the apex, the 
zero summation of everything.

So, following the Aramaic rote or Inman, 
the word "desire" is de-sire, is de-zero; that 
is, to fall out with the Old Man (All-ed Mean) 
and materialize colonically.

The first passage in the Hebrew morning 
service is this declaration of faith: "He is 
the lord of the universe, who reigned ere any 
creature yet was formed. At the time when all 
things were made by His desire, then was His 
name proclaimed King."

The Divine Sire is the All-Nothing center, 
which is perfect balance. Unbalancing into 
males and females, positives and negatives, is 
wrought by desiring, which is de-siring. This 
is the division of the prime zero into unbal
anced plus zeros and minus zeros.

The wish is father to the thought. Every 
thought is a physical manifestation, an iso
tope of zero, a de-sire, a de-zero.

It has been propounded that we de-zeroed 
on account of boredom. We experience boredom 
when and where everything is the same. There 
is no diversity in the All-Seeing-Eye, where 
all that is seen are zeros within zeros. This 
is the Realm of Permanence where there is a 
surfeit (sir fiat—sir seat) of all the husks 
of the world.

So change is wanting and wanting is 
change and that which we get from wanting we 
find wanting. And we, as quickly, get tired 
of change as we get bored with sameness.

Consider the terrific change in our life 
cycle from the infinitesimal sperm to birth. 
Consider how a child breaks its neck, its toys, 
and its environment trying to experience quick 
changes. But slowly and surely, the acceler
ated changing peters out and by the age of 40 
we are ready to again slow down to a walk, to 
a life of changelessness.

Now, the more we desire to get back to 
God, the more materially involved and de-sired 
and un-Godly we become. "The very act of want
ing mocks up its unavailability," agrees A. 
(devil aught to know) Hart. The very desire to 
become One with God prevents its consummation. 
Every single thought is a desire, and a de-sire 
is a change.

Since thoughts follow each other like 
sheep, the Bible calls them sheep, the symbol 
of the innocent lamb that must perish (perish 

with the others in the "S L P" and when there 
is a broad basic understanding which, as I've 
said, I can't begin to give here. I will say, 
though, in all sincerity, that from what I 
have seen, the students now being graduated 
from the Academy in Washington have acquired a 
basic understanding of Scientology, as well as 
facility in using a few techniques, and have 
in a good many instances gotten much improve
ment in their own cases. Regardless of the 
number of times L. R. H. has announced "The 
End", it has not yet arrived. The science, or 
religion, is still growing in depth of under
standing and efficiency of techniques. And the 
instruction is improving. You find fewer and 
fewer persons who consider it all a waste of 
time and money. Some of the old-time "rough 
cases" have begun to move. It's now a matter 
of getting them to hold still long enough to 
€et processed. I think it's safe to predict 
hat the results of this ferment should begin 
to be noticed on the "surface" of our society 
within a couple of years.

the thought) for the iniquity of our inequity. 
Every lost last one of them must be sought out 
and returned to the Father's house. Miss a 
single thought and you miss the whole.

Following through with the old English 
identity of "f" and "s", we can translate the 
word "life" to "lies". We express ourselves 
truthfully only when we are not looking. Our 
so-called conscious life is living a lie.

When the central zero is divided into plus 
and minus zeros, mathematics cries, "That's a 
liet", and so is that and so is that. No, life 
is not what it's cracked up to be.

When the central zero is divided into plus 
and minus zeros, mathematics cries, "That's a 
lie I", and so is that and so is that. No, life 
is not what it's cracked up to be.

The logical conclusion to the "yes and no" 
answer to every question is, that on the ma
terial plane, it is impossible to tell the 
whole truth. In the God center it is impossi
ble to tell a lie. Materiality is a two-dir
ectional surge. If it's true it's a trio in 
One. .

Gratification is gyrate-ification. Gyra
tion is the beginning of matter. Spinning is 
spawning. And sire is fire, is fear, is sear, 
is sower, is sour.

Perhaps, like most fruits, it was too 
sour for us in the center and sweeter at the 
periphery. Perhaps we feared the fire that 
kept the melting pot of nothing-all. Or, per
haps, by repulsion of sames, from sheer bore
dom, we bored the dome, the unnatural dame, 
the Queen of Heaven that surrounds (sir rounds) 
the center. We Sons of God saw the dptters of 
men and fell for them. Thus, we automatically 
divided ourselves from the Adamic Garden, the 
male-female all-den, the guardian dragon. And 
we have been split personalities, cracked 
eggs, ever since.

Now all the King's horses and all the 
King's men can't put Zero together again. And 
he was such a good old egg.

A physical technique or that which em
ploys thinking can only, by its very nature, 
involve us in utter hopelessness by enmeshing 
us deeper and deeper into the maze of materi
ality, because thinking is change, and change 
is diversity, and diversity is suffering. The 
positive thinkers are "positive stinkers".

NOTHING CAN help us. So let's do it to
gether. To gather effortlessly and automati
cally all-inclusive in the silence, we can do 
nothing in excess, for, in one shot, we are 
all there—there where the known material plus 
is X-ed and the unknown psychological X is 
plussed.

U don't know the half of it.
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Some Beliefs Thrive on Ignorance By WILL ROTH

New Data Unsticks Old Agreements
¿HEN WE were children, we agreed (reluc- 

jlf tantly) to be taught, mostly ty those 
yy capable of teaching only what they had 

been taught. They poured all kinds o f 
sense and nonsense into our little heads, all 
of which was acceptable and agreeable to the 
society as being unlikely to cause any drastic 
change in the maintenance of the society's 
identity. .

We may agree that all this is acceptable 
for poor "defenseless" children, but are we 
still children now? Isn't it about time we 
went into action in learning for ourselves, in 
deciding for ourselves? For example, in deal
ing with what is called "reality", do you KNOW 
that you actually are dealing with your created 
images of that reality, rather than with the 
said reality directly? Do you KNOW that your 
emotions are decided upon by you in terms of 
the images you have created? Do you realize 
that you have to decide whether you are angry 
or sad or depressed or antagonistic and that 
all these decisions are of your own making in 
accordance with the images or mock-ups you 
have created of reality?

Now, some beliefs, apparently, can only 
be maintained through a requisite degree of 
ignorance of other different beliefs, facts, 
or data. This requires the banning of what is 
undesired from the "authoritative" viewpoint. 
Properly handled, it leaves a person, we may 
say, "stuck" with his taught belief. ■ Some 
churches go in for this kind of control: "Don11 
listen to Doakes! He's a heretic! He's a 
squirrel! He's a Communist—a Socialist! a 
Democrat—a one-worlderI" "It's bad over that- 
away!" is the way L. Ron Hubbard described it 
in one of his lectures.

No control system (often called "govern
ment") would be necessary or could, as present
ly constituted, exist with full information 
available to the controllees. Full information 
Would result in the world's first democracy—a 
government by the people, of the people, and 
for the people—and this is something no poli
tician or other agreed upon authority wants. 
It is said of George Bernard Shaw that when 
asked how he felt about Democracy, he replied: 
"Fine! We ought to try it sometime!"

, What I'm getting at is "How are we going 
to attain that desired state of 'clear' (sort 
of a nasty word in 'official' circles at pres
ent)?" Well, one of the ways is by unsticking 
some of our agreed upon beliefs. Of course, 
in the process, it involves learning how to 
operate for ourselves, though we really do not 
have to "learn" this so much as we do to change 
our consideration that we aren't capable of 
doing our own learning.

One of the ways to unstick a belief is to 
become aware of alternate beliefs or simply 
additional beliefs. Sometimes, we need only 
look over one of our pet beliefs sort of care
ful-like to realize rather quickly that it 
doesn't have much validity. Of course, one of 
the things that may make it a little difficult 
is that we have carefully disguised some of 
these beliefs by considering them as "facts" 
or "well thought out opinions" or "honest con
victions" or "the right thing to do".

We can find alternate beliefs simply by 
asking, looking, or (better yet) just invent

ing some alternatives. In doing this we, of 
course, "change our minds". Now, most of us 
are aware that what is called the reactive 
mind is a sort of created, automatic, and me
chanical affair, but fewer of us are likewise 
aware that the "analytical mind" is also a 
created, rather automatic machine-like struc
ture. Probably, the chief difference between 
them is that the analytical mind thinks se
quentially (logically), while the reactive 
mind operates in terras of identities: the fam
ous "A equals A equals B equals a yellow sports 
car equals a utility pole on a curve equals a 
fractured skull".

If you want to change the world, change 
your mind — because when you do change your 
mind, you change your images, your mock-ups. 
You make the grass greener, the air more ex
hilarating, your emotions more volatile. When 
you realize your reality is what you make it, 
you have no one to "blame" but yourself if you 
do not like it.

Additional data often can be helpful in 
creating new beliefs for old—and no belief 
will exist unless maintained ty you, which is 
an action you are doing. You do not have to 
"get rid of" anything! Just refuse to continue 
to maintain it, whatever it is.

Persons who insist they are unaware of 
creating their own data may be helped ty sim
ply asking them questions about past decisions. 
"What other way could you have done that?" 
"What would have happened if you had done it 
that way?" "Then what would have happened?" 
"What else would have happened?" "What other 
way could you have done it?" Here's where you 
find people either very reluctantly inventing 
alternatives or just "knowing" there was no 
other way to do it. They even may come up
scale and get a mite peeved that you are im
plying there may have been some other way they 
could have done whatever they did. They "know" 
they did "right" and it was everybody else who 
was "wrong". If you have the guts to stick it 
out, they'll either get better, or you'll get 
lumps on your head, or both, or neither. But, ' 
it'll be fun, if you make it fun.

One way of avoiding "invalidating" the 
person's "rightness" is to ask questions. This 
is an ancient and honored (often safer, too) : 
method of changing a person. Another method is : 
to give an apparent answer, which actually . 
only moves the question over another stage. 
For example, you explain that the reason a 
person "sees" is that his eye operates some
thing like a pin-hole camera, and most people 
will accept that as an actual answer. It isn't, 
of course. You just moved the question over 
one stage. You can get your pre-clear to do 
all kinds of new things he previously would 
have "known" he could not do by using this 
"move over a stage" method. You even may get 
him to quit "waiting" for something to happen, 
and get him to start "doing", creating his own 
images knowingly and on purpose. You may find 
this method used by "those who really know", 
now that you know what to look for.

To really change, nothing can be consid
ered too sacroeanct to look at or handle. You
'll probably find it necessary to educate your 
"normal" person to the point he realizes that 
the emotion he feels when he talks about the 
past is just a "recall" like "visio", "audio",
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"smell", "somatic", or some other memory abil
ity. Once he gets this as an awareness, things 
will unsnarl a lot faster, particularly if he 
becomes interested in why he is feeling the 
emotion now or if he considers it ridiculous.

Some of the things to be wiped off the 
sacrosanct list (besides Mama) are: Auditors, 
Dianetics, Scientology, processes, authorities 
(i.e. policemen, Ron Hubbard, God, the Devil. 
Alphia Hart (ED. NOTE — Will, how could you?) 
etc.), various "blasphemous" words, "obscene" 
words, stupidity, "I don't know", death, pain, 
and the multitudinous collection listed in 
Step IV of S.O.P. 8-C. Don't forget "gossip"!

Let's try some of these in the form of 
questions:

Do you think Ron Hubbard has actually 
contributed anything of value for the better- 
-isent of Mankind?

Do you know how young Mr. Hubbard had to 
be when he started his research on the mind, 
if he has been at it all the years claimed? (I 
practically had a line charge mocking up little 
12-year-old Ronny poring over weighty tomes 
compiled by the world's great philosophers.)

Do you think that some particular process 
or any process can do you some good? Do you 
think the processes will make you more able or 
a "clear"?

Do you feel that Mr. Hubbard knows what's 
best for you? Do you think some auditor knows 
what's best for you?

Do you feel that reality is the same for 
others as it is for you?

Did you know that John Campbell, editor 
of ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTION, for whom Mr. 
Hubbard wrote stories, has the reputation of 
originating ideas and suggesting them to his 
writers for them to write about in stories or 
articles, and that he had a lot to do with the 
original publicizing of Dianetics? (See May, 
1950, issue.)

Do you think Ron Hubbard is a red-headed 
thetan?

Do you know that Mr. Hubbard suggested in 
his December, 1952, lectures that a thetan may 
"lose" his body to another thetan? That this 
implies that the body you know as "Joe Doakes" 
may now be run by a different thetan since 
Wednesday?

Do you think Mr. Hubbard is an "operating 
thetan"? That he completely controls his body 
and never needs help from doctors because he 
never gets sick? Do you think he could Just 
teleport his body anywhere, but refrains be
cause he doesn't want to upset people? Do you 
think he keeps his body in splendid physical 
shape? Is there any doubt in your mind but 
that he has cleared all members of his family? 
All members of his staff?

Do you think that the Scientology organi
zational headquarters is setting an able exam
ple of building a congregation and student 
body from local inhabitants to the extent that 
they no longer need to solicit or depend on 
fees from "professional Scientologists" and 
their acquaintances?

When did the physical universe start?
Does fear have to do with the past, the 

present, or the future? Can you be afraid of 
being caught in the rain after it starts rain
ing?

How much present time does the body have?
What i6 the actual shape of a particular 

physical object that you look at? "When" do 
you see it?

What is the difference between an emotion 
and a sensation? '

What is a memory?
Are there as many realities as there are 

living things to consider the so-called phys
ical universe? Or, is there just one reality 

with a different mock-up of it made by each 
different living thing? ,

What other person has the same reality 
you have?

What is it all right for you not to know 
about a specific object or a specific person? 
Some other things regarding the same that it 
is all right not to know.

Do you have a poor memory? How do you 
"know" this? In what way does it help you? 
Have you had a poor memory? Do you have a poor 
memory now? How do you continue to have a poor 
memory? Will you have a poor memory tomorrow? 
How do you know?

What is the "chronic tone" level or lev
els of the average newspaper? Motion picture 
magazine? The ABERREE? The ABILITY? CERTAINTY? 
The religion you are familiar with? Your own 
tone level? Do you complain? Propitiate? Con
trol? Are you covert? Do you ever feel perse
cuted in any way?

On what are you dependent physically? 
Mentally? Spiritually?

Do you think thetans are watching you 
with ulterior motives in mind?

Is Scientology a group function? Do many 
persons contribute original ideas? Can you 
name some?

If changing relationships, or what we 
call "motion", is the norm for the physical 
universe; if motion or action is the common 
denominator; if energy is the basic for all 
"objects" and reality—then would a person's 
knowingness be more indicated by his actions 
or by his data? Would there be any other form 
of knowingness in the physical universe than 
action?

Are you your mind? or is your mind a 
built-up composite of your agreements and your 
data? Can YOU change your mind? Can you change 
your SELF? Can you change YOU?

Is the SELF that you consider to be YOU 
actually YOU or just a mock-up YOU made?

Well, that's enough of that. You either 
invented seme new ideas, or you didn't. Maybe 
you dramatized some emotions, in which case 
consider yourself applauded for an exceptional 
performance! I appreciate your acting abil
ity. No statement or question I presented "had 
to" be considered true. If you felt I said 
something I "shouldn't have" said, have your 
auditor run you on the creation of reality, 
the creation of belief, the creation of agree
ment, the creation of emotion, or the creation 
of "little me" who needs some big powerful 
authority to teach me the truth, from which I 
shall never waver, and to which and to whom I 
shall always and forever be 100 percent loyal.

Thank You, Volney, But We Find
It’s Safer to Eat Dangerously

Volney Mathison's "Dollar Meter" is quite 
a gadget. It's an "ouija" on a chain. It's 
crystal so that you can see there are no "hid
den gimmicks".

Volney says it will answer "yes" or "no" 
to any question you might ask, swinging to the 
left or right, or up and down, like a bashful 
schoolboy in a crowd of teasing females.

He also says it'll tell you what food is 
good for you. All you do is hold it over the 
plate of beans, or what-have-you, and ask the 
right questions, wait for the right answers, 
and you can eat in safety. You also can use it 
to check for sufficient vitamins, minerals, etc.

Since we eat at a cafeteria, we thought of 
using it ourselves—holding it over each salad, 
meat, vegetable; and dessert as we move along 
the line until we were satisfied we were get
ting the right food, but when we looked at the 
long, hungry line behind us, we put the little 
gadget back in our pocket. It seemed much safer 
to take our own responsibility for what we eat.

Maybe the man with an understanding wife 
can use this food ritual safely at hone. Maybe.
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AN ABRIDGEMENT FROM
'Creative Image Therapy' By VOLNEY G. MATHISON

LOVE Creates --HATE Destroys
jF^yREAT achievements, the work of the great 
m /-J men and women of this world, have not Ml 5 ■ been accomplished through philosophical 

introspection or the ladling about of 
words. Great achievements, great events are 
the outcome of motional creative ACTION. Act
ion, first on the psychical image level, then 
on the physical level. Only creative action is 
productive of immortal works.

What is the function, the true basic pur
pose of creative action? It is obviously not 
to be undertaken for itself as some idle, 
time-wasting "game". The disclosure, of the 
answer to this question reveals the tremen
dously illuminative resolutions obtainable by 
posing the problem NOT in words but in mental 
image constructions. This can be accomplished 
by observing any creative action in ah image 
pattern. Is the creative action primarily for 
the benefit of the originative actor, or the 
person creating the action? No! With the ex
ception of the process of self-healing, crea
tive action is solely for the aid and.benefit 
of others. Really the self-healing process e s 
may be included as tending toward the Welfare 
of others — for a whole and sound human being 
can render more useful aid to others than one 
who is ill. Examine any proposed creative 
action, and you will find that it comprises 
doing something that will be of benefit to 
others.

After obtaining this clear and illuminat
ing insight on the image-action level, one may 
bring the question — what is the true purpose 
of all creative action?—down once more to the 
weaker level of words and language and present 
the answer:

Creative action is an action of LOVE.
Love in all languages implies, in its 

best sense, actions of caring for, actions 
revealing concern for the welfare of another— 
or for many others.

Every entertaining, useful, beautiful 
object or event created by man is an express
ion of love—of caring about the well-being of 
others.

The seamstress nas an image of a happy 
girl wearing the dress she is creating. And 
the machine on which she sews was created by a 
man who visualized first on the psychic level 
a way of relieving the tedious toil of the 
seamstresses of his day. The thresher and the 
reaper were invented by men who sought to re
lieve the back-breaking labor of other men in 
the fields. Edison created psychic image pat
terns of the first phonograph, the first mo
tion picture machine — devices that provided 
pleasure, relaxation, and entertainment for 
most of the present inhabitants of the entire 
world. He did not image up these instruments 
primarily for himself or for his own benefit 
—but for the good of others. The worker in 
industry engaged in producing any good non
military product has both conscious and sub
conscious pride in aiding in the creation of 
beautiful and useful things for others.

This principle that the great enduring 
creative actions of this world are loving 
actions for the welfare of others is startl
ingly illustrated by considering the opposite 
type of actions — actions aimed at the injury 
and the destruction of other human beings— 
the appalling actions of HATE.

The major actions of hate are those of 
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rapine, murder, and of WAR. And the term "war" 
includes, of course, the production of murder
ous implements thereof.

The writer once was engaged briefly dur
ing World War II in the installing of electri
cal components in a big warship. When one 
walked in through the shipyard gates in the 
morning, one felt as if one were entering sud
denly into an ugly, evil nether world of ten
sion, suspicion, apathy, and fear—all mani
festations of HATE. Here there was no enthus
iastic driving common urge to produce, to 
create. Here there was mainly a sort of or
derly confusion. Men malingered, hiding in 
out-of-the-way compartments to shoot dice or 
to sleep. Those who worked seemed to do it in 
slow motion. There were interminable errors, 
mistakes, false starts on structures that were 
dismantled again. In the morning one got one1s 
blueprints from heavily guarded roans. Each 
print was checked and rechecked, signed for, 
re-signed for. In the evening each print had 
tobe returned, again checked, re checked, 
signed, and re-signed back in. And those 
sternly guarded blueprints, many of them, were 
not worth the paper they were printed on. Some 
were nightmares of confusion; they brought 
structures into impossible and grotesque re
lationships. For example, a group of elec
tricians would painstakingly put up a complex 
switchboard panel, and next week could come to 
work to find it all cut away with acetylene 
torches by a group of steam-fitters who had 
other prints showing a huge high-pressure 
steampipe had to pass through the very same 
space occupied by the switchboard.

On this job one would go to a procurement 
office for some component one was ready for, 
and the officer-in-charge would consult his 
stacks of records and assert flatly that the 
item was not in stock in the warehouse. Yet 
one could by certain maneuvers get into the 
warehouse and lay one's hand on crates and 
crates of the allegedly "out-of-stock" items. 
If this fact were to be reported back to the 
procurement offices one could and undoubtedly 
would have been arrested for espionage.

It sounds like but it was not enemy sabo
tage. It was a manifestation of the psychical 
effects of being engaged in an industry of 
HATE. On the subconscious level, the draughts
men, the lay-out men, and acetylene cutters 
who were discovered to have placed portholes 
below the water line did not want that ship of 
HATE to float.

These subconscious psychical effects pre
vail throughout the whole business of war.

Millions of dollars worth of heavy, cost
ly, useful equipment lies abandoned and rusting 
in the jungles of the South Sea islands. Mil
lions of high-priced articles, paid for invol
untarily by the taxpayers, are annually des
troyed, concealed, burned, or thrown into the 
seas. A soldier patient of mine who was at 
Corregidor in the Philippines when the Japanese 
invaded related in detail how masses upon 
masses of costly equipment in those fortifi
cations were so rusted and neglected, so Un
cared for, that it was in the main unusable 
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and inoperative when the enemy attack came. 
War equipment seems to rust away, to break up, 
to disintegrate almost before one's eyes — for 
it is equipment of HATE, built for the injury 
and destruction of human beings.

Destructive and creative action are dia
metrically opposed. One is of HATE; the other 
is of LOVE. This is the simple tut infallible 
test of creative action; does it reflect con
cern for the welfare of others? Does it com
prise caring for others? If so, it is a good 
and creative action.

This, too, is the touchstone whereby one 
may test the sincerity of the healer.

The bonafide healer—whether he be a med
ical doctor, a chiropractor, a naturopath, a 
psychiatrist, a psychologist, a physical ther
apist, or a lay analyst—the sincere healer is 
engaged in the work that he performs because 
he cares for the welfare of other human be

ings. His work, as he intends it, is a work of 
love. He genuinely wishes, consciously and 
subconsciously, to heal the sick. (The "sick’ 
in this context always means both the phys
ically ill and the psychically troubled.)

And here is the last, the final important 
"secret" of creative image therapy.

No matter from what school he comes, let 
the healer, as he ministers to a patient, 
create psychic image patterns in his own mind 
of the patient as now being healed and made 
whole.

The healer does not visualize, cannot 
visualize the patient as healed an’, made whole 
in the vague future. The psychical Images the 
healer ought to create are of the patient 
being healed and made whole HERE AND NOW!

This is the thesis of this therapy: first 
the image, then the event — but the image is 
one of realization NOW.

The patient's own (Continued on P. 14)

á ^(êaaidian
By RUTH O.YERKS

E'RE ALL familiar with "guardian angels", 
as Arthur J. Burks testified in a recent 
article in The ABERREE. We've read and 
heard about them since we were children— 

how they walk beside us, shove automobiles out 
of our paths, and sit on our bedposts at night, 
and maybe, when we were babies, they kept the 
cat from smothering us in our sleep, bless 'eml

They are accredited with spending our 
entire lives keeping us out of mischief, but 
sometimes I think they fall down on the job, 
are out to lunch, or asleep on duty. You read 
in the papers every day where people are get
ting killed fay falling down stairs, in airplane 
crashes, car wrecks, or get burned—and such 
horrible things. Makes one wonder just where those angels are keeping themselves at such 
crucial moments.

I figured if Mr. Burks could meet his 
angels, or monitors, maybe I, too, could open 
contact with mine. I wanted to meet those 
guys who are supposed to be strewing roses in 
ny path. The only way I knew to go about it 
was to first go into a self-imposed trance, 
which is easier than skidding on greased ice, 
in order that I could contact the Almighty 
Knower, from Whom all life stems, including ny 
own humble self.

Managed to get through all right, and met 
His Majesty pronto.

"Sir," said I, "here I stand thus, naked 
of soul lief ore Thy Almighty Presence. I want 
to meet ny guardian angels about whom I've 
read so many valiant deeds."

The All Knower answered: "That's under
standable. We've been expecting you. Your 
visit is preordained on Page umpteen billion 
trillion ninety-nine, in small print at the 
bottom of the page."

Sure enough. I saw it with ny own eyes! 
I had a date with the Guy Upstairs on this 
particular day at this particular hour!

Then, he introduced me to my guardian 
angel. I expected, of course, to meet one or 
more radiant beings, strolling with godly maj
esty toward me, heads haloed, and glowing 
angelic wings tucked snugly at the shoulder 
blades.

But, coming toward me in a typical sloppy 
gait and slovenly appearance, was none other 
than myself—or a reasonable facsimile there-
of. 
well

"Hi, 
pect

I was disgusted, but figured I might as 
face it and get the facts.
As my other self approached, she grinned.
Old Fruit," she hailed. "You didn't ex- 
to meet ME here, did you?"

"Hell no," I said, very politely, 
be the LAST one I'd want to meet here."

"You'd

"Hal" ny other self said. "You've got a 
lot to learn. Didn't you know you were your 
own guardian angel?"

"Oh, yeah?" I said, using a phrase I'd 
found useful when I was hard put for anything 
better to say. "Then how come I don't have 
wings?"

Uy other self just laughed in ny face. 
"Before you dismiss me, don't you reckon it'd 
be kind of foolish for the Almighty Knower to 
send you out as a soul to Earth to live in a 
perfectly normal physical body, to manifest 
His intelligence, and then have to send along 
a couple heavenly emissaries to do your think
ing for you? The Almighty has a lot more for 
His angels to do than have them trailing hu
mans to keep them out of trouble. Remember the 
time you were a little shaver and you put your 
hands on the burning gas jets in your mother's 
kitchen?"

"Sure," I said. "And I've Still got the 
scars to prove it!"

"Well," continued ny other self, "there 
weren't any heavenly angels there to pull your 
paddies out of the fire. You did it yourself, 
and by so doing, you were learning to be your 
own guardian angel."

I scratched ny head. "Maybe it was in
stinct, " I said.

Uy other self shrugged. "If you want to 
imagine that your intuition or instinct of 
self-preservation are guardian angels, in that 
sense they are—minus the halos and wings. But 
that way you are breaking down your own per
sonality into several personalities."

"O.K.," I said. "I didn't exactly hanker 
to be trailed about all my life anyway. There 
are times a gal wants to be alone. For exam
ple : when she's being courted ly her best beau, 
or robbing her grandmother of her. life savings, 
or someone else's grandmother..." Uy other 
self was fading, and I was talking to not much 
of anything.

up
But it's kind of nice to know that it's 

to ME to take care of the body in which I 
am housed, to keep it clean behind the ears, 
to feed it properly, and to give it sufficient 
rest, and to look both ways when I want to 
cross the street. I was given eyes with which 
to perceive impending dangers, hands to feel, 
arms to reach with, ears to hear with, feet to 
carry me forward in life, and a head that can 
look forward and backward fay turning to see 
where I’ve been, where I am now, and where I'm 
going. And I guess that makes ME ny guardian 
angel.

Who's yours?
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2. A Primer on Synergetics

Right Tools Help
T

THIS discussion we are interested in in
vestigating ways and means of improving 
our lives: of accelerating our mental, 
emotional, and spiritual growth: of es
tablishing continually better conditions in 

our interpersonal relations with our families, 
friends, and associates; of enjoying better 
health, more abundant survival, and a greater 
peace of mind. In other words, we are inter
ested in leading more useful, healthier, hap
pier lives.

In any attempt we make to use a thing 
successfully, we must first determine its pur
pose. And we usually achieve success in using 
something to the degree that we understand its 
purposes. Following this line of reasoning, if 
we want to live useful, healthy, happy lives, 
then the first thing we should do is ask the 
question, "What is the purpose of my life?"

Once we honestly ask this question we are 
immediately struck with the magnitude of it. 
Many individuals may get this far only to de
cide that the answer to such a profound ques
tion is beyond their ability to comprehend. 
Such people go on suffering the vicissitudes 
of life simply because they believe there is 
nothing else they can do. But let us take a 
different attitude. Instead of deciding the 
question is beyond our ability to comprehend, 
or that we are not intended to know the answer, 
let us investigate to see what we can find.

It seems to me that a great many persons 
consider the accumulation of material possess
ions as being the purpose of life. Let me sub
mit that such a consideration is the grossest 
of errors, that it could be otherwise than error only if life originated as a colossal 
cosmic accident, only if life had its very 
beginning at birth and experienced total ob
livion at death. Even then, the purpose of 
life would not be the accumulation of material 
wealth simply because under those circumstan
ces life would have no purpose at all.

For life to have a purpose, I feel we must 
take something more with us when we pass out 
of life than when we entered life at birth. 
Since we cannot take our material possessions 
with us when we go, then it obviously must be 
something else we are here to acquire. It fol
lows that if we know what that specific some
thing is, we could do a better job of acquir
ing it.

If we are to make an effort to discover 
our purpose, of course we must look in the 
right place. And the only really obvious place 
to look is within ourselves. Since each of us 
is a unique individual we have every reason to 
suspect that each of us has a unique purpose. 
If such is the case, then using other human 
beings as subjects will not lead us to our own 
answers. We must each of us seek self-under
standing through a study of our own selves. We 
must find our own truth in terms of our own 
individual experiences.

Suppose a strange ship from outer space 
were to land on earth and leave behind an un
usual machine when it departed. Upon examina
tion of this machine, what would be the first 
question we would ask about it? Might it not 
be, "What is its purpose?" And might we not 
immediately conclude that if we were to deter
mine its purpose we would first have to study 
the machine itself to achieve an understanding 
of its workings?

And so it is with ourselves. Our first
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Us Know Selves 
task in a quest for our purpose is an effort 
to achieve some self-understanding—particul
arly about such things as how our minds work, 
our emotions and how we use them, our beliefs 
and where they came from, our attitudes and 
why we express them as we do, our motives and 
why we accept them, etc.

In most things the reason for being is 
not so much a matter of moral or ethical con
sideration as it is a matter of right-use-ness 
or wrong-use-ness. It is only in the realm of 
human relations that morals and ethics become 
a consideration. Basically we have established 
moral and ethical standards as guides we may 
use to direct u s toward right-use-ness and 
away from wrong-use-ness. Perhaps, in order 
to become aware of the purpose of our lives, 
we must look beyond the framework of moral and 
ethical standards to the basis from which they 
sprang, the concept of right-use-ness and 
wrong-use-ness. To better demonstrate the 
meaning here, let me use a watch as an analogy.

The purpose of a watch is to always ex
hibit the "right" time. There is no moral or 
ethical consideration involved. It is simply 
a matter of reality. Either the watch exhibits 
the "right" time or it exhibits the "wrong" 
time. I can use a watch to determine the right 
time provided the particular watch I am using 
is accomplishing its purpose.

If the watch is not keeping the right 
time, I cannot take it apart and put it back 
together so that it will keep the right time 
except, perhaps, by accident. On the other 
hand,a competent watchmaker can take my erring 
watch and correct its faults.

Why can the watchmaker do this and yet I, 
who am admittedly as intelligent as the watch
maker, cannot? It is because the watchmaker 
has studied watches. He knows the various 
parts, the functions of those parts, and the 
relation of the functions. He also knows his 
tools and how to use them to adjust the vari
ous functions of the watch so that they do not 
impede one another but work together as a whole.

Because I do not know how to do this now 
does not end the matter. Qy studying watches 
until I have achieved an understanding of the 
various parts and the relation of their func
tions, and by studying the watchmaker's tools 
until I have achieved skill in their use, I 
can learn to make watches function properly.

The important point here is that the prin
ciple involved also applies to self-understand
ing. If we study our various functions and 
their relationship one to another we can learn 
to adjust them so that they do not impede one 
another but work together as a whole. All we 
need to do is to become aware that such a 
thing is within our power and then go ahead 
and accomplish it.

Someone suggested that the purpose of 
life is to achieve happiness. I will agree 
that happiness is apparently what we are try
ing to achieve, but I am not personally satis
fied that it is the purpose of life. Let us 
consider the possibility that happiness is a 
sensation we experience as a result of living 
our lives toward the accomplishment of pur
pose. In this case the sensation of happiness 
tells us to what degree we are putting our 
lives to right-use-ness.

In the case of the watch, in order to
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achieve an understanding of its workings we 
would need tools with which to expose the dif
ferent parts for our examination and study. 
Likewise, if we were going to learn to adjust 
it, we would need still other tools and an 
understanding of their use. And so it is in 
our quest for self-understanding. We need 
tools and an understanding of their use.

Of course, the idea of tools implies work. 
Actually the only way we ever accomplish any
thing in this physical universe is through the 
application of time, effort, and thought. And 
the rule still holds for what we are now doing, 
I think. If we are going to achieve a measure 
of self-understanding it will be through the 
application of our time, effort, and thought. 
In this work, as in any other, good tools and 
accurate measuring devices will help us to ac
complish our task more easily and effectively.

Actually we already possess a good kit of 
tools although most of us are not sharply 
aware of them nor are we yet skilled in their 
use. They are mental, emotional, and physical 
tools. When we become aware of them and use 
them with understanding we definitely experi
ence the sensation of happiness. Conversely, 
when we use them improperly and without under
standing we experience the sensation of unhap
piness. I make this statement from my own 
personal experience.

At this point I would like to describe 
briefly a couple of our most useful tools.

The first is the CEDA sequence. It is 
pronounced "saida" and is an acrostic made up 
of the first letters of the following sequence 
of functions: Consider-Evaluate-Decide-Act.

In any situation where we are faced with 
a problem we may use this tool to achieve a 
solution. First we consider the situation as 
a whole. We consider what the problem seems 
to be. We consider what the problem might be 
other than what it seems to be. Through such 
an application of consideration we attempt to 
accurately describe the problem as it really 
is. Next we propose solutions to the problem; 
not just one but as many different solutions 
as we can think of. Then we evaluate one so
lution against the other, taking into consid
eration both the immediate effect and long 
range effect of each solution. Having done 
this as thoroughly as possible, we decide on 
one solution as being the best for that par
ticular situation. Having once made the decis
ion, we put it into action, thus completing 
the cycle of Consider-Evaluate-Decide-Act.

The second is Creative Imagination. We 
all know more or less what creative imagination 
is but few of us understand the tool well 
enough to use it to near its power and effect
iveness.

For example, one of the very effective 
uses for this tool is in proposing alternate 
solutions to any given situation or problem. 
Usually an individual will respond to a situa
tion or solve a problem by applying, without 
consideration or evaluation, a response or 
solution which was used successfully in some 
previous similar situation or problem. He may 
select the best solution in this way but since 
no two situations are exactly alike, this is 
highly improbable. If, through the use of his 
creative imagination he creates a number of 
new possible solutions for evaluation, he is 
more likely to arrive at the best possible 
solution.

In order to help you become more familiar 
with these two tools, I am going to suggest an 
exercise. From now on, as you move from sit
uation to situation, focus your attention on 
the CEDA sequence. Do this deliberately, step

Love Creates, Hate Destroys
Volney G. Mathison

(Continued from P. 12) creative image patterns 
probably must do most of the actual healing— 
yet a strong, positive healer who uses creative 
action, one who creates and duplicates his own 
image patterns of the healed patient, thereby 
to some degree HEALS THAT PATIENT. Whether 
there occurs an actual radiation o f some super-physical type of energy from healer to 
patient is at this time not within the range 
of scientific demonstration — bu t flatly, 
bluntly the writer has personally seen it 
occur. And after having finally been convinced 
by personal observation that it CAN be done, 
the writer has done it, too. Yet, in honesty, 
it must be said that the confident, inspiring 
demeanor of the therapist using creative image 
action causes the patient himself to create 
stronger, more powerfully curative and healing 
image^atterns of his own, whereby he heals

A negative humanity-hating therapist is 
almost an impossibility, a contradiction of 
opposing motional forces. The hater may have 
the diploma and the label of a healer, but if 
so, he is a contemptible fraud—he can heal NO 
ONE. The positive humanity-loving therapist 
can, to some degree, aid ANY ONE.

This intention, this purpose, is the 
first, the major requisite, of the true healer.

The second requisite is adequate train
ing, skill, and intelligence wherewith to do 
the job.

The third: Confidence in and certainty 
about his chosen methods and his capacity to 
apply them. Without poise, confidence, cert
ainty in the healer, there is but little heal
ing—and the therapist who cannot develop 
these attributes should devote himself to some 
other activity.

And finally, a subordinate principle of creative action is that of the delayed return 
of a reward to the originative actor, to the 
doer of the beneficent creative act. The 
sincere healer gives his best, whether or not 
he receives a great immediate reward. The most 
generous therapist must, of course, be aware 
of and firm with the patient of the I-want-my- 
mamma type discussed previously. This type of patient, if acceded to unchecked, will, 
almost vampire-like, utterly drain out all the 
energy of the strongest therapist.

But the bonafide healer does not seek 
covertly to hypnotize and rob the poor—or 
anyone else. He charges each somewhat accord
ing to his means. And it is an observed fact 
that services which the healer renders that 
produce the least immediate financial return 
sometimes in an unforeseen fashion bring about 
the greatest, the richest rewards of all.

(ED. NOTE--This is the final chapter In the series of 
abridgments from Mr. Mathison’s new book, "Creative Image 
Ther^y'*, obtainable from the author at

by step, and before you start to evaluate the 
best solution to the problem or situation, use 
your creative imagination to propose as many 
alternate solutions as you possibly can, no 
matter how far-fetched they may seem. Then 
become aware of deliberately evaluating the 
solutions; of deciding on one of them; of put
ting the one you chose into action.

If this whole procedure seems awkward and 
slow at first, do not despair. It always takes 
time to learn something new, and it always 
takes effort, and it always takes thought. If 
you will persistently apply your time, effort, 
and thought to the use of the CEDA sequence, 
you will be surprised how rapidly you will de
velop speed and skill in its use.
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BOOK RIVIKW

Mau Isn't the 
“StiukefMc 
ZhinksHcJs 
How complicated is man?
According to "1,2, 3, Man", 

published by Jim Welgos of Hu
m a n Engineering, Fairhope, 
Ala., man isn't nearly as com
plicated as he likes to think 
of himself. In fact, he's 
probably a lot more simple, 
even, than Jim's book—which 
uses a tool (words) that seems 
to add to the complication of 
existence: semantics.

*1, 2, 3, Man" divides man 
into three primary categories, 
or parts.

The first part of man is the 
consciousness level, which be
gins at the moment he has form. 
Previous to that, there was 
only the unawareness which was 
aware of all; the nothingness 
that pervades everything.

The second part of man is 
on the physical level, and the 
actions of that form.

And the third part is his 
alignment with the social 
structure of his environment, 
and the limitations he has im
posed upon his creative abil
ity in order to operate within 
the traditional chains of that 
society. It is in this latter 
part that man sets up the many 
castes for himself: the caste 
of possession and ownership; 
the caste of so-called crimin
ality; the caste of education; 
the caste of appearance (beau
tiful or ugly), etc, "Justice" 
and "fairness" exist only on 
the social level, and are based 
entirely on our agreements.

Some of the agreements un
der which man operates have to 

do with the form itself, and in 
this, Welgos quotes Dr. Bess 
Mensendieck, M. D„ in what 
might be considered a slap at 
some of the very tenets of Di- 
anetio and similar types of 
so-called "therapy".

"A man with a bulging belly 
MIGHT be expressing his moth
er's pregnant condition while 
she was carrying him," Welgos 
writes, "but it is more likely 
that he is the result of a lack 
of exercise combined with an 
abundance of good food...A man 
with a bald head MIGHT be try
ing to regress to the prenatal 
area of his life with its com
forts, but we would put our 
money on the fact that he de
veloped an overconcern about 
keeping his hair and as a con
sequence lost it...

"Many of us want to have 
complicated reasons for our 
troubles because we have ac
cepted the idea that we cannot 
be objective about our own 
problems. If this were true, 
there would be no hope for any
one except through the advice 
and experience of someone in a 
more professional capacity. 
Actually, most of us KNOW what 
is wrong with us and why we 
have the troubles that we have. 
But the acceptance of the so
cial ideas that we are NOT in 
control of ourselves and that 
we can do nothing or little 
toward rebuilding ourselves 
into whatever we wish causes 
many people to run from thera
py to therapy looking for rea
sons which lie under their 
very noses. We scoot and scam
per from one philosophy to an
other cult in order to learn 
why we are as we are."

And just so the reader does
n't get the idea the writer 
agrees Man is the stinker Man 
thinks he is, Welgos chides 
Man for seeking to elevate 
himself to a level on which he 
already exists. For example, 
those who feel they are not

HAGGARD FREE 
ON CALIFORNIA
PEYOTE CHARGE
Use of peyote may be against 

the law in California, but the 
law that classifies it as "of 
the genus Lophophora" isn't 
very clear,a Los Angeles judge 
has ruled in setting Russ Hag
gard, of the Los Angeles School 
of Integration, free.

The decision came, according 
to Haggard, after all the court 
rulings seemed to be on the 
side of the prosecution. How
ever, after both sides had been 
heard, over and around a string 
of "objections" (a litany used 
by attorneys instead of "Ouch, 
you're hurting!"), the court 
held that although Haggard had 
purchased peyote, he had not 
known it was classified as a 
narcotic, that the drug was 
not clearly defined under the 
California statute, and there
fore, the defendant wasn't 
guilty.

(For an explanation by Russ 
on his use of peyote, see the 
"Dear Editor" section.)

-sme
lt's durned funny how often 

a column needs only two lines. 
operating at the creative level 
are reminded they could never 
have taken the first breath, 
nor continue to breathe, if 
they were not creating. "This 
is the same as telling you that 
you are already perfect," he 
says. "The only lack of per
fection which it is possible 
for you to have is that which 
you declare to exist."

The text of the book is ta
ken from "Lessons in Living", 
published by Human Engineering. 
The book, of 24 mimeographed 
pages, sells for $2; a simpli
fied version of an auxiliary 
chart, obtainable separately, 
is reproduced herewith.

CONSCIOUSNESS PHYSICAL SOCIAL

Creative Sensory ACTION Attachment Rejection

To Know
To Be

To Experience

Ch i1d |s mother
True activity and Knowing
The level of insight and 

inspi ration. (controlled)

Interest in all things

Di rect Contact

Real Philosophic Level

Interna! tensions Eating
Weight and Space realities Digestion
All Skills Breathing
Form experienced as tensions Defecation 
All form composed of matter Urination
Affected by light, food, Growing

mass, energy, force, music, 
emotion, objects, 
temperature, etc.

Building of social senses, Pleasure 4 Pain 
Multiple identification or experience 

with the acceptance of the effects 
of the experience.

Direct contact perversions (convolvements)

Al 1 ve rbal real i t i es
Influenced by ideas of good and bad
Influence of money, property, sanity 

insanity, success, failure, freedom, 
slavery, etiquette, sportsmanship, 
boorishness, loyalty, courting rules, 
unfairness, etc.

Interest only in sei f
Non-recognition of identification with 

acceptances
Attempts to convey insights
Perversions of direct contact perversions.
Substitution of verbal concepts as real 

for somatic experiences.

This simplified version of the 'Basic Chart* does not sere acquired. Attempts to develop short-cats inevitably have 
contain the Zhercpy columns, correlative intonation or life led to frustration. One does not Jump in understanding free, 
relationships. 'normal' living to full control of consciousness rithout tal-

Individuals enter the real vorld as pure consciousness Ing, eventually, all of the steps. This does not eliminate 
and live tovard the social. The surest path of grovth is to the possibility of 'accidentally having a moment of complete 
proceed from the social tovard the consciousness, resolving avareness. The test Is the ability to duplicate the exper
the problems in reverse order to the manner in vhich they ience at will.
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The January-February issue 
might be appropriately termed 
"The Tragedy of Errors"—and 
to those embarrassed by our 
aberrations, we hasten to ap
ologize: One: Philip Friedman 
points out that in his "Answer 
to Rosecrans", we printed "Ev
il has the habit of mitigating 
good" when we Should have said 
"imitating good". Of course, 
we were correct, but we didn1t 
follow copy. 2. Bernie~~Ross 
complains that we quoted him 
as saying that his 50/ increase 
in wages made it possible for 
him to lie about his income 
when he actually said that ly
ing enabled him to get 50/ more 
income. We’re still a little 
bit confused about this. 3. In 
the masthead, we spelled it 
"Zydokumzruksehen" instead of 
"Zydokumzruskehen", and it 
seems that our Zydokumzrusk
ehen subscribers are a bit sen
sitive about this misspelling 
of their planet's name. Once, 
we tried to avoid such errors 
by abbreviating it to "Zydo", 
but they didn't like this eith
er. 4. We said in Globicides 
that Oklahoma elects governors 
with "panhandle brains", which, 
while not exactly an error, we 
did discover that those living 
in the Oklahoma "Panhandle" 
don't like to be insulted that- 
away. Oh, well. Maybe we should 
print our policy in bigger, 
blacker type...

Jon Skinner has resigned as 
corresponding secretary of the 
Scientology Group of Portland, 
and as editor of the group's 
news-letter, ARC-AID. He has 
been replaced ty Wayne Wright 
as secretary and Henrietta R. 
Moore as editor...And this is 
a good place to thank ARC-AID 
for the review given our "Notes 
on the Clinical Course". If it 
hadn't been we already have a 
stack, we'd certainly have 
bought one just to see if ANY 
book could be quite that ex
cellent ... Some of our British 
friends who've had a spot of 
trouble getting dollars to us 
will be interested in knowing 

that we now have a brother 
stationed in England, who will 
be more than glad to accept 
your shillings as our agent 
sans portfolio. He's Clarence 
L. Hart, 169 Fakenham Road, 
Melton Constable, Norfolk. And 
have no fear, we are the sole 
horn wearers in this family. 
And despite the fact he's in 
the Air Force, he has no wings, 
either...Norman Fritz has giv
en up his country estate near 
Wichita and moved to (and fur
nished) an apartment in one of 
the ultra sections of town. 
When he stopped in Enid after 
a Dianetic missionary trip to 
Oklahoma City, he denied, mild
ly, that he was planning to 
use his new home as other than 
bachelor quarters...We thought 
Mark Gallert had gone on to 
Florida with his classes in 
Electropsychometry, but a re
cent note advises that he has 
preferred Texas landlords for 
the winter...

Delays continue to hold up 
the trial of the Rev, Edd Clark 
on charges of practicing medi
cine in Phoenix without the 
blessings of the A.M.A...Tido 
Churchill, who is somewhat of 
an artist both with the needle 
and brush, got to "monkeying 
around" with a new model re
cently—which brought about a 
minor tragedy. She writes: "A 
customer for whom I'm making a 
new wardrobe bit me quite fier
cely four times on my right 
arm. She is from South America 
and very temperamental. She is 
a tall willowy ash blond with 
big black eyes. She was being 
so very friendly, and in a 
flash she turned on me. She was 
severely punished and I felt 
terrible about it because I 
had handled her improperly. I 
forgot she wasn't a cat and 
tried to scoot her off my lap. 
In case you haven't guessed, 
she is a spider monkey belong
ing to friends. They insist on 
dressing her so I've made her 
a fancy skirt, blouse, and 
ruffled pants. I'd bite some
one too"... Burke Belknap is 
reported selling real estate— 
not his own—out in Phoenix... 
It is rumored that Jack Horner 
is on his way home from Ger
many, South Africa, or where- 
ever he finally got, sans Pam
ela... Jim Pinkham, former tape 
jockey for the HAST, changed 
his address recently, and only 
more recently did we discover 
the why-of. It seems that on 
New Year's Day, Jim and "Pen
nie" Streeter drove to Las 
Vegas, Nev., and Jim's bachel
or days were ended...

The many friends of John 
Galusha and his wife, the for
mer Barbara Bryan, will be sad
dened to hear of her death in 
Pueblo, Colo., on 21 January, 
after an illness of less than 

36 hours. John and Barbara 
were married in Phoenix on 
February 16 of last year... 
Has anyone heard from A.J.S. 
McMillan, of the BRISTOL DIA
NETIC REVIEW (B.D.R.), lately? 
Or has he been induced to take 
one of the communication-is- 
the - most-important - point-of- 
the-ARC-triangle courses? And 
any Scientologist knows what 
happens to that to which you 
give the most importance... 
Bob Arentz reports he'll be 
chasing trucks in the Denver 
area before long, following a 
transfer from the Nevada-Wyo
ming radius, and there's just 
a possibility some stray tan
dem taillight will be winking 
him down Oklahoma - way some 
week-end. The publisher, in 
expectation of the event, is 
lacing the red carpet with 
gold braid. And speaking of 
"events". Bob admits there's a 
fourth Arentz due in a few 
weeks, or days—and even may 
find him/herself being audited 
by one of his/her eager broth
ers/ sister before this item 
sees print...We think L.J.Nix
on. the Pittsburgh, Pa., print
er who authored the "knowledge 
doughnut" reproduced in the 
letter section some time back, 
was kidding us when he sent us 
a linotyped letter so full of 
typographical "bulls" we could 
hardly read it. And what did 
we find when we finally got it 
deciphered? A complaint that 
the lack of typographical er
rors in The ABERREE was unfair 
to proofreaders. And this we 
print in the same column that 
started out apologizing for 
last month's many mistakes...

Philip Friedman wrote us 
from Tucson that some friend 
of his wanted black walnuts in 
his diet, and since we, appar
ently, were in the business of 
dealing with "nuts", would we 
please ship him 100 or 200 
pounds—unshelled, of course. 
We checked. And while it is 
possible to get black walnut 
meats done up in fancy bags at 
fancier prices, there was none 
with husks. And we couldn't 
help but think this streamlin
ing may be part of today' s 
trouble. If you ever sat down 
to husk, crack, and pick nut
meats from 200 pounds of black 
walnuts, you'd know that you'd 
have little time to worry a
bout what's going to happen to 
you as an immortal, indestruc
tible, ever-existing "thetan", 
"soul", or "sliver of God"... 
After a doctor had taken $15 
from him for some "wonder 
drugs" in treating sciatica, 
Earl Cunard was told he'd have 
to wait for a newer, more su
per drug, expected on the mar
ket shortly. But in the mean
time, "Oil Man" Cunard lost his 
footing in one of those slush
pits around the oil derrick on 
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which he was working, and with 
a crackle-snap of vertebra, he 
clawed himself erect to find- 
yes, you guessed it. The fall 
had done the trick, and the 
sciatica was gone...And while 
on the subject of Earl, and his 
home town of Crescent, the un
erring boys at the postoffice 
sent the entire Oklahoma bun
dle of Jan.-Feb. ABERREE's out 
still tied, and even our Enid 
subscribers five days later be
gan getting their magazines 
stamped "Missent to Crescent, 
Okla." Earl? Well, two weeks 
later he hadn't received his 
yet, so we don't know where it 
was "missent" to-.-

ik £. Binkley of Port
land, Ore., reports making a 
MEST clear on a flying trip to 
Texas—but to offset this ac
complishment, he also admits 
he stopped in Oklahoma City 
and Norman for a quick look
see again at once familiar ter
ritory, and didn't make Enid 
and The ABERREE office. There 
will be' a 10-second pause 
while we take the good doctor 
out to our mental woodshed... 
Hardin Walsh of Los Angeles, 
in "Scientology Explained" in 
the March issue of MYSTIC Mag
azine, tells how Scientology 
probes "past lives" to relieve 
aberrated actions of now, and 
how Scientology can be used by 
modern business and profes
sional people to increase hap
piness and efficiency. It's an 
excellent article on its sub
ject—but when Dr. Walsh gives 
the address of the HAST as New 
York city, we're wondering if 
this was a typographical slip, 
or was Dr. Walsh being pro
phetic? The HAST hasn't moved 
to a new location for several 
months now, and the scenery 
around Washington must be get
ting pretty stale...We hear by 
our reliable "grapevine" that 
one of the HAST officials was 
gloating over The ABERREE's 
two-month delay in reporting 
his return to the U.S. from 
England. For the information 
of any other reader who also 
may have taken note of this 
item, we hasten to explain that 
unimportant things often get 
pushed around from month to 
month...

A Western Congress has been 
called by several California 
Scientologists, led by Dr. J. 
Burton Farber. This will be 
held in the San Francisco area 
between March 7 and 11. Dr. 
"Nibs" has been invited as the 
principal speaker and guest, 
and Dr, Nibs. Sr., has been 
asked to make the opening ad
dress by transatlantic tele
phone from London...Max Free
dom Long admits he doesn't 
snort quite so derisively any 
more at the so-called "flying

WASHINGTON, 12 Feb.—To any 
of you who saw this heading 
and expected to read a lot of 
low-down, we apologize.

There ain't no low-down.
Since the graduation of the 

students who have been fur
nishing the information for 
this column, The ABERREE is 
left with no semantic repre
sentation in the Scientology 
Capital. Anyone want to volun
teer? The job doesn't pay much 
—unless the reporter is sat
isfied with a firm anchorage 
on the top ladder of Fame.

saucers" since he's beginning 
to accept, more and more, Meade 
Lavne's 10 - year - old theory 
that the things materialize 
from and dematerialize into 
the surrounding "Etheric" 
world. Well, we could be con
vinced — IF the right little 
green men came and twisted our 
arm...Ivor Darree of Los Ange
les, believing that the "Search 
for Bridey Murphy" story being 
published serially in so many 
newspapers has made the time 
"ripe" for such material, has 
rushed into mimeographed fonn 
his manuscript, "Journeys 
Through the Unconscious". And 
as we scanned its 34 pages, we 
were reminded of some auditing 
sessions (our own and by other 
auditors) in which digging up 
former material existences 
was all the rage—hunting for 
that elusive "service facsim
ile". It's too bad Dianetics 
couldn't have made itself sim
ilarly known to the public a 
few years ago, but the "Bridey 
Murphy" book is enjoying some 
good promotion and press agen- 
try, something Dianetics and 
Scientology always have suf
fered from the exact opposite 
of...To show the impact the 
Colorado hypnotist's story is 
having, a 19-year-old Shawnee, 
Okla., news dealer took his 
own life because, he said, he 
was curious about the Bridey 
Murphy story, and wanted to 
investigate it in person. Such 
acts, of course, can only help 
the religious hierarchies who 
see in Bridey's revelations of 
what happens after "death" a 
threat to their well-greased 
"gravy trains"...

Mad Wad's 
£oose¿gain

The long promised and long- 
awaited WAD II, which WAD I 
said wouldn't happen, finally 
did! And to those who know the 
special type of humor used by 
Curtis Janke, of not-enough- 
shes-boygan, Wis., the wait 
was not in vain. He's still 
funny—despite his recent trip 
to Scientology Center for some 
training and processing.

Scientology, however, does 
creep into the columns of WAD 
II. First, it seems that Cur
tis has audited out some of 
his Second Dynamic, and the 
subject of sex seldom raises 
its clownish head, as it so 
often did in WAD I. Also, 
there was a forthright and un- 
humorous name-calling attack 
in red ink against the "asses" 
who, in their ignorance, sneer 
at and lampoon Scientology.

Noteworthy is the improved 
mechanical appearance of WAD 
II over WAD I—with its evened 
right margins, the use of col
ored ink, and a sampling of 
vari-colored papers. Curtis is 
now using the same type of du
plicator that midwifed The AB
ERREE, and despite its im
proved. appearance, he says he 
doesn't like it. For a machine 
that gave him as much trouble 
as this one is supposed to, we 
can see where Funnyman Janke 
is even greater as a perfect
ionist than as a humorist. And 
he does all right at that, too. 
If he didn't take his humor so 
damn' seriously.

"bgh! heap.big show-off, Big 
boom, Ko say nothing."
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"Internship, as far as I know, 
is my own idea. But it is obvious 
that an HCA grad will be invalida
ted all to pieces if he just tramps 
out Into the world with his brand 
new diploma in his hot little hand. 
This two months' internship will 
ease him into the certainty that he 
can handle enturbulation ¿id inval
idation simply because he has Air
ing internship...

"Cosh, yes, intensive and re
tread brought me (my computation) 
one step nearer toward my goal. And 
my goal right now (has been for 
five years, incidentally) is no
where as big as the infinites goal. 
I wanna be "AN CPBIATING HUMAN”. 
Any goal hl^ier than this in my <te- 
based state would be an evasion of 
the «dynamic of hunanity. Let me 
solve my own case as an efficient 
operating hunan, and then I'll try 
the bigger goals. In the meantime, 
I find it considerable flu just to 
be a body, and believe that once 
this problem of how to be an OPER
ATING HIMAN is solved personally, 
I'll have little difficulty in 
reaching some of the larger goals.

"Sometime I even feel that mtil 
enycne has accomplished this step 
so firmly aid securely that one 
just has it, that the bigger steps, 
if accomplished at all, will fail 
simply because they have been built 
on a boor foundation. I know that 
every time I’ve gene up the pole, 
I 've had to push myself down, just 
to take care of a boejy that never 
did receive the attention and com
munication, love and respect it so 
obviously doesn't deserve. To me, 
now, it is a 'What game are we 
playing here on earth?’ And if the 
game is being human, why in hell 
doesn't anyone really try to play 
it? Seems sometimes like every one 
I meet has had so many failures as 
being a human, that any new game 
holds a terrific attraction, but 
everyone still wants to play this 
new game theyTve just discovered on 
a playing field expressly designed 
to play MEST. Ho-hun."--Len Hcmil- 
ton. North Klbrdian, Moss.

"Keep up’the good work. You 
are doing fine. "--Carl S. Mar
tin, Nampa, Idaho.

"You hit a good note in your ed
itorial. I've been having some 
thoughts along the same line, There 
is something of very definite value 
in this area of thinking tut I 
haven't come up with it clearly as 
yet. I do have a strong feeling 

that it is there, though. Die idiole 
chain of thinking in this area was 
triggered by a B.I. (Burst of In
sight) that hit me one day as to 
why I want to help people. Actually 
for many years I have bear insist
ing on helping people. Huh-uh. That 
wasn't what I was doing at all. I 
was striking back at people. How do 
you like this? And that realization 
opened up a whole new area for 
leisurely investigation...

"CouSism or no Cou6isn, I'm actu
ally feeling better every day in 
every way. Cou^ might have had 
sane thing but just wasn't able to 
communicate it. Cannunication is a 
pretty Important ftmetion.

"Living is a truly wonderful ex
perience if you just live life as 
it comes, using every experience as 
a source of knowledge as to how to 
live a little better from that 
point on."--¿bn Purcell, kidiita.

"We do like the Aberree. It 
jerks our mind aromd, sort of 
snaps them a bit like you twang a 
stretched rubber band. We figure 
anything that can arouse the modem 
pseudo-scientific mind must be al
right. Some good friends visited us 
the other evening, happened to see 
the Aberree aid proceeded to read 
it through. Oh, there was an occas
ional grunt of recognition when we 
gave them coffee and pie about 11 
P.M.f. H. Get z, Laicaster, Penn.

"That editorial of yours is just 
about the sanest thing that's cane 
down the turnpike in many a long 
month. Of course, it happens to 
agree with some conclusions that we 
reached a couple,of years ago when 
I gpt to questioning this 'invali
dation of MEST to support theta' 
(to express it very loosely) theme 
which runs through all the mysti
cism, religion, etc., and et al 
I've looked into.

"The only conclusion I could 
reach about this insistence that 
the txxiy and the material (adverse 
are nothing and the soul is AIL is 
that itiat you think you MUST have, 
can't escape having, is what you 
will struggle against and resist
Wow, since we obviously inhabit a 
universe which is composed of large 
amounts of what is generally called 
'matter', and since we create the 
large majority of effects in and 
upon the universe through our ma
terial bodies, It seemed to me that 
a state of harmonious co-operation 
and peaceful interaction with thls- 
here matter stuff just MIGHT lead 
to sane very aptimun survival, in
deed. And, tried on the action (1. 
e., material!) level, so it did. A 
second result of this was markedly 
surprising—having, so to speak, 
made our peace with MESH, theta 
functioning was markedly increased 
and extaided.

"Now, maybe this soul, or what
ever the gizmo—or no-gizmo—that 
operates this collection of MEST we 
call our bodies DOES have an above- 
and-beyond state of a no-MEST ex
istence where all is purity and 
beauty and no nasty atoms required, 
flit, b'golly, this here gizmo has 
seen fit to associate itself inti
mately with a sort of atomic junk
yard and to reside among large con
centrations of assorted atoms of 
various quantities and qualities. 
If this gizmo is all people say it 
is, it's not going to do so without 
some dem good reason or purpose of 

its own, and it would be apparent 
to a child of two, I think, that 
that purpose must be pretty inti
mately associated with function in 
and with the material universe. I 
just can't quite imagine its being 
here if this is where it DIEN'T 
want to be! ('Theta traps' by way 
o f explanation notwithstanding! 
That's lust a rationale!)

"It's true that, functioning 
through the medium of this atomid- 
structure brain and nervous system 
that doeb the major part of the ob
serving and computing for this par
ticular organism, the purpose of 
that sentience—or soul—or gizno— 
that functions it Isn't very appar
ent to what I call Me. For all I 
know, it may just enjoy seeing the 
sunrises!... But. it did seem to 
this atomic-structured thinking ma
chine in my top story that, having 
a purpose in being here, that sen
tience was going to pursue that 
purpose, willy-nilly, and maybe an 
investigation into how the physical 
surroundings could be USED in sane 
feudlion which would feel good end 
agreeable just MIGHT hastai and en
hance the accompllslment of that 
purpose...

"I believe firmly that there is 
such a thing as a material universe 
(meaning granting an achievable 
viewpoint from which the material 
universe is illusion) and I believe 
there is a 'beyondness' and a be- 
yonchess beyond beyondness. And as 
far as I can stretch my thoughts 
and imagination, it goes on and on; 
and I see in relation to this all 
the things that exist here-now in 
this material universe and all of 
the things that have been and are 
no longer and all of the things 
that will be and all of the—call 
it "sentience", of what Is and has 
been and will be, and all the act
ions and effects and interactions 
here and beyond and beyond and be
yond, and all the thoughts and emo
tions and all the interactions of 
them—and it becomes a thing of 
trenendous complexity, so canplex I 
can't pick a straight path through 
it. But I take all that I can sense 
and I come domi real small and say, 
'Here is Sadah, and die is of it 
and it is of her—and It's all one 
thing.'

"Then I know a very wonderful 
and special thing—this aggregation 
of atoms and sentience that res
ponds when someone says ' Sadah!', 
this BELONGS here. Wiy or how isn't 
very important. By the very evidait 
and self-demonstrating fact of ex
istence, this MUST be a proper and 
appropriate manifestation, or it 
wouldn't be.

"And then there comes another 
thought. All these other things are 
too, and, being, they and their 
ways must be as proper and appro
priate in their way as I am in 
mine. And then i see the choices: I 
can be to and with these things as 
I wish. I can accept and agree with 
and cooperate with, or I can say, 
'I am better than this! I have 
nothing in cannon with that!', and 
I can resist and exert my petty op
position—and suffer pain.

"On this level, 'good1 and 'evil' 
don't signify. 'IS' is all there is. 
And since an awfUl lot of what we 
call 'matter' is, it seems to me a 
tremendous waste of time, energy, 
and effort to go around trying to 
resist and invalidate this stuff we 
call 'matter' and deny its being
ness. ..All I know about it for sure
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Is this: To the degree I have been 
able to understand and cooperate 
harmoniously and to accept the ap
propriateness of the beingiess of 
that which is around me, to that 
degree my happiness and effective
ness and my enjoyment and my creat
iveness and, yes, my spirituality, 
have been Increased. And this is 
the ostensive demonstration which, 
rather than more rationed dis
course, is the proof of the valid
ity of the investigation and the 
postulate arising therefrom.

"Wiatever Man and that element 
of Man we call the soul may be, the 
fact is that Man is currently occu
pying and operating in this here- 
now, MEST-end-theta, bread-and-but
ter ccnthnun. And. as our thera
pists have so Insistently Impressed 
upon us, here-now is the only place 
we can function. 'Cane up to pres
ent time' (or down to it!) carries 
the inescapable implication of 
functioning in and accepting the 
stage-setting of present time. So 
the trees are cardboard and the 
rocks are plaster? So what? ULIS is 
where the play is being staged, and 
the most effective actor will ac
cept the setting as real and get at 
his job of creating an appropriate 
role. Another time, another mi
verse, maybe another setting—but 
that's THEN. This is NOW!"—Soft* 
Higgins. fhglesood. Colo.

"Brom the kind of articles you 
frequently print, I'd about caiclu- 
ded that you personally were also 
off in the wild blue yonder. How
ever, 'Invalidation of Bo<y Is a 
Big Business' souids so eminently 
rational that I herewith extmd i^f 
apologies, (ikiless your publisher 
wrote that one.) "--Jiw Sdmitz, Al
tadena Cdif.................

"My trial went along the lines 
we hoped it would take...

"After he (the judge) said I was 
not guilty I broke dowwi and cried a 
few tears. I had no idea how tre
mendous a strain and stress I was 
tnder intil after It was over...

"We went into this deal without 
any back-log of cash. If it hadh't 
been for a large nuriber of real 
friends, I would have had to lan
guish in the hostile mtll trial 
was set. This thing has cost us in 
the neighborhood of $4,000; $2,500 
we get back from the ca^i ball pos
ted. But the rest will have to be 
paid back, as, if, and Mien...

"I thoi^it I had told you how 
things were, but we'll go back to 
the beginning of the mess. I was 
arrested for possession o f the 
plant genus Lophophora. This is pe
yote to me and others. In the state 
of California this is classified as 
a narcotic and as su<h is proscribed 
ty law...So I spent 24 hours in the 
local bastlle. This was not a very 
pleasait experience, but out of It 
I learned a great deal. My friends 
?ot together $2500 bail ml sane 

oaned me eiough so that I could 
retain a lawyer.

Uy first appearance in court 
was of such a nature that no testi
mony for the defense was necessary. 
The judge decided that enou^i evi
dence was presented to prove pos
session and... recessed the hearing 
until Dec. 13. At this time he dis
allowed amove for dtanissal...and 
set a date for trial on Jan. 20...

"I have used peyote a nunber of 
times on myself purely in an exper
imental way to see if it is possl- 
ble to engender a bit of insight 
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into my own aberrations and habit 
patterns. I would say that the ex- 
?eriments were quite successful. At 
east I saw a number of problems 

that needed quite a bit of high- 
powered work. They got the work and 
sane very difficult patterns were 
changed somewhat. Others have asked 
me if they could take it and I 
agreed to help than through it. 
They all realized that it was of an 
experimental nature and that the 
results could not be forecast. Many 
of than got a lot of help. Some got 
a little help. No one that I know 
got no help. I would say that taken 
at the proper time peyote can be of 
considerable help in advancing 
one's integration.

"Peyote is not a cure-all nor 
does It do anything for you. It en
ables you to look at things that 
are troubling you, If you have the 
courage to so do... Sometimes it is 
rather frightening and quite rou^i. 
Sane have taken it two or three 
times but none are really anxious 
to repeat the experiment or experi
ence. Each time becomes more diffi
cult than the preceding one. "--fluss 
Haraord. Los Anaeles,Calif.

"Have enjoyed each issue of your 
publication. But the last one (new 
size and all!) was the best yet. 
Congratulations!"--Seine forreson, 
Minnetnoli s, Aiinn.

"Your new Aberree is terrific! 
And your editorial decrying invali
dation of the body Is magnificent. 
Beads like a prelude to a piece, 
'Sex', we may let you have soon.

"But, about the T-8 men In 'Plow
ing Ito the Field', obviously I with
held too much data. Before the suit 
was heard, I was seriously consid
ering a new offer from fleet; it 
was th® that the lab was visited 
by the T-8 patrol—not to accept an 
'assignment' but to give a curt or
der: 'Get rid of Fleet! You were 
not given the data on this instru
ment to leave it in such hands as 
those of Fleet!'

"So the trial opened; and it de
veloped that Fleet had brought with 
him from Texas at great expense by 
plane his entire Concept Therapy 
crew of teachers and board members. 
Also Fleet had a whole battery of 
attorneys. But the star lawyer of 
this battery oddly enough had fal
len off the roof of his residence, 
the very day before, trying to fix 
a television antenna, and came lim
ping into court with broken arm in 
a big white sling, obviously feel
ing very glum, while his cohorts 
did not look much better. The sit
uation was weird and incredible; 
even the court attaches were aware 
of this...

"In accordance with T-8 instruc
tions I came alone, without a sin
gle supporting witness, and with 
one young college-graduate Sookie 
lawyer. After ihe first 30 minutes, 
I knew I had absolutely nothing to 
worry about."--Volney Mathison, Los 
Aiael es. Cali f.

"I liked the new format and I 
thought the articles were excel
lent. Some of your contributors 
are doing writing of better than 
professional quality, but they do 
not seem to know it.

"I an glad to see you printing 
Articles on the curative effect of 
the hunan hands. I've been working 
a little along these lines for the 
past 18 months and, as I think I 
told you, I have discovered a meth
od or generating what is apparently 
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life force and transmitting it to 
another person via my hands. Rmny 
stuff. I've finally found somebo<fy 
else interested in this, and could 
do it, and we are exploring further. 
My guess at present is that we will 
come out with something akin to 
mesmerism, in which healing or in
tegrative mockups are transmitted 
to the pre-clear on a flow of vital 
force. _

"Out here on the desert a few of 
us are exploring a lot of Ideas... 
The maj or approaches are those of 
Alexander and Eeman. I have a high 
regard for Alexander's ideas; in 
fact, I regard Creative Realism as 
the most Important book yet written 
in this field. However, persistence 
is necessary to master his tech
niques, and a teacher would be 
helpful. Several of us have made 
sane progress in learning his first 
auto-hypnosis exercise. I don't 
know how much longer will be needed 
to master the whole set of exercis
es; months certainly, years maybe, 
but however long it takes, that is 
the length of time I am willing to 
devote to it."—Bob Klliais, Pnoe- 
nix, Aris.

. "Your 'Invalidation of Body is a 
BIG Business' gets ny amen! And I 
bet you'll hear from the rest of 
the world of Infinites?"--Dr. H. M. 
Clunk, Beading, Penn.

"I wish to carmoid Mr. BUrks for 
calling attention to the problen of 
the mentally retarded children. 
Also, the Jan. -Feb. issue of the 
Aberree contains a letter by Vic 
Torrey of Phoenix which I would 
like to cannent iqron. Vic says that 
I have missed the point in my 'at- 
tenpt to validate Scientology', re
ferring to ny article about the 
'Man Mho Woke Up' in the Dec. issue. 
There are three aspects I would 
discuss. First, Vic is mistaken If 
he thinks I attempted to validate 
Scientology. I have Investigated 
Scientology sufficiently to decide 
that it Is not for me, and I have 
long ago deposited it in ny mental 
refuse bin.

"As for missing the point of 
Buddhism, I would ask Vic what the 
point is, and if there is only one 
THE point? Senantically, I can con
fidently assert that I do not know 
all about Buddhism — or anything 
else, having merely dipped into 
several oomnentaries about it. I am 
most impressed with the tremendous 
variety of views offered therein, 
and with the vitality of the move
ment as a whole. At the same time, 
I keep in mind Carl Jing's warning 
that Buddhism is foreign to Western 
thought and would be hazardous to 
pursue In the Eastern fashion. I 
will affirm that ny article is con
sistent with ny basic premise con
cerning my life, as of that date 
(and the present), but may be sub
Ject to change, given sufficient 
reason.

"My third point concerns the na
ture of those hazards Jing speaks 
of. A firm fomdation in Jimgian 
psychology would be necessary to 
appreciate those hazards., As a 
start, I would reconmend a new book, 
' The Psychology of Jung and Its So
cial Meaning' by Dr. Ira Progoff. 
Julian Press, price $5. Additional 
sidelights can be found in a pocket 
book, 'Lectures on Psychoanalytical 
Psychiatry' by A. A. Brill, M. D. 
Brill is the leading, and first, 
Freudian, having worked with Freud 
in 1907. His explanation of Freud,
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Breuer, Jung, and many others, both 
in the work they did and their per
sonalities, gives invaluable in
sists into the basis of Dianetics, 
etc. I am in process of preparing 
an article on Jungian psychology, 
which is destined for Dr. Coulter's 
CHANGE based on these and other 
works.

"With application to Buddhism, 
Jung tells us on Page 112 of 'The 
Secret of the Golden ELower' that 
the Oriental peoples view their 
world 'internally'. They project 
their feelings, seeing then as Gods, 
Denons, etc. Repression of psychic 
contents is utterly alien to the 
Asian texts, and are diametrically 
opposed to the spirit of Protest
antism. The Demons are overcome by 
an emotional battle verging on the 
physical, and even in dance. In 
Jungian terms, the brutal split be
tween the conscious and the uncons
cious portions of the psyche is not 
deep and clear with them as it is 
with us. As a result they live on 
neighbody terms with much that we 
call illusion. But we repress these 
contents, because with them active 
we would not be socially acceptable 
to our families. But the repressed 
contents will not stay repressed 
but break through in a distorted 
form which Brill labels 'displace
ment of effect'. These effects we 
call psychoses, madness, or if mild, 
Coulter's 'protodyne'. It is nec
essary to live with these materials 
on their own terms. To takeup Budd- 
hisn with forceful auditing tech
niques will drive them deeper, and 
the corresponding displaced effects 
become autonomous partial systems. 
The gods have become diseases. They 
are real as long as they are not 
recognized as real (proj ection), 
leading to formation of cults. But 
they are unreal insofar as the con
sciousness has begun to detach it
self fran its contents. I repeat, 
one must live with and grow up with 
his illusions and phobias. Ninety 
percent of Western psychological 
methods are what Jung calls 'the 
rigjit means in the hands of the 
wrong men'. On Page 113 of Jung's 
'Secret of the Golden Flower', he 
tells us that it is not a matter of 
unconcern whether one calls some
thing a 'mania' or a 'god'. To 
serve a mania Is detestable, but to 
serve a god is full of meaning and 
leads to a higher spiritual being. 
(Not a thetan, since most 'thetans' 
seem to be selfish and not very far 
from moronic. I use thetans in a 
multiordinal sense. It has been de
fined by IKI as thought, a static 
support, etc., hut in practice it 
tends to manifest as an autonomous 
partial system, which is a demon in 
every sense of the tern.). ..

"Eeman seems to have discovered 
something about muscular behavior. 
However, his looking for 'unknown 
forces' when none is necessary 
weakens his case hy confusing the 
issue. Putting one's hands on an
other person generates heat, par
ticularly over such long periods as 
he reccranends. Heat brings more 
circulation of the blood, and the 
pressure of the fingers will cause 
the marks he describes. Suggestion 
to Eeman: Scan over the period in 
1919 which started you worrying ov
er such a small matter. You should 
find a trauma of some kind, and 
tracing out the effects of same 
should straighten out a lot of 
things. We humans love to be mysti
fied! Such 'mysteries' have a prac
tical use of keeping one's mind off

deeper worries, which must be re
prised. Such wLlfiill repression 
creates the despair of the 'audi
tor' and fattens the doctor's 
purse." — Richard W. Lundberg, San 
Jose, Cali f.

"If the Aberree gets much better 
you'll have to change the name. 
Janet Hays, Oakland, Calif.

"We all enjoy and appreciate The 
Aberree. It has realism and humour. 
Jung says somewhere 'Honour is the 
Divine in Man' and certainly any 
movement that has it excluded is 
sort of sticky and unencompassing." 
--Sieila Viley, Secretary, Austral
ia! Psychology Centre, Sydiey, NSW.

Evolved thru electro-

'A burst of sunshine through the V clouds of confusion.

"THE SECRETS OF THE ANCIENTS" — What about them?
By Volney G. Mathison

(Iwrwitor of the Electropsychoneter. end author of "Creative tnege Therapy".)

Millions of dollars have been lured from the public by 
persons offering to reveal various secret psychical philoso- 
ghies of ancient and vanished civilizations or religions. I 
ave seen this literature and I deem it excessively over

priced.
The most USEFUL "secrets of the ancients” have long ago 

become comnon knowledge. Perhaps the most important "secret* 
of the Middle East was the Arabic system of numerals, with 
decimals; in short, plain ARITHMETIC, which is now taught in 
every public school on earth—or you can buy a book on it 
for a dollar or so.

Another, valuable "secret" of the ancients was elemen
tary GEOMETRY, which is also taught nowadays in schools all 
over the world. The secret "G” of Masonry stands for "Geom
etry". In that good and liberal order, tnis includes exhor
tations to Get wisdom. Get Knowledge, through the study of 
Geometry, which seems to symbolize Science.

One can hardly hope, in a few words, to express the 
grandeur of the work of great historians who show that most 
of the major ancient civilizations collapsed simply because 
their philosophies, whether "secret" or not, were CRUDE, 
CRUEL, PRIMITIVE, INEFFECTIVE, FALSE TO FACT.

How can one cherish or pay out hard-earned cash to learn 
the "secrets” of ancient nations that have utterly crumbled 
into dustI Is that SUCCESS? REALIZATION? ACCOMPLISHMENT?

Compared to the ignorant fancies of the ancients, we, 
today, do have MODERN SECRETS. We have vast laboratories in 
which thousands of engineers and scientists conduct the most 
secret and astounding research, creating miracles in chem
istry, in electronics, and, above all, in nuclear physics, 
which last began destructively but which is now advancing 
CONSTRUCTIVELY.

Our modern secrets are mighty—yet they ALL rest upon 
one BASIC UNDERLYING SECRET—a secret without which not one 
of the others could have been achieved! Fortunately, this 
titanic basic secret is not classified government informa
tion; it can be and it has been disclosed. This secret is 
BOTH ancient and new. Ancient, since it has been in SUB
CONSCIOUS USE since the dawn of mankind, yet NEW IN THE 
SENSE THAT IT IS NOW EMPHASIZED FOR THE FIRST TIME IN CON
SCIOUS AWARENESS, which multiplies its incalculable powers.

This "secret" is presented practically, clearly, in 
"Creative Image Therapy". Here is a disclosure that is usa
ble, workable, immediately effective. Order this book, 
iriced at the production and sales cost of $2 postpaid; read 
t: and if you do not find it the greatest value to YOU, 

return it for refund.

«“ft
1214 West 30th Street, Los Angeles 7, California

"I like your Aberree very much. 
It gives one a clear picture of the 
important developments since 'Dia
netics' appeared."—Lottie R Best, 
Melbourne, Fla.

"I came away fran Human Fhgln- 
eerlng very much a different Man. 
The most obvious manifestation of 
my changes were ny muscles. After 
doing Jim's prescribed morning cal
isthenics for five weeks, which 
every visiting student goes through, 
I'm like an iron man! This was rug
ged stuff to do every morning at 
six o'clock when every other good 
social being was deep in thick lay
ers of unconsciousness (l.e., sleep)
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but it did exactly as Jim predic
ted: It gave me a very much In
creased awareness of my muscles and 
internal functioning, something 
which is very beautiful and satis
factory to re-establish. Also, the 
next time-when I'm out with a group 
of folk, and, dutifully following 
Jim's teaching, I'm agreeing with 
the right ideas of everybody, and 
some guy tells me I'm a nanby-panby 
without any ideas of my own—I'll 
let fly with a rock-like fist, and 
that guy will revise his opinion! 
Huh, I'll teach people not to agree 
with my agreements!

"Seriously, though, I am very 
much changed for the better. Be
sides V inproved body control I 
have a dellgitfUl set of new atti
tudes, ones which very happily al
low me to fit in with people wher
ever I an. Listening to Jim's ex
cellent tapes on the work of the 
niurinates of the past, I've de
veloped a whole load of new and 
deeper inderstanding. Particularly 
did I enjoy Jim's tapes on popular 
music, in which he shows the extra
ordinary amount of truth that is 
constantly being thrown at us from 
our radio and T.V. sets...

"Regarding my article, I'm glad 
you're publishing it, but my spir
its did sink a bit when I read your 
ranark about sub-editing it to the 
point of 'butchering'... However, 
I'm in your bends, darn you, so go 
ahead as you feel you must...

"The next time I'm out in the 
States, I shall probably have more 
time—and I shall do a Miole load 
of really tougi calisthaiics—and 
you might have an iron-muscled 
Ehglistman on you in an aggressive 
mood. I'll have a purpose and ny 
method may resettle a bulldozer...

"It's been very wonderful seeing 
your great comtry and meeting your 
screwy but fine comtrymai. I am 
determined that cne day I and ny 
wife will go to aid stay in Anerica 
to work for a few years. Mebbe we'll 
stay if we become sufflciaitly An- 
ericanized and, of course, screwy 
into the bargain!'"--Ceaneth Hart, 
Ri dem aisaorth, Herts., Eiglmd.

"Your Editorial in the Jan.-Feb. 
issue made a lot of sense to me. As 
a matter of fact I thougit it was 
one of your best Editorials.

"And I den't see why you should 
confine yourself to the Editorial 
Page, if that's what you are doing. 
As a matter of fact, I'd like to 
see some articles by Alpilia Hart.

"To Alma Hill's letter I can al
ly sty 'Amen'.

"The new format is nice. I got a 
kick out of Volney Hath! sai's ad.

"Boy, there sure are a lot of 
people who have THE answer to all 
hunan ills, aren't there? Ugh!"-- 
Art Coulter, forthinqton, Ohio.

"Like the size of hie current 
AEEBBEE, and the broadening of its 
horizons by inclusion of the inus
ual, like Burks's material. After 
reading the Eeman book somewhat, 
found myself wondering a little 
about agreements. Seems to me the 
copper screens and paraphernalia 
might fall under such a category . 
Sort of a mechanical 'crutch' or 
something to 'believe will work', 
so to say. Hie real tiling is get
ting people to lie still long en
ough for their problems to begin to 
push into si^it, I would guéss, 
with or without the copper. X step 
similar to yogi meditation or the 

psychiatrist's couch. The thing I 
can believe in is that high-toned 
people can radiate theta emanations 
and, by exuding understanding, make 
it easier for the troubled to bring 
hidden problems to the light. Bit 
why quibble with any method, as 
long as it does work? I am constan
tly benused by the many, many sec
ondary methods that have been used 
by later proven 'quack' therapists 
(such as the gent out here Mio used 
'color emanations' to effect cures. 
Hundreds were cured until his ma
chinery was exposed as being a gad
get using a plain electric bulb be
hind three colors of cellophane pa
per. It really worked wonders until 
the debunking.) This business of 
'faith' and 'agreement' is a weird 
and wonderful tiling to contemplate. 
No wonder the Bible decries '0 ye 
of little faith!' and the yogis 
claim all lnperfection to be a mat
ter of illusion. The simplicity of 
that Milch underlies all secondar
ies is what diould be contemplated.

"You hit a very neat point in 
this last editorial Miere you say 
'and here all the "ologies" begin 
to bog down'. 'Good' and 'Evil' are 
part of the 'shuttle' activity of 
the limited thought processes. Many 
people accept the opposites of GOD 
and SATAN, which is a splitting in
stead of an integrating process. I 
rather like how Howes put it, some- 
tiling to the effect that if there 
were such an entity as 'Satan', he 
suspected him of being 'an agent of 
God',

"Bit of course, one would get a 
lot of opposition if one tried to 
put across the concept that God is 
All, and that Miatever plaice one 
chooses to reside in that All, be 
it anyMiere between the Celestial 
and the deepest pit of darkness Is 
a matter solely of their own selec
tion and responsibility. (Much eas
ier to say the Devil tempted and 
led me astray than to admit I did 
it all with my own little will... 
and over how long a ranga of time? 
...and also to realize that the so
lution is to observe what aie Is 
doing and change.) Ulis, of course, 
makes it the 'Thetan' who did the 
choosing, a little point a lot of 
Scientologists may not like to ad
mit. Thus the 'guiding will' (Oper
ating Thetan) does not 'have a 
body' but rattier the body is the 
physical manifestation or 'image' 
of the Thetan. So, as the will 
chooses, the body responds as the 
corrected image, wouldn't you say?" 
--Uarij aie%Nuttall, Ldeeside, Cd .

"The Jan.-Feb. issue of the Ab
erree was passed into my hands and 
I an enjoying it, especially the 
mention about the bust of L.R.H. 
which I happen to have created.

"Since Its color seems to be in 
question, I can't resist answering 
to say it was intended for a golden 
terra cotta but I have often called 
it 'theta yellow'. It's possible 
that the particular atmosphere of 
Wasliington, D. C., does accentuate 
its warm tone. Thanks anyway for 
approval of the bust. -Joyce Bar
rett, Sai Fraicisco Calif.

"This is the second invitation 
to join your million readers, and 
since I have always been a sucker 
for ground floor locations, I an 
certainly not going to pass up such 
an opportunity at the cost of only 
$2. I would like to compliment your 
inprovement of contents since the 
other copy of the paper which you 

The ABEHHEE

sent me about a year ago. This one 
is even more inconprehensible than 
the first I received. Your mailing 
list must have been 'stolen' from 
the files of the first dianetlc or
ganization, which compiled it from 
the list of buyers of the $1 book 
which promised me freedom from all 
aberration^ in one short lesson. If 
I was 'cleared' I cannot tell the 
difference—but maybe I was—cer
tainly it would be inpossible to 
determine inless one is able to de
cipher the meaning of words not 
listed in my unabridged dictionary.

"You have ny best wishes—that 
is if I an authorized to pass out 
good wishes without the permission 
of the original and sole owner of 
the new and only science. In the 
event this is not a proper activity 
—passing out good wishes to such 
as you—please consider the said 
wish null and void."—Coke Kim
brough, Chattanooga, Tenn.

"Couldn't resist ' writing one 
more letter to you. There are sev
eral reasons for this. Sone pre
dictions I'd like to make for one 
thing, and because I've just fin
ished reading the last issue of Ab
erree. It is an interesting issue 
but calls for much in the way of 
conments.

"As to 'what Is truth', should 
such a subject need discussing? Ob
viously yes, but it shouliii't. In 
plane geometry, anything so simple 
that anyone should be able to see 
it is taken for granted. It is 'as- 
suned'. In life, the wiser one be
comes the more he can assone. Ih- 
fortunately, the most cannon habit 
is to assune more and more error 
rather than the truth.

"The truth is that which is. Or 
one could say: what is, is—regard
less as to personal opinions. Wille 
there are no absolutes within reach 
of mankind, there is a degree which 
could be called the 'full truth'. 
Any time the truth seens inconsis
tent, you may be sure that half 
truths and mixed truths are In
volved. A half truth when told as a 
full truth becomes an untruth. To 
shadow-box against the truth is al
so a defense mechanism of man. Ulis 
has been called 'putting words be
tween yourself and the truth'. The 
facts, themselves, are usually very 
easy to see when one is looking for 
than...

"No doubt, being honest with 
one's self is a basic necessity as 
to finding facts. Since none is 
Verfect, it is natural to be a tit
le apprehensive. But 'he who over

comes' his possible weaknesses has 
little trouble arriving at conclus
ions which he 'knows' to be cor
rect. Another example that 'shows' 
how easy it is to see a definite 
truth lies in'personal situations'. 
Suppose an innocent man were false
ly accused of something. He would 
eagerly welcome the truth, and 
there would be no chance of him 
missing it if it cane. He would 
also want others to see the truth. 
But, were a guilty man to be ac
cused of some deed, without proof, 
would he welcome the truth?... The 
facts are here and with glaring 
clearness; but does man want to see 
them?

"Everything in life is a cycle 
of itself. As to cycle within cyc
le, our earth is an example. Savage 
tribes live in the jungle. They 
claim the land to be theirs. They 
have their wars, their weddings, 
their form of society, their kings
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(heads), the same as the modem 
world. The modem world surrounds 
them and claims the same land. We 
have our modem society, etc. This 
is a physical cycle within a cycle. 
But everything Is a copy of every
thing else, and fiction is a copy 
of true life. True life is a copy 
of spiritual life; they are count
erparts of each other. After read
ing so many opinions of the truth, 
I can well understand what distor
tions old Lucifer must have forced 
upon the hosts of heaven for a 
third of them to have succunbed to 
his line of reasoning.

"As to purpose versus prestige, 
very good. Kenneth Hart sees 'the 
score' on that subject. The desire 
for self-exaltation has made fools 
out of a great nunber of people. 
Modem society fairly reeks of it. 
Man trying to impress man. And how 
can he? Everybody is, himself, 
showing off. And what a sign-post 
this weakness is. And how it even 
helps high taxes. To pay a high tax 
and brag about it becomes better 
than not having the tax.

"As to the Bible. Did you know 
that mankind cannot understand it 
at all? An example would be on the 
subject of more than one life. In 
many places it allows simple deduc
tion for anyone able to deduce as 
to the fact that people come again 
in the flesh. And there are many, 
many other messages. To oppose it 
is foolish, like fighting the inev
itable.

"Now to predictions. I think 
that 1956 is the year to end all 
wars. Man will find the bomb to be 
much more than he suspected. He 
will be glad to forget about the 
bomb, and about war. Himanity has 
been getting therapy without know
ing it and is about to wake up. Wie 
'time of the gentiles' is at its 
end. 'Gentiles' means those who 
control things here on earth. The 
'wisdom has been taken from the 
wise'—peek at the U. N. members If 
you think not. Wie present false 
boom will go bang and fall on the 
foundation which isn't there. Wie 
lion will lie down with the lamb 
(there's a message here if you can 
catch it)—and so on Into an era 
where reason is master over emo
tion. From the age of gold to the 
golden age—as Friednan would say.

"Ehjoy your Aberree and the size 
doesn't count. It's the contents." 
--Ludwiq G. Rosecrcns, Mesa, Ari z.

"Interesting odd bits come to my 
attention, as they no doubt did 
with Ron. II a to in the Republic 
makes the statement that pain and 
pleasure are the motion of the 
soul. Interesting? Wie back and 
forth, sort of like the ocean.

"I am also anused at Socrates's 
dialog on 'Wiat is justice'. Well, 
a la Friedman, and a la Hubbard, 
justice is JUST IS. All being in 
moticn, any attenpt to explain it 
will find it altering during the 
explanation, and ex-plain is away 
from plain. It JUST IS, but we want 
an tnchangjng pattern for justice— 
JUST ICE. Wozen? Aren' t these 
Wietans horribly stuck in the sym
bol band? Playing on words that 
should be dead serious.

"Have had one case of true ex
teriorization, indkiced by religious 
fervor, aid by grounding this pre
clear, we are bringing about remar
kable wisdom. She reports Ron's 
data without having read about it, 
and then I hand her his confirma
tion. 'Yes, yes, that's it,' she 

replies, and goes on even further 
than he, but the amazing thing a
bout all this is her certainty that 
I KNOW more than I know I know. 
Ron's data again? Unless they have 
some tranendous certainty to hang 
onto while they experience this, it 
is true that they are not grounded, 
and may be chasing phenomena in 
outer space, not knowing how to get 
back. Sending up a rocket Is easier 
than grounding it. Have another 
musical prodigy experiencing seme
thing similar. I am the grounder 
and the cannunicator. Each to his 
own, and mayhap that is where we 
fit, and these are necessary too— 
part of the scheme. Wie guy in out
er space is certainly relieved to 
find someone on the ground with 
whom he can conmunicate, and who 
can direct him back in."--Alberta 
Elliott, Greenville, S. Car.

"You are performing a useful 
service. Conrnmication is nothing 
to be feared. It's an absolute ne
cessity if any valuable purpose or 
result is to come from these vari
ous movanents to exalt the stature 
of mankind. "—Pail E. C'Neill, Mar
rero, La.

"Wianks for the increasing in
terest in Hunan Engineering. I like 
everything about it and have not 
yet been disappointed.

"I see LRH is looking again for 
a new crop of friends. Does he not 
yet know, that if everything is as 
he says it is, he would not have 
any reasons to get angry at any
body?

"'Must be pretty rough trying to 
make something good, when another 
is constantly on the job to dig a 
hole for it. Have patience; even he 
might eventually learn that he can 
learn fran others.

"Personally, I am all for 'Les
sons in Living'. It is so simple to 
understand and helped me out of a 
mess. Not that Dianetics or Scien
tology won't do things they do. Hit 
this is my experience, that without 
the information contained in Les
sons in Living, I would not have 
known what to do with it. Maybe 
this is because I was not in a po
sition to take up all those profes
sional courses and had to go it 
mostly alone.

"I am not a qualified artist, 
but your Art looks fine to me."- - 
John Schoop, Glen Ellyn, 111.

"I find that I feel more lite I 
do now alxiut The Aberree than I did 
when I first started taking it."-- 
John P. Spikes Jr., Akron, Ohio.

"I find a measure of agreement 
with Ptiilip Friedman's evaluation 
of Krishnamurti. Mr. Friechian would 
be just the man to notice that be
cause his Unction seems to be to 
stuff holes with significances.

"I note Don Purcell says that 
only if life were an 'accident of 
circumstances', life would not have 
a purpose. life could have bear 
created for a purpose, that purpose 
might have been filled or abandoned, 
and then one might say life has no 
purpose. I, however, would not say 
that in either of those cases. Wry?

"It is impossible to 'prove' a 
teleological creation—there's evi
dence of conflicting reasons. But 
the teleological nature of present 
existence—of the physical miverse 
and all that impinges upon It—Is 
so obvious as not to need proof. 
Proof, however, is easy.

"Even if the first event of (or

'events which coalesced into') the 
universe was but circunstance, yet 
in itself it set up direction to
ward and limitations about all sub
sequent eventuality.

"Every particle of the universe 
has intents built into it (or, as 
Kenneth Hart says, 'purposes'). 
These intents or purposes make up 
'theta', life, nature, basic organ
izational principles, or «hatever 
we choose to call it. Chromosomes 
are stuffed Dill of Intents; basic 
physical particles are teleological 
to the point that their behavior 
can be quite well predicted. This 
could have started by circunstance, 
Eul by now it would be teleologi
cal. We observe that IE is.

"I'd like to have you take a new 
look at two basic statements in 
your editorial for Jan.-Feb., 1956.

"I—'Invalidation of the body is 
a big business'.

"II—'Some day, sane "prophet" 
is caning forth with the tnique 
idea that man is in the physical 
universe for a purpose—and THAT 
PURPOSE IS TO OPEBATE WITHIN THAT 
UNIVERSE TO THE EEST OF HIS ABIL
ITY.'

"This is practically a direct 
quote from L. Ron Hubbard, «ho des
pite some faults is not quite what 
you've sanetimes said and implied.

"The next statement you mate, 
'Die soul, etc., being perfect—' 
is not Hubbardlan. The 'soul' has 
been so often and so thoroughly in
validated that it only has the pos
sibility of perfection. Let's give 
it a little validation processing 
and see what transpires."--Clif 
Ansbury, Richmond, Calif.

"I want to quote sanethiug writ
ten about W. H. Auden. 'People do 
not understand that it is possible 
to believe in a thing and ridicule 
it at the same time'...

"I'd love to write to about half 
the people whose letters I read in 
your coluitis, but I probably won't 
because there are so many things 
I'd rather do... I’ll keep on read
ing all the letters anyway, and 
some day may send one nyself, ans
wering them to the paper instead of 
to each one."—Helene Ackley, Sche
nectady. N. Y.

"Have been paralyzed from so- 
called polio for over 30 years, 
confined to a wheelchair and enable 
to move, up to this moment, a toe. 
However, the urge is increasing the 
last 10 or more years, and I follow 
everything up. Right now, I an 
feeling more and more the need for 
action-philosophy rather than the 
talk-stuff with nothing behind it. 
I liked immensely Rm Williams's 
'Dog-Self article in this magazine 
and want to follow it up...

"Many things are scientific in 
tills world, and we are just finding 
it out! Even the words of the so- 
called Bible. I don't mean the 
English ones, but the ones back of 
than. I have been making a study of 
this and it is fascinating. In 
fact, one of the most precise meas
urable type of phenomena that I 
know of right now. Every Greek or 
Hebrew letter has a divine nuifoer, 
each word (as far as we know) has 
one, and they combine into phrases, 
verses, paragraphs, etc., forming a 
nunerical pattern that has a ratio 
of chance to design in Die order of 
millions to one. It is a wonderful 
sensation to go into this first 
hand, feeling that MAYBE of all the 
so-called Blble-STUDENTS, you might 
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be the only one to'have made this 
particular delving at this particu
lar moment, and finding the verifi- 
catiai for one's self!

"Another thing I have been pos
itively awed? at, and that is the 
potentialities of t he so-called 
"corpus' leaving out the head and 
brain of the hunan animal, even. We 
are 'wired' for everything, the 
whole gamut of the enoticms, fran 
anger and fear, up to love and con
fidence, and these eadi have fine 
shadings that make the keyboard of 
the organ a crude thing. These var
ious feelings and thou^its not only 
work slowly, but catline mEHentar- 
ily, or offset each other in a way 
that one begins to study it a 
bit that is positively diz^ing! We 
have the TOOLS to do all the things 
in your —garine, believe you me! 
If the failure occurs, it is due to 
lack of mierstjmdlng, or atten
tion, or a proper switchboarding of 
that mrvelots mechanism lust men- 
tirned-

TheU a bit on reverence, on 
■orship (the pure and insecular 
type). Let the anotes lubricate the 
work you are doing, good though it 
is« W still have the days or the 
shadows, and the night time falls 
in <kie course about us, and a true 
philosophy enforaces all this. LRH 
was good up to a point, but slap-* 
dashery can cnly carry us so far 
and .we have_ to. defer, to a better 
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and broader man!"--Branwell Say
well, St. lianas, Cht.

"I cnee lived In Waukomis (near 
Slid)—that was years ago. That is 
one reason I subscribe. Another, 
that bodyless person, Ba. (Am not 
particularly interested in 'Scien
tology' . I also can laugh at myself 
and others). Hit the main thing is 
your statement beginning, 'Some 
day, seme "prophet"'—Page 2, Vol. 
2, #9 of Aberree. MAY THAT DAY COME 
speedily. " — Mary J. Hyde, Al exai
dri a Va.

"Since 1951 I have had little to 
do with Dianetics and the subsequent 
Scientology, not because of lack of 
interest but because of lack of con
tacts. I was one of the earliest, 
most fanatical of Hubbardnen; have 
audited and been audited with early 
techniques; have had subjective 
proof of the prenatal engram, and 
wish like blazes I could co-audit 
with someone in ny vicinity, but I 
am, as It were, alone in the wood.

"Burnt, I take back something. As 
recently as December, 1952, I asked 
for and received two hours of coun
ter-effort processing from a man 
named Bryce, in New York, a compe
tent auditor who had, in co-opera
tion with a colleague, given roe a 
two-week intensive in 1951. I was 
very much interested In one of Hub
bard's statements that even a lit
tle counter-effort processing would 
rapidly throw one back down the ev
olutionary line, whether he knew 
anything about Dianetics or not. As 
a result of that I started idly yet 
repeatedly flapping iry arms, decid
ed I was swinnung, got into a ter
rible fight with some other monster, 
and crawled down into some delight
fully cool mud. The other beast bit 
me in a portion of my anatomy that 
has long caused me trouble and even 
one operation. Why I want to hold 
onto this facsimile, I don't, know.

"I am nuch Interested in the con
cepts of whole track clearing and 
freeing the The tan—or are these 
ideas now too ancient and naive to 
even be considered? As I mentioned, 
I am long out of touch.

"Incidentally, I earn ny living 
as reporter, headline writer, copy
reader, and proof reader... and can 
appreciate the carefUl and work
manlike job you do with the Aberree. 
You are surely to be cannended for 
your patience in dmnylng the whole 
edition; especially since I imagine 
you lose money on it."--Haymond H. 
Washington, Thomson, Ga.

"I took one look at that poor 
darling on the front cover and de
cided she needed a flir covering. So 
I sat down to read the copy of A
BERREE or however you-all (I'm from 
Texas) pronoince it...and I be dog- 
one, derned if I didn't go to sleep.

"That's right. But don't feel 
bad about that. I was sleepy, and 
besides, I'd done took off ny Texas 
cowboy boots. Well, hours later I 
woke up and d-cidered I'd just up 
and write you a letter, because I 
figured you was all broke out with 
tell'n the truth (anyways broke) 
and needed some cheering up. I al- 
1'ays like cheer'n peepul, b-cause 
it cheers me up...

"Now that I'm getting woke up. 
I'll stop flamin' and get serious. 
I'm the bozo that sho-nuff making 
plans and engineering a world capi
tal of religion—a Boly City, to be 
called "City of Dawn". The proposed 
"C.U.R.E.": Combined United & Re-

The ABERREE

Ilgions of the Earth, and Just 
thou^it you mi^it want to know how 
I'm doing <n what I'm doing. So 
will ask if you'll take time to 
read our "BUll"etin we mall frem 
Engineers' Global Office every two 
weeks."— “Uncle Edward“ Milligal, 
Lone Wolf, Okla.

Most Exciting Book 
in all of Aberroiogy! 

“JOURNEYS THROUGH THE UNCONSCIOUS” 
via Wtole-Track Processing 

and Automatic Writing.
Ohly $1 Postpaid. Order fron: 

IVOR DARREE
1280 Exposition Blvd.
Los Angeles 7, Calif.

SMore than 200 pages of a 
notes from lectures given 5 

n to students of the $800 e 
1 Advanced Clinical Course. I 
/ Theory, techniques...$6.00 \

f NOTES 0 N THE DOCTORATE a 
b COURSE—as given by L. fl
\ Ron Hubbard in his "Theta / 
J Clearing" lectures. 200 of ( 

these were sold at $7.50,
S but because of demand and g 

the importance of the data w 
fl they contain, the stencils f 
/ were re-run in a limited \
L edition. Now, only ...$4.00 J

£ SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES ON THE ? 
V DOCTORATE COURSE. 5 2 7 
1 pages of notes on lectures f 
J made In London . . . $1.00 V 
8 CO-OPERATIVE HEALING, by 8 
- L. E. Eeman. In simple - 
1 language, the author tells ( 
/ how human radiations can \ 
x be used to cure disease— x 
X your own, or in co-operer- x 
1 tion with others . ..$4.00 2 
) ELECTROPSYCHOMETRY—Fourth f 
J Edition, in two volumes *

—by Volney G. Mathison. 0 
Details use of the E-Meter ® 

•v and how to use it in psy- (• 
J cho-analysis. Both vol- \ 
i times................................... $3.75 J
C SCRUB OAKS, by Alphia Bart ?

—a 330-page novel of fl 
\ love, hate, and intrigue / 
J in a small oil town. Cloth I 
_ bound, and printed to sell _ 
§ at $3.50. Special...$1.00 g 

■) SECRET SCIENCE BEHIND MIR- f 
/ ACLES; by Max Freedom \ 
y Long. First of the famous J t Buna books ..................  $4.00 J
V BEAL YOURSELF (Anthony) $3 J
J PROFESSIONAL COURSE BOOK- I
SLETS-- Complete set of a 

50 "yellow booklets" by D. 5 
« Folgere. One set only $20 *

The ABERREE
j Box 528 - Enid, Okla. £



Scientology guidance Center
mortb UQUbrabam, Massachusetts

DR. WALTER L. HAMILTON, dibectob

^aéhifl

Eight weeks’ mini
mum training here at 
the CENTER. $500.00. 
Training includes full 
testing, both Psycho
metric and Scientomet- 
ric. After graduation, 
each student is re
quested (but not re
quired) to work at the 
CENTER as an intern for 
a period of two months, 
under close supervision 
of a.staff Doctor of 
Scientology. This in
ternship will be used 
on our charity work, 
and b e compensated. 
For those who then care 
t o continue working 
with the CENTER, or in 
Massachusetts, finan
cial aid will be offer
ed to students that 
they then may go to 
Washington to take the 
Hubbard Advanced Audi
tor Course.

FULL INTENSIVES
75 Hours---------------------------------- $1,250.00

These intensives take three weeks at the CENTER.
CENTER is fully staffed by auditors with degrees 

in force, and who are completely conversant with 
the very new and very fast techniques just released 
from London ty L. Ron Hubbard.

Full Psychometric and Scientometric testing be
fore and during and after each intensive by com
petent testers.

For those with good credit ratings, or acceptable 
co-signers, a note may be obtained for $1,000.00, 
payable in monthly installments over a period of 
twelve or eighteen months.

All auditing is directly supervised by Dr. Walter 
L. Hamilton, originator of the now fabulously suc
cessful Hubbard Basic Auditor's course.

STUDENT INTENSIVES
75 Hours________________________$750.00

Students of the HCA course, prior to start of 
training, during training, or after training may 
take the full intensive mentioned above for a fee 
of $750.00. Those wishing to take the full inten
sive mentioned above, plus the course, may, if hav
ing acceptable credit, finance $1,000.00, payable 
in monthly payments over a period of twelve or 
eighteen months.

GRADUATES of other schools may obtain a full in
tensive here for $750.00. This intensive for pro
fessional auditors can be, if desired, a five-week 
intensive, three weeks' auditing, and a two-week 
retread course, plus training in all operations here 
at the Clinic. Those taking the five weeks' inten
sive will, quite likely, be offered an opportunity 
to stay in Massachusetts and continue to work as a 
professional auditor here.

All operations at the CENTER are under the supervision of 
Dr. Walter L. Hamilton (much better known as Len Hamilton).

WE NEED PROFESSIONAL AUDITORS IN MASSACHUSETTS!

If interested at all, in any degree, PLEASE WRITE.
We’ll answer immediately. Len Hamilton, D.D., D.Scn.
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